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Bond. Poor debtor. Insolvency. R. S., c. 113, § 24. R. S., c. 70, § 51. 

A debtor, arrested on execution issued upon a judgment recovered upon a 
debt provable in insolvency, who, while in custody, files his petition in 
insolvency, and thereafter executes a bond in accordance with the provisions 
of R. S., c. 113, § 24, to obtain his release from arrest, is not relieved from 
the bond on account of his proceedings in insolvency, even though he obtain 
his discharge within the six months from the time of the arrest. 

The arrest upon execution, having been made prior to the ftling of the petition 
in insolvency, is not vacated by the institution of proceedings in insolvency; 
and the bond having been executed in accordance with the provisions of the 
statutes subsequently to the arrest and commencement of proceedings in 
insolvency, is not affected by any discharge which the debtor afterwards 
obtains. 

Where the debtor delivers himself into the custody of the keeper of the jail 
to which he is liable to be committed under the execution, and is received 
into jail by the jailer within the six months named in the bond, the penalty 
of the bond is saved, although he is afterwatcls released by the jailer. 

ON REPORT. 

* Received by the Reporter January 13, 1885. 
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Debt against the principal and his sureties on a poor debtor's 
six months bond. The material facts are sufficiently stated in 
the opinion. 

Brown and Carver, for the plaintiff, contended that there 
was not a complete surrender of the debtor in the manner con
templated by the statute- such a surrender as would give the 
creditor the right to a disclosure from him. The debtor went to 
the jailer with no copy of the execution or bond and induced the 
jailer to lock him up ; then he showed the jailer his discharge in 
insolvency, and said: "You must look up the law for me, and 
if I _am not released from that bond by my insolvency proceed
ings I will remain with you; but if I am, I demand my release." 
There the jailer was with this man, having no paper except the 
discharge in insolvency, demanding his right to go instead of 
expressing his willingness to surrender himself absolutely. The 
jailer with propriety did not regard it as a case requiring him to 
keep the man; he took counsel and concluded to let the·man go. 
What was done, considering all the acts together, did not con
stitute a surrender and shows that the debtor did not intend to 
surrender. 

F . .A.. TValcfron, for the defendants, cited: Ryan v. Watson, 
2 Maine, 382: Pease v. Norton, 6 Maine, 229; Rollins v. Dow, 
24 Maine, 123; TVhite v. Estes, 44 Maine, 21. 

FosTER, J. The defendant, Danforth, was arrested Sep~em
ber 18, 1882, on ex_ecution; the next day, September 19, filed 
his petition in insolvency; and two days later, on the twent,y
first of September, gave the bond in suit to procure his release 
from arrest. He obtained his discharge from the court of insol
vency, March 14, 1883. 

The regularity of the proceedings in the court in which judg
ment was rendered and execution issued, as well as of those in 
the court of insolvency, and that the bond is a regular statute 
bond duly executed, is admitted. 

The defense sets up, ( 1) that the debt, represented by the 
judgment and execution on which the defendant was taken into 
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custody, originated since the insolvent law of 1878 went into, 
effect, and although the arrest on the execution was legal, the· 
commencement of proceedings in insolvency by the debtor during
the time he was in custody, and before the bond in suit was 
given, vacated the arrest, legally entitled him to a release from, 
the custody of the officer, and that the bond which he afterwards.; 
gave for his release was executed under duress; (2) that the: 
debt on which the execution was obtained has been dischargedt 
by proceedings in insolvency, and that the bond, althoughi 
executed after the arrest and after the filing of the petition in, 
insolvency, must fall with the debt ; ( 3) that he has performed 
one of the conditions named in said bond by delivering himself' 
into the custody of the keeper of the jail to which he was liable· 
to be committed under said execution. 

I. Upon the first and second propositions set up in defense, 
the defendant cannot prevail. To what extent the privilege of" 
exemption from arrest may be lawfully claimed by a debtor who, 
has been legally arrested on execution prior to filing his petitioni 
in insolvency, so far as we have been able to learn, has never· 
been determined by any decision of the court in this State. 

By the common law, the creditor had the absolute right to, 
arrest his debtor upon an execution for debt. When the debtor· 
was committed on execution in a civil action, he could not be· 
discharged without paying the debt, even on taking the poor· 
debtor's oath, if his creditor would pay for his support in jail.. 
3 Bl. Com. 416; Anc. Chart. 650. 

While the common law was modified by statutory enactment: 
as-early as 1787, c. 29, in the commonwealth of Massachusetts, 
in relation to discharge from imprisonment, yet to the present 
time, under the various changes which the law has undergone, 
the debtor has always in this State been liable to arrest upon 
execution. As the statutes now stand, provision is made for ~he 
arrest and imprisonment upon execution of the debtor for the 
purpose of obtaining a discovery of his property wherewith to 
satisfy the execution on which he is arrested. Provision is like
wise made whereby he may obtain his release by complying with 
certain conditions,-in this day generally well understood by 
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those who, with sincere motives, have occasion to resort for 
protection thereto, as by those who thereby have like occasion to 
lament the loss of honest debts. One of those conditions is in 
executing a bond like the one in suit. 

This debtor was arrested in accordance with the provisions of 
law, and while in custody, filed his voluntary petition in insol
vency. Was he thereby entitled to release from arrest? We 
think not. 

So much of § 4 7 of the insolvent act of 1878 (R. S., c. 70, § 
51) as relates to this question provides that . . ~~ no debtor 
:against whom a warrant of insolvency has been issued shall be 
iliable to arrest on mesne process or execution, where the claim 
'l\vas provable in insolvency during the pendency of the insolvency 
a_'.)roceedings, unless the same shall be unreasonably protracted by 
·,the fault or neglect of such debtor." 

This provision is very nearly identical with the general hank
irupt act of 1867, § 26, (U.S. R. S., § 5107) which was in force 
at the time of (he enactment of the present insolvent law. The 
language of both, in the provision referred to, taken in connec
tion with the objects to be attained, possesses that degree of 
.similarity by which a construction given to one would equally 
.apply to the other. And it has been decided by other courts, 
,that this section of the general bankrupt law would not relieve 
from ai~est one who was in lawful custody when the petition was 
.filed, though for a debt provable and dischargable under the act ; 
that it applied only to arrests that were made after the com
mencement of proceedings in bankruptcy ; and if the arrest had 

. be·en made before that time, the bankrupt was not entitled to a 
:release by virtue of any provision of the bankrupt law. Bump, 
(7thred.) c. X, pp. 166, 606; Hamlin's Insolvent Law, 70; In 
re Walker, 1 Lowell, 222; In re Devoe, id. 251; Hazelton, v. 
Valentine, id. 270; .... "Minon v. Van Nostrand, id. 458; Stock
well v. Silloway, 100 Mass. 298. And see, Storer v. Haynes, 
-67 Maine, 422; Wilmarth v.· Burt, 7 Met. 257, 261. 

The arrest contemplated by the statute, and to which no debtor 
~i shall be liable," is manifestly a new arrest for the benefit of the 
creditor, as was held by GRAY, J., in Stockwell v. Silloway, 
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supra, where he says: ii And this very section has been adjudged 
by the district court of the United States in this district not to 
extend to the case of a debtor who, before the commencement of 
bankruptcy proceedings, had been arrested on mesne process, 
giving bail, and surrendered himself in discharge of his bail, and 
was ch;1rged on an alias execution taken out after his bankruptcy ; 
upon the ground that this act of the creditor was not in law or 
fact a new arrest during the pendency of the proceedings, but 
only a lawful continuation of the old arrest according to the terms 
and for the purposes for which it was originally made." 

In the case at bar the officer was in the faithful performance 
of his duty, at the time the arrest was made, obeying the man
date of a court whose jurisdiction in relation to the matter was 
unquestioned, and in the execution of that duty he was bound 
only to ·see that the process, which he was called upon to execute, 
was in due and regular form, emanating from a court having 
jurisdiction of the subject. He was justified in obeying his 
precept, and it is highly necessary to the due, prompt, faithful 
and energetic execution of the mandates of the law that he should 
be thus protected. No action of trespass could lie against him 
in the faithful execution of that duty while thus obeying a precept 
regular upon its face. Wilmarth v. Burt, 7 Met. 257; Clarke 
v. May, 2 Gray, 413; Oonner v. Long, 104 U. S. 238. 

II. The bond in suit having been executed and delivered after 
the debtor had instituted proceedings in insolvency, was properly 
given, and is not affected by any discharge which he has since 
obtained. Corliss v. Shepherd, 28 Maine, 551, 552. The arrest 
having been legally made, and the bond given while the debtor 
was in the custody of the officer, in accordance with the statutes 
of this State, the rights of the creditor for further proceedings. 
for the purpose of obtaining a discovery of the debtor's property 
had attached before the fi]ing of his petition, and that provision 
of the insolvent law relating to exemption from arrest does not 
apply to the case at bar, whatever may have been the effect of 
the debtor's discharge upon the debt represented in the execution .. 
It is a new contract entered into by the parties defendant, and illJ 
accordance with the provisions of the statute, after the com-
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mencement of insolvency proceedings, and can not therefore be 
affected by those proceedings. Treating the debt as effectually 
discharged, and the remedy of the creditor, existing at the time 
the discharge was granted to recover his debt by suit as forever 
barred, the debt can not be said to be paid, but discharged. 
The moral obligation of the insolvent to pay it remains.. It is 
due in conscience although discharged in law, and this moral 
obligation, uniting with a subsequent promise in writing by the 
insolvent to pay the debt would form a sufficient consideration, 
even though the promise be not under seal, and would support 
a right of action upon such promise. Dusenbury v. Hoyt, 53 
N. Y. 523; Corliss v. Shepherd, 28 Maine, 552; Otis v. Gazlin, 
31 Maine, 568. 

III. But this bond is not a promise to pay the debt abso
lutely. It is subject to three conditions, defeasible upon the 
performance of either, and the only remaining inquiry relates to 
the question of performance. 

These conditions are in the alternative, and the debtor must 
show that he has performed one of them within the six months, 
if he would expect protection to himself and his sureties. Here 
the defense, assuming the burden, claims performance of the last 
-condition by '' delivering himself into the custody of the keeper 
-of the jail," March 14, 1883. If he has done that he has per-
formed what he obligated himself to do, and his defense is 
:sustained. Rollins v. Dow, 24 Maine, 124; lVhite v. Estes, 44 
Maine, 21; Jones v. EmeJ'son, 71 Maine, 405. 

We are satisfied from the testimony as reported that the debtor 
,delivered himself into the custody of the jailer within the time. 

His purpose was, as he testifies, to release his bondsmen. He 
~says he presented himself to the jailer sometime in the forenoon, 
was locked in, but "did not remain in jail but a little while, an 
-hour or so; I could not really tell whether it was afternoon 
when I was released; I don't remember the time; the jailer 
released me upon the presentation of that paper ; he put me into 
the jail and turned the key, and I paid him for it." "I paid the 
-turnkey's Me in going in and coming out ; he asked me forty 
.cents and I gave him half a dollar." The testimony of the debtor 
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is corroborated by that of the jailer himself who says he " could 
not give the hour he came there ; sometime in the forenoon ; he 
was discharged sometime in the afternoon." The jailer's entry 
upon the jail register, made at the time, confirms the statement 
of the witnesses; it is this: ~~ Surrendered to jail, March 14, 
1883, to save conditions of a six months' poor debtor's bond, 
dated ·september 21, A. D. 1882. Relea~ed March 14, 1883, 
on presenting discharge from court of insolvency." 

This evidence is not only uncontradicted, but is supported by 
the other facts in the case. 

The plaintiff, however, interposes objections which relate to 
the validity of the surrender. It is claimed that the debtor, as 
soon as he delivered himself up and was committed, exhibited 
his discharge in insolvency and demanded his release ; that he 
produced no copy of the bond or execution when he surrendered 
himself to the jailer ; and that inasmuch as his intention was to 
be released upon his discharge in insolvency when he entered, it 
was not such a delivery into custody as is contemplated by the 
statutes. 

But the conditions of the bond relate to the acts rather than 
the intention of the party. If the debtor in fact delivered him
self into the custody of the jailer, whatever may have been his 
intention or expectation as to his release, or as to the manner in 
which it was to be effected, we should not be warranted in saying 
that the intention should overrule the act and that he had not 
complied with the condition named in the bond. 

Moreover, upon this question the testimony standing uncon
tradicted shows that his intention in delivering himself up was to 
comply with one of the conditions of the bond and release his 
sureties. He so informed the jailer; and the paper which he 
handed him before he was committed sets forth the amount of the 
judgment, the court at which it was rendered, date of the execu
tion, the arrest, the date of the bond, and the object of delivering 
himself into custody. This was accepted and filed by the jailer. 

It has been the practice for the debtor to deliver to the jailer, 
when he surrenders himself into custody, either an attested copy 
of the execution and return thereon, or of the bo.nd, and he 
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would not be obliged to receive him without one or the other, 
hut there is no statute requiring these as prerequisites, as in the 
case of bail surrendering their principal before a trial justice, 
and in commitment after judgment in such cases, (R. S., c. 85, § 
15) or, as when the delinquent tax-payer is committed to jail 
for non-payment of his tax (R. S., c. 6, § 171) ; the production 
of this attested copy of the execution and return, or of the bond, 
may be waived, and if the jailer receives the debtor without 
either, or upon the production of such data as may be satisfactory 
to him, the delivery is undoubtedly sufficient. Jones v. Emerson, 
71 Maine, 407. 

Having submitted himself to the control of the jailer, and gone 
into actual confinement, as the evidence shows, he had done all 
that was in his power, and the penalty of the bond was saved. 
He had done what was incumbent upon him to do, and whether 
the jailer upon any representations of the debtor or otherwise, 
after his custody had commenced, neglected the performance of 
his duties, or, with no intention of neglect on his part, improp
erly discharged the debtor, is not before us for our consideration. 
Rollfas v. Dow, 24 Maine, 124; White v. Estes, 44 Maine, 24; 
Ryan v. Watson, 2 Maine, 382. 

The learned counsel for the plaintiff has called our attention 
to the case of Jones v. Emm·son, supra. But it will be noticed 
that the facts in that case differ considerably from those here. 
There, all that the debtor did was to "offer to deliver himself to 
the jailer," and asked for information, but was not received into 
custody or committed; here, he not only offered himself, but 
was actually received into custody and committed to jail, and 
after remaining therein for some time was released by the jailer 
who received his fees for commitment and release. 

In accordance with the stipulation in the report the entry 
should be, 

Judgment for defendants. 

PETERS, C. J., WALTON, DANFORTH, LIBBEY and EMERY, 

JJ., concurred. 
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JUDSON E. FRIEND, in equity, 

vs. 

ABRAM G. GARCELON and others. 

Penobscot. Opinion January 5, 1885. 

Pension money. Exemptions. U. S. R. S., § 4747. 

25 

By the statutes of the United States, the money due a pensioner is exempted 
from attachment or seizure upon legal process while it remains with the 
pension office or any officer or agent thereof, or is in course of transmission 
from such officer or agent to the pensioner, but not after the money has 
come to the pensioner's hands ; when the money is actually in the possession 
of the pensioner the protection ceases. 

ON REPORT. 

Bill in equity. Heard on bill and answer. 

The bill seeks to obtain the collection of an execution against 
Abram G. Garcelon, out of the properties in the name of his 
wife and son-in-law, paid for in whole, or in part, by the money 
of Garcelon, received by him as pension money from the United 
States. The question arose whether Garcelon could or not give 
away, or dispose of such money, as he pleased, as against those 
who were his creditors prior to obtaining the pension money. 

It is alleged that a portion of the money went to pay an 
incumbrance on his wife's real estate, and a portion went to buy 
land deeded to a son-in-law, who holds the title in secret verbal 
trust for the pensioner. If the pensioner could legally, as 
against such creditors, make such an appropriation of his pension 
money, the report provided that the hill should be dismissed 
with costs. If not, the case was to go back for the settlement 
of the disputed facts. 

Davis and Bailey, for the plaintiff, cited, Spelman v. Aldrich, 
126 Mass. 117. 

A. J. Merrill, for the defendants. 
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The statute provides that pension money " shall enure wholly 
to the benefit of such pensioner." He can get no '' benefit '' from 
it until he receives it and uses it. It is not a chose in action 
upon which he may create any ]iability or receive any benefit 
until the check comes to his hand. If exempt from attachment 
when it comes to the pensioner's hand, it will certainly follow 
that such money is exempt as long as its identity remains ; and 
if exempt from attachment as long as the identity of the pension 
money remains, the pensioner may then dispose of it in such 
manner as he sees fit without prejudice to existing c,reditors. 
Legro v. Lord, 10 Maine, 161. 

PETERS, C. J. The section of the R. S., U.S., (§ 4747) 
affecting the case is this : " No sum of money due or to become 
due to any pensioner, shall be liable to attachment, levy oi· 
seizure, by or under any legal or equitable process whatever, 
whether the same remains with the pension office or any. officer 
or agent thereof, or is in course of transmission to the pensioner 
entitled thereto, but shall enure wholly to the benefit of such 
pensioner." 

The question is, whether this provision furnishes any protection 
to or exemption of the money after it comes into the pensioner's 
hands? A careful examination inclines us to the conclusion that 
it does not. The meaning of the section seems to be that the 
protection is extended so long as the money remains in the 
pension office or its agencies, or is in course of transmission to 
the pensioner. It is money "due" or to "become due," and not 
money collected, that is protected by the law. By another 
provision of the federal statutes a pensioner is not allowed to 
pledge or sell any right or interest in his pension. The extent 
of all the interference of the government seems to be, to ensure 
the actual reception of its bounty by the person entitled to it. 
When the money is actually in the possession of the pensioner 
the protection is gone. 

With the money in his hands as his own unencumbered 
property, the pensioner stands upon the same footing for its 
protection as would any other man. He may, no doubt, purchase 
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with his money any property which our state laws exempt from 
attachment, and hold it as such. Further than that the guardian
ship does not ex~end. He is accountable to his creditors precisely 
as any other debtor possessing money would be. The counsel 
for the defendants contend that it does not defraud a creditor for 
his debtor to give away property which the creditor cannot 
attach. There can be no doubt of that proposition. The answer 
is, that the money is exempted from. attachment before it is 
received and not afterwards. 

Nor would it be very practicable to extend a protection further 
than before indicated. Certainly, the money could not be 
protected in its transitions from property to property. The 
moment its identification is gone, the protection confessedly 
ceases. If the money goes into attachable real estate, such 
estate may be taken for the pe!1sioner's debts. See Knapp v. 
Beattie, 70 Maine, 410. There would surely be some ground 
for say:ing that there might be an unfairness in extending the 
protection to the limit contended for. If the money be exempted 
against any debts, it would be against all attachments and all 
debts. And the pensioner may have obtained credit from the 
very fact of the possession of property acquired in this way. 

There are decisions favoring our view of the question. The 
Iowa court has twice affirmed the same view. Triplett v. 
Graham, 58 Iowa, 136. In Webb v. Holt, 57 Iowa, 712, it 
was said that "the exemption applies only to money due the 
pensioner, while in course of transmission to him, and that there 
is no exemption after it comes into his possession.'' In Jardain 
v. Fairton Saving Fund Ass'n, 44 N. J. (Law) 376, the same 
conclusion was reached, where it is said by the court : "The 
fund is not placed in the hands of a pensioner as a trust, but it 
is to enure wholly to his benefit. When it comes to him in hand 
or personal control, it is his money as effectually and for all 
purposes as the proceeds of his •work or labor would be, and 
whether he expends it in new contracts, or it be taken to pay 

. the consideration due from him for those of the past, it equally 
enures to his benefit." In 126 Mass. 113 ( Spelman v. Ald,rich), 
it was held that "even if, by the laws of the United States, the 
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pension was exempt from attachment while it remained in the 
form of a pension check, the exemption ceased after the money 
was drawn upon the check." Cranz v. TVhite, 27 Kan. 319, is 
to the same effect. See S. C. 41 Amer. Rep. 408 and note. In 
50 Vt. 612 ( Hayward v. Clark), a case not directly calling for 
a decision of the question, a different view is intimated. 

It follows that the bill may be sustained upon either of the 
grounds named in the report. 

Case to stand for hearing. 

DANFORTH, VIRGIN, EMERY, FosTER and HASKELL, JJ., 
concurred. 

INHABITANTS OF FAYETTE VS. INHABITANTS OF CHESTERVILLE. 

Kennebec. Opinion January 6, 1885. 

Paupers. Sanity. Mental capacity. Experts. Physician. Evidence. 

A child is capable of gaining a settlement for himself when he arrives at the 
age of twenty-one years, if he has intelligence enough to form and retain an 
intention in respect to his dwelling-place, mind sound enough to give him 
will and volition, and sufficient power and control over his mind and his 
action to enable him to choose a home for himself. He must have mental 
capacity to enable him to act with some degree of intelligence in choosing a 
new home. 

Whether a physician, called in a case, is ,qualified to testify as an expert upon 
questions of insanity, is a question of fact for the presiding judge to decide, 
and his decision is usually final. In extreme cases where a serious mistake 
has been committed, through some accident, inadvertence or misconception, 
his action may be reviewed. 

Skillful and reputable physicians, although not experts upon the subject, may 
testify to the mental condition of their patients when they have adequate 
opportunity of observing and judging of their mental qualities. But this 
does not embrace a case where a single examination was made by a physi
cian to qualify himself as a witness in a pending litigation. 

ON exceptions and motion to set aside the verdict from the 
superior court. 

Assumpsit for pauper supplies furnished by the plaintiff town 
to Fred J. Fales from January to May, 1882, whose pauper 
settlement was alleged to be in the defendant town. 
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At the trial it was admitted that the father of the pauper had 
his settlement in Chesterville at the time the pauper became of age, 
December 20, 1877. And an important question in the case 
was, whether the pauper had mental capacity sufficient to acquire 
a 8ettlement of his own; his father, with whom he continued to 
reside, having acquired a new settlement in Fayette. 

The verdict was for the defendants. 
The plaintiffs requested the several instructions following, 

none of which were given except as appears in the charge. 
'' IV. That if the jury find that Fred J. Fales, when he became 

twenty-one, had such control of himself and of his mind, that 
he was capable of free volition and had power to choose his 
home, then he had such capacity to acquire a settlement as the 
statute requires. 

"v. That to this end a lower degree of intelligence is required 
than in the making of a contract. 

"vr. That if the pa~per, when he became twenty-one, had 
sufficient capacity to choose a residence and to form an intention 
to remain in it, that would constitute a capacity to acquire a settle
ment within the meaning of the statute, though he did not 
actually leave his father's home. 

''vn. That the law does not require that he should have 
actually exercised his capacity of acquiring a settlement or of 
forming an intention, but simply that he should have such 
capacity. 

"vm. That the law does not require that the pauper should 
liave actually formed any fixed intention with r~gard to a home, 
or should have actually chosen any new home, if he had sufficient 
mental capacity so to do under the rules already given." 

The presiding justice instructed the jury as follows: 
''But there is also another rule fixed by the legislature with 

reference to the settlement of paupers, and that is, that a child 
shall have the settlement of his father, if he has any in the stat~·, 
if not, of his mother, but not of either after he becomes of age 
and has capacity to acquire one for himself. He does not have 
the settlement of either the father or the mother acquired after 
he has become of age and has capacity to acquire one for himself. 
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''Now you have already observed from the arguments of 
counsel and from the character of the testimony, that has been 
admitted here, that it is important to determine what may fairly 
and reasonably be supposed to have been in the contemplation 
of the legislature in using this phrase, '' capacity to acquire one 
for himself." That is, capacity to acquire a settlement. It seems 
to me, in the first place, that the legislature must have referred 
solely to the mental capacity. It seems to me that any other 
rule would be extremely unsatisfactory, unsafe and fallacious. 
It seems to me that bodily infirmities, bodily disease, could not 
be a safe and a reliable test to determine the capacity to acquire 
a settlement. 

"Suppose, for instance, that a beloved daughter were afilicted 
with pulmonary consumption at the moment she arrived at the 
age of twenty-one years, and should suffer from that disease 
for seyeral years thereafter, and by reason of that should remain 
with her parents, apparently subject to th!:)ir control and authority, 
and receives her support from them just as she did just prior to 
her arriving at that age. It would not, I apprehend, be con
tended for a moment, and has not, I may properly say here, been 
contended by the counsel for the defence, that in such a case there 
would be an incapacity, within the meaning of this statute, to 
acquire a settlement. And so suppose a son had returned from 
the army, having lost both arms, having }rn;it the physical capacity 
to earn his living. It might be said that there was a moral 
fitness and propriety, flowing from considerations of sentiment 
and family affection, in his remaining in the family, apparently 
subject to the control and authority of the parents, and receiving 
his support from them, yielding the same kind of subjection and 
dependence as prior to his arriving at the age of twenty-one 
years. It would be an extremely unsatisfactory and fallacious 
test to say that by reason of his physical infirmities, his incom
petency to earn his livelihood, he hadn't capacity to acquire a 
settlement for himself, and therefore must be considered as a 
child after he arrived at the age of twenty-one years as before, 
if that feebleness or incompetency was, by reason of physical 
infirmity, prolonged into the maturer years. 
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'' I say to you, therefore, that the bodily diseases, the physical 
infirmities of a person are not the test hy which to determine 
the capacity to acquire a settlement under this particular clause 
in the statute. They are admissible and material evidence only 
so far as they tend to throw light upon the mental condition." 

The remainder of the charge upon the question to which the 
requests relate, and other material facts are stated in the opinion. 

Baker, Baker and Comish, for the plaintiffs. 

,,re submit that the exclusion of the question to Dr. Martin 
was plainly wrong, and so far as we can find, stands unsupported 
by a, single authority in England or the United States. 

The law of England has been conclusively shown to be uniform 
in admitting even non-professional witnesses to give their opinion 

. on a question of mental condition. 
Opinion of DoE, J., in State v. Pike, 49 N. H. 408; Hardy 

v. Merr,al, 56 N. H. 227; see Robinson v. Adams, 62 Maine, 
410; Hathorn v. King, 8 Mass. 371; Dickiru~on v. Barber, 9 
Mass. 225; Oom. v. Rich, 14 Gray, 337; Hastings v. Rider, 
99 Mass. 622; Lewis v. Mason, 109 Mass. 175; Heald v. 
Thing, 45 Maine, 392. 

By R. S., c. 24, § 1, par. 6, "a person of age, having his home 
in a town for five successive years without receiving supplies 
as a pauper, directly or indirectly, has a settlement therein." 

What is necessary to constitute a "home" under the statute? 
The unvarying answer of the decisions is-residence coupled 
with intention. Warren v. Thomaston, 43 Maine, 406 ; Gard·iner 
v. Farmingdale, 45 Maine, 537. 

If the pauper then on coming of age has capacity to form and 
retain an intention as to his home, his place of residence, he has 
that capacity to acquire a settlement which the statute demands. 

Such a rule should have been given to the jury in a simple 
form and such is the import of the requests. But the charge 
added new and complicated elements to these simple requirements 
of the statute, especially in the clause, "that he must be able to 
perform with some degree of intelligence the simple and common 
kinds of business usually and ordinarily involved in the act of 
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taking up a new residence." Counsel cited: Taunton v. 1l1.id
dleboro, 12 Met. 37; Townsend v . .Pepperell, 99 Mass. 40. 

Herbert M. Heath, for the defendants. 

PETERS, C. J. Whether the pauper had mental soundness 
sufficient to render him capable of being emancipated from 
parental control by arriving at the age of twenty-one years, and 
of acquiring a settlement for himself after that time, was one of 
the questions at the trial of the cause to the jury. No doubt, it 
should be mental soundness amounting to sanity,- sanity in 
respect to the matter to be investigated. The test must be one 
peculiar to the question to be decided. It is adaptable to 
cycumstances. 

The judge submitted to the jury this test: '' To find that a 
person has capacity to acquire a settlement, within the meaning 
of the. statute, you must find in the first place, that he had 
intelligence enough to form and retain an intention with respect 
to his dwelling-place ; that he had a mind sound enough to give 
him will and volition of his own, and such power and control 
over his mind and his action as to enable him to choose a home 
for himself; that he must have mental capacity sufficient to act 
with some degree of intelligence and some intelligent under-

'standing with respect to the choice of his dwelling-place, and to 
form some rational judgment in relation to it." Different judges 
may give different defin'itions, varying in the letter-in substance 
the same. vVe do not see why the rule framed by the judge in 
the present case is not a correct one. 

It was further said by the judge: "And he must be able to 
perform with some degree of intelligence the simple and common 
kinds of business usually and ordinarily involved in the act of 
taking up a new residence." This additional explanation of the 
test is well enough, and certainly is not exceptionable. 

The plaintiffs were not entitled, upon their requests, to any 
other or more favorable instructions than those given. 

An exception is taken to the exclusion of this question proposed 
by the plaintiffs to their witness, Dr. Martin : "From your 
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examination at that time what in your judgment was his ( the 
pauper's) mental condition?" From the manner in which the 
point is presented to us by the case, we think the ruling must 
stand. 

We infer that the witness was not allowed to answer the 
question for the reason that the judge did not think him qualified 
to testify as an expert. Such must he the implication of the 
refusal, unaccompanied with explanation. Undoubtedly many 
physicians are qualified to testi(y as experts upon questions of 
insanity. They may not be, as a rule, of the most eminent class 
of experts. Whether this witness was qualified to testify as an 
expert, was a question of fact for the presiding judge, and his 
decision of such a question is usually final. In extreme cases, 
where a seriotis mistake has been committed through some 
accident, inadvertence, or misconception, his action may be 
reviewed. This is not such an instance. 

The plaintiffs contend that, if not admitted as a professional 
or practical expert, the witness should have been allowed to 
express his opinion as a physician who had made a personal 
examination. The rule excluding persons not experts from 
testifying to their opinions upon questions where insanity is 
alleged, has admitted, either as an illustration of the rule itself 
or as an exception to it, skillful and reputable physicians to 
testify to the mental condition of their patients when they have 
had adequate opportunity of observing• and judging of their 
mental qualities. That is not this case. Here Dr. Martin was 
not an attending physician. He made a 8ingle examination, 
pendente lite, in order to inform himself as a witness. 'He stood 
in a position to be tempted to participate in the prejudices of the 
party calling him as a witness. See Gardirter v. Farrningdale, 
45 Maine, 537. 

Finally, it is contended that the rule which excludes opinion 
evidence by witnesses acquainted with the person whose sanity 
is questioned, should be abrogated altogether. We are not 
prepared to admit the propriety of so radical a change in the 
practice of our courts, although we are aware that many courts 

LXXVII 3 
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are at the present day inclined that way. It is easy to see, and 
experience teaches us, that there are advantages upon either side 
of the question - to either mode of practice. It is correctly said 
by those who advocate the admission of such evidence, that 
witnesses who have not some aptitude in narrating events, an 
ability for describing details and particulars, although possessing 
good judgment. in forming estimates and conclusions, are very 
often not fairly appreciated; that it is not easy to draw a line 
between matters of observation and what is a matter of judgment 
founded on observation. 

On the other hand, such evidence is exceedingly apt to carry 
a force and impression which the real facts are not deserving of. 
Opinions are easily, and unconsciously to the possessors of them, 
colored by feeling and prejudice. Every judge experienced at 
nisi prius knows how common a thing it is to see a cloud of 
witnesses arrayed at the witness-stand to testify in a matter of 
opinion, and how difficult it is to contend against the pressure, 
however ill-founded the testimony may be. Where it is a col
lateral question, or where a plain case, the objection to such 
testimony is not so meritorious, and in such circumstances the 
objection is not often interposed. But where the issue - sanity 
or insanity - is directly raised, and the question is a doubtful 
one, the rule which excludes the opinions of non-professional 
witnesses, works fi:tvorably. The issue is not generally simple 
enough for a witness to pass his judgment upon. There are 
various forms and kinds of insanity or mental unsoundness, many 
of which cannot be easily or accurately defined, the subject itself 
in some of its aspects being beyond the reach of human investi
gation. The popular sentiment upon the subject of insanity 
differs from the legal standard in most cases. 

The tendency in our practice has been to allow witnesses who 
are not experts a good deal of latitude in the expression of 
opinion, short of declaring their judgments upon the point mainly 
and directly in issue. As was said by KENT, l., in Robiruwn v. 
Admns, 62 Maine, at p. 410: " Certainly nothing less than a 
distinct expression of the opinion of the witness, given as such 
opinion directly, comes within our rule." A witness under the 
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direction of the court, may be permitted to describe peculiarities,. 
conditions and situations, conduct and changes. In Robinson v .. 
Adams, supra, it was deemed not objectionable for a witness to• 
say that she did not observe any failure of mind and nothing: 
peculiar in a person. In Stacy v. Port. Pub. Co. 68 Maine,. 
279, it was held admissible for n witness to testify that a personi 
was intoxicated at a time named. 

The motion cannot justly be sustained. There is much to, 
show that the pauper was a man in body and a child in mind. 

JJfotion and exceptions overruled. 

\\TALTON, DANFORTH, VIRGIN, FosTJ<JR and HASKJ<JLL, JJ.,, 
concurred. 

CHARLJ<JS H. DOUGLASS vs. CHARLJ<JS F. TRASK. 

Kennebec. Opinion January 6, 1885. 

Jury. Instruction. Practice. 

An instruction which authorizes a jury, in determining an issue presented to., 
them, to infer what was the fact from the evidence, "or from such personal; 
knowledge as you may have in relation to matters of this kind," is erroneous. 

ON exceptions and motion to set aside the verdict from the 1 

superior court. 
The opinion states the case. 
The verdict was for seventy-two dollars and thirty cents, and\ 

the defendant moved to -set it aside and alleged exceptions to the: 
instruction recited in the opinion. 

Clay and Olay, for the plaintiff. 

John H. Potter, for the defendant. 

LIBBEY, J. This is an action for breach of warranty of the· 
soundness of a horse bought by the plaintiff of the defendant, 
May 1, 1883. The alleged unsoundness was a curb which caused 
the horse to be lame. 

The plaintiff introduced evidence tending to prove, that, on 
the next day after the purchase, the horse showed some lameness, 
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and had an enlargement on its hind leg, which proved to be a 
curb. The defendant contended that the horse was sound at the 
time of the sale, and introduced evidence tending to prove that it 
had shown no lameness, and had no enlargement on its leg prior 
to and at the time of the sale; so that the real issue was, not 
whether a curb was an unsoundness, but whether the unsound
ness existed at the time of the making of the warranty, or came 
upon the horse afterwards. 

This made it material to enquire into the nature and cause of 
.a curb, and the length of time in which the enlargement and 
lameness would appear, after the injury which caused it was 
rnceived; and upon this point witnesses, who were experts in 
.such matters; were called by the parties and testified in regard 
,to them. 

Upon this point the judge instructed the jury as follows : 
~i Now, then, upon the evillence of these experts and such 

(explanations as you have had from counsel, what is a curb? 
You may infer from this evidence, or from such personal knowl
edge as you may have in relation to matters of this kind, which, 
in cases of this character you are obviously authorized to apply 
to the investigation, that such an injury is a result of a sprain 
.Qr wrench of the ligaments binding the tendon of the joint, or it 
may be a mechanical injury to the covering, known as the sheath 
of the tendon around that joint, which results in an enlargement 
which impairs the free action of the joint, (which has been 
.described to you by the witnesses as being, primarily, somewhat 
soft), and you may infer, therefore, that some deposit has taken 
,place:" 

This instruction authorized the jury to find the nature, cause, 
and time of developement of a curb from such personal knowl
edge as they might have in relation to matters of that kind. 
"\Ve think this was error. The judge may have intended to tell 
the jury that, in considering the evidence, they might bring to its 
consideration, in determining the weight to be given to it, such 
general practical knowledge as they might have upon the subject, 
which would not transgress the rule of law applicable to the case, 
but he failed to do so. The subject under consitleration was not 
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one of general knowledge and observation, but one of science, 
upon which no witness, not specially qualified as ttn expert, 
could testify. It does not appear that any juror upon the panel 
was qualified as an expert to testify or give bis opinion upon the 
subject under consideration; and still each juror may have 
thought he was, and under the instruction given, may have based 
his conclusion solely upon what he thought his personal knowledge 
was; disregarding the evidence submitted by the parties. The 
verdict thus given would not be '' according to the evidence given'' 
them, but according to their own personal knowledge of the 
subject matter under consideration. 

We think the case is clearly within the authority of State v. 
Bartlett, 4 7 Maine, 388, and Schmidt v. N. Y. U. M. F. Ins. 
Company, l Gray, 529. 

It is unnecessary to consider the motion to set aside the verdict. 

Exceptions sustained. 

PETERS, C. J., WALTON, DANFORTH, EMERY and FosTER, 
JJ., concurred. 

FRANCIS Low, appellant, vs. JAMES Low. 

Kennebec. Opinion January 6, 1885. 

Will. Contract. Estoppel. Ademption of legacy. 
A testator in his lifetime gave to a son, named as a legatee in his will,· the 

sum of fifteen thousand dollars and took from him the following paper : 
" Whereas my father, Francis Low, of Clinton, in the county of Kennebec, 
on the first day of July, A. D. 1871, made and executed his last will and · 
testament in the presence of E. L. Getchell, F. E. Heath and Solyman Heath, 
and whereas said Francis Low, in said will gave, devised and bequeathed to 
me certain property. Now, therefore, in consideration of fifteen thousand 
dollars, paid to me and for me by said Francis Low during his life-time, the 
receipt whereof I hereby acknowledge, (and which said sum is my full share 
and more of my father's estate) do for myself, my heirs, executors and 
administrators, hereby remise, release and discharge, my said father, his 
executor or administrator, or legal representatives, from paying the legacy 
named in said will to me, or from paying to me any sum of money or prop-. 
erty under any other will of my said father, and I release all my right, 
claim and title as heir to any and all estate and property which my said_ 
father may die seized or possessed of, and I will make no claim for any-
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portion of the same, and I consent that all his estate may go as he has or 
may will it, or in any manner as he may wish to dispose of the same, or may 
dispose of the same," (Duly executed.) Held, That there was an ademp
tion of all the legacies in the will to the son, and he was estopped from 
claiming anything more under the will. 

ON REPORT. 

Appeal from the decree of the judge of probate in allowing 
the account of James Low, as executor of the last will and 
testament of Francis Low, late of Clinton. 

The opinion states the facts. 

Brown and Oarvm·, for the appellant. 

Edrnund F. Webb and Appleton Webb, for the appellee. 

LIBBEY, J. Francis Low, the appellant's father, made his 
will July 1, 1871, by which, after providing for the maintenance 
-of his wife and giving her a legacy of five thousand dollars, he 
.gave to each of his four children a general legacy, and the rest, 
residue and remainder of his estate, if any, after payment of his 
,debts and the legacies, was given to his four children, or such of 
them as might survive him, and to the legal representatives of 
.any deceased child, to be shared in equal portions. 

August 2, 1879, the appellant, wishing to receive his share of 
Ms father's estate in anticipation of his death, made a settlement 
with his father, -by whichi with the advancements previously 
made to h~m, he received fifteen thousand dollars, and gave him 
the instrument which is in evidence. 

The only question for the decision of the court is whether that 
'instrument or release is sufficient, or furnishes sufficient evidence, 
to bar the appellant from recovering any portion of the estate of 
his father under his will. It is admitted by his counsel that the 
legacy of four thousand dollars to the appellant is adeemed or 
:satisfied by the payment and release ; but it is claimed that .the 
terms of the instrument are not sufficiently comprehensive . to 
,embrace his interest under the residuary clause of the will. We 
think they are. In ascertaining the meaning of the parties as 
-expressed in the instrument all of its language is to be considered 
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together, in the light of the subject matter to which it applies, 
and the situation of the parties, their surroundings and relation 
to each other, so far, at least, as they are disclosed by the 
instrument itself. It refers to the will of the father by its date. 

The more important clauses to be considered in deciding the 
question are as follows: ~'Whereas said Francis Low, in said 
will, gave, devised and bequeathed to me certain property; now 
therefore, in consideration of ~fteen thousand dollars, paid to me 
and for me by said Francis Low during his lifetime, the receipt 
whereof I hereby acknowledge, ( and which said sum is my full 
share and more, of my father's estate,) do for myself, my heirs, 
executors and administrators, hereby remise, release and dis
charge my said father, his executor, or administrator, or legal 
representatives, from paying the legacy named in said will to 
me; and I release all my right, claim and title, 
as heir, to any and all estate and property which my said father 
may die seized or possessed of, and I will rnake no claim for 
any porti'on of the swne." 

It is claimed that the meaning of the words '' legacy named in 
said will" is fully answered by applying them to the general 
legacy of four thousand dollars; that the word ' 1 legacy" is in the 
singular, and does not embrace both the general legacy and that 
under the residuary clause. 

It is a general rule for the interpretation of contracts, as well 
as statutes, that the singular may be read as plural, and the 
plural as singular, when the context requires it. Here the 
purpose of the testator appears to have been to anticipate his 
death by paying to his son his full share of his estate that would 
go to him under his will, [ and by the settlement of the estate 
in probate it appears much more than his share J in extinguish
ment and satisfaction of the provisions which he had made for 
him therein; and this purpose was fully participated in by the 
son. Among other things, he agreed in his release, under seal, 
to make no claim to any portion of the estate of which hig father 
might die seized and possessed. Considering this clause in 
connection with the preceding, we think the words, 'fthe legacy 
n·amed in said will" should be held to include all the provisions 
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of the will in favor of the appellant, and that they were fully 
adeemed and satisfied. Allen v. Allen, 13 S. C. 512. 

While the instrument in evidence cannot be treated as a technical 
release of the appellant's interest in his father's estate for the 
reason that, when given, there was no existing legal right or 
interest to he released, (Fitch v. Fitclz, 8 Pick. 480; Trull 
v. Eastnian, 3 Met. 121 ;) still having obtained more than his 
share by it, he is estopped hy hi~ covenant in it from claiming 
anything more under the will. Quarles v. Quarles, 4 Mass. 
680; I1enny v. Tucker, 8 Mass. 143. 

The same result would be reached by treating the fifteen 
thousand dollars as an advancement by the fathe1'. 

Decree of the judge of probate 
a.ffirmed with costs. 

PETERS, C. J., "'\\TALTON, DANFORTH, EMERY and FOSTER, 

JJ., concurred. 

SwrFT RrvER AND BLACK BROOK IMPROVEMENT COMPANY 

vs. 

FRANK BROWN AND JOHN B. STAPLES. 

Androscoggin. Opinion January 8, 1885. 

Practice. Pleaclinqs. General issue. Tolls. JVaters. Corporations. 

The general issue admits the plaintiff's capacity to sue, but denies all other 
facts necessary to sustain the action. 

Assumpsit lies for the recovery of tolls on logs authorized by law even 
though a lien exists, upon the lumber driven, to secure the same. 

Where a charter authorizes a corporation to make such imp·rovements upon 
a stream as will fucilitate the transportation of lumber down that stream, 
and, upon the completion and maintenance of which, to demand tolls, it 
must prove that the improvements made by it do thus facilitate the trans
portation of lumber before it can demand and recover the tolls. 

ON REPORT. 

The opinion states the case. 

A. R. Savage, for the plaintiff. 

H. A. Randall, for the defendants. 
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HASKELL, J. Assumpsit, to recover on account annexed, 
~~ toll on 316,000 feet of logs, $79.00." The plea of "never 
promised" was interposed with a brief statement of special 
matter of defense. This plea admitted the capacity of the plaint
iff corporation to sue, Penobscot R. R. Co. v. Mayo, 60 Maine, 
306, but, put in issue all other facts necessary to sustain the 
action. Nye et als. v. Spence1·, 41 Maine, 272; Moore v. 
I1nowles et als. 65 Maine, 493; Endicott v. Morgan, 66 Maine, 
456. To recover, the plaintiff must prove, either an express 
promise, or facts from wl~ich the law will imply a promise from 
the defendants to pay the debt sued for. It is not contended 
that an express promise has been shown, but if the defendants 
were liable to pay the toll demanded for driving the river, and 
did drive the river, the law in this state implies a promise upon 
their part to pay the established tolls, even though the plaintiff's 
charter created a lien upon the lumber to secure them, and the 
action of assumpsit may well be maintained. The Bear Carnp 
River Co. v. Woodman, 2 .Maine, 404; Tlze Central Bridge 
Corpomtion v. Abbott, 4 Cush. 473. 

The plaintiff's right to demand tolls depends upon the authority 
with which it is clothed under its charter from the legislature, 
approved March 8, 1864, c. 343. The powers and privileges 
thereby granted are in derogation of the public right, and must 
receive a strict construction. Sprague v. Birdsall, 2 Cowen, 
419; Cayuga Bridge Co. v. Strout, 7 Cowen, 33. Ordinary 

· charters, grunting to individuals, or corporations, the right to 
demand to11s from n,ll persons using a public stream, suppose that 
substantial benefit is to be accorded from improvements specified 
in the charter, that will facilitate and benefit the public use of the 
stream, nnd thereby work a consideration for the toll that may 
be exacted. 

The plaintiff's charter is silent, as to where upon the stream 
the improvements are to be made, but empowers the plaintiff to 
"construct and maintain dams and side dams, with side booms 
and sluices, and all other improvements on Swift river and Black 
brook and their branches, wliicli facilitate the transportation of 
logs and other lumber down said river and brook," and provides 
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that the plaintiff, "from and after it shall have constructed the 
dams, side booms, side dams, sluices and other improvements 
contemplated by this act, may demand and receive a toll" of 
twenty-five cents per thousand, '' for all log3 and lumber that 
shall pass over, or by, its dams and improvements," and shall 
have a lien to secure it. 

The improvements authorized by this charter are those, whiclt 
facilitate the transportation of logs and lumber, and these are to 
be constructed and maintained as a condition upon which toll can 
be demanded. They are of interest to every one who has 
occasion to flo.at lumber upon the stream. The legislature could 
never have intended, that toll should be exacted without the . 
performance of those acts by the plaintiff, which must have been 
deemed a consideration for the enjoyment of its franchise. If 
duties imposed by law upon a corporation are merely directory, 
an individual cannot dispute the enjoyment of its franchise hy 
reason of their being disregarded or violated. So it was held, 
that where a corporation was required to build its toll bridge of 
a specified width, and built it narrower, the traveler could not 
avoid the payment of toll for that reason. Southwest Bend 
Bridge v. Hahn, 28 Maine, 300; Middle Bridge Prop's v. 
Brooks, 13 Maine, 391 ; Kellogg et al. v. Union Co. 12 Conn. 7. 

But, if the violation of the provisions of the charter be of such 
a character, that the individual called upon to recognize the 
validity of the franchise is injured, or deprived of any right, 
which he might demand, then he may dispute the demand made 
upon him, on the ground that no liability attached until those 
rights, which the charter accorded him, have been provided, as 
a traveller i~ not bound to pay toll, unless the rates of toll are 
exposed to his view, as required by the charter of the company 
demanding it. Bridge v. Hahn, 28 Maine, 300 ; Brid,qe Props. 
v. Brooks, 13 Maine, 391. So the plaintiff is not entitled to demand 
of the defendants toll, unless it has provided them with the 
facilities for the driving of the river contemplated by its charter. 
Upon a careful consideration of the evidence, it appears that the 
plaintiff, prior to 1869, made certain improvements upon Swift 
river; but to what amount, and of what cost, the evidence fails 
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to give any very clear information. It is conclusively shown, 
that -in the year 1869 all the improvements, made by the plaintiff 
upon that part of Swift river driven over by the defendants, so 
far as the same were structures of any kind, were carried away 
by the freshet, and have never been rebuilt, or replaced. That, 
at the time defendants drove their logs, the only improvements 
of the plaintiffs, passed by the drive, were a side dam at "Kim
ball's," made with logs, laid up very high with poles put across, 
so that the water would run through it, and a few sticks put 
across the entrance of an old starch factory flume lower· down the 
river, all at a cost of about fifty dollars. That the plaintiff has 
not pretended to demand toll from the public using the river, 
and that the improvements made were of no use, and did not 
facilitate the transportation of logs upon the stream. The plaintiff 
fails to show such an improvement of the river, as the legislature 
must have intended to require, as a consideration to the public, 
for the exercise and enjoyment of the right to demand tolls. Its 
charter imposes as a condition to the enjoyment of tolls, that the 
improvements authorized should facilitate the transportation of 
lumber, and the burden rests upon the plaintiff to show, that 
the improvements made are sufficient to comply with the condition 
upon which toll may be demanded. In this case, the evidence 
fails to prove that the plaintiff has constructed and did maintain, 
at the time when defendants drove their logs, any improvements 
that facilitated the transportation of the logs down the river, and, 
therefore, it must fail. In accordance with the agreement of the 
parties, there must be, 

Judgment for defendants. 

PETERS, C. J., WALTON, DANFORTH, VIRGIN and EMERY, 

J J., concurred. 
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SARAH A. MORSE vs. INHABITANTS OF BELFAST. 

Waldo. Opinion January 10, 1885. 

Ways. Defects. Due care. Law and fact. 

A town is not required to render a way passable for the entire width of the 
whole located limits. 

In determining the question whether a way is safe and convenient within the 
meaning of the statute, it is enough that the way is safe and convenient in 
view of such casualties as might reasonably be expected to happen to 
travellers. 

The law has not prescribed what imperfections in a way will be considered 
as constituting a defect or want of repair, so as to render a town liable if an 
injury is occasioned thereby. These are questions of fact, generally, for the 
jury to settle, under proper instructions. 

In an action for personal injuries received by reason of a defect in a way 
the question, whether the plaintiff, or driver, was in the exercise of ordinary 
care, is proper for the jury to consider and determine. 

ON motion to set aside the verdict. 
An action to recover damages for personal mJuries received 

by the plaintiff October 14, 1882, by reason of an alleged defect 
in a way. The writ was dated February 15, 1883. The plea 
was the general issue. The verdict was for defendants. 

A. P. Gould and Win. H. Fogler, for the plaintiff. 

Thompson and Dunton, for the defendants. 

FosTER, J. The statute upon which this action is founded 
provides that a person receiving any bodily injury or suffering 
damage in his property, ~~ through any defect or want of repair 
or sufficient railing, in any highway, townway, causeway or 
bridge, may recover for the same in a special action on the 
case," etc. 

The court is asked to set aside the verdict in this case, which 
was for the defendants, as being against law and evidence. 

That the plaintiff received an injury while travelling over the 
highway in question is not denied. The defence to this action at 
the trial, was, that the way was not defective, and that a want 
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of due care on the part of the person who was driving the 
plaintiff's horse contributed to the accident. • 

The road was one leading from Belfast to Searsport ; the 
place where the accident occurred was ahout a mile from the 
city, where the road passes by what is known as the'' stock farm," 
and at that place it was smooth, very nearly level, and the surface 
of the wrought portion at the narrowest point was seventeen feet, 
and at the place of the accident nineteen feet in width, with 
shoulders at the sides sloping off somewhat abruptly and forming 
ditches about two and one-half feet deep. 

Over this way the plaintiff was riding with two other persons 
in the carriage, which was a piano-box top buggy with end 
springs, about ten o'clock in the evening of October 14, 1882. 
The night was very dark and foggy, the horse was trotting, and 
at this place the plaintiff's carriage passed another team coming 
in the opposite direction having a light in front of the dasher, 
and in passing, the plaintiff's carriage bore so strongly to the 
right that the off wheels, leaving the level portion of the way, 
passed out over the edge of the shoulder and along and part way 
do'wn the ·same, and after having proceeded a distance of sixty
four feet, the carriage, with its occupants, was overturned into 
the ditch on the southerly side, causing the injuries of which the 
plaintiff complains and for which this action was brought. 

It is not denied that the entire surface and travelled portion 
of the road was smooth, and nearly level, but it is claimed that 
it was of insufficient width, and it is alleged that the injury 
complained of arose from the want of sufficient railing along the 
sides of this way. 

The road at the place of accident was of sufficient width for 
three such teams to pass each other with safety and convenience, 
under ordinary circumstances, if driven with proper care. 

It has been held by this court, and such has been the law for 
many years, that towns are not required to render a road passable 
for the entire width of the whole located limits, but that when 
it bas prepared a way of sufficient width, smooth and convenient 
for travellers, the duty of the town was accomplished. Johnson 
v. TVhitefield, 18 Maine, 286; Perkins v. Fayette, 68 Maine, 
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152; Farrell v.1 Oldtown, 69 Maine, 72. And in determining 
the question wpether a way is safe and convenient within the 
meaning of the statute, we must say, as has been said before,· 
that it is enough that the way is safe and convenient in view of 
such casualties as might reasonably be expected to happen to 
travellers. But the law has not prescribed what irpperfections 
in a road will be construed as constituting a defect or want of 
repair, such as the statute refers to, so as to render a town liable 
if an injury is occasioned thereby. These are questions of fact, 
generally, for the jury to settle under proper instructions in 
reference to the particular circumstances of every given case. 

The same may be said in regard to what constitutes due care. 
The law is unquestioned that in actions of this kind the jury 
must be satisfied as an affirmative fact to be establ'ished by the 
plaintiff, and as a necessary part of his case, that at the time of 
the accident the party, or, as in this case, the driver was in the 
exercise of ordinary care. 

In this case the evidence before us shows that Dr. Pierce, one 
of the occupants of the carriage and who was driving the plaintiff's 
horse at the time, had frequently passed over this road and was 
well acquainted with its location and condition. He saw the 
light from the carriage which was coming from the opposite 
direction some time before tlie carriages passed, but '' supposed 
it was a light in a house " till the carriages were very near each 
other. The night was extremely dark and foggy,- so dark that 
one witness testifies he could not see his horse's head,- and it 
appears that the plaintiff's horse was driven at a trot, and this 
continued from the time the light was first seen till the carriage 
was overturned. Whether, under all the circumstances of the 
case as developed in evidence, the party driving the plaintiff's 
horse was at the time in the exercise of due care, owing to the 
darkness of the night, the liability of meeting other teams, the 
degree of speed, the nature of the vehicle and the number of 
penmns it contained, was a question proper for the jury to 
consider and determine. 

At the trial the jury had a view of the way. To be sure, it 
was a year from the time of the accident, but the testimony ~hows 
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that there had been no material change in it since that time. 
·whether the way was of insufficient width, or there was want of 
11 sufficient railing" at the place, was also a question which wae 
properly addressed to the judgment of the jury and under proper 
instructions from the court. The phdntiff's carriage required but 
five and one-half feet space upon this way which was nineteen feet 
in ·width; and while the defect complained of is not only the 
want of sufficient railing, but also the ditches at the sides of the 
way, it may be proper to notice the fact uncontradicted in evi
dence that the wheels upon one side of the carriage were only 
n part oftbe way down the bank at the time the accident occurred. 
It can not, therefore, be reasonably claimed that the remaining 
depth of the ditch outside and below the wheels contributed to 
the overturning of the carriage. 

Our statutes require that high ways shall be made reasonably 
safe and convenient for travellers. But in the construction of 
such ·ways it oftentimes becomes necessary, as well as proper, to 
construct ditches along their sides, and when ,this is properly 
done it is not the province of the court to declare them defects. 
This is in accordance with the principle laid down in 1lfaco1nber 
v. Taunton, 100 Mass. 256, in which CHAPMAN, C. J., says: 
H On each side of this way there may be ditches. These are so 
necessary for the proper drainage of the carriage-way that they 
are held not to be defects, if properly constructed, though 
travellers may be liable to fall into them in the dark." 

The plaintiff also claims there should have been a railing 
between these ditches and the travelled way. If it were neces
sary in this instance for the purpose of rendering the road 
reasonably safe and convenient, we have no doubt there are very 
few roads, then, in our State which would not require it. As 
remarked by PETERS, J., in the recent case of Spaulding v. 
Winslow, 7 4 Maine, 537: '1 There are many thousands of such 
places within ibis State. If railings were required for them, 
towns would have extraordinary burdens to maintain their toads." 

To justify setting aside the verdict in this case the court must 
feel that it is clearly, manifestly wrong. We ~an not assume 
that the jury have acted dishonestly or perversely, or have been 
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governed in their conclusions by such bias or prejudice as would 
warrant us in disturbing the verdict. Experience teaches us 
they would be as liable to be influenced in favor of the plaintiff 
in this case, as they would in favor of the defendants. Nor can 
we say that the verdict is so clearly, manifestly wrong, either in 
respect to the alleged defects, or the exercise of due care on the 
part of the driver, that we should be justified in setting it aside. 

Motion overruled. Judgment on 
the ve1'dict. 

PETERS, C. J., DANFORTH, YrnmN, EMERY and HASKELL, 

JJ., concurred. 

JOHN R. BANTON 

vs. 

GEORGE A. SHOREY AND FRANK A. PORTER. 

Penobscot. Opinion January 10, 1885. 

J.lfortgage. Record. Growing tirnber, contracts for sale of. Statute of frauds. 

A mortgagor sold growing timber upon the mortgaged premises and gave 
the purchaser the following written permit: "Alton, Sept. 24th, 1882. This 
is to certify that Frank Porter has bought four hundred knees, more or less, 
of me, Hatcil Gott, on Lot No. 25, and has paid me in full ($70) seventy 
dollars. Hatcil Gott." "And this is to certify that I, Hatcil Gott, do defend 
the above writing. Hatcil Gott." The ,knees were severed from the soil 
and removed from the land and the stipulated price paid by the permittee 
before the mortgage was recorded or the permittee had notice thereof. 
Held, in an action of replevin by the mortgagee against the permittee that 
the title to the knees was in the defendant. 

Parol or simple contracts for the sale of growing timber to be cut and 
severed from the land by the vendee do not convey any interest in lands, 
and are not therefore within the statute of frauds. 

ON REPORT. 

Replevin of a lot of knees. The report provided that the law 
court should determine which party had the better title to the 
property and enter judgment accordingly. 

The opinion states the facts. 
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Davis and Bailey, for the plaintiff. 
The permit conveyed no interest in the ]and. Drake v. Wells, 

11 Allen, 142; Claflin v. Carpenter, 4 Met. 580; Giles v. 
Simonds, 15 Gray, 441; 1 Greenl. Ev. § 271; Pease v. Gibson, 
6 Maine, 81; Trull v. Fuller, 28 Maine, 548. 

While Gott by proper deed might have given an innocent 
purchaser a title to the land or to the trees, he could not himself, 
as against the mortgagee, cut one of the trees in question. How 
can he then give a license to another to do that which he himself 
cannot do? Counsel further cited: Boggs v. Anderson, 50 
Maine, 161 ; Marshall v. Fisk, 6 Mass. 30 ; Blood v. Blood, 
23 Pick- 80; 17 Pick. 364; 13 Gray, 502; 6 N. H. 250; R. S., 
c. 73, § 8; Dunlop v. Avery, 89 N. Y. 599; Stowell v. Pi'ke, 
2 Maine, 387; Hammatt v. Sawyer, 12 Maine, 426; Bussey v. 
Page, 14 Maine, 132; Frothingham v. McKusick, 24 Maine, 
403; 32 Maine, 167. 

John Varney, for the defendants. 

FosTER, J. This is an action of replevin in whieh the plaintiff 
claims title to the property in dispute as mortgagee under a 
mortgage of real estate from one Hatcil Gott, dated November 
10, 1881, but not recorded till January 12, 1883. 

The defendants claim title to the same property from said Gott 
by virtue of an instrument, or writing, in the following words: 

"Altonr September 24, 1882. 
''This is to certify that Frank Porter, of Alton, has bought 

four hundred knees, more or less, of me, Hatcil Gott, on Lot No. 
·25, and has paid me in full, $70.00 ( seventy dollars). 

Hatcil Gott. 
"And this is to certify that I, Hatcil Gott, do defend the above 

writing. Hatcil Gott." 

It is admitted that the knees therein named had been severed 
from the soil, removed from the land, and the stipulated price 
paid for them by these defendants, before the plaintiff's mortgage 
was recorded, and before they had any notice of the same. 

VOL.LXXVII. 4 
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As both parties claim title from the same source, the one who 
has the superior right must prevail. 

The defendants claim to be purchasers without notice of any 
advers~ interest in any other party till long after their title had 
become perfected by means of the above writing and by the 
severan·ce and removal of the knees from the land, and payment 
of the price stipulated ; and they invoke, as against the plaintiff's 
asserted title, the following provision of the statute (R. S., c. 
73, § 8,) : '' No conveyance of an estate in fee simple, fee tail, 
or for life, or lease for more than seven years, is effectual against 
any person, except the grantor, his heirs and devisees, and 
persons having actual notice thereof, unless the deed is recorded 
as herein provided." 

On the other hand, the plaintiff says that the defendants have 
obtained no title to the knees, inasmuch as the trees from which 
they were taken were a part of the realty ; that the defendants' 
writing was not such an instrument as would convey any interest 
in real estate, and that while the statute would protect an 
innocent purchaser of the land, or any interest in it, it is no 
protection to those who purchase as in this case. 

1V e are not prepared to admit this doctrine as correct either 
upon principle or authority. The language of the statute is plain 
and positive, and has been regarded as prohibitory. Houghton 
v. Davenport, 74 Maine, 593. ''The provisions of the statute 
for registering conveyances is to prevent fraud, by giving 
notoriety to alienations." Norcross v. Wi'dgery, 2 Mass. 508. 
The record of a mortgage is constructive notice of its contents 
to all subsequent purchasers. As to them the mortgage takes 
effect, not because of its prior execution, but by reason of its 
prior record. "The whole object of the registry acts is to 
protect subsequent purchasers and incumbrancers against previous 
conveyances which are not recorded, and to deprive the holder 
of previous unregistered conveyances of his right of priority, 
which he would have at common law." 1 Jones, Mort. § § 557, 
576; Curtis v. Deering, 12 Maine, 499. 

The statute is for the benefit and protection of all persons who 
have any interest in examining the record title to property to 
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which they may thereafter become owner, either in whole or in1 
part, absolutely or otherwise. 

The court in Massachusetts, in considering the provisions of a• 
similar statute, in a recent case, says: ''But for the protection of'· 
bona fide creditors and purchasers, the rule has been established•, 
that although an unrecorded deed is binding upon the grantor;. 
his heirs and devisees, and also upon all persons having actuai: 
notice of it, it is not valid and effectual as against any other· 
persons. As to all such other persons, the unrecorded deed is. 
a mere nullity. So far as they are concerned, it is no convey
ance or transfer which the statute recognizes as binding on them, 
or as having any capacity to affect their rights, as purchasers or· 
attaching creditors. As to them, the person who appears of· 
record to be the owner is to be taken as the true and actual 
owner, and his apparent seizin is not divested or affected by any 
unknown and unrecorded deed that be may have made." Earle· 
v. Fiske, 103 Mass. 492. 

It appears that the record title of the premises, from which• 
this timber was taken, at the time of the purchase and removal 
by these defendants, w:;ts in Hatcil Gott. They had a right to, 
look to the record for their protection as against any outstanding· 
title. 

It is a principle too well settled to need any citation or 
authorities, that standing trees, and such as were the subject of" 
purchase in this case, are part and parcel of the real estate .. 
Yet they may be, and very frequently are, the subject of sale· 
and removal as distinct from the remaining parts of the realty,, 
and title thereto may be o~tained otherwise than by deed, when, 
the same have, in connection with an execu.tory contract of sale, 
been severed from the soil and removed by the vendee. 

And the rule, as settled by modern decisions in reference to 
this question, is this,-that parol or simple contracts for the sale 
of growing timber, to be cut and severed from the freehold by 
the vendee, with reference to the statute of frauds, and to give 
effect to them, have been construed as not intended by the parties 
to convey any interest in land, and, therefore, not within the 
statute of frauds. They are· held to be executory contracts for 
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the sale of chattels, as they may be afterwards severed fro·m the 
real estate, with a license to enter on the land for the purpose 
of removal. White v. Foster, 102 Mass. 378; Claflin v. Car
penter, 4 Met. 583; Poor v. Oakman, 104 Mass. 316; Parsons v. 
Smith, 5 Allen, 578; Erskine v. Plummer, 7 Maine, 451; Davis 
v. Emery, 61 Maine, 141; Freeman v. Unde1·wood, 66 Maine, 
233; 1 Wash. R. P. 3 * § 7; Benj. on Sales, § 126, note, and 
,cases there cited; Marshall v. Greene, 1 L. R. C. P. Div. 44; 
Nettleton v. Sikes, 8 Met. 35; Ellis v. Clark, 110 Mass. 391. 

In this case the defendants, it is true, entered under an 
,executory contract for the sale of growing timber, and which, in 
:accordance therewith, they severed from the land and carried 
:away, paying the consideration named. As to such timber thus 
icut and removed the contract became executed, and the title to 
which vested in the defendants as soon as it was severed from 
1the land. Erslcine v. Plwnmer, 7 Maine, 451; Buck v. Pick
well, 27 Vt. 157. They became purchasers, then, and so far as 
;any record title at that time disclosed, there was nothing to 
:indicate that Gott was not the real owner. Nor can it make any 
,difference with the plaintiff whether their title to the timber 
which - was cut and removed by them came to them by this 
•executed contract, or by deed. They became purchasers of it 
.as much in the one case as they would have in the other, and had 
the same right to the protection of record title. The contract 
·was no longer executory, but executed. A severance, in fact, had 
,been made by the vendees in the cutting and removal. Supposing, 
instead thereof, Gott had executed a deed of the timber to these 
•defendants. The counsel for the plaintiff iri that case assumes 
that the defendants would have obtained title to the timber and 
·been protected as purchasers by the statute hereinbefore named 
:in relation to recording . titles. There are very respectable 
authorities that hold a conveyance by deed of growing trees to 
be a severance in law from the land, so that they become personal 
property without an actual severance. Upon this doctrine 
Prof. Washburn ( 1 R. P. 3, * § 7) remarks, in speaking of title 
derived from an executed contract : "The same effect, however, 
of passing property in trees may be accomplished by conveyance 
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of them by deed as growing trees, if done. by the owner of the 
freehold. It is so far considered a severance of the property in 
the trees froµi that in the soil, that the vendee may, after that,, 
sell and pass title to them by a mere writing, though they have 
not been actually severed from the soil." Kingsley v. Holbr·ook, 
45 N. H. 322; Gooding v. Riley, 50 N. H. 407; Hoit v. 
Stratton Mills, 54 N. H. 110; Warr·en v. Leland, 2 Barb. 613. 
However this may be, it does not become material here, for in 
this case the severance was actual, and we can see no reason why 
the vendees did not obtain the same title as they would have by 
a deed. If the record would protect them in one case, it 
certainly ought to in the other. 

As between the vendor, the party in whom the title of record 
appeared, and the vendees of this timber, the title thereto became 
vested in them when it was severed from the soil ; to be sure, 
as to so much as might remain uncut, the seller had the right, 
at any time before severance, to revoke the license to enter, 
sever and remove it, and thereby prevent the vesting of the title 
to ·such as might remain uncut ; but as to this timber which 
had been cut, or severed from the soil, the contract had been 
executed, the license irrevocable, and the purchasers' title thereto 
valid. As to such they were more than mere licensees; they 
were purchasers of property, with license incidental to an executed 
contract. Giles v. Simonds, 15 Gray, 443. In speaking of the 
rights of purchasers in reference t.o contracts of this nature, the 
court, in the last case, says that the license "is subsidiary to this 
right of property;" and that this right in the property ,~ is not 
derived from the license, but exists in the owner by virtue of a 
distinct and separate title." 

The authorities cited by the counsel for the plaintiff, defining 
the rights and liabilities between mortgagor and mortgagee, do 
not conflict with any principles of law herein stated. It will be 
found that those cases were decided upon facts entirely different 
from these in the case at bar; there, the mortgages had been 
properly recorded prior to the acts complained of, and the. 
mortgagor was either the primary agent or efficient hand in the, 
commission of the injury against the estate of the mortgagee .. 
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Here, the mortgagee could have protected himself as against any 
and all parties, whethei~ a~·mrchasers or tortfeasors, by comply
ing with the provisions of the statute before the rights of other 
parties intervened. 

In accordance with the stipulation in the report we are. of the 
opinion that the defendants have the better title to the property 
in question, and that the entry should be, 

Judgment for defendants. 

PETERS, C. J., DANFORTH, VIRGIN, EMERY and HASKELL, 
JJ., concurred. 

JOSEPH p ARKS VS. WARREN CRESSEY. 

Penobscot. Opinion January 10, 1885. 

Suit for taxes. Demand. R. S., c. 6, § 141. 

In order for a collector of taxes to maintain an action under R. S., c. 6,§ 141, 
he must show that he made a demand on the defendant for his taxes, so 
formal and explicit that the defendant would know that a suit might follow 
if he neglected to comply with the demand. 

ON REPORT. 

An action by the collector of taxes of the town of Glenburn to 
-recover the taxes assessed against the defendant, a resident of 
that town, for the years 1874, 1875 and 1876. 

The writ was date<l December 20, 1881. 
The plaintiff was appointed collector December 10, 1881, to 

,complete the collection of the 187 5 taxes in the place of William 
B. Elliott who had deceased. The case showed that the former 
,collector, Elliott, arrested the defendant on the warrant for the 
1875 taxes and he was committed and discharged under the 
_poor debtor law. 

A. L. Simpson, for the plaintiff, contended that an arrest o,f 
-the defendant by a former collector, who had deceased, upon 
:bis warrant was a sufficient demand and notice to the defendant, 
1to comply with the statute, and that the new collector, this 
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plaintiff, commenced where the former collector left off, and the 
demand by the former enured to the·benefit of the new collector 
and enabled him to maintain this suit. 

Davis and Bailey, for the defendant. 

PETERS, C. J. Only the tax of 187 5 is now involved in this 
case. The other taxes sued for are disposed of in another suit. 
The plaintiff must fail for want of proof of a demand of the tax. 
The statute (R. S., c. 6, § 141) authorizes any collector, after 
due notice, to sue for a tax. ""\'Ve think a special demand was 
intended by the legislature. The design was to prevent the 
indulgence of a temptation to make costs. The idea of notice 
is, that by reason of the demand the tax-payer may know that 
by a refusal or neglect to pay the taxes he may be sued for them. 
The collector need not inform him that he will be sued if he does 
not pay. Still, the demand should be so formal and explicit that 
he would know that a suit might follow for his omission to comply 
with the demand. A written request mailed to the person taxed 
is not sufficient. It should be a personal demand, made by the 
collector or some authorized agent, unless such a demand be 
excused by the absence of the debtor from home or by some 
other good reason. It is not shown that any such notice was 
given. 

Plaintiff nonsuit. 

DANFORTH, VIRGIN, EMERY, FOSTER and HASKELL, JJ., 
concurred. 

HENRY C. SNOW vs. PENOllSCOT RIVER lcE COMPANY. 

Penobscot. Opinion January 15, 1885. 

Exceptions. Instructions. Practice. 
To entitle one to have a requested instruction given, it must be wholly 

correct, and the evidence must warrant the jury in :finding such facts as to 
make it applicable to the case. 

ON exceptions and motion to set aside the verdict. 
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Assumpsit to recover five per cent commission on two sales of 
ice of five thousand tons each for one dollar and twenty-five cents 
a ton. The verdict was for the plaintiff and the defendant alleged 
exceptions which are sufficiently stated in the opinion. The 
defendant also moved to set aside the verdict and for a new trial. 

Charles .P. Stetson, for the plaintiff. 

Barkm·, Vose and Barker, for the defendant. 

HASKELL, J. Assumpsit to recover commissions for the sale 
of defendant's ice. 

The plaintiff was employed to purchase, and was authorized to 
receive from the vendor, a comrnission of five per cent on the 
purchase money. Equipped with this authority; he purchased 
for his principal ten thousand tons of ice from the defendant, 
who agreed to pay the plaintiff a . commission ·of five per cent, 
for the recovery of which this action is brought. · At the trial, 
the presiding justice was requested by defendant to charge the 
jury, ~~ that if the plaintiff as agent had discretionary powers to 
deal with these parties, or with any other ice dealers as he saw 
fit, and to fix the price at which the ice should be purchased, and 
that the commissions are claimed as a consideration for awarding, 
or giving this contract to the defendant in preference to· other 
competitors, the contract is _void as against public policy." The 
request was denied; and exceptions present the question, whether 
the denial was error. A requested instruction must be wholly 
correct. Grand Trunk Railway Co. v. Latham, 63 Maine, 
177. The evidence must warrant the jury in finding such facts 
as to make the requested instruction applicable to the case. 
Penobscot Railroad Co. v. White, 41 Maine, 512; Lord v. 
Inh'b'ts of I1ennebunkport, 61 Maine, 462. The instruction was 
properly withheld, for the evidence does not prove, that the 
commissions are claimed as a consideration for awarding the 
contract to the defendant in preference to other competitors ; on 
the contrary, it appears that the commissions had nothing to do 
with so awarding the contract. The plaintiff was authorized to 
purchase ice for his principal, and to receive from the vendor a 
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stated commission of five per cent; that is, the vendor was. 
required to pay a commission of five per cent from the purchase 
money. The plaintiff would receive the same advantage from 
whomsoever the purchase might be made. The commissions 
were no uncertain factor to induce the plaintiff to award his 
principal's contracts, where the plaintiff would receive the greatest 
benefit to himself. It was substantially the same, as if the 
plaintiff had received his compensation directly from his principal; 
for in that event, the purchase money could have been corre
spondingly reduced, and the vendors would have received the 
same price for their merchandise; so that, whether the requested 
instruction is correct as an abstract rule of law becomes wholly 
immaterial, and its discussion would be fruitless. 

The defendant asks that the verdict be set aside as against both 
law and evidence. 

The contract to pay commissions is not denied, but it is claimed 
to be invalid as against public policy. The numerous cases cited 
by the counsellors for the defendant in their elaborate brief 
clearly establish the rule, that the strictest fidelity is required 
from those persons acting in a fiduciary capacity, and that an 
agent clothed with discretionary powers shall not receive from 
those benefited by the exercise of that discretion any value or 
thing. The agent's duty is to faithfully perform that service with 
which he is charged, and for his reward, the principal alone is 
responsible. The plaintiff's claim does no violence to these rules 
of law. It is not grounded upon such facts as bring it within 
their scope. Here the principal says, purchase for me at a 
stipulated compensation, but for convenience, you may receive 
directly from the vendor the amount agreed to between us, which 
he may add to his purchase money that I am to pay. The very 
nature of the transaction required the plaintiff to disclose his 
agency to the defendant. Indeed, the contract for the sale of the 
ice was signed by the plaintiff as agent for his principal, and no 
concealment, or fraud, was practiced upon the defendant. He 
acted with a full knowledge of the plaintiff's agency, and the 
contract to pay commissions was made between the parties with 
a full understanding of the relations of each other to the subject 
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matter of it. True, the interests of buyer and seller are adverse. 
Farebrother v. Simmons, 5 Barn. & Aid. 333. And it would be a 
fraud for one person to secretly act as the agent of both. So a 

· broker, effecting the exchange of stocks for real estate, who has 
concealeq. his employment by one party from the other, cannot 
recover his promised commissions from the party who had full 
knowledge of the broker's employment, because the agreement 
tempted the broker to deal unjustly, and was against public 
policy. Rice v. Wood, 113 Mass. 133. A fortiori, he can not 
recover the same of the party from whom the employment was 
concealed. Walker v. Osgood, 98 Mass. 348; Farnsworth v. 
Hemmer, l A1len, 494. The facts of this case do not come 
within the rules of law adjudged by these authorities, for there 
was no concealment of the employment, no fraud, no unfair 
dealing, no temptation· for the agent to deal unjustly with his 
principal, by awarding the contracts to whomsoever would pay 
the highest commissions. Everything was honest, straightfor
ward and above board, and the contract for commissions is in no 
way subversive of public interest. In Bunker v. Miles, 30 
Maine, 431, an agent was provided with eighty dollars, with 
which to purchase a horse upon the best terms he could at a fixed 
compensation of one dollar. The horse was purchased for 
seventy-two dollars and fifty cents, and the court held the agent 
liable to account to his principal for what remained of the eighty 
dollars above the price actually paid for the horse and the agent's 
agreed compensation. Would it have been fraud, for the agent 
to have paid seventy-three dollars and fifty cents for the horse, 
and to have taken the vendor's note to himself for one dollar? 
and in that case would the note have been void between the 
parties to it? 

It is claimed, that the contract for the sale of the ice was 
obtained by the false andfraudulentrepresentations of the plaintiff, 
as to his principal's financial ability, but after plenary instructions 
from the court, the jury found otherwise, and it is not perc~ived 
that the verdict is so manifestly against the weight of evidence 
as to require the court to interpose. 

It is claimed, that the plaintiff's demand had been settled 
before action brought, but in this behalf the jury, under instruc-
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tions to which no exception is taken, found otherwise, and it is 
by no means clear that their finding was erroneous. So, too, the 
defendant claims an estoppel upon the plaintiff from insisting 
upon his commissions, but the evidence fails in this particular 
also. 

Let the defendant abide its contract, knowingly made without 
concealment, or fraud, or other illegal taint. 

Motion and exceptions overruled. 

PETERS, C. J., DANFORTH, VIRGIN, EMERY and FOSTER, JJ., 
concurred. 

DANIEL CRANE vs. INHABITANTS OF LINNEUS. 

Aroostook. Opinion January 17, 1885. 

U. S. pension. U. S., R. S., § § 4745, 4747, 5485. 

One who loans money to a pension claimant to enable him to establish his 
claim, and to be repaid when the pension money is received, is not debarred 
from recovering back his loan by U. S., R. S., § 5485. 

A verbal promise by a pension claimant, to pay a debt, when he receives his 
pension, or out of his pension, is not such a pledge, mortgage, assignment, 
transfer, or sale of the pension claim, as is forbidden by U. S., R. S. § 4745. 

When the pension check has come into the hands of the pensioner, it is then 
at his free disposal, and its proceeds are liable to attachment, unaffected by 
U. S., R. S. § 4747. 

ON REPORT upon an agreed statement. 

Assumpsit for money had and received, amounting to three 
hundred twenty-three dollars and thirty-four cents, which the 
plaintiff paid the selectmen of the defendant town, April 27, 
1881, in settlement of a suit against him by these defendants, 
wherein they trusteed the proceeds of the plaintiff's pension 
check, which he had deposited with Almon H. Fogg & Co. of 
Houlton. That suit was for supplies furnished him by the town 
of Linneus, and money to aid him in procuring evidence to prove 
his claim to a pension, upon his promise to repay all the same 
upon the receipt of his pension. By the agreed statement it 
appears that at the time of the service of the trustee writ upon 
Mr. Fogg, he was about to pay the plaintiff five hundred dollars 
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of the pension money, the whole amount of the pension check 
being twelve hundred and twenty-five dollars. 

"Mr. Fogg asked why he was trusteed. A selectman of 
Linneus recounted the circumstances of furnishing the money 
and goods and said that they trusteed the money so it would stay 
there till the court passed on it, so they would know if they 
were entitled to it or not. Crane said, 'By jiminetty ! that is 
using me too bad; I wanted the money to use.' The selectmen 

. told him that he had refused to pay them and that they were 
driven into this ; that they did not want to injure him and wanted 
to get what belonged to them. They talked some time. · Mr. 
Fogg said after a while, 'Why can't you settle now?' The 
selectman expressed his willingness to settle if Mr. Crane would 
pay. Mr. Fogg said, 'Hadn't you better settle and pay the 
town, Mr. Crane, and take your balance?' Mr. Crane said, 'I 
don't know but I'll have to.' The selectmen talked about what 
the bill would be, and wanted' Mr. Crane to pay the cost. Mr. 
Fogg said, 'Pay your own cost, take the face of your bill, and 
let him give you an order, and settle that way. He is quite a 
poor man.' The selectmen consulted outside and concluded to 
take the face of the account and told Mr. Fogg so. Mr. Fogg 
wrote an order in favor of Linneus. Mr. Crane signed it and 
handed it to the selectman." 

W. M. Robinson and F. .A. Powers, for the plaintiff, 
contended that the case of Smart v. White, 73 Maine, 332, was 
decisive of this. That the agreement of the plaintiff to pay the 
town out of his pension money was void, and that the attachment 
of the money by trustee process was in contravention of the law, 
citing the several statutes referred to in the opinion. The counsel 
also contended that the circumstances of the payment by the 
plaintiff to the selectmen show that it was not the voluntary act 
of the plaintiff; that the defendants were using the delay of the 
law to enforce an illegal contract and wrest from the plaintiff 
the proceeds of his pension check which he stated he wanted to 
use. 'Counsel further cited : Eckert v. ~McKee, 9 Bush, 355; 
and Hayward v. Clark, 50 Vt. 617, and contended that Spel
man v . .Aldrich, 126 Mass. 113, was decided upon the authority 
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of Kellogg v. Waite, 12 Allen, 529, which was before the passage 
of the law. 

Madigan and Donworth, for the defendants, cited : Pellows 
v. School District, 39 Maine, 559; Kelley v. 1.Werrill, 14 Maine, 
228. 

EMERY, J. In Sniart v. White, 73 Maine, 332, cited by 
plaintiff, '' the defendant, an overseer of the town, assisted her 

. (the plaintiff) to obtain her pension, under a verbal agreement 
with her, he said, that whatever back pay might be received 
shou.ld be applied towards her indebtedness to the town for her 
support." The verdict found the fact that the defendant got the 
back pay from her under and by force of the contract. The 
defendant was to assist her in getting the pension, and she was 
to make compensation for such assistance by turning the back 
pay over to the town for which the defendant was acting. It was 
held that the contract itself, and the reception of the money 
under it were forbidden by § 5485, U. S., R. S., and that the 
money could be recovered back. 

In the case now at bar, neither the town nor its officers under
took to assist in obtaining the plaintiff's pension. There was no 
agreement to assist, and no agreement for compensation for 
assistance. The money was not paid under any such agreement. 
It was paid after an attachment by suit, and to settle the suit. 
The case, therefore, does not fall within the principle of Smart 
v. White, and the payment by the plaintiff of his debt to the 
town was not forbidden by § 5485. 

The plaintiff, however, invokes § 4745, U. S., R. S., which 
forbids "any pledge, mortgage, assignment, transfer or sale " of 
the pension claim. The case, however, does not show any such. 
The town furnished the plaintiff with pauper supplies, as it was 
by law obliged to. It also advanced him money to procure 
evidence to obtain his pension. The plaintiff promised to repay 
the town when he obtained his pension. The question of the 
town's authority to advance the money is immaterial, as plaintiff 
cannot recover back on that ground. There was· nothing in this 
transaction that tends to secure to the town any special privilege 
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in the pension claim, or any control over it. Such a promise 
was no pledge nor mortgage. The town was only a creditor of 
the plaintiff, without regarding the statute. It had no more 
legal interest in the pension claim, and no more control over it 
than his other creditors. It did not receive the money under 
any alleged pledge. It brought its action as a general creditor 
and attached the plaintiff's property. Thereupon the plaintiff 
paid his admitted debt. Such payment was not forbidden by § 
4745. 

The plaintiff also invokes§ 4747, U.S., R. S., which declares 
that no sum of money due, or to become due to any pensioner, 
shall be liable to attachment. This money was not due him as a 
pensioner. It had been collected, und had come into his posses
sion and had been entrusted by him to the trustee. The reasons 
and authorities for holding money, the proceeds of a pension 
check, in thi ➔ situation, to be attachable, are clearly and fully 
stated in Friend in Eq. v. Garcelon, 77 Maine, 25. The prin
ciple there enunciated governs this case on this point. 

There was no duress. The defendants desired to collect an 
admitted debt. They used the common method of attachment. 
The plaintiff thereupon paid his debt and no more, as the costs 
were forgiven him. It was his duty to pay it, and it was the 
town's right to receive it. 

Judg1nent for defendants. 

PETERS, C. J. DANFORTH, VIRGIN, FOSTER and HASKELL, 

JJ., concurred. 

MARTHA P. CHASE, Administratrix, 

vs. 

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD COMPANY. 

Sagadahoc. Opinion January 19, 1885. 

Railroads. Grossing. Negligence. Evidence. 

In an action for personal injuries received by a collision at a railroad cross
ing, evidence will not be received to show the general character and habits 
of the traveler for carefulness, as bearing upon the question of due care on 
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his part, though the injuries occasioned death before he could tell how the 
accident happened, and no one saw him at the time of the collision. 

In such a case the natural instinct for self-preservation does not afford proof 
of the absence of contributory negligence on the part of the traveler. It 
may give character or force to facts already proved, but it does not of itself 
add or create proof. 

ON exceptions, and motion to set aside the verdict and for a 
new trial. 

An action by the administratrix of Edwin F. Chase, for per
sonal injuries received in a collision with a train of cars controlled 
by the servants of the defendant at a private crossing in Rich
mond, February 24, 1882. 

The writ was dated July 3, 1882. The plea was the general 
issue. The verdict was for three thousand seven hundred eight 
dollars and thirty-three cents. 

The opinion states the material facts. 

J. W. Spaulding and F. J. Buker, for the plaintiff. 
The evidence tending to show that the deceased was a cautious 

man was properly admitted in this case, because his acts were 
not seen by any one.- The precise act or omission was not shown 
by any witness. In most of the cases cited by the counsel, where 
evidence showing the habits as to care or the want of it was 
rejected, the reports show, that there was testimony of witnesses 
who saw the act, and in no one of the cases does the report 
disclose as an affirmative fact that the act itself was not wit
nessed,- not seen by any witness who testified in the case. 
Where the act is shown it speaks for itself, and evidence of 
character or reputation for care will not and ought not to be 
received to contradict the unmistakable language of the act itself. 
When the act is not seen then resort must be had to the next 
best evidence. 

The evidence objected to was admitted because it was the best 
and only evidence bearing upon that branch of the case. It is 
only to be resorted to when that is the case. '' When the precise 
act or omission of a defendant is proved, the question whether it 
is actionable negligence is to be decided by the character of that 
act or omission, and not by the character for care and caution 
that the defendant may sustain." Tenney v. Tuttle, l Allen, 185. 
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But when the precise act or omission is not shown then you 
must go to the circumstances, and here character and reputation 
afford no little nor uncertain light. It rests upon the rule that, 
"The habit of an individual being proved, he is presumed to act 
in a particular case in accordance with that habit." 28 Alb. Law 
J. 327, citing as illustrations: Eureka Ins. Oo. v. Robinson, 
56 Pa. St. 256; Hine v. Pomeroy, 39 Vt. 211; Vaughan v. 
Railroad Co. 63 N. C. 11; Kershaw v. Wright, 115 Mass. 361; 
Meighen v. Bank, 25 Pa. St. 288; Bmith v. Clark, 12 Iowa, 
32; Ashe v. DeRossett, 8 Jones (L.) 240; Shove v. Wiley, 18 
Pick. 558; Union Bank v. Stone, 50 Maine, 595; Cookendmfer 
v. Preston, 4 How. 317. 

fo Thomas v. Del. &c. R.R. Oo. 12 The Reporter, 739, 
WALLACE, J., said that" the natural instincts of self-preservation 
in the case of a sober and prudent man stands in the place of 
positive evidence. Johnson v. Hudson River R. R. Go. 20 N. 
Y. 65." See, also, Shaw v. Jewett,. 6 Am. & Eng. R. R. Cas. 
113 and authorities cited. 

Drummond and Drumrnond, for the defendant, cited upon the 
questions considered in the opinion: Allyn v. B. & A. R. R. 
Oo. 105 Mass. 77; Dunhani v. Racklijf, 71 Maine, 345; 
Robinson v. P. & W.R. R. Oo. 7 Gray, 92; Tenney v. Tuttle, 
1 Allen, 185; 1 Greenl. Ev.§ 84; Gahagan v. B. & L. R. R. 
Oo. 1 Allen, 187; Wentworth v. Sm,ith, 44 N. H. 419; Morris 
v. East Haven, 41 Conn. 252; Abbott, Trial Ev. 597; 2 Thomp
son, Neg. 1179; Gay v. Winter, 34 Cal. 153. 

PETERS, C. J. The intestate's sleigh collided with a train at a 
railroad crossing. He thereby received an injury and very soon 
afterwards died. He never was conscious enough after the 
injury to tell how the accident happened. No one was with him 
at the time. No one saw him at the moment of the collision. 
As evidence that he could not have been guilty of any negligence 
which contributed to the accident,· witnesses who had been his 
neighbors for some time were permitted to testify to their opinion 
of his general character for carefulness. We think this was over
stepping the limit allowed to collateral evidence in this State. 
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We dare not abide by it. Our belief is that such a rule would 
be fraught with much more evil than good. 

It was said in Eaton v. Telegraplt Go. 68 Maine, 63, 67, that 
~~ the best authorities clearly sustain the doctrine that the fact of 
a person having once or many times in his life done a particular 
act in a particular way, does not prove that he has done the 
same thing in the same way upon another and different occasion." 
See cases there cited. If in civil cases a person's character 
proves carefulness in one instance, why not in all instances? 
·where and how can a true line of distinction be drawn? If by 
such proof a plaintiff can be shown to have been careful in one 
case, why not by the same mode of proof show that a person 
acted carefully ot· carelessly in any case - in all cases? In many 
litigations, under such a test, there would arise a wager of 
character which would as unfairly settle the dispute as did 
formerly the wager of battle. If the intestate's general character 
for care be in issue, why not that of the engineer and of every 
man concerned in the management of the train? If a man who 
is customarily careful were always so, there would be reason for 
admitting the e·vidence. But the issue is, whether the intestate 
was careful in this particular instance,- a fact to be, either 
directly or circumstantially, affirmatively proved. The objection 
to such a method of proof is augmented by the fact that the 
testimony consisted of merely the opinions of neighbors,- one 
generality proving another. But upon what tests or what defini
tion of care are their opinions grounded? The question was not 
whether the intestate managed. his farm, or his shop, or his horses, 
~are fully, but whether he used due care in attempting to cross a 
railroad track at the very moment when a regular train was due 
at the crossing. The law imperatively demands that a traveler 
look and listen before crossing if there is any opportunity to do 
so. What did these farmer witnesses know abou~ the intestate's 
habitual care in that respect. It is not a ground for the admission 
of this evidence that the plaintiff can produce no other. It is 
neither of primary nor secondary importance,- it is not evidence 
at all. 1 Green I. Ev. § 84. 

VOL, XXVII, 5 
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The question is not a new one in this court. The sole question 
considered in the case of Scott v. Hale, 16 Maine, 326 was, 
whether similar evidence was admissible. The defendant there 
wns sued for damages for the loss of a building by fire, the 
allegation being that the fire was occasioned by the negligence of 
the defendant. In _that case the same arguments were presented 
as here. The evidence received in that case came nearer the 
point at issue than the evidence here. At the trial the coqrt 
permitted witnesses to testify that the defendant was very careful 
with fire, and that they never discovered ahy carelessness in him 
about taking care of his fires during the time they were' at his 
house just before the event complained of. It was held that the 
evidence wus inadmissible, and the verdict was set aside. The 
same rule has been maintained in subsequent cases. Lawrence 
v. Mt. Vernon, 3'5 Maine, 100; Dunharn v. Racklijf, 71 Maine, 
345. The case of Morris v. East Haven, 41 Conn. 252, cited by 
the defendant, is an especially pertinent and sustaining decision. 
See Baldwin v. Railroad, 4 Gray, 333. 

Exception is taken to the judge charging the jury to take into 
consideration, upon the. question of the intestate's care upon the 
occasion of the injury, the knowledge of the jury '' of the habits 
of thought and mind, and the natural instincts of men," to pre
serve themselves from injury. Following, as no doubt it did, 
an impressive argument of counsel that a man would not be so 
unwise as to rush into danger when it was avoidable,- we are 
inclined to think the idea intended was presented to the jury too 
prominently. 

Such a consideration is by no means evidence, for if it were so 
a jury might accept it as conclusive evidence. It is no more than 
an accompaniment or an appurtenance of evidence. It may have 
some influence upon the interpretation of facts affirmatively 
presented. It pertains, as said by defendant's counsel, to those 
natural laws in connection with which all evidence may be 
weighed. It belongs to the class of slight presumptions, 
described by Mr. Best, which, "taken singly, do not either 
constitute proof or shift the burden of proof." 1 Best, Ev.§ 319. 
It may give character or force to facts already proved. But it 
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does not of itself add or cre~te proof. It is rather an argument~ 
or mode of reasoning upon evidence. Practically speaking, it is:. 
no more than that a person's motive may be taken into consider-• 
ation in relation to any act done by such person. It would be~ 
reasonable to say that a man would be naturally stimulated to, 
avoid rather than to rush into dangerous situations. He would: 
be impelled by strong motives to do so. But this would apply· 
to- the engineer or fireman or brakeman on a train as well as to, 
the traveler, although perhaps not generally in the same degree .. 

But the weakness of the plaintiff's position lies in the fact that 
this motive for personal safety does not operate upon the minds, 
of men until they can clearly see that they are endangered by
their carelessness. It does not keep them from careless acts .. 
The danger is often not seen until too late to be extricated from it. 
The careless act usually precedes the moment when the natural, 
instincts for self-preservation are aroused. And a man is quite, 
prone to take risks. And a man is careless to take a risk in, 
crossing a railroad in advance of a coming train. We all know 
that he often does it. There is no doubt that the intestate was. 
impelled by all his instincts and love of life to save hi:nself when. 
he saw that the horrible danger was upon him. But how the, 
unfortunate man got into the awful situation no one seems to, 
know and no evidence explains to us. It seems to be an. 
unexplained catastrophe. 

Other questions are discussed which may be properly passed .. 
A good deal of discussion is elicited by the ruling that the plaint-
iff 's intestate had a right of passage across the railroad. Perhaps, 
the point may be avoided upon the ground of a license or per-• 
mission from the defendant company to the public, as was the.) 
case in Barry v. Railroad, 92 N. Y. 289. 

Exceptions sustained .. 

WALTON, VIRGIN, LIBBEY, FOSTER and HASKELL, JJ., 
concurred. 
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JOHN L. w 00DBURY' in equity' 
vs. 

ELIZA GARDNER and another. 

Somerset. Opinion January 26, 1885. 

Equity. Parol contracts for the conveyance of real estate. Stat. 187 4, c. 17 5. 
R. S., c. 77, § 6. 

Ever since the enactment of stat 187 4, c. 175, this court has had jurisdiction 
for the enforcement of a parol agreement for the conveyance of land. 

'The re-enactment of stat. 1874, c. 175, in the R. S., of 1883, c. 77, § 6, was 
not intended to be limited in effect by reason of its being accompanied by a 
re-enactment of the various restricted provisions of former statutory 
provisions. 

4t\. parol agreement for the conveyance of land may be enforced in equity in 
behalf of the vendee whose partial performance has been such that fraud 
would result to him unless the vendor be compelled to perform on his part. 

'_Thus, where the the vendee, with the assent of the vendor, took open, actual 
possession of the premises in pursuance of the agreement, made permanent 
erecti-0ns thereon, promptly paid the taxes assessed thereon to him by 
-ilirection of the vendor and substantially performed his agreement, specific 
_performance was decreed against the vendor's sole devisee. 

BILL IN EQUITY. 

Heard on bill, answer and proofs. The opinion states the 
material facts found by the court. 

D. D. Stewart, for the plaintiff, cited: Wilton v. Harwood, 
.23 Maine, 133 ; Rowell v. Jewett, 69 Maine, 303 ; Lewis v. Small, 
71 Maine, 552 ; Ash v. Hare, 73 Maine, 403 ; Potter v. Jacobs, 
111 Mass. 36; Somerby v. Buntin, 118 Mass. 287; Malins v. 
_Brown, 4 Comstock, 403; Parkhw·st v. Van Cortland, 14 Johns. 
15; Caton v. Caton, L. R. 1 Ch. App. Cas. 148; Crook v. Corp. 
of Seaford, L. R. 6 Ch. App. Cases 553 ; Pain v. Coombs, l 
DeG. and J. 34.; Doles v. Pilkington, L. R. 19 Eq. 174; Pom
eroy Spec. Perf. § § 115, 117; Lester v. Foxcroft, Colles' P. C • 
.108. 

James Wright, for the defendants. 
There is no pretense of any written contract, or deed, or legal 

title, or mortgage of the Gardner farm in this case. In Rowell 

• 
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v. Jewett, 69 Maine, 293, the court hold that unfilial conduct and 
neglect are sufficient to break the conditions of an existing 
mortgage given to secure the support of a parent; and I submit 
that if such causes as are disclosed by that case are sufficient to 
fo1feit a claim under a deed, how much more will the treatment 
disclosed by this report suggest the injustice of the plaintiff's 
claim to have a deed. The testimony of John L. Woodbury and 
wife should not be received. 59 Maine, 361. 

VIRGIN, tT. Bill in equity to enforce specific performance of 
an alleged oral agreement for the conveyance of a farm, brought 
against the sole devisee of the vendor and also against one 
claiming as assignee of a mortgage thereon. Among other 
defences the statute of frauds is interposed. 

When a party to an agreement, fair and just in its terms, 
understandingly entered into and concluded, is injured, without 
default on his own part, by its non-fulfilment of the other party, 
the most direct and satisfactory remedy which he instinctively 
seeks is specific performance. This practical result he cannot 
obtain by the common law, for that measures all losses by money; 
but equity comes in to supply this more complete justice, and 
has laid down certain rules of relief by which, when its circum
stances bring it within them, every contract susceptible of 
substantial enjoyment, may be enforced. 

In this state, the early equity jurisdiction of the court was 
limited to a very few subjects. It was gradually from time to 
time extended to others, until 187 4, when the legislature con
ferred" full equity jurisdiction according to the usage and practice 
of courts of equity, in all other cases where there is not a plain, 
adequate and complete remedy at law." St. 1874, c. 175. And 
notwithstanding the clause-'' fo all other cases," the re-enact-. 
ment of this statute in R. S., (1883) c. 77, § 6, was not,fotended 
to be limited in effect by reason of its being accompanied by a. 
re-enactment of the various restricted provisions of the former· 
statutes. Glass v. Hulbert, 102 Mass. 33; Somerby v. Buntin,. 
118 Mass. 287. 

Until the St. 1874, c. 175 took effect, this court, on account. 
of limited equity jurisdiction, could not decree specific perform-
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:ance of unwritten agreements for the conveyance of land, under 
:any circumstances. Stearns v. Hubbm·d, 8 Maine, 320; Wilton 
v. Harwood, 23 Maine, 131; Bubier v. Bubier, 24 Maine, 42; 
Farriham v. Clements, 51 Maine, 426. But now that this broad, 
:general power is conferred, jurisdiction -extends to the enforce
ment of all oral agreements when the parties have not a " plain, 
adequate and complete remedy at law," and the circumstances 
are such as bring them within the established rules of equity 
governing such matters. 

As this is the first case of the kind which has come before this 
court since the enactment of the above statute, it may be 
,excusable to remark that it has long been held in England that 
'part performance of an unwritten contract to convey land may 
authorize a court of equity to compel specific performance bythe 

. ,other party in contradiction to the positive terms of the statute 
,of frauds. Foxc1'0ft v. Lester, 2 Vern. 456; Bond v. Hopkins, 
1 Sch. & Lef. 433; Coles v. Pilkington, L. R. 19 Eq. 174 . 
. And the same doctrine has been adopted by all ( save three or 
four) of the states of the Union (Porn. Eq. Jur. § 1409), some 
,of them making it an express exception to the statute of frauds. 
'Wat. Sp. Per.§ 257. 

The ground of the remedy is an equitable estoppel based on 
·.an equitable fraud. After having induced or knowingly permitted 
;another to perform in part an agreement, on the faith of its· full 
iperformance by both parties and for which he could not well be 
,compensated except by specific performance, the other shall not 
;insist that the agreement is void. Morphett v~ Jones, 1 Swan. 
:181; Buck v. Har1·op, 7 Ves. 346; Potter v. Jacobs, 111 Mass. 
:32, 37. In other words, the statute of frauds having been 
,enacted for the purpose of preventing frauds should not- be used 
·fraudulently. Mestaer v. Gillespie, 11 Yes. 621,627; White
.bread v. Brochurst, 1 Bro. C. C. 417; Ash v. Hare, 73 Maine, 
-403; Porn. Eq. Jur. § 921. 

Compensation in damages for the breach of an agreement· to 
•convey land is not regarded as adequate relief ( Jones v. Robbins, 
29 Maine, 351; Foss v. Haynes, 31 Maine, 81; Snowman v. Har

_ford, 55 Maine, 199), hence parties thereto may resort to equity. 
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To be enforceable, the agreement must be concluded, unambigu
ous, founded on a valuable consideration, fair and just in all its 
parts, and such that its specific perfor'mance will not be harsh or 
oppressive upon the party against whom it is sought. Pom. Eq. 
Jur. § 1405 and cases in notes; and proved to the satisfaction of 
the court. Parlchurst v. Van Cortland, 1 Paige Ch. 273; 
Neale v. Neales, 9 Wall. 1, 12. 

To exclude the operation of the statute of frauds, the acts of 
performance must be sµch as have unequivocal reference to the 
agreement sought to be enforced, show that they were done in 
pursuance and execution of it; that damages recoverable in lnw 
would not adequately compensate the plaintiff, and that fraud 
and injustice would result to him if the agreement be held 
inoperative. Wat. Sp. Per. § 261, and cases in note ~; White 
& T. L. Cas. 516; Williams v . .. ZJJ.m·ris, 95 U. S. 457. In 
other words, partial performance is such a carrying out of the 
agreement by one party thereto, that fraud would result to him, 
unless the other party be compelled to perform his part of it. 
Tilton v. 1'ilton, 9 N. H. 390; Ash v. Hare, 73 Maine, 403. 

The taking of open, actual possession of the premises by the 
vendee, with the assent of the vendor, pursuant to, and in execu
tion of an agreement for their sale, has always been considered 
an act of performance. .J..7l:forphett v. Jones, supra; I{nicker
backer v. Harris, 1 Paige Ch. 209; Potter v. Jacobs, 111 Mass. 
32; Wharton v. Stoutenbwrgh, 35 N. J. Eq. 266; ,vat. Sp. Per. 
§ § 272-277 ; and when combined with the making of valuable 
improvements by way of permanent erections thereon, or by 
skill and labor bestowed in cultivation, whereby the land was 
greatly enhanced in value, they all become important and 
pregnant acts which can be reasonably referred only to an agree
ment for a substantial interest in the property. Lester v. 
Foxcroft, supra; Surcome v. Penninger, 3 De G. M. & G. 571; 
Parkhurstv. Van Cortland, 14 Johns. 15; F1·eeman v. Freeman, 
43 N. Y. 34; King's Heirs v. Thompson, 9 Pet. 204; Neale v. 
Neales, supra. And the case is peculiarly strengthened when 
it also appears that the land has been, by direction of the ven<lor, 
assessed to the vendee ever since possession taken, and that he 
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has promptly paid the taxes. Wat. Sp. Per. citing Mfranville 
v. Silverthorn, 1 Gr. (Pa.) 410. 

This doctrine applies to gifts from parent to children. Lobdell 
• v. Lobdell, 36 N. Y. 327. Accordingly, where a step-father 

agreed with his step-son, just of age and about to leave home, 
that if he would work the farm and take care of the family, he 
should have a deed of one-half of the farm, on substantial 
performance by the son the court decreed specific performance. 
Twi'.ss v. George, 33 Mich. 253. So, in the absence of such 
relationship, where a husband and wife accepted the offer of an 
aged person in poor health, that if they would give himself and 
nurse lodging and board in a certain house and take care of him 
until his death, he would convey the house to his wife; and they 
fulfilled their agreement and expended two hundred dollars in 
repairs, specific performance was decreed against his heirs. 
Watson v . .1.Wahan, 20 Ind. 223; see also Hiatt v. Williams, 
72 Mo. 214; Bohanan v. Bohanan, 96 Ill. 591; Littlefield v. 
Littlefield, 51 Wis. 23. 

The following facts are ful1y substantiated by the proofs and 
make out a strong case within the rules above mentioned. 

J. 0. Gardner, some seventy years of age, together with his 
wife, a few years his junior, resi<led on their homestead farm, in 
Canaan. The plaintiff, rising fifty years of age, together with 
his wife ( daughter of the Gardners) resided on his farm, in 
Pittsfield. During the summer of 1877, Gardner frequently 
importuned the plaintiff to sell his property in Pittsfield, move 
on to his homestead in Canaan, support him and his wife during 
their respective lives and have the homestead. Finally, in 
September following, Gardner and the plaintiff made an oral 
agreement, that the plaintiff should sell his farm, farming tools, 
etc. in Pittsfield, remove with his wife and fami]y on to the 
homestead, carry on the farm, maintain Gardner and his wife 
during life by furnishing them such support as they might need, 
keep Gardner's horse and carriage for their convenience, but the 
plaintiff to have the use of it on the farm ; Gardner and wife to 
pay their own doctor's bills, furnish their own clothing, and from 
choice to do their own house work so long as they were able and 
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Gardner to work only when he pleased. That Gardner should 
convey the farm to the plaintiff taking back a mortgage thereof 
conditioned for the support of himself and wife as above stipulated. 

Thereupon the plaintiff, assisted by Gardner, sold and conveyed 
his favm and some personal property in Pittsfield, for twenty-six 
hundred dollars, with which he paid outstanding debts amounting -
to some eighteen hundred or nineteen hundred dollars ; and on 
October 4, 1877, removed with his family to Canaan, when on 
delivery thereof by Gardner, he entered into full possession of 
the homestead in strict pursuance and execution of the agreement, 
and for no other purpose, occupying the whole premises, except 
two or three rooms which Gardner and his wife occupied. 

The plaintiff took with him to the homestead rising one 
thousand dollars worth of personal property, comprising neat 
stock, horse, farming tools, wagons, grain, etc. Finding the 
farm, as previously informed by Gardner, somewhat run down, 
the plaintiff purchased and expended on it, during the first two 
years, forty tons of hay, fifteen dollars worth of yard manure, 
thirteen hundred pounds of phosphates, and five hundred pounds 
of plaster, cleared the bushes from the pasture, re-set more than 
one hundred rods of fence, cultivated new land, and with other 
lumber and timber added to some already there- one-half of 
which he purchased of a former tenant-erected a new stable, 
at an expense of two hundred and fifty dollars, and caused all 
of the buildings to be insured; all with the full knowledge and 
consent of Gardner. He also paid the taxes upon the home
stead and personal property for the next and every succeeding 
year since, the same having, by direction of Gardner, been 
assessed to him. 

Soon afterward, the plaintiff and Gardner went to an attorney 
at law to execute the deed and mortgage. The attorney advised 
them, and they consented, to postpone their execution, until after 
the trial of a pending action against the plaintiff by the holder on 
a note of ten or eleven hundred dollars, given for a patent right, 
as it might involve the homestead. 

Subsequently, some unpleasantness arose between the parties ; 
and although Gardner and his wife continued to reside and be 
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supported by the plaintiff on the homestead until Gardner's 
decease in April, 1882, he frequently refused to convey according 
to his agreement. Immediately •after the burial of Gardner, his 
widow· ( one of the defendants) left, and has since resided with 
the other daughter (the other defendant) and has constantly 
refused to be supported by the plaintiff, and to give a deed, and 
take a mortgage for her support, as her husband, with full 
knowledge on her part had agreed, although the legal title to 
the premises is in her as sole devisee of her husband. 

We have said that the facts are fully substantiated, which is 
emphatically true upon the direct testimony and admissions of 
both parties ; an<l on no other theory than that established by 
the direct testimony, are the undisputed acts and conduct of the 
parties to the agreement reconcilable. Neale v. Neales, 9 Wall. 
1, 10. But we do not mean to intimate that there is not some 
conflicting testimony relating to minor matters,·yet the main facts 
stand uncontra<licted. Nor is; there any doubt· that considerable 
bad blood was manifested by the exchange of cross words and 
abusive epithets, between the parties · some time before the 
decease of Mr. Gardner, and had this been all on one side we 
should long hesitate before sustaining. the bill. But in this 
respect, this case is like many others of like nature. In the 
,language of Mr. Justice DAvrs, in Neale v. Neales, last cited, 
'it is to be regretted that the contest'over this property, like all 
contests between near relations, has elements of bitterness in it." 
But they did not grow out of any alleged non-fulfilment of the 
agreement on the part of the plaintiff, for the declarations of Mr. 
Gardner, testified to by several disinterested witnesses, all admit 
that he never called upon the plaintiff in vain for support. Nor 
is there wanting evidence from the same reliable sources showing 
that it was far from an easy matter to '' get along pleasantly" 
with the elder parties. Moreover, the testimony contains more 
than a mere suggestion that they were exposed to bad influences, 
ill-conceived advice. It is utterly incredible that Mr. Gardner 
would have voluntarily resorted to the gross fraud of attempting 
to put the mortgage, .set up by one of the defendants, upon the 
homestead. Neither can we believe that this defendant under
stood the allegations in her answer relating thereto when she 
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made oath to them, they are so inconsistent with the facts fully 
proved as also by her own deposition. 

The mortgage cannot be upheld. Its fraudulent character is 
fully exposed. It was instigated as a fraud upon thi~ plaintiff, 
and it limped with fraud every step it tpok, the defendant 
assignee being fully cognizant of it. Lewis v. Small, 71 Maine, 
552; Ash v. Hai·e, 73 Maine, 401. 

There was no waiver. The parties undertook to settle their 
troubles by reference, which proved abortive. The plaintiff has 
continued in full possession, and has surrendered no claim which 
he seeks to enforce. The nonsuit of his action was no bar to 
this suit. 

Neither is there any legal objection to the competency of the 
plaintiff as a witne~s, he not coming within any exception to R. 
S., c. 82, § 93, enumerated in § 98. 

Mrs. Gardner being sole devisee of the homestead is the 
proper party. It is a fundamental maxim that, ('Equity looks 
upon things which ought to be done, as actually performed;" 
consequently, when a contract is made for the sale of an estate, 
equity considers the vendor as the trustee of the vendee, holding 
the vendee's legal estate on a naked trust. Linscott V; Buck, 
33 Maine, 530; Sug. Vend. (Perkins' ed.) c. 5, § 1; Porn. Eq. 
Jnr. § § 364 et seq. The equitable title changes when the con
tract is completed. The consequences of this doctrine follow. 
As the vendee's legal eE11ate is held on a naked trust by the vendor, 
this trust, impress.ed upon the land, follows it in the hands of his 
heirs and devisees, and his grantees with notice. Gotter v. 
Layer, 2 P. Wms. 332, 623; Vawser v. Jeffrey, 16 Ves. 519; 
Porn. Eq. Jur. 368 and notes. 

There is. no intimation in the case that any debts exist against 
the estate. Hayes v. Cemetery, 108 Mass. 400, 403. 

Unless the agreement be performed, this plaintiff will· be 
greatly damnified, and we have no. hesitation in decreeing its 
specific performance. Decree accordingly. 

Bill sustained, with costs. 

PETERS, C. J., WALTON, DANFORTH, LIBBEY and EME:RY, 

JJ., concurred. 
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JOSEPH CHANDLER vs. VINAL B. WILSON. 

Aroostook. Opinion January 26, 1885. 

R. S., c. 5, § 5. Deeds from commonwealth of Massachusetts. Office copies. 
Identity of party named in a deed. Massachusetts resolve, 1828, giving 

land to revolutionarg soldiers. Tax Utle from State. Title by 
prescription to wild lands. 

By R. S., c. 5, § 5, copies of deeds from the commonwealth of Massachusetts, 
of land in Maine, may be certified by the land agent of Maine to the registry 
of deeds where the land is situated, and certified copies from such registry 
may be used in evidence whenever the original deeds could be. 

The demandant claims land in Aroostook tcounty under Samuel Cook, late of 
Houlton, deceased. Massachusetts conveyed the land to Samuel Cook, the 
deed not naming his pla·ce of residence. But she conveyed other land in the 
same township to Samuel Cook, of Houlton; the defendant does not claim 
under any Samuel Cook. Held, These facts prima facie establish the identity • 
of San'mel Cook of Houlton, as the grantee in the first named deed. 

The resolve of Massachusetts, passed in 1828, which granted lots of land in 
Maine to revolutionary soldiers, " and to their heirs and assigns," should 
be construed, in the light of previous legislation, not as passing a fee to 
such soldiers upon their receiving certificates of lots drawn by them, but as 
contemplating a deed to be given to the soldier if alive, to his heirs if he 
was dead, and to his assignee if his certificate had been assigned by him. 

A deed was made in 1837 by George W. Coffin, land agent of the common
wealth, to Samuel Cook as assignee of a soldier's certificate ; the only 
evidence of the assignment to Cook, is the recital of the fact in Coffin's 
deed. As against the defendant, who claims neither under the soldier nor 
the commonwealth, the recital is prima facie proof of the fact recited. 

Where land is forfeited to the State for the non-payment of taxes assessed 
upon it, and the State fails to convey the title to a purchaser for the reason 
of illegality in its proceedings of sale, the original owner has a better claim 
of title to the land than the purchaser has, and he may maintain an action 
against the purchaser therefor. 

A person having for over twenty years a recorded deed of a township of 
mainly wild land, during the time lumbering on some portions of it and 
cultivating other portions, does not thereby divest the true owner of his 
title of certain lots within the township, such lots not having been occupied 
during that period of time. 

A person who obtains the title of three of the five heirs ofan owner of land, 
deceased, can recover only three undivided fifths of the land of a person in 
possession, although the latter person does not occupy under the other 
heirs; the demandant has no seizin of more than three-fifths of the land. 

ON REPORT. 
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Writ of entry to recover possession of lots fifty-eight and 
fifty-nine in Mars Hill. The opinion states the facts. 

Powers and Powers, for the plaintiff, cited: Ward v. Bar
tholomew, 23 Mass. 414; Sargent v. Sirnpson, 8 Maine, 148; 
Blaisdell v. Morse, 75 Maine, 542; Clark v. Pratt, 4 7 Maine, 
55; Abbott's Trial Ev. 101; Hatcher v. Rocheleau, 18 N. Y. 86; 
Tolman v. Hobbs, 68 Maine, 316; Elwell v. Shaw, l Maine, 
339; Hodgdon v. Burlei,qh, Law Rep. Nov. 16, 1880; Hodgdon 
Y. Wight, 36 Maine, 338. 

Wilson and Spear, and Jolin P. Donwortli, for the defendant. 
The demandant must recover on the strength of his own title 

and not on the weakness of that of the defendant. Chaplin v. 
Barker, 53 Maine, 275; Poor v. Larrabee, 58 Maine, 554. 

The copies of the deeds of the land agent of Massachusetts 
were not admissible in evidence because the certificate of the 
land agent here was not in compliance with the law of 1883, c, 
125 (R. S., c. 5, § 5), which authorized the record in the registry 
of deeds of such certified copy. The law requires the certificate 
to the fact that it is a true copy of the record,- the certificate 
in fact is that the paper is a true copy of a deed recorded in his 
office. He does not send a true copy of his record. The record 
might contain additional statements. It might disclose evidence 
of alterations or other circumstances affecting the validity of the 
deed. 15 Maine, 14 7 ; 22 Maine, 230; 60 Maine, 250; Ham
matt v. Emerson, 27 Maine, 308. 

There is no evidence that Samuel Cook was the father of 
plaintiff's grantors. The burden is upon the plaintiff to prove 
the identity. Amos P. Cook, one of the grantors, testified that 
he '' did not take any stock in it ;" '' That he did not know that 
his fath€r owned any land.'' Houlton was only twenty-Rix miles 
distance from the land and yet plaintiff could prove no acts 
showing possession or ownership from 1837 to date of his deed 
in 1881. Samuel Cook died in 1861,- more than twenty years 
before this action was brought. The right of entry of the Cook 
heirs commenced at his death ; that right was lost by lapse of 
time. R. S., c. 105, § § 3, 5; 57 Maine, 343. 
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The deed of the agent of Massachusetts to Cook conveyed 
nothing because the land passed to the soldiers by the original 
resolve of March 5, 1801. The intention of the legislature is 
clear. The language used is, ''Resolved that there be and hereby 
is granted to each non-commissioned officer and soldier," &c. 
There is no provision for any further conveyance. The terms of 
the resolve ,~ere sufficient to convey the fee. Sar,qent v. Simp
son, 8 Maine, 148; Mayo v. Libby, 12 Mass. 339; Gary v. 
Whitney, 48 Maine, 526; 8 Met. 584; 16 Mass. 497; 16 Maine, 
343; 3 Wash. Real. Prop. 190, 191, 192. 

The resolve of 1828 released the soldiers of their settling 
duties and confirmed them in their title, and nothing but a deed 
from them or their heirs could give title to the demandant. He 
must show title and seizin. Hunter v. Heath, 67 Maine, 507; 
Chaplin v. Barke1·, 53 Maine, 275. 

Counsel further contended that the land was forfeited to the 
State for taxes, citing Adams v. Larrabee, 46 Maine, 516. 

PETERS, C. J. The demandant, to prove his title to lots 
fifty-eight and fifty-nine in the town of Mars Hill, produces ,a 
deed of quitclaim to himself, dated in 1881, of the lots from 
three of the five heirs of Samuel Cook, who deceased in 1861. 
He also produces from the office of the land agent in this state 
certified copies of deeds;of those lots from George W. Coffin, 
agent of the commonwealth of Massachusetts, to Samuel Cook, 
dated in 183 7. 

Several objections to this title are presented by the defendant: 

1. That the land agent's certificate from the office in Maine is 
not within the provision authorizing the use of copies of Mass
achusetts deeds in the courts of this state. It seems to us that it 
falls clearly within the statutory limit. R. S., c. 5, § 5. No 
objection is made of a want of record in Aroostook county where 
the land lies. 

2. The form of the certificate is objected to, in that it does not 
certify that the deed is a true copy of the record, as required. 
The land agent says as much, however, and virtually the same 
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thing, when he says the copy·is a true copy of a deed recorded 
in his office. 

3. The defendant denies that there is evidence that Samuel 
Cook, father of plaintiff's grantors, is the Samuel Cook to whom 
the commonwealth conveyed. V\f e are satisfied that this issue 
should be decided for the plaintiff. Samuel Cook, under whom 
plaintiff claims, lived in Houlton. The commonwealth's deeds 
of 1837 did not describe him as a resident of any place. But 
another deed from the same grantors to Samuel Cook, given in 
1836, of another lot in the same township, does describe him as 
of Houlton. There· is no suggestion that any other Samuel Cook 
ever lived there. The defendant does not himself claim under 
any Samuel Cook. This Samuel Cook had in his possession a 
plan of the town, with some marks of his own upon it. The 
defendant urges upon our attention that Samuel Cook of Houlton, 
never took possession of the land or attempted to. But no 
person of the name ever occupied the lots. This man was for a 
time, longer or shorter, in California, and there is an intimation 
that he ias not always sane. 

4. The point evidently most relied on by the counsel for the 
defendant is that the deeds from Coffin, as land agent, were not 
authorized by any law. The deeds run to Cook as assignee of 
certain revolutionary soldiers who had received certificates for 
lots of land from the commonwealth. The question involves a 
construction of a resolve of that state passed in 1828. The 
plaintiff contends that that act contemplated a deed to be given 
to an assignee of a certificate ; the defendant denies it. The 
defendant further contends that the resolve, proprio vigore, 
carried the title to the soldier, making no provision for any 
assignee. The resolve is this: 

"Resolved: That there be, and hereby is, granted to each non
commissioned officer and soldier who enlisted into the American 
army to serve during the Revolutionary war with Great Britain, 
and who was returned as a part of this state's quota of said army, 
and who did actually serve in said army the full term of three 
years, and who was honorably discharged, and to their heirs and 
assigns, two hundred acres of land, to be held in fee simple from 
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the date hereof; those who have heretofore drawn lots to retain 
the lots they have severally drawn, and those who have not yet 
drawn lots are hereby permitted to draw the same from the 
undrawn lots remaining in said Mars Hill township, any time 
within five years from the date hereof, any provisions or condi
tions in the former resolves on this subject to the contrary, 
notwithstanding." 

Our opinion is, that the act, when examined in the light of 
previous legislation and the attendant facts, is correctly construed 
by the plaintiff. The question turns on the meaning of the 
words, '' and to their heirs and assigns." The plaintiff's construc
tion is that the words mean, '' or to their heirs or assigns ;" the 
word assigns meaning assignees. The defendant contends that 
the words are descriptive of the amount of estate to be con
veyed ,-descriptive of a fee - and that, the certificates of these 
lots having been previous to that time issued, the title went 
directly to the soldiers and could not be afterwards conveyed by 
the commonwealth to an assignee. 

The literal reading is the principal argument for the defendant, 
and of course there is force in it. But there are several consid
erations that make strongly the other way. The report of the 
committee that reported the resolve is furnished us. It speaks 
of '' soldiers or the heirs and representatives of soldiers" as the 
petitioners for the resolve. Again, it speaks of the petitioners 
as "the above named persons, or those they represent." It also 
speaks of the "advanced age of many of the soldiers at the end 
of the war." The use of the phrase, "and 'to' their heirs and 
assigns," instead of the phrase with the word" to" omitted there
from is a small indication worth throwing into the scales. Further, 
if the words are used to express a fee, why were the words, "to 
be held in fee simpl~" afterwards unnecessarily added. It is an 
uncommon thing to find the words, "to his heirs and assigns," 
inserted in a resolve,- an argument that heirs and assignees, as 
well as soldiers, were intended·. 

Confirmation of this view is obtained by an examination of the 
t, former resolves" alluded to in this resolve. This resolve grew 
out of those. The resolve of 1801 gave two hundred acres ( or 
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$20 money) '' to each non-commissioned officer and soldier. 
and unto the children, if any there be, if not, to the widow of 
such." Another resolve provides that, if the officer or soldier 
had deceased or shall decease before he obtains his pension in 
land, "his children or widow as aforesaid shall be entitled to the 
same." The resolve of 1804 continues that of 1801, and speaks 
of "the children or widow" of soldiers. The resolve of 1820 
appoints George W. Coffin, an agent, to make conveyances for 
the commonwealth. The certificates assigned to Cook were 
issued by the secretary of the commonwealth in 1806. 

It may be observed that, if the resolve of 1828 made provision 
for the soldier only, the heirs were _neglected in instances where 
the soldier was deceased. And in 1828, very many of the 
soldiers of the revolution were not living. It would seem that 
Mr. Coffin interpreted the ,resolve as allowing him to convey to an 
assignee of a soldier's claim, and he made many such conveyances. 
In Sargent v. S£nipson, 8 Maine, 148, a Massachusetts resolve 
of 1804, authorizing a release of land to a person or persons, 
'~ and to his or their heirs and assigns," was construed as properly 
reading, "or to his or their heirs and assigns;" an authority 
bearing strongly upon the question ii~ the case before us. 

5. The defendant contends that the assignment to Cook is not 
proved, except by recital. Considering, however, that the 
defendant does not claim under the soldiers to whom the certifi
cates were issued, nor under the commonwealth, as far as appears, 
we think the deed by Coffin, as a public officer, made as long ago 
as 1837, and recorded in the public archives of the two states, 
is satisfactory evidence that the plaintiff fairly holds the title 
which Massachusetts had. The official act of itself has some 
force. It is helped by the presumption of correctness that 
attaches to official proceedings. The following authorities amply 
support this conclusion. Stockbridge v. West Stockbridge, 14 
Mass. p. 261; Marr v. Given, 23 Maine, 55; Cabot v. Given, 
45 Maine, 144; Blaisdell v. Morse, 75 Maine, 542; 2 Whar. 
Ev. § § 1313, 1315. 

6. Another objection is urged against the plaintiff's right to 
recover. The defendant claims under a tax-title of the land from 
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the state. The law declares that lands shall be forfeited to the 
state for non-payment of taxes after the assessment has been 
advertised for a given period. But after that there must be 
proceedings by the state for the sale of the lands forfeited, the 
owner still having an interest in the proceeds derived from the 
sale, and having an after-right of redemption from the state and 
from the purchaser. 

It is correctly admitted by the defendant that the proceedings 
were not valid to transfer any title from the state to the purchaser, 
but he contends that the plaintiff cannot recover if the forfeited 
title remains in the state, invoking the rule that a demandant 
must recover upon his own seizin and not upon that of another. 
It seems to be admitted by the plaintiff that the proceedings 
were regular enough to create a forfeiture to the state. 

A demandant must recover upon the strength of his own title 
and not on the weakness of the tenant's. Still, a demandant may 
recover if he has merely a better title than the tenant. In such 
case he does recover upon the strength of his own title, because 
his title is the strongest. He may not have what is called the 
true title - a title good against the world - but if he has a good 
title as against the tenant, he may recover. A bare possession 
is the first degree of title, and any degree is better than no 
degree of title. So that the question is which party is the better 
entitled to the possession, the demandant or the defendant. 

Properly understood, it amounts to this, that a demandant, in 
order to prevail, must show that he has the title - or a better or 
higher evidence of title than the tenant. Tebbetts v. Estes, 52 
Maine, 566; Hubba1·d v. Little, 9 Cush. 475; Hunt v. Hunt, 
3 Mete. 175. 

An application of this doctrine shows that the point taken by 
the defendant, that the plaintiff cannot recover because the state 
and not the plaintiff has the title, is not tenable. In such case 
the state has the land, not to keep - not to use - but to sell for 
the taxes. Th~ state, in view of all the statutory require1?1ents, 
has but a lif~n upon the land. There can be no doubt that as 
between these parties, the defendant not gaining a title under the 
state, the plaintiff has the title, or a title better than the 
defendant's title. 
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7. The defendant's claim by an adverse possession of twenty 
years, needs but a passing word. It is not well founded - the~ 
lots are wild land and were never personally possessed by any-
body. Having a deed of a township and lumbering on it, andt 
cultivating some portions of it, will not and ought not divest an1 
owner's title of premises situated as these are.• 

The plaintiff can recover for only three-fifths of the Jandl 
demanded. He shows title to no more. Th~ defendant is in: 
possession under deeds of warranty, which is a better title to the· 
remaining two-fifths than the plaintiff has. '' Non constat that 
the other co-heirs are not as willing that the tenant should 
occupy their land, as that the demandant should," said PARKER,. 
C. J., in Dewey v. Brown, 2 Pick. 387, a case in point. Somes· 
v. Skinner, 3 Pick. 52; 1 Wash. Re. Pr. 421; Bruce v~. 
Mitchell, 39 Maine, 390. 

Judgnient for demandant for three-fifths 
undivided of the premi'ses demanded. 

DANFORTH, VIRGIN, EMERY and FosTER, JJ., concurred. 

HASKELL, J. I concur in the result reached by the opinion• 
of the court, but I do not think that a forfeiture to the State of' 
the lands demanded has been proved or is admitted. If the lands. 
had been forfeited, surely the demandant's title thereto was lost .. 
The tenant's possession is stronger than the demandant's original 
title, if that has been forfeited and lost. I do not think the tax: 
proceedings have worked a forfeiture of demandant's title;: 
becaus_e the land was sold by the State, for the non-payment or 
a legal state tax and an illegal county tax, and the demandant 
could not redeem from the one and not from the other. Elwell' 
v. Shaw, 1 Maine, 339. It is admitted that the county tax was: 
invalid. The notice of sale was insufficierit. Tolman v. Hobbs, 
68 Maine, 316. It follows, that the sale was irregular and 
invalid. The demandant's right to redeem did not expire until 
one year after the sale, R. S., 1871, c. G, § 48; that is, a valid 
sale, made in compliance with law. Forfeiture cannot be said 
to be complete, until all right of redemption has become fore-
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closed. The owner of land should not be required to pay an 
invalid tax, to save the estate from forfeiture, for the non:-pay
ment of a valid tax ; nor should he be· required to redeem from 
an illegal and invalid sale. Hodgdon v. Burleigh;. 4 Fed. 
Reporter, 111. As the sale in this case was illegal, the title of 
the demandant did not become forfeited and lost and should 
prevail against the naked possession of the tenant. 

JOSEPH CHANDLER vs. CYRUS SHA w. 

Aroostook. Opinion January 26, 1885. 

Betterments. 

,:l. divisional share o{betterments upon a lot ofland may .be assessed in a 
real action in which the demandant recovers an undivided portion of the 
,Jand. 

,ON REPORT. 

:Real action to recover possession of lot sixty-six in Mars Hill. 

Powers and Powers, for the plaintiff . 

. Wilson and Spem· and .John P. Donworth, for the defendant. 

·.PETERS, C. J. This case, with the exception of the question 
•.ef betterments, is entirely disposed of in the opinion in the case 
,0f (Jhandler v. Wilson, ante. Two resolves not in that case, 
,one of 1829 and one of 1831, are introduced, which merely 
,e.xtend the operation of the resolves already discussed. There is 
·this immaterial difference between the two cases. At the foot 
of the soldier's certificate in this case is a minute, "Deeded to 
Ephrn,im Bailey's heirs." The deed shows the minute to be 
erroneous. The word ''heirs" should be'' assignee." 

In this case the balance of the evidence authorizes the allow
ance of betterments. w· e cannot take the space in a legal 
opinion to record at an extended length our reasons for a conclu
sion in matters merely of fact. Suffice it to say, all things 
considered, a jury might properly, and probably would, allow 
betterments. In these matters of fact, we exercise jury powers. 
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A question arises whether a divisional share of the betterments 
may be assessed when a demandant recovers only an undivided 
share of the estate. We do not find that the point has ever been 
passed upon in any decided case in our own state. Betterments 
in such a case are recoverable in Massachusetts. Backus v. 
Ohapman, 111 Mass. 386. We see no objection to it. 

The writ demands lot sixty-six in Mars Hill. The defendant 
makes no claim to the south half, although no disclaimer is filed. 
The demandant is entitled to recover three-fifths of the whole lot. 
The defendant is entitled to three-fifths of betterments on the 
north half. Betterments on the north half, in toto, to be reckoned 
at two hundred dollars. The value of the whole north half, 
without betterments, one hundred dollars. 

Judgment accordingly. 

DANFORTH, VIRGIN, EMERY, FOSTER and HASKELL, JJ., 
concurred. 

ALBERT A. LES.AN vs. MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD COMP.ANY. 

Waldo. Opinion January 26, 1885. 

Railroad. Crossing. Flagman. Negligence. Law and fact. 

To entitle a plaintiff to recover against a railroad corporation for an injury 
caused by a collision with its train at a crossing, while he was driving with 
horse and wagon upon a highway across the track, he must show that the 
defendant's negligence caused the injury. In order to show that, he must 
show that he was not himself, at the time, guilty of any negligence that 
helped to cause it. If this does not appear in the circumstances of 1ihe 
accident, it must be otherwise proved. 

The rule is established in this State, that it is negligence per se, for a person 
to cross a railroad track without first looking and listening for a coming 
train, if there is a chance for doing so. 

The railroad company and the traveler have equal rights at the intersection 
of the track with the highway. But in exercising those rights a moving· 
train has the right of way; the traveler must keep out of its way; it cannot 
be required to stop except in cases of apparent danger not otherwise avoid ... 
able; the proper warnings must be given to the traveler to keep out of its 
way; and the persons running a train have the right to rely upon the sup
position that a traveler will obey the law of the road if he can do so. 

A plaintiff need not alleg~ in his declaration that the cause of negligence
was that the railroad company had no flagman at the crossing, in order t(). 
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be permitted to show such omission as evidence of negligence, if none be 
required either by statutory or municipal regulation. 

It is not a question of law, except in extreme cases, whether the necessities 
of the_ public travel require the presence of a flagman at a particular railroad 
crossing, although the facts touching the question are undisputed. If dif
ferent intelligent and honest minds might exercise different judgments upon 
the undisputed facts, it is usually a question for the jury. 

ON exceptions and motion to set aside the verdict and for a 
new trial. 

An action to recover damages for personal injuries, and damage 
to carriage, by reason of the alleged negligence of the servants 
of the defendant corporation in running and managing a locomo
tive and tender, causing a collision with the plaintiff's carriage 
at Bridge street crossing in Belfast, February 17, 1882. The 
writ was dated March 15, 1882. The plea was not guilty. The 
verdict was for the plaintiff for one thousand one hundred eighty
one dollars and thirty-one cents. The defendant moved to set 
aside the verdict and for new trial ; the defendant also alleged 
,exceptions. 

The material facts a~e sufficiently stated in the opinion. 

Thompson and Dunton, for the plaintiff, cited: Whitney v. 
Cumberland, 64 Maine, 541; Webb v. R.R. Co. 57 Maine, 
117; Stuart v. Machiasport, 48 Maine, 487; Cunningham v . 
. Horton, 57 Maine, 420; Patterson v. Wallace, 28 Eng. Law and 
.Eq. 48; Norton v. R. R. Co. 113 Mass. 366; Carleton v. Lewis, 
,67 Maine, 76; Plummer v. R. R. Co. 73 Maine, 591; Ernst 
·v. R.R. Co. 35 N. Y. 9; Dascomb v. R.R. Co. 27 Barb. (N. 
Y.) 221; Sherman, Neg. 556, 31; Strong v. R. R. Co. Rep . 
. Nov. 1, 1882, p. 558; Lm·rabee v. Sewall, 66 Maine, 376; Buel 
·v. R.R. Co. 31 N. Y. 314; R.R. Co. v. Yarwood, 17 Ill. 509; 
·O'Brien v. McGlinchy, 68 Maine, 557; Bigelow v. Reed, 51 
Maine, 325; Baker v. Portland, 58 Maine, 199; Garmon v . 
. Bangor, 38 Maine, 443; Keith v. Pinkham, 43 Maine, 501; 
.Norris v. Litchfield, 35 N. H. 271; Morris v. R. R. Co. 45 
Iowa, 29; Weymire v. Wolfe, 52 Iowa, 533; Brown v. R. R. 
,Co. 50 Mo. 461; S. C. 51 Mo. 420. 

D1·umrnond and Drummond, for the defendant, cited: Con-
1linental Imp. Co. v. Stead, 95 U. S. 161; Grows v. R.R. Go. 
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67 Maine, 100; Beisiegel v. R. R. Oo. 40 N. Y. 9; Weber v. 
R. R. Oo. 58 N. Y. 451; Dyer v. R. R. Oo. 71 N. Y. 228; 
Hougltkirlc v. Canal Oo. 92 N. Y. 219 ( 44 Am. R. 370) ; Haas 
v. R.R. Go. 47 Mich. 401. 

PETERS, C. tT. To entitle the plaintiff to recover, he must 
show, first, that the defendants were guilty of negligence ; the 
injury itself does not import negligence. 

Secondly, he must show that their negligence caused the 
accident. There must be a visible connection of cause and effect. 
It is not enough to show that the defendants' negligence was 
adequate and sufficient to cause it- that it might have caused 
it - he must show that it did cause it ; that it was the predom
inating efficient cause of' the accident and injury. 

If the accident was caused partly by the plaintiff's ovm 
negligence, then it was not, in a legal sense, caused by the 
negligence of the defendants. In such case, it was caused by 
both parties. If the result was produced by a commingling of 
the negligences of the two parties, the plaintiff cannot recover. 

Therefore, thirdly, the plaintiff must prodnce affirmative proof, 
directly or indirectly, that he was not himself guilty of any 
negligence which helped cause the accident. Sometimes this is 
impliedly shown by the proof of the manner of the injury. That 
is, by proving the defendants' negligence, the same proof may 
exculpate the plaintiff from any charge of negligence. It may 
be inferred that a plaintiff was, at the time of an accident, using 
due care, from the absence of all appearance of fault upon his 
part in the circumstances under whieh the accident happened. 
To state the requirement more precisely, the plaintiff must show 
affirmatively, or it must affirmatively appear, that he was himself 
in the use of due care. If it so appears from a full account of 
the circumstances attending the occurrence, whether the evidence 
be put in for one purpose or another, then he does affirmatively 
sustain the burden obligatory upon him. 

To illustrate the id6a: By the negligence of a railroad 
company a train of cars runs off the track, whereby passengers 
are injured. In such a case the passenger, ordinarily situated in 
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the car, who sues for damages for his injury, would not be 
required to show any fact further than the occurrence itself. 
Proof of the accident tells all that can be told,- is, prirna facie 
at least, the whole story. Res ipsa loquitur. Stevens v. Rail
way, 66 Maine, 7 4. The injured party is passive in such a case. 
In the case, however, of a collision between a railroad train and 
the wagon of a traveler, the traveler plays usually an active part 
disconnected with or independent of the acts of others, and the 
acts of the two parties conjunctively produce a collision. In 
such case not much can be based upon inference and presumption. 
The prosecuting party must make it distinctly appear that his 
ovvn remissness did not contribute in causing the injury. 

The present case is of the latter description. With the burden 
of proof on the plaintiff, we think the verdict in his favor should 
not stand. His conduct seems to have been in no view defensible. 
He knew the situation of the crossing; was aware that an engine 
was likely at any time to be upon the track; could have both 
seen and heard the movement of the engine seasonably to enable 
him to save himself from injury, and testifies that he does not 
know whether he did either or not ; was driving rapidly upon a 
descending grade to the crossing, passing another team on the 
way; and, when it was too late for either party to avoid the 
predicament, met with the accident. It was the repetition of an 
experiment too often made, of taking narrow chances in passing 
in front of an advancing train. Our very strong belief is, that 
the absence of whistling or bell-ringing or of signalling of any 
kind played no material part in causing the accident. When the 
agents of the company saw that a collision was impending they 
were helpless to prevent it. 

The rule is now firmly established in this state, as well as by 
courts generally, that it is negligence per se, for a person to 
cross a railroad track without first looking and listening for a 
coming train if there is a chance for doing so. State v. 11:faine 
Central, 76 Maine, 357. "No neglect of duty on the part of a 
railroad company will excuse any one approaching such a crossing 
from using the senses of sight and hearing where these may be 
available." 1 Thomp. Neg. p. 426, and cases in notes. Expeii-
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ence has taught men that there are and can be no safeguards 
against injuries at railway crossings nearly as efficacious as to 
look al)d listen for an approaching train. 

The counsel for the plaintiff in an able argument upon the facts 
of the case, places too much reliance upon his view of the 
relative rights of the parties in the use of the highway at its 
crossing with the railroad. At the place of intersecti~n there 
are, no doubt, concurrent rights. Neither has an exclusive right 
of passage. They have equal rights. But the manner of 
exercising those rights is quite another thing. A railroad 
company would not have the right to occupy the way in a 
manner or to an extent that would unreasonably delay the public 
travel or render it dangerous; nor to start a train at an instant 
when it would be likely to produce collision. But when a train 
is under way it has the first right of the road. Its right may 
then be first exercised. It cannot be required to stop except in 
cases of apparent danger not otherwise avoidable. The traveler 
must stop for the train. For that purpose are the requirements 
of signals and gates and the like to warn the traveler to keep 
out of the way. There must be a uniform and certain rule to 
regulate the matter or dire confusion would ensue. The persons 
running a train have the right of relying upon the supposition that 
a traveler intends to wait for the passing of the train, unless it 
appears that he has not a chance to do so. 

In Continental hnprovement Co. v. Stead, 95 U. S. 161, the 
law of the road is expressed as follows: "Of course, these 
mutual rights ( of railroad and traveler) have respect to other 
relative rights subsisting between the parties. From the char
acter and momentum of a railroad train, and the requirements of 
public travel by means thereof, it cannot be expected that it shall 
stop and give precedence to an approaching wagon to make the 
crossing first; it is the duty of the wagon to wait for the train. 
The train has the preference and right of way. But it is bound 
to give due warning of its approach - so that the wagon may 
stop and allow it to pass, and to use every exertion to stop if the 
wagon is inevitably in the way." In Pierce on Railroads, 342, it 
is said: "The obligations of the company and of the traveler 
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are mutual and reciprocal, and the same degree of care to avoid 
a collision is incumbent on each. It is its duty to give the warn
ings required by statute, or in the exercise of ordinary care ; 
and it is his duty to have his attention alive to them, and to heed 
them. The company, having a fixed place of movement and a 
peculiar momentum, has the right of precedence in crossing high
ways ; and he must wait till the train, the coming of which he 
knows or ought to know, has passed." In Whitney v. Railroad, 
69 Maine, 208, VIRGIN, l., says: '' On account of the motive 
power used by railroads, and the difficulties attending its manage
ment, and the noises incident thereto, the statute has prescribed 
means particularly adapted to give notice of the approach of a 
train, the object being to warn all persons of such approach in 
season to enable them to ~pat a safe distance, and thus avoid 
the risk not only of collision but also of alarm to horses." 

For the defense it is contended that the plaintiff could not 
give in evidence the fact of a failure to station a flagman at the 
crossing because no such ground of recovery is alleged in the 
writ. It need not be alleged. Neither the statute nor any 
municipal proceedings imposed such a requirement at the place 
in question. Therefore a failure in that regard would not con
stitute negligence per se - negligence in law. If the jury found 
that such a caution was indispensable, its omission would be at 
most only evidence of negligence,- one circumstance to be taken 
in connection with all other circumstances upon the main or 
central question whether the defendants at the particular time 
and place prudently managed their road. 1 Thom. Neg. 419, 
and cases. McGrath v. Railroad, 63 N. Y. 528; Com. v. 
Railroad, 101 Mass. 201; Ho-ughkirk v. Canal Co. 92 N. Y. 
219. 

It was contended by the defense that it is a question of law 
and not of fact, whether the exigencies in any given case require 
the presence of a flagman at a railroad crossing. Of course, there 
may be extreme cases where a judge would be justified in giving 
an absolute direction upon the question. But generally it must 
be an issue for the jury. It is said, the jury are not a very 
competent tribunal for the settlement of such a dispute. The 
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court should inform and aid the jury. It is also said that when 
the facts respecting the situation are undisputed the. conclusion 
must be one of law. But undisputed facts may weigh against 
one another. One person may give the dominant weight to one 
fact and another person to another. Usually such questions 
present an exigency to be judged of. Even though the facts are 
undisputed, if they are of such a nature or pertain to such a 
matter, that different intelligent and honest minds might exercise 
different judgments upon them, the question to be decided belongs 
to the jury. It is plainly observable that the tendency is to 
multiply the instances in which the court will take negligence 
cases from the jury and deci<le them as matters of law, but the 
advancement of the law in such respects has not extended to the 
limit assigned for It in the argument for the· defendants. See 
Cumberland Valley R. R. v. Mangans, 23 Am. Law Reg. N. 
S. 518, and note. 

Motion sustained. 
DANFORTH, VIRGIN, FOSTER, EMERY and HASKELL, JJ., 

concurred. 

SusAN L. DouGLASs, in equity, vs. JoHN M. SNOW and another. 

Hancock. Opinion January 26, 1885. 

Equity. Stat. :1874, c. 175. Statute of frauds. Pleadings. Witness. 
Since stat. li74, c. 175, went into effect, the Supreme Judicial Court has had 

jurisdiction as a court of equity to compel specific performance of parol 
agreements for the conveyance of land. 

In a bill for specific performance of a parol agreement for the conveyance of 
land, if the defendant would rely on the statute of frauds at the hearing, he 
must raise the question by demurrer, plea, or answer. 

To render a complainant incompetent as a witness for the reason that one of 
the defendants is an administrator of a deceased person's estate, the plead
ings must show him to be such. 

BILL IN EQUITY. 

Heard on bill, answer and proofs. 

H . .A. Tripp, for the plaintiff, cited: 1 Story, Eq. Jur. § 755 
and authorities cited,§ 765; Wilton v. Harwood, 23 Maine, 133; 
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Pulsifer v. Waterman, 73 Maine, 244; Brown v. Lord, 19 Alb. 
Law J. 460; 16 A.lb. Law J. 37; 17 Alb. Law J. 109; Kurtz 
v. Hibner, 8 Am. R. 665 (55 Ill. 514); O'Brien v." .Elliot, 15 
Maine, 127; Buck v. Swazey, 35 Maine, 53; Gilmore v. Patter~ 
son, 36 Maine, 549. 

A. P. Wiswell, for the defendants. 
The defendants rely upon R. S., c. 111, § 1, and upon the 

unbroken line of decisions in this State from Stearns v. Hubbard, 
8 Maine, 320, to the present, excepting the dictum in Pulsifer 
v. Waterman, 73 Maine, 233. The court mµst overrule the 
very recent case of Jellison v. Jordan, 68 Maine, 373, before it 
can order specific performance of an oral contract to convey real 
estate. The testimony of the plaintiff was inadmissible, one of 
the defendants being an administrator. R. S., c. 82, § 98; 
Trowbrz"dge v. Holden, 58 Maine, .117; Burleigh v. White, 64 
Maine, 23; Smith v. Smith, l Allen, 231. 

If it be said that this case does not come within the rule 
because Chase was not declared against as an administrator, then 
in a large number of cases the rule would be valueless and absurd. 
Every time an administrator is sued for holding personal property 
the plaintiff could in all cases let in his own testimony by not 
suing the administrator as such. Upon the question of resulting 
trusts, counsel cited: Farnham v. Clements, 51 Maine, 426; 
Dudley v. Bachelder, 53 Maine, 403; Gerry v. Stimson, 60 
Maine, 189. 

VIRGIN, J. The plaintiff seeks the specific performance of an 
alleged '' verbal contract;'' whereby, as she avers, the defendant 
Snow agreed with her son and alleged agent to convey to her, by 
a good and sufficient deed, certain land known as the "red store," 
on payment of four hundred and twenty-five dollars ; and makes 
the defendant Chase a party to whom Snow subsequently con
veyed the property. 

The . only partial performance which is alleged in the bill, is 
the payment of three hundred and fifty dollars of the purchase 
money. Such payment, as held by the more modern authorities, 
is not sufficient of itself as part performance, to take the case 
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out of the statute of frauds, for the money may be recovered at 
law. 4 Kent, 451; Kidder v. Bar, 35 N. H. 235; Glass v. 
Hulbert, 102 Mass. 23; Purull v. Miner, 4 Wall. 513; Wat. 
Sp. Per. § 268, and cases in note 4. 

But the defendants have admitted the contract so far as its 
terms are concemed and have not raised the question of the 
statute of frauds by demurrer, plea or answer; and not having 
claimed the benefit of it they cannot now set it up. Newton v. 
Swazey, 8 N. H. 13 ; Ridgeway v. TVharton, 3 De G. M. and 
G. (Am. ed.) 677, and cases in note 2; 1 Dan. Chan. ( 5th ed.) 
656, 657; Story's Eq. Pl. (8th ed.) 763; for having admitted 
an agreement valid at common law, and thereby avoided the 
mischief against which the statute was directed, no evidence of 
its terms is necessary. Cozine v. Graham, 2 Paige's Ch. 181; 
Newton v. Swazey, supra; and the court might decree perform .. 
ance, so far as Snow at least is concerned, provided the evidence 
reasonably satisfies us that the plaintiff was the real vendee. 

It is objected that the plaintiff is not a competent witness. 
She is unless she comes within some of the exceptions to the 
provisions of R. S., c. 82, § 93. It is claimed that Chase is 
administrator of the estate of the plaintiff's son, who, it is claimed, 
is the equitable vendee of the premises. But the mere fact that 
he is such administrator is not sufficient. He must be a party in 
his official character and appear as such. He is not sued as such. 
He is joined in the bill simply as an individual to whom the 
premises were conveyed by the plaintiff's alleged equitable 
vendor. Neither by his answer does he appear in that capacity. 
His signature intimates no official character. If his allegations 
in the answer are true he holds the land in his individual and not 
his representative character. At most he is the trustee of the 
plaintiff's son so far as this case is concerned, holding the property 
by a resulting trust. Our opinion, therefore, is that she is a 
competent witness. 

Her testimony. is positive and direct; that she authorized her 
son to make the purchase for her and furnished the money for 
the two payments ; that she furnished the money for the policy 
and subsequently assigned it; that on the death of her son in 

/ 
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October following, she appointed Limeburner as agent to pay the · 
balance and take the deed. These facts are not disputed except 
by Snow's answer, but they are corroborated by the testimony of 
several witnesses, some of which squarely contradicts the allega
tions in the answer and tends to establish the fact that Snow 
understood her son to be the plaintiff's agent in making the 
uncontradicted ag:reement. 

1. The policy of insurance on the store was issued to her, as 
is expressly testified to by the insurance agent, and was trans
ferred by her to Snow within a few days thereafter. Unless she 
was understood by Snow to be the real purchaser, he was accept
ing the transfer of a policy issued to one known to him to have 
no insurable interest. If she was the real party to the agreement, 
she became the vendee immediately on its completion ; for'' equity 
looking upon that as done which ought to be done," (Porn. Eq. 
Jur. § 363-4) the equitable title passed and she then might 
insure as well as convey it, § 368. He does not deny these 
facts, but does not produce the policy nor account for it ( although 
shown to be in him), except by saying it is not in his possession 
and that he does not know where it is. 

Limeburner who succeeded her son as agent is also dead. But 
Storer, a disinterested witness so far as this case discloses, 
testifies that he heard Snow say that the son had paid three 
hundred and fifty dollars for the plaintiff and that she was to have 
a deed when the balance was paid ; that Snow directed Lime
burner to go to Tripp's office, and he (Snow) would go and get 
the mortgage discharged and" go in then and fix it up.'' Although 
afterward, in explaining why he did not come back, said he "did 
not know the plaintiff in the trade," which is inconsistent with 
the proved facts. 

Snow does not absolutely deny these admissions either in his 
answer or teRtimony, only testifying that he" thinks he told Storer 
of the payments, but not that they were paid for the plaintiff." 
But he admits that Limeburner several times asked him for a 
deed, and he then, in addition to the balance of purchase money, 
demanded sixty-five doll~rs for goods alleged to have been sold 
to the son, but made no such claim to Chase, so far as the 
testimony shows. 
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2. The testimony of Tripp is also unqualified and directly in 
point : That Limeburner and Snow came together to his office in 
Decemher and said that the plaintiff was to pay the seventy-five 
dollars; that Snow claimed interest for delay which Tripp com
puted, and produced his figures at the hearing; that Snow was 
to accept ~he balance and interest ( seventy-nine dollars and 
thirty-seven cents), give the plaintiff a deed. and authorized 
Tripp to make it, handing to him another containing the correct 
description of the premises ; that Snow remained until the deed 
was completed and then went out with the avowed purpose of 
obtaining a discharge of the mortgage and then to return to 
execute the deed; but did not return. These facts are not denied 
in his testimony though some of them are, in his answer. So he 
denied any personal knowledge that the policy was issued to the 
plaintiff, although it was transferred by her to him and he does 
not show it out of his possession to our satisfaction. 

Our opinion, therefore, is that the plaintiff's case is satisfactorily 
proved. Neale v. Neales, 9 Wall. 1, 12. We are satisfied that 
the son acted in behalf of his mother, and that Snow so under
stood it. Notice to Chase was not necessary. From his own 
standpoint he claims to hold all, except the amount he advanced 
from his individual funds, in trust for the son's estate, and shall 
turn it over to that estate when he sells the property and deducts 
the amount which he advanced. 

The defendants' counsel challenge the power of the court to 
decree specific performance of agreements for the conveyance of 
land. But this cannot be seriously questioned, even if he had 
regularly insisted upon the benefit of the statute of frauds. St. 
1874, c. 175; R. S., c. 77, § 6, cl. XI; Wilton v. Ha1'wood, 23 
Maine, 131; Asli v. Hare, 73 Maine, 401; Pulsife1· v. Water
man, 73 Maine, 244-5. The incidental remarks found in the 
opinion in Jellison v. Jordan, 68 Maine, 373 (which ·was an 
action at law), could not have been intended to apply to equity. 

Let a decree be drawn directing the defendant Chase to convey 
the premises to the plaintiff on payment of the balance of the 
purchase money ( seventy--five dollars) with interest thereon until 
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payment, and payment to be made within thirty days after the 
announcement of this opinion on the county docket. 

Bill sustained; but with costs against 
Snow only. 

PETERS, C. J., DANFORTH, FOSTER and HASKELL, JJ., 
concurred. 

EMERY, J., did not sit. 

LUTHER PERKINS vs. CYRUS L. ALDRICH. 

Androscoggin. Opinion January 28, 1885. 

Deeds. Construction. 

When a deed of land excepts a building standing upon it, "and one rod of 
land equal distance around it," the exterior lines of the lot. reserved are to 
correspond in outline with the lines of the building; and if the building is 
rectangular in form, the lot of land reserved must be rectangular in 
form, although small portions of the land at the extreme corners of the lot 
may be more than a rod distant from the building. 

ON EXCEPTION s. 
Trespass quare clausum, in which the only issue considered by 

the court was as to the construction of the words of reservation 
recited in the opinion which were contained in a deed from. the 
defendant to the plaintiff, dated October, 6, 1870. The plea 
was the general issue. At the trial the court ordered a nonsuit 
and to this ruling the plaintiff alleged exceptions. 

George 0. and Charles E. Wing, for the plaintiff. 
We respectfully submit that the order of nonsuit was erroneous 

because the defendant could not justify the trespass under the 
deed without pleading it specially. This position we believe to 
be in accordance with legal usage, and the laws of pleading as 
established and lived up to from time immemorial, and one that 
cannot be overlooked or winked out of sight. We believe our 
position here to be such as not to require any further discussion 
of the case or consideration as to the other point as to the con
struction of the deed in the case, but inasmuch as the deed is very 
noYel in form we make the following suggestion to the court 
touching its construction. Was the piece reserved rectangular 
or circular. If rectangular it would require more area to satisfy 
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its call than if circular, and if more land were taken, then a 
greater hardship would be imposed upon the grantee by such a 

construction, and to this point we cite: Adams v. Frothingham, 
3 Mass. 361; Johnson v. Jordan, 2 Met. 240; Saltonstall et als. 
v. Proprietors of Long lVlwif, 7 Cush. 201. 

Savage and Oaks, for the dP-fendant. 

WALTON, J. A grant of land contained this exception : 
"Excepting the Free Chapel and one rod of land equal distance 

amund it." 
The only question is in relation to the exterior lines of the land 

excepted. The plaintiff claims that the corners of the lot must 
be rounded, so that no portion of the land rese1ved shall he more 
than one rod distant from the chapel. The defendant contends 
that the language of the deed, when applied to the subject matter 
of the exception, and fairly interpreted, according to the manifest 
intention of the parties, reserved a piece of land in form like the 
chapel; that is, bounded on its four sides by straight lines, and 
having angleR at its corners corresponding to the angles of the 
building; and the judge presiding at the trial so ruled. We 
think the ruling was correct. Of course a building lot with 
rounded corners may be reserved or conveyed. But such lots 
.are not common. And when, as in this case, the lines are to be 
run at a certain distance from a rectangular building, like an 
ordinary church or school house, and there is nothing in the deed 
or the situation of the land to indicate the contrary, we think it 
is fair to presume that the parties intended that the exterfor lines 
should be run so as to correspond with the lines of the building, 
although by so doing small portions of land in the angles at the 
extreme corners of the lot may be more than the distance named 
from the building. "\Ve can not resist the conviction that such 
was the intention of the parties in this case. 

Exceptions overruled. .llonsuit 
confirmed. 

'PETERS, C. J., VIRGIN, LIBBEY, EMERY and HASKELL, JJ., 
concurred. 

LXXVII. 7 
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98 FESSENDEN, APPELLANT. 

DANIEL W. FESSENDEN, executor, appellant from the decree of 

the JUDGE OF PROBATE. 

Cumberland. Opinion January 28, 1885. 

Execi1tors and administrators. Insolvent estates. Taxes on real estate. Practice. 

Taxes assessed upon real estate prior to its sale by an executor of an insol
vent estate for the production of assets for the payment of debts, are 
chargeable to the rents of the land accruing after the testator's decease, 
rather than to the proceeds of sale received by the executor. 

In an extreme case only, and not under ordinary circumstances, does the 
law court interfe:e with the decision of questions of fact or of discretion 
made by a judge at nisi prius. 

ON EXCEPTIONS. 

An appeal from the decree of the judge of probate upon the 
executor's account in the estate of Daniel Brown, late of Port
land, deceased, wherein the following items in the account were 
disallowed : 

"Item No. 20. Oct. 14, 1881, paid taxes on North St. property 
for 1880 and 1881, 

"Item No. 23. Oct. 28, 1881, paid taxes on Congress St. prop
erty for 1880 and 1881, 

"Item No. 36. Paid Mrs. Austin's bill of expenses of last sick
ness ( of deceased), 
Disallowed in part, viz. : for $136. 75. 

"Item No. 47. To commissions on $5272,31, 
Disallowed in part, viz. : $82.43. 

$113 98 

149 10 

206 75 

263 10 

The presiding justice ruled as a matter of law, after a hearing, 
that the appeal was not sustained and ordered the decree of the 
judge of probate affirmed. The appellant alleged exceptions. 

Woodman and Thompson, for the appellant. 

P. J. Larrabee, for the appellee. 

PETERS, C. J. The appellant was devisee in trust and executor 
under Daniel Brown's will. The estate proving insolvent, certain 
real estate of the testator was sold for the production of assets 
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to he applied to the payment of debts. The appellant presents; 
for allowance in his account as executor the amount of the taxes. 
assessed upon such real estate prior to its sale. The claim was~ 
properly disallowed. 

Heirs and devisees have the rents of real estate until it is sold! 
by an administrator or executor for the payment of debts, andl 
for that reason they should pay the taxes. · The taxes are a: 
charge upon the rents. The technicality which gives to heirs and: 

' devisees the rents of an insolvent estate is an extreme doctrine· 
against creditors, and the severity of requiring creditors to pay 
the taxes while others reap the rents should not be superadded .. 
Kimball v. Sumner, 62 Maine, 305; Lucy v. Lucy, 55 N. H. 
9; Palmer v. Paz.mer, 13 Gray, 328; Schaul. Executors, §i 
510, note. 

There may be exceptions to the rule. There may be occasions. 
when it would be reasonable and right for such a charge to, 
appear in an administration account. But the appellant does not'. 
show the necessity for the charge. The burden is upon him to, 
do so. The indications are the other way. The estates sold 
were rentable properties. The rents accruing after the testator's. 
death and before the sale must have greatly exceeded the taxes .. 
It looks as if the taxes were paid by the right person out of tL 

wrong pocket. 
Complaint i~ made that the court of probate unreasonably· 

reduced the appellant's bill for fees, and cut dmvn an account 
paid by him for the services of an attendant during the last: 
sickness of the testator. Those arc questions, either of fact or!· 
of discretion, that should be final1y settled by a single judge,, 
unless he sees fit to report them to the full court for its decision1.. 
In only an e__."{treme case, but not under any ordinary circum
stances, would the law court interfere with a decision of such 
questions, made by a judge at nisi prius. Oroclcer Y. Crocker, 
43 Maine, 561. 

Exceptions overruled. 

WALTON, VIRGIN, LIBBEY and EMERY, JJ., concurred. 

HASKE~L, J., did not sit. 
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THOMAS E. BRASTOW and others vs. ROCKPORT lcE COMPANY, 

Knox. Opinion January 28, 1885. 

Great ponds. Ice. 

Ju this State, all ponds containing more than ten acres are public ponds, and 
the right to cut ice upon them is a public right, free to all. In this par
ticular, the owners of the shores have no greater rights than other persons 
who can reach the ponds without trespassing upon the lands of others. 

:BILL IN EQUITY. 

Heard on bill, answer and proof. 

Baker, Baker and Cornish, in an elaborate argument contended 
tthat the plaintiffs had the exclusive right to cut the ice on Lily 
'pond, though it contained more than ten acres, in front of their 
1land. By the English common law the right of property Jus 
_privaturn, both in soil and water, exitted in tidal and fresh waters. 
ln tidal waters it was prirna facie in the crown. In fresh waters 
'it was prirna facie in the individual, but in all navigable waters 
-the right of property, whether in the individual or the sovereign, 
'Was subject to the public right. Gould, Waters, § § 17, 42; 
Nichols v. Boston, 98 Mass. 41; C01n. v. Alger, 7 Cush. 53; 
IHale, DeJure Maris, chap. v. c. 1, 3; Murphy v. Ryan, Ir. 
R. 2 C. L. 143; Adams v. Pease, 2 Conn. 481; Mill River Oo. 
'V. Smith, 34 Conn. 463; 2lfcFm·lin v. Essex Co. 10 Cush. 309; 
Nichols v. Suncook Co. 34 N. H. 345; Bradford v. Cressey, 
-45 Maine, 9; Granger v. Avery, 64 Maine, 292; Providence Co. 
v. Steamship Co. 20 Alb. Law J. 302; Oolchestm· v. Brooke, 
7 Q. B. 339; Free Fishers v. Gann, 20 C. B. N. S. 1; Gann 

'V. Free Fislwrs, 11 Ho. of L. 192. 
'\Vaters not navigable, whether still water or streams, were 

held by unconditional title. State v. Pott1neyer, 33 Ind. 402 
(5 Am. R. 227); Coulson and Forbes, Waters 98, 101, 369; 
Bell's Law of Scotland, 171; Hunt, Boundaries and Fences, 19; 
Gould, Waters, § § 80, 81; McKenzie v. Banks, 3 H. of L. 
1324; .,_lfarshall v . .Navigation Co. 3 B. & S. 732; Bristow v. 
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Cormican, 3 App. Cas. 641; Bloomfield v. Johnson, Ir. R. 8 
C. L. 89; Bristow v. Cormican, Ir. R. 10 C. L. 434. 

The great body of American courts have abolished the tidal 
test of navigability and adopted the fact as the criterion. Gould, 
Waters, § § 4 7, 52, 54; The Daniel Ball, 10 Wall. 557 ; 
Genesee Chief v. Fitzhugh, 12 How. 443; Barney v. I1eokuk, 
94 u. s. 324. 

In Massachusetts and Maine the cases both of title and 
boundary have all been provably or admittedly subject to the 
ordinance. In no case has an outstanding private title in a pond, 
prior to the ordinance, been shown or its effect decided. Bradley 
v. R,ice, 13 Maine, 198; Lowell v. Robinson, 16 Maine, 357; 
Robinson v. White, 42 Maine, 209; Hathorn v. Stinson, 10 
Maine, 224; Mansur v. Blake, 62 Maine, 38. 

In other states it is only the great inland lakes which are 
navigable and highways of inland communication and trade where 
the boundary stops at high or low water, while in the small 
unnavigable ponds the riparian bound is the centre. Champlain 
Co. v. Valentine, 19 Barb. 484; Fletcher v. Phelps, 28 Vt. 
257; Austin v. Railroad Oompany 45 Vermont, 215; State 
v. Gilmanton, 9 New Hampshire, 461; State v. Franklin 
Falls Co. 49 New Hampshire, 240 ( 6 Am. R. 513) ; Sloan v. 
Beimiller, 34 Ohio St. 492; Delaplaine v. R. R. 42 Wis. 214 
(24 Am. R. 386); Seaman v. Smith, 24 Ill. 521; Ledyard v. 
Ten Eyck, 36 Barb. 102; Oobb v. Davenport, 32 N. J. L. 369 ; 
Ridgway v. Ludlow, 58 Incl. 248; Edwards v. Ogle, 76 
Ind. 302; Forsyth v. Smale, 7 Biss. 201; Marsh v. Colby, 
39 Mich. 626 (33 Am. R. 439) ; Rice v. Rucldirnan, 10 Mich. 
125. 

Now in America the title to both land and water was originally 
in the crown by right of discovery. Gould, Waters,§ 30; Com, .. 
Roxbury, 9 Gray, 451; 1 Black. Com. 107; Bogardus v. 
Trinity Church, 4 Paige, 178. 

Thus the title was in King James I as sovereign of England_ 
in 1620, and the grant, patent or charter of 1620, to the council, 

· of Plymouth did convey the Jus privatum in all the territory· 
within its limits, and as such is the foundation of all titles in. 
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New England. Lily Pond is within the limits of the Plymouth 
charter. It is non-navigable in fact. Of this the court will take 
judicial notice. Ross v. Faust, 54 Ind. 4 71 ; Mossman v. Forest, 
27 Ind. 233 ~ .LVeaderhouser v. State, 28 Ind. 257; Wood v. 
Fowler, 26 Kan. 682 ( 40 Am. R. 330). 

In 1629 this pond was conveyed by feoffment to Beauchamp 
and Leverett and it then stood as private property subject to no 
public use. It thus stood at the time of the colony ordinance of 
1641 - 7. It will be noted that this ordinance is not declarative 
of the common law but wholly subversive of it, both as to flats 
and ponds. The appropriation of private property for public use 
is one of the highes.t powers an<l even ambiguous grants or 
statutes wm not be so construed. The presumption is against it. 
Glover v. Boston, 14 Gray, 282; Wilson v. Lynn, 119 Mass. 
174; Queen v. Robertson, 6 Can. Sup. Ct. 52. 

The Massachusetts cases uniformly recognize the exception of 
all lands previously appropriated to private persons. Tudor v. 
Water Works, 1 Allen, 164; TV. Roxbury v. Stoddard, 7 Allen, 
158; Berry v. Roddin, 11 Allen, 577; Hittinger v. Eames, 121 
Mass. 539. 

Private property can be taken for public use only by eminent 
,domain in a public exigency and on condition of compensation. 
3 Kent's Com. 339; Sinnickson v. Johnson, 2 Harr. (N. J.) 129; 
Gardner v. Newburgh, 2 Johns. Ch. 162; Pumpelly v. Green 
Bay Co. 13 Wall. 178; Vattel's Law of Nations, 112. 

Thus existing private titles to ponds within the colony were 
,exempt from the operation of the ordinance : ( 1) By its express 
terms; (2) By the fundamental limitations oflegislative power. 

The case of a title ante-dating the ordinance as in this case has 
·never been decided but is of new impression and the court is 
·therefore free to decide this case according to the very right. 

Lily pond being held by private title free from the ordinance, 
-title in it could be gained by prescription. Prop. Ken. Pur. v. 
Laboree, 2 Maine, 27 5 ; Robison v. Swett, 3 Maine, 316; (-}ook
in v. Whittier, 4 Maine, 16; Ross v. Gould, 5 Maine, 204; Fox
.croft v. Barnes, 29 Maine, 128; Putnarn's School v. Fisher, 30 
.Maine, 523; Robinson v. Brown, 32 Maine, 578; Nichols v. 
Buncook Manufacturing Co. 34 N. H. 345. 
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And if the ordinance applied in full force, still title may be 
acquired against the public by prescription, either to the soil, 
fishing, or ice. Gould, vVaters, § 22 and note, § 37, note 5 ; 
Garter v. Murcot, 4 Burrows, 2162; Randolph v. Braintree, 4 
Mass. 315; P1·octor v. rVells, 103 Mass. 21G; JJfoulton v. Libbey,-
37 Maine, 472; Preble v. Brown, 47 Maine, 284; W. Roxbury 
v. Stoddard, 7 Allen, 158; Hittinger v. Emnes, 121 Mass. 539; 
Ridgway v. Ludlow, 58 Indiana, 248; Jackson v. Bowen, 1 
Caines, 358. 

A. P. Gould, for the defendant, cited: Barrows v. J}fcDer
nwtt, 73 Maine, 441 ; 12 Maine, 229 ; 1 Winthrop's Hit,tory of 
New Eng. 322; 7 Allen, 166; Paine v. TVoods, 108 Mass. 160; 
Barker v. Bates, 13 Pick. 258; Storer· v. FJ'eernan, 6 Mass. 
435; Washburn,_ Easements [ 411 J, ( 492, 2d ed.) ; J.Warslzall v. 
Stearn Nav. Go. 113 E. C. L. 732 ; Angell, Watercourses, § 94; 
Mayor, &c. v. Spring Garden, 7 Burr. 348; 111 Mass. 464; 
Moor v. Veazie, 32 Maine, 356; 1-Yioulton v. Libbey, 37 Maine, 
472; U. S. v. Boru·, 2 Mason, 311; Ifrwx v. Chaloner, 42 
Maine, 150; Berr·y v. Carle, 3 Maine, 269; Wadsworth v. Sniith, 
11 Maine, 278; Brown v. Chadbourne, 31 Maine., 9; Dyer v. 
Curtis, 72 Maine, 181 ; Stoughton v. Bake,·, 4 Mass. 522; 
West Roxbury v. Stodda'rd, 7 Allen, 158; Uottrill v. Myrick, 
12 Maine, 222; Chalker v. Dickinson, 1 Conn. 382 ; Tlwma.,; 
v. Marshfield, 13 Pick. 240; Com. v. Vincent, 108 Mass. 441 ; 
Fay v. Danvers Aq. Go. 111 Mass. 27; Rowell v. Doyle, 131 
Mass. 474; Gage v. Steinkrauss, 131 Mass. 222. 

WALTON, J. In this State, ponds containing more than ten 
acres are public; and the right to cut ice upon them is a public 
right, free to all. In this particular, the right of a riparian 
owner is no greater than that of every other citizen. And the 
exercise. of the right by a riparian proprietor, although continued 
for more than twenty years, will not enlarge his right. It will 
still be no more than a right in common. It will not thereby be 
changed from a common to an exclusive right. The exercise of 
such a right is in no respect adverse or aggressive, and prescrip
tion can not be predicated upon its exercise, however long 
continued. The right to take ice from a public pond, like all 
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public rights, must be exercised in a reasonable manner, and 
with a due regard to the equal rights of others, as the right to 
boat, to fish, to dig clams and oysters, must be exercised in our 
bays and harbors, and on the sea itself. And it is the opinion of 
the court that the right of the parties to this litigation to cut ice 
on Lily Pond is equal; that neither has a right superior to, or to 
the exclusion of, the other. True, the defendants are a corpo
ration, and their charter authorizes them to cut ice on Lily Pond. 
But there is nothing in the charter to indicate that the right wa~ 
intended to be exclusive. And it is the opinion of the court that 
~t is not exclusive; that both parties must exercise the right in a 

reasonable manner, and with a due regard to the rights of each 
other, and of all others who may wish to take ice from the pond. 
The claim of the plaintiffs to an exelusive right to cut ice on Lily 
Pond opposite to so much of the shore as they own or have leases 
of, can not be sustained. Lily Pond, it is admitted, contains 
more than ten acres. It is, therefore, a (( great pond," within the 
meaning of the ordinance of 1641- 7 ; and by the prindples of 
that ordinance ( which have been too many times recognized, 
sanctioned, and declared to be a part of the common law of this 
Stnte, to he now disregarded) it is a public pond, and the use of 
it free to all, who can reach it without trespassing upon the lands 
of others. Barrows v . .. lYicDermott, 73 Maine, 441 ; West Rox
bury v. Stoclclarcl, 7 Allen, 158; Hittinger v. Eames, 121 Mass. 
539. 

Such being the law, of course the plaintiffs' bill, in which 
they ask that the defendants may be enjoined from cutting ice 
'( between the shores under their ( the plaintiff.5') ownership or 
control and the center of the pond in front of the same," can not 
be sustained. But, as the principal question is a new one in this 
State, and there is evidence that the defendants as well as the 
plaintiff::i have claimed greater rights than they are entitled to, 
and it was equally important to both parties to have their rights 
judicially determined, we think the bill should be dismissed 
without costs. 

Bill disrnissed. No costs. 

PETERS, C. J., VmmN, LIBBEY, EMERY and HASKELL, JJ., 
concurred. 
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"\VILLIAM E. CASWELL 'VS. JAMES FULLER. 

Waldo. Opinion January 31, 1885. 

Estoppel. Arrest . 

. A debtor is estopped from holding a creditor chargeable for a false oath, 
upon a writ whereon the debtor was arrested, when it appears that the 
creditor made the oath upon information given him by the debtor, believing 
the same to be true. 

ON EXCEPTIONS. 

Joseph Williamson, for the plaintiff. 

William H. Fogler, for the defendant. 

HASKELL, J. The plaintiff sues for damages suffered from an 
alleged illegal arrest, grounded upon the false oath of the defend
ant, that at least ten dollars were due upon the debt sued and 
were unpaid, when in fact it had been discharged in bankruptcy. 

The defense is, that the plaintiff, by his own statement when 
he contracted the debt, led the defendant to believe, that he, the 
plaintiff, had· already been adjudged a bankrupt, and wanted to 
borrow the money to help himself through bankruptcy ; that, 
relying upon the truth of this statement, the defendant loaned the 
money, and after it became due and payable made the oath 
believing that it was true. 

The presiding justice ruled, that this defense, if proved, would 
in law bar the plaintiff's action. To this ruling the plaintiff 
alleged exception, the verdict being for the defendant. 

Estoppels in pais have long been regarded by courts as wise 
nnd salutary. That a man should be allowed by his own speech 
and conduct to lead another astray, and thereby take substantial 
benefit from the error of which he was the cause is subversive of 
natural justice. 

The plaintiff induced a loan from the defendant upon the false 
·representation, that he had already been adjudged a bankrupt, 
and needed funds t0. carry him through the bankruptcy proceed-
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ings. The defendant, failing to receive payment of the loan when 
due, made the oath required by statute as a prerequisite to arrest 
on mesne process on contract, and caused the plaintiff's arrest 
upon a writ, wherein the loan was sued for. It is not pretended 
that any part of the oath was false, beside that stating the debt 
sued, or at least ten dollars of it, to he due and payable. To 
show the oath false in this particular, the plaintiff relies upon his 
discharge in bankruptcy, which would not have discharged the 
defendant's loan had the plaintiff's representations when he pro
cured it, relative to his bankrupt proceedings, been true. Having 
availed himself of false representations to procure the loan, the 
plaintiff cannot deny their truth for the purpose of charging the 
defendant with a false oath, made upon the belief that the false 
statements of the plaintiff were true. By reason of the false rep
resentations of the plaintiff, the defendant parted with his money, 
and equitable estoppel precludes the plaintiff from gaining 
advantage from his own falsehood. Stanwood v. McLellan, 48 
Maine, 275; Piperv. Gilmore, 49 Maine, 149; Wood v. Pennell, 
51 Maine, 52. 

This defense is fatal to the plaintiff's case, and the other 
exceptions become immaterial. 

Exceptions over1·uled. 

PETERS, C. J., DANFORTH, VIRGIN, EMERY and FOSTER, JJ., 

concurred. 

MosEs KING, JUNIOR, vs. FRED B. JEFFREY. 

Androscoggin. Opinion February 2, 1885. 

Audita querela. Pleadings. Practice. 

The declaration in a writ of audita querela is defective when it avers that 
the writ in the original action was seasonably served by summons left at the 
last and usual place of abode of the defendant therein named, "in said 
county," and does not aver that h~ did not live there. 

The temporary absence from the State of the defendant in an action does not 
require a stay of the execution, or that a bond should have been filed before 
the same issued. 

ON EXCEPTIONS. 
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Audita querela to vacate a judgment by default on a promissory 
note, rendered by this court in Androscoggin county, February 
6, 1883, for eighty-four dollars and sixty-eight cents debt or 
damage and nine dollars and ninety-eight cents costs of suit, and 
for damages alleged to be five thousand dollars for the arrest and 
imprisonment of the plaintiff upon the execution issued upon that 
judgment. 

The declaration averred that the original writ was dated Octo
ber 30, 1882, and that the officer, November 15, 1882, '' left a 
summons of said writ at the last and usual place of abode of said 
King in said county." . . "And the plaintiff further says, 
that on the thirtieth day of October, A. D. 1882, and for a long 
time previous thereto, he was, and ever since has been, an inhab
itant of the State of Maine; that on the first day of November, 
A. D. 1882, he temporarily left the State of Maine, and did not 
return thereto, and was absent therefrom until the twentieth day 
of April, A. D. 1883; that he had no actual notice of the pend~ 
ency of said suit against him, until after the rendition of said 
judgment therein; and that both of said executions against him, 
as aforesaid, were illegally issued, the said Jeffrey well knowing 
when the same were issued that the said King had had no actual 
notice of the pendency of said action, until after judgment was 
rendered therein as aforesaid, and in that the said Jeffrey gave 
no bond to the plaintiff, as required by law, before, in such case, 
an execution could lawfully issue on said judgment." 

On demurrer the declaration was adjudged bad by the presid
ing justice and the plaintiff alleged exceptions. 

Frank W. Dana, ( W. F. Estey with him,) for the plaintiff, 
cited: Folan v. Folan, 59 Maine, 566; Staples v. Wellington, 
62 Maine, 13; Bryant v. Johnson, 24 Maine, 304; Barker v. 
Walsh, 14 Allen, 172; Merritt v. Marshall, 100 Mass. 244; 
Foss v. Witham, 9 Allen, 572; White v. Clapp, 8 Allen, 283; 
Hawley v. Mead, 52 Vt. 343; Fairbanks v. Devereaux, 2 Law 
& Eq. Rep. 386; Marvin v. Wilkins, 1 Aik. 107; Weston v. 
Blake, 61 Maine, 452; Laughton v. Harden, 68 Maine, 210; 
Little v. Cook, 1 Aik. 363; 10 Mass. 103; 17 Mass. 159 ; 
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Penobscot R. R. Co. v. Weeks, 52 Maine, 458; Creeps v. 
Burden, l Smith's L. Cas. 833. 

N. and J. A. Morrill, for the defendant, cited: R. S., c. 81, 
§ 17; c. 82, § § 3, 6; Jackson v. Gould, 72 Maine, 341; White 
v. Clapp, 8 Allen, 283; Sanborn v. Sti'ckney, 69 Maine, 343; 
Bryant v. Johnson, 24 Maine, 306; 3 Bl. Com. 406; Jacob's 
Law Diet. Tit. Audita Querela; Bae. Ahr. Tit. Audita Querela; 
Com. Dig. Tit. Audita Querela; Lovejoy v. Webber, IO Mass. 
101. 

HASKELL, J. Audita querela, seeking to vacate a judgment 
of this court and to annul an execution issued upon it, whereon 
the plaintiff has been imprisoned, and to recover damages suffered 
thereby. 

This writ alleges the plaintiff and defendant both to be of 
Lewiston in the county of Androscoggin. The declaration states, 
that the officer's return on the original writ shows, that it was 
served by attachment of real estate and summons seasonably left, 
"at the last and usual place of abode of the said King," this 
plaintiff, '' in said county," meaning the county of Androscoggin, 
and that, at the time of suing out the same and of the service 
thereof, this plaintiff, the defendant in that action, was an inhab
itant of the State. It does not aver that he was not an inhabitant 
of the county of Androscoggin, or that he did not live there. 
His counsel does not suggest that the summons was not season
ably left at his domicil in that county. It follows therefore that 
the declaration fails to show, but that the original judgment, 
sought to be vacated, was rendered upon actual notice to the 
defendant in the original action, that is, legal service, seasonably 
made as required by statute. Sanborn v. Stickney, 69 Maine, 
343. The temporary absence of the defendant in the original 
action from the State did not require a stay of execution, or that 
a bond should have been filed before the same issued. Jackson 
v. Gould, 72 Maine, 341. 

The declaration therefore is fatally defective in substance, in 
that it does not show, but that the defendant in the original 
action was arrested upon a valid precept, properly issued upon a 
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• 
valid judgment, rendered upon legal process duly served, by a 
court having complete jurisdiction of the parties and of the 
subject matter of the suit. The plaintiff fails to show, hut that 
he has been imprisoned by due process of law, for the non-
payment of a debt, to which he does not pretend to have any 
defense, legal, or equitable. 

Exceptions overruled. 

PETERS, C. J~, WALTON, VIRGIN, LIBBEY and EMERY, JJ., 
concurred. 

INHABITANTS OF MACHIASPORT vs. SAMUEL SMALL and others. 

Washington. Opinion February 11, 18~5. 

Debt on bond. Burden of proof. Pleading. Practice. Tax. 

In debt upon a collector's bond, before the defendant is put to proof of a 
plea of performance, the plaintiff must show, either that the collector has 
been clothed with legal authority to collect taxes, or that he actually did 
collect them. 

When such authority is shown, or the collector has been proved to have 
collected taxes, the burden under such plea rests upon the defendants to 
prove that the collector has performed the condition of his bond, by having 
faithfully performed all the duties of his office, or by having legally 
disposed of the taxes which he is shown to have collected. 

In such action, on such issue, if the defendant fails to support the plea, the 
penalty of the bond is forfeit, and judgment should be entered therefor. 

After judgment for the penalty of a bond of clefeasance, on motion of the 
defendant, the penalty thereof may be chancered as the equitable rights of 
the parties may require, and execution should issue for the sum fixed by the 
court. 

To reach this result the court may send the cause to an auditor to hear the 
parties and report the facts to the court. 

When the penalty of a bond of defeasance is sued for, and breaches are not 
assigned in the declaration, the defendant may have oyer of the bond, and 
if it have a condition, the court on motion will order the plaintiff to assign 
the breaches upon which he relies, and the defendant may interpose his 
defense by way of brief statement under the general issue. 

Two assessors are not authorized to assess a tax when a third assessor has 
not been qualified. 

An assessor's warrant failing to. show what year's state tax was included in 
the assessment, and the precise date of the town meeting at which the 
town tax was voted, and when the collector should account to the state and 
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county treasurers respectiveTy for the state and county taxes, and authoriz• 
ing a distress immediately, without waiting twelve days, and not authorizing 
the arrest of a tax-payer if he is possessed of " tools, implements, and 
articles of furniture which are by law exempt from attachment for debt," 
is invalid. 

ON REPORT. 

Debt upon a tax collector's bond. 
The facts are stated in the opinion. 

John a. Talbot, for the plaintiffs. 

McNichol and Sar,qent, for the defendants. 

HASKELL, J. Debt upon the bond of a collector of taxes for 
the town of Machiasport, conditioned for the faithful performance 
of his duty for the year 187 6. 

The plea was non est factum with a brief statement of per
formance. 

The plaintiffs read in evidence the bond, the record of the 
assessment of the tax for the year 1876, the commitment of the 
same to the collector and the warrant to him for the collection of 
the tax. It was admitted that defendant Small was collector of 
taxes for the plaintiffs for that year. There was no other evi
dence showing a breach of the bond. The case comes forward 
on report. 

Had the taxes been legally assessed, and the commitment and 
warrant been in legal form, the collector would have been charge
able under his bond for the taxes so committed to him for collec
tion, Inh'b'ts of Trescott v. Moan, 50 Maine, 34 7, and the plaintiffs 
would have made out a prima facie case. The burden would then 
have rested upon the collector to substantiate his plea of per
formance hy showing a faithful discharge of the duties of his office. 
This he is not required to do, .until the plaintiff.-, have shown him 
legally bound to perform those duties. The law did not require 
him to execute a precept that could afford him no protection, nor 
to collect a tax illegally assessed. Until he is shown to be legally 
bound to perform official duty, he is not called upon to justify its 
performance. Under a plea of performance to a suit upon an 
official bond, the defendant is not required to justify, until he is 
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shown to be legally bound to perform faithfully some particular 
duty, or to be clmrgeable with some particular property. In this 
case, the defendant Small is not chargeable with the collection of 
any tax, until he is shown legally bound to collect it, that is, 
until he has been provided with a sufficient precept, giving him 
lawful authority so to do. 

Much confusion has arisen as to when proof is required to 
support a plea of performance to a suit upon a bond. This is 
largely due to the relaxation of the common law rules and 
methods of pleading. ·when a special plea of performance is 
interposed in such cases, the plaintiff is required to make repli
cation assigning the breach relied upon, and if the bond is for 
the performance of covenants and agreements, several breaches 
may be assigned, and the jury must assess the damages, when on 
issue framed to them, they find the condition broken. R. S., 
c. 82, § § 20, 32. 

After replication the defendant must either demur or rejoin; 
and if the rejoinder is a trav~rse, then on issue taken the burden 
rests upon the plaintiff to prove the breaches assigned, and if the 
bond be one for the performance of covenants and agreements, 
to prove the damages. Philbrook v. Burgess, 52 Maine, 271; 
McGrogory v. P1·escott, 5 Cush. G7; see Bailey v. Rogers, 1 
Maine, 186; but if the rejoinder is an affirmative plea support
ing a plea of performance the burden rests upon the defendant 
to maintain the truth of his plea, unless the bond fa conditioned 
for the performance of covenants and agreements, when the 
burden rests upon the plaintiff to prove both the breach of it and 
bis damages. Philbrook v. Bw·gess, supra, and cases cited. 

So when performance is pleaded by brief statement to a suit 
upon a bond, if it be conditioned for the performance of covenants 
and agreements, the burden rests upon the plaintiff to prove its 
breach and the damages ; but if the bond is simply a bond of 
defeasance, then the burden is upon the defendant to prove 
performance as alleged in his brief statement, and the issue is, for 
the jury to find, whether the condition has been broken, and if 
they find that it has, then judgment goes for the penalty of the 
bond, and on motion that the penalty be chancered as the equita-
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ble rights of th€ parties may require, the court, with the aid of 
necessary auditing officers, fixes the amount for which execution 
should issue. 

The bond in this case is of the latter class. It is conditioned 
to be void upon the faithful performance of official duty. If it 
is suggested that no further proof is required under the rule 
above stated than for the plaintiffs to read in evidence their bond, 
a sufficient reply is, that the bond when so put in evidence shows 
an official duty upon the performance of which the bond is to be 
void. The law does not cast that duty upon the collector until 
the plaintiffs show him legally chargeable therewith. That is, 
until a condition of things appears upon which the bond becomes 
effective, the defendant has no performance required of him. 
So, if the plaintiffs are unable to charge the defendant Small with 
a legal duty to perform, for want of a legal tax, a legal commit
ment, or a legal warrant to collect the tax, they must prove 
that he actually received taxes, that is money, touching which 

. the bond .can operate, and then he is put to proof of his plea of 
performance. If he fails upon the issue, the penalty of the bond 
is forfeit, and the court will award execution for the actual 
damages sustained. Philbrook v. Burgess, supra; Olifford v. 
I1imball, 39 Maine, 413. The same burden would rest upon the 
plaintiffs if the issue had been reached after a special plea of per
formance, for in that method of procedure, after plea of " omnia 
perforniavit" the plaintiffs would reply, either n legal tax, a legal 
commitment and a sufficient warrant, or that the collector 
received certain monies in the discharge of his office for which he 
had not accounted; an<l then, if the defendants denied either the 
sufficiency of the tax, or of the commitment, or of the warrant, 
or that any such documents existed, or that the collector received 
the monies specified, it would be a negative plea, either raising an 

· issue of law, or fact, which the plaintiffs must sustain and prove; 
hut if the defendants confessed these issues, and rejoined that 
the collector had performed his duty under his warrant, or had 
accounted for the monies with which the plaintiffs had charged him, 
then they would have tendered an affirmative plea, and if the plaint
iffs took issue thereon, the burden would rest upon the defend-
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ants to prove performance. So in suit upon a bond of defeasance, 
where the penalty is sued for, if breaches are not assigned in the 
declaration, the defendant may have oyer of the bond and an 
order from the court that the plaintiff specify the breaches upon 
which he relies, and then the defendant by way of brief state
ment can state his defense, showing how many of the affirmative 
facts alleged by the plaintiff he_ denies, an<l how far he takes 
upon himself the burden of proving his own performance of the 
conditions of his bond. This latter method is one that has been 
adopted in some of the important causes of this nature recently 
tried in this state. 

The assessment, commitment and warrant, in this case appear 
to be signed by only two assessors. It <loes not appear that the 
plaintiffs elected, or had another assessor duly qualified to act 
during the year 1876. "Two assessors are not authorized to 
assess a tax when they alone have been qualified." Inhabitants 
of Williamsburg v. Lord, 51 Maine, 599. Nor can they issq~, a 
warrant, Sanjason v . ..,_?Uartin, 55 Maine, 110. The warrant fails 
to show what year's State tax was included in the assessment; 
also, the precise date of the town meeting at which the town tax 
was voted ; also, when the collector should uccount to the State 
and county treasurers for the State and county taxes respectively. 
It authorizes the arrest of tax-payers for want of property where
on to make distress immediately, without waiting twelve days as 
required by statute. Nor does it authorize the arrest of any tax
payer if he is possessed of ~, tools, impleinents und articles of 
furniture, which are by law exempt from attachment for debt." 
It is so unsound, that a discussion of its merits would be idle. 
Inhabitants of Orneville v. Pearson et als. 61 Maine, 552; 
Pearson v. Canney, 64 Maine, 188; Inll'b'ts of Harpswell v. 
Orr, 69 Maine, 333. 

The plaintiffs have failed to make out a prima facie case from 
the insufficient authority with which they clothed their collector 
to perform his duty, and he is chargeable under his bond, only 
for the taxes which he has actually received, rmd for which he has 
failed to account. 

VOL. LXXVII. 8 
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The agreement of the parties does not stipulate what disposi
tion shall be made of the case under the conclusions of this 
opinion, therefore to afford complete justice to both parties it -is 
ordered, that 

The action stand for trial. 
PETERS, C. J., DANFORTH, VIRGIN, EMERY and FosTER, JJ., 

concurred. 

vVILLIAM RANDLETTE and another vs. HENRY E. JUDKINS. 

Sagadahoc. Opinion February 13, 1885. 

Pleadings. Railroad conductor. 

A declaration in an action of trespass or case for the taking of, or injury to 
personal property, which does not contain a description of the property 
taken or injured, is bad on demurrer. 

A railroad conductor, who permits a passenger to travel on his train, taking 
with him stolen goods, known by the conductor to have been stolen, is not 
liable to an action by the owner of the goods, therefor. 

ON EXCEPTIONS. 

J. W. Spaulding and F. J. Buker, for the plaintiffs. 
If the property stolen should have been set out with particularity 

then we ask to amend. Counsel cited: G1·eenland v. Chaplin, 
5 Exch. 243; Carew v. Rutherford, 106 Mass. 10, 11; Lake 
v. :Milliken, 62 Maine, 243 and cases; Kay v. Penn. R. Co.• 
65 Pa. St. 269; Shear. and Red. Neg. 10 et seq.; Burlamaqui 
on Law, 262; 1 Hil. Torts, · 72 ; Boston & W. R. R. Co. v. 
Dana, 1 Gray, 83; Riddle v. Proprietors, etc. 7 Mass. 169; 
Lincoln v. Hapgood, 11 Mass. 350. 

Drummond and Drummond, for the defendant, cited: Whart. 
Neg. § 24; Bank v. Mott, 17 Wend. 554; Davidson v. Nichols, 
11 Allen, 514; McDonald v. Snelling, 14 Allen, 290; Putnam 
v. Broadway R. R. Co. 6 Am. Ry. Rep. 40; 4 Am. & Eng. R. 
R. Cas. 210; 4 W. & N. (Penn.) 552; Moulton v. Sanford, 51 
Maine, 127; Bigelow v. Reed, 51 Maine, 325. 

LIBBEY, J. The declaration in this case is clearly bad for 
want of a description of the property for the loss of which the 
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action i:; brought. In trespass or case for the loss of or injury to, 
personal property, the thing taken or injured must be described_ 
with reasonable certainty. 1 Ch. Pl. 327 ; Oliver's Pree. 493,. 
note. Here there is no description. The word ''property," the, 
only designation is the most general that can be used, and it.; 
embraces every thing susceptible of ownership. But this defect; 
may be cured by amendment. 

The great qu.estion to be determined is, the liability of the, 
defendant, assuming the property to be sufficiently described. 
The averments in the declaration are, in substance, that the· 
defendant, on the twenty-first day of January, 1883, was in the· 
employ of the Maine Central Railroad Company as conductor of' 
the night passenger train from Bangor to Portland; that on the· 
night of that day four men boarded said train, run by the defend--· 
ant as conductor, at Richmond, taking and carrying with them on.1 
board said train a large amount of stolen property, of the value" 
of five hundred dollars, which was the property of the plaintiffs;, 
that the defendant, knowing said property to be stolen, did 
wilfully, corruptly, negligently and unlawfully permit said meni 
to ride on said train, and convey and escape with said property ; 
and that the defendant unlawfully took a portion of said stolen1 
property in payment of their fares. It is not alleged that the 
four passengers had stolen the property, or that they were unlaw-
fully in possession of it, or that the defend.mt knew that it was. 
the property of the plaintiffs. 

Assuming that the property consisted of chattels, the title to-• 
which would not pass by a delivery from a trespasser or thief to,, 
one taking for value without notice, does the declaration presentt 
a case of liability of the defendant? 

If the defendant took a part of the chattels in .payment of tlie
fares of the passengers he is liable as a trespasser to that extent; 
but that is a small matter. The main question is, whether the 
defendant is liable for permitting the four men to travel over the 
road with the property as their luggage, upon the facts averred 
in the declaration. If liable, upon what grounds does the liability 
rest? It is not claimed that there was a privity of contract 
between the plaintiffs and defendant, by reason of which the 
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defendant owed any duty to the plaintiffs. Did the defendant 
owe the plaintiffs any duty as conductor of the train or otherwise? 
If not he cannot be liable for a negligent performance or omission 
of it. ~~ A legal duty is that which the law requires to be done 
or forborne, to a determinate person, or to the public." Wharton 
on Negligence, § 24. No such duty on the part of the defendant 
is averred, unless the law implies it from the facts alleged. 

The defendant was conductor of the train. As such it was his 
·duty to direct and control the running of the train, in accordance 
with the regulations prescribed by the corporation and the 
1·equirements of law. The railroad is a public highway, over 
'vvhich all members of the public, who are in a proper condition 
to travel in a public car, who pay the established fare, and con .. 
-duct themselves properly, have a legal right to travel with their 
1luggage. It is the legal duty of the conductor' to permit all such 
ipersons to enter the cars and travel over the road. For sufficient 
~cause he may stop the train and eject a traveller from the train. 
He owes no legal duty to the public to stop his train and eject a 
itmveller who is guilty of a felony; or to arrest such traveller, 
and hold him as a prisoner, and seize the property he may have in 
his possession. As a citizen he may have the right, if he see fit, 
to arrest a traveller guilty of a felony, and hold him till he can 
,be properly prosecuted; but not being an officer, charged with 
,the duty, and having no legal warrant therefor, he is under no 
legal duty to do so, and thereby take upon himself the burden 
nnd hazard of justifying his act. Nor does he owe any duty to 
,nny members of the public to arrest a thief and seize and hold 
the stolen goods he may have in his possession; or to seize and 
hold for the owner, whoever he may be, goods which a traveller 
on the road may have taken and is carrying away as a trespasser. 
At most, under the plaintiffs' averments in this case, the four 
men ,vere mere trespassers, carrying away the plaintiffs' property, 
the defendant having no authority from the plaintiffs to interfere 
with the property in any way. The defendant was not only 
under no legal duty to take the property, but he had no legal 
right to do so ; for the possession of a trespasser is sufficient to 
give him the legal right to resist the taking by one having no 
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authority from the true owner. The fact that the defendant took 
a part of the property for the fares of the passengers created no 
duty on his part towards the plaintiffs. It makes him liable only 
for the portion taken. 

We have discussed the question involved upon principle, there 
being no authorities, directly in point, cited by the learned 
counsel on either side ; and it is said there are none. If so the 
inference is pretty strong that the common law will not sustain 
an action against a railroad conductor on the facts alleged in this 
case. 

Exceptions sustained. Demurrer 
• sustained. Declaration bad. 

PETERS, C. J., WALTON, VmmN, El\IERY and HASKELL, JJ., 
concurred. 

ISRAEL LEAVITT vs. LEVI EASTMAN and others. 

Cumberland. Opinion February 14, 1885. 

School-house lot. Mortgage. T1·espass. Notice. 

A mortgagee not in possession may maintain an action of trespass quare 
cla1tsitm against a stranger for an injury to the freehold. 

In taking laud under the power of eminent domain, the notice given should 
indicate correctly the authority invoked, and the proceedings intended. 

ON report from the superior court. 

Trespass quare clausurn for entering plaintiff's premises and 
committing certain acts of trespass therein. The writ was dated 
November 17, 1882. The plea was the general issue and brief 
statement, justifying their acts as building committee of school
district number nineteen, town of Harpswell, and claiming that 

. the premises had been lawfully taken as a part of a school-house
]ot for the erection of a new school-house by the district. 

John J. .Perry and D. A. 111ealzer, for the plaintiff, cite~: R .. 
S., c. 11, § § 16, 19, 33; Collins v. School Dist. Libe1'ty, 52: 
Maine, 522; Tucker v. Wentworth, 35 Maine, 393; Windsor v. 
China, 4 Maine, 298; Moore v. Bond, 18 Maine, 142; Ran££ 
v. Rand, 4 N. H. 267; Flint v. Sawyer, 30 Maine, 226;; 
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Fletcher v. Lincolnville, 20 Maine, 442; Simmons v. Jacob, 
52 Maine, 147; Bigelow v. Wilson, 1 Pick. 485; Jordan v. 
School Dist. 38 Maine, 170; Moor v. Newfield, 4 Maine, 44; 
Chapman v. Limerick, 56 Maine, 390; Haines v. School Dist. 
41 Maine, 246; 2 Greenl. Ev. § § 601, 602, 605; Reed v. 
Woodman, 17 Maine, 43; .l~farshall v. Wing, 50 Maine, 62; 
Pillsbury v. Willoughby, 61 Maine, 274; Moore v . .111oore, 21 
Maine, 350; Look v. No1·ton, 55 Maine, 103; Hunt v. Rich, 
38 Maine, 195; Kilborn v. Rewee, 8 Gray, 415; Maxwell v . 
. Mitchell, 61 Maine, 106; ..,__Vorton v. Perry, 65 Maine, 183 . 

.P. J. Larrabee and Stront and Holmes, for the defendants. 
At the time of the entry of the defendants upon the premises 

the plaintiff was mortgagee out of possession. The cases where 
the continuance of an erection made on the land of another 
without his consent has been held to be trespass, have been 
where the owner of the land specially required removal. Such 
was the case in the cases cited by the plaintiff. 63 Maine, 203 ; 
Holmes v. Wilson, 10 Ad. & El. 161; Esty v. Bake1', 48 
Maine, 495; Bowyer v. Cook, 4 M. G. & S. ( 56 E. C. L.), 236. 

In cases where a mortgagee has been allowed to recover for 
trespass, there has been some special rea8on as where condition 
,of the mortgage has been broken. Page v. Robinson, 10 Cush. 
:99 ; or the mortgagee has entered before the suit, Stowell v . 
.Pike, 2 Maine, 38 7 ; or had judgment for possession, Smith v. 
Goodwin, 2 Maine, 173; or where the possession was not put in 

-issue, Blaney v. Bearce, 2 Maine, 132; or timber cut under a 
-contract, Frothingham v. McKusick, 24 Maine, 403. As to all 
the world but the mortgagee, the mortgagor is the owner. Hatch 
--v. Dwight, 17 Mass. 289. Unless mortgagee's security is 
impaired he cannot' maintain trespass. Fernald v. Linscott, 6 
.Maine, 234; Hewes v. Bickford, 49 Maine, 71. 

Counsel further contended that all of the acts of the defendant 
were authorized by law, citing: Soper v. Livermore, 28 Maine, 
:203; Whitman v. Granite Church, 24 Maine, 236; Eniery v . 
.Legro, 63 Maine, 357 : Hooper v. Goodwin, 48 Maine, 79; 
..Belfast v. Morrill, 65 Maine, 580; Bliss v. Day, 68 Maine, 
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201 ; Woodbury v. Knox, 7 4 Maine, 462 ; Hooper v. Br1:dge
water, 102 Mass. 512; Rutland v. Co. Corn. 20 Pick. 80; 
Jordan v. Haskell, 63 Maine, 193; Limerick, Petitioners, 18 
Maine, 183; 2 Pare. Contr. 643, n. (i.) ; Chit. Contr. ( 10th ed.) 
890; Hazard v. Loring, 10 Cush. 269. · 

EMERY, J. At the time of the alleged trespass, the plaintiff 
was mortgagee of the locus, with at least the right of possession. 
The defendants entered, removed a part of the fence enclosing 
the lot, and built on the lot a school-house. This was an injury 
to the realty, for which, if a trespass, the mortgagee under our 
law, can maintain the action of trespass quare clausurn, the legal 
title being in him; Smith v. Goodwin, 2 Maine, 173; Stowell v. 
Pike, 2 Maine, 387; Frothingham. v. McKusick, 24 Maine, 403 ; 
Cole v. Stewart, 11 Cush. 181. Had it been an injury to the 
possession merely, not affecting the mortgagee's security, this 
action might not have been maintainable; Hewes v. Bickford, 49 
Maine, 71 ; but we think the removal of the fence and the 
disturbance of the surface, and soil, bring this case within the 
principle of the cases before cited. 

The defendants justify as the committee of the school-district 
which had essayed to take this land for a school-house lot under 
statute proceedings. The validity of the8e proceedings for taking 
the lot is the only remaining issue. 

The district at one of its meetings, by a two-thirds vote, had 
voted to locate its school-house lot on land of which the locus 
was a part. Alleging the owner's refusal to sell, application was 
made to the municipal officers to lay out a lot thereon, and 
appraise the damages to the owner. There are two contin
gencies in which application can be made by a district to the 
municipal officers for action in relation to school-house lots. One 
is when the district ~annot agree by a two-thirds vote upon a 
location. Then the municipal officers are, in effect, to call a 
district meeting, hear the contending parties, and "decide where 
the school-house shall be placed." R. S., c. 11, § 56. The other 
contingency is when the location has been made, and no agreement 
can be made with the owner. Then the municipal officers are to 
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determine, not the location, but the size and shape of the Jot to be 
taken and the damage caus~d by such taking. "They may lay 
out a school-house lot, not exceeding one hundred square rods, 
and appraise the damages." They are to proceed, '' as is pro
vided for laying out town ways, and appraising damages therefor." 
R. S., c. 11, § 57. Both these statute provisions were suhstan
tia lly in force at the date of these proceedings. The application 
in this case was clearly and admittedly of the latter kind. Under 
it, the municipal officers were not to locate a lot, but to stake out a 
lot in a location already made. This last they actually did, and 
appraised the damages. 

The notice they gave however was as follows: "To the 
inhabitants of school-district number nineteen, in the town of 
Harpswell. Application in writing having been made to the 
undersigned as selectmen of the town of Harpswell by . 
committee of said district for the location and erection of a school
house, to call a meeting of the qualified voters thereof, for the 
purpose hereinafter named ; you are hereby notified and warned 
to meet at the Union House, within said district on the fifth day 
of June next at two o'clock in the afternoon, for the purpose of 
hearing the inhabitants of said district on the subject of their 
disagreement respecting a suitable place to be selected for the 
erection of a school-house in said district, and of deciding where 
such school-house shall be located and lay out the same. Given," 
&c. This notice was evidently applicable to a case within the 
former contingency. ,v as it sufficient notice of the application 
actually made, and of the proceedings that actually followed? 

It is common learning that where private property is sought to 
be taken against the will of the owner, under statute authority, 
all the statute requirements must be fully and strictly complied 
with. In the procedure no step, however unimportant, seemingly, 
must be omitted, nor will the substitution '>f other steps, in the 
place of those named in the statute be sufficient. To deprive 
the citizen of his property requires the whole statute, and noth
ing in the place of the statute. If there be any degrees in the 
importance of the requirements, that of notice of the intended 
proceedings, would be the chief. The right of being seasonably 
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informed of just what is intended in such cases has always been 
regarded as indefeasable, even where the statute makes no 
prov1s10n. Harlow v. Pike, 3 Maine, 438. The notice should 
clearly indicate to all parties interested, what the application is, 
and what proceedings are intended. If the application is author
ized, and the proceedings indicated, are such as the statute 
provides to follow such an application, the land owner may choose 
to appear and ·contest. If either the application or the indicated 
proceedings are unauthorized, or if the proposed proceedings are 
inapplicable the land owner may disregard them, and the notice 
of them. He cannot be bound by the notice, unless it notify 
him of an authorized application, to he followed by appropriate 
proceedings provided by statute for such a case. 

The notice in this case informed the public of an application in 
a case of a disagreement about a location, and of the intention of 
the municipal officers at a named time and place, to hear the 
inhabitants of the district on the subject of their disagreement, 
and to decide where the school-house should be located. In this 
question, the land owner may have felt no interest. He may have 
been willing for the location to be made on his land, and only 
desired to be heard on the extent of the lot, or the damages. He 
could assume th~t a new application must be made for these 
purposes in case of disagreement as to price, and so disregard 
the proceedings in which he did not care to be heard. ,v e do 
not think the notice was sufficient to conclude the owner as to 
the extent of the lot, or the amount of damages, and consequently 
the proceedings were invalid. Harris v . .ZJ!farblehead, 10 Gray, 
40; Fitchburg R. R. Co. v. Fi'tchburg, 121 Mass. 132. 

The defendants' counsel calls our attention to the words, "lay 
out the same," at the end of the notice, and contends that these 
words gave the owner sufficient notice. v\,.,. e think the notice, as 
a whole, is unmistakably of an intention to decide a question of 
disagreement about a location, and not of an intention to lay out 
a lot and appraise damages therefor. Under such an application 
as the notice stated, there was no authority to lay out a lot, and 
the owner might properly disregard the words, "to lay out the 
same." 
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The defendants also contend that the return of the municipal 
officers reciting that a proper notice was given, is conclusive. 
No authority is cited for the proposition. In Harlow v. Pike, 
3 Maine, 438, such return was not regarded even as evidence of 
a notice. In Cool v. Grommet, 13 Maine, 250, and in the 
Limerick case, 18 Maine, 183, it is spoken of only as prima 
facie evidence. In this case the notice actually given is in evi-
dence before us, and we cannot disregard it in passing upon the 
plaintiff's rights. 

It is also urged that the plaintiff ~mst have known of the 
various proceedings of the school-district, and so have known 
what the application really was, and that the notice did not, in 
fact, mislead him. However that may be the legal transfer of 
the land requires the full observance of all the statute formalities. 
The rule is general and the land owner may rest upon it securely. 
There is in the case no sufficient evidence of waiver of any 
formality. 

There is no need to consider any other objections to the pro
ceedings. The justification fails for want of sufficient notice of 
the intention to take the land. 

Judgment for plaintiff for one dollar damages. 
PETERS, C. J., WALTON, VIRGIN, LIBBEY and HASKELL, JJ., 

concurred. 

HENRY D. HALL, administrator, in·equity, 
vs. 

JOHN H. OTIS and others. 

Androscoggin. Opinion February 16, 1885. 

Trust funds. Presumption. Evidence. Executors and administrators. 

Where one draws against a fund composed partly of his own money and 
partly of the money of another, the presumption is that the draft is from 
his own money, whatever were the relative dates of the deposit. 

Where an administrator testifies to any fact happening before the death of his 
decedent, the adverse party is confined in his testimony to the same facts. 

If it appears that the evidence excluded by a master at the hearing of a cause 
could have no legal weight to change the result, exceptions to the exclusion 
will not be sustained. 

ON EXCEPTIONS. 
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Bill in equity to obtain a construction of the will of Daniel E. 
Hall and to obtain the property belonging to that estate. 

The case has been before considered by the law court and is 
reported in 71 Maine, 326, where may he found a copy of the 
will and the construction placed upon it by the court. The case 
was then sent to a master, A. R. Savage, Esq. and the exceptions 
are to portions of his report and are sufficiently stated in the 
opinion. 

Bolster and Watson, for the plaintiff, cited: Stat. 1873, c. 
145; Bnrleigh v. White, 64 Maine, 25; McLean v. Weeks, 
65 Maine, 424; White v. Brown, 67 Maine, 197; Holmes v. 
Brooks, 68 Maine, 416; Berry v. Stevens, 69 Maine, 290. 

N. and J. A. Morrill, for the defendants, contended that 
the ruling of the master upon the bank account was erroneous. 
It was a continuous account of several items. The various 
deposits constituted the bank, the debtor of Annie E. Hall, 
and the several sums paid on her checks became payments 
on account of that indebtedness; hence the rule applicable 
to all running accounts between debtor and creditor applies. 
Where there is no appropriation the first payment goes in liquida
tion of the oldest indebtedness. McI1enzie v. Nevius, 22 Maine, 
148; Miller v. Miller, 23 Maine, 22; Gushing v. Wyman, 44 
Maine, 121; Hersey v. Bennett, 41 Am. R. 274. 

Here the earliest indebtedness was for a deposit of funds which 
the master found were a portion of the estate of Daniel E. Hall. 
The checks were, therefore, from that fund and the money was 
received and used by Mrs. Hall in her lifetime. 

The master erred in excluding portions of the deposition of 
Martha Jane Clark. The statute provides that when the repre
sentative party te8tifies to any facts legally admissible upon the 
general rules of evidence happening before the death of the party 
he represents, iithe adverse party shall neither be excluded nor 
excused from testifying as to such facts." It seems to us that the 
phrase ii such facts " relates to ii facts legally admissible . 
happening before the death," as a class, and not to the bare facts 
testified to by the representative party. Otherwise the rule 
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would work injustice when, as in this case, Mrs. Clark had no 
knowledge of the facts testified to by the plaintiff, but did have 
knowledge of other facts happening before the death of Daniel 
E. Hall and legally admissible upon the general rules of evidence, 
which tended to support the defendant's case. 

EMERY, J. This case has once been before the court, and an 
opinion given construing the will in 71 .Maine, 326. The case 
was then sent to a master, to whose report exceptions are taken, 
and the case is again reported to the law court to dispose of the 
exceptions, and make some further orders in the cnse. 

I. Annie E. Hall, legatee under the will of Daniel E. Hall, 
( see former report of the case) had a right to consume the estate 
of Daniel E. Hall, but what she did not consume was to go over. 
She, after the death of Daniel E. Hall, made deposits of money 
from time to time in an Auburn bank. 

The master's report finds that the earlier deposits were from 
funds of the estate of Daniel E. Hall, but that the later deposits 
were .. not. Subsequently she drew out a portion of the total 
deposit, leaving a portion still in the bank, where it remained at 
the time of her death. If what she drew out were funds of the 
estate of Daniel E. Hall, they were consumed by her,' and the 
funds of that estate were reduced that much. If what she drew 
out were her own funds, then the funds of the estate of Daniel 
E. Hall remaining unconsumed, were so much more. 

There was no evidence as to which fund was drawn against, 
and the master fell back upon the presumption, and ruled that the 
amount so drawn out was to be considered as drawn from her 
own funds, and not from funds of the estate of Daniel. The 
respondents excepted to this ruling. Their po:,ition is, that the 
bank became indebted to Mrs. Hall for each deposit as soon as it 
was made, and that it made a payment on account each time it 
paid her check. The respondents claim that the payment made 
by the bank was to be considered a payment on the older item 
of indebtedness, or the older deposit. If this were a case 
between the bank and Mrs. Hall, such might be the applicable 
rule, but the bank is not a party here. This is not a case of 
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payment between debtor and creditor, as Daniel E. Hall was not 
a creditor of Mrs. Hall, and the presumptions as to such pay-
ments do not apply here. The question here is, what is the 
presumption when one makes a draft from a fund composed 
partly of his own money, and partly of money of another? We 
think the presumption is, the draft was intended to be made, 
and was made from the drawer's own funds. Of course the 
presumption can be overturned by evidence, but where there is 
no evidence, we think such is the presumption. The master 
does not expressly find that the deposits, not of funds of the 
estate of Daniel E. Hall, were of the funds of Mrs. Hall, but 
she deposited them in her own name; and nothing else appearing, 
they are to be presumed to be her own funds ; we may regard 
them as such in passing upon this question. The master acted 
upon a correct presumption, and his report, so far, is not 
objectionable. 

II. The complainant, the administrator upon the estate of 
Daniel E. Hall, testified before the master as to some facts 
happening before the death of Hall. The respondents offered 
the testimony (in a deposition) of Martha J. Clark, one of the 
respondents, as to other facts happening before the death of Hall. 
Such parts of her deposition as related solely to other facts 
happening before the death but not testified about by the admin .. 
istrator, were excluded, and were not considered by the master. 
This exclusion is another objection made to the report by the 
respondent. 

At common law, Martha J. Clark, being a party and interested, 
could not have testified at all. The first act admitting parties to 
testify still wholly excluded a party from testifying, where the 
adverse party was the representative of a deceaseu party. That 
act, therefore, did not admit any part of Mrs. Clark's testimony. 
The next statute upon the subject, that of 1862, c. 109, only 
applied to matters after the death of the decedent. 

The excluded testimony must be admitted, if at all under the 
statute of 1866, c. 9, now R. S., c. 82, § 98, p. 11. This 
statute provided that the representative party may offer himself 
as a witness, ano. testify to any facts legally admissible upon the 
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general rules of evidence, happening before the death of the 
decedent, and that when he does so, the adverse party shall 
neither he excluded, nor excused from testifying in reference to 
such facts. There is some difference. in the wording of the two 
statutes which may be noticed. The former after permitting the 
representative party to "testify to any facts" happening after the 
death of the decedent~ declares that, '' in reference to such 
matters" the adverse party may testity. In the latter statute the 
opposite party is only permitted to testify '' in reference to such 
facts." . In the former statute, the representative may testify to 
any" facts" happening after the death. The adverse party may 
testify to '' matters." In the latter statute, the adverse party is 
confined to certainfacts, "such facts." What facts? We think 
the legislature meant to confine the adverse party to such facts, 
as the representative party had testified to. We do not think 
it was intended to permit the adverse party to go over all matters 
in his testimony, giving his own version without fear of contra
diction, upon all the issues of the case, where the representative 
party has perhaps only testified to a conversation with such 
adverse party. 

The representative party, under the general rules of evidence, 
could not give statements of his decedent, could not give the 
deceased party's version of the case upon any issue. That 
version is silenced by death. The version of the adverse pat'-·· 
is silenced by law, that death may give him no advantage and 
present no temptation. There may be one or more facts hap
pening before the death of which the representative has personal 
knowledge. He is allowed to testify as to those. It becomes 
fair then, that the adverse party should be permitted to testify 
as to those facts. It becomes fair, that the case should have 
even his unwilling testimony upon those facts. The statute so 
provides. Fairn~s requires no more. The statute is not clearly 
worded, but in view of that difference of the phraseology 
already noticed, and of the undue ad vantage which the opposite 
interpretation might give an adverse party, and the temptation 
it might subject him to, we think the correct interpretation of 
the latter statute is that the adverse party is confined to the 
specific facts testified to by the representative party. 
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III. Some portions of the <leposition of Mrs. Clark, in 
reference to some matters happening after the <leath of Hall it is 
claimed were excluded by the master, and that exclusion is 
made another ground of objection to the report. v\r e have 
carefully studied the deposition and the case, and we cannot see 
how the testimony of Mrs. Clark as to such matters could affect 
the result. They did not have sufficient bearing on any is•ue to 
be of any value. The respondents were not injured by the 
exclusion, and therefore there is no occasion to determine its 
correctness. 

This disposes of the objections to the report, which we think 
should be accepted. 

The respondent, Otis, as administrator of Annie E. Hall, 
claims an allowance out of the property in his hands belonging 
to the estate of Daniel E. Hall, ( represented by the com
plainant, ) for disbursements, services, &c. incurred by reason 
of the bringing of this bill. The bill was brought not only to 
obtain a construction of the will, but to obtain property alleged 
to belong to the estate of Daniel E. Hall. The process is 
adversary in its nature. 

In the former decree, 71 Maine, 32G, it was ordered that no 
costs should be taxed for, nor against, the respondents. The 
proceedings since that decree have been hostile. The com
plainant has been pursuing his remedy to recover property, and 
the respondent has been resisting, and resisting strenuously. 
vVe think the estate he represents should pay the expenses of 
that resistance, and that the estate represented by the com
plainant should not be charged with the expense of the efforts 
made to diminish it. If the respondent estate is not required to 
pay costs, that is the utmost its representative could expect, 
after the contest he has made. "\Ve think the claim should not 
be allowed. 

1½e master's repo1·t is to be accepted, and final 
decree made at nisi prius, in accordance 
witli tlte report, and this opinion. 

PETERS, C. J., )VALTON, VIRGIN, LIBBEY and HASKELL, 

JJ., concurred. 
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INHABITANTS OF AcTON, Appellants, 

vs. 

COUNTY COMMISSIONERS OF y ORK COUNTY. 

York. Opinion February 16, 1885. 

Ways. Grading. Cattle passes. Stat. 1875, c. 25. 

Where all the members of a committee appointed on appeal, to revise the 
proceedings of county commissioners in the location of a highway, partici• 
pate in their action a majority may decide. 

The power given to county commissioners by stat. 187l5, c. 25, to "grade 
hills in any such way," authorizes them to require that valleys shall be filled 
as well as hills cut down. 

The county commissioners have no power to require cattle passes to be con• 
structecl in a highway located by them, and where such requirement is a 
part of their adjudication of location it renders their proceedings bad. 

The description of the way prayed for in a petition to the county commission• 
ers of York county was as follows: "Beginning at the terminus of the new 
road now building in Newfield to Balch Mills, thence in a western direction 
to the N. H. line;" Reld, sufficient to give the commissioners jurisdiction. 

ON EXCEPTIONS. 

An appeal from the decision of the county commissioners of 
York county in laying out a highway in Acton. The exceptions 
were to the ruling of the court in accepting the report of the 
committee, appointed by this court, against the written objections 
of the appellants. 

R. P. Tapley, for the appellants. 
The petition does not set out a ca~e within the jurisdiction of 

the county commissioners, nor does the record of location. The 
way asked for in the petition, and the one laid out by the com
missioners was wholly within the town of Acton. This record 
does not disclose in positive and direct terms a jurisdiction in the 
commissioners to do what they did do, and· nothing is to he left 
to inference in such cases. Goodwin v. Go. Gorn. GO Maine, 
328; Pettengill v. Go. Com. 21 Maine, 382; No·ttli Berwick 
v. Oo. Oom.,. 25 Maine, G~f; Pownal v. Oo. Com. 8 Maine, 
271; Bethel v. Go. Com. 42 Maine, 478; State v. Oxford, 65 
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Maine, 210; Scarboro v. Co. Com. 41 Maine, 604; Plurnnier 
v .. Waterville, 32 Maine, 566; R. S., c. 18, § 1. 

The commissioners exceeded their authority in requiring fills. 
If they can fill one" hollow" they can require a road to be made 
level the entire length. They had no authority to require cattle 
guards. A majority of the committee cannot decide. The 
whole body must act. It would not be competent for two to 
proceed in the absence of the other, and determine the questions 
raised. It is not a case like those decided. 39 Maine, 223; 48 
Maine, 358; 62 Maine, 519; 63 Maine, 265; 64 Maine, 262. 

It is not a case within R. S., c. 1, § 6, cl. III, if it was there 
would be no necessity of the provision of the statute requiring 
the appointment of a person to supply a vacancy occurring by 
death, resignation or by becoming interested. 

Luther S. 1Woore and Harry V. Moore, for the petitioners, 
cited! Harlcness v. Co. Com. 26 Maine, 353; Windham v. 
Co. Com. 26 Maine, 406; ~Minot v. Co. C01n. 28 Maine, 121; 
Ooni. v. West Boston Bridge, 13 Pick. 195. 

LIBBEY, J. \Vhen the report of the committee was presented 
for acceptance, two objections were taken to it. 

1. That,where all of the committee acted, it was not competent 
for two of the committee to decide questions before it, the third 
not agreeing with them. 

2. That the county commissioners, in their proceeding, requir
ing the way to be graded and cattle passes to be built, exceeded 
their powers, and that the action of the committee affirming such 
proceedings is without authority. 

As to the first objection, the committee derives its powers 
from the statute, and act under its authority. ,vhile the statute 
provides that the county commissioners may act by majority, it 
is silent as to the committee, which, on appeal, is appointed to 
revise their proceedings. But the R. S., c. 1, § 6, cl. III, pro
vides that, t1: words, giving authority to three or more persons, 
authorize a majority to act, when the enactment does not other
wise determine." 

VOL. LXXVII. 9 
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vVe think the case is clearly within this rule, and that the 
objection is untenable. 

Under the second objection it is claimed that the county 
commissioners and the committee exceeded their powers in 
requiring the way to he graded in the manner specified in their 
report. The learned counsel for the appellants claims that, 
while the commissioners have power to require hills to be cut 
down, they have no power to require the earth taken from the 
cut, to be filled in the valleys between the hills. 

Prior to 187 5, the county commissioners had no power to 
require the way, or any portion of it, to be graded; but in that 
year, by c. 25 of the public acts, such power was conferred upon 
them. By the first section, section 1 of the R. S., c. 18, was 
amended so as to give the commissioners power ''to grade hills 
in any such way." It is contended that this language gives the 
power to require hills in the way to be cut down, but no power 
to require a fill. We think this construction is too narrow. To 
grade, means '' to reduce to a certain degree of ascent or descent." 
This embraces fills in the valleys as well as cuts in the hills. 
The grade may be made by a cut in the hill or a fill in the valley, 
or, as is more usually the case, by both combined. If there 
could be any doubt as to the power of the commissioners, under 
this section, to require the earth taken from the cut in the hill 
to be filled in the valley, it is removed by section 7 of the same 
act, which gives them the '' power to direct the amount of such 
grading, which shall be stated in their return." 

But the action of the commissioners requiring several cattle 
passes to be constructed in the way at different points, presents 
u more difficult question. By the statute, the commissioners 
have power to locate a way, require it to be graded, and to fix 
the time, not exceeding three years, within which it shall be 
constmcted and opened for public travel by the town ; but it 
gives them no power to prescribe and direct the manner in which 
it shall be constructed, except as to grading. The duty is cast 
upon the town to so construct it that it shall be safe and 
convenient for travellers; but the manner of constructing it is 
for the determination of the town, and it is responsible for it. 
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The county commissioners derive all their powers over ways. 
from the statutes, but no power is given them to require the 
construction of cattle passes in a way. 

It is contended, however, by the counsel for the petitioners, 
that, admitting the commissioners had no such power, still their
requirement in this respect in excess of their powers, may be 
rejected, and the rest of their proceedings affirmed. Upon this. 
point we think the rule is correctly stated by SHA w, C. J., in: 
Commonwealth v. West Boston Bridge Co. 13 Pick. 195 :· 

H If the proceedings are so independent of, and disconnected'. 
with each other, that a part may be quashed, and leave the· 
remainder, an entire, beneficial and available judgment, to the 
purpose for which it was intended, the court may quash that 
which is erroneous, and affirm the remainder. " But here the
proceedings were all had at one time, relate to the same subject 
matter, to location of the way, and are an entirety. The part 
requiring the cattle passes cannot be separated from the rest. 
If that be done, the way will not remain such as was located .. 
The court cannot say that the commissioners would have made· 
the location, and appraised the land damage as they did, lvithout 
the requirement of the cattle passes. How much influence that 
may have had upon their judgment cannot be known. In this 
respect the case is like Braintree v. Co. Com'rs, 8 Cush. 546. 
The report must be recommitted to the committee. Shattuck: 
v. Co. Ooni'rs, 76 Maine, Hi7. 

Another question, not directly presented by the exceptions,. 
has been elaborately argued, and as it is vital to any furtheu· 
proceedings in the case, it is proper that we should decide it 
now. It is contended that the original petition is not sufficient 
to give the county commissioners jurisdiction to act in the 
matter, inasmuch as it does not appear that the way prayed for 
extends from town to town. The description of the way in the 
petition is as follows: ''Beginning at the terminus of the new 
road now building in Newfield, to Balch Mills, thence in a 
western direction to the N. H. line. " It is said that the way 
described lies wholly in Acton, but it connects with a way 
leading into Newfield. We think that the jurisdiction of the 
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county commissioners is fully sustained by King v. Lewiston, 
70 Maine, 406, and cases there cited. 

Gase recommitted to the com:mittee for 
further proceedings, in accordance 
with this opinion. 

PETERS, C. J., WALTON, VmmN, EMERY and HASKELL, JJ., 
,concurred. 

"WILLIAM R. FOUNTAIN vs. HENRY WHELPLEY. 

Washington. Opinion February 16, 1885. 

Estoppel. Officer. 

11111 an action against an attaching officer, it appeared, that on the day of the 
attachment, the plaintiff, being asked by the attorney who made the original 
writ, and by the defendant, who owned the property, answered that R owned 
,it and had a bill of sale of it. He was not informed before he made the 
answer that any demand existed against R, or that the attorney or officer 
1had any intention of attaching itas the property ofR. On receiving plaintiff's 
answer the officer informed him that he attached the property on a writ 
.against R, and within ten minutes thereafter the plaintiff notified the officer 
of his title, demanded the property and attempted to take it, but was pre
vented by the officer. Held, that the plaintiff was not estopped from show
dng the title in himself. 

,ON REPORT. 

Ti'espass against a deputy sheriff for taking and carrying away 
:plaintiff's boat, September 30, 1882. The writ was dated 
October 21, 1882. The plea was general issue, and brief state
:ment alleging that the boat was attached and held by the 
•defendant on a writ against Thomas Richardson of Deer Island, 
N. B. and was the property of Richardson. 

The opinion states the facts. 

Bates and J?renclz, for the plaintiff, cited: 4 Mass. 108 ; 9 
Pick. 527; 4 Mass. 273. 4 Met. 381; Stanwood v. McLellan, 
48 Maine, 27 5 ; Hunter v. He~lth, 67 Maine, 507. 

A. 1.11cNiclwl, for the defendant. 
The plaintiff led the plaintiff in the original suit to commence 

proceedings, and led the officer to make the attachment. He 
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ought not to be allowed to allege his own wrongs, if they were 
such, and come into court with unclean hands and succeed, when 
such wrong operates to the injury of others. Piper v. Gilrnan, 
49 Maine, 149; Chase v .. Demin,q, 48 N. H. 274; Stanwood 
v. McLellan, 48 Maine, 275. 

LIBBEY, J. This case comes before this court on a report of 
the evidence. From the report we find the facts material to the , 
determination of the case as follows: September 13, 1882, the 
plaintiff was the owner of the boat in suit. He bought her ofThos. 
Richardson about two years before, paying a part of the price 
agreed, and gave Richardson a bill of sale of the boat to secure 
the payment of the balance, which had been fully paid prior to 
September 13, but the bill of sale had not been given up by 
Richardson. And that day the attorney for the attaching creditor 
asked the plaintiff who owned the boat, and he told him Thomas 
Richardson owned her, had a bill of sale of her. The attorney 
told him he had no demand against him, but did not tell him he 
held a demand against Richardson, and gave him no intimation 
that he intended to attach her as Richardson's. On the same 
day the attorney made the writ on which the boat was attached, 
and gave it to the defendant for service. The defendant went 
with it to the wharf where the boat lay and there found the 
plaintiff, and asked him who owned the boat, and he gave him 
the same answer which he gave the attorney. The question and 
answer were repeated. The defendant then informed the 
plaintiff that he attached her on a writ against Richardson, and 
on request of the plaintiff exhibited to him the writ. The 
plaintiff left the wharf, but within ten minutes returned, 
before the defendant had taken actual possession of the boat,. 
and informed the plaintiff of his title, demanded the boat and 
attempted to move her, but was prevented from doing so, by 
the defendant. The defendant gave the plaintiff no intimation 
that he intended to attach the boat till after his declarations that 
she was the property of Richardson. 

The only question is whether the plaintiff is estopped from 
denying Richardson's title and asserting his own. We think it. 
clear that he is not. The case of .L1!lorton, Exe. v. Hodgdon, 32: 
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Maine, 127, is precisely in point. The facts in that case were 
quite as strongly against the plaintiff as in this. In discussing 
the point involved WELLS, J., says: '' But before one can be con
clusively bound by a declaration made in relation to his interest 
in property, such declaration must be designed to influence the 
conduct of the person to whom it is addressed, and must have that 
effect. Morton had no knowledge of any intention on the part 
of Jenness or his attorney to attach the oxen as the property 
of Clnrk, and could not therefore have designed to influence him 
in that respect. If it had been communicated to him he might 
have then stated the existence of the mortgage, and the particu
lar provisions of it. There could have been no wilful purpose 
to mislead Jenness, or his attorney, for he did not know that 
Jenness had any demand against Clark, nor that Jenness needed, 
or had any occasion for information on the subject." 

So here, the plaintiff had no knowledge that the attorney had 
a demand against Richardson, or that there was any intention on 
the part of the attorney or the defendant to attach the boat as 
his when he made the declarations. Up to that time it did not 
appear that they had any interest in knowing the truth about the 
title, and the plaintiff owed them no duty to state it. Within a 
reasonable time after he was informed of the purpose to attach 
the boat as the property of Richardson, he did inform the 
,defendant of the true state of the title and demanded her. This 
was all the law required of him. Piper v. Gilmore, 49 Maine, 
.149; Sullivan v. Parle, 33 Maine, 438; Allum v. Perry, 68 
Maine, 232 ; Pierce v. Andrews, 6 Cush. 4. 

The value of the boat when taken by the defendant is variously 
,estimated by the witness from two hundred and twenty-five 
,dollars to one hundred and twenty-five dollars. She was sold in 
the fall after she was attached for one hundred and twenty-five 
,dollars. U 170n the whole, we think a fair estimate of the 
.<l.amages is one hundred and seventy-five dollars. 

Judgrnent fm· the plaintiff for one hundred 
and seventy-jive dollars damages. 

PETERS, C. J., VmGIN, EMERY, FosTER and HASKELL, JJ., 
ieoncurred. 
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FRANK B. KELLEY vs. JONES S. KELLEY and logs. 

JOHN J. KELLEY vs. same. 

Penobscot. Opinion February 17, 1885. 

Lien on logs. R. S., c. 91, § 38. 

A person who labors at hauling logs has a lien thereon for his personal 
services, and the services performed by his team if he has the rightful posses
sion and control of the team, and is entitled to its earnings during the time 
the services were rendered, though he may not own the same. 

When it appears that the services of the person, or that of his team, have in 
no way been performed upon the logs upon which h.e seeks to enforce his 
lien; or that the claim for services is so mingled and intermixed with other 
claims for which he is entitled to no lien, that it is impossible to distinguish 
between the two kinds; then no valid judgment in rern can be rendered. 

ON REPORT. 

The opinion states the cases and material facts. 

John Varney, for the plaintiffs. 

A. W. Paine, for the State of Maine Spool Wood Company. 

FosTER, J. These are actions of assumpsit on account annexed 
for labor alleged to have been performed by the plaintiffs, who 
seek to secure a lien for their personal services, and for the 
services of their teams, under R. S., c. 91, § 38. 

The father of the plaintiffs, the principal defendant in these 
suits, by whom they were employed and for whom the labor 
was performed, makes no appearance or defence, but the State 
of Maine Spool Wood Company, as owner of the lumber, 
appears and defends, contesting, upon several grounds, the right 
of these plaintiffs to any lien. 

It appears that the defendant was employed under a contract 
in writing with said company, to operate in cutting and hauling 
spool wood and other lumber in the winter season of 1883-4. 

That the plaintiffs labored for the defendant in the operation, 
does not seem to be denied, and the principal ground of defence 
set up to the :first action, in which Frank B. Kelley is plaintiff, 
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is to the amount of labor performed by him and his team, con
sisting of two horses, and for which he claims to recover a 
balance of seventy-seven dollars and sixteen cents, the amount 
<lue for sixty-three and one-half days' work at the stipulated 
price of forty dollars a month, after deducting a credit of twenty 
<lollars and seventy-five cents. It is not denied that he ,vas to 
receive the sum of forty dollars a month for himself and team, as 
this appears to have been the price agreed upon at the com
mencement of the service. 

It is claimed on the part of the company that inasmuch as the 
legal title to the horses employed by the plaintiff was not in 
him, but was in one Crooker, he can not recover for the services 
of the same. 

We do not think this defence is tenable. The plaintiff had 
bargained for the horses, - agreeing to pay one hundred and fifty 
dollars, and had in fact paid ninety dollars to the party of whom 
he purchased them, and there remained but sixty dollars more 
to be paid. It is in evidence also that the right of control and 
possession of the horses was in the plaintiff, and that he had the 
right to their services during the time in which this labor was 
performed, and, so far as anything to the contrary appears from 
the testimony in the case, such is the fact. It is no defence, 
therefore, that the legal title was in a third party, against whom 
the owners of the lumber have no cause of complaint. 

Furthermore, it is urged that one of the horses was lame and 
unable to work during a portion of the time. But the evidence, 
uncontradicted, shows that the plaintiff, after the first month's 
service and prior to the time of the alleged lameness, had 
exchanged one of the horses, replacing it by another, and that 
the pair thus ~~matched" were driven by him the remainder of 
the time for which he claims pay for ~i his personal services, and 
the services performed by his team." Here, too, the possession 
and control were rightfully in the plaintiff, who was entitled to 
the services and earnings of the team, and whatever loss of 
service arose on account of the lameness of the horse exchanged, 
must have been borne by the defendant, the party with whom 
the exchange was made. 
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The plaintiff, as against the defendant in this suit, would be 
entitled to recover for his services and for the services of the 
team which he employed in hauling the lumber, and over which 
he had personal superintendence, notwithstanding the fact that 
the legal title to one or both of the horses might not have 
become vested in himself. It could make no difference in law 
that he might be only a bailee, so long as he was the person 
entitled to the compensation for their labor. 

Nor is there, as against these claimants of the lumber, any 
valid reason why the plaintiff in this case, so far as the question 
of title to the horses is involved, should not be entitled to the 
benefit of the statute relating to lien claims. To hold otherwise 
would be doing violence to the spirit, if not to the letter, of a 
statute remedial in it objects, and calculated to make certain the 
payment for the labor which has actually gone to increase the 
value of the timber. Oliver v. TVoodnian, 66 Maine, 57, 58; 
Spofford v. True, 33 Maine, 291; Hale v. Brown, 59 N. H. 558. 

·when we come to consider the second suit, the plaintiff, John 
J. Kelley, stands in a more unfavorable light. He claims to 
recover one hundred and seventeen dollars and seventy-three 
cents, for eighty-five days' work of himself and horse at a 
stipulated price of thirty-six dollars a month, and for an account 
of twelve dollars, making in all one hundred and twenty-nine 
dollars and seventy-three cents, and for which a credit of fifty
two dollars and twenty-nine cents is given, leaving a balance of 
seventy-seven dollars and forty-four cents. 

The argument in defence of this suit is founded upon the 
alleged fact that the plaintiff has no claim to the benefit of the 
statute, inasmuch as the services for which this suit is brought 
were not of that character for which the timber should be holden 
by virtue of any lien thereon. It is also urged that, notwith
standing the plaintiff may have some claim against the defendant, 
by whom he was employed, yet the labor was not in any way 
performed in cutting or hauling the timber, and that whatever 
services were by him rendered were done in and about the camp, 
:filing saws, repairing sleds, keeping the time, acting as clerk, 
and, in his own language, rendering himself" generally useful." 
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With the view of the case which we have taken, it is not 
deemed necessary to consider these propositions to any great 
extent. We can very properly say, however, that one of the 
misfortunes of the plaintiff's case is the fact that from the 
evidence it is impossible to ,giscover that the horse ever performed 
any services upon the lumber drawn that season. On the 
contrary, it appears that this horse was not used by the plaintiff, 
but by the defendant as occasion required in doing general work, 
hauling supplies, going to Bangor and elsewhere. 

And so far as relates to the services of the plaintiff, we have 
carefully examined the testimony in the case, and find it con
tradictory from beginning to end, and although we may feel 
satisfied that he may have performed more or less labor in one 
way and another, and may possibly have rendered service to 
some extent for which he might have been entitled to a lien had 
he not so mingled it with that for which he is entitled to none, 
( Jones v. I1een, 115 Mass. 185; Brainard v. Shannon, 60 
Maine, 344,) yet, from his own testimony, as was said by 
DANFORTH, J., in Baker v. Fessenden, 71 Maine, 293, '' be has 
so intermixed and interwoven it with that for which he has shown 
none, that it is utterly impossible for the court, and probably 
for the parties, to make :my such distinction between the two 
kinds as to authorize a lien judgment for any definite amount. " 

The charge of twelve dollars, account for labor of Edward 
Barrows, should be stricken from the plaintiff's account sued, 
and judgment rendered for balance of sixty-five dollars and 
forty-four cents, with interest from date of the writ, against the 
personal defendant, but not against the logs. 

In the first suit, wherein Frank B. Kelley is plaintiff, there 
should he judgment against the personal defendant for the sum 
of seventy-seven dollars and sixteen cents, and interest thereon 
from the date of the writ, and a judgment in rem, against the 
logs attached for the same amount. 

Judgrnent accordingly. 

PETERS, C. J., DANFORTH, VIRGIN, EMERY and HASKELL, 

JJ., concurred. 
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GRANVILLE HUBBARD, in equity, 

vs. 

HOLMAN JOHNSON and others. 

Kennebec. Opinion February 20, 1885. 

Specific performance. Bond. Equity. Practice. 

139 

When a bill in equity for the specific performance of a bond for the convey
ance of certain land has been inserted in a writ on which an attachment has 
been made prior to the decease of the sole defendant, the administrator with 
the will annexed, the heirs of the testator and the residuary devisee may 
be brought in by a revivor although no service had been made upon the 
testator prior to his decease. 

Whether this should be done by a supplemental bill, or an original bill, in 
the nature of a revivor, quere. 

Where the testator died po::isessed of a large amount of real estate other 
than that embraced in the testator's bond, and his widow is a residuary 
devisee, the complainant may bring in the heirs of the testator together with 
the residuary devisee. 

When the heirs, by their answer, disclaim all interest in the land sought to 
be conveyed, and allege the residuary devisee holds the entire interest, the 
bill may be dismissed as to them. 

Compensation in damages for not conveying land in accordance with the 
obligations in a bond, is not regarded as adequate relief, and the obligee 
may maintain a bill for specific performance. 

When such a bill prays for an accounting between the original parties, the 
administrator with will annexed is made a proper party ; and the case will 
be sent to a master to state the accounts between them. 

The bill must contain an offer to pay any balance found due by the complainant. 
The plaintiff and his wife are incompetent witnesses to any matter which 

happened before the decease of the defendant, unless the administrator first 
testifies in relation thereto; but if the deceased party's account books or 
other memoranda are used in evidence by the administrator, then the com
plainant and his wife may testify in relation thereto. 

BILL IN EQUITY. 

J. H. Potter, for the plaintiff. 

Bean and Beane, for the defendants. 

VIRGIN, J. In the original bill, the plaintiff, as obligee, 
sought against the obligor, specific performance of his bond for 
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the conveyance of three certain parcels of real estate. The bill 
was inserted in a writ of attachment and an attachment of the 
obligor's real estate was made; but before service was made on 
the obligor he died. Thereupon a supplemental bill in the 
nature of a revivor was filed making the obligor's heirs, admin
istrator with the will annexed, and the residuary devisee, parties 
defendant and service was made on them. 

The general rule in equity is, that strictly speaking, there is 
no cause in court as against a defendant, until his appearance. 
2 Dan. Ch. ( 5th ed.) 1523. But in this state, since a bill may 
be inserted in a writ of attachment (R. S., c. 77, § 11) as this 
was, and a suit is commenced when the writ is actually made 
with intention of service (R. S., c. 81, § 95) an executor may 
be brought in by a revivor, although no service has been made 
on the testator. Heard v. March, 12 Cush. 580. 

All of the parties defendant, save thr,ee minor grandchildren 
of the obligor, have answered, alleging inter alia that all of the 
real estate in controversy, was devised to the widow of the 
obligor, that the will has been duly probated and that the heirs 
have no interest in it. Still we think the plaintiff was warranted 
by the circumstances in making them parties ; for the testate 
died possessed of a large property including real .estate other than 
that devised to his widow and now in controversy ; and the 
question might have arisen whether that in question passed by 
the devise to her. The probate of the will did not determine 
that question. '' The probate of a will," said Mr. Justice STORY, 

"is conclusive only as to the sanity of the testator, his compe
tency to make it, and its actual lawful execution. As to the 
construction of its terms, the estate devised by it, and the parties 
to whom they are devised, these are questions which the probate 
does not assume to decide ; but they remain open for contestation 
whenever put in issue." Slack v. Walcott, 3 Mason, 508,514. 
By being made parties their rights will be concluded by the • 
decree. 

Whether or not an original rather than a supplemental bill, in 
the nature of a revivor, should have been filed, inasmuch as the 
title was transmitted by devise and not by law, ( Slack v. Wal-
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colt, supra; Pingree v. Coffin, 12 Gray, 288, 317, 18,) we 
shall not attempt to decide as the parties have not thought fit to 
raise it, and they are all before us. R. S., c. 82, § 36; see R. S., 
c. 111, § § 8 and seq. 

It is objected, however, that the penal sum of the bond affords 
ample remedy at law. But compensation in damages in such 
a case is not regarded as adequate relief, ( Jones v. Robbins, 
29 Maine, 351; Foss v. Haynes, 31 Maine, 81; Snowman v. 
Harford, 55 J\faine, 199 ;) hence courts of equity act upon such 
a bond as an agreement, and will not suffer the party thereto to 
escape from a specific performance by offering to pay the penalty. 
Fisher v. Shaw, 42 Maine, 32, 40. 

The testator took the title from the original holders at the 
request, and for the accommodation of the plaintiff in order to 
give him time for making the payment. Time has never been 
considered by the original parties to the bond as of the essence 
of the contract, (Snowinan v. Hmford, 55 Maine, 197; Jones 
v. Robbins, 29 Maine, 351; Hull v. Noble, 40 Maine, 459;) the 
testator agreeing, as appears from the answers, to accept labor, 
merchandise, etc., from time to time, as well as money in 
payment. 

There is no question that the devisee can be held to convey 
the land in controversy. The fundamental maxim in equity, 
'' Equity looks upon things which ought to be done as actually 
performed," considers the vendor as the trustee of the vendee, 
holding the vendee's legal estate on a naked trust. Linscott v. 
Buck, 33 Maine, 530; Sug. Vend. (Perk. Ed.) c. 5, §1, Porn. 
Eq. lur. §§ 364, et seq. The equitable title changes when the 
contract is completed. The consequences follow. As the 
vendee's legal estate is held on a naked trust by the vendor, this 
trust, impressed upon the land, follows it in the hands of his 
heirs and devisees. lVoodbwry v. Gardner, 77 :Maine, 68, and 

· cases there cited. 
The plaintiff alleges that he has fully paid the stipulated price 

and prays for an accounting between the original parties. This 
will necessitate the sending of the case to a master to ascertain 
the facts and state the accounts between them ; and the admin;. 
istrator is a necessary party. 

\ 
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If the report shall show full payment by the plaintiff, the 
devisee will be decreed to convey. If it shall appear that a 
balance is still due and unpaid, the bill must be am~nded to 
meet this exigency as it contains no offer to pay any such 
balance. 

As the answers of the heirs disclaim all interest in the land 
but allege the title to be in their mother by virtue of the devise, 
the bill must be dismissed as to them, with a single bill of costs, 
each taxing for his answer ; and sustained as to the administra
tor aml devisee. But before final decree, the plaintiff must 
make the guardian ad litem of the minor grandchildren party, 
although it is quite apparent from the answers of the other heirs 

- that it wm be a mere matter of form. Scribner v. Adams, 73 
Maine, 542. 

The testimony of the plaintiff and his wife relating to any 
matters which happened before the decease of the testator, is 
incompetent unless the administrator testifie::3 or puts in the 
testator's books, when they may testify in relation thereto. 

Case to be sent to a master to hear and 
state the accounts between the plaint
iff and tlze late Hobnan Johnson. 

PETERS, C. J., VVALTON, DANFORTH, LIBBEY and EMERY, 

JJ., concurred. 

AMBROSE C. SEGAR, administrator, vs. MERRILL N. LUFKIN. 

Oxford. Opinion March 4, 1885. 

Aclministrators. Witness. Evidence. 

An administrator brought an action against two defendants and discontinued 
as to one of them by reason of his insolvency. Helcl, that such person, 
after the discontinuance, was a competent witness in behalf of the other 
defendant. 

A witness testified to the payment by him to a party since deceased, of a sum 
of money on a note, and that on the same clay he saw the deceased purchase 
a barrel of flour at a neighboring store. Held, that it was competent, as 
tending to contradict the witness in relation to' the payment of the money, 
to show that the deceased did not purchase any flour at the time and place 
named by the witness. 

ON EXCEPTIONS. 
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Assumpsit by the administrator of the estate of John E. Segar, 
deceased, on a promissory note for three hundred and fifty dollars, 
given the deceased by Nathan S. Farnum and the defendant. 

The action was brought against both promisors and at the 
return term the plaintiff suggested the insolvency of Farnum and 
discontinued as to him. 

The verdict was for ninety-seven dollars and seventy-seven 
cents, and the plaintiff alleged exceptions to certain rulings of the 
presiding justice, which are sufficiently indicated in the opinion. 

John P. Swasey, for the plaintiff. 

Ja1nes S. lFright, for the defendant. 
The testimony offered by the plaintiff to contradict Farnum 

was upon a collateral point drawn out by plaintiff's counsel on 
cross-examination of Farnum. The plaintiff was bound by 
Farnum's testimony upon that collateral issue. 

Exceptions to the exclusion of testimony offered cannot be 
sustained, unless the materiality to some issue in the case is 
shown. 56 Maine, 204; 15 Maine, 67; 5(3 Maine, 535; 63 
Maine, 410. 

HASKELL, J. Farnum was not a defendant to the action 
after the discontinuance was entered as to him. The action then 
stood the same as though it had been brought against the other 
defendant alone, upon his several promise. Parties only are 
excluded by statute from testifying in causes, where the adverse 
party is an admini'3trator. In such cases, persons not parties, 
although directly interested in the result of the suit, are com
petent witnesses. Their interest does not exclude them from 
being witnesses, but goes to affect their testimony. Farnum was 
a competent witness, and rightfully allowed to testify. Haskell, 
Adm'r, v. Hervey, 7 4 Maine, 192 and cases cited. 

The issue tried was, whether Farnum had paid the plaintiff's 
intestnte a part of the note in suit. Farnum, in behalf ·of the 
defendant, testified to making the payment at his own store, 
upon a day when the plaintiff's intestate waited there for some 
fl.our, thnt he, Farnum, had sent his boy to the rnilroad for. 
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Upon pertinent cross-examination Farnum testified that he did 
not furnish the plaintiff's intestate with the flour, but saw him, 
afterwards, load a barrel of flour into his wagon on the same 
afternoon, at a neighbor's store. 

'fhe neighbor was called by the plaintiff to prove that the 
plaintiff's intestate did not procure and load flour on, or near, 
the day testified to by Farnum. To the exclusion of this evidence 
the plaintiff has exception. 

Farnum testified to a transaction with a deceHsed person, who 
cannot give his version of it. As a part of the same transaction 
he testified to a fact, fixing the time when the payment was 
made. The disproving of that fact would tend to show the 
absence of the plaintiff's intestate at the store of Farnum, ·when 
he says the payment was made, and ought to have been considered 
by the jury. 

Exceptions sustained. 

PETERS, C. J., vVALTO:N, VIRGIN, LrnBEY and EMERY, 

JJ., concurred. 

ELIPHALET F. PACKARD and another 

vs. 

DORCHESTER lfUTUAL FIRE lNSURANC~ COMPANY. 

Anclroscoggin. Opinion March 5, 1885. 

Insurance. Agency. 

The plaintiffs made their application through an insurance agent, believing 
him to be the defendant's agent; he assumed to act as its agent, wrote the 
application, sent it to the company with his name as agent upon it; the 
company received and acted upon it, issued the policy in pursuance of it, 
wrote the name of the assumed agent upon it and sent it to him and received 
the premium through him; Held, that the plaintiffs might well construe these 
facts as an official recognition on the part of the company, of the assumed 
agency. 

In the absence of any known restriction of such agent's authority, he may 
bind his principal by waiving written assent to material alterations in the 
property insured. 

ON REPORT. 
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Assumpsit to recover the sum of three thousand dollars for a 
total-loss by fire, November 22, 1882, of plaintiffs' frame building 
situated on the corner of Pine and Lisbon streets in Lewiston, 
Maine, under the defendant's policy of insurance for that sum, 
written upon such building November 14, 1881, for the term of 
three years, and delivered to the plaintiffs by D. H. Holman. 

The report discloses that after the plaintiffs' evidence was out 
the presiding justice made the following rulings : 

"Cimrt: If Packard & Scruton applied to Mr. Holman as an 
insurance agent, and supposing that he was an agent for this 
company made their application through him, and he assumed 
to act as their agent, and wrote the application, sent it to the 
company with his name upon it as their agent, they received it, 
acted upon it and issued a policy in pursuance of that applica
tion, and wrote Mr. Holman's name upon the back of it, sent it 
to him for delivery and received the premium and the premium 
note through him - I rule that he was their agent. 

'' Mr. Savage: Those facts are not controverted. 

"Defendant offers to prove: That D. H. Holman was not 
at the time this insurance was applied for, nor has he since been, 
in fact, the agent of defendant company ; that is to say, that he 
had no power of attorney, or authorization, in writing or other
wise, to transact business for it, unless the company is estopped 
to deny the same by reason of the facts in reference to the 
application and policy; that though said Holman had requested 
to be appointed as such, said company had declined so to do. 

"That the name of D. H. Holman was placed upon the policy 
in suit by defendant's clerk simply as a matter of office 
convenience,· that the person whose duty it was to mail the 
policy might know to whom to send it. 

"That the difference in occupancy of the building insured as 
described in the application and as it existed in fact was such 
that the latter would have constituted a different class of risk, 
than the former, and for which a higher rate of premium would 
have been demanded, and that it materially increased the risk. 

LXXVII. 10 
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~, That the difference in situation of building insured as to 
exposure and contiguity to other buildings as described in the 
application and as it existed in fact, was such that the latter 
would have constituted a different class of risk than the former, 
and that a higher rate of premium would have been demanded. 

"That defendant company would not have accepted the risk at 
all had it known that the building contained a billiard saloon. 

" That the change or alteration of the occupancy of the build
ing after the policy issued so as to change one store into a 
restaurant materially increased the risk, contributed to the loss, 
constituted the building a different class of risk ; and had insur
ttnce been sought on the building as altered, a higher rate of 
premium would have been demanded than was demanded on the 
building as actually insured. 

'' That the occupancy of a portion of the building as a billiard 
sak>on contributed to the loss. 

" That the fire originated either in the billiard saloon, not 
described in the application or policy, or in the restaurant ; and 
if in the restaurant, in a place and from causes which would not 
have 0riginated the fire had the change or alteration not been 
made. 

~,Court: If Mr. Holman wrote the application himself, and 
knew of the misdescriptions which it contained, and if the altera
tions were made with his knowledge and consent, then I rule 
this evidence you offer immaterial. 

"Admitted that the facts hypothetically assumed in the 
Judge's rulings are all true. 

"Defendant offers to prove that such assent was nqt in writing, 
as provided on the policy. 

"Court : Notwithstanding by the terms of the policy, any 
consent to a change by the agent was required to be in writing, 
I rule that if he knew of it and did consent verbally, it 
would be obligatory upon the company all the same, under our 
statute." 

Thereupon the defendant, by consent, was defaulted; and it 
was agreed that the case should be reported to the Law Court. 
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If the Law Court is of the opinion that the foregoing rulings; 
are correct, judgment is to be rendered for the plaintiff on the
default, interest to commence January 22, lti83 ; otherwise the, 
default is to be taken off anJ. the action stand for trial. 

William P . .Prye, Joltn B. Cotton, lVallace H. White, Setk 
M. Garter, for the plaintiffs cited: Insurance Go. v. McUain, 6: 
Otto, 84; Story on Agency, § 127; Planters' Ins. Go. v .. 
Myers, 30 Am. R. 521 and note; .Insurance Company v .. 
Wilkinson, 13 Wall. 222; Ins. Go. v. Eddy, 55 111. 213 ;: 
Homthal v. West. Ins. Go. 88 N. C. 71; (Reported in Alb .. 
Law Jour. Sept. 22, 1883, page 240); Ins. Go. v. Mahone, 
21 Wall. 152. See also, Woodbury, &c., Bank v. Charter··· 
Oak Ins. Go. 31 Conn. 517-526; Peele v. N. L. Ins. Go. 
22 Conn. 575; Rowley v. Enpfre Ins. Go. 36 N. Y. 550 ;.· 
.Pranklin's case, 42 Mo. 457; Beal v. Pa1·k Ins. Go. 16 Wis .. 
257; Ins. Go. v. McLanatlwn, 11 Kan. 533; Dryden v. G .. 
T. Railway, 60 Maine, 512; Ehrman v. Teutonia Fire Ins .. 
Co. l McCreary; S. C. 123, (cited in U. S. Digest. vol. xn,, 
N. S. 1881, p. 456 ;) St. Louis v . .Perry Oo. 11 Wall. 429 ;. 
R. S. 1871, c. 49, § § 18, 19, and 20; Thaye1· v. Ins. Go. 70, 
Maine, 539 ; Waterhouse v. Ins. Go. 69 Maine, 410; Ernery· 
v. Ins. Oo. 52 Maine, 322; Palmer v. Ins. Go. 44 Wis. 201; 
Blood v. Hardy, 15 Maine, 61; Adams v. Mc.Parlane, 65-, 
Maine, 152; Wiggin v. Goodwin, 63 Maine, 389. 

A. R. Savage and H. W Oakes, for the defendant. 
As to third parties, one person may bind another by his acts. 

as agent: 
1st. When he has actual authority, to do such acts. 
2d. When, not having such authority, he is allowed by· 

another to act in such a manner that the third party may 
reasonably suppose him to have authority. This carries the law 
of implied agency to its fullest extent. Parsons on Contracts, 
vol. r, page 40; Story, Agency, § 127; 61 Maine, 539. 

Holman certainly did not have actual authority to act as agent 
of the defendant. 

The public laws of 1862, c. 115, § 1, incorporated without 
change in the revisions of 1871 and 1883, provide that "an 
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agent authorized by an insurance company, whose name shall he 
borne on the policy, shall be deemed the agent of the company 
in all matters of insurance," &c. 

In this action the name of the broker, D. Horace Holman, 
appears on the back of the policy-nowhere else-not as a 
,countersign in the body of the policy- with nothing, so far as 
the evidence shows, to indicate that it was placed there as the 
;name of the agent of the company-indeed the defendant offers 
to show that it was not there for that purpose, but merely as a 
iIITatter of office convenience. 

Supposing for the purpose of this inquiry, that this is sufficient 
to bring the endorsement within the meaning of the statute, still 
~he statute refers not to any person •: whose name shall be borne 
•on the policy," but to ,: an agent authorized by an insurance 
,icompany, whose name, "&c. 

As we have said, Holman was not an '' authorized agent." 
Are we then to conclude that the words "authorized by an 

'insurance company " are a part of the definition of the word 
'
1

' agent," intended by the legislators creating the statute, or are 
·we to reject these words entirely, and consider only the words 
'" whose name shall be borne on the policy?" 22 Pick. 571-573. 

By this section, the person who may bind a company by his 
:.acts was: 

1st. An agent authorized by an insurance company "to 
ireceive applications for insurance." 

· 2d. One authorized ''to receive payments of premiums." 
3d. One "whose name shall be borne on the policy. " 
We claim that all of these conditions must exist in order to 

:establish the extraordinary liability put upon a company by our 
.law.. 1 Pick. 45 ; 4 Mass. 4 73 ; 5 Cushing, 461 ; 59 Maine, 
433; 61 Maine, 539; 36 Mich. 131; Story's Agency, § 73; 
.9 Peters, U. S., 607; 12 Hun. 321; 57 Maine, 138; 80 N. Y. 
39 :; Walsh v. Hartford Fire Ins. Co. 73 N. Y. 5; 212 L. C. 
Jurist, 274; 12 Md. Law Rec. 123. 

VIRGIN, J. The policy stipulated that it '~ shall be void if any 
material fact or circumstance stated in writing has not been 
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fairly represented by the insured, or if without the assent 
in writing of the company, the situation of circumstances affect
ing the risk shall, by 01· with the knowledge, advice, agency, 
or consent of the insured, be so altered as to cause an increase 
of such risks. " 

The testimony showed that the application contained a mis
representation as to the contiguity of other buildings ; and that 
an alteration of the building insured was subsequently made, 
causing a material increase of the risk. 

It was not controverted that the plaintiffs made their applica
tion through one Holman, an insurance agent, believing him to 
be the agent of the company; that he assumed to act as its 
agent, wrote the application, sent it to the company ·with his 
name as its agent upon it; that the company received it, acted 
upon it~ issued the policy in pursuance of it, wrote Holman's 
name upon the back of it, sent it to him for delivery and received 
the premium through him. Thereupon the presiding justice 
ruled that Holman was the agent of the company. 

It was admitted that Holman knew of the misdescriptions in 
the application written by him, and that the alterations were 
made with his know ledge and consent. Whereupon the presid
ing justice ruled that, notwithstanding the misdescriptions, the 
company was hound; and that Holman's verbal consent to the 
alterations were obligatory upon the company, under the 
stutute. 

We perceive no error in these rulings. To be sure, the mere 
fact that Holman signed the application as agent, was not enough 
to show him to be the company's agent. Campbell v. Man. 
P. Ins. Go. 59 Maine, 430. The defendant could not prevent 
such an act on his part done in its absence. But that fact carried 
home to the company's knowledge by sending to it the applica
tion with his assumed official signature thereon, combined with 
its subsequent acts, including the indorsing his name on the. 
policy, might well be construed by the plaintiffs as an official 
recognition of his assumed character at common law, but also to. 
bring his authorization within R. S., c. 49, § 18. Dunn v. 
G. T. Railway, 58 Maine, 187; Ins. Go. v. McCain, 6; 

Otto, 84. 
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The company could doubtless waive written as~ent to the 
material alterations. Adwns v. 2JfcFarlane, 65 Maine, 152 ; 
Wood v. Poughkeepsie Ins. Co. 32 N. Y. 619. In the absence 
of any known restrictions of authority, the agent could do the 
same. It is common knowledge that the authority of an agent 
comprises not what is expressly conferred, but also, as to third 
persons, what he is held out as possessing. Hence the principal 
is frequently bound by the act of his agent, performed in excess, 
or even in abuse of his actual authority ; but this is only true 
as between the principal and third persons, who, believing, and 
having a right to believe, that the agent was acting within the 
scope of his authority, would be prejudiced if the act was not 
considered that of the principal. Barnard v. Wheeler, 24 
Maine, 412, 418; Glade v. J.Vletropolitan Bank, 3 Duer, 248. 
This doctrine is established to prevent fraud and proceeds upon 
the ground that when one of t\vo innocent persons must suffer 
from the act of a third, he shall sustain the loss who has enabled 
the third person to do the injury. Story, Ag. § 127. 

Of course when restriction of authority is brought home to 
the knowledge of those with whom the agent deals, his acts in 
,excess of such restricted authority will not bind the principal. 
Ins. Co. v. Wilkenson, 13 Wall. 222. Thus where one of the 
,express conditions of a policy was that '' no officer, agent, or 
representative of a company shall be held to have waived any of 
the terms and conditions of the policy, unless such waiver shall 
,be indorsed hereon in writing," it wns held that this limitation 
,of power of the agent to waive the conditions was brought to the 
knowledge of the insured by the policy itself, and any attempted 
-waiver otherwise than therein stipulated, was not binding upon 
·the company. 'fl"Talsh v. Hartford F. Ins. Co. 73 N. Y. 5, 9. 
'There is no such clause in the policy now before us. 

According to the stipulation in the bill of exceptions, the entry 
must be, 

Defendant defaulted. Inte1'est to be 
addedfr01n January 22, 1883. 

PETERS, C. J., "'\VALToN, LIBBEY, EMERY and HASKELL, JJ., 
-concurred. 
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CATHERINE E. CURTIS vs. PORTLAND SAVINGS BANK. 

Cumberland. Opinion March 5, 1885. 

Savings bank deposits. Gift. 

The plaintiff, by direction of her aunt four days before her death, took a 
key from her bureau drawer, unlocked her trunk and took therefrom her 
savings bank book, and thereupon the aunt said to the plaintiff: '' Now keep 
this and if anything happens to me, bury me decently and put a headstone 
over me, and anything that is left is yours." Helcl, a clonatio cansa mortis, 
coupled with the trust indicated. 

ON REPORT. 

Assumpsit for money had and received. 
The writ was dated September 6, 1883. The plea was the 

general issue. 
The plaintiff is the niece of Mrs. Jane McCue, deceased, and 

brings this action to recover the balance due on the deposit made 
by Mrs. McCue in her lifetime, in the defendant bank. The 
plaintiff went with Mrs. McCue to the bank in March, 1878, 
when, by her aunt's direction, an officer of the bank made this 
memorandum on the deposit book,'' Sub. also to Cath. E. Curtis." 
Mrs. McCue retained possession of the deposit book and subse
quently on various occasions both deposited and drew out money 
on the deposit. 

The plaintiff testified that " about noon on the 30th of May, 
1883, a year ago. She [Mrs. McCue J called me to her and asked 
me if we were alone ; I told her yes. She said, 'Go to the bureau 
drawer and get the key.' I went to the bureau drawer and got 
the key. She had two. She said, 'Take that key and unlock 
the trunk.' I unlocked the trunk and took the book to her. 
She said, 'Now, keep this and if anything happens to me bury 
me d~cently and put a headstone over me, and anything that is 
left is yours.' 

" Cross examined. Q. If I understand you, you say your 
aunt said to you, 'Take this book and if anything happens to me 
bury me, pay my debts and whatever there is left is yours?' 
A. Yes." 
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The plaintiff then took the book and kept it, and her aunt died 
June 4, 1883. 

J. ancl E .. M. Rancl, for the plaintiff, cited: Davis v. Ney, 
125 Mass. 590; Pierce v. Sav. Bank, 129 Mass. 425; Hill v. 
Stevenson; 63 Maine, 367; 3 Redf. Wills. c.12; Parish v. Stone, 
14 Pick. 198 . 

.Ardon W. Goornbs, for the defendant. 
The law requires clear and unmistakable proof of the following 

facts to sustain a gift causa nwrtis: 1. An intention on the part 
of the donor accompanied by evidence, that this intention has 
been perfected by an actual gift. 2. Delivery to the donee, who 
must retain possession until after the decease of the donor. 3. 
The donor must part with a] l interest in the property and domin
ion over it, subject only to revocation if death does not ensue. 
4. The donation must be made in contemplation of near upproach 
of death. 5. The gift must be so complete in form that no other 
act is required to be done . .Allen v. Polereczky, 31 Maine, 339; 
Northrop v. ]£ale. 73 Maine, GG; Dole v. Lincoln, 31 Maine, 
422; Hatch v . .Atkinson, 56 Maine, 324. 

In the case at bar there was no~~ clear and unmistakable proof" 
of an intention to give the funds represented by the pass book. 
Indeed the debts, funeral expenses, &c. of Mrs. McCue was first 
to be paid. She retained an interest inconsistent with an inten
tion to make a gift. 

VIRGIN, J. When the plaintiff, by direction of her aunt, took 
the key from the bureau drawer, unlocked the trunk and took 
,therefrom the savings bank book, her aunt said: ~~ Now keep 
this, and if anything happens to me, bury me decently and put a 
headstone over me, and anything that is left is yours." This, in 
our opinion, constituted a gift causa mortis. 

The former entry of, '' subject also to Cath. E. Curtis," which 
the depositor caused the bank officer to make in March, 1878, in 
her savings bank book, and also in the book of the bank, showed 
that she then had in contemplation a gift to the plaintiff, but it 
was not completed by delivery. Northrup v. Hale, 73 Maine, 
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66. But on May 30, 1883, only four days before her death, the 
declaration above quoted, accompanied by the manual delivery 
of the deposit book, rendered unmistakable her intention. The 
delivery was sufficient. IIill v. Stevenson, 63 Maine, 364; 
Pierce v. Pive Gents Sav. Bank, 129 Mass. 425; Tillinghast v. 
Wheaton, 8 R. I. 536. 

Nor did the special qualification annexed to the gift defeat it. 
This was only coupling the gift with the trust that the donee 
should provide for the funeral of the donor. 2 Sch. Per. Prop. 
(2d ed.) § 195; Hills v. Hills, 8 M. & W. is precisely in point, 
and has been approved by the court in Clough v. Clough, 117 
Mass. 85. See also Davis v. Ney, 125 Mass. 590. If there 
are any debts, the plaintiff must see them paid. Pierce v. Five 
Gents Sav. Bank, supra. 

Judgment for the plaintiff for the 
amount due on bank book. 

PETERS, C. J., WALTON, LIBBEY, EMERY and HASKELL, 
JJ., concurred. 

GEORGE A. SMITH and others, executors, 

vs. 

P ATRIOK McGLINCHY. 

Cumberland. Opinion March 6, 1885. 

Prom,issory notes. Illegal consideration. 

The rule that the parties to a negotiable note are not competent witnesses to 
prove that the note was given for an illegal consideration, is not applicable 
to suits between the immediate parties to an illegal contract. The rule is 
for the protection of innocent parties only. It is not applicable to a suit by 
an indorsee against his immediate indorser, when the contract between them 
is for an illegal consideration, nor to suits between their personal repre
sentatives. 

On exceptions from superior court. 

Assumpsit by the executors of the indorsee against the 
indorser of a promissory note of $400, dated at Lewiston, 
February 23, 1878, payable in three months, signed by M. A. 
Ward and Henry Hines. 
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The plea was the general issue, with brief statement, that the 
consideration of the claim sued was for intoxicating liquor sold in 
violation of law, and to be sold in this state in violation of law. 

At the trial, the testimony of the makers of the note was 
admitted, tending to show, that the consideration for the note, and 
the consideration for the indorsement from the defendant to the 
plaintiff's executor, was intoxicating liquor to be sold in this 
state in violation of law. To the admission of this testimony 
the plaintiffs alleged exceptions. 

Snow and Payson, for the plaintiffs. 
It is no defense to an actioµ on a promissory note, that it was 

given for illegal consideration, when the action is brought by an 
indorsee who is the holder of the note for value and without 
notice of the illegality. R. S., c. 27, § 56; Hapgood v. 
Needham, 59 Maine, 443. 

An indorsee is presumed to be a holder for value without 
notice. Baxter v. Ellis, 57 Maine, 180; Kellogg v. Curtis, 
69 Maine, 212; Collins v. Gilbert, 94 U. S. 753. 

The makers of the note are not competent witnesses to overcome 
this presumption. It is well settled that no man who is a party to 
a note shall be permitted by his own testimony to invalidate it. 
U.S. v. Dunn. 6 Pet. 51; Davis v. Bi·own, 94 U. S. 426; 
Bank v. Jones, 8 Pet. 12; Henderson v. Anderson, 3 How. 
73; Saltmarsh v. Tuthill, 13 How. 229; Lincoln v. Fitch, 42 
Maine, 468; 2 Dan'l Neg. Insts. (3 ed.) 247; 1 Greenl. Ev. 
(13 ed.) 438, 439. See also Goodman v. Simonds, 20 How. 
365; Farrell v. Lovett, 68 Maine, 326. 

John J. Perry and D. A. Meaher, for the defendant. 

WALTON, J. The exceptions must be overruled. The rule that 
the parties to a negotiable note are not competent witnes~es to 
prove that it was given for an illegal consideration is not appli
cable to suits between the immediate parties to an illegal con
tract. It is for the protection of innocent parties only. Thus, 
in Fox v. Whitney, 16 Mass. 118, in an action between the 
personal representatives of the parties to a note, the court held 
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that a surety on the note was a competent witness to prove the note 
usurious, because the action \Vas between the personal represent
atives of the immediate parties to the illegal contract. And 
this limitation of the rule was sanctioned in Thayer v. Crossman, 
1 Met. 416, and the further limitation deduced from it, that the 
rule does not apply when the note is not negotiated till after it 
is overdue; the reasoning being that, inasmuch as the indorsee 
of an overdue note obtains no rights except such as were 
possessed by the payee, and the rule not being applicabls to a suit 
by the payee, it could not he applicable to a suit by his indorsee. 

In this case, the action is not based upon the contract created 
by the note itself. It is upon the contract created by the ne
gotiation and transfer of it. It is an action against an indorser. 
And the true defense is, not that the note was given originally 
for intoxicating liquors ( although such seems to have been the 
fact), but that it was negotiated and transferred to the plaintiff's 
testate for a like illegal consideration ; and it is the latter illegal
ity, arnl not the former, that constitutes the true defense to the 
action. And in such an action, so defended, the rule of exclu
sion does not apply. Consequently, the objection to the 
testimony of the makers of the note was not well founded, and 
the exceptions must be overruled. 

Exceptions overruled. 

PETERS, C. J., VIRGIN, LIBBEY, EMERY and HASKELL, JJ., 
concurred. 

CHARLES H. HODSDON AND WIFE vs. LIBERTY KILGORE. 

Oxford. Opinion March 6, 1885. 

Trespass. Sheep. 

In trespass for damage done by the defendant's sheep to the plaintiff's close, 
if it is admitted that the sheep were upon the plaintiff's land, the burden is 
upon the defendant to show some justification or excuse; and if they 
entered from the highway, and no justification or excuse is shown for their 
being in the highway, the plaintiff is entitled to damages. 

ON RER0RT. 

Trespass quare clausurn for damage done to plaintiffs 
close in vYaterford, in the month of April, 1882, by the defend-
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ant's sheep. Damages claimed, fifteen dollars. The facts as 
found by the court are sufficiently stated in the opinion. 

Seward S. Stearns, for the plaintiffs. 
G. A. Chaplin, for the defendant. 

WALTON, J. It being an admitted fact that the defendant's 
sheep were several times upon the plaintiff's land within the 
time mentioned in the declaration, the burden of proof is upon 
the defendant to show some justification or excuse for their being 
there. This he attempts to do by evidence that they escaped 
from his own close into the plaintiff's through a defective parti
tion fence which it was the duty of the plaintiff to maintain. 
The evidence upon this point is conflicting, and it is difficult to 
say on which side it preponderates. There is no doubt that the 
sheep sometimes entered upon the plaintiff's close through the 
piece of fence in question; but whether it was the duty of the 
plaintiff or the defendant to keep that piece of fence in repair is 
not so easily decided. And we do not find it necessary to decide 
it; for we think the evidence fairly preponderates in favor of 
the proposition that one or more times the sheep entered upon 
the plaintiff's premises from the highway; and for these entries no 
justification or excuse is shown. True, it may be, as contended 
by the defendant's counsel, that in these fostances the sheep 
first entered upon the plaintiff's close through the piece of fence 
in dispute, and then strayed from there into the highway, 
and then back into the plaintiff's close, so that, if it was the 
duty of the plaintiff to keep this piece of fence in repair, it was 
his fault that they were in the highway. But of this we are not 
satisfied. We think the evidence fairly preponderates in favor 
of the proposition that the sheep were first in the highway 
through the defendant's fault, and then entered upon the plaint
iff's close from the highway ; and, for such an entry, as already 
stated, there seems to be no justification or excuse. Our con
clusion therefore is that the action is maintained, and that the 
plaintiff is entitled to recover some damages. 

Judgment for plaintiff for ten dollars damages. 

PETERS, C. J., VIRGIN, LIBBEY, EMERY and HASKELL, JJ., 
concurred. 
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RICHARD A. FRYE, Judge of Probate, 

vs. 

NATHANIEL B. CROCKETT and another. 

Oxford. March 6, 1885. 

Executor's bond. R. S., c. 64, § 9. Probate practice. 

157 

An executor's bond which omits to require the principal to account upon oath 
within one year is not conformable to statute.* 

An action upon an execntor's bond which is not conformable to statute, cannot 
be maintained in the name of the successor of the judge to whom it ,vas 
given. 

ON REPORT. 

An action in the name of the judge of probate on a bond given 
to his predecessor in office, the condition of which was as follows : 

"The condition of this obligation is such, that if the above 
bounden Nathaniel B. Crockett, executor of the last will and 
testament of Asa S. H. Wardwell, late of Rumford, in said 
county of Oxford, deceased, shall make, or cause to be made, a 
true inventory of all the real estate, and all the goods, chattels, 
rights and credits of the testator, which are by law to be admin
istered, which have, or shall come to his possession or knowledge, 

* Revised Statutes, c. 64, § 9, reads as follows :-
Sec. 9. Every executor before entering on the execution of his trust shall give bond, 

except when otherwise provided in the will, with sufficient sureties resident in the state, 
in such sum as the judge orders payable to him or his successors conditioned in substance 
as follows: 

I. To make and return to the probate court, within three months, a true inventory of 
all the real estate, and all the goods, chattels, rights and credits of the testator, which are 
by law to be administered, and which come to his possession or knowledge. 

II. To administer, according to law and the will of the testator, all his goods, chattels, 
rights and credits. 

III. To render, upon oath, a just and true account of his administration within one 
year, and at any other times, when required by the judge of probate. 

IV. To account, in case the estate should be represented insolvent, for three times the 
amount of any injury done to the real estate of the deceased by him, or with his consent, 
between such representation and the sale of such real estate for the payment of debts, by 
waste or trespass committed on any building thereon, or any trees standing and growing 
thereon, except as necessary for repairs or fuel for the family of the deceased; or by 
waste or trespass of any other kind; and for such damages as he recovers for the like 
waste or trespass committed thereon. 
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and return the same so made under oath, into the probate court 
for said county of Oxford, within three months from the date 
hereof, and shall administer according to law, and to the will of 
the said testator, the same goods and chattels, rights and credits, 
and all other goods and chattels, rights and credits of the said 
deceased at the time of his death, or which at any time after 
shall come to the possession or knowledge of the said executor; 
And shall also pay, or cause to be paid, all the debts and legacies 
of the said testator, unless the estate of said testator from some 
unexpected event, should prove insufficient for the payment of 
the same, in which event the said executor shall render upon 
oath a just and true account of his administration and of his 
proceedings therein within the time required by law, and at any 
other times when required by the judge of probate for the time 
being, for said county of Oxford, and pay and deliver any 
balance, or any goods and chattels, rights and credits remaining 
in his hands upon the settlement of said accounts of administra
tion, to such person or persons as the said judge of probate by 
his decree or sentence pursuant to law shall direct; and shall 
also account, in case the estate should be represented insolvent, 
for three times the amount of any injury done to the real estate 
of the deceased by him or with his consent, between the time of 
the representation of insolvency and the sale of such real estate 
for the payment of debts by waste or trespass committed on any 
building thereon, or on any trees standing and growing thereon, 
except as may be necessary for repairs, or fuel for the family of 
the said deceased, or by waste or trespass of any other kind, 
and also for such damages as he may recover from any heir or 
devisee of the estate, or other person, for the like waste or 
tregpa8s committed on any such real estate. Then the foregoing 
obligation shall be void and of no effect, or otherwise shall abide 
:ind remain in full force and virtue. 

Nathaniel B. Crockett. 
Samuel R. Chapman. 
Sylvanus S. Akers. 

[Seal. J 
[Seal. J 
[Seal. J 

"Signed, sealed and delivered in presence of ,T. L. Chapman. 

(' At a court of probate held at Paris, within and for the county 
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of Oxford, on the third Tuesday of July, in the year of our Lord 
eighteen hundred and sixty-three. 

''The above bond is examined, approved, and ordered to be 
recorded and filed. 

E. ,v. Woodbury, Judge. 
Recorded by J. S. Hobbs, Register." 

H. C. Davis, for the plaintiff, contended that the bond in suit 
contains the conditions of an executor's bond. R. S., c. 64, § 9. 
It contains other conditions - that where the executor is resid
uary legatee, § 10, and a condition applicable to administrators, 
§ 19. 

There is no condition in the bond in suit which is more 
pr~judicial to the obligors than the particular form prescribed by 
statute, or but that may be rejected as surplusage. 

Enoch Foster, for the defendants, cited: Probate v. Adams, 
49 N. H. 152; R. S., c. 64, § 9; Hall v. Cushing, 9 Pick. 
403; Prop'rs Union Wlwif v. 1.Wnssey, 48 Maine, 311; Lord 
v. Lancey, 21 Maine, 468; Cleaves v. Dockray, 67 :Maine, 
124; Potter v. Titcomb, 7 Maine, 311. 

vVALTON, J. This is an action against one of the sureties 
upon an executor's bond, the other surety being dead, and the 
action against the principal having been discontinued. One 
objection to the maintenance of the suit is that it is brought in 
the name of the wrong person; and, upon examination, we are 
satisfied that this objection must be sustained. 

It is settled law that an action upon an executor's bond, not 
conformable to statute, can be maintained only in the name of 
the judge to whom it was given. Such a bond, being good only 
at common law, can not be sued in the name of a successor. 
The bond in suit,· in this case, is not conformable to statute. 
It contains omissions a11d additions. The principal in the bond 
was not an adri1inistrator, nor a residuary legatee. He was the 
executor named in the will, but no legacy was therein given to 
him, residuary or otherwise. The bond required of such an 
executor differs from that which is required of an executor who 
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is a residuary legatee ; and it differs from that which is required 
of an administrator. And the statute is precise with respect to 
the form of each of these three kinds of bonds. And yet the 
bond in this case <loes not conform to either of them. It omits 

'one important condition required of ordinary executors- namely, 
that which requires them to account upon oath within one year -
and substitutes others which are applicable only to administrators 
and executors who are residuary legatees. This will appear 
upon inspection of the bond, and by comparing it with the 
requirements of the statute. How such a form for a bond came 
into existence, it is difficult to conceive. Very clearly, it is not 
a statute bond ; and a suit upon it, if maintainable at all, can be 
maintained only in the name of the judge to whom it was given. 
This :mit is not in the name of the judge to whom the bond was 
given. It is in the name of a successor. Such an action is not 
maintainable. Gleaves v. Dockray, 67 Maine, 118, and cases 
there cited. 

Plaintiff nonsuit. 

PETERS, C. J., VIRGIN, LIBBEY, E.\IERY and HASKELL, JJ., 
concurred. 

FRANCES J. G. THOMPSON 

vs. 

WILLIAM T. HALL, tTudge of Probate. 

Same vs. ISAAC P. TIBBETTS. 

Sagadahoc. Opinion March 6, 1885. 
Probate practice. Guardi1in. Non compos. Certiorari. Prohiuition, 

A petition, addressed to the judge of probate, which alleges that the peti~ 
tioner is a friend of a person who has been adjudged by that court to be of 
unsound mind and incompetent to manage his own affairs, or to protect his 
rights, and that the person who was appointed guardian had refused to 

· qualify for that trust, will give the probate court jurisdiction and authorize 
the judge, after notice and hearing, to appoint another person as guardian 
of the non compos. 

ON EXCEPTIONS and report. 

The first case is a petition for a writ of certiorari to a judge of 
probate to bring in the records of that court relating to the 
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appointment of a guardian for the petitioner, and that the same 
be quashed. The presiding justice ruled as a matter of law that 
the writ could not be issued nnd dismissed the petition. To this 
ruling the petitioner alleged exceptions. 

The second case is a petition for a writ of prohibition in which• 
it is asked that the person appointed her guardian may be pro
hibited from acting as such. This case comes up on report. 

The following is the petition to the probate court and the action 
of that court thereon: 

'' To the honorable judge of the probate court for the county 
of Sagadahoc, next to be holden at Bath, on the first Tuesday of 
January, A. D. 1882. 

"Joseph M. Trott respectfully represents that he is a friend of 
Frances J. G. Thompson of said Bath who has been adjudged by 
the honorable court to be of unsound mind and incompetent to 
manage her own affo,irs, or to protect her rights, and that Orville 
A. Robinson who was appointed guardian of the said Frances has 
refused to qualify for said trust. 

",v-herefore he prays that letters of guardianship may issue to 
Isaac P. Tibbetts, of Topsham, in said county, he being a suita
ble person to act as guardian aforesaid. 

" State of Maine. 
term, A. D. 1882. 

Joseph M. Trott." 
Sagadahoc, ss. Probate court, January 

"On the foregoing petition, it is ordei·ed, that the said Frances 
J. G. Thompson be cited to appear at a probate court io be held 
.at Bath, within and for said county, on the first Tuesday of 
February, 1882, at ten o'clock in the forenoon, and show cause, 
if any she has, why the prayer of said petitioner should not be. 
granted, by serving her with a true and attested copy of the 
foregoing petition, with this order thereon, fourteen days prim· 
to the holding of said court. 

Wm. T. Hall, Judge." 
[ Service was duly made and proved. J 
"State of Maine. Sagadahoc, sis. Pi-obate court, February 

term, A. D. 1882. 

VOL. LXXVII. 11 
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11 On the foregoing petition, it is decreed thnt the said Frances 
J. G. Thompson is of unsound mind and incompetent to manage 
her own estate or to protect her rights; and it is also decreed, 
that Isaac P. Tibbetts, of Topsham, be appointed guardian of 

•said Frances J. G. Thompson, and that he give the bond required 
by law in the sum of one thousand dolhm, before entering on the 
execution of said trust. 

[Seal. J W. T. Hall, Judge." 
"A true copy. Attest, 

Cyrus ·w. Longley, Register." 

W. Gilbert, for the petitioner. 
The petition of Trott does not recite the previous proceedings, 

or claim to engraft itself upon them. It undertakes to state a · 
cause why the court should take jurisdiction and appoint. But 
it fails to make any case of jurisdiction under the statute. R. S., 
1871, c. 67 § 4; Ove1·seers v. Gullifer, 49 Maine, 360. 

Such being the case, the petitioner, who in point of fact, 
though ignorant of law and legal rights, is no more non compos 
than three quarters of the people, petitions to quash the record 
by certiorari. 

In thi8 she is met by an opinion of Chief Justice SHA w, in 
Peters v. Peter·s, 8 Cush. 529. In view of the great ability of 
that learned judge, we may fairly impute the labored argument 
of the opinion to a desire to defend the court against all possible 
imputation of error in a matter, where the court evidently had 
no power of relief from erroneous a<ljudication. Certainly it 
needed no labor of argument to show that in a case of pi·obate 
jurisdiction, an e1T01' in allowjng a will which ought to 1::iave been 
rejected cannot Le corrected by this process. 

Counsel further cited: R. S., c. 77, § 5; Harriman v. Co. 
Com,'rs, 53 Maine, 88; Bishop of Chicheste1· v. Hm·ward, l T. 
R. 650. 

C. lV. Larmhee and A. N. Willimns, for the respondents, 
cited: Cooper, Petitioner, 19 Maine, 260; Constitution, Art. 
6, § 7; Sturtevant v. Ta1llnan, 27 Maine, 82; 3 Bl. Com. 66, 
67, 112; Peters v. Peters, 8 Cush. 529; Sinipson v. Norton, 
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45 Maine, 281; Pierce v. Irish, 31 Maine, 254; Clark v. 
Pishon, 31 Maine, 503; .1.1fcLean v. Weeks, 65 Maine, 411 ;: 
Roderigas v. East River Sav. Inst. 63 N. Y. 460; 1 Bouvier's: 
Law Diet. 391; Washburn v. Phillips, 2 Met. 296; Grant v .. 
Gould, 2 H. Bl. 100; The People v. Seward, 7 Wend. 518. 

DANFORTH, J. The first named case is a petition for a writ or 
certiorari to issue to the probate court for the county of Sagada-
hoc asking that its records relating to the appointment of a~ 
guardian for Frances J. G. Thompson be quashed. 

The second case is a petition that the guardian so appointed: 
be prohibited from the further exercise of his duties as such. 

In Peters v. Peters, 8 Cush. 529, SHAW, C. J., in a very able· 
and exhaustive opinion held that the supreme court of Massachu~
setts was not authorized under the statutes of that commonwealth1 
to issue a writ of certiorari to the probate court in any case .. 
The reasoning of that opinion will apply equally well to the law· 
of this state and seems to be conclusive in favor of the conclusion, 
there reached. It is true that the case then under consideration 
differed materially from that now before this court, and thei 
authority of the court to issue such a writ was not necessary 1.o -
the disposal of the case, yet the argument is none the less. 
con\' incing. 

But if the court were authorized to issue such a writ we are· 
satisfied that there is no such error in the records in question as. 
to require it. 

The objection raised here is that the record of the proceedings; 
under which the guardian was appointed does not show jurisdic-
tion in the court so appointing. ·were the petition of Joseph 
M. Trott the initiative of the proceedings complained of the: 
objection would be, clearly, well founded. Overseers v. Gullifer,. 
49 Maine, 360. But such is not the case. It is true that the· 
previous proceedings are not incorporated into this petition .. 
Nor is that necessary. It does refer to them. It is addressed: 
to the '' judge of probate for the county of Sagadahoc." It 
aHeges that the petitioner is a '' friend of Frances J. G. Thompson 
who has been adjudged by the honorable court to be of unsound 
mind and incompetent to manage her own affairs, or to protect 
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her rights, and that Orville A. Robinson who was appointed 
guardian of said Frances has refused to quali(y for said trust." 
Here is a direct reference to the prior proceedings of the court, 
and to proceedings which were unfinished and still upon the 
docket of the court, for they could not be finally disposed of 
.until the appointee had not only accepted but qualified by giving 
the required bond. Here was a sufficient description to enable 
the court to identify its own unfinished record and to the res
pondent notice of the adjudication of the unsoundness relied 
upon. The petition of Trott was not therefore the commence
ment of a new process, but tl1e continuation of one already 
pending. Upon examining these prior proceedings no defect is 
found in them, none has been pointed out or claimed to exist. 
Both sides rely somewhat upon R. S., 1871, c. 67, § 23, revision 
iof 1883, c. 67, § 2G, giving the probate court authority to 
:appoint a new guardian in case of the death, resignation, or 
irernoval of the guardian, '' without further intervention of the 
:municipal officers." But this section is not applicable. Here is 
©either a death, resignation or removal. That could be only after 
:the guardian had been legally qualified and the proceedings 
-;:finished. Here was a refusal to accept, leaving the proceedings 
runfinished, the purpose in view unaccomplished. If Robinson 
J1ad been present and declined the appointment when made, there 
1.cam b.e no doubt that the respondent being present, the court 
,could have appointed another person. It can make no difference 
that this case was continued one or more terms to await the 
Tesult, except perhaps the necessity of giving a new notice, as 
was done here, for it would be proper that the respondent should 
be heard as to the person to be appointed as well as upon the 
•question of the necessity of appointing any one. In either case 
the decree as to unsoundness already made is the foundation of 
'the appointment. 

It is true that the last decree is informal and of itself insuf
ficient. So far as it relates to the unsoundness of the respondent, 
'it is unauthorized by the petition. · That does not ask for any 
inquiry into that question. It simply alleges that she has 
already been decreed unsound in the language of the statute 
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authorizing the appointment of a guardian ; that the attempted 
appointment had failed by reason of non acceptance, and asks that 
the work may be completed by the appointment of another. 
That part of the decree which is in conformity with the petition, 
and which has a legal basis to rest upon, cannot be made invalid 
by another part which is not authorized, and which is not 
necessary to a disposition of the case. 

The result is, the records of the probate court taken as a 
whole so far as they relate to this case, show that the guardian 
has been legally appointed, and therefore neither the writ of 
certiorari nor prohibition can be granted. 

Exceptions in petition for certiorari overruled. 
Petition for pro!tibition denied. 

PETERS, C. J., WALTON, LIBBEY, EMEHY and FOSTER, JJ., 
concurred. 

LEMUEL CooLBROTH vs. MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD CoMP ANY. 

Cumberland. Opinion March 7, 1885. 

Master and servant. 

It is the well settled law that a servant of'matnre age and common intelligence, 
when he engages to serve a master, undertakes, as between himself and 
master, to run all the ordinary and apparent risks of the service. 

ON exceptions to the ruling of the court in overruling defend
ant's demurrer to the plaintiff's declaration. 

S. a. Strout, H. W. Gage and F. S. Strout, and N. and 
H. B. Gleaves, for the plaintiff. 

The question presented by this writ and demurrer, is whether 
the master, who has full knowledge of the perils of a service, 
and orders his servant to dangerous work, of the danger of 
which he is ignorant, both from inexperience and from reliance
upon the superior knowledge of the master, is liable for an 
injury received by the servant in such employment, when he is. 
without fault, and acting carefully. 

This court say, in Buzzell v. Laconia Man. Go. 48 Maine,, 
116: "The superior intelligence and determining will of th& 
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master demand vigilance on his part that his servants shall 
neither wantonly nor negligently be exposed to needless and 
unnecessary peril. The servant has no general control. He is 
the actor. The master is the director. The one commands, the 
other obeys." '' His service is compulsory from the pressure of 
want." '' He has a right to presume that all proper attention 
shall be given to his safety, and that he shall not be carelessly 
and needlessly exposed to risks not necessarily resulting from 
his occupation. " 

These remarks apply to the case at bar. 
It has been held that an employer who takes an inexperienced 

man into a dangerous place without apprising him of the risks 
of the employment, and without warning him of his danger, is 
liable in case of injury. Parkhurst v. Johnson, (Mich.) 
reported in 16 Reporter, 19. 

The same doctrine is held in Union Man. Co. v. Morrissey, 
(Ohio), 22 Amer. Law Reg. 574; J.Willer v. R. R. 17 Fed. 
Rep. 67; Elmer v. Locke, 135 Mass. 579; Ryan v. Tarbox, 
135 Mass. 207. 

It is a question for t.he jury, not matter of law, whether the 
master is negligent when the risk was incurred by direction of 
the master to do the act in a manner unnecessarily dangerous, as 
fo this case. Clarke v. Holmes, 7 Hurl. & N. 949; Greenleaf 
v. R. R. Co. 29 Iowa, 14; Patte1·son v. R. R. Co. 76 Penn. 
:St. 389; Ford v. R.R. 110 Mass. 240 ;• Hough v. R.R. 100 
U. 8. 215; Mulvey v. R. R. Locomoave Co. 14 R. I. 204. 

Upon the facts alleged, we are entitled to the judgment of the 
jury, whether negligence is in1putable to the defendants, and 
whether, under all the circumstances, the plaintiff was in the 
•exercise of due care. Ryan v. Tarbox, 135 Mass. 207 ; Snow 
-v. R. R. 8 Allen, 441; Huddleston v. Lowell .lefachine Shop, 
106 Mass. 282; Whittaker v. Boylston, 97 Mass~ 273 ; Coombs 
v. Cordage Co. 102 Mass. 572; Hough v. R. R. 100 U. S. 215. 

It follows that the demurrer is not well taken . 

.D1·ummond and Drummond, for the defendant, cited: 
Gavett v. 1W. & L. R.R. Co. 16 Gray, 501; Todd v. 0. 0. 
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R. R. Go. 3 Allen, 18; Gahagan v. B. & L. R. R. Go. 1 
Allen, 187 ; Grows v. 1-lf. G. R. R. Go. 67 Mt1ine, 100 ; 
Lawler v. A. R.R. Go. 62 Maine, 463; Day v. S. & D.R. R. 
Go. 42 Mich. 523, (2 A. & E. cas. 126); L. R. R. R. Go. v. 
Duffey, 35 Ark. 602, ( 4 A. & E. Cas. 637); G. & G. R. R. 
Go. v. Bresrner, 94 Penn. 103, ( 4 A. & E. Cas. 647); L. S. 
R.R. Go. v. 11lcOormick, 74 Ind. 44:0, (5 A. & E. Cas. 474); 
Ballou v. 0. & N. R.R. Go. (Wis.) 5 A. & E. Cas. 480; 
P. R. R. Go. v. Sentnieyer, 92 Penn. 276, (5 A. & E. Cas. 
508); Howland v. M. R. R. Go. (Wis.) 5 A. & E. Cas. 
578; G. R. R. Go. v. Lempe, (Texas) 11 A. & E. Cas. 201; 
Coombs v . . N. B. Cordage Go. 102 Mass. 572; Oayzer v. 
Taylo1·, 10 Gray, 274; Huddleston v. Lowell M. Works, 106 
Mass. 282; Arkerson v. Dennison, 117 Mass. 407 ; Buzzell v. 
Laconia M'j'g Go. 48 Maine, 113; Shanny v. Androscoggin 
Mills, 66 Maine, 427; M. R. R. Go. v. Haley, 25 Kansas, 
35, (5 A. & E. Cas. 594); Snow v. 1-L R.R. Go. 8 Allen, 
441; I1enney v. Shaw, 133 Mass. 501; Sullivan v. India Co. 
113 Mass. 396; Hill v. Gust, 55 Ind. 45 ; St Louis v. Valirius, 
56 Ind. 511; Thompson v. 0. R. R. Go. 18 Fed. Rep. 239; 
2 Thompson, Neg. 994, 10m) ; Hathaway v. M. G. R. R. Go. 
12 Am. & Eng. R. R. Cas. 249, see note; I. B. & W. R. v. 
Flanigan, 77 Ill. 365 ; F. W. R. R. Go. v. Gilclersleeve, 33 
Mich. 133; Walsh v. St. P. & D. R. R. Go. 2 Am. & Eng. 
R. R. Cas. 144. 

LIBBEY, J. It is the well settled law that a servant of mature 
age and common intelligence, when he engages to serve a master, 
undertakes as between himself and master, to run all the ordinary 
and apparent risks of the service. This rule is so well and 
uniformly settled that no citation of authorities is needed. 

There are exceptions to this general rule, but the facts averred 
in the plaintiff's declaration do not take the case out of it. The 
allegations are, in substance, thnt on the fifteenth day of 
October, 1879, he was, and for n long time prior thereto had 
been, in the employment of the defendants, and for three weeks 
prior thereto had been stationed ut the transfer station near 
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Portland, and required to throw into the train of the defendants 
going east by said station, mail bags, while the train was in 
motion, "which service, as was well known to the defendants 
and not well known to the plaintiff, was a dangerous service, ,t 
and on said fifteenth day of October, while in the performance of 
that service in carefully attempting to throw the mail bags into 
the mail car while the train was in motion passing said station, 
he was thrown down undu· the train and was injured. 

Here are no allegations of any unusual or extraordinary occur
rences on that occasion, 01· of any unusual danger that caused the 
plaintiff to fall, hut at best for him his fall and injury were 
caused by the ordinary and apparent dangers of the service -
apparent to any man of ordinary capacity for such service. 
True, it is alleged that the service '' as was well known to the 
defendants and not well known to the plaintiff, was a dangerous 
service, " but it is not alleged that the defendants did not inform 
the plaintiff that the sm·vice was dangerous - such an allegation 
is necessary to show the defendants in fault. The fact cannot be 
implied from the allegation that the dangers were not well known 
to the plaintiff. But we feel clear that in this case such an 
allegation would not help the plaintiff. The dangers were as 
apparent to the plaintiff as to the defendants. If the plaintiff 
did not understand them when he commenced the service, he 
had been performing it for three weeks, with all the dangers 
apparent every time he threw the bags into the car, without 
protest or complaint ; and by so doing must he held to have 
taken upon himself the hazards which caused his injury. 
Shanny v. And. Mills, 66 Maine, 420; Yeaton v. Boston & 
L. R. Oornpany, 135 Mass. 418; Hathaway v. JJ[ich. Gen .. 
R.R. Co. 12 A. & E. R.R. Cases, 249; Thompson on Neg. 
p. 976,. § 7. 

Exceptions sustained. IJenncrrer 
sustained. Declaration bad. 

PETERS, C. J., WALTON, Vrnorn, El\LERY and HASKELL, 

JJ., concurred. 
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SAMUEL F. MOSHER, vs. JOHN VEHUE. 

Franklin. Opinion March 9, 1885. 

Timber cut on mortgo,[Jed premises. Replevin. 

169 

Timber trees wrongfully cut by the mortgagor, or a stranger, may be taken 
and held by the mortgagee, or any one claiming under him ; and neither the 
one who cut the trees, nor one who has purchased the trees of him, can 
maintain replevin for them. 

ON EXCEPTIONS. 

Replevin for a quantity of peeled hemlock logs. 
The trees were cut and peeled by the husband of the mort

gagor of the land in possession, and sold t~ the plaintiff. The 
mortgagee gave no permission for cutting the timber and subse
quently assigned the mortgage and mortgage debt to the 
defendant. 

The presiding justice ruled that the assignment of the mort
gage carried with it the lumber in controversy, and that this 
action could · not be maintained and directed a verdict for the 
defendent. 

To this ruling the plaintiff alleged exceptions. 

H. L. Whitcomb, for the plaintiff contended, that the assign
ment of the mortgage to the defendant did not pass the title to 
the logs in controversy. That the mortgagee could maintain 
trespass against the mortgagor for the value of the trees cut or he 
could recover the property ; and that the asi;.ignment of the 
mortgage took the real estate as it then existed, and did not 
assign any right of action for a trespass previously committed. 
Counsel cited: Gore v. Jenness, 19 Maine, 53; Savings Bank 
v. Barrett, 122 Mass. 172; ]1erritt v. Harris, 102 Mass, 326; 
Durgin v. Busfield, 114 Mass. 492. 

S. Clifford Belchm·, for the defendant, cited : Hills v. Eliot, 
12 Mass. 26. 

WALTON, J. We think the ruling in this case was correct. 
There can be no doubt that when timber trees are wrongfully cut 
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upon mortgaged premises by the mortgagor or a stranger, with
out the consent of the mortgagee, the latter is entitled to take 
and hold possession of them. And we think it is equally clear 
that if the mortgagee assigns his mortgage, the assignee has the 
same right in this particular which the mortgagee before had; 
and that, as against the mortgagee or his assignee, neither the 
wrong doer, nor a purchaser from him, can maintain replevin for 
timber so cut. Such in effect was the ruling in this case. "\Ve 
think the ruling was correct. Smith v. Goodwin, 2 Maine, 
173; Gore v. Jenness, 19 Maine, 53; Page v. Robinson, 10 
Cush. 99. 

Exceptions overruled. Judgment 
on t!te verdict. 

PETERS, C. J., VIRGIN, LIBBEY, EMERY and HASKELL, JJ., 
concurred. 

HERBERT BLAKE vs. A. E. WING. 

Kennebec. Opinion March 12, 1885. 

Writs returnable at superior court. R. S., c. 77, § 69. 

A writ dated August 22, 1883, was made returnable at the February term, 1884, 
of the superior court, Kennebec county. Held, that it should have been made 
returnable at the September or December terms, 1883, of that court, under 
R. S., c. 77, § 69. 

ON EXCEPTIONS from superior court. 

Debt to recover from the defendant a penalty of five hundred 
dollars for his failure to publish the statement required of him 
as treasurer of Oakland Manufacturing Company by the pro
visions of R. S., 1871, c. 48, § 8. 

The opinion states the facts. 

J. H. Potter, for the plaintiff. 

A. a. Stilphen, for the defendant. 

PER CuRIAM. By the act of 1878, c. 10, § 6, now R. S., c. 77, 
§ 69, "actions (in the superior court for Kennebec county) shall 
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be made returnable at one of the next two terms, begun and held 
after the commencement thereof." This action was commenced 
August 22, 1883. The next two terms of the superior court 
thereafter were begun and held in September and December, 
1883. The action should have been made returnable at one of 
those two terms. It was made returnable to the February term, 
1884. This was against the command of the statute, and the 
action should have been dismis~ed according to defendant's 
motion filed on the first day of the return term. 

Exceptions sustained. Action to be dismissed. 

JAMES Low, in equity, vs. FRANCIS Low and others. 

Kennebec. Opinion March 17, 1885. 

Will. Legacy. Conditions. 

Where a testatrix in her will gave to a son one undivided tenth of her estate 
with this provision, "the same to be endorsed on a note given by him to my 
daughter Emily aforesaid, in the year 1878." Held, that it was the duty of 
the executor to appropriate the legacy to the payment of such note, and pay 
the residue only, if any, to the legatee. 

ON APPEAL. 

Bill of interpleader by the executor of the will of Mary Jane 
Low of Clinton against :Francis Low, James W. Sylvester and 
Emily L. Chase, to obtain the instruction Qf the court to whom 
he shall pay the legacy and bequest to said Francis Low. James 
w·. Sylvester claimed it by virtue of an assignment from the 
legatee dated December 20th, 1881, and he and Emily L. Chase, 
had each demanded of the executor the amount of the legacy. 

Francis Low and James W. Sylvester, on the one side, and 
Emily L. Chase, on the other, were ordered and decreed to inter
plead, and thereupon filed their several pleas claiming the fund. 
The case was heard on the pleadings and proof; and a decree 
was entered by the court in favor of Low and Sylvester. From 
this decree Emily L. Chase appealed to the law court. 

Other material facts stated in the opinion. 
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Edrnund F. Webb and Appleton Webb, for Emily L. Chase, 
appellant, cited: Swasey v .· American Bible Soc. 57 Maine, 
524; Tappan v. Debloi·s, 45 Maine, 122; Nason v. Ffrst 
Church, 66 Maine, 105; Richar·dson v. Kiiight, 69 Maine, 288; 
Pettingill v. Pettingill, 60 Maine, 412; Nutter v. Vickery, 64 
Maine, 490; Paul v. Compton, 8 Ves. 379; Dashwood v. 
Peyton, 18 Ves. 41; 2 Pomeroy's Eq. § § 1014, 1013, 1048, 
1051, 1058, 1080; 1 Perry, Trusts, § § 112, 223; Barding v. 
Glyn, 1 Atkyns, 469; Pushman v. Filliter, 3 Ves. 9; Brunson v. 
Hunter, 2 Hill, Ch. (S. C.) 490; McRee v. Means, 34 Ala. 349; 
Dresser v. Dresser, 46 Maine, 48; Erick.son Willard, l N. H. 
217; Oruwys v. Colman, 9 Ves. 320; Rogers v. Jones, 8 N. H. 
264; Farnsworth v. Childs, 4 Mass. 637. 

Brown and Carver, for appellees. 
It will be noticed that this note has matured into a judgment 

and it is therefore functus officio. Hence the language of the 
will cannot be complied with and produce any good. It would 
be an idle ceremony to indorse said legacy upon a note which 
has passed into a judgment. Another suggestion,- in }lppellant's 
name a suit was brought on this note against Francis Low in 
which James was summoned as trustee. The theory then was 
that James held this legacy as belonging to Francis and not to 
her. Did she not waive her right to this fund under the will by 
bringing that suit? 

Now as to the construction of the bequest. To give anything 
to a person ex vi terimini carries with it the right to have and 
enjoy it. To hold an object of gift up before a person and say, 
"I give this to you," and then inform that person that he cannot 
have or enjoy it, but that it shall be received and enjoyed exclu
sively by another cannot be called a gift. A gift must contemplate 
some enjoyment of the subject of the gift by the donee. 

Hence if his mother intended to make Francis a gift of any 
portion of her estate, she intended that he should receive and 
enjoy it. She could not have intended to tantalize him. The 
only purpose of testatrix by the provision to endorse the same 
on the note was to suggest to the legatee the use to which 
she desired he should put the legacy. If she intended it as 
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mandatory on the legatee she would have made use of apt words 
to make her intention plainer. 4 Kent's Com. 145. 

If intended to be mandatory it would be repugnant to the gift 
and void. Blackstone Bank v. Davis, 21 Pick. 42; Gleason 
v. Fayerweather, 4 Gray, 348; 2 Dane's Abr. 22; 5 Ves. 460; 
10 Ves. 265 ; 1 Ves. 286 ; 3 Ves. 324; 4 Kent, Com. 131-143 ;' 
4 Simons, 141 ; Coke on Lit. 227 a; 18 Ves. 56; 1 Denio, 450; 
Bacon's Abr. Tit. ~~Conditions;" 4 Sandt'. 36; 2 Ohio, 380; 38 
Maine, 18; 2 Redf. Wills, 228 and notes; 29 Mich. 82; 2 East. 
147. 

EMERY, J. In order to ascertain what a testator intended by 
any clnuse in his will, courts will place themselves so far as 
practicable, in his position, and look at matters as they appeared 
to him. They will endeavor to discern his probable motives, 
objects and desires, and so ascertain what he was thinking to 
effectuate by his will. His leading purpose, as indicated by· his 
words construed with reference to all the attending circumstances, 
is to have sway unless some rule of law forbids. 

Without giving our analysis of the testimony which is rarely 
advisable in a judicial opinion, we gather from the testimony and 
the will, the following facts. The testatrix arnl her husband bad 
four children. One of these, Francis Low, ,Jr. was something of 
a spendthrift, and was in a chronic state of indebtedness. He 
had received many advn,nces from his father, amounting, accord
ing to his written acknowledgment to at least fifteen thousan<l. 
dollars. In 1878 he applied to his father for a gift. of five 
hundred dollars, but was refused on the ground he already had 
more than his share. His sister Emi]y then loaned him five 
hundred dollars and took his note therefor. Francis claims the 
money really came from his father, and was not Emily's, hut we 
regard this as immaterial. He received five hundred dollars, and 
gave his note for it. It was a debt he owed, and was represented 
by that note, no matter who was the real creditor. In 1879, the 
father bought his peace of Francis and took a sealed release of 
all claims upon his estate. "re think the above facts were known 
to the testatrix, when she made her will in February, 1880, and 
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that the five hundred dollar note appeared to her as a debt due 
to Emily from Francis. The father died May, 1881. 

In her will the testatrix, Mary Jane Low, of Clinton, gave to 
her •t beloved son, George Low," five-tenths of her estate; to her 
,t beloved son, James Low," two undivided tenths; to her ttbeloved 
daughter, Emily Chase," two undivided tenths, and to her 
,t beloved son, Francis LO\v, Jr. of Clinton, aforesaid, one 
undivided tenth of my estate, the same to be endorsed on a note 
given by him to my daughter Emily, aforesaid, in theyear1878." 
This one-tenth, as the bill alleges, amounted to about five hundred 
dollars, the face of the note. She gave nine-tenths to the other 
three children, two of them residing in distant states. She gave 
only one-tenth to Francis who lived in the same town with her, 
and whose natural share would have been more than twice as 
much. She gave the nine-tenths absolutely. She gave the one
tenth for a specific purpose, to be endorsed on a note given by 
the, legatee. She evidently thought, from past experience, it 
would be of little use to leave any property to Francis. It 
would soon be spent or taken by his creditors. She wanted the 
debt to her daughter to be paid however. That was her leading 
purpose. A subsidiary purpose was to give Francis the benefit 
of the surplus, if any. 

It is the duty of the executor to effectuate that purpose. The 
executor is not only to administer the estate, but to execute the 
will of the deceased, when that will is ascertained. Were the 
devise to Francis, with the added direction that the amount be 
paid into a bank to his credit, the executor could pay it into the 
bank and thereby discharge himself. Were there a similar 
devise with the added direction that the amount be converted 
into U. S. bonds, the executor could so <lo. Here the command 
is that the amount be paid on the note- that is, paid to the 
holder of the debt to the credit of Francis. That would be a 
payment to Francis. He would have the benefit of it. It would 
be a meritorious disposition, and the disposition intended by the 
testatrix. 

We know no rule of law that forbids the executor to carry out 
this purpose of the testatrix. The counsel for Francis contends 
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that the devise is in fee and that any limitation is void. It is 
true that a proviso that the property shall not be aliened, or 
shall not be liable for the devisee's debts, has been often held 
void, as inconsistent and contrary to public policy. Here there 
is no such restraint. The devise is not unconditional in the first 
instance, with a subsequent illegal restriction. The testatiix 
has not undertaken to tie up the property from alienation, nor 
to devote it to any illegal purpose. The authorities cited do 
not apply. 

There are more than precatory words in the devise, though 
such word:-: from one having power to command what shall be 
done with his property, amount to a command that should be 
obeyed. Dashwood v. Peyton, 18 Ves. 41; Pushrnan v. 
Filliter, 3 Ves. 8. fo Erickson v. Willard, 1 N. H.' 217, 
there was a devise of all the estate in fee to ,J. W., the executor, 
with this clause, '' I desire that the said J. ·w. should, at his 
discretion, appropriate a part of my estate aforesaid, not exceed
ing fifty dollars a year, to the support of the widow, M. E.," &c. 
Assumpsit was brought against the legatee, who was also execu
tor. nnd recovery was had upon the ground there was a trust 
for l\l. E. 

Our conclusion in this case is, that the amount of the note 
should be paid by the executor to the owner of the note, or the 
judgment recovered thereon, that being the intent of the 
testatrix. The costs in the suit on the note have been added 
since the death and are not to be paid by the executor. The 
balance of the one-tenth, if any, is to be paid to Sylvm,ter, the 
assignee, who can ~tand no better than his assignor. The com
plainant's costs are to be paid out of the estate of the testatrix. 

Decree of interpleader affirmed. Decree in 
favor of Sylvester reversed. Decree to 
be niade in accordance with this opinion. 

PETERS, C. J., WALTON, DANFORTH, LIBBEY and FosTER, 

JJ., concurred. 
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ABBY C. PHILBROOK vs. HrnAM CLARK, 

Kennebec. Opinion March 17, 1885. 

lYiortgage debt. Presmnptio__n of payment. 

The presumption of payment of a mortgage debt, arising from the possession 
Of the mortgaged premises by the mortgagor, or his assign;-:, for more than 
twenty years after the maturity of the debt, may he rebutted. 

Where the holder of the mortgage permitted his mother, "·ho was the mort• 
gagor, and his sister, to whom the mother conveyed the equity, to occupy 
the premises for more than twn1ty years, and he testified without contradic• 
tion that the mortgage debt had not been paid, nnd that he permitted such 
occupancy by his mother and sister because of the relationship. Held, that 
the proof to rebut the presumption of payment was ample and explicit. 

ON REPORT. 

An action to foreclose a mortgage on a lot of land in Augusta. 

W. P. Young, for the plaintiff. 

S. and L. Titcomb, for the defendant. 

EMERY, J. The demandant's title is based on the mortgage 
from Sarah Ludd to Nathan vVeston, dated October 18, 1858, to 
secure two notes of the same date, on one and two years respect
ively. The tenant claims the mortgage debt is pnid and relies 
upon the presumption of payment, arising from the lapse of 
more than twenty years from the maturity of the mortgage, to 
wit. October 18, 1860, the writ being dated September 27, 
1883. The demandant offered evidence to rebut the presump
tion and claims that it is rebutted. 

The demandant ,vas assignee of the mortgage, through mcsne 
assignments, and he put in evidence, the mortgage and both 
notes secured thereby. George vV. Ladd, a son of the mortgagor, 
testified that he bought the mortgage of Weston, August 29, 
1862, and held the mortgage and notes as his own till he 
assigned them to his nephew in 1877, that he then held them for 
his nephew till 1879, when they were assigned to the demand
ant, his daughter, that he has been his daughter's agent, 
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and as such kept the mortgage and notes till produced at the 
trial, that nothing has ever been paid on the notes, that his 
mother lived on the premises till her death in 1874 or 1875, and 
after her death his sister Mary lived on them, that he permitted 
them so to do because they were his mother :md sister. The 
tenant claims under Mary. This testimony is uncontradicted, 
and there was no other material testimony on this point. One 
ground of presamption of payment grnwing out of lapse of time, 
is that a man is always ready to enjoy his own. Whatever will 
repel this, will take away the presumption of payment, and for 
this purpose it has been held sufficient, that the party wns insol
vent, or a near relation. TVananiak~r v. Buskirk, Saxton, (N. J.) 
685 ; 23 Am. Dec. 7 5.5. Here the holder of the mortgnge 
from 1862, was the son of the mortgagor and the brother of 
Mary. The son seems to have had control of the matter, and 
he says the mortgage has not been paid, and that he permitted 
hi8 mother aml sister to occupy the homestead without enforcing 
payment. The proof to rebut the presumption should always 
be ample and ~xplicit. ,v e think it is so in this case. 

The tax title is not valid. The tax was assessed to ~~ Estate 
of Sarah Ladd." Fai1:field v. Woodman, 76 Maine, 549. 
Indeed the claim by tax title is not insisted on. 

Judgment for de1nanclant. 

PETERS, C. J., WALTON, DANFORTH, LIBBEY and FosTER, 

J J., concm·red. 

INHABITANTS OF BRIGHTON V8. INHABITANTS OF ST. ALBANS. 

Somerset. Opinion March 17, 1885 . 

.Evidence. Paupers. 

A casual remark, or expression of opinion of an overseer of the poor, not 
connected directly with some official act, is not admissible evidence against 
his town, upon the question of a pauper settlement. 

ON EXCEPTIONS. 

Assumpsit for supplies furnished one Joseph Cooley as a 
pauper. The only question was the settlement of the pauper. 

VOL, LXXVII. 12 
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At the trial Levi E. Judkins, a witness for the plaintiffs, 
testified that he was one of the overseers of the poor of Corn
ville in 1869, and he met John L. Field, one of the overseers of 
St. Albans, at a county convention held at Skowhegan, in the 
summer of 18G9, and comp1ained to him of Lathrop's ( chair
man of the overseera of St. All.mus) treatment of him in the 
matter of the supplies to Cooley, and complained that Lothrop 
refused to give him any receipt for such supplies; that Field 
replied '' it was all right, that they were in hopes to get rid of 
Cooley sometime." To the admission of this testimony as well 
as to other rulings which it is not necessary to state, the 
defendants alleged exceptions. 

Walton and Walton, for the plaintiff::;, cited: Weld v. Farm
ington, 68 Maine, 301; N01Ticlgewock v. Jlfadison, 70 Maine, 
174. 

D. D. Stewart, for the defendants, cited: Corinna v. Exeter, 
13 Maine, 321; .Pair.field v. Oldtown, 73 Maine, 573; New 
Bedford v. Taunton, 9 Allen, 207. 

E:\rnRY, J. The act of Sullivan Lothrop, one of the overseers 
of the poor of St. Albans, in paying, or allowing to Cornville a 
bill for supplies furnished the pauper, assuming him to have been 
acting for the board, \VUS properly admitted as evidence tending to 
show the pauper's settlement in St. Albans, though it was by no 
means conclusive. Weld v . .Parniington, 68 Maine, 301; 
.Pah:field v. Oldtown, 73 Maine, 573. But the casual remark 
of John L. Field, another overseer of the poor of St. Albans, 
unconnected with any act, is not within the principle of those 
cases. It is the acts, and not the words of the overseers, that 
are evidence. Their wor<ls are only admissible evidence, when 
accompanying their acts, and as part of their acts. Corinna v. 
Exeter, 13 Maine, 321. The letter which was admitted in 
.Pair:field v. Oldtown, sup1·a, was written in the course of 
official correspondence. Its statements were res gestae made 
while transacting official business and as part of the business. It 
was in the nature of a document. 
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In the case before us there was no talk with Field about; 
official business. The meeting with him was casual in a distant 
town. Judkins did not accost him to talk about the business .. 
He only complained of Lothrop's treatment of him, and of the· 
refusal to give him a receipt. He did not ask anything of" 
Field. Field did not assume to do anything. The business had; 
been done. He only answered J udkin's remark about his treat-• 
ment. He said "it (the treatment, the not giving the receipt)! 
was all right, that they were in hopes of getting rid of Cooley
someti:ne." This was the merest casual remark, unofficial, andl 
unconnected with any act. It was simple opinion, and hearsay
at that. No authority has been cited for its admissibility, andl 
we think its admission was an error, harmful to the defendant, 
town of St. Alb~ns. 

Exceptions sustained. 

PETERS, C. J., DANFORTH, VIRGIN, FOSTER and HASKELL,., 
JJ., concurred. 

JAMES WRIGHT 

vs. 
QoLUMBIA HUNTRESS and J. F. HoLMAN, trustee. 

Somerset. Opinion March 17, 1885. 

Trustee process. Insolvent law. 
An assignment by the judge of the court of insolvency, of the insolvent; 

debtor's property to the assignee, dissolves all attachments made within, 
four months prior to the commencement of insolvent proceedings, even: 
though the property would not come to the assignee in insolvency, and the· 
proceedings were instigated by an adverse claimant for the express purpose: 
of dissolving the attachment. 

ON REPORT as to the liability of trustee. 

The opinion states the material facts .. 

James Wright, for the plaintiff. 

S. S. Brown, for the trustee. 

EMERY, J. The attachment by this trustee process was made 
August 13, 1881. The defendant filed his petition to be ad-
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judged an insolvent, October 4, 1881. He was adjudged an 
insolvent. An assignee was appointed, and a deed of assign .. 
ment to him in due form according to § 68 of the insolvent 
law, now R. S., c. 70, § 33, was made by the judge, November 
1, 1881. By the express provision of that section, such an 
:assignment dissolved any attachment made within four months 
before the commencement of the proceedings, and of course 
dissolved an attachment made August 13, 1881. Attachment 
:by trustee process is dissolved as well as any other. Wilmarth 
v. Richmond, 11 Cush. 463. The fact that the property 
:uttached would not, upon dissolution of the attachment, pass to 
the assignee, but to some adverse claimant; will not save the 
:attachment. Grant v. Lyman, 4 Met. 470. 

The plaintiff urges that the insolvency proceedings were insti
;gated by the trustee, and were begun for the express purpose of 
,depriving him of his attachment, and so are void as to him, on 
the ground of fraud. Whatever the motive, the proceedings 
will have the same effect. Insolvency proceedings are usually 
begun for the express purpose of dissolving attachments. In
deed, that was the pttrpose of the insolvent law, to break up 
.attachments and other liens, and secure equal distribution. 

Trustee discha1·ged. 
'PETERS, C. J., vVALTON, DANFORTH, LIBBEY and FOSTER, 

,J J .. , concurred. 

SAMUEL WEBB vs. COUNTY COMMISSIONERS. 

Waldo. Opinion March 17, 1885. 

Ways. Increase of damages. Report of committee. R. 8., 1871, c. 18, § 8. 

'The committee appointed under R. S,, 1871, c. 18, § 8, to appraise damages in 
case of location of ways are not required to make their report at the first 
term of the Supreme Judicial Court next after appointment. 

The report may be presented to the court when it is finally completed. 

ON EXCEPTIONS. 

Petition for increase of damages for land taken for a highway, 
located by county commissioners, filed at the December term, 
1882. 
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At the April term, 1883, of the commissionen;, a committee 
of three was agreed upon and a warrant was issued to them. 
At the October term, 1883, of the Supreme Judicial Court, a 

return was filed with the clerk, signed by two of the committee. 
The return remained in the hands of the clerk,. signed by but 
two of that committee, until the April term, 1884. 

At that term, the presiding judge, against the respondents' 
objections, allowed the other member of the committee to sign 
the retnrn. After the return had been signed by the third 
member of the committee, the case was entered upon the docket, 
and the presiding judge ordered the report accepted. 

To the ruling allowing the return to be signed by the third 
member of the committee, and to the acceptance of the return by 
the presiding judge, the respondents alleged exceptions. 

Philo Hersey, for the plaintiff. 

Wm. H. Fogler and George E. Wallace, for the defendants. 
No report having been filed at the October term, 1883, the 

court at that term, or at any subsequent term, should have 
ordered the appeal dismissed. · 

A report filed at a subsequent term is void and cannot be ac
cepted. Belfast v. Oo. Com. 53 Maine, 431; Windham, 
Pet'rs, 32 Maine, 452. 

'' The legislature has not seen fit to make the prompt decision 
of these appeals in any manner dependent upon the caprice, 
carelessness or procrastinating disposition" of any committee or 
party. The court has no authority to depart from the express 
provisions of the statute, to give effect to unauthorized proceed
ings. French v. Go. Com. 64 Maine, 583. 

EMERY, J. The question is whether the committee agreed 
upon under R. S., 1871, c. 18, § 8, upon petition for increase
of damages for land taken for roads, must make their report to 
this court at the term next after their appointment, or at the
term next after their final decision. By § 13 of the same
chapter, the jury, ( if no committee was agreed upon ) were to, 
view the premises, hear the testimony and the arguments of the: 
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parties and their counsel, and render a verdict signed by all of 
them, which was to he enclosed in an envelope with an endorse
ment thereon stating the contents, and delivered to the officer 
having charge of them, '' who is to return it to the Supreme 
Judicial Court at the next term thereof to be held in the same 
county." The officer clearly was to return it to the next term 
after he received it, and the term meant is the term next after 
the verdict is signed and sealed up. 

After detailing what is to be done with the verdict in court 
after it is returned, the same section provides, "If the matter is 
determined by a committee, as provided in this chapter, their 
report shall be made to the next term of said court held in the 
sa'me county. " The committee's report was to be made no 
earlier than the jury's verdict was to be returned. We think 
the language of the statute does not require either to be done at 
the first term after the appointment. 

In the matter of a committee appointed by the Supreme 
Judicial Court in road cases, under § 38, the legislature ex
pressly stipulated in words that the report should be made "at 
the next or second term after their appointment." In providing, 
.in -the same chapter, for the report of the committee appointed 
:by the court of county commissioners, the words "after their 
appointment" are omitted. The difference in the language is 
noticeable, and we think there is an equal difference in the 
:.inte11t. 

Exceptions overruled. 

PETERS, C. J., DANFORTH, VIRGIN, FOSTER and HASKELL, 
.JJ.,, <0oncurred. 

GARDNER F. DANFORTH vs. RUEL s. CUSHING. 

Penobscot. Opinion March 17, 1875. 

Deceit. Fraudulent re,presmtation. Action . 

.An action for deceit is not maintainable without proof of some actual loss 
resulting from the deceit . 

. .:A representation that the plaintiff was to have the same right in a store that a 
prior tenant had enjoyed, the prior tenant having occupied the store for 
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years under an oral letting, is simplv a representation that the plaintiff was 
to have a tenancy at will; and the fact, that the owner ejected him after 
thirty days notice, gives him no right of action against the party making the 
-representation. 

ON REPORT. 

Action for deceit. The opinion states the material facts. 

H. L. 1.lfitchell, for the plaintiff, cited: Nowlan v. Gain, 3 
Allen, 261; Watson v. Poulson, 7 Eng. L. & Eq. 585; White v. 
1Jferritt, 3 Seld. 352; Lewis v. Eagle Ins. Go. 10 Gray, 512; 
Sharp v. Mayor, 40 Barb. 256; Milne v. Nmwood, 28 Eng. L. 
'-i Eq. 373; Weatlwifm·d v. Fishback, 3 Sum. 170; Pasley v. 
Freeman, 3 T. R. 51; Phillips v. Bush, 15 Iowa, 64; Randall v. 
Trim, 37 Eng. L. & Eq. 275; TVright v. Roach, 57 Maine, 600. 

Barker, Vose and Bar leer, for the defendant. 

EMERY, J. The evidence put in by the plaintiff makes out a 
case briefly stated as follows: For years prior to April, 1881, 
Daniel vVhite had been carrying on a jewelry and fancy goods 
business, as tenant at will only, in a store owned by Hollis 
Bowman. Cushing, the defendant, had a small business in the 
same store, as tenant under White. In March, 1881, Cushing 
asked Danforth, the plaintiff, to help him buy out White, telling 
him it was a grand good place for business, and they could make 
some money there. They agreed with vVhite to buy him out ut 
an appraisal. It was first proposed to take the business as 
partners, but at the time of the purchase, they made a division 
of the store, and the ~oods for a separate business. ,vhen they 
came to the point of the payment to \Vhite, Danforth wanted the 
lease of the store made certain, and proposed to go to Bowman 
for a lease. Cushing told him, Bowman would not give a written 
lease, but that he had seen Bowman and Bmvman had agreed 
they should have the same rights there as White. ,Vhite, upon 
being appealed to said all the occupants in the block owned by 
Bowman were tenants at will only, and that Bowman'8 word was 
as good ns a written lease. rrhereupon, Danforth relying upon 
Cushing's assurance, that the matter of the lease ,vas fixed all 
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right, paid over his money, and took his share of the goods. 
Danforth understood as Cushing knew, that Cushing had spoken 
to Bowman in behalf of the two, and that they were to be 
tenants in common to Bowman. In fact, however, Cushing had 
only spoken for himself, and intended that Danforth should be 
his tenant. Cushing and Danforth took possession of their 
respective portions of the store about April 1. Soon trouble 
arose, and Danforth applied to Bowman for a lease to him, or to 
him and Cushing and was refused. Cushing verbally requested 
Danforth to leave, hut Danforth refused to go. July 1, follow
fog, Cushing procured Bowman to give his father, James N. 
Cushing, a written lease till April 1, 1882. Proceedings were 
then begun in the name of James, but for the benefit of defend
ant, to eject Danforth which failed (76 l\faine, 114). Danforth 
remained in the store a little over a year, when he was put out 
by an officer on a writ of possession in favor of Bowman, against 
James N. Cushing. Danforth offered to pay rent to Bowman 
who refused to receive it, as he looked to Cushing only. Dan
forth refused to pay Cushing after the first month, and has not 
paid any rent since. Danforth's business was broken up, and 
he became insolvent immediately after the ejectment. The 
defendant's evidence made out an entirely different case, but we 
have need only to consider the plaintiff's case. 

The action is deceit, and the deceit mainly alleged, and relied 
upon is the representation by Cushing that he had arranged with 
Bowman for the two to have the same rights ns vVhite, to wit. 
those of a tenant at will, whereas he had only arranged for him
self to have those rights. The representation in legal effect was 
as to what estate in the store, Danforth was to have. 

All the estate the plaintiff would have acquired had the repre
sentation been true, was a tenancy at will, and he did obtain a 
tenancy at will as it was. Upon the facts, as claimed hy the 
plaintiff, Cushing was a trustee of the estate for the plaintiff. 
He held the tenancy in trust for the plaintiff as well as himself. 
He was es topped from denying plaintiff's tenancy. Gushing v. 
Danforth, 76 Maine, 114. The plaintiff's estate was of the 
same legal value, whether he held directly of Bowman, or inter-
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mediately through Cushing, trustee. The extent of that estate 
in either or any event, was thirty days. Had the representation 
been true, the plaintiff would have had no legal assurance of 
anything more. Bowman might have changed his mind at any 
time. The plaintiff, in fact, had the use of the store for a year 
after the first month, without paying any rent, and was finally 
ejected by Bowman. ·He certainly obtained all he could have 
recovered in law, had the representation been true. He there
fore suffered from the misrepresentation no such loss as the law 
can weigh, and hence cannot maintain this action of deceit there
for. Pasley v. Freenian, 3 T. R. 51. If the after mis
fortunes of the plaintiff were the direct result of his ejectment 
by Bowman, they were very remote from the misrepresentation 
of Cushing, made over a year before. Bowman had a right to 
eject the plaintiff upon a proper process, had the representation 
been true. The truth or falsity of that representation did not 
affect Bowman's nor the plaintiff's legal rights in the store. 
That Cushing induced Bowman to eject the plaintiff does not 
save this action, which is only for the original deceit. If that 
ejectment ,vas illegal, the plaintiff must resort to other remedies, 
nnd he has already sued the officer therefor. Danforth v. 
Sfratton, 77 Maine, 200. 

The business proved unprofitable, hut we do not understand 
the plaintiff's counsel to claim that Cushing's statements, that the 
business could be bought at a. bargain ~ that it was a good place 
for business; that money could be made there, are actionable. 
These were Cushing's opinions only, and Danforth could have 
seen ,vhite's books, the case shows, and examined for himself. 
J1fartin v. Jordan, 60 Maine, 532; Farrell v. Lovett, 68 Maine, 
326. 

Plaintiff nonsuit. 

PETERS, C. J., DANFORTH, VmmN, FOSTER and HASKELL, 

JJ., concurred. 
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SAMUEL W. LuQuEs and others, executors, 
vs. 

INHABITANTS OF DRESDEN and others. 

Kennebec. Opinion March 17, 1885. 

Wills. Devise. 

A will contained a devise in these words: "Item. I give, bequeath, and 
devise unto the town of Dresden, in the county of Lincoln, to have and to 
hold forever in trust, and upon the conditions hereinafter stated, all _my real 
estate, situated in said town of Dresden, and all my meeting house property 
in said town owned by me; also in addition to the above the sum of fl.ve 
thousand dollars ($5000), provided that the said town of Dresden shall 
create and establish a fund of three thousand dollars ( $3000), to be known 
as the Lithgow Pine Grove Cemetery Fund, to be kept in trust, and held in 
trust by said town. The interest of which shall be paid annually to the 
owners or proprietors of such cemetery forever, to be by them applied to 
keeping the same in good order and condition, with a good fence around the 
whole lot. Provided further, also, that twelve dollars ($12) of said interest 
shall be expended annually for the purpose of decorating with flowers, &c. 
for putting and keeping in perfect order and condition forever, the small lot 
owned and occupied by my brother, Alfred G. Lithgow, and myself in said 
cemetery. This legacy and devise, if accepted by said town of Dresden, 
upon the conditions aforesaid, a copy of the vote of acceptance shall be filed 
with my executors, on or before two years from the time of my decease. 
Should any one of the aforesaid devisees or legatees refuse to accept the 
devised estate upon the conditions named in said devise, then such part 
together with the remainder of my estate, I then give, bequeath and devise 
one-half to the said town of Dresden, and the remaining half to the city of 
Augusta. Held : 

1. That the testator intended to establish a fund of eight thousand dollars 
and the real estate given, the income of which was to be appropriated to the 
use of the cemetery named. 

2. That the rejection of the real estate by the town of Dresden was a 
rejection of the whole devise. 

3. That the condition was one which could not legally have been per
formed, for a town cannot, at its own expense, raise a fund even in part, 
the income of which is to be appropriated as a gratuity to individuals, or a 
private corporation. 

4:. The amount of this devise falls into the residuum which is to be equally 
divided between the city of Augusta and town of Dresden. 

5. The residuary legatees take the real estate as tenants in common and 
the personal property in severalty. 

Bill in equity by the executors of the will of Llewellyn 
Lithgow, late of Augusta, to obtain a construction of the will. 
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S. W. Luques and S. and L. Titcomb, for the executors, 
contended that the town of Dresden had failed to accept the 
devise for the benefit of the cemetery upon the conditions named, 
and that, therefore, that devise, together with the residuum of 
the estate, remained undisposed of by the will. 

For the residuary clause was contingent upon the rejection by 
some legatee of a provision in his favor, and there has been no 
refusal to accept, in the sense in which those words are used in 
the residuary clause. Therefore the devise and legacy to 
Dresden, together with the residuary of the estate, belongs to 
the estate of Alfred G. Lithgow, a brother who survived the 
testator and was his sole heir, and should be paid to the executor 
of the Alfred G. Lithgow estate, and be by him passed over to 
Pauline C. Lithgow, as residuary legatee under the will of 
Alfred G. Lithgow. 

J. W. Spaulding and F. J. Bukm·, for the inhabitants of 
Dresden. 

W. S. Olwate, city solicitor, and E. S. Fogg, city solictor, 
for the city of Augusta. 

J. W. Bradbury, for the trustees of the Lithgow library and 
reading room. 

As the library has a substantial interest in the questions aris
ing in this case, under an authorized arrangement, by which it 
is to be the recipient of such sums as shall be found coming to 
Augusta under the residuary clause, I take the liberty in its 
behalf to submit the following brief suggestions for the consid
eration of the court : 

I. The will of Mr. Lithgow discloses the intention to dispose 
of his entire property, and to make Augusta and Dresden his 
residuary legatees. 

He first provides for his wife and brother and other relatives 
of the family, and then manifestly intends that all the residue of 
his property shall go to Dresden, the place of his birth, and 
Augusta, where he had spent the larger portion of his active 
life and accumulated the most of his estate. 
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He first makes to these towns certain specific bequests, and 
then constitutes them his residuary legatees. In making these 
bequests, it was his desire that a portion of them should be ap,.. 
plied to certain cherished objects. He wished that a public 
library and reading room should be established jn Augusta, on 
such solid basis as would make it a permanent memorial to his 
memory and a blessing to the citizens ; and that the cemetery in 
Dresden, where his ancestors reposed and where he expected to 
lie, should be cared for and kept in order through all coming 
time. These were objects worthy of the man and are entitled 
to be respected. To secure these cherished objects, the will 
provides in effect a penalty in case of refusal to comply with the 
prescribed conditions, that either town so refusing shall forfeit 
the full benefit of such legacy, and only receive a moiety thereof 
as one of the residuary legatees. The testator undoubtedly 
believed that this penalty would secure the accomplishment of 
his purpose. 

II. No refusal to comply with any of these conditions was 
necessary to make the towns residuary legatees. They are made 
such unconditionally. It would be an unreasonable and unwar
rantable construction of the will to hold that the rejection of 
some of the specific bequests was necessary to entitle the towns 
to the residuary property. It would be to hold that the inten_ded 
legatees must refuse to-eomply with the expressed wish of the 
testator to entitle them to his bounty ; and that if they did com
ply, he would cut them 9ff. It would be making him say to 
ti;i;em ~- If you carry out my desires, you shall not be my resid
uary legatees; but if you will thwart them you shall. There is 
nothing in the language of the will that forces such an unreason
able constructioa. 

The residuary clause reads thus : '' Should any one of the 
aforesaid devisees or legatees refuse to accept the devised estate 
upon the conditions named in the devise, then such parts, to
gether with the remainder of my estate, I give, bequeath and 
devise one-half to the said town of Dresden, and the remaining 
half to the city of Augusta." 
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To transpose the sentence, or to supply the ellipsis, would 
give the intention of the testator more clearly ; yet it is su:ffi ... 
ciently apparent that it was his purpose to add any rejected 
devise to the residuary fund, and that this, constituting the 
remainder of his estate, was to go to Dresden and Augusta as 
his residuary legatees. As a careful consideration of the language 
and manifest purpose of the will, cannot fail, it is believed, to 
lead to the above conclusion, I do not think it necessary to 
elaborate the points to which I have thus briefly alluded. 

III. The bequest is of the '' remainder of the estate, " em ... 
bracing real and personal property without distinction. It is 
hot a devise of a specified parcel of land, half to A and half to 
B, but of many unspecified parcels, together with the residue 
of the personal property ; and there would seem to be a pro
priety, as well as a convenience, if the executors could sell the 
teal m;tate and n1uke division of the proceeds, with the personal 
property, according to the will. They are in all respects well 
adapted to the succe~sful discharge of such duty, and it would 
be agreeable to those I represent, to have them do it, if the 
c·ourt shall feel authorized to give such constructions to the law. 
R. S., c. 68, § § 11, 14. 

DANFORTH, J. The answers to the first three questions pro
pounded in this bill, depend upon the construction of the item 
in the will which is as follows: '1I give, bequeath and devise 
unto the town of Dresden, in the county of Lincoln, to have and 
to hold forever in trust, and upon the conditions hereafter 
stated, all my real estate situated in the town of Dresden, and 
all meeting house property in suid town owned by me. Also in 
addition to the above, the sum of five thousand dollars, provided 
that the said town of Dresden shall create and e1:,tablish a fund 
of three thousand dollars, to he known as the Lithgow Pine 
Grove cemetery fund, to be kept in trust, and held ( in trust) 
by said town, the interest of which shall be paid annually to the 
owners or proprietors of said cemetery forever, to be by them 
applied to keeping the same in good order and condition, with a 
good fence around the whole lot. Provided further, also that 
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twelve dollars of said interest shall be expended annually, for 
the purpose of decorating with flowers, &c., for putting and for 
keeping in perfect order and condition forever, the small lot 
owned and occupied by my brother, Alfred G. Lithgow, and 
myself, in said cemetery. This legacy and devise, if accepted 
by said town of Dresden, upon the conditions aforesaid, a copy 
of the vote of acceptance shall be filed with my executors, on or 
before two years from the time of my decease. " A further pro
vision is that "should any one of the aforesaid devisees or legatees 
refuse to accept the devised estate upon the conditions named in 
said devise, then such parts, together with the remainder of my 
estate, I then give, bequeath and devise one-half to the said 
town of Dresden, and the remaining half to the city of Augusta." 

That the testator intended by the above named legacy and 
devise, to secure the establishment of a fund, the income of 
which was to be appropriated to the repair of Pine Grove ceme
tery, is clearly enough expressed; the amount of that fund is 
left in uncertainty. On the one hand, it is claimed that it was 
to be the real estate with the five thousand and three thousand 
dollars, and on the other, that it was but three thousand dollars. 
There are serious difficulties in either view. If the former is 
correct, then the town has rejected the legacy. The acceptance 
of the ~~ legacy and devise" in the manner designated in the will, 
is a condition precedent, without the performance of which, the 
town would not be entitled to receive it. There was an at
tempted performance, but the vote of the town filed distinctly 
rejected the ~~devise" of real estate. If that constituted a part 
of the fund from which the income was to come, whether much 
or little, it was a virtual rejection of the legacy given. It 
certainly was not an acceptance as required by the condition. 
The town could not elect a part to accept and a part to reject, 
but must treat it as a whole. This might be doubtful perhaps, 
if the real estate was not a part of the fund, for in that case its 
rejection would not diminish the income, and the testator, or 
his intended beneficiaries would have no cause of complaint. 

1'T as it then a part of the legacy given to the town upon the 
condition named? In other words did the testator intend that 
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the land and five thousand dollars should be a part of the fund 
to be established to which the three thousand dollars were to be 
added by the town, or was the three thousand to be the whole 
fund which the town might establish from the five thousand 
dollars and the land? The latter view is clearly sustained by 
the language used in the will in the immediate connection with 
the establishment of the fund. But the whole item in the will 
must be taken together. The land and the money must be 
treated as one, as given upon the same trust and the same condi
tions. Both were given in trust and hoth upon a condition. 
That trust was to continue forever. This was recognized by 
the town for it was on that ground that the land was rejected, 
that the trust imposed burdens too heavy to be borne. Hence 
the land ,vould be inalienable, the money must be kept for all 
time. "rhatever is to be done with the income the town could 
receive no benefit from it, for that which is given in trust is not 
for the use of the trustee hut for that of the cestui que trust, and 
here no cestui que trust is named except the cemetery. It could 
not therefore have been given to operate as an inducement, upon 
the town to create or establish a fund of three thousand dollars, 
for that which produces no benefit can be no inducement. 
Besides no apt words to show such an intention on the part of 
the testator are used. To enable that inference to be drawn 
there must be something to show that the trust as to the legacy 
mu:,t cease when the fund was established. 

The language used imposing the burden upon the town tends 
to the same conclusion. It is that the town shall '' create and 
establish a fund of three thousand dollars to be known," &c. If 
the fund was to be taken from the legacy it would be the creation 
of the legacy rather than that of the town. Certainly the town 
could in no proper sense be said to have created and established 
a fund which was given to it by another. 

It is true that with this construction of the will the legacy was 
one which the town could not legally accept and perform the 
condition attached. 

It will be noticed that the income of the fund is to be '' paid 
to the owners or proprietors of said cemetery." Hence we must 
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infer, and this inference is confirmed by the answer of the town, 
that the cemetery is not the property of the town, hut of individ-
uals, or a private corporation. Although a cemetery may be 
one of those things which a town may provide at its own expense, 
it cannot for that purpose make an assessment for the benefit of 
one ~ver which it has no control and which operates as a gratuity 
for the benefit of individuals who may or may not be inhabitants 
of the town. So too, while the statute R. S., c. 15, § 14, 
authorizes a town to accept and hold forever a legacy for the 
benefit of any burial lot or ground, it does not authorize the town 
to create a fund or a part of a fund for any such purpose. 

It may seem incredible that any person of so much intelligence, 
as was the testator in this case, should have made a legacy, not 
only with conditions which could not legally be complied with, 
but also such, as in this ca;5e, to make it more profitable for the 
legatee to reject than to accept, and thereby hold out a strong 
temptation to the legatee to thwart his intention by a refusal to 
accept. But we are not to construe this, or any other written 
instrument, in accordance with what we might think it proper to 
be done, but the intention must be learned from the language 
used, and if we are to give this will any other construction than 
that above indicated, we must omit words that are used and insert 
others of a very different import. If the testator had intended 
that the three thousand dollars was to be taken from the five 
thousand dollars and be the limit of the fund in amount, it would 
certainly have been easy to have used apt words to express that 
intention. But he has not done so, and we cannot disregard the 
language used, and impute to him an intention he has not expressed. 

It is, however, creditable to the town that at the risk of a 
considerable pecuniary sacrifice it has made all the efforts possible 
to accept the legacy, and carry out the known wishes of the 
testator so far as the law will allow. 

Under this conclusion that the town has rejected a legacy which 
it could not legally accept, the next question is what is to be done 
with the property so devised? Upon this point ,ve find no diffi
culty. The legacy having foiled, whether from rejection or 
illegality is immaterial, the property so devised falls into the 
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residuum. It is clear that the testator intended to dispose of all 
his property by his will, and that which failed of disposition in 
any other item must, of necessity be included in the residuary 
clause. 

That the residuary devise does not depend upon the acceptance 
or rejection of any legacy is apparent from the reading of the 
will. That condition applies only to the legacy rejected, and 
settles the question as to whether that shall go into the residuum. 
While, therefore, it may affect the amount disposed of by the 
residuary devise, it does not affect the validity or force of that 
devise. The result is, that the city of Augusta and the town of 
Dresden are the residuary legatees under the will, and are entitled 
to all the residue including the devise and legacy referred to in 
the first three questions. 

As we find no authority given in the will to sell any real estate, 
the fourth question must be answered in the negative. The two 
legatees become tenants in common of the real estate disposed 
of by the residuary clause, and take the personal property in 
severalty. 

Decree accordingly. Oosts to be a 
charge upon the estate. 

PETERS, C. J., WALTON, LIBBEY, EMERY and FosTER, 

J J., concurred. 

JosEPH RuMILL vs. BY-RON H. ·RoBBINS. 

Hancock. Opinion March 18, 1885. 

Ways. Ways from necessity, location of. 

The location of ways arising from necessity- may be made and changed by the 
concurrence of the parties. Such location or change need not be in writing 
nor formally agreed to. It may be inferred from the acts or acquiescence of 
the parties. 

ON REPORT. 

Trespass to land, the object of the litigation being to settle 
the legal rights of the parties. A referee was appoint~d by the 

VOL. LXXVII. 13 
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coul't to determine the facts and report them, with a plan, as a 
part of the case to the law court. If the defendant bad a right 
of way over the plaintiff's land at the place claimed by him, 
plaintiff was to be nonsuited, otherwise, the defendant was to be 
defaulted for nominal damages. 

The material facts are sufficiently stated in the opinion. 

Ge01·:1e P. Dutton, for the plaintiff. 

Wiswell and King, for the defendant, cited: Bass v. Edwards, 
126 Mass. 445; Bowen v. Oonner, 6 Cush. 135; Bingham v, 
Smith, 64 Maine, 288; 3 Kent, Com. 420; Nichols v. Luce, 24 
Pick. 104; Rus8ell v. Jackson, 2 Pick. 578; Com. v. Coombs, 
2 Mass. 490; Pembroke v. Plymouth, 12 Cush. 351; Hall v. 
Co. Com. 62 Maine, 327. 

EMERY, J. The only right of way claimed is that ar1smg 
from necessity. In such cases, the owner of the servient estate 
has the first right to locate the way, and if he refuse to <lo so 
upon request, the owner of the dominant estate may locate the 
way. The location by either must be reasonable, Wash. on 
Easements, 167. The parties may agree to a location, and can 
change any location by mutual arrangement. Such arrangement, 
need not be in writing, but can be inferred from the words or 
conduct of the parties; Smith v. Lee, 14 Gray, 480. However 
the . way may be located, the right remains one of necessity 
only. 

In this case, at least two roads had been used indifferently 
for many years by the occupants of the defendant's lot. It does 
not appear that the defendant requested the plaintiff to locate 
the way to be used, or that the plaintiff did locate it. For four 
years after his purchase of the land from the plaintiff, the 
defendant used the road in dispute without objection. Whether 
he used this road exclusively does not appear. He was then 
forbidden by the plaintiff to use it. The objection was to the 
use of that particular road. No objection was made to the use of 
the other road, which was equally convenient for the defendant. 

In 1879 the defendant and nine others applied to the municipal 
officers to lay out a way over this other road. The municipal 
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officers met at the dwelling house of the plaintiff on the servient: 
estate, after due notice of their intention to meet there, and laidi 
out a way over the old road, as prayed for. The plaintiff waivedl 
damages for crossing his land, and the town accepted the way .. 
The defendant now claims that the way was not legally laid out .. 
We think that is immaterial. If it be a statute way, the right.: 
of way by necessity is thereby ended. Wash. on Easements,. 
165. If it be not a statute way, no one but the plaintiff could[ 
prevent the use of it, and we think he would be estopped. The· 
conduct of both parties shows a mutual designation of this, as, 
the route the defendant was thereafter to take over the plaintiff's. 
land. The defendant procured it to be defined. The plaintitr· 
had forbidden the use of the other road. He knew of the· 
defendant's proceedings for the location of another way. He· 
assented to it, by waiving damages. He expected this way to, 
be thereafter used. He brings this suit for the using the other: 
road. He cannot now question the defendant's right to this road;, 
if there be a necessity for a way. No one has questioned it,. 
so far as appears, and although not formally opened, it is ai 

traveled road, safe and convenient. The defendant should now be· 
confined to it. 

Defendant defaulted fm· one dolla1· da1nages. 

PETERS, C. J., DANFORTH, VIRGIN, FosTER and HASKELL,, 
JJ., concurred. 

EMMA H. AYER 

vs. 

OLIVER BROWN, and HARVEY D. HADLOCK, alleged trustee .... 

Cumberland. Opinion March 18, 1885. 

Trustee process. Wages of a seaman. 

The wageR of a seaman engaged in the coasting trade, when collected by, and 
remaining in the hands of his attorney, a proctor in the admiralty court, are 
not for that reason exempt from attachment by trustee process. 

ON exceptions from superior court. 

The trustee disclosed. 
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"On the twenty-first day of November, A. D., 1883, I was 
attorney for Oliver Brown, the principal defendant, in this action 
to collect by process in admiralty, wages due said Brown as a 
seaman on board the schooner M. M. Chase, and for that pur
pose I filed a libel in behalf of said Brown in the United States 
district court for the district of Maine, and process was duly 
issued against said schooner, made returnable in said district 
court on the twenty-second day of November, A. D. 1883, at 
ten o'clock in the forenoon, and said schooner was duly attached 
·on said process; that on the said twenty-first day of said N ovem
ber, after said attachment had been made the sum of forty 
,dollars and thirty-five cents was paid to me as the amount of 
wages due said Brown, for his services on board said schooner, 
M. M. Chase, from which amount I deducted the sum of fifteen 
tdollars as my fees for services, and while I was at the U. S. 
Marshal's office for the purpose of discharging said schooner 
from the attachment aforesaid, I was served with process in this 
:action, and at the time of said service I had in my possession 
Ithe sum of twenty-five dollars and thirty-five cents as balance to 
:l,e paid said Brown as wages as seaman on board said schooner, 
M. M. Chase." 

Upon this disclosure the trustee was charged for $25.35, less 
lhis costs, and to this ruling he alleged exceptions. 

(ff. P. Mattocks and W. K. Neal, for plaintiff. 

H. D. Hadlock, for the defendant, cited: McOarty v. St. 
iPropell()r City of New Bedford, 4 Ped. Rep. 824; Ross v. 
Bourne, 14 Ped. Rep. 858; S. C. 17 Fed. Rep. 703; U. S. R. 
S., § § 4530, 4546, 4547; Hutchinson v. Coombs, 1 Ware, 65; 
The Brig Planet, l Sprague, 11; Earl Gray, 1 Spink, 180. 

EMERY, J. The trustee claims that a seaman's wages, though 
earned in the coasting trade, are not attachable by trustee process, 
and cites the opinion of Judge Benedict, in McCarty v. Stea1ner 
New Bedf01·d, 4 Fed. Rep. The contrary has been expressly 
held in Massachusetts. Eddy v. O'Hara, 132 Mass. 56; White 
v. Dunn, 134 Mass. 271. 
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The reasons given by Judge Benedict, however, do not apply 
here. In this case the · owners had paid the wages to the sea
man's own attorney, who was impliedly authorized by the seaman 
to receive it. There was no longer any claim against the vessel, 
nor the owners, nor the master. The money was not paid into 
court. The attorney <lid not hold it as an officer of the court, 
but as the agent of his client. · His being a proctor in an 
admiralty court, imposed on him certain duties to that court, but 
did not free him from any obligations to his client, or his client's 
creditors. The defendant ha<l in effect collected his wages, and 
in trusted and deposited the money with his attorney. We think 
it was then liable to attachment. Staples v. Staples, 4 Maine, 532. 

Exceptions overruled. 

PETERS, C. J., WALTON, VIRGIN, LIBBEY and HASKELL, 
J J., concurred. 

L. S. STRICKLAND, Judge of Probate, 

vs. 

JAMES HOLMES and other3. 

Aroostook. Opinion March 18, 1885. 

Probate bond. Liability of heirs of a deceased surety. R. S., c. 87, § 16. 

The heirs of a deceased surety on a guardian's bond are not liable under R. 
S., c. 87, § 16, jointly with the principal on the bond. 

Whether the claim against such heirs, as among themselves, is joint, quere. 

REPORT on facts agreed. 

Debt on the official bond of James Holmes, guardian of Emma 
H. Pierce, minor. The action is brought in the name of the 
judge of probate, for the benefit of the ward. 

The material facts are stated in the opinion. 

C. B. Roberts, for the plaintiff. 

Powers and Powers, for the defendants. 

DANFORTH, J. The bond in suit in this case was given by 
the defendant, Holmes, as principal and guardian of Emma H, 
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Pierce; a minor, and was signed by Nathan Perry as surety. 
There has been a breach, and the amount of damages has been 
fixed by a decree of the judge of. probate. Holmes interposes 
no defence. 

It appears that Perry, the eurety, died, and his estate was 
administered upon more than two years before this right of 
action accrued. As there can be no remedy against his admin
istratrix, the plaintiff has joined the other defendants in the suit 
as heirs of the surety, claiming the right to do so under the pro
visions of R. S., c. 87, § 16, which reads as follows: '' ,vhen 
such claim has not been filed in the probate office within said 
two y~ars, the claimant may have a remedy against the heirs or 
devisees of the estate within one year after it becomes due, and 
not against the executor or administrator. " 

The context shows that the extent of the liability of each heir 
or devisee is measured by the amount of assets individually 
received from the estate. Hence there should be an allegation 
in the declaration, not only that assets were received, but of the 
amount; There are no such allegations in this writ. It is there
fore defective in that respect. But ifthere were no other diffi
culti<ts in the way, this might perhaps be removed as to all but 
one, by an amendment, for the agreed facts show that the heirs 
,collectively have received their distributive share, which share is 
;sufficient to pay the plaintiff's claim. The facts, however, show 
that one defendant, Ann H. Perry, is the widow of Nathan, and 
therefore not an heir. Nor can she be a devisee, for no will 
.nppears to have been made. As to her, the action must fail. 

The serious question in this case is, can this action be main
rtained against the heirs jointly with the principal in the bond? 
··Certainly the liability is not a joint one. The bond is a contract 
;and the rights and liability of the parties to it must depend upon 
its terms and conditions alone. The liability of the heirs rests 
upon the statute. In a suit against them, the bond and proceed
fogs in the probate court become material and must be a part of 
the declaration, as showing the amount of the plaintiff's claim. 
J3ut that is not sufficient to maintain the suit against the heirs. 
'There must he, to do that, the necessary allegations to bring the 
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case within the statute, for that determines their linbility. 
Hence, if both are combined in one suit, there must be two 
counts in the writ, of different import, one applicable to one set 
of defendants, and another to a different set, or there must be 
allegations in one count which are not applicable to all the 
defendants alike, which could not be the case if the claim were 
joint. It may admit of a grave doubt whether the claim against 
the heirs as among themselves, depending as it does upon the 
different amount of assets which each may receive, is not rather 
several than joint. Sarnpson v. Sarnpson, 63 Maine, 335. 
But, however this may be, they can not be liable jointly with 
the signer of the contract, as they do not become parties to it. 
Their liabilities are created solely by statute. 

Another consideration tending to the same result, is found in 
the fact that under the statute, '' the claimant may have a remedy 
against the heirs. " This is an independent and additional 
remedy to that authorized upon the bond. While the plaintiff 
must pursue the legal course to fix the amount of his claim under 
the bond, when that is done, the statute gives him this , remedy 
which, without it, would not exist. This remedy is not in the 
control of the probate judge. He may give or withhold his 
consent to a prosecution on the bond, and having given it, no 
costs can be recovered by the defendants if they prevail. But 
this remedy is to be pursued at the option of the claimant, and 
at his risk. It must, therefore, be by such a process as will 
give the defendants a right to costs, if they prevail. No excep
tion to the general rule in this respect, is made by the statute. 

Judgrnent against the defendant, Holrnes, 
for $202.43 and interest from the date 
of the decree of the probate court, Sep
tember term, 1881, and fo favor of tlie 
other defendants. 

PETERS, C. J., VIRGIN, EMERY, FOSTER and HASKELL, "JJ., 
concurred. 
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GARDINER F. DANFORTH vs. LEWIS F. STRATTON. 

Penobscot. Opinion March 18, 1885. 

Writ of possession. Officer. Trespass. Lease. Tenant. 

C held a written lease of real estate as trustee of F who was in possession. 
At the expiration of the lease the landlord brought an action of forcible 
entry and detainer against C, and obtained a writ of possession under which 
the officer removed F's goods from the premises, and F sued the officer in 
trespass for that act. Held, that the officer had the right and it was his duty, 
in serving the writ of possession, to remove F and his goods from the 
premises. 

ON motion to set aside the verdict, and exceptions. 

Trespass against the sheriff for the act of his deputy, George 
W. Brown, in removing the plaintiff's goods and merchandise 
from a store in Bangor. James N. Cushing held a written 
lease of the store from the landlord and it was decided in Gush
ing v. Danforth, 76 Maine, 114, that he held the lease as passive 
trustee for Danforth for so much of the store as Danforth 
occupied. 

At the expiration of the Cushing lease the landlord brought 
forcible entry and detainer against Cushing and obtained judg
ment and writ of possession. In serving this writ of possession 
the officer removed the plaintiff's goods from the store hut did 
not remove the other occupant, or his goods. The verdict was 
for the plaintiff for $330 and the dP-fendant moved to set that 
verdict aside as being against law and evidence, and the weight 
of evidence, and as exceseive. 

Charles P. Stetson and H. L. Mitchell, for the plaintiff. 
The plaintiff was no party to the proceedfogs of forcible entry 

and detainer, and the writ of possession did not run against him. 
It therefore did not authorize the officer to remove him. 

He was entitled to be heard and have his day in court before 
he should be removed. 

He had acquired rights, by the circumstances of his entry and 
his continuance there which could not be taken from him except by 
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due process of law, by proceedings against him in which he 
would have a right to be heard. 

Under the circumstances the plaintiff was a tenant at will of 
Bowman. The proceedings in the forcible entry and detainer 
case, Bowman v. James N. Cushing, were collusive, and 
fraudulent ia law, and the judgment thereon was a nullity as 
against him. 

Barker, Vose and Barker and A. G. Wakefield, for the 
defendant. 

DANFORTH, J. Motion for a new trial. The action is against 
the sheriff for the alleged wrong-doing of his deputy in the 
service of a writ of possession issued in an action of forcible 
entry and detainer. The judgment was obtained and the writ 
issued against James N. Cushing. The plaintiff's goods were 
removed from the premises described in the writ and this is the 
act complained of in the present suit. 

That the premises had for some time been occupied by the 
plaintiff and one Ruel J. Cushing, each occupying a specific 
portion agreed upon between them, is not in dispute. The 
plaintiff claims to have been a tenant at will under Hollis Bow.;. 
man, the owner. l'his is denied on the part of the defendant 
who contends that Cushing was tenant of the whole premises 
and that the plaintiff was tenant under him. After this occupa
tion had continued for about two months Bowman gave a written 
lease to James N. Cushing for ten months and at or within seven 
days after its expiration commenced the action in which the writ 
in question was issued. The plaintiff had continued to occupy 
until his goods were removed at the time of the service of this 
writ. 

Hence the nature of the plaintiff's occupation became a 
material question which was submitted to the jury. If he was a 
tenant under Bowman it is evident that his goods were wrong
fully removed for such tenancy had never been terminated as the 
statute required and the jury mm,t have so found. 

It is unquestionable that no man can become the tenant of 
another without his consent. In this cas/ the decided prepon-
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derance of evidence shows that Bowman never <lid consent to 
the plaintiff's becoming his tenant, that he never received or 
recognized him as such before the written lease, and after that 
he could not. What then were the plaintiff's rights in the 
premises? 

In a former action in which this plaintiff was defendant and 
James N. Cushing was plaintiff, it was decided by the court that 
the written lease was held by Cushing in trust for this plaintiff 
and upon that ground he succeeded in that action, Cushing v. 
Danforth, 76 Maine, 114. If the question were now open the 
testimony in this case would lead to the same conclusion. Thus 
the right and only right which this plaintiff had in the premises 
was through and under James N. Cushing, as his cestui que h'ust. 
He had no direct claims as tenant, upon Bowman~ and Bowman 
none upon him. He was not responsible under the lease to deliver 
up the premises to the lessor at its expiration, but at that time 
all his rights under it would cease and if he remained it would 
be only as a tenant at sufferance. Hence a judgment against 
Cushing would be a judgment against him and the writ of posses
sion would authorize the officer not only to remove Cushing but 
all others whose rights there were dependent upon him or were 
in without right. As Cushing was the contracting party and his 
lease and its expiration laid the foundation of the process, the 
action was properly begun against him alone. Howe v. Butter-
field, 4 Cush. 302. 

But this defendant justifies further. In his brief statement of 
defence he says, " That all and every act his said deputy did in 
the premises, he did under and by virtue ,of his said precept, 
and also as the servant and agent of Hollis Bowman." 

As already seen after the expiration of the lease the plaintiff, 
as against Bowman, had no rights whatever in the premises. His 
tenancy whatever it was had ceased and it was competent for 
Bowman by himself or servant to remove him and his goods with 
or without process, if done in a peaceable way and orderly 
manner, after due notice. The testimony ~ hows that whatever 
was done in this respect was done under the direction and by the 
order of Bowman, and that the plaintiff had due notice. If it 
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was not done peaceably and orderly, of which there is no proof, 
Bowman or the servant might be liable hut not this defendant as 
sheriff, as the writ was not served by him but by a deputy. 
Stearns et al v. Sarnpson, 59 Maine, 568. 

Motion sustained. 

PETERS, C. J., VIRGIN, FosTER and HASKELL, JJ., 
concurred. 

EMERY, J. concurred in the result. 

LUCRETIA KENNEY vs. HOWARD WENTWORTH. 

Penobscot. Opinion March 18, 1885. 

Life lease. Two lessees. 

A lease of a farm to two lessees provided that it should continue '' for and 
during their natural life." Held, that the lease continued during the life of 
each. 

ON EXCEPTIONS. 

Forcible entry and detainer, begun in the police court of 
Bangor, January 27, 1883, to recover possession of a farm in 
Orrington. The action came to this court at the request of the 
defendant, upon the pleading and brief statement, as involving 
the title to real estate. 

The plaintiff claimed possession under the following lease : 
"Know all men by these presents, that I, Howard Wentworth, 

of Orrington, in Penobscot county and state of Maine, in con
sideration of four hundred dollars paid by Lucretia Kenney and 
Eber Ring, of Orrington, aforesaid, the receipt whereof is hereby 
acknowledged, do hereby demirn, lease and let, to the said 
Lucretia Kenney and Eber Ring, a certain tract or parcel of land, 
together with the buildings thereon, situate in said Orrington, 

To have and to hold the aforesaid premises, with 
the privileges and appurtenances thereto belonging, to the said 
Lucretia Kenney and Eber Ring, for and during the term of 
their natural life. 

" And the said Howard Wentworth agrees with said Lucretia 
Kenney and Eber Ring, that said Lucretia Kenney shall peace-
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ably possess the said premises during said term, without the 
lawful interruption or eviction of any person whatsoever. 

"In witness whereof, I, the said H<nvard vVentworth, have 
hereunto set my hand and seal, this twenty-third day of March, 
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy
seven. '' 

Duly executed, acknowledged and delivered. 
Eber Ring died in June, 1880. 
The court instructed the jury in substance, that the lease 

survived the death of Mr. Ring, and that after his death, plaintiff, 
so long as she lived, was entitled under the lease to the sole 
possession and use of the premises, and that they should bring in 
a verdict for the plaintiff, which they did do. 

To these rulings, defendant alleged exceptions. 

J. W. Donnigan, for the plaintiff. 

Jasper Hutchings, for the defendant, contended that the lease 
terminated at the death of Ring, and if not, Mrs. Kenney was 
entitled to but one undivided half, that she and Ring were 
tenants in common. R. S., c. 73, §7. The lease was to con
tinue during the term, not of his or her life, but of their natural 
life- not lives. That is, the life of both. The holding is by 
both, for one and the same term. But both can not hold after 
the death of one. 

The granting part of a deed is the controlling part. The 
covenants and habendum are subordinate to the grant. Congre
gational Society v. Stark, 34 Vt. 243; Fla,qg v. Eames, 40 
Vt. 16; Manning v. Smith, 6 Conn. 289; Allen v. Holton, 20 
Pick. 458; Corbin v. Healy, 20 Pick. 514; Gushing v. Aylwin, 
12 Met. 169; Goe v. Persons unknown, 43 Maine, 432; 
Ballard v. Child, 46 Maine, 152. 

DANFORTH, J. The single question involved in this case, is 
the duration of the right of possession of the plaintiff to the 
premises in question. The lease, in language too clear to admit 
of doubt, gives it to her "for and during said term. " The "said 
term " is defined but once in the lease, and then in a previous 
sentence, as being ~~ for and during their natural life." The 
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lessee::! are two. The pronoun is in the plural and must include 
both of them. The noun life is in the singular, and refers to the 
life of the one as much as to the other, and must, therefore, be 
taken separately rather than jointly. If the lease is to terminate 
upon the death of one only, the full meaning of the language 
has not been exhausted. There is still one life included in the 
word~~ their" which has not ceased, and it must, therefore, follow 
that the lease has not terminated. 

There is no intimation in this, or any other part of the lease, 
that it was to he terminated as to one before the other. It pro ... 
vides for one single term, whole and undivided. It can not 
cease as to one until it does as to both, and can not as to both 
until the whole life included in the plural pronoun has ceased. 

If there were any doubt about this interpretation from the 
language used, it would be removed when we consider the cir• 
cumstances under which the lease was made, and especially the 
object to be accomplished by it. The plaintiff was the original 
owner of the land, and under some contract obligation to support 
her co-lessee. In consideration of the conveyance, the defendant 
agreed to support both lessees, not during the life of one, hut 
that of both, and the object of the lease clearly is to secure the 
performance of that obligation. But if it ceases at the death of 
one, it fails to perform the purpose for which it was given, and 
instead, becomes an instrument of injustice, if not of fraud. 

Exceptions overruled. 

PETERS, C. J., VmGIN, EMERY, FosTER and HASKELL, JJ., 
concurred. 

CULLEN C. CHAPMAN 

V8. 

DENNISON PAPER MANUFACTURING COMPANY. 

Cumberland. Opinion March 20, 1885. 

Contract. Composition. Laches. Tender. 

The plaintiff, having in his possession certain notes given by the defendant, 
the ownership of which was before the court for adjudication, agreed in 
writing with the defendant to accept in full thereof twenty-five per cent of 
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their amount, to be paid in cash whenever the court should decide him to be 
the owner. ,July 7, the plaintiff by letter notified the defendant's treasurer 
that the court had decided him to be the owner and that he was ready to 
settle as by his agreement. The treasurer replied he would arrange the 
matter the following week; but no payment being made or attempted, the 
plaintiff sued the notes on September 8, and the defendant made tender 
of the twenty-five per cent on November 19. Held, that the tender was not 
made within a reasonable time; that the agreement was forfeited, and the 
original cause of action revived. 

ON report from the superior court. 

Assumpsit on three promissory notes dated June 27, 1879, 
for $1000, $1500 and $1200 respectively. 

The plea was general issue and following brief statement : 
'' And for a brief statement of special matter of defence to be 

given in evidence under the general issue above pleaded the 
defendant further says: That on the seventh day of November 
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy
nine, for a valuable consideration the said plaintiff entered into 
an agreement in writing with the said defendant under his hand 
and seal of that date in the words and figures following, that is 
to say : 'In case it shall hereafter appear by legal adjudication, 
reference or otherwise, that I am the true owner of three certain 
notes of the Dennison Paper Manufacturing Company, dated 
June 27, 1879, for $1,000, $1,500, $1,200 respectively, the 
transfer of which to me I claim is vitiated by fraud, I hereby 
agree to and with the said Dennison Paper Manufacturing Com
pany, to accept of said company in full of said notes twenty
five (25 per cent.) per cent. of the amount due on said notes on 
the first day of July last, said amount to he paid in cash when-· 
ever the above question is decided and with interest if later than 
July 1st, nexl,' 

"' Dated at Portland, Maine, the 7th day of November, A. D. 
1879. 

"' In presence of C. F. Libby. 
C. C. Chapman, [L. S. J' 

'' And the .defendant further says that the notes described in 
said agreement are the same declared on in this suit, and that 
said defendant has al ways been ready to fulfil and perform said 
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agreement on their part within a reasonable time, and that on 
the nineteenth day of November, A. D. 1883, after the com
mencement of this suit the said defendant tendered an<l. offered 
to pay to the plaintiff the said amount of twenty-five per cent. 
of the amount of said notes with interest as provided by said 
agreement, and all the costs of the plaintiff in this action then 
commenced to wit: the sum of one thousand one hundred and 
ninety dollars in lawful gold coin of the United State~, which 
the plaintiff then and there refused to accept or receive, :and the 
defendant brings the same here into court thereafterwards on the 
same day with this its plea in said cause, and the said sum being the 
full amount to which the plaintiff is entitled under said notes and 
agreement and in this suit, the defendant says that he ought not 
to further have or maintain said suit." 

S. 0. Strout, H. W. Gage and F. S. Strout, for the plaintiff, 
cited: Young v. Jones, 64 Maine, 563; J.11illm· v. Hatch, 72 
Maine, 481; Weber v. Couch, 134 Mass. 26; 22 Law Reg, 
747, 682; Bailey v. Day, 26 Maine, 88; White v. Jordan, 
27 Maine, 378; 32 Maine, 253; Perkins v. Lockwood, 100 
Mass. 249; Jenners v. Lane, 26 Maine, 480; Gushing v. 
Wyman, 44 Maine, 121; Mansur v. I{eaton, 46 Maine, 346; 
Bragg, v. Pierce, 53 Maine, 65; U'hite v. Gray, 68 Maine, 579; 
Duclley v. Kennedy, 63 Maine, 467; Clifton v. Litchfield, 106 
Mass. 34; Blake v. Blake, 110 Mass. 202; Tuntel' v. Uomer, 
6 Gray, 530; Partridge v. Messer, 14 Gray, 180; 107 U. S. 
325; 19 Wall. 561; Goodwin v. Davenport, 47 Maine, 117; 
Attwood v. Clark, 2 Maine, 249; 14 Maine, 57; 15 Maine, 
350; 16 Maine, 164; 24 Maine, 13; Saunders v. Curtis, 75 
Maine, 496; Howe v. Huntington, 15 Maine, 350; 5 Mass. 
494; 21 Pick. 193. 

Strout and I-Iolmes, for the defendant. 
We are aware that there are cases in this state which hold 

that a mere agreement of a creditor to discharge his debt upon 
the performance of something which is not a payment in cash 
of the full amount unconnected with any other transactions, is 
an accord without satisfaction and cannot be pleaded in defence 
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to a suit upon the debt. Young v. Jones, 64 Maine, 563; 
White v. Gray, 68 Maine, 579. 

These cases are put upon the ground that an accord without. 
satisfaction is no defence. But where different creditors of a 
debtor agreed together with him to accept a different payment 
from that provided by his existing indebtedness, the court said: 

'' It certainly appears that this was not an accord and satisfac• 
tion, strictly so called, but it was a consent by the parties signing 
the agreement to forbear enforcing their demands in consideration 
of their own mutual engagement of forbearance. . . Then is 
not this a case where each creditor is bound in consequence of the 
agreement of the rest? It appears to me that it is so both on 
principle and the authority of the cases in which it has been held, 
that a creditor shall not bring an action where others have been 
induced to join him in a composition with the debtor, each party 
giving the rest reason to believe that, in consequence of such en
gage ment, his demand will not be enforced. This is, in fact, a new 
agreement, substituted for the original contract with the debtor; 
the consideration to each creditor being the engagement of the 
others, and the verdict for the defendant was sustained and the 
rule for a new trial discharged." Good v. Cheeseman, 2 B. & 
A. 328 (22 E. C. L. 89); Anstey v. Marden, 4 Bos. & Pul. 
124; Bradley v. Gregory, 2 Camp. 383; Butler v. Rhodes, 
1 Esp. 236; Steinman v. Magnus, 11 East, 390. 

Now the doctrine of the cases, fully established in the courts 
of England, has been adopted as fully by those of this country. 
Eaton v. Lincoln, 13 Mass. 424; .Perkins v. Lockwood, 100 
Mass. 249; Parrington v. Hodgdon, 119 Mass. 453; .Paddle-
f01·d v. Thacher, 48 Vermont, 574; Browne v. Stackpole, 9 N. 
H. 478; Chemical Bank v. Kolmer, 85 N. Y. 189; Baxter v. 
Bell, 86 -N. Y. 195; Cutter v. Reynolds, 8 B. Mon. 596; 
Mellen v. Gold8mith, 47 Wis. 573; Norman v. Thompson, 4 
Exch. 755; Chase v. Bailey, 49 Vt. 71; Devou v. Hmn, 17 
Ind. 472; Murr-ay v. Snow, 37 Iowa, 410; Strickland v. Harger, 
23 Hun. 465; Palconbury v. Kenda.ll, 76 Ind. 260. 

There was no delay in the payment to affect the rights of the 
parties. Plaintiff wrote to the defendant July 7, 1883. To 
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this defendant's president answered July 14, 1883, showing that 
the first letter was not mailed so as to go on the day it bore date, 
and then the plaintiff was to be away for a week. It appears 
that the parties met after this in Portland, and that they did not 
have the same understanding about the amount due, for plaintiff 
writes under date of July 23, 1883, that, '' I make the amount 
due on your notes July 25, inst. $1,150. 70." 

Inasmuch as there was no fixed time within which the pay
ment should be made, and as the agreement provided compensation 
for any time that should elapse after July 1, 1880, before pay
ment, under the circumstances it seems impossible to say under 
any question of time, the plaintiff can repudiate his contract. 

VIRGIN, J. The plaintiff's agreement of November 7, 1879, 
cannot bar this action on the ground of accord and satisfaction, 
for it has never been fully executed. Heathcote v. Croolcshanlc, 
2 Term, 24; Bragg v . .Pierce, 53 Maine, 65; Miller v. Hatch, 
72 Maine, 481. 

Assuming ( without deciding) that it was made upon sufficient 
consideration ; that a comprn,ition had been entered into by all 
of the defendant's creditor8 save two; and that the defendant, 
in the absence of any stipulation in the composition agreement 
requiring the assent of all, might lawfully settle with those who 
did not sign it on such terms as he and they might agree, with
out thereby releasing those who did sign, then the agreement 
alone which the plaintiff signed, in the absence of any reference 
therein to the general composition agreement, is the only one 
that can affect him. We must look, therefore, at the terms of 
his agreement in order to ascertain what is to operate as a satis
faction or discharge of his original debt. Mcil"enzie v. j_lfcJ{"enzie, 
16 Yes. 372. 

There is a familiar class of cases wherein by the agreement a 
debtor's promise is received by his creditors in satisfaction of his 
debts ; and there is another class where the performance and not 
the promise is intended to operate as satisfaction. 1 Sm. L. 
Cas. (6 Am. ed) 554; 2 Sm. L. Cas. 24; Evans v . .Powis, 1 

VOL. LXXVII. 14 
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Exch. 599, 606; Richardson v. Cooper, 25 Maine, 450, 452. 
In the former class, the new promise is given as a substitution for 
or satisfaction of the debt. Good v. Cheeseman, 2 B. & Ad. 
328. Where the composition deed contained an absolute and 
immediate release of the debtor, with a covenant on his part to 
pay the composition money in instalments, without any proviso 
declaring it void unless paid, the non-payment was held not to 
remit the creditor to their original debts for the reason that they 
were discharged, and that the creditors' remedy was upon the 
covenant. Lay v . . Mottram, 19 C. B. (N. S.) 479, 484. But 
if, instead of u. release, the composition agreement contain a 
mere stipulation that the creditors will accept a certain sum, or 
percentage of their respective debts in full satisfaction thereof, 
the debtor must punctually pay to entitle him to a discharge. 
Cranley v. Hillary, 2 M. & S. 120. For the creditor, not being 
obliged to enter into any composition agreement, has the sole 
right of modifying his first contract and of prescribing the condi
tions of its discharge ; and if the debtor fail to pay, the condition 
to accept a part is broken, the new contract is thereby forfeited 
and is no bar to the original cause of action. Sewall v. Musson, 
1 Vern. 210; Clarke v. fVliite, 12 Pet. 178, 191. Still, while 
such a composition agreement is in force, and before any infrac
tion thereof on the part of the debtor, the remedy on the original 
debts being suspended thereby, they cannot be the subject of an 
action. Cmnley v. Hillary, supm ; Chemical N. Bank v. 
I{ohner, 85 N. Y. 189. 

The plaintiff's agreement comes within this rule; and the 
question arises, was it in force when the defendant first moved 
to perform on his part on November 19, 1883. By its terms 
the plaintiff agreed to accept twenty-five per cent of the amount 
due on the notes on July 1, 1879, to be paid in cash '' whenever 
the question" of their ownership "is decided." 

A composition agreement is an act of favor and indulgence on 
the part of creditors. But when it is signed and delivered, favor 
ceases, and the debtor, in the absence of any waiver by the 
creditors, is remanded again to the law, which requires of him a 
strict compliance if he would avail himself of its advantages, 
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vit,iting upon him, for his default, I?O ha.rsher penalty than n;. 

renewed liability to pay the debt which he already owes. vVhem 
money is to be paid by him within u specified time, the debtor· 
must pay or tender it, at the time stipulated. Evans v. Powis,. 
supra; Fessanl v. Mugniet, 18 C. B. (N. S.) 286; Cmnly· 
v. Hillary, supm. And if no ,lefinite time is fixed, the lnw· 
imposes upon him the obligation to pay within a reasonable time
Attwood v. Clark, 2 Maine, 2M); Saunders v. Chcrtis, 75, 
Maine, 403, 495; Wilder v. 18_p1·a:1ue, 50 Maine, 354; Bowen 
v. Holly, 38 Vt. 574. And ·whether this question is one of ]aw 
or fact, we need not discuss it here, as the case comes before us. 
on report, and the court is to decide it on P,o much of the evidence 
as is legally admissible. 

By the terms of the agreement, the defendant was to pay in 
cash, 11 wheueuer the ownership of the notes is decided." The
most favorable construction which the defendant can ask, is that 
he was thereby required to pay within a reasonable time after· 
that decision was made known to him. 

'\Vhat is a reasonable time in a given case, depends upon a. 

consideration of all of its circumstances. This court has declared 
that u reasonable time is such time as is necessary conveniently 
to do what the contract requires should he done. Howe v. 
llunt1'.ngton, 15 Maine, 350 ; SauncleNJ v. Curtis, 7 5 Maine, 493. 

In this case, nothing but money was to be paid. The defend
ant had obtained u like agreement with the other contingent. 
owner of the notes, so that the money was to he ready at all, 
hazards. The parties resided within forty miles of each other, 
and there was railroad communication twibe daily between their 
places of business. The defendant's treasurer was in Portland: 
( p]aintiff's place of business ) very often during the months of 
July, August and September, 1883. He wus notified July 7, 
1883, by letter, that the court had settled tbe ownership of the 
notes in the plaintiff, that they ,vere then in his possession, and 
that he was ready to settle, as by his agreement. On July 14, 
the plaintiff wa~ notified by letter that the defendant would meet 
him in Portland the ensuing week and 11 arrange the matter." 
On ,July 23, the plaintiff notified the defendant of the ii amount 
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which he made due on the notes. " The plaintiff waited until 
September 8, and then sue<l out this action, returnable on first 
Tuesday in November, and no offer of payment was made, or 
excuse for the delay was offered, until November 19. ii This 
long delay, which the defendant has not seen fit to explain, we 
think is unreasonable." Saunders v. Curtis, supra; Kingsley 
v. Wctllis, 14 Maine, 57. 

Judgnient for the plaintiff for the 
amount of the notes. 

PETERS, C. J., WALTON, LIBBEY, EMERY and HASKELL, JJ., 
,concurred. 

GEORGE L. EAMES vs. SARAH s. SAVAGE. 

Same vs. SAMUEL A. BICKFORD. 

Somerset. Opinion March 20, 1885. 

,Execiitions against towns. R. S., c. 84, § 30. XIV amendment to U. S. 
constitution. Constitutional "iaw. Auditx querela. 

:R. S., c. 84, § 30, authorizing executions upon judgments against towns to be 
issued against and _levied upon the goods and chattels of the inhabitants, is 
constitutional. 

'The process provided in that section is "due process of law," and is not in 
conflict with the fourteenth amendment of the constitution of the United 
,States. 

ON REPORT. 

The first action is audita querela against a judgment creditor 
·of the town of Embden for wrongfully causing her execution 
against the inhabitants of the town of Embden to be levied upon 
the good~ and chattels of the plaintiff, who was at that time, and 
htid been since Auzust 15, 1881, one of the inhabitants of that 

• L, 

town. 
The second action is trespass against the sheriff for the acts of 

his deputy, N. F. Clapp, in serving the execution and levying 
the same upon the plaintiff's property. 

The original writ of Sarah J. Savage v. Inhabitants of Ernbden, 
was dated July 12, 1882, and was to recover the amount of 
certain coupons, due and unpaid, cut from town of Embden 
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bonds. Judgment was rendered thereon on default on the third 
Tuesday of December, 1882. That writ was not served upon 
this plaintiff, but was duly served upon the town clerk. The 
execution issued on that judgment January 5, 1883, and alias 
execution, August 6, 1883. Damages three hundred twenty-four 
dolhss and thirty-three cents; costs, twelve dollars and seventy
five cents. 

J. J. Parlin and Strout and Holmes, for the plaintiff. 
Under the law of this country the property of an individual 

member of an ordinary corporation cannot be taken until he has 
been called upon to answer in a suit for that purpose. In most 
states of this Union process of the sort found by this case can
not issue under these circumstances. Rees v. lVatertown, 19 
Wall. 107; Meriwether v. Gar1·ett, 102 U. S. 472. 

It now remains to be inquired whether the same doctrine, 
which is held in the cases above cited, applies to municipal cor
porations, such as exist in this state. It is admitted that the 
practice has been to the contrary for perhaps two hundred years, 
but 11 it is not too late to go back to the true construction, and 
for the practice, if wrong, to be corrected." J.l1erchants' Bank 
v. Cook, 4 Pick. 415; Gmss v. Rice, 71 Maine, 251. 

':l1he English cases cited by the Massachusetts court as the 
foundation of the right to take property in this way, upon 
examination, do not nppear to afford the authority which they 
have been supposed to. See Russell v. JJ1en of Devon, 2 T. R. 
667; Iling v. Woburn, IO East, 395; Kin,r; v. Hardwick, 11 
East, 578; Attorney General v. Exeter, 2 Russ. 45; Horner v. 
Dellinger, 18 Fed. Rep. 495. 

Another reason given for the adoption of this remedy, that 
towns have no common fun<l from which to sat_isfy. judgments 
(Riddle v. Prop'rs, 7 Mass. 169,) is not true, in fact, as to. 
most towns now. It is also sai<l to rest on immemorial custom 
( Chase v. Jl1errimack Bank, 19 Pick. 564; Hill v. Boston, 122· 
Mass. 344; Fernald v. Lewis, 6 Maine, 264). 

But that practice arose before towns were corporate bodies,. 
and before the adoption of the constitution. And a custom 
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which is in conflict with the fundamental law must give way to 
h. See Randall v. Sniitlt, (53 Maine, 105; Taber v. Ins. Co. 
131 Mass. 239; U. S. v. Buchanan, 8 How. 83; lVi:dker v. 
Trans_portation Co. 3 "\Yall. 150; Thompson v. Ri,qgs, 5 vVall. 
663. 

This question has never been discussed in Massachusetts or 
Maine, upon its merits, as affected by the constitution of the 
U nitecl States. In Connecticut it rests upon the ground that 
towns are not corporations. Becmlsley v. Smith, 16 Conn. 3G8; 
Stan· v. Starr, 2 Root, 303; Barkltamstecl v. Parsons, 3 
'Conn. 1 ; 111cLoud v. Selby, 10 Conn. 390 ; Jewett v. 'Thmnes 
Banlc, lG Conn. 511; Union v. Crawford, 19 Conn. 3rH; see 
:also Piper v. 11foulton, 72 Maine, 155; State v. Stuart, 23 
Maine, 111; State v. lVooclwm·d, 34 Maine, 293; Lufkin v. 
Hcu;lcell, i) Pick. 356; Odiorne v. Wade, 8 Pick. 518; Hawh.;es 
v. I1ennebeck, 7 Mass. 461; Breuier v. 1.Vew Glouceste1·, 14 Mass. 
21G; Littlefield v. G1·ee11jielcl, G9 Maine, 86; San .Mateo Co. 
v. S. P. R. R. Co. 13 Feel. Rep. 722 (8 Am. & Eng. R. R. 
Cas. 1); Santa Clam Co. v. Swne, 18 Fed. Rep. 395 (13 Am. 
-& Eng. R. R. Cas. 182). 

Due process of law requires an orderly proceeding, adapted 
to the nature of the case, in which a cit·izen has an opportunity 
to be heard, to attend in court and defen~l hi8 rights. This 1s 
·absolutely essential. Samo cases and G1·een v. Bn'.ggs, l 
,Curt. C. C. 311; Stuart v. Palmer, 74 N. Y. 191. 

The law does not afford any method for the inhabitant whose 
J>roperty lies exposed to this process to pay voluntarily and then 
-recover of the town. Crafts v. Elliotsville, 4 7 Maine, 141 ; 
.Spencer v. B1'igltton, 4H Maine, 326. 

The system against which we are objecting is not a classifica
tion of property. It is not an excise upon any business, as in 
Jones v. Savin.gs Bank, 66 Bank, 242; State v. Tel. Co. 73 
.Maine, 518; State v. 111. C.R. R. 74 Maine, 376. 

A. I-1. lVare and D. D. Stewart, for the defendants, cited: 
Ross v. TVatertown, 19 ·wall. 122; JJfur1·ay v. Hoboken L. & I. 
,qo. 18 How. 276; 5 Dane's Ahr. 158, 561; Keith v. Cong. 
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Parish, 21 Pick. 261; Riddle v. Prop'rs, 7 Mass. 187; Hawkes 
v. I1ennebecli;, 7 Mass. 463; Rumford v. Wood, 13 Mass. 198; 
Brewer v. New Gloucester, 14 .Mass. 216; Mercy v. Ulark, 17 
Mass. 330; Merchants' Bank v. Cook, 4 Pick. 414; Ohase v. 
Merrimack Bank, 19 Pick. 568; Gaskal v. Dudley, 6 Met. 
546; Adams v. lViscasset Bank, 1 Maine, 361; Fernald v. 
Lewis, 6 Maine, 26<3; Ba,:Zeyville v. Lowell, 20 Maine, 178; 
Spencer v. Bri'_qhton, 49 Maine, 32G; IIayforcl v. Everett, 68 
Maine, 507; Beer,'i v. Botsfo1·d, 3 Day, (Conn.) 159; Beardsley 
v. Sniith, 16 Conn. 368 ; Hill v. Boston, 122 Mass. 344 ; Dewiel
son v. N. 0. 96 U. S. 101; Caldwell v. Blake, 69 Maine, 458; 
Piscataquis v, King:-;bury, 73 :Maine, 327; Hatltorn v. Cale/, 
2 ·wall. 10; Ochiltree v. R. R. Co. 21 Wall. 249; Cunw1, v. 
Arkansas, 15 How. 304; Leland v. 1-lim·sh, 16 Mass. 391; 
Child v. Uoifin, 17 Mass. 64; Stedman v. Eveleth, 6 Met. 115 ; 
Cojfin v. Rich, 45 Maine, 507 ; Pollard v. Bailey, 20 Wall. 
521; Terry v. Li'ttle, 101 U. S. 216; Penniman's case, 103 
U.S. 714; lVayman v. Southard, 10 ,vheat. 1; Bank of U. 
S. v. Halstead, 10 ·wheat. 55; Beers v. Haughton, 9 Pet. 362; 
Ross v. Duval, 13 Pet.- 45; U. S. v. Iuiight, 14 Pet. 301; 
Amis v. Smith, 16 Pet. 303; U. S. v. Kniyht, 3 Sumner, 36G; 
Supervisors v. Rogers, 7 ·wall. 180; Ri,qgs v. Johnson Co. 6 

Wall. 191; Kelly v. Pittsburgh, 104 U. S. 79: Ba1'7cley v. 
Com'rs, 93 U. S. 265; 2 Dillon Mun. Corp. § § 686, 672; 2 
Kent's Com. 27 4. 

EMERY, J. The plaintiff was an inhabitant of the town of 
Embden, at the time Sarah J. Savage began suit, and recovered 
judgment against that town in this court. The execution upon 
that judgment was issued, and was levied upon the plaintiff's 
goods, pursuant to R. S. of 1871, c. 84, § 29, now R. S., c. 84, 
§ 30, which expressly provides that executions against towns 
shall be issued against the goods and chattels of the inhabitants 
thereof, and shall be levied upon such goods and chattels. The 
plaintiff, however, claims that the statute is forbidden, and made 
null by the last clause of§ 6, of the Maine Bill of Rights, which 
declares that a person accused shall not ::be deprived of his life, 
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liberty, properly or privileges, hut by the judgment of his peers, 
or by the law of the land," and also by that clause in § 1, of 
the fourteenth amendment to the constitution of the United 
States, which declares that no state shall 11 deprive any person of 
life, liberty, or property, without due process of law." 

The presumption is the other way, in favor of the validity of 
the statute, and it is a presumption of great strength. All the 
judges and writers agree upon this. Chief Justice MARSHALL, 

in Fletcher v. Peck, G Cranch, 87, says that to overturn this 
presumption, the judges must be convinced, and '' the conviction 
must he clear and strong." Judge \VASIIINGTON, in Oyden 
v. Saunders, 12 vVheat. 270, declared that if he rested his 
opinion on no other gl'ound than a, doubt, that alone would be a 
safo,factory vindication of an opinion in favor of the constitu
tionality of it statute. Chief Justice MELLEN, in Lunt's case, 6 
Maine, 413, said, '' The court will never pronounce a statute to 
be otherwise ( than constitutional ) unlm,s in a case where the 
point is free from all doubt." This strong presumption is to be 
constantly _borne in mind, in considering the question here pre
sented. 

The statute itself, in this case, has existed for half a century, 
since February 27, 1833, but it introduced no new principle or 
rule in the jurisprudence of this state. It merely affirmed a well 
known custom or law that had long before existed. The practice 
of bringing suits against a political division, or municipal organi
zation, and collecting the judgment from the individuals com
posing it, is believed to have existed in England, and to have 
been brought thence to New _England. Actions against ,i the 
hundred," were known as far back as Edw. I. Stat. 13, Edw. I, 
c. 2; 3 Comyn's Dig. Hundred, c. 2. As i, the hundred" had 
no property, except that of individuals, the judgments must have 
been collected from the individuals. In Russell v. Men of 
Devon, 2 T. R. 667, Lord KENYON said, that indictments against 
counties were sanctioned by the common law, though they would 
be levied on the men of the county. In Att'y Gen. v. Exeter, 
2 Russ. 45, the chancellor said: ,i If the fee farm was charged 
on the whole place called Exeter, he who was entitled to the · 
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rent might have demanded it from any one who had a part of, 
or in the city, leaving the person who was thus called on, to 
obtain contributions from the other inhabitants as best he could. " 
In New England, the practice obtained from the earliest times, 
without any statute. ~1 About the year 1790, one Gatehill was 
imprisoned on an execution against the town of Marblehead, for 
a debt the town owned." 5 Dane's Ab. c. 143, Art. 5, § § 10, 

\ 11, p. 158. Mr. Dane, as early as his Abridgement, said the 
practice ·was justified r• by immemorial usage. " Ibid. Such an 
imprisonment so soon after the revolution, when the principles 
of liberty were so freshly vindicated, would never have been 
permitted, had it not then been a familiar practice. The practice 
has been regarded as settled law in ~fossachusetts, and has been 
repeatedly alluded to in the opinions of the courts, as sanctioned 
by immemorial usage. Riddle v. Proprietors on Merrimack 
Riva, 7 Mass. 187; Hawkes v. Kennebunk, 7 Mass. 463; Sch. 
Dist. in Rumford v. Wood, 13 Mass. 198; Brewer v. New 
Gloucester, 14 Mass. 216; Marcy v. Clark, 17 Mass. 330, 335; 
11ferchants' Bank v. Gook, 4 Pick. 414; Chase v. Merrimack 
Bank, 19 Pick. 568; Gaskill v. Dudley, 6 Met. 546; Hill v. 
Boston, 122 Mass. 344. The constitutionality of the hw does 
not seem to have been really questioned till the case of Chase v. 
Bank, 19 Pick. 568, as late as 1837, and its constitutionality 
was there said to be so well established as not to be an open 
question. The people of Maine, while a part of Massachusetts, 
·were familiar with the law and the practice. The Maine courts 
have repeatedly recognized it as long established, and as in 
harmony with the state constitution. Adams v. Wiscasset 
Bank, 1 Maine, 361; Fernald v . .Lewis, 6 Maine, 268; Bailey
ville v. Lowell, 20 Maine, 178, 181; Spencer v. Brighton, 49 
Maine, 326 ; Hayford v. Everett, 68 Maine, 507. Its consti
tutionality does not seem to have been questioned by the profes
sion till Skurtlejf v. lViscasset, 74 Maine, 130. In Connecticut 
also, the antiquity and constitutionality of the law have been 
repeatedly affirmed. Beers v. Botsford, 3 Day, 159 ; Beardsley 
v. Smith, 16 Conn. 368. 
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That a statute, or rule of law, or custom, has so long existed, 
unquestioned, and has been so often invoked, and universally 

, approved, and has become ingrained like this in the jurisprudence 
of a state, is a strong, if not conclusive reason, for pronouncing 
it constitutional, and a part of the ti law of the land." State v. 
4.llen, 2 McCord, 5G; Sears v. Cottrell, 5 Mich. 251. 

The plaintiff urges that such a method of enforcing executions 
against towns, arose out of the early theory thHt all the inlrnb
itants ,vere parties to the suit, and could appear personally and 
be heard. It is claimed that when New England towns were 
first formed, they did not have their present corporate character, 
that they were an aggregation of individuals, generally owning 
a large amount of territory in common, and with common rights 
and common liabilities in respect thereto. These individuals 
would necessarily be parties in any suit affecting their common 
liabilities, and execution must have issued against them as indi
viduals. In the progress of time, such inhabitants were by 
statute made ti bodies politic and corporate." ( Mass. Laws of 
178G. ) Though they continued to be sued by the name of 1

~ the 
inhabitants of the town of - , " the individuals no longer ap
peared in court, but the defence was conducted by the town as 
a unit, through its officers. The argument is, that the town 
having been made a corporation, and the individual inhabitant 
debarred from defending personally, he is entitled to his day in 
court, through some appropriate mesne process, before final 
process of execution can issue against his private property. It 
is claimed that a method of enforcing judgments against the 
inhabitants, which might not have been unjust, when such 
inhabitants were really parties, has become so, and therefore 
unconstitutional, since such inhabitants can defend only through 
a corporate organization. Towns, however, are not full corpo
rations. They have no capital stock, and no shares. They are 
only quasi corporations, - created solely for political and 
municipal purposes, and given a quasi corporate character for 
convenience only. They remain still an aggregation of individ
uals dwelling within certain territorial limits, and under the 
direct jurisdiction of the legislature. 
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But legislatures, in creating purely private corporations, have 
an unquestioned· power to prescribe the personal liability of a 

stockholder therein for corporate debts, and the method of 
enforcing it. They can limit this liability to the amount of his 
stock, or to his proportionate share, or can make him liable 
without limit. Morawetz on Corp. § 606, et seq. ; Pollard v. 
Bailey, 20 Wall. 520; Hathorn v. Calif, 2 Wall. 10. The. 
common method of enforcement is by first recovering judgment 
against the corporation, and then bringing some specified process 
against the stockholder. But under such proceedings against 
him, the stockholder can not question the judgment against the 
corporation except for fraud. .He is bound by such judgment 
until reversed. Morawetz on Corp. § 619; lJ.farsh v. Burrou,qhs, 
1 Woods, 4 70 ; 1)lilliken v. lVhitelwuse, 49 Maine, 527. 

The proceedings against the person alleged to be stockholder, 
are to establish the fact that he is a stockholder, within the 
statute liability. In some instances, the statutes have permitted 
a judgment creditor of a corporation to determine for himself at 
his peril, ( of course indemnifying the officer) what persons are 
stockholders liable for the debt, and to levy the execution 
directly on the property of such person, without any interme
diate process. The question of liability as stockholder, would 
then be tried in a suit against the officer. This latter mode of 
enforcement, though perhaps harsher than the other, has been 
repeatedly held to be constitutional and we do not know of any 
case holding otherwise. Momwetz on Corp. § § 618, 619 and 
notes; Leland v. Marsh, 16 Mass. 391; Mm~cy v. Clark, 
17 Mass. 330; Stedman v. Eveleth, 6 Met. 115, 124 and 125; 
Gray v. Coffin, 9 Cush. 205; Holyoke Bank v. Goodnian 
Paper Co. 9 Cush. 576. See also, 1Werrill v. Suffolk Bank, 
31 Maine, 57; Uame v. Brigham, 39 Maine, 35. In Penni
man's case, 103 U. S. 714, the statute of Rhode Island, 
authorized the arrest of a stockholder, on an execution against 
the corporation. The constitutionality of the statute was directly 
affirmed by the state court and was assumed without question by 
the U. S. Supreme Court. The principle is analogous to that 
which permits a creditor holding an execution against A at his 
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peril to levy directly upon certain goods as the goods of A 
without first instituting any process to determine their owner
ship. If B's goods be taken, he has a remedy against the officer 
or can successfully resist him. A is not injured in either event. 
If the person whose goods are sought to be taken on an execu
tion against a corporation is liable as stockholder for the debt, he 
is not injured thereby. If he is not liable, he has the same 
rights and remedies as B. 

But the plaintiff urges, that whatever may have been the 
adjudications heretofore, upon this method of enforcing a judg
ment against a municipal or other corporation, hy levying upon 
the property of any member, it is now forbidden hy that clause 
of the fourteenth amendment to the United States constitution 
already quoted. He claims that '' due process of law" as there 
used, requires a notice to him personally, and an opportunity 
for him to be heard in court, before execution issues against his 
property. The general proposition would be, that 11 due ·process 
of law" means judicial process with fuclex, acto1' and rens. This 
proposition may seem to be supported by some general remarks 
of judges, and writers, but no case in point is cited, nor indeed 
any direct assertion. 

The phrase '' due process of law" in the United States consti
tution, and in the constitutions of many of the states, and the 
phrase "law of the land," in the constitutions of others of the states 
including Maine, have long had the same meaning. 2 Coke's 
Inst. 50, 51. English poUtical history is full of the strife between 
the crown and the people, the crown seeking to enlarge its 
irresponsible prerogatives, and the people insisting on fixed, and 
certain laws. lhe Magna Charta, and the various bills of rights, 
in which these phrases were used, were demanded from the kings, 
as safeguards against arbitrary action, against partial, or unequal 
decrees. 

The barons and people, insisted on general laws, legurn terrae, 
on uniformity," due process of law." They insisted on law how
ever harsh, as better security than the prerogative however 
indulgent. These phrases did not mean merciful, nor even just 
laws, but they did mean equal and general laws, fixed and certain. 
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The solicitude was to preserve the property of the subject from 
the inundation of the prerogative, Broom's Court, Law. 228. 
The English colonies in America were familiar with the conflict 
between customary law, and arbitrary prerogative, and claimed 
the protection of those charter8. When they came to form 
independent governments, they sought to guard against arbitrary 
or unequal governmental action hy inserting the same phrases in 
their constitutions. 

They insisted that all proceedings against the individual or his 
property, should be uniform, and by general law. They put the 
same limitation upon the federal government in the fifth constitu
tional amendment. In commenting on these phrases Mr. Cooley 
cites with approval the language of Mr. ,Justice JOHNSON in 
Bank of Colwnbia v. Otely, 4 ·wheat. 235. '' As to the words 
from Magna Charta, incorporated into the constitution of Mary
land, after volumes spoken and written with a view to their 
exposition, the good sense of mankind has settled down to this, 
that they were intended to secure the individual from the 
nrhitrary exercise of the power·3 of govenment, unrestrained by 
the established principles of private rights and distributive 
justice." Cooley on Const. Lim. 355. Judge GREEN in Bank 
v. Cooper, 2 Yerger, 599, (24Am. Dec. 523) said: "By'law of 
the land' is meant, a general and public law, operating equally 
on every individual in the community." He also said that such 
was the opinion of the distinguished ,Judge CATRON, and of 
Lord Cmrn. Chief Justice HEMPHILL, in Janes v. Reynolds, 2 
Texas, 251, said, "the terms 'law of the land' are 
now in their most usual acceptation regarded as public laws, 
binding upon all the members of the community under all circum
stances, and not partial or private laws." O'NEIL, J., in State v. 
Sinwns, 2 Speers, 767, said: '1 The words mean the common law, 
and the statute law existing in the state at the time of the 
adoption of the constitution." 

But it has been expressly decided, that due process of law 
does not always mean judicial prncess. The individual's property 
is often taken for taxes without his being first warned and heard, 
and it is nowhere contended now that such summary process is 
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not due process of law. It is the fixed, certain process, applicable 

to all, and not partial, nor unequal. 1.l!lclr.lillen v. Anderson, 95 
U. S. 37. Mr. Justice MILLER in the opinion said: ''By 
summary is not meant arbitrary, or unequal, or illegal. It (the 
collection of the tax) must, under our constitution, be lawfully 
done. But that does not mean, nor does the phrase 1

' due process 
of law" mean, by a judieial proceeding. In 1Wurray v. IIoboken 
Land Oompany 18 Howard, 272, u warrant of distn=ss was 

issued by the solicitor of the treasury against the collector 
of New York, upon a certificate of the first comptroller, that 
the collector was indebted to the treasury. The collector 
had not been notified nor heard so far as appears. The statute 
authorizing such a pl'ocess, was held constitutional. Judge 
CURTIS, on page 276, said: i, The constitution contains no descrip
tion of those processes, which it was intended to allow or forbid. 
It does not eveu declare what principles are to be applied to 
ascertain whether it be dne process." See also Davhlson v. New 
Orleans, !JG U. S. 97; JValke1· v. Sauvinet, 92 U. S. 90. 

It does not follow that every 1:,tatute is the" law of the land," nor 
that every process authorized lJy a legislature is '1 due process of 
law .1

' It must not offend agttinst ft the established principles of 
private rights and distributive justice." This statute does not. It 
does not transfer A's property to B. It only makes A's property 
liable to be taken for a debt, he in common with others, ovres to 
B. A can save his property by paying the judgment against 
his town, which judgment binds him and all the other inhalJitants, 
and is a judgment he, and each of the others ought to pay. 
vVhether he pay or let his property be sold, he can recover full 
damages of the town, and have the same final process for the 
collection of his debt. In the end he only pays his rateable 
share of the common debt. The statute is general, and is uniform 
in its application, to every town, und every inhabitant. It may 
not be in theoretical harmony with other methods of procedure, 
hut it accomplishes its laudable purpose, of compelling towns to 
pay their deuts, without doing any injustice. Towns readily 
obtain credit at low rates of interest upon the sti·ength of it, 
and to now pronounce it void, would destroy their credit and 
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work wide spread di~aster among those who have so confidently 
invested their savings in loans to towns. 

The words "due process of law" in the fourteenth amendment 
do not have any enlarged, nor different meaning, from that here
tofore ascribed to them. The amendment does not make federal 
law, and federal process of law, the ''law of the land," and" due 
process oflaw" in each state. "\Vhatevcr vvas due process of law 
in any state before the amendment, is due process of law in that 
state since the amendment. Before the amendment, the final 
determination of the question whether a state statute was accord
ing to the law of the land, rested with the courts of the state. 
Since the amendment it rests with the Supreme Court of the 
United St1ttes. It is through this operation of tha amendment, 
that the citizen receives additional protection against unequal and 
partial laws. 

The United States Supreme Court, in considering and deter
mining such a question, will look mainly at the fundamental law, 
and genera] jurisprudence of the state. If the statute or process 
is found to be of ancient origin, to have been fully acquiesced in, 
to be general in its character, and impartial in its application, 
and interwoven with the business of the people, that court will 
not pronounce against it, because it is anomalous or has not been 
adopted elsewhere. The plaintiff cites Rees v. TVatertown, 19 
Wall. 107, and J11feriwetllel' v. Garrett, 102 U.S. 472, not as 
decisive or applicable authorities, but for some general observa
tions in the opinions, upon '~ due process of law." In neither case 
was there a comparison of a state statute with the fourteenth 
amendment, and in both cases (19 ·wall. 122, und 102 U. S. 
519) the New England method of enforcing judgments against 
municipalities is expressly noticed as an exception to the applica
tion of the general observations quoted by plaintiff, and is not 
even incidentally condemned. Elsewhere in the opinions of the 
same court, this method has been alluded to, as actual, existing 
and binding law, and nowhere has it even by implication been 
declared contrary to the New England law of the land, or the 
fourteenth ninendment. Riggs v. Johnson County, G ·wall. 191; 
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Supervisor v. Rogers, 7 Wall. 180; Barkley v. Levee Oomr's, 
93 u. s. 295. 

The statute in question must be held to be constitutional and 
unaffected by the fourteenth amendment. 

,Judgment for tile defendant in each case. 

PETERS, C. J., ,, ... ALTON, DANFORTH, LIBBEY and FosTER, 
JJ., concurred. 

BENJAMIN F. ANmrnws, petitioner, 

vs. 

MARQUIS F. KING, Mayor, and others. 

Cumberland. Opinion March 24, 1885. 

Certiorari. ·Removal of city m,arshal of Portland by mayor and aldernien. 
Practice. Special stats. 1877, c. 346; 1878, c. 16. 

Where an officer is "subject after hearing to removal by the mayor, by and 
with the advice and consent of the aldermen," the hearing must be by the 
" board of mayor and aldermen." A hearing by the aldermen alone is not 
sufficient, even if by the officer's consent. 

Where an officer is removable in the manner above stated for '' inefficiency or 
other cause," the mayor and aldermen must find sufficient cause to exist as 
matter of fact, and so adjudicate, before a valid order of removal can be 
made. An omission to pass upon the truth of the charges, invalidates the 
order of removal. 

Where upon a hearing of a petition for a writ of certiorari the presiding judge, 
with the consent of the parties, rules pro forma only, that the petition be 
dismissed, without exercising his own judgment, the law court may enter
tain exceptions, and upon them, ~etermine whether the writ should issue. 

ON EXCEPTIONS. 

Petition for certiorari to quash the proceedings of the mayor 
and aldermen of Portland in removing the petitioner from the 
office of city marshal on the first day of May, 1884. The petition 
was dated June 17, 1884. 

(Return of the respondents.) 

'' In addition to the records, which the said petitioner has 
made part of his petition in the present case, and a copy of 
which is also hereunto annexed, of the proceedings before the 
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mayor and the aldermen of the city of Portland at the hearing 
relating to the removal of the petitioner from the office of city 
marshal of said city on charges duly preferred against him -
the same hearing referred to in said petition of Benjamin F. 
Andrews to this honorable court for the writ of certiorari -
the said respondents hereby-respectfully certify and return that 
the following proceedings were had by and before them and the 
following facts were found by them:-

~~ First. That no further specification of either of' the charges 
preferred was requested by said Andrews or his counsel, at said 
hearing before the mayor and the aldermen, but on the contrary 
at the opening of the hearing, the counsel for the present peti
tioner waived all objection to the charges, as being general or 
indefinite in their character, except as that consideration was 
urged as ground for delay of the proceedings to give time and 
opportunity to meet them. 

~~ Second. That the question how one of the witnesses voted 
.at the fost municipal election, which appears in the record, was 
-excluded as in the judgment of the m~tyor and the aldermen of 
no importance and wholly imrnaterittl upon any issue legally 
arising under the charges preferred. 

~~ Third. That in reference to the form or metho<l of pro
ceeding- the mayor retiring from the chair after reading the 
,charges, calling the chairman of the aldermen to preside, and 
first hearing the testimony before making the removal nnd asking 
the advice and consent of the aldermen - the c~unsel for the 
present petitioner expressly stated at the hearing that he made 
no complaint about it, and was not sure tlrnt it was not upon the 
whole the most becoming method. Tho m:tyor remained in 
attendance during the whole hearing. 

~~ Fourth. That it was the judgment of the mayor upon the 
evidence introduced at said hearing that the several charges pre
ferred against said Benjamin F. Andrew:, as set forth in said 
record were all of them proYed, and it was upon that judgment 
he acted in removing the said Andrews from Haid office of eity 
marshal. 

VOL. LXXVII. 15 
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'' .And the same judgment was formed upon· the evidence by 
the aldermen who voted to advise and consent to said removal, 
and it was upon that judgment they acted in giving such · advice 
and consent. 

'' Fifth. That there was a full hearing before the mayor and 
the aldermen upon all the charges preferred, as they are set 
forth in said record. 

'' And now these respondents respectfully submit that this 
honorable court will not canvass the evidence laid before the 
mayor and the aldermen of said city, with the view of drawing 
inferences and determining facts therefrom, but will regard the 
facts found by them from the evidence as established, and this 
their return and certificate of the proceedings before them, 
together with the records annexed to said petition, as final and 
conclm,ive of the same. They further respectfully submit that 
their doings, findings and judgments were in all respects just and 
without erro·r, and within their jurisdiction under the special laws 
of 1878 cited in said petition, and that the petitioner shows no 
cause entitling him to the writ of certiorari as prayed for." 

Subscribed and sworn to. 
The presiding justice ruled pro fo1'ma, that the petition be 

dismissed and the writ be denied, and the petitioner alleged 
exceptions. 

Willi'mn L. Putnam and 0. W. Goddard, for the plaintiff, 
cited: R. S., c. 77, § 5; Bat!t B. & T. Co. v. Magoun, 8 
Maine, 293; N. Berwiclc v. York, 25 Maine, 73; Wate1·ville, 
Petr'8, 31 Maine, 506; Cornville v. Co. Com. 33 Maine, 238; 
Dyer v. ~owell, 33 Maine, 261 ; Detroit v. Co. Com. 35 
Maine, 379; West Bath v. County Commissioners 36 Maine, 
77; Furb1u;h v. Cunnin,qlwm, 56 Maine, 186; Hopkins v. 
Foglei·, GO Maine, 268; Bethel v. County Conunissioners, 60 
Maine, 538 ; Dl'esden v. Oo. Com'rs, 62 Maine, 367 ; Fair-
field v. Co. Com'rs, 66 Maine, 387; Spofford v. R. R. Co. 66 
Maine, 48 ; White v. Co. Com. 70 Maine, 326; Gushing v. 
Gay, 23 Maine, 9; 2 Dill. Mun. Corp. § § 925, 929, 927; R. 
S., c. 102, § 13; Dow v. True, 19 Maine, 48; Banks, App't, 29 
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Maine,. 291; Lewiston v .. Oo. Oom. 30 Maine, 24; Sm:ith .v. Oo .. 
Com. 42 Maine, 400; Wayne and Payette v. Co, Oom.37 Maine,, 
560; McPheters v. Morrill, 66 Maine, 126; Vassalboro, Petr's,. 

_19 Maine, 338; ..1.lfinot v. Oo. Oom. 28 Maine, 121; Windham,, 
Pet'rs, 32 Maine, 454; Pingree v. Oo. Oom. 30 Maine, 354 ;: 
Harkness v. Oo. Com. 26 Maine, 356; Strong v. Uo. Com. 3L 
Maine, 580; Winslow v. Oo. Com. 37 Maine, 562; Bangor v .. 
Go. Com. 30 Maine, 273; Levant v. Go. Com. 67 Maine, 433 ;. 
Orono v. Go Com. 30 Maine, 305; Pike v. Harrinian, 39, 
Maine, 53; Haywm·d, Pet'r, IO Pick. 358; State v. Rochestm·,. 
6 ·wend. 564; Ledden v. Hanson, 39 Maine, 359; Emery v .. 
Brann, 67 Maine, 44; Ross v. Ellswo1'th, 49 Maine, 418 ;; 
Oxford v. County Commissioners, 43 Maine, 257; Special 
Statutes, 1878, c. 16; People v. Nichols, 79 New York, 588; 
People v. Fire Commissioners, 72 New York, 449; Osgood 
v. Nelson, 5 Appeal Cases, Law Reports, 636; Farmington 
R. W. P. Go. v. County Commissioners, 112 Mass. 206 ;, 
Tewksbury v. Go. Com. 117 Mass. 564; Murdock, App't, 7 
Pick. 312. 

Charles F. Libby, for the defendants. 
There is no provision of law authorizing exceptions to the· 

decision of a judge at nisi pri'Us on a petition for certiorari.. 
This court has jurisdiction only of questions arising on the writ. 
of certiorari. The granting of the petition is matter of discretion,. 
not of right. No exceptions lie to the refusal of a judge to grant. 
the writ, and therefore none to his rulings at the hearing upon the· 
petition. The language of the statute (R. S., c. 77, § 42} 
seems explicit in this point. It is confined to '' questions arising· 
on writs of . certiorari, when the facts are agreed on,. 
or are ascertained and reporte<l by a justice." If no writ is. 
granted there is no provision of law for bringing the matter 
before the law court. Here the facts are not " agreed on" nor 
"reported by a justice;" it is a petition and not a writ. 

The final vote, as recorded by the city clerk, does not specifi
cally mention the charges, but when taken in connection with 
the rest of the record leaves no reasonable doubt as to the basis 
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of the aldermen's action. We submit that this is not a case 
where the action of the court is to be governed by a strained 
construction of the record of a municipal body, not acting 
according to the course of the common law, and not accustomed 
or to bo expected to make up its record with the fullness and 
accuracy with which the record of a judgment of a court of law 
would be made up. On the contrary, this is a case when the 
petitioner is bound to show that he is, in fact, actually aggrieved, 
not that the record is capable of a construction, which renders it 
possible to argue that he was so aggrieved. 

If such a course was to he accepted, no records of municipal 
,officers could stand, as they furnish at the best a mere outline of 
the proceedings. As said by Judge DEVENS in Fairbanks v . 
. Alde1·1nen of Fitchbw·_q, 132 Mass. 4 7: '' In cases of this character 
it is particularly desirable to deal with the substantial justice of 
"the case, untrammelled by defects in the records or in the 
)pleadings." 

The only question which any court would consider, when 
:asked to set aside these proceedings, would be, what was in fact 
the judgment of that tribunal upon these charges - were they 
sustained or not - not merely does the record show it fully, but 
what was the fact. 

Upon this question the ans,ver of these respondents is conclu
·sive. They say, whatever the record may or may not show, our 
judgment was upon the evidence that these charges were sus
tained, and that the petitioner was guilty of taking bribes as well 
as of the other acts specified, and upon that judgment they acted 
fo voting to remove him. ,vtrnt claim, then, has the petitioner 
for the favorabl~ action of this court? 

·" The court cannot, upon a writ of certiorari, examine into 
the merits of a case and set aside the verdict as being against 
evidence." Johnson v . . Ames, 11 Pick. 173; Pay and al. 
Petitioners, 15 Pick. !43. 

The reasons which have led tho courts to hold that the record 
as first m,tde up is not conelusi\'e, but may be supplemented by 
a further return, are apparent. If this were not the case, inex
perienced recording officers might place in jeopardy important 
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public interests and delay indefinitely important action on matters 
\ 

of great moment. The proceedings of municipal boards would 
be hedged in by technicalities, which would destroy the efficiency 
and defeat .the objects for which they are established. The 
strictness of ordinary legal proceedings cannot be expected in 
the record of their action. Some allowance must be made for 
their inexperience and lack of legal knowledge, when it does not 
touch the merits of their action. For this reason the courts 
have held that when the record does not show all the Hteps in 
the proceedings or the grounds of their action, they may make 
a return, setting out such additional matter as shows that the 
action taken by them was legal; as stated by GRAY, C. J., in 
Farmington River Water C01npany v. County Comrni'ssioners, 
112 Mass. 206 : ~~ To a petition for certiorari to quash the pro
ceedings of county commissioners, the commissioners may file 
an answer stating in detail their findings at the hearing before 
them, if not stated in their record; and the petitioners cannot 
control it in matter of fact by intrinsic evidence." See also pp. 
216, 217. "A return in writing by the county commissioners of 
their findings, which cannot be disputed in matter of fact." 
Tewksbury v. County Commissioners, 117 Mass. 563; Mendon 
v. Co. Comrs, 5 Allen, 13; Worcester & Nashua R. R. v. 
Railrnad Comrs. 118 Mass. 564; Chase v. Aldermen of 

Springfield, 119 Mass. 556; Gmce v. Board of Health, 135 
Mas8. 497, 498. Also citing Gloucerster Co. Corn'rs, 116 
Mass. 581 ; Fairbanks v. 1Wayor and Aldennan of Fitchbu1·g, 
132 Mass. 42. 

But the practice in this respect has been so fully and closely 
stated in a late opinion of this court, that further citation of 
authorities is unnecessary. 

'' The answer of the county commissioners to a petition for 
certiorari should contain a full, detailed statement of the facts 
proved and the rulings thereon, so far as the points complained of 
in the petition are concerned. The answer, when completed, 
signed and sworn to, is conclusive on all matters of fact within, 
their jurisdiction." Levant v. County Commissioners, 6'Z' 
Maine, 429. 
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Petitioner's counsel complain that · the return of respondents 
uses the word ''judgment" in place of finding, and say that it 
is an evasion of liability and an attempt to deprive them of the 
remedy they would have in case the word "finding" had 
been used. We submit that the objection is hypercritical and 
unreasonable. The word ''judgment" involves a finding. See 
"Finding" in Burrill\, Law Diet. The language of the return 
is "it was the judgment of the mayor upon the evidence," . 
"and the same judgment was formed upon the evidence by the 
aldermen who voted to advise and consent to said removal," "and 
it was upon that judgment they acted," etc. 

There can be no question as to what these words mean. They 
include a finding of fact, a conclusion reached by means of 
•evidence. To complain of the form of the statement is to cavil 
.about words, and ignore their real significance. What element 
that goes to make up a valid judgment and legal action of the 
:board is wanting, when the mayor and aldermen certify that upon 
the evidence their judgment was that the petitioner was guilty of 
the charges preferred, and that upon that judgment, so formed, 
they acted in removing and in ad vising and consenting to the 
removal. 

EMERY, J. The office of city marshal is not a corporate, nor 
even a municipal office. While the appointment of the incumbent 
is usually delegated to the municipal government, it is competent 
for the legislature to intrust it to the governor. Cases are not 
·uncommon in large American cities where the state has taken to 
·itself the appointment and government of the police force of the 
,city. The city marshal has other than municipal duties. He 
has to preserve the public peace, the peace of the state. He has 

·to enforce the laws of the state. He is essentially a state officer, 
;and the people of the whole state are interested to have such 
·legislation, and judicial interpretation, as to his appointment, 
-tenure, and removal, as will secure the most efficient adminis
·tration of his office. Dillon on Mun. Corp. ( 3 ed.) § § 58, 60, 
:210; Farrel v. Bricl,qeport, 45 Conn. 191; Oobb v. Po1·tland, 
. ..55 Maine, 381. The court, therefore, in passing upon the 
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questions here presented, must regard the rights and interests of 
the people, as well as those of the parties. It is a question of 
public, as well as of private right. 

Formerly, the city marshal of Portland was appointed by the 
mayor and aldermen, annually, subject to removal for good 
cause. This practically gave the mayor and aldermen power to 
remove at will, at the end of the year, by merely not re-appoint
ing. By the act of 1877, c. 346, and the amendatory act of 
1878, c. 16, the legislature provided that the marshal should 
"hold office during good behavior, subject, however, after hear
ing, to removal at any time by the mayor, by and with the 
advice and consent of the aldermen, for inefficiency or other 
cause." The tenure of the office was made to be during good 
behavior, a tenure as long as that of the justices of the Supreme 
Court of the United States. We must assume that this im
portant change in tenure was made advisedly. We must assume 
that the legislature investigated and deliberated sufficiently. 
,v e must assume that its action herein was expedient and neces
sary, and so unhesitatingly give it full scope and effect. 

A power of removal is always necessary to ensure good be
havior; and in this case, a power of removal ""as vested in the 
mayor and aldermen, to he exercised, however, only when there 
was ,i inefficiency or other cause" exbting, and then only after 
hearing. The discretionary power of annual removals by not 
re-appointing, was taken away. Removals were now to be made 
only when necessary, for causes affecting the administration of 
the office, and only after examination and deliberation. In these 
proceedings for removal, the public, for whose benefit the 
legislation was enacted, and the incumbent himself, have u direct 
interest. 

While the incumbent of a legislative office has no vested right 
to his office, as against the state; while he has no such property 
in it as can be conveyed, yet his right or title to the office and 
its emoluments has always been recognized by the courts as a 
valuable interest ; as a privilege entitled to the protection of the 
law. He ought not to be deprived of it, '~ but by the judgment 
of his peers, or by the law of the land." 
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In view of the importance to the public, as well as to the 
parties, of the principles which must govem the decision of this 
case, we deem it advisable to consider at some length, the various 
requirements of the statute, for a valid removal. The removal 
can only be for cause, but the statute does not specify in. detail 
what the causes are, which will justify a removal. '' Inefficiency 
or other cause," however, must mean substantial cause. In 
determining the meaning of these words, they should be con
sidered in connection with the preceding words, declaring the 
tenure of the office to be "during good behavior. " We think: 
they embrace any act of nonfeasance or malfeasance in office, 
from corruptness, as well as nonfoasance or misfeasance from 
inefficiency. · They may also be fairly held to embrace the com
mission of an infamous crime while in office, or a conviction of a 

misdemeanor and sentence to irnprisonment for a term which will 
prevent the officer from discharging the duties of his office. 

The composition rmd character of the tribunal constituted by 
the statute for hearing and determining the causes, should also 
he considered. The legislature, it must be as...;;umcd, intended it 
to be disinterested and impartial. In this case, as i8 usual, the 
mayor and aldermen are constituted tho trihnnal. In proceed
ing under the statute, they do not act ns municipal officers, nor 
ns agents of the city, hut, pro te1npore, as judges. It has been 
held, that when sitting as judges to try charges against an officer, 
municipal officers must be specially sworn for that purpose. 
Tompert v. Lithgow, 1 Bush. (Ky.) 17G. We doubt if such a 

special oath is necessary, but the ca~e cited illustrates and sup
ports our proposition, that the mayor mid aldermen act under. 
this statute, apart from their mere municipal duties, and in a 

judicial capacity. The net of hearing and deciding is always a 
judicial act. It should always be done, deliberately and without 
bias. 

The statute provides that the mayor shall take the initiative in 
passing an order of removal, and that the aldermen shall have 
power to negative the order. The mayor, however, can not 
exercise his initiative until after the hearing. The language is, 
"subject after hearing, to removal by the mayor," &c. The 
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statute does not expressly declare before whom the hearing shall 
be, whether before the mayor alone, or the aldermen alone, or 
the mayor first and. the aldermen afterward, or before the mayor 
and aldermen together. Only one hearing seems to be contem
plated however, and yet, the concurrence of both the mayor and 
the aldermen is required for vote of removal. 

The inference would be that the hearing should he by both, 
and by both together. In the statutes, and in the city charter 
of Portland, a8 in all city charters, certain powers and duties are 
vested in the mayor; certain others are vested in the aldermen, 
while the general administrative powers of the city, including the 
administration of the police, are vested in "the mayor and alder
men. " The mayor and aldermen constitute a board distinct from 
the board of alclermen. The mayor is required to preside at all 
meetings of the mayor and aldermen, ( city charter, § 3,) but 
the aldermen select their own chuirnrnn when in session by them
selves. When anything in municipal matters is to be done by 
the mayor and aldermen, it is done in a session of that board. 
The mayor and the aldermen in such cases, sit together in the 
considering of municipal affairs, and while their final action may 
be concurrent, their hearings and deliberations are in common. 
In the absence of any declaration to the contrary, we think that 
when the legislature provided for a hearing before removal, it 
intended that hath the mayor and the aldermen should hear the 
matter, and should hear it ns they hear other matters, sitting as 
a board of mnyor and aldermen, with the mayor in the chair. 
This view is supported by the subsequent legislative provision, 
that'' the mayor and aldermen" ( of Portland) should have power 
to send for persons and papers, and compel the attendance of 
witnesses, "at any meeting of sai'd board of mayor and aldernien," 
at which a hearing is to be ha<l. ( Special laws of 1881, c. 86.) 

The tribunal is composed of two factors, whose concurrence i~ 
necessary to a valid sentence. The public, and the respondent, 
are entitled to the unbiased judgment of each, after hearing, and 
as the result of the hearing. It is a part of tJrn '1 law of the 
land," that the authority which strikes must hear. 

The proceedings before this tribunal should be according to 
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f'the law of the land, " which is the common law wherever the 
statute is silent. Specifications of the alleged causes should 
therefore be formulated with such reasonable detail and precision 
as shall inform the people and the incumbent of what dereliction 
is urged against him. The charges should be specifically stated 
with substantial certainty, though the technical nicety required 
in indictments is not necessary. Dillon on Mun. Corp. (3 ed.) 
255. They may he presented by any one. It is not improper 
for the mayor, as the chief executive magistrate of the city, re
quired to be vigilant and active in causing the laws of the state 
to be enforced, to formulate the charges, even suo nwtu. In his 
supervision over the conduct of officers, it may he his duty to do 
so. But he should not prejudge the case ; he should not net as 
prosecutor at the hearing; there, he should divest himself of his 
executive functions and assume the judicial ; he should suspend 
his own judgment till the hearing is completed, that it may 
be the result of the hearing, and not of a preconceived opinion. 

The incumbent should have reasonable notice of the charges, 
as formulated, and of the time and place of the hearing. At the 
bearing, he should be allowed to cross-examine the witnesses 
agninst him, within the rules of evidence. His own testimony 
and that of the witnesses for the defence, should be folly heard 
within the same rules. The hearing should be full and fair, and 
by a patient, unprejudiced tribunal. The proceeding is adversary 
or judicial in its character, and where the statute is silent, the 
substantial principles of the common law must be observed. 
Dillon on Mun. Corp. (3 ed.) 253; Murdock v. Phillips' 
Academy, 7 Pick. 303; 12 Pick. 244. 

After hearing and before sentence, (for the order of removal is 
a quasi sentence, though we use the word for purpose of illustra
tion merely,) there should be an adjudication upon the truth or 
falsity of the charges as matters of fact; for upon such adjudi
cation the sentence is based. This adjudication must be by the 
tribunal that hears the evidence, here, the hoard of mayor and 
aldermen. The. removal can not be made, unless the alleged 
cause in fact exists, and such existence should be ascertained and 
declared, as the legal basis for the sentence of removal. Such is 
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the immemorial practice in prosecutions in the common law 
courts. We do not refer to civil proceedings. No sentence 
is there pronounced until the respondent has been found and de
clared guilty of the particular charge alleged. The records of 
the higher courts recite first the fact that the respondent is found 
guilty, by verdict, or plea, and '' therefore it is considered, " &c., 
or "whereupon it is ordered, " &c. At the preliminary hearing 
before a magistrate, where there is a plea of "not guilty," the 
record alway8 shows, that upon bearing, the respondent is ad
judged ~uilty or not guilty, as the case may be, and that the 
sentence or order is based on such finding of fact. 

In special courts, established for the trial of officers alleged to 
be unfaithful, such as courts of impeachments and courts martial, 
we believe it is the universal practice for the court to pass first 
upon the truth or falsity of each charge, before passing sentence. 

This must needs be the course, otherwise the court might pro
nounce sentence, where no one charge was believed by a majority 
of the court. There might be as many charges as there were 
members of the court, and no one charge receive the assent of 
more than one member, yet that member vote to sentence, on 
account of his belief in the truth of that one charge, which all 
his associates believed to be false. 

If each member did so, there would be sentence, without con
viction, and without guilt. Such a result would be monstrous, 
and hence the practice of first ascertaining and declaring whether 
the court agrees, or concurs, upon any one charge as proved. · 

We think it may be assumed in the absence of specific 
directions, that the legislature intended this special tribunal 
should follow the course so long, and generally followed by the 
common law courts, and special courts charged with similar 
duties. The same reasons for such a course certainly exist. 

In this case now before us, are seven different charges~ The 
mayor might be convinced of the truth of one only, and think it 
his duty to remove for that cause. The aldermen might be 
unanimous in the belief that the particular charge relied upon by 
the mayor was not proved, and yet be of the opinion some other 
charge was true. The mayor might remove upon his belief, and 
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the aldermen consent upon their belief, and the officer be thus 
removed without any concurrence of belief. Again, no· one 
charge might be proved to the satisfaction of more than one 
alderman, while each one of the seven aldermen might be satis
fied with the proof of one of the charges, and consent to the 
removal for that charge. There might be, in this way a unani
mous vote for removal, where six-sevenths of the board believed 
every charge to be false. Again, the mayor and aldermen might 
believe in the truth of such charges only, as are not legal cause 
for removal, and disbelieve the others, and yet vote to remove, 
and the incumbent thus be deprived. of his office ag<iinst the 
evident will of the people. The evil and unjust results, that 
might follow from an omission of the tribunal, to first nscertain 
and declare the facts as to the charges, before considering the 
sentence are cogent arguments that such ascertainment and 
declaration must be an essential part of the procedure, for a 
valid removal. No· course of procedure of an inferior tribunal, 
that could so nulli:(y the intent of the statute, and so elude the 
supervisory power of the Supreme Court over such tribunals, can 
be according to '' the law of the land." 

If any charge be found true by the concurrent finding of the 
mayor, and aldermen, substantially in the manner above indicated, 
and the officer's removal be thought advisable, there must then be 
an order of removal. The adjudication upon the :facts, and that 
upon the advisability of removal are distinct acts. The latter 
cannot precede nor be co-incident with the former, hut must 
follow it. Though the board of mayor and aldermen may find 
some of the charges proved, non cnnstat that the mayor will 
remove, or the aldermen consent. Repentance, reparation, or 
other considerations may induce a suspension of sentence. If 
removal be determined upon, by the mayor, he should make 
an order to that effect, and if the aldermen consent, that consent 
should be formally expressed. \Ve do not mean that these 
things are to be done with stateliness of manner, nor that the 
record is to be minutely formal. The manner may be familiar, 
and the record brief. The finding of the facts, and the conse
quent order may be expressed simply, and in condensed form. 
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All that is necessary is, a substantial observance of the essentials, 
and some expression thereof, in some intelligible form. 

In the absence of any statute provision, the procedure above 
out lined appears to us upon principle and analogy to be that 
required by ii the law of the land," according to which the officer 
must he deprived of his office, if at ull. 

Now, let us, in the light of the principles above stated, 
examine the proceedings of the mayor, of the aldermen, and of 
the board of mayor and aldermen, and see wherein they are 
erroneous, if there he any error. They are generally regular. 
Two at least of the charges, the fourth and fifth, were sufficient 
in form and substance. There are two matters, hmvever, that 
seem to us irregular, and if not sufficiently cured, erroneous, in 
substance. 

1. There was no hearing before the mayor, nor before the 
board of mayor and aldermen. The mayor evidently did not 
consider himself a part, or member of the tribunal that was to 
hear and afterward determine. From his letter to the marshal 
of April 21, 1884, it would seen1 he did not understand that he 
was to give a hearing, but rather that the marshal could be heard 
before the board of aldermen on the question presumably of their 
concurrence in the predetermination of the mayor to remove. 
At the hearing he did not preside, as he was by law bound to do, 
at all meetings of the mayor and aldermen, and although he 
remained in attendanee, it was only as a spectator or prosecutor. 
The official hearing was by the aldermen alone. For the reasons 
heretofore stated, we do not think .that such a hearing wns suffi
cient hasi8 for sentence of removal. The respondent and the 
people were entitled to the judgment of the mayor, and that, 
uftcr hearing, and as the results of the . hearing. They were 
entitled to be heard by him as a judge before he should pass 
sentence. There has been no hearing by the statute tribunal, if 
we have correctly assumed that the statute intended a hearing by 
the mayor as well as by the aldermen. 

2. At the conclusion of the hearing, the mayor took his seat, 
as mayor and presiding officer, (the board of mayor and alder
men being thereby in session) and without stating what charges 
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he found proved, or upon which of them he based his action, 
without putting to the board the question of guilt or innocence, 
without any finding of facts by either factor of the hoard, upon 
either charge, he passed sentence of removal. He then put the 
question whether the aldermen would ad vise and consent thereto. 

The aldermen did not pass upon the truth or falsity of any 
charge. There was no ascertainment nor declaration of any facts. 
Their only vote or act was that of sentence. "\Ve cannot know 
from the record that a majority of the aldermen believed in any 
one charge, nor whether the removal was upon a sufficient, or 
insufficient charge. The record does not disclose what was the 
basis for the sentence, nor that there was any basis. According 
to the principles of law heretofore stated, this want of a proper 
basis renders the sentence of removal invalid. 

The first named irregularity was an abuse of jurisdiction. The 
court constituted by the statute did not sit. The mayor, an 
essential factor of that court, abdicated his judicial functions. 
The board of aldermen assumed to themselves the power that 
was only to be exercised by the board of mayor and aldermen. 

The second named irregularity was an error in procedure. 
They are both within the superintending power of this court, 
which '' has general superintendence of all inferior courts, for the 
prevention and correction of errors and abuses, where the 
law does not expressly provide a remedy." R. S., c. 77, § 3. 
This jurisdiction is broad enough to include a superintendence of 
the mayor and aldermen where they are sitting in any judicial 
capacity. Such power has been repeatedly exercised in England 
and in this country, and in cases of removal of officers of private 
corporations as well as of public officers. It <loes not extend to 
a re-trial of the facts, nor to a review of the evidence, nor to a 
revision of any matter of discretion. It does extend to an 
examination of the grounds of the proceedings, and of the course 
of the procedure, to determine whether the inferior court kept 
within its jurisdiction, and proceeded according to law. "Whether 
the inferior court is legally constituted; whether the allegations 
made to it are sufficient in form and substance to authorize it to 
proceed; whether its procedure is correct, and whether its 
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sentence is la\Yful are questions for this court to determine. If 
abuse or error be found in a.ny of these matters, this court can 
by proper process annul the whole proceeding, where no other 
mode of correction is provided. The foregoing proposition as to 
the extent of the supervisory power of this court, and that it 
comprehends cases of attempted removal of officers for cause, is 
well established by authority. People v. Fire Commissioners, 
72 N. Y. 245; People v. Nichols, 79 N. Y. 582; People v. 
Campbell, 82 N. Y. 247; State v. Lufton, 64 Mo. 415; Rex 
v. Richardson, 1 Bun. 517; Dillon on Mun. Corp. (3 ed.) 250, 
251 and notes. In an English case Osgood v. Nelson, L. R. Q. 
B. 41, 329 and 5 App. Oas. L. R. 636, the statute authorized 
the mayor, aldermen, and council to remove the registrar for 
~i inability, misbehavior, or for any other cause which may appear 
reasonable to them." The court of Queen's Bench and the House 
of Lords on appeal, considered, and determined for themselves 
the reasonableness of the alleged causes. They decided that 
habitual non-attendance ·was a reasonable cause, but they did so 
upon their own judgment, and not upon that of the mayor, 
aldermen and council. 

The respondent before the mayor and aldermen, comes to this 
court as a petitioner for the writ of certiorari, which the court 
has the power to issue in the furtherance of justice. R. S., c. 
77, § 5. This writ is the usual and suitable remedy as its effect 
is to annul the proceedings of the inferior court, if found to be 
erroneous. In accordance with the npproved practice in this 
state, the mayor and aldermen, the respondents to the petition, 
not only sent up their records, but also an answer on oath alleg
ing other proceedings an<l matters that do not appear in the record. 

They claim that their answer is conclusive as to all matters of 
fact alleged therein, and that these show, that the seeming irreg
ularities did not really occur or were waived, or that the petitioner 
was not prejudiced thereby. Levant v. Com'rs, 67 Maine, 429. 
The answer, however, is not conclusive of the legal effect of the 
facts alleged, and the sufficiency of the allegations for their 
purpose is next to be considered. ·we need only to consider 
allegations relating to the two errors already indicated; that of 
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the nrnyor's omitting to sit officially at the hearing ; and that of 
the mayor and aldermen omitting to adjudicate upon any of the 
charges. 

As to the first, the respondents' answer, ( see item 3, of the 
nnswer) that the mayor was in attendance and heard the testimony. 
We do not understand them to mean that the mayor attended, 
und heard officially as a judge. The record shows that the hear
ing was before the board of aldermen only, and that the mayor 
was present as a spectator or prosecutor. An answer is not to 
be constmed as contradicting the record, but rather as supple
menting it. The respondents also answer that the counsel for 
the present petitioner, expressly stated he made no complaint 
about the mayor leaving the chair, and was not sure it was not, 
upon the ,vhole, the most beeoming method. The argument of 
course is, there was a waiver of the mayor's performance of his 
judicial duty in the matter, and that it was competent for the 
petitioner to waive it, and so give jurisdiction to the board of 
aldermen alone. 

If it were matter of form, or of practice, or even of procedure 
only, it was, perhaps~ competent for the then respondent to 
waive it, and be bound by the waiver. But this matter involves 
the composition of the tribunal ; indeed its very authority and 
existence, in which the people have a manifest interest. As 
before stated, the statute contemplated a hearing by the mayor 
and aldermen sitting as a hoard, the mayor in his place as mayor 
and presiding officer. The incumbent of the mayoralty was not 
simply an individual member of the tribunal who might be absent 
and yet leave a quorum. He was an essential factor. There 
could be no board of mayor and aldermen without an acting 
mayor. There could be no legal hearing under this statute, 
without the mayor or his vice being present, sitting in his place 
us mayor, as one branch of the tribunal composed of two branches. 
Thern could he no sentence without a prior legal hearing. The 
city marshal might have resigned his office, or have confessed the 
charges, hut he could not confer on the board of aldermen alone, 
the jurisdiction to hear, nor upon the mayor the jurisdiction to 
sentence without hearing, or confession. Neither branch could 
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exercise by consent a jurisdiction it did not have by statute. 
It is a familiar principle that consent will not confer jurisdiction 
on an inferior court. 

A superior common law court when trying questions of fact is 
~om posed of two factors, a judge and a jury. Both must be 
present and hear. In civil causes the btatute permits the parties 
to waive the jury, and submit the case to the judge. In criminal 
causes however, which are more analogous to this proceeding, 
there is no provision for the waiver of a jury. If a respondent 
while adhering to his plea of not guilty, should verbally offer 
to submit to a hearing by the judge alone, such offer or waiver 
would not authorize the judge to diopense with the jury, and 
proceed to hear and sentence. This would be very apparent in 
the case of the graver offences where the penalty might be long 
imprisonment, or even death. The principle however, would 
be the same in the case of all offences. If then a superior court, 
will not eliminate or suppress one of its factors upon the verbal 
consent of a respondent pleading not guilty, it would seem that 
an inferior and limited tribunal cannot do it. It must not be 
forgotten that the people as well as the respondent, are interested, 
in the proceedings. 

As to the second error, the respondents' answer, ( see item 4) 
that it was the judgment of the mayor, and of those aldermen 
voting for removal, upon the evidence at the hearing, that all the 
charges were proved, and that the sentence and consent thereto, 
were based on that judgment. Reading this answer in the light . 
of the record, the meaning seems to be, that the evidence 
induced in the mind of the mayor, and in the mind of each 
aldermen voting with him, a belief in the truth of all the charges. 
The most that the answer and record taken together indicate, 
was a mental status in certain individuals. By their use of the 
term ~~judgment" in their answer we do not understand the 
respondents to assert, that their individual mental beliefs, ,yere 
formulated into an expressed judgment of the tribunal, in the 
technical law sense of the terin. Individual members of this 

LXXVII. 16 
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court, may in relation to a case, have certain views, or opm1ons 
induced by the arguments. Each member may have the same 
opinion in his own mind. But such individual opinions do not 
constitute a judgment of the court, upon which further proceed
ings could be had. These opinions must be formulated, and 
expressed officially to become a court judgment. It is only 
after such formulating and expression that the consequences of a 
judgment can follow. Vle have said there should be an adjudi
cation upon the facts. That adjudication is something more 
than a mentul process, or conclusion in individual minds. It is 
an expression, a giving out by the tribunal, of the resultant of 
the opinions of its members, such expression being an open 
act~ a step in the procedure. It should properly appear on the 
record; but if the recording officer omitted it, and such expres
sion was actually ma<le, the record may be amended, or the fact 
can he_ shown in answer to a petition for certiorari, ( 67 Maine, 
429). We do not however, understand the answer in this case, 
to assert there was any such expression, any such formal articu
lation of judgment. Indeed the record expressly declares that 
the board of aldermen was requested to make it by one of 
its members, and refused. The answer is not sufficient to cure 
the second error. 

The respondents however, further argue, that the granting of 
the writ of certiorari, does not necessarily follow from their 
omission to show regular proceedings. The granting of the writ 
is a matter of judicial discretion, and they urge that, even if 
these particular proceedings are erroneous, new ones can at once 
be instituted, from which the same result must follow, and there
fore these may well he permitted to stand. The great majority 
of cases in which the writ is asked for, are purely civil proceed
ings, such ns those about taxes, roads, etc., and in such cases, 
the writ is always granted, if there be an excess of jurisdiction 
by the inferior court, or any unauthorized step, or omission in 
the procedure, which may work an injustice. This proceeding 
before the mayor and aldermen, h'owever, is somewhat akin to a 
criminal prosecution. It charges the petitioner with offenses. 
It may result in hi:5 condemnation and disgrace, as well as in the 
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loss of some privilege. It has been said that in such cases, the· 
injured party is entitled to the writ ex debito Justitiae. Dillom 
on Mun. Corp. (3 ed.) 925. 

It is also suggested in the argument that the proceedings of iu 
special court, unlearned in the law, are not required to be so• 
regular, nor its records so full and accurate as those of a superior· 
court. The court is reminded of the indulgence shown to the· 
records and proceedings of municipal bodies. The courts wilL 
labor to discover and give effect to the real intention of these· 
bodies, in all municipal matters, as expressed in any votes or· 
proceedings, however informal. But even in such matters, the· 
court can not supply votes that were not passed, nor overlook 
the illegality of the votes that were passed. In such adversary· 
proceedings as these, moreover, distinct from, and more solemn, 
than, those in municipal matters; in proceedings so summary, 
affecting the character of a citizen and the peace of the state, the, 
proceedings and record should be reasonably regular and precise. 
No intendments can be indulged as to the jurisdiction and regu
larity of the procedure of the mayor and aldermen in such cases .. 
State v. Lupton, 64 Mo. 415. 

This case is brought before us, upon exceptions to various. 
rulings of the presiding judge at the hearing on the petition, arni 
it is contended that the law court has no jurisdiction over questions. 
arising on the petition, but only over those arising on the writ 
itself. In the enumeration of the cases that may come before the
law court, in § 42, c. 77, R. S., the last case named is, ii questions. 
arising on writs of . certiorari." Early in the same, 
list, however, is named, "hills of exceptions." Again in § 51,, 
of c. 77, it is provided that ,i a party, aggrieved by any opinion,, 
direction, or judgment of the presiding judge," may have a bill 
of exceptions to the law court. There would seem to be sufficient 
authority for this court to determine this bill of exceptions. 
The exceptions present questions of law solely. If it be suggested 
that the final ruling dismissing the petition was a matter of 
judicial discretion, not reviewable by this court, it may he 
answered that the presiding judge did not exercise uny such 
discretion. He heard no evidence. He looked at the petition, 
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record and answer only. They presented a grave and delicate 
question. He made a proforma ruling only, with the apparent 
consent of the parties, and with the evident intention of thereby 
bringing the whole case before us for more full consideration. 
The case might properly have come up upon report, or agreed 
statement, but the form in which it comes is not essential. 
-BARROWS, J., in Oollin8 v. Ohctse, 71 Maine, 435. 

We have only considered the principal question, that presented 
by the final ruling dismissing the petition, as the result we have 
:arrived at, renders any consideration of the minor rulings 
unnecessary. We have discussed, and passed upon two errors 
fo the proceedings of the inferior court, when perhaps one was 
:sufficiently decisive of this particular case. We have thought it 
:advisable, however, to state at some length, the legal principles 
-we deem applicable to the case. It is highly important that all 
inferior tribunals, especially those vested with a jurisdiction to 
-deprive a person of his property, and condemn him to disgrace, 
;sho:utld keep within their jurisdiction, perform their whole duty, 
;and proceed accoi·ding to law. Our somewhat lengthy discussion 
;may serve as a guide to such tribunals, who, we are glad to 
:assume, desire to act impartially and la wfu Uy, and who only err, 
;as in .this case, from a misapprehension of their duty. 

We think the errors noted are substantial, - that they are 
:not cured by the answer, and that they are of such a nature as 
;requires the writ to issue. 

Exceptions sustained. ITT·it to issue. 

PETERS, C. J., ,v ALTON, VIRGIN, LIBBEY and HASKELL, JJ., 
•ooncu-rred. 

STATE OF MAINE vs. MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD COMPANY. 

Kennebec. Opinion April 6, 1885. 
Indictment. Nolle prosequi. Practice. 

Xhe statutory indictment against a railroad corporation to recover damages 
for the loss of the life of a person alleged to have been killed by the negli• 
gent management of a train under the control of such corporation, partakes 
in all practical respects so much of the nature of a civil proceeding that it 
m1:1,y be, with leave of court, discontinued by a nolle prosequi, entered by the 
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prosecutor whilst the cause is on trial before the jury, the defendant resist
ing the entry and claiming the right to have a verdict rendered. 

ON EXCEPTIONS from superior court. 

Indictment against defendant corporation for alleged negligence 
in the running of a locomotive engine, in Hallowell, June 17, 
1884, whereby one Henry M. C. Benner, was instantly killed. 

After the cause had been opened to the jury, and evidence 
put in on the part of the government, but not concluded, the 
prosecuting attorneys were allowed to enter a nolle prosequi 
against the defendant's objection, and the defendant alleged 
exception. 

W. T. Haines, county attorney, for the state.· 
Baker, Baker & Cornish, and G. C. Vose, for the defendant. 

PETERS, C. J. Whilst the trial was going on under this 
indictment, the evidence being partially in, the prosecutor was 
permitted by the presiding judge to discontinue the indictment 
by entering a nolle p1·osequi. The discontinuance was entered 
according to the civil, and also according to the criminal form, of 
procedure. If the proceeding is a civil suit, the nonsuit was 
allowable. But otherwise, if a criminal prosecution, for at such 
stage of the trial, the alleged criminal, if he demanded it, would 
have the right to have a verdict rendered. State v. Srnit!t, G7 
Maine, 328. 

\Ve think the proceeding is essentially civil in its nature, -in 
form a criminal prosecution, -in fact a suit. It is for reasons 
a privileged proceeding. It has the rights incident to a civil 
suit, and something more. It ,vould have a less right than. 
belongs to a civil action, if the prosecutor can not, the court 
assenting to the act, become nonsuit before the cause be com-. 
mitted to the jury. Our opinion is that the prosecutor had such. 
right, and that it could be done by nonsuit or nolle prosequi, 
although nolle prosequi would be the more formal and accurate, 
entry. State v. Railroad, 58 Maine, 176; State v. Railroad,. 
67 Maine, 479; State v. Railroad, 76 Maine, 357. 

Exceptions overruled. 

WALTON, DANFORTH, VIRGIN, LIBBEY and HASKELL ,TJ.,. 
JJ., concurred. 
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ARCHIBALD McNrcHOL, administrator, vs. HENRY F. EATON. 

Washington. Opinion April 7, 1885. 

Adrninistrators. Trespass ancl waste. Insolvent estates. R. 8., 1871, c. 
66, § 20, c. 95, § 12. Cutting timber from wild lands. 

1n order that an administrator may sustain an action under R. S., 1871, c. 66, 
§ 20, for trespass or waste upon the real estate of his intestate, he must show 
that the estate he represents is actually insolvent. 

Where the last domicil of an intestate was in New Brunswick, it is presumed 
that the principal assets and principal administration would be there; and 
the actual insolvency of the estate could be proved only by the aid of the 
records of the court having jurisdiction of such administration. 

An administrator is bound to know the last domicil of his intestate, the place 
where the assets are presumed to be, and where the principal administration 
should be. 

'The cutting of timber from wild lands in a careful and prudent manner, keep
ing in view the future value of the land as well as the present income, is not 
waste within the meaning of R. S., 1871, c. 66, § 20, or c. 95, § 12. 

ON REPORT. 

Trespass, by the administrator of the estate of Monroe Hill, for 
,cutting and carrying away timber from the timber lands of the 
iintestate by one holding a conveyance of the same from the heirs 
,of the intestate. The writ was dated April 7, 1881. 

The material facts are sufficiently stated in the opinion. 

A. Mc.Nfrlwl, for the plaintiff. 
In Bates v. Avery, 59 Maine, 354, the court say an admin

:istrator may recover damages in an action of trespass of a person 
,eommitting waste or trespass on the lands of the deceased when 
the estate is insolvent. R. S., c. 66, § 20. This action is based 
rupon precisely the same facts as existed in that case. In that 
,case, and in this, trespass was committed after the death of the 
intestate and before the appointment of the administrator. 

It is contended that insolvency is not proved in this case 
ibecause no administration is shown in New Brunswick. The 
,obvious reason is that there was nothing to administer. Surely 
-the plaintiff is not bound to prove a negative nor was any one 
~ound to administer in New Brunswick when no representation 
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could be made that the deceased left estate there. It would 
have been a useless expense. 

The records of the probate court under which the plaintiff 
derives his anthority are surely conclusive evidence as to the 
insolvency of the estate. Bates v . .Avm·y, 59 Maine, 354. 

Harvey and Gardner, for the defendant. 

DANFORTH, J. If this action is maintainable it must be by 
virtue of R. S., 1871, c. 66, § 20, which provides that, "when 
an administrator commits waste or trespass on real estate 
of his intestate insolvent, he is liableto account for treble the amount 
of damage. He may recover damages, in an action of trespass, of 
a person committing the same, to be accounted for as assets, 
although such person is heir or devisee of the estate." In ch. 
95, § 12 of the same revision it is provided that when an heir 
after the estate is represented insolvent and before the real estate 
is sold for payment of debts, or before all the debts are paid, 
'' removes or injures any buildings or trees, except what is 
needed for fuel or repairs, or commits any strip or waste on such 
estate, he shall forfeit treble the amount of damages, to be 
recovered by the executor or administrator in an action of tres
pass." Both of these sections had their origin in ch. 191, § 4, 
of the acts of 1835. Before the passage of the lust named act 
the administrator hall no cluim in or control over the real estate 
of hi::-i intestate except the right to sell under a license when 
necessary to pay debts. No liability for waste rested upon the 
heir and when any was committed, the right of aetion vested in 
him alone. Fuller v. Young, 10 Maine, 365; Moody v. 1~£oody, 
15 Maine, 205. Hence, the statute being in derogation of the 
common law, its meaning cannot be extended beyond what a 
fair construction of its terms requires. 

The title of the plaintiff's intestate to the real estate upon 
which the alleged trespass or waste was committed is not ques
tioned. The defendant in what he did justifies under a license 
from the owner whose title is derived from the heir of the intes
tate; therefore he stands in the place of and represents the heir. 
But for the statute he has all the rights of an owner except the 
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naked right to sell existing in the administrator. The burden of 
proof rests upon the plaintiff to bring his case within the 
provisions of the statute. 

The first question raised is whether the defendant is liable for 
waste committed before the estate was represented insolvent. 
By the act of 1835 the heirs were in express terms made liable 
only for waste committed after a representation of insolvency 
and before the land was sold for the payment of debts, or the 
debts actually paid, and then only in case the estate should be 
'' absolutely insolvent" and they were liable for treble damages. 
By the revision of 1841, this section was divided. In ch. 109, 
§ 37, the executor or administrator, whether an heir or devisee 
or not, if he shall commit such waste or trespass upon any real 
estate, as is described ch. 129, § 15, is made liable to treble 
damage and is given authority to prosecute actions of trespass 
against any persons committing such waste, whether they be 
heirs, or devisees or not, and the damageH so recovered shall be 
accounted for as assets. Inc. 129, § 15, we find the same pro
vision as in the first act as to the time of committing the waste. "If 
the heirs or devisees shall between the time of the respresentation 
of insolvency and the sale or payment of the debts commit 
·waste such as is there described he shall forfeit and pay treble 
the value thereof." In the subsequent revision these sections 
though slightly changed in phraseology remain the same in 
meaning unless changed by the omission in the earlier section 
in the revision of 1841, of the reference to the later one. It 
would seem that in the case of an heir or devisee the waste must 
he after the representation of insolvency and very good reasons 
may be given why it should be so. But upon this point we 
make no decision ns it is not necessary to the case. 

In any event the heir can only be liable in case the estate is 
proved to be insolvent. This term is frequently, perhaps com
monly applied to estates in process of sett1ement under a 
representation of insolvency either by an administrator, or in 
the hands of an assignee without regard to the final result as to 
its ability to pay all its debts, or otherwise. But we may well 
suppose that under the statute upon which this action rests the 
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word is used in its more literal and perhaps more correct mean
ing, an absolute insufficiency to pay all its debts. In this case it 
is immaterial in which sense it is used; for, if in the former the 
action must fail for at the time of the alleged waste the estate 
had not been represented insolvent and was not therefore in that 
sense an insolvent estate. If in the latter sense as we hold it is, 
the action must equally fail for there is no proof of such insol
vency. In Bates v. Avery, 59 Maine, 354, in the opinion of 
the court WALTON, J., says the action may be maintained '' if the 
estate is, infact, insolvent." A mere representation, then, is 
not enough. In the same case it was held that the documentary 
evidence from the probate office is the only proper evidence of 
insolvency. Here we have no other, no admission as in that 
case. From the probate office we have the inventory of the 
appraisers, the representation of insolvency, the appointment 
and return of the commissioners to adjudicate upon the several 
claims presented. vV e have also the proper evidence of an 
appeal from the allowance of the only two claims which were 
allowed and so far as appears neither of those appeab; have as 
yet been disposed of. There have then been no debts proved 
against the estate and of course no certainty that any ever will 
be. We have no decree of immlvency from the court for in the 
present state of the case there could be none. Upon the appoint
ment of commissioners it was decreed that the estate was 
apparently insolvent. 

Further, from the evidence in this case it is apparent that the 
court here under any circumstances co~ld not furnish the proper, 
or any evidence of the actual insolvency of this estate. The 
evidence in the case leaves no doubt that the intestate died 
in New Brusnwick and that at the time of his death his domicil 
was there. That was therefore the placo where the principal 
administration should be granted and where we should look to 
ascertain the real condition of his affairs. The judge of probate 
here had a right to appoint an administrator who could and 
should administer such property and pay such debts as might be 
found here. It does not appear whether any administration has 
been had under the foreign government but until it shall be had 
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or it is in some proper way shown that th~re are no assets there, 
there is no way perceived in which it can be shown that the 
estate is really insolvent. The court here may so far as this 
jurisdiction goes show that the estate here is insufficient to pay 
the creditors here and for the purpose of paying debts here may 
authorize the sale of the real estate, as in Fowle v. Goe, 63 
Maine, 245. It may even furnish the proof that the estate is 
insolvent here, but that will not show it insolvent there, or as a 
whole. \Ve do not mean to say that the administrator must 
]ook the ·world over to discover assets, but he is bound to know 
the last domicil of his intestate, the place where his assets are pre
sumed to be and where the principal administration should be and 
if he would sustain an action of waste against the heir, be 
prepared to show, what the statute requires, un actual insolvency. 
The duties of administrators of the same estate in different 
localities, especially in their relations to each other may be found 
in the following cases. Fay v. Haven, 3 Met. 109; Livermor·e 
v. Haven, 23 Pick. 116; Dawes v. Head, 3 Pick. 128, 143; 
Boston v. Boylston, 2 Mass. 384; Davis v. Estey, 8 Pick. 475; 
and many others of the like kind. The necessary inference 
from the principles enunciated in these cases, is that an estate 
cannot be known to be insolvent unless it so nppears at the last 
domicil of the intestate, and if as held in Bates v. Avery, 
supra, it is to be proved from the records of the court, it would 
seem necessary that there should first he an administration there. 
As held in Livermore v. Haven, supra, the heir is not to be 
deprived of his inheritance until the general assets are exhausted; 
and the waste in question, is as much the inheritance of the heir 
as the land from which it was taken. 

We are not unmindful of the fact that the letters of adminis
tration in this case, represent the intestate as late of Calais, in 
the county of Washington ; nor do we overlook R. S., c. 63, § 
7, in which it is provided that "the jurisdiction assumed in any 
case, except in cases of fraud, so far as it depends upon the 
residence of any person, . shall not be contested in any 
proceeding whatever, except on an appeal from the probate court 
in the original case, or when the want of jurisdiction appears on 
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the same record ; " or the case of Record v. Howard, 58 Maine, 
225, the soundness of which we do not question. But this action 
is not a proceeding in the probate court, nor will it be made any 
part of the record of that court, or in any way interfere with the 
jurisdiction which it has assumed. It may still go on and settle 
the estate. But because it has assumed jurisdiction, does not 
change the fact which is fully proved as to the domicil of the 
intestate, or its effect upon the liability of the defendant, or 
change into assets that which ·would otherwise not be such, or 
relieve the burden of proof which rests and must rest upon the 
plaintiff wherever the estate i~ settled. 

Another fatal objection to the maintenance of this action is 
that no trespass or waste has been proved. Since the statute, 
as well as before, as held in Kimball v. Sumner, 62 Maine, 305, 
the heir, or devisee, is entitled to the rents and profits of the 
real estate of the testator or intestate, whether insolvent or 
otherwise, until it is sold for the payment of the debts, and for 
this reason he is entitled to the immediate possession, to the 
entire exclusion of the executor or administrator. The statute 
gives no definition of the waste intended, except as found in 
R. S., c. 95, § 12, which applies only to waste committed after 
a representation of insolvency, and to improved, rather than wild 
lands; such as have buildings upon them and those in occupation 
have occasion to cut wood and lumber for fuel and repairs. vVe 
must, therefore, resort to the common law as understood in this 
state, for the meaning of the term waRte as used in this statute, 
as applied to wild lands. 

The statute uses the words '' trespass or waste." But trespass 
must be used as nearly or quite synonymous with waste, for 
under the principles above stated and settled in Kimball v. 
Sumnei·, supra, no act upon land so situated would be trespass, 
unless it resulted in a permanent injury to the freehold. The 
meaning must therefore depend somewhat upon the nature of the 
land to which it is applied. That which would he waste upon 
improved land, or woodland used in connection with improved 
land, might not be so upon wild, or such as is used exclusively 
for the lumber which it produces. The land here in question 
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was occupied for the latter purpose, and the only income which 
could be obtained from it, would be the value of the lumber 
taken. Much of the land in this state is kept for that purpose. 
This may be stripped or waste<l, but there is a use of it by which 
profit may be obtained, without either strip or waste. There is a 
natural growth, a liability to fire or wind by which the timber 
may become a burden to the land, so that a removal would be a 
benefit rather than an injury. Certainly it can not be that the 
legislature intended that the heir should wait twenty years, the 
time in which an administrator might be appointed, before he 
could remove such timber, lest he might be liable for waste. 
Further than this, something must be left to the judgment, fairly 
and honestly exercised, as to what timber, dead or living, should 
be removed consistently with a careful and prudent use of the 
land, keeping in view its value for future production, as well as 
a present income. These views are sustained by Drown v. 
Smith, 52 Maine, 142, and cases cited, approved with consider
able emphasis in Abbott v. Holway, 72 Maine, 308. If then, 
the defendant used this land in the application of these principles 
as an owner of common care and prudence would use his own, 
we think he would not be guilty of waste. He would be 
receiving that, and only that, to which the heir would be entitled. 

Applying these principles to the testimony and we find no 
evidence of waste. It cannot be in taking off the down lumber, 
for that was no injury to the realty ; nor in cutting that which 
had been burned for that, as the evidence shows would soon have 
become worthless. Nor does it appear that the cutting of that 
portion which was green, was not, from its interference with 
other and younger growth, or from its own condition, or for some 
other reason, an act of prudence, and not such a permanent 
injury to the freehold as would amount to trespass or waste. 
There is, in fact, no evidence as to the condition of the land at 
the decease of the intestate, or at any time since, before or after, 
the cutting complained of, nothing to show whether any injury 
has been done. 

The action can not be maintained upon the second count in 
the writ, for it does not appear that the intestate ever owned the 
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down lumber, except as a part of the realty. It would, therefore, 
belong to the heir, unless the cutting of it was waste, and in that 
case, the liability would be for the cutting, for which no claim is 
made upon this defendant. 

Judgrnent for defendant. 

PETERS, C. J., "\VALTON, VmmN, EMERY and FosTER, JJ., 
concurred. 

ABRAHAM MERRITT and another vs. HENRY W. BucKNAl\L 

Washington. Opinion April 8, 1885. 

Will. Devise. Perpetuities. 

A devise was as follows: "I give and bequeath unto Hiram Coffin, his heirs, 
&c. the remainder ofmy home8tead farm, . . upon conditions as follows, 
viz : That he pay annually the sum of fifty dollars to the M. E. church in 
Columbia village, for the support of preaching, or if the said Hiram choose 
to pay the principal of which the above sum is the interest, all at one time, 
or in payments within,- then my executors hereinafter named, shall give a 
good and sufficient deed to the said Hiram Coffin, his heirs, &c. which shall 
be as good and binding as if given by me, . . . But if said Hiram or his 
heirs fail in any way to perform the conditions above named, then I give and 
bequeath the farm before named to the said M. E. church. Held: 

1. That as the contingency upon which the devise to the church was to 
vest, might not happen within a life in being and twenty-one years, the 
devise was void, as offending the rule against perpetuities. 

2. That the option given the first taker to extinguish the condition and 
perfect his own title, did not remove the uncertainty of the time of the 
vesting of the devise over, and hence did not take the devise out of the rule. 

3. That the first taker was Hot made a trustee for the second contingent 
devisce, but held in fee subject to the conditions. 

4. That whatever rights the demanclants representing the church have in 
equity, they have not the legal title accompanied by a present right of entry. 

0.N REPORT. 

,vrit of entry dated December 15, 1882, to recover possession 
of certain land in Columbia Falb. 

The plaintiffs are trustees under the will of Louisa J. Bucknam, 
and claim title to the locus under the fifth paragraph of the will, 
which reads as follows: "Fifth. I give and bequeath unto 
Hiram Coffin, his heirs, &c., the remainder of my homestead 
farm, all my right, title and interest in the same, upon conditions 

as follows, viz. : That he pay, annually, the sum of fifty dollars 
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to the Methodist E. church, in Columbia village, for the support 
of preaching the gospel, or, if the said Hiram choose to pay the 
principal of which the above sum is the interest, all at one time, 
or in payments within -- --, then my executors hereinafter 
named shall give a good and sufficient deed to the said Hiram 
Coffin, his heirs, &c., which shall be as good and binding as if 
given by me, and the principal, ff paid by the said Hiram, shall 
be placed in the hands of trustees hereinafter named, who shall 
put the same at interest as a fund forever, and the interest 
accruing from the same shall be expended for the support of 
preaching the gospel in the village of Columbia, as before 
requested. But if the said Hiram, or his heirs, foil in any way 
to perform the conditions above named, then I give and bequeath 
the farm before named to the M. E. church, in Columbia village, 
to go into the hands of trustees hereinafter named, and their 
successors, who are to dispose of the same, and put the proceeds 
at interest as a fund forever, and the interest of said fund, only, 
shall be expended for the support of the gospel, as before named. " 

The will was probated in November, 1853, and Hiram Coffin, 
the deviE;ee named, went into possession, and occupied and paid 
the fifty dollars annually, in accordance with the terms of the 
will, until October 4, 1880, when he sold and conveyed the 
premises to the defendant, who has occupied the same since that 
time, without paying the fifty dollars annually, and he claims to 
hold the title free from conditions and restrictions. 

Davis and Bailey, for the plaintiffs. 
On failure of Coffin to perform the conditions, the title would 

vest in the trustees named or their successors, and not in the 
church or its officers as a distinct body. Stanly v. Colt, 5 Wall. 
119; Blake v. Dexter, 12 Cush. 559; Brarnan v. Stiles, 2 
Pick. 460; Brewster v. Striker, 2 Comst. 19. 

Does this devise create a perpetuity obnoxious to the law? 
A perpetuity has been variously defined. The following arc some 
of the definitions given in the books: 

H An estate inalienable, though all mankind should join in the 
conveyance." Scatterwood v. Edge, l Salk. 229. 
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'' A limitation which is not destructible by the persons for the· 
time being entitled to the property, except with the concurrence 
of the individual interested under that limitation." Lewis on 
Perp. 164. 

"A future limitation restraining the owner of the estate from 
alienating the fee simple of the property discharged of said future 
use or estate, before the event is determined or the period is 
arrived when such future use or estate is to arise. If that period 
is within the bound prescribed by law, it is not a perpetuity. " 
Saunders on Uses and Trusts, 204. 

'
1 If any case the limitation be in such a manner that all who 

have an interest by joining in the conveyance, can not pass or 
bar their interest, it will be a perpetuity." Com. Dig. Chan. 
4 G. 3. . 

From these definitions, the inference is irresistible that when
ever it is in the power of the holder of the estate, either by 
himself alone or conjointly with others interested therein, to 
convey the entire estate, it involves no perpetuity. Turning 
now to the case at bar, and for the time being leaving out of 
consideration the charitable character of the church as a benefi
ciary, and we make from the facts presented, the following 
deductions : 

1. The devise to Coffin and his heirs, is upon a condition 
with an alternative, which he could perform at his option. 

2. The church took a vested interest in the estate at the 
death of the testatrix, capable of being released, which with 
Coffin's interest, constituted the entire estate, both legal and 
equitable. 

That both of these are inconsistent with a perpetuity, would 
seem to he hardly debatable. 

In Brattle Square Ohurclt v. Grant, 3 Gray, 142, a perpetuity 
was declared to exist, and it is stated by BIGELOW, J., on page 
153, to be a leading consideration in the result there reached, 
that the event upon which the prior estal,e was to determine, ,r is 
not dependent upon any act or omission of the dcvisees over 
which they might exercise a control. " From which, it may be 
fairly inferred, that no such result is pos1:,ible where the converse 
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of that statement is true, as it certainly is in the case under 
consideration. Here an estate is devised upon a condition, . with 
an alternative possible for the devisee to perform. How, except 
by his 1

~ omission" to perform it, is a semblance of a perpetuity 
possible? 

He has the option ( in effect ) to pay eight hundred and thirty-
three dollars and thirty-three cents to the Methodist Episcopal 
church, and thereby make an absolute title in himself, or, if he 
prefers, to pay the interest of that sum at six per cent. annually. 
Can he seriously say that the limitation of his estate is beyond 
his control, and that he is perpetually bound to the annual 
payment? The reasons for the rule against perpetuities as 
stated by BIGELOW, J., in the case last cited, 3 Gray, 156, 
~~ when a party has granted or devised an estate, he shall not be 
allowed to fetter or defeat it by annexing thereto impossible, 
illegal, or repugnant conditions or limitations," would require 
modification if the grantee or devisee had any hand in clogging 
the estate so granted or devi~ed. See Caulfield v. Sullivan, 
85 N. Y. 159; Glen v. Fisher, 6 Johns. Ch. 33; Blake v. 
Bunbury, 1 Ves. Jr. 523. 

Whichever way we look at this devise-whether we regard 
the gift to the church with an alternative aspect, or simpiy as a 

gift of an annual sum of fifty dollars, it presents the common 
case of a legacy chargeable on the estate devised. .1.V.errill v. 
Bicltford, 65 Maine, 118; Bugbee v. Sat·gent, 23 Maine, 269; 
Perry v. Hale, 44 N. H. 363. 

An annuity is but a legacy, both being universally treated on 
the same footing. Hill on Trustees, * 362 ; Stokes v. Heron, 
12 Cl. & F. 161; Hedges v. Harper, 3 DeG. & J. 131; Potter 
v. Bake1·, 2 Eng. L. & Eq. 92; Bent v. Cullen, L. R. 6 Ch. 
App. 238; rVatson v. Hayes, 6 My. & Cr. 125, 133; Fox v . 
.P'ox, L. R. 19 Eq. Cas. 286; Hellman v. Hellman, 4 Rawle, 
440; Birdsall v. Hewlett, 1 Paige, 32; 2 Jarman on Wills, 
5 Am. Eel. * 834; Loder v. llatjielll, 71 N. Y. 92, 99; Fulle1· 
v. Winthrop, a Allen, 51; Veazey v. Whitehouse, 10 N. H. 
409; Perry on Trusts, § 576; Stanly v. Colt, 5 vVall. 119; 
Wright v. Wilkins, 2 B. & S. 232; Kirk v. l{frk, L. R. 21 
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Ch. Div. 437; Bu,qbee v. Sargent, 23 Maine, 269; Sands v. 
0/rnniplin, 1 Story, 376; Perry on Trusts,§§ 121,568; Fosdick 
v. Fosdick, 6 Allen, 43. 

But the paramount consideration in this case, and that which 
most etfectualJy di~poses of this question of a perpetuity, is the 
ch:tritahle nature of the beneficiary. Perry on Trusts, § 737; 
Piper v . ..:._1foulton, 72 Maine, 155; Mills v. Fa1·1ner, l Mer. 
99; Attorney U-en. v. Price, 17 Ves. 371; Gi'llarn v. Taylm·, 
L. R. lG Eq. Cas. 581. 

In Odell v. Odell, 10 Allen, G, the reason why a remote gift 
over to a charity after nn individual taker is invalid, is said to be 
n not because the charity could not take at the remote period, 
but because it tends to create a perpetuity in the first taker. " 
But here the first taker b exempted from the rule, charity being 
of the suhstance of his estate. Chrisl's Hosp. v. Grainger, 16 
Sim. 83; S. C. 1 Mac. & G. 459; Atty. Gen. v. Wax 
Chandlers' Co. L. R. 8 Eq. Cas. 452, affirmed L. R. 5 Ch. 
App. 503; Merchant 1aylo1·s' Co. v. Atty. Gen. L. R. 11 Eq. 
35, affirmed L. R. 6 Ch. App. 512; .2 Bl. Com. 155; Brou·n 
v. Higgs, 8 Ves. 574; Lloyd v. Branton, 3 Mer. 117; Jivllirirake 
v. Lister, 1 Russ. 5G8; TVaite v. Delesdernier, 15 Maine, 146; 
Pickerin,(J v~ Pickering, 6 N. H. 120; Han·is v. Fly, 7 Paige, 
421 ~ Bugbee v. Sargent, 23 Maine, 269; Perry v. Hale, 44 
N. H. 363; Scott v. Patchin, 54 Vt. 253. 

Charles A. Bucknarn, for the defendant, cited: Stearns v. 
Godfrey, 16 Maine, 158; Bmtt1e 8q. Ohurdz v. Grant, 3 Gray, 
142 ; 2 Greenl. Cruise, * 238; Taft v. .11fot·se, 4 Met. 523; 
Gardner v. Gardner, 3 Mason, 215; Bailey v. Elkins, 7 Ves. 
3.23; Bryant v. Erskine, ,55 Maine, 153; Smith v. Durell, 16 
N. H. 346; Fosdick v. Fosdick, 6 Allen, 41; Sears v. Putnam,, 
102 .Mass. 5 ; Sears v. Putnam, 8 Gray, 86 ; Donohue v. 
McNi'c/wl, 61 Pa. St. 73; 1Wiles v. F'isher, 10 Ohio, 1; Wells 
v-. Heatlt, 10 Gray, 25; Welsh v. Foste,1·, 12 Mass. 97; Jocelyn 
v-. Nott, 44 Conn. 54; Jackson v. Phillips, 14 Allen, 572; 
Pewterere v. Oltrist's Hospital, l Vern. 161; Slade v. Patten, 
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68 Maine, 380; Fiske v. If'eene, 35 Maine, 350; Webster v. 
Hill, 38 Maine, 78; Thaye1· v . .11'Jc0lellan, 23 Maine, 417; 
Hunter v. Heath, 67 Maine, 507; Derby v. Jones, 27 Maine, 
357; R. S., c. 73, § 14. 

EMERY, J. ·whatever may be the equital;le interests of the 
demandants in the demanded land, or whatever interest or title 
they might acquire therein, through appropriate equity proceed
ings, they can not recover judgment in this real action, unless at 
the date of their writ, December 15, 1882, they had then vested 
in themselves, the legal title, and immediate right of poHsession. 

Their only claim of title is under the fifth clause of the will of 
Louise J. Bucknam, which is stated in full in report of the cat.::e. 
The demnndants are the trustees referred to in said clause. The 
tenant claiming under said Coffin, had ceased to pay said annual 
sum of :fifty dollars, and the alternative condition named in the 
will has not been performed. 

It may be admitted that the legal title the testatrix intended 
to confer on the clemandants, on the happening of the contingency, 
is a fee. It is equally ,clear we think, that whatever equitable 
rights the testatrix intended to confer on the demandants, she 
did not intend them to take any legal title until the contingency 
happened. She :first devised the land '' to Hiram Coffin, his 
heirs," etc., upon conditions. "But if," ( to quote from the 
will, ) '' the said Hiram, or his heirs, fail in any way to perform 
the conditions above named, then I give and bequeath the farm 
to the M. E. church," etc. The devise to '' Hiram Coffin, his 
heirs," etc., -was, in effect, a fee, though charged with certain 
burdens and concliti<,ns. 

The devise over was of the fee, but clearly the devise over of 
the legal title to the land itself, was not to be, unless and until 
the failure of the first devisee, or his heirs, to perform the 
conditions. ·whatever equitable interest the second devisees 
might have in the land, whatever rights they might have against 
it, to enforce the payment of the annuity, their legal title, their 
fee could not be in existence until the time when there should 
be a failure to perform the conditions. 
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That date was wholly uncertain. It might have been imme-:
diately after the death of the testatrix. It might not have been1 
until long after the lapse of a life time and twenty-one years .. 
Such a devise is an executory devise, and to be valid, it must-. 
take effect, the fe~ must vest, the contingency occur, within a• 
life in being and twenty-one years, reckoning from the death of 
the testator. The contingency m:ust happen. It must be such: 
that it will necessarily happen within the time of a life in being· 
and twenty-one years. If the contingency be such that possibly 
it may not happen within the prescribed time, the devise over· 
is void. 

This is the old, well known, inflexible rule, established long 
ago in the common law, to guard against perpetuties. vVhateve1'" 
may be the intention of a testator, no effect can be given to it, 
if it violate that rule. It may seem an arbitrary ru]e, but it is, 
a ·wise rule, and one that must be enforced. A full and clear· 
exposition of this whole subject of the nature of executory devises, 
the scope of the rule against perpetuities and its effect on execu
tory devises may be found in Bmttle Square Church v. Grant,. 
3 Gray, 142; Fosdick v. Fosdick, 6 Allen, 41; Odell v. Odell,.. 
10 Allen, 1. 

The authorities are there fully and correctly cited, and we refe1b 
to those cases, rather than consume space by quoting from them. 
or other authorities, see also the ]ate case, Theological Educa
tion Soc. v. The Att01·ney General, 135 Muss. 285, also, Slade, 
v. Patten, 68 Maine, 380. The devh;e over in this case, under· 
which the demandant claims depends upon a contingency whichi 
might not happen until after the period prescribed by law. The 
conditions might not have been performed until after such lapse. 
The devise therefore, offends against the rule, and cannot be 
sustained. The testatrix 's attempt to create an estate in the 
demandants in that contingency failed, as not being permitted 
by law, and the demnndants, whatever other rights they may 
have, did not acquire under the will the legal estate necessary to 
entitle them to judgment in this action. 

The demandants' counsel claim that there are some matters, 
or provisions connected with the devise of the farm, which will 
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uphold the devise to the demandants, as not offending against 
the rule above named. They say that the devise to Coffin and 
his heirs, is upon a condition with an alternative, which he 
could perform at his option. The alternative was the right to 
free himself from the condition by paying a gross sum at once. 
The argument is, that he could make an absolute title in himself, 
free from any condition, by paying a gross sum, that the limita
tion of the estate is within his control, that he should be held 
to sustain all the devises, and should not be allowed to defeat 
the devise over, and thereby enlarge his own e~tate by negleeting 
-.to either perform, or commute the condition. 

We have no occasion to consider the estate rights, or duties 
~of Coffin, or of those claiming under him. vVhatever duties 
they may owe in relation to this land, can perhaps be enforced 
;against them, or the land by proper proceedings. This case 
:stands or falls on the legal title of the demandants under the 
wHl. The time of the vesting that title has been shown to 
lbe too uncertain, and possibly too remote. The addition of the 
:alternative to the condition does not remove the uncertainty, 
nor abridge the possible remoteness of the time. The contin
gency of the failure to perform both alternatives might not 
,happen umtil after the lapse of the time prescribed by law. 
WVhatever may be the rights or duties of the first taker, the 
;infiexihle irule of law will not recognize any estate attempted to 
:be vested rin a second taker so long as there is any chance that 
1it may not vest until after the prescribed time. The ingenuity 
(0f the able counsel has not removed that chance from their 
,clients claim. 

Again it is contended. that the church took at the death of the 
testatrix a present vested interest of some kind, capable of being 
released, and that a conveyance by the church and by Coffin 
would comey the whole estate, free from condition thus removing 
the objection of a perpetuity. 

But the church took no legal estate in the land. It was not 
entitled to all the rents, or income. It only took a right to a 
specified sum as an annuity. It could in no way interfere with 
the land, its title or possession by its own act. It could not 
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maintain any process in relation to it, so long as the annuity was 
paid. The annuity could not he assigned by the church, and 
Coffin need not have paid it to any one else but the church. The 
testatrix 's bounty was intended for the support of the preaching 
of the gospel, presumably in that church. That bounty could 
not be diverted. If that church would not administer it, trustees 
would be appointed by the court, that the benevolent intent of 
the testatrix might not fail. The cases cited by the demandants' 
counsel appear to be cases where it was sought to reach the 
land by process in equity, to charge it with the payment of a 
legacy, or annuity. 

The cases cited may declare that such a legatee has a vested 
interest in the payment of the annuity, hut we think none of 
them go farther, than to declare a lien on the land for such 
payment, enforceable in equity. vVe find no case in which it is 
declared that such a legatee has a legal estate in the land, inde
pendent of a court of equity. vVe do not need to discuss further, 
the interest of the church, nor the estate of Coffin, or the 
tenant under him. vVhatever the testatrix may have intended 
to give Coffin, or give the church, she gave a fee, a legal estate 
to the church trustees only upon a contingency uncertain as to 
time. No view of the church's interest that has beeii presented, 
removes that uncertainty. 

The main reliance of the demandn;nts however, is upon the 
charitable nature of the devise to them. They claim that the 
rule against perpetuities does not apply to such devises, and 
that this devise being to a charity, is valid notwithstanding. It 
may be admitted that the devise over is to a charity, and that a 
devise to a charity may lawfully be made perpetual. 

Indeed, charities are of lasting benefit to humanity, and 
their perpetuity is desirahle, and intentions of donors to make 
their gifts perpetual are readily inferred, and upheld. Odell v. 
Odell, 10 Allen, 6, and ca$\eS cited. But it is not the perpetuity
of the estate intended to be given to the church trustees, that. 
breaks against the rule. It is the possible perpetuity of the 
estate given the first taker, the possibility that the estate. 
given to the charity may not begin in time. It is well settled 
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that if a gift is made in the first instance to an individual, and 
then over to a charity upon a contingency which may not happen 
within the prescribed limit, the gift to the charity is void. 
Perry on Trusts, § 736, (1st ed.) and cases there cited. Odell 
v. Odell, 10 Allen, 7; B1·attle Square Church v. Grant, 3 
Gray, 154. The cases of Co1nmissioners of Charitable Dona
t-ions v. De Cl{ffor·d, l Dru. & vYar. 240, 253, seems to be a 

leading c:-i.se on this point. There, the testator devised fands, 
to trustees. He directed that the yearly rents, to a certain 
,amount be appropriated to certain charities. He then provided 
that, if an increase of rents was obtained, the surplus over the 
amount first appropriated, should go to such persons of certain 
families, as should be lords of Down Patrick manor. He further 
provided that in case said families heca:ne extinct, or did not 
protect the charities established by the will, then the surplus rents 
.should go to the first charities to whom the first rent was given. 
It was held that the gift over of the surplus rent, although to a 

,charity, was too remote, as the contingency upon which it was 
to take effect was not restricted within proper limits. This case 
is quoted with approval in the Brattle Square Church case and 
-;in Odell v. Orlell, sitpra, arnl seems analogous to the present 
,case. 

The dcmandants' counsel cites Christ's Hospital v. Gminger, 
16 Sim. 83, (S. C. on appeal, 1 Mac. & G. 459) where property 
was given to one charity, to go over to another on a certain 
•event, and was allowed to vest in the second charity, after two 
,hundred years. The devise of the legal estate was to charities in 
,each instance, and could properly have been perpetual in either. 
There was no more perpetuity in both charities than in one. 
'The takers of the legal estate were simple trustees.· The Lord 
-Chancellor on appeal said in effect that the substance of the 
provision in the will, was a substitution of one trust for another, 
Tather than a forfeiture of one estate, and creation of another. 
In the case at bar, Coffin, the first taker, was not a trustee. 
He did not hold the land for the church, but for himself, it being 
.charged with a fixed annuity. The case cited does not apply. 

The demandants also quote from the language of the Master of 
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Rolls, and the Lord Chancellor, in the Wax Chandlers' Co. 
case, L. R. 8 Eq. Cas. 452; S. U. on appeal, L. R. 5 Ch. App. 
503, and the Merchant Taylors' Co. case, L. R. 11 Eq. 35; 
S. C. on appeal, L. R. 6 Ch. App. 512. But in both those 
cases, the first takers were he-Id to be trustees to a certain extent, 
for a charity, and the process was by the attorney genernl to direct 
the application of the income. The devisees under the devises 
over, were not parties, and made no claim. The validity of the 
devise over was not a question, and could not have been a 
question. ,v e do not think those cases nre compelling authorities 
in support of the dem:mdants' proposition. 

We do not undertake to pass upon the legal rights or estate 
of the tenant, or to say whether he has any estate. \Ve do not 
mean to conclude any rights of the church, or its trustees to the 
annuity or any of its equitable rights in the land. We only 
decide that so far as now appears, the legal estate, which 
demandants say was devised to them, does not exist for the 
reason that the contingency fixed for its beginning was not fixed 
within the legal Umits. · 

Dernandants nonsuit. 

PETERS, C. J., WALTON, VIRGIN, FosTER and HASKELL, 

JJ., concurred. 

THE DEXTER SAVINGS BANI<: vs. SAMUEL COPELAND, executor. 

Penobscot. Opinion April 9, 1885. 

Prornissory notes. Consideration. Assignrnent. 

The treasurer of a savings bank made his note for two thousand dollars, 
running to the bank, and secured it by an assignment of a life insurance 
policy on his own life, for the purpose of making up to the bank a loss on 
loans for which he was neither morally nor legally responsible. After his 
death the trustees of the bank found the note and policy, which was the first 
knowledge they had of the existence of either, and they applied the insurance 
money first to the payment of the note, and the balance they clelivcrccl to the 
executor of the deceased treasurer. Helcl: 

1. That the note was without consideration and void. 
2. That the assignment of the policy was void for want of a delivery. 
3. That the amount applied by the trustees towards the payment of the 

note should be allowed as a credit in an action by the bank against the 
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executor to recover any balance that may have been due from the treasurer 
to the bank. 

ON REPORT, 

The case was submitted to the law court on the writ and 
pleadings, and auditor's report, the material portion of which 
is as follows: 

''We accordingly find a balance due from Mr. Barron'8 estate to 
the plaintiff bank, including interest to October 1, 1883, of 
$2,011.38. 

" "'\Ve do not feel called upon to form any opinion upon the 
question of murder or suicide, because we are satisfied from the 
evidence that there was substantially no money in the bank at 
the time of Mr. Barron's death, and whether Mr. Barron came 
to his death by murder or otherwise, the amount of money in his 
possession in the bank at the time wa8 so inconsiderable as not 
to materially affect the situation of these parties litig-,mt, or 
change the result of our conclusion. 

"vVe allow no credits other than those herein before specified, 
but we report to the court the facts connected with another 
transaction, as follows: 

''It appeared in evidence that a note for $2,000, designed as a 
gift to the bank by Mr. Barron, (fated July 2, 1877, and payable 
in five years after date, wus found by the officers of the hank 
after Mr. Barron's death, among the other papers of the bank, 
the officer8 having no previous knowledge of the existence of any 
such note. The note was secured by an assignment of a policy 
of insurance on Mr. Barron's life for $5,000; to the note was 
attached a memorandum stating the purpose and object of giving it. 

'~ The note and endorsement thereon and copy of the memo
randum and assignment are hereto annexed, marked 'L,' also a 
statement (in print) of the officers of the bank relating to the 
same, put in evidence by the defendant and the same is hereto 
annexed marked' M.' It appears by endorsement on said note, 
and by said memorandum, and also by the testimony that this 
note was professedly given to the bank by Mr. Barron on account 
of a considerable loss on the Leavitt loan, so called, and had no 
other consideration. 
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'' We fin<l as matter of fact that Mr. Barron was in no way 
legally or otherwise liable on account of said loss and under no 
obligation to make good any part of said loss. 

''The defendant also put in the cash book of the bank showing 
an entry under date of July 16, 1878, after Mr. Barron's death, 
showing a debit to cash of $2,075.44, collected on this note, the 
same being the payment of the amount of this note, principal 
and interest. 

'' The aforesaid entry on the cash book was : 
Dr. Cash. 

1878. (Loan.) (Earnings.) 
July 16, J. W. Barron, Col. $2,000 $75.44. 

"The result of this entry was a debit to cash of $2,075.44, 
and a credit to loan of $2,000 and to earnings of $75.44, or in 
other words, it shows that Mr. Barron's note thus presented by 
him to the hank was paid, principal and interest, July 16, 1878, 
and it was admitted by the officers of the bank that they collected 
the $5,000 life insurance money on or before said July 16, 1878, 
and retained enough to pay said note and interest ($2,075.44, as 
aforesaid) and paid over the balance to the defendant, as executor 
of Mr. Barron. This note purports to have been given to the 
bank, in the manner aforesaid, ,July 2, 1877, but no entry of the 
transaction was made in the cash book, as is usual when a note 
is taken. But on November 17, 1877, it was entered on the 
le<lger to debit of "loans on collaterals" without any posting 
marks as it had never been entered on the cash hook. · It was 
also entered to the credit of reserved fund on the ledger as of 
July 1, 1877, but probably on November 17, 1877, in this 
manner; the reserved fund had stood on ,July 1, 1877, $720.18. 
These figures (720.18) were recorded in ink, and Mr. Barron, 
to add the $2,000 to this fund, had written with pencil the figure 
'2' before the figures $720.18, thus increasing the amount .to 
$2,720.18. 

"The Leavitt loan, on account of which this note purported 
to have been given, had previously been reduced by the sum of 
$2,662.20 by charging the same to profit and loss. The effect of 
these two entries connected with the $2,000 note was to force up 
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the loan account and the reserved fund account on the ledger 
each by the sum of $2,000. 

"Upon this branch of the defence we merely report the facts 
and claims of the parties thereon to the court and submit the 
matter wholly to their decision. 

"The amount of said $2,075.44 including interest from July 
16, 1878, the date of payment to the bank, to October 1, 1883, 
date of this report is $2,723. 67." 

(" L" Memorandum.) 

''This policy of life insurance was obtained by me for the 
following reasons and purpose: I know not how long I may 
live and I desire if I should die suddenly or in any way be 
incapacitated from transacting or closing up my business that 
some way may be provided to make good any possible or probable 
loss to the bank by reason of any neglect of mine or occurring 
under my administration during my term of office. I know that 
there will be a loss to the bank on the loan we made the Leavitts 
of Cambridge on their farms and lumber, and there may be on 
some other loans. I do not at this time know of a single thing 
unless it may he some of our bonds, on which we shall lose a 
single dollar, and I would be willing now to take the property of 
the bank and pay all its liabilities. I do not regard myself as 
being the cause of the Leavitt loss any more than the trustees; 
we were all of us deceived in that transaction ; still they have no 
pay for their services and I have, and so far as I am able I mean 
that the bank shall never lose anything while I am its treasurer. 
I mean if I live long enough to make good to the bank this 
Leavitt loss which must reach, including interest to as much as 
$2,500 or perhaps $3,000. This policy of insurance will pay 
the loss in case I die, and if I live I can sometime make it good, 
although I can not do so now without trouble to my family. I 
desire strict und exact justice in the execution of this trust and 
for this purpose I ask the trustees to do this: Let them appoint 
A. F. Bradbury and Job Abbott if they be living, to make a 
thorough examination of all the notes held by the bank secured 
by mortgages or collaterals, including the Leavitts, and calculate 
as nearly as possible any loss likely to occur, and if in their 
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judgment there shall be anything left of the insurance, to pay 
the remainder over to my family. I do this trusting to their 
honor, not having bound them in any way. I have not notified 
the company of this assignment as I did not think it necessary, 
for if the insurance company do not recognize the assignment my 
executor can adjust the business and pay it over to the trustees. 
I ask further that if l make good this loss that they shall relieve 
my family of all liability on account of the warrantee deeds I 
have ghren of the Leavitt property against the woman's right of 
dower. 

(Signed) J. W. Barron." 

Josiah Crosby and J. l-J. Drummond, for the plaintiff. 

D. D. Stewart and T. H. B. Pierce, for the defendant. 

DANFORTH, J. This case having been submitted to auditors 
comes before this court upon their report with the documents 
and evidence attached, with the provision that if in the '' opinion 
of the court the plaintiff has made out a prima facie case for 
any balance, the action is to stand for trial upon such items as 
the court shall find the plaintiff has made a legal prima facie 
case to sustain, otherwise, judgment for the defendant shall be 
rendered in accordance with the ]aw of the case." 

Under this report the first question that arises is whether the 
plaintiff has made out a p1'ima facie case for '' any balance" in 
its favor. The report of the auditors shows a balance for the plaint
iff and so far perhaps a prima facie case for that balance. But 
from the terms of the report as well as from the course pursued 
by the counsel in the argument we do not understand that the 
balance so found is sufficient, or that the parties so understood 
it, but rather that the decision shall rest upon the facts reported. 

The audito1:s have not made a full report of the evidence upon 
which their conclusions are based, hut have reported what cer
tainly appears to be a full, fair and clear report of the facts 
upon which their statement of the account was made up. Rely
ing upon these facts there are several items allowed by the 
auditors to which the defendant objects and some credit dis-
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allowed which he claims should have been allowed~ On the 
other hand it does not appear that any item of charge has been 
omitted which the plaintiff claims should have been allowed, or 
credit allowed which should have been rejected. 

There is one item claimed by the defendant as credit, the 
money received by the hank upon the testator's note for two 
thousand dollars, upon which the auditors have reported the 
facts hut which they have neither allowed nor rejected; leaving it 
to the decision of the court. Assuming the account as stated 
by the auditors to he correct as far as it goes, if this item should 
be allowed, it changes the balance, and upon this question 
depends the result of this case in its present stage. 

Ought the proceeds of this note to be allowed the defendant 
as a credit? From the facts as they appear in the report we 
think they should be. The note was in fact never delivered to 
the bank. It remained under the maker's control so long as he 
lived, was payable by its terms only from an insurance upon his 
life except at his option, and it does not appear that during his 
life he elected to pay it in any other way, nor was it in his life
time accepted by the bank for its officers had no knowledge of 
its exi8tence until after hfa death. 

But independent of these considerations by an indorsement 
upon the back of the note which became a part of it, it was 
given to make up in part for a loss for which the maker was 
neither legally nor morally responsible. The note was therefore 
without consideration and not valid or binding upon the maker 
even as a gift as is universally conceded, certainly since the case 
of Parish v. Stone, 14 Pick. 198. It could not therefore have 
been collected by any legal process and the appropriation of the 
money received upon the insurance policy to its payment was 
without authority, or validity. 

The note itself, as well as the indorsement upon the back, 
shows that it was secured upon a life insurance policy. The 
policy shows an absolute assignment to the bank, except so far 
as it was limited by a separate, but accompanying writing. 
This assignment, like the note, was not delivered or accepted, 
nor was it intended to operate during the assignor's lifetime. 
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It being, therefore, in the nature of a testamentary disposition of 
his property, was a void instrument, either with or without the 
note. But under the accompanying memorandum, the trustees 
of the hank, though having no legal rights to the proceeds of the 
insurance, unlike the note, had n color of authority for collecting 
the money and appropriating it as directed. This memorandum 
explained more fully the reasons for, and purpose of, obtaining 
the insurance, and what was to be done with it in case of the 
death of the insured. At the beginning, after recognizing the 
liability to sudden death or incapacity to transact business, the 
insured declares his pul'pose to be, '' that some way may be 
provided to make good any possible loss to the bank, by reason 
of any neglect of mine, or occurring under my administration, 
during my term of office. " He refers to the Leavitt loss, and 
of his intention, if he lives long enough, to make good to the 
bank that los8. He then says, '' I desire strict and exact justice 
in the execution of this trust, " and names cer'tnin persons he 
desires to have ~lppointed by the trustees of the bank to examine 
the securities, calculate the probable losses, and pay the balance, 
if any, to his family. At the closy, he adds a request which 
amounts to a condition that if he made good the loss, his family 
should be indemnified against all liability for dower under deeds 
of warranty he had given of the Leavitt property. Here then, 
was an instrument intended to impose a trust upon the officers 
of the birnk to receive the money upon the policy, and after 
pursuing the course pointed out to ascertain the losses to the 
bank, both those for which the in~ured was liable; ns well as 
those for which he was not, and after making such losses good, 
pay the ha lance to his family. ·without following the directions, 
the trustees have appropriated sufficient of the money to pay the 
note and call it a gift to the bank. This money has gone into 
the funds of the bank; it has been entered upon its books. 
This suit is, in effect, to recover a deficit as shown by the books. 
This is as much a credit as any other sum credited upon the 
books, and in making up the deficit, should be taken into 
consider,1tion precisely as the other sums were; and there is no 
more need of filing it in set-off than of the others. The appro-
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priation was an illegal one. Making the disposition of it they 
did, the trustees can not complain if it is treated as a credit, and 
if so treated, the defendant has the right to say it shall be first 
applied to losses for which his testator was liable, and by making 
that claim in this action, it follows.that the amount necessary and 
used to make good such losses, he can not recover in this or 
another action. He can not recover for the excess in this action, 
for no account in set-off has been filed. Whether he can do so in 
any other, we have no occasion now to decide. 

There is, therefore, from the facts reported, no prima facie 
balance in favor of the plaintiff, and under the provisions of the 
report, the court must render '1 such judgment for the defendant 
as shall be in accordance with the law of the case." 

That judgment can not be fr>r any balance, for the reason 
already given, that no account has been filed in set-off, nor can 
any specific balanee be made, for at most under this report, we 
can only decide whether any item is prima facie sustained by the 
facts, and can not decide its validity as upon a full hearing upon 
its merits. Therefore, no judgment should be entered which 
will preclude the plaintiff from a further hearing upop these 
items in another action, so far as they may be available in defence 
of a suit to recover the money paid upon the note or otherwise. 
For these reasons the entry must be, 

Plaintffl nommit. 

PETERS, C. J., VmGIN, E;.\,IERY, FosTER and HASKELL, JJ., 
concurred. 

GEORGE A. BmD vs.-CHARLES C. KELLER and another. 

Waldo. Opinion April 13, 1885. 

Mortgage. Foreclosure. Redemption. Lim,itations. Stat. 1849, c. 105. 

Stat. 1849, c. 105, relating to the foreclosure of mortgages, applied to 
mortgages in existence at the time of its enactment, and under it a fore
closure is ineffectual when there is an omission to have recorded '' an abstract 
of the writ of possession with the time of obtaining the possession." 

The right of redemption is not lost by lapse of time when the 'mortgagor 
remains in possession of the premises and occupies for himself and not for 
the mortgagee. 
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When the interest of a deceased person in real estate is that of mortgagee it 
passes to his administrator as assets, and his widow and heirs can convey 
no title except through the administrator. 

ON REPORT. 

vV rit of entry wherein is demanded the possession of the home
stead lately occupied by Thomas T. Moody, in Isleboro. 

The material facts are stated in the opinion. 

Tlwrnpson and Dunton, for the plaintiff, contended that the 
mortgage was legally foreclosed under the statutes in force at 
the time of its execution. R. S., 1841, c. 125, § 3, and that 
those statutes contrnlled. ,Jones, Mortgages, § § 1321, 1258; 
Bronson v. I{inzie, l How. 311. 

Joseph TVillimnson, for the defendants, cited: I1. &. P. R. 
R. Co. v. P. & K. R.R. Co. 59 Maine, 40; Hatch v. Bates, 
54 Maine, 136 ; R. S., c. 90, § 11 ; 1 Hill, Mort. 189 ; Smith 
v. Dyer, 16 Mass. 18; Dewey v. Van Deusen, 4 Pick. 19; 
Pay v. Cheney, 14 Pick. 404; Tajl v. Stevens, 3 Gray, 504; 
Webstei· v. Calden, 56 Maine, 20!; Haslcins v. Hawkes, 108 

Mass. 379; Jarvis v. Albro, 67 Maine, 313; Cheevei· v. Per
ley, 11 Allen, 587; Daby v. Jones, 27 Maine, 357. 

DANFOilTH, ,J. October 7, 184 7, Stephen P. Moody and 
Thomas T. Moody, having title to the premises in dispute, 
conveyed them in mortgage to Jacob Moody. There was a 
breach of the condition and January 16, 185G, Jacob· recovered 
judgment as of mortgage, upon which a writ of possession was 
issued ::\larch 31, 185G. Before that writ was served Jacob 
conveyed the premises, by deed of warranty dated May 13, 
185G, to ,John Payne who died October 8, 1857. His widow 
conveyed her interest to Thomas P. Moody, May 14, 1880, and 
Mary Payne, the widow of Miller, a son of ,John and Virginia, 
the sole surviving heir of John, conveyed their interest to the 
same grantee by quit claim deed dated February 3, 1883. The 
plaintiff claims by deed of warranty from Thomas P. Moody. 

Thus it appears that the plaintiff traces his title through mesne 
conveyances to the mortgage of Stephen P. and Thomas T. 
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Moody to Jacob Moody; one of the links in this chain being 
the deeds from the widow and heir of John Payne. If this 
title fails he must fail in his suit. The objection to it is twofold. 
First, that the attempted foreclosure was not a valid or comple .. 
ted one and second in any event under the undisputed facts in 
this case the widow and heir of John Payne never had any title 
under the mortgage and therefore could convey none. "\Vas 
the foreclosure a valid one? There was an attempt to foreclose 
by the service of the writ of possession sometime in 1856, and 
as the law was at the date of the mortgage perhaps all the steps 
necessary to begin the foreclosure were taken. But some years 
before the commencement of the nction to recover possession 
the act of 1849, c. 105, was passed which as an amendment to 
the statutes previously in force, provides that '' when the fore
closure is by an action at law an abstract of the writ of 
possession, with the time of obtaining possession, certified by 
the clerk of the courts where judgment was rendered, shall be 
recorded within thirty days after possession is obtained, in the 
registry of deeds in which the mottgage is or ought to he 
recorded." This act was incorporated into the subsequent revision 
of the statutes and has been in force ever since. 

This act was not complied with in this case. That it is material 
and its omission fatal, when applicable is settled in llatcli v. Bates, 
54 Maine, 136-111. That by its terms it is applicable in this 
case there can he no doubt. It was in force before the attempted 
foreclosure, is general in its provisions and makes no exception 
of mortgages previously executed. It is however, claimed that 
ns it was not in force at the date of the mortgage, if applied it 
is unconstitutional as impairing the obligation of a contract. 

That there is a distinction between the contract and the remedy 
is too well settled to need discussion. That this act relates to 
the remedy would seem to be equally clear. It in no respect 
alters or modifies a single provision of the contract. In its 
terms it remains the same as before. It only provides for a 
single step in the particular process resorted to for enforcing its 
obligations. True there are cases where an nlteration of the 
remedy has been held to be within the constitutional prohibition. 
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But that is only where the change necessarily affects the obliga
tion of the contract, taking from it somewhat of its force and 
efficiency, rendering it of le~s value to the party who is to receive 
its benefits. That is not this case. No part of it is rendered 
any less efficient by the act; it is of no less value to the mort
gagee as a security for his debt under the law than without it. It 
may be even more valuable, for taking the whole act, it provides 
that the•~ certificate of the register shall be received as prtma facie 
evidence of entry . . and sheriff's return;" a valuable provision 
in case of the loss of the writ of possession as in this case. The 
object of the record is to give better notice of the entry and 
preserve the evidence of it; a provision apparently as much for 
the benefit of the mortgagef' as the mortgagor. The principle 
here involved has been fully ·discussed in Bronson v. Ifinzie, 
l Howard, 311, and K. & P.R. R. Co. v. P. & K. R.R. Oo. 
59 Maine, 9, leading to to the conclusion that the act in question 
is applicable and does not come within the constitutional prohi
bition. 

It is, however, claimed that the right of redemption was barred 
by lapse of time, which, under a certain state of facts, might 

_ occur. So a lapse of time of sufficient length would raise a 
presumption of payment. But both these facts can not exist in 
relation to the same mortgage at the same time. Whether the 
one or the other will prevail, must depend upon the possession. 
If the mortgagor were in possession for twenty years after the 
deht became payable, the presumption of payment would follow. 
Perhaps the same result might follow if the mortgagee were not 
in possession. But if the mortgagee were in possession for the 
same length of time, there would be a presumption of foreclosure. 
From the report in this case, it appears that at the attempted 
service of the writ of possession, one of the mortgagors was in 
possession, and at that time, with perhaps some doubt and 
uncertainty, Payne, then the assignee of the mortgage, was put 
into possession. But it appears that the mortgagor was not 
ousted, that he did not become the tenant of Payne, or in any 
way agree to bold the premises for him, and that Payne, instead 
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of continuing in the possession as the law requires, in order to 
complete the foreclosure, left the mortgagor there, who continued 
to hold and occupy as before; taking the rents and profits 
without accounting for them or paying rent, or being ca11ed upon 
to do either, and on one occasion at least, exercising the right of 
an absolute owner by giving a mortgage under which the 
defendants claim to hold. Thus for more than twenty years 
after the attempted foreclosure, the premises were in the actual 
possession of one of the mortgagors, which would not only 
prevent the completion of the foreclosure, but raise the presump
tion of payment. 

But it is claimed that the possession of the mortgagor is that 
of the mortgagee. If this were true without qualification, the 
presumption of payment could seldom, if ever, arise. While it 
may be true in some cases and for some purposes, it is not so 
for others. A mortgagor in possession is undoubtedly bound in 
the exercise of good faith under hjs contract to hold the property 
in accordance with that contract, and preserve the property as
security for the debt, with all due subjection and rega1·d to the 
rights and interests of the mortgagee. So far, his possession is 
the possession of the mortgagee, and no farther. When it comes 
to the foreclosure, it is another matter. This to be sure, is a 
right which accrues to the mortgagee from the mortgage, but it 
is a right which he may exercise or omit at his option. If he 
chooses to put it in force, he does so by himself, or by his 
authority, and in doing it, he becomes antagonistic to the 
mortgagor. The mortgagor has no duty to perform in this 
respect, and herein their relations become such that the possession 
of the one is not the possession of,the other, but antagonistic to it. 
It is true that the mortgagor may assume new relations to the 
mortgagee ; he may bfjcome his tenant, as any other person 
might ; he may agree to hold the property under and in subordi
nation to the control of the mortgagee. Then his possession 
would, in respect to the foreclosure, become the possession of 
the mortgagee. But this would be by virtue of a new contract; 
one outside of and in addition to that evidenced by the mortgage. 
No such contract, but the opposite, is shown by the report in 
this case. 
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It thus appearing that the attempted foreclosure of the· 
mortgage did not accomplish its purpose, there still remains a. 

right of redemption, unless the title has become absolute in the· 
mortgagor by a presumption of payment. In either case, the· 
title of the plaintiff must fail, and there is no occasion for 
examining the second objection to it. 

If the mortgage had been paid, then Payne's heirs could derivei 
no title to the premises. If it has not been paid, his attemptedt 
foreclosure, as we have seen, being ineffectual, it would become· 
assets in the hands of his administrator. His estate was repre
sented insolvent and proved to be so. As the creditors had the, 
prior right after the widow's allowance, it was the duty of the 
administrator to appropriate it to the widow, or creditors, 01'· 

both. The title was in him for this purpose, and the heirs or
widow could convey no title. Thus the plaintiff's title, coming· 
from the widow and heirs, failing, it is unnecessary to examine1 

that of the defendants. 
Jud,qment for the defendants. 

PETERS, C. J'., VIRGIN, EMERY, FOSTER and HASKELL, JJ.,. 
concurred. 

Ex parte NATHAN B. CONANT. 

In re CYRUS N. FOGLER. 

Knox. Opinion April 13, 1885. 

Insolvent law. Discharge. "Merchant or trader." 

An insolvent debtor, during a period of about a year, bought and soid' mfnfng 
stocks from time to time amounting in all to about thirty-five hundred 
dollars. These transactions were casual, and outside and independent of his 
established business. I-Ield: That this did not constitute him a '' merchant 
or trader" within the meaning of the insolvent law. 

ON EXCEPTIONS. 

An appeal from the decree of the judge of the court of 
insolvency, granting a discharge to Cyrus N. Fogler, insolvent 
debtor. 

The material facts are stated in the opinion. 

.. 
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C. E. Littlef/,eld, for the creditor, contended that the insolvent 
was a '' merchant or trader, " and kept no cash book. 

The fact that the trading in mining stocks was a separate and • 
independent business, does not of itself have any tendency to 
exclude such trading from the penalties of the law. ,: He must 
buy and sell as a business, not necessarily as his only business. 
The same person may engage in many kinds of business." 
Groves v. Kilgore, 72 Maine, 491. 

The controling principle underlying and determining all tmde, 
the principle that makes men ''traders," is the desire for gain . 
.A buying and selling for profit. Bouvier's Law Diet. ''Trader." 

The only American case that I have been able to find that 
discusses any part of this question, is that in matter of ... "Ma1·ston, 
-5 Ben. 314. It is not in point, however. The words of· the 
:statute were, '' merchant or tradesman," and the case turns upon 
the fact that the insolvent did none of the business himself, and 
what was done was by a broker, in a broker's name, and with the 
:broker's funds, and the insolvent did not buy or sell, or deal in 
:a single share of :,tock, - while here, not a share was bought or 
sold through a broker. 

ln re Cote, 14 N. B. R. 505, the court said, "I am of the 
opinion that ' tradesman ' can not fairly be stretched to mean 
·c trader,' in the larger sense of the old bankrupt law." 

J. E. :Hanly, fot· the in':iolvent debtor, cited: Groves v. 
_Kilgore, 72 Maine, 489 ; Ex parte Phipps, 2 Deac. 487 ; Ex 
yarte Edwards, l Mont. D. & D. 3, 4 Jur. 153; In re Cote, 
14 N. B. R. 503; Ex parte Patterson, l Rose, 402; Ex parte 
Maginnis, l Rose, 84; Putnam v. Vaughan, l T. R. 572; 
()()lt v.. Netterville, 2 P. ·wms. 304; In re Cleland, 2 L. R. 
Ch. 466; In re Woodwm·d, 8 Ben. 563. 

LIBBEY, J. The creditor objected to the insolvent debtor's 
discharge, on the ground that he was a merchant or trader, and 
did not keep a cm,h book. The judge of the court of insolvency 
found that the debtor was entitled to a discharge, and decreed 
accordingly. The creditor appealed to the Supreme Judicial 
Court, and the case was heard by the presiding judge at nisi 
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prius~ who affirmed the decree below. The case co·mes here on 
exceptions to the rulings of the judge in matters of law. 

To sustain his objection that the debtor was a trnder, the 
objecting creditor proved that, during a period of about a year, 
the debtor, from time to time, bought and sold mining stocks, 
amounting in all to about three thousand five hundred dollars. 
These transactions were casual, outside of his established business 
and independent of it. The judge who heard the case held that 
these facts did not constitute the debtor a trader, \vithin the 
meaning of R. S., c. 70, § 46. The main question for determ
ination is whether that ruling is correct. We think it is. 

One who makes it his business, or a part of his business, to 
buy and sell goods, merchandise, or commodities, is undoubtedly 
a trader, within the meaning of the statute. Groves v. H:ilgore, 
72 Maine, 491; Sylvester v. Eclgconib, 76 Maine, 499. But 
we find no authorities that hold that speculating in stocks 
constitutes one a trader. The authorities cited by the counsel, 
and those which we have been able to find, hold the other way. 
A trader is defined to be '' one who makes it his business to buy 
merchandise or goods and chatteb, and to sell the same for the 
purpose of making a profit. " Bouv. Law Die. 594. Shares in 
stocks are neither merchandise, goods, or chattels. In re 
Cleland, 2 L. R. Ch. 466, it was held that buying and selling 
stocks did not constitute one a dealer in" goods or commodities" 
wHhin the meaning of the English bankrupt act, so as to subject 
him to its provisions. 

In re J.Warston, 5 Benedict, 313, it was held that speculating 
in stocks did not render the bankrupt a" merchant or tradesman" 
within the meaning of the U. S. bankruptcy act, which denied a 
discharge to the bankrupt, H if, being a merchant or tradesman, 
he has not, subsequently to the passage of this act, kept proper 
hooks of account." BLATCHFORD, J., in his opinion, says, 
H Although, according to the lexicons, one who is engaged in the 
business of buying and selling for gain, may be called a merchant, 
and also a tradesman, yet I do not think it would ever occur to 
any one to speak of a person carrying on the business which the, 
bankrupt carried on, in the way in which he carried it on, as a 
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merchant, or as a tradesman, nor do I think that those words, as 
used in the 29th section, embrace such a person. " '' A clergy
man, or a physician, or lawyer, might carry on the same businesi:i 
in the same way, in addition to his regular professional business, 
and no one would call him in consequence, a merchant or a 
tradesman. If not, the bankrupt can not he so called." It 
appeared that speculating in stocks, was the bankrupt's only 
business. 

The same rule was fully affirmed in In re Woodward, 8 Benedict, 
563. In this case, the sole business of the bankrupt was that of 
a speculator in stocks nnd a stock broker. He was a member 
of the board of brokers, kept an office, and bought and sold to a 
very large amount, his liabilities, when he was declared a bank
rupt, reaching nearly three million dollars. In his opinion, 
BENEDICT, J., says: '' Upon these facts, the court has been 
urged to hold that the bankrupt was a merchant or tradesman, 
and to refuse the discharge because of his failure to keep proper 
books of account. But my opinion is that the bankrupt can not 
he held to haYe been a merchant or trade·sman, within the 
meaning of the bankrupt law. The words merchant and trades
man, involve the idea of dealing with merchandise in some form 
or other. In their ordinary and natural signification, they do 
not include one who makes profits by buying and selling of 
share8 on speculation, whether for himself or for others. Such 
.a person, in ordinary parlance, can not be said to be engaged in 
trade. No case has been cited which furnishes authority for 
,extending the meaning of these words, so ns to include the 
,occupation of this bankrupt. The adjudged cases look the other 
-way. The case of Marston, ( 5 Ben. 313,) is quite in point. 
Jt is supposed that the present case differs from the case of 
Marston in that the dealings of this baukrupt were not casual, 
that he had an office, made contracts in his own name as well as 
for others, and acquired by his dealings a credit that enabled him 
to make extensive purchases of stocks. But these circumstances, 
;11ssuming them to be proved, do not bring him within the statute, 
..for they do not disclose the characteristic feature of the occupation 
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ot' a merchant or tradesman, namely, a trading in goods, wares, 
or merchandise. " 

Our insolvency law was enacted to take the place of the 
bankrupt law, on its repeal, and we think the words "merchant 
or trader" are used with the same meaning as the words 
(~ merchant or tradesnian" in the bankrupt law. 

It becomes unnecessary to consider the other point discussed 
by counsel, 'vvhether the debtor kept a cash book of his stock 
transactions, or its equivalent. 

Exceptions ove1·ruled. 

PETERS, C. J., WALTON, VrnmN, EMERY and HASKELL, JJ., 
concurred. 

STEPHEN FoSTER and others vs. OBED Foss and others. 

Penobscot. Opinion April 14, 1885. 

Deed. Description. TVords, "northerly and easterly." 

A deed contained the following reservation: "But reserving all the lumber 
on the northerly and easterly side of the bog on said lot, and meaning to 
convey all the lumber on the southerly and westerly side of said bog." The 
easterly line of the bog intersected the east line of the lot. Held, That the 
reservation covers only the timbet upon that part of the lot which lies 
northerly and easterly of the boundary line of the bog, leading from the 
northerly point of the bog to where it strikes the east line of the lot, and 
extending westerly to a line running north from the northerly point of the 
bog to the north line of the lot. 

The words, " northerly and easterly" in the description in a deed where there 
is no object to direct their course, must be taken to mean due north and east; 
but when there are monuments to which they are applicable they may have 
their legitimate meaning and fnll force, and yet the course incline either way, 
any distance, so long as it tends toward the north and east. 

ON REPORT. 

Trespass for cutting timber on plaintiffs' land in La Grange. 
The case was reported to the law court to determine the true 
construction of the reservation in defendants' deed to plaintiffs, 
recited in the opinion, the case to he sent H back to be tried 
upon the principles determined by the court." 

Davis and Bailey, for the plaintiffs. 

Jasper Hutcliings, for the defendants. 
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DANFORTH, J. The only question raised in this case is the 
proper construction of a clause following the description in a 
deed from the defendants to the plaintiffs which reads as follows: 
~~ But reserving for two yenrs all the lumber on the northerly 
and easterly side of the bog on said lot and meaning to convey 
all the lumber on the southerly and westerly side of said bog." 

The latter part of this clause relating to the conveyance, is 
not material except as it may throw light upon the construction 
of that part making the reservation. All the lumber was con
veyed by the deed except that reserved and none was reserved 
except such as was on the lot lying northerly and easterly of the 
bog. The question then to be settled is, what part of the lot 
did so lie. Here is no lutent ambiguity to be explained, for the 
matter to which the language is to be applied, is free from 
doubt. Hence much of the evidence reported, some of which 
has been used in the course of argument is inadmissible and can 
render no aid in ascertaining the meaning of the parties. There 
is however, a portion of the testimony, that which shows the 
circumstances surrounding the parties and the purpose they had 
in view, which is admissible, not to change to any extent the 
words used, but the better to enable the court to understand the 
meaning to be attached to such language as is used. This 
testimony we think may be of considerable value in this case. 
But this will not enable the court to correct any mistakes as to 
the facts under which the grantors acted, of which it is quite 
probable there were some. In the absence of fraud, of which 
there is no suggestion here, they must abide by the language of 
their deed. We are also to bear in mind the fact that the ·words 
to be construed are those of the grantors, a reservation in a 
deed, and in case of doubt and uncertainity, are to be strictly 
construed against the party using them. 

The words ~~ northerly and easterly" may be more comprehen
sive in their meaning than north and east, depending very 
largely for that meaning upon the facts to which they are applied. 
,vhere there is no object to direct the course, they must, at 
least in the description in a deed, be taken to indicate a direction 
due north or east; but when there are monuments upon the face 
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of the earth to which they are applicable they may have their 
legitimate meaning and full force and yet the course incline 
either way to any distance, so long as it tends toward the north 
or east, and in connection with these facts retain a definite and 
unmistakable meaning. The courf;e wil1 still retain its charac
teristic as northerly, or easterly, or both. Brandt v. Ogden, 
1 Johns. 156; Garvin v. Dean, 115 Mass. 577. 

The bog to which these words '' northerly and easterly" are 
applied has no distinctly north side bounded by a strnight or 
nearly straight line. In running that line beginning at point C 
as claimed by the defendants, following the bog which is made 
a monument, we pursue a northerly course tending to the east 
until we ari ve at point A which if not the head of the bog is 
sufficiently near it to answer the purposes of this case. Leaving 
point A still following the line of the bog our course is easterly, 
tending on the whole southerly until we arrive at the point where 
the bog crosses the east line of the lot, and for the purposes of 
this case we have no occasion to trace the line farther. 

The words "northerly and easterly" as used in the reservation 
are connected by a copulative conjunction; both are adjectives 
and both qualify the word '' side," which is in the singular 
number. We have then one side in the reservation, and that side 
to answer the description must be both northerly and easterly. 
With this explanation applying the language of the reservation 
to the face of the earth, we have an exact description of that 
part of the lot reserved. That portion which adjoins the line 
running easterly and southerly must necessarily be northerly 
and easterly of it. 

The defendants claim that the word· northerly, includes that 
part of the lot which adjoins the line from C to A. So it would 
if that qualifying word were used alone. But it is not, and by 
no fair interpretation can we describe it by the words '' northerly 
and easterly," for in fact it lies northerly and westerly of the 
bog. Hence to sustain the defendants' view we must eliminate 
the word easterly as without meaning. Or if we are to give 
the words "northerly and easterly " distinct meanings as 
applicable to different sides, then we must do the same with 
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the words "southerly and westerly" used in the grant. By this 
method that part of the lot in question lies as much westerly of 
the bog as northerly and would be described by the one word as 
well as the other. This would leave it uncertain whether it 
would be included in the reservation or grant ; in which case 
upon the familiar principle of interpretation already referred to, 
it must be included in the latter. 

If we adopt the conclusion contended for, that the grantors, 
in the reservation and grant, intended to cover the whole lot, it 
would not change the result, for then the portion of the lot in 
dispute would be included in the grant rather than in the reser
vation. 

But while the grantors probably intended to convey or reserve 
all the timber upon the lot, we see no evidence tending to show 
that under the clause in question they intended to cover the 
whole lot. Certainly there is no phrase in it which by a fair 
construction will include the northwest corner of. the lot. The 
testimony which is admissible leads us to the conclusion that the 
parties, especially the grantor who was principally instrumental 
in the sale, at the time, supposed there was no lumber upon 
that part which he cared to reserve. When running the northerly 
line the point of starting at the west end was fixed upon by him 
when he was upon the ground, with a view to running the line 
so far south as to leave such lumber as he wanted to the north 
of it while conveying as much of the bog as possible. Fearing 
that a line due east would not save to him the lumber he wanted 
on the easterly part of the lot, he suggested a line tending to 
the south and after some discussion it was agreed that the varia
tion should be thirty degrees south. Subsequently fearing that 
this variation might not be sufficient to save his desired lumber 
at the east end, so far as appears not doubting the sufficiency of 
the starting point, out of an abundant caution he puts in this 
reservation which, as we have seen is in apt words to reserve 
his lumber upon the northeast corner of the lot, the very object 
he had in view, and not upon the northwest where he supposed 
there was none of the kind he wanted. Thus he accomplished 
the purpose he bad in view. That the defendants subsequently 
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found the mistake in regard to the lumber on the northwest 
corner, if it was a mistake, is not material. If there is any 
remedy it is not in the course they have taken to secure their 
alleged rights, nor can it be found in a defence to this action. In 
the absence of any allegations of fraud they must abide the 
language of their deed. 

Our conlusion is that the reservation covers only the timber 
upon that part of the lot conveyed which lies northerly and 
easterly of the boundry line of the bog leading from point A to 
where it strikes the east line of the lot and extending westerly 
to ::i line running from A to the north line of the lot. 

Action to stand fo1· trial. 

PETERS, C. J., VIRGIN, El\IERY, FosTER and HASKELL, JJ., 
concurred. 

GEORGE W. DILLINGHAM, in equity, vs. TOBIAS L. ROBERTS. 

Hancock. Opinion April 16, 1885. 

Equity. Practice.. Waters. 

The plaintiff in a bill of complaint, prayed for an injunction to restrain the 
defendant from constructing his wharf on the ground, that if com,tructed 
as proposed, it will lie directly in front of the plaintiff's lot, and materially 
obstruct the access to it by water. These alleged facts being denied in the 
answer. Held, the burden is on the plaintiff to prove them. 

ON REPORT. 

Bill in equity to restrain the defendant from building a certain 
wharf at Bar Harbor, on the ground that it will lie directly in 
front of the plaintiff's land and materially obstruct the access to 
it by ·water. 

Tobias Lord formerly owned the land now owned by each of 
the parties to this suit. He conveyed the defendant's lot 
December 27, 1869, by deed containing the following description: 
"A certain lot or parcel of land situated in Eden aforesaid, and 
bounded and described as follows, to wit: Commencing at a 
birch tree seventy feet south of the steamboat wharf; thence 
south fifty-one degrees west, to the northeast corner of the 
Martin house, one hundred and sixty feet; thence south, nine 
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deg1·ees west, to a stake, forty feet; thence north eighty-eight 
degrees east, one hundred and twenty-seven teet at two birch 
trees; thence north, forty-four degrees east, seventy feet to a 
birch tree on the bank; thence following the shore to the point 
of beginning - including all the privilege of the shore to low 
water mark, containing one-half of an acre more or less." 

He conveyed the plaintiff's lot by deed dated August 14, 1875, 
and containing the following description: ii A certain lot of 
land, situate in said Eden, at Bar Harb01· village, so called, and 
bounded a:; follows, viz: Southerly by land of Stephen Higgins; 
northerly by the sea or ocean ; easterly by land this day conveyed 
by me to Alfred Veazie ; and westerly by a line running parallel 
with said Veazie's westerly line, and ninety feet westerly there
from, which last named line is a straight line running from a 
point ninety feet westerly of said Veazie's southwest corner, in 
the line of said Higgins' lot; thence northerly parallel with said 
Veazie land and ninety feet distant therefrom, without any angle 
or diversion, to and across the flats or shore to low water mark 
of the sea, together with right of way to said premises from the 
road, along the present travelled path, the same as now used, for 
all purposes, this deed being subject to the same right of way 
acro8s the premises aforesaid." 

The phm referred to in the opinion is given on the page 
following this. 

I.I. E. Hamlin, for the plaintiff. 

A. P. lVisicell and L. B. Deasy, for the defendant. 

LrnnEY, J. Assuming that, if the defendant is constructing 
his wharf below low water in front of the plaintiff's lot in a 
manner to obstruct or impair access to his lot by water, the 
plaintiff may maintain his hill in equity for the injunction prayed 
for, ( but on this point we express no opinion.) still, the facts 
being in issue it is incumbent upon the plaintiff to prove them. 
The plaintiff alleges in his bill, that all of the wharf below low 
water mark, if completed, would lay directly in front of his lot. 
The defendant, in his answer, denies this allegation. The 
burden is on the plaintiff to prove it. 
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The only evidence in the case is the deeds to the parties, and 
the plan, which are made a part of the case. 

The construction of the defendant's deed was before this court 
in Dillin,qham v. Roberts, 75 Maine, 469, and it was held that 
it embraced the fiats in front of the upland, extending the land 
conveyed to low water mark. The lines across the fiats must be 
located by the rules laid down in Enierson v. Taylor, 9 Maine, 
42. The plaintiff's deed, by its terms, extend8 his west line, 
without an angle, to low ,v,ater mark, but the defendant's deed 
was prior to the plaintiff's, and when the plaintiff's line called 
for by his de6d strikes the defendant's line on the fiats it must 
stop; and from that point to low water, his line is co-incident 
with the defendant's. 

Applying these rules to the plan, we are not satisfied that any 
portion of the wharf can be said to be in front of the plaintiff's 
land. The location of the lines across the flats cannot be 
determined by the plan with accuracy, but may be approximately, 
and thus determined, if the defendant's line across the fiats 
should be extended below low water as far as the wharf extends, 
it does not appear that any material portion of the wharf will 
extend over that line. 

Nor does it appear, by any evidence in the case, that the wharf 
will materially affect the access by water to the plaintiff's land. 

The decree must be, 
Bill dismissed without preJudice. 

Costs for defendant. 

PETERS, C. J., ,vALTON, VIRGIN and HASKELL, JJ., 
concurred. 

K~IERY, J., did not ~it. 

w ARREN ALDRICH vs. INHABITANTS OF GORHAM. 

Cumberland. Opinion April 20, 1885. 

Ways. Defects. Proxirnate cause. Horse suddenly shying. 

In order to render a town or city liable on account of an accident happening 
on a highway, it must appear that the defect in the way was the sole cause 
of the injury. 
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If any other efficient, independent cause, for which the town is not responsible, 
contributes directly to produce such injury, the town or city is not liable. 

Whether the fright or misconduct of the horse is such as to be regarded as the 
true and proximate cause of the injury, in any given case, is to be governed 
by the extent of such misconduct. 

If a horse well broken and adapted to the road, while being properly driven, 
suddenly swerves or shies from the direct course, he is not in any just sense 
to be considered as escaping from the control of the driver, or becoming 
unmanageable, if he is, in fact, only momentarily not controlled. 

If while thus momentarily swerving or shying he is brought in contact with a 
defect in the road and an injury is thereby sustained, such conduct of the 
horse will not be considered as the proximate cause of the accident. 

ON exceptions from the superior court . 

.An action to recover for personal injuries received by reason 
of a defect in a way. The verdict wns for the defendants and 
the plaintiff alleged exceptions. The material facts are well stated 
in the opinion. 

S. G. Strout and .J?. M. Ray, for the plaintiff. 

Strout and Holrnes, for the defendants. 

FosTER, J. This case is before the court upon exceptions and 
a motion to set aside the verdict, rendered for the defendants, 
accompanied by a full report of the evidence. 

The plaintiff with horse and open express wagon was travel
ing from Buxton to Sarcarappa, and at about four o'clock in the 
morning in September, was passing over a bridge in the town of 
Gorham, when, as he claims, his horse suddenly shied to the 
left, and in so doing broke through the bridge, struggled, and 
together with the wagon went over the railing into the stream 
below ; that at the moment the horse brolrn through, on account 
of the sudden 1,topping of the carriage, he was thrown forward 
from his seat over the bridge, and fell near the foot of the 
abutment, sustaining severe personal injuries, in which situation, 
he was found in a nearly unconscious condition, and for · the 
injuries thus received this uction was brought. 

The bridge over which the plaintiff was passing, and near 
the easterly end of which this accident is alleged to have occurred, 
was about twenty feet in length by eighteen in width, twelve 
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feet above the bed of the stream, having u railing upon each 
side, and covered with one thickness of plank, thereby render
ing the surface uniform the entire width between the rails. 

That the plaintiff received severe bodily injury, and that the 
bridge was defective by reason of the covering having become 
badly decayed and rotten at the place where it is alleged the 
horse shied and broke through, there can be little reason to 
doubt, if we are to judge from the testimony in the case. 

One of the principal positions relied upon in defense was, 
that, taking the plaintiff's statement to be true, if the way was 
defoctive at that particular point, and the injury was received by 
the plaintiff as claimed, such injury was not occasioned hy the 
defect ulone, hut by some other cause contributing to produce 
it; in other worcis, that it was produced by the shying of the 
plaintiff's horse, occasioned by the movement of a bird in the 
bushes which caused the horse to shy or jump several feet from 
the usually travelled part of the bridge, and, coming upon the 
\Yeakened and defective place in the covering, floundered and 
went over the railing. 

Assuming this to be true, and the :fi1et to be as claimed by the 
plaintiff, the shying was momentary, followed the next instant 
by tho accident. The testimony discloses no want of care on 
the part of the plaintiff up to the very moment when the horse 
shied; moreover the plaintiff testifies that the horse was under 
his control. With no premonition of what was to o~cur, '~ all of 
a sudden he jumped to one side," and in so doing came in con
tact with the defect in the bridge of ·which the proper officers had 
sufficient notice. 

It is undoubtedly the law of this state, as settled in a line of 
decisions from Jlfoore v. Abbot, 32 'Maine, 46, to the present 
time, that in order to render a tmvn or city liable on account of 
an accident happening on a highway, it must appear that the 
defect in the way was the sole cause of the injury. If any 
other efficient, independent cause, for which the town is not 
responsible, contributes directly to produce such injury, the 
town or city is not liable. Some portion of the harness, or 

VOL. LXXVII, 19 
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carriage, may be defective and unsafe, and the accident may be 
the combined result of the defect in the harness or carriage, and 
the defect in the way; in such case there is an efficient co-opera
ting cause, in connection with the defect in the way, that 
produces the injury, and the town is not rendered liable. The same 
principle applies where a horse, becoming frightened at an object 
for whieh the town is not responsible, breaks away from his 
driver and escapes from all control, while traveling on the way, 
and anerwards, ,vhile thus free from the management and control 
of the driver, meets with an injury through a defect in the way. 
Davis v. Dudley, 4 Allen, 557; Moulton v. Sanford, 51 
Maine, 127. ·where such is the fact it can not be said that the 
defect in the way is the sole cause of the injury. There are 
other efficient, co-operating causes which combine to produce 
the accident, and which may he regarded as much the true and 
real cause of the accident as the defect in the way. 

But whether the fright or misconduct of the horse is such as 
to he regarded as the true and proximate cause of the injury, in 
any given case, is to be governed by the extent of such mis
conduct. It may in some remote degree even bear upon or 
influence, thoug·h not in any legal sense be said to cause it. 
n Everything which induces or influences an accident," says 
Chief Justice PETEHS, in the very recent case of Spaulding v. 
Winslow, 7 4 Maine, 534, ~i does not necessarily and legally cause 
it." And not only is it the doctrine of the court in our own 
state, but also in Mnssachusctts, that if a horse well broken and 
adapted to the road, while being properly driven, suddenly 
swerves or shies from the direct course, he is not in any just 
sense to be considered as escaping from the control of the driver, 
or becoming unmanageable, if he is in fact only momentarily not 
controlled; and that if while thus momentarily swerving or shying 
he is brought in contact with a defect in the road and an injury is 
thereby sustained, such conduct of the horse will not be considered 
as the proximate cause of the accident, though it may be one of 
agencies or mediums through which it was produced, and a 
recovery may be had for such injury. This doctrine is not at 
variance with that laid down in jfoulton v. Sanford, 51 Maine, 
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127, or .Perkins v. Fayette, 68 Maine, 152, in both of whicbt 
there were two independent, efficient, proximate causes of the~ 
accident; and it is in harmony with that of SpctuldinrJ v .. 
Winslow, supra, and with the decisions of the Massachusetts.; 
court. Titus v. Northbridge, 97 Mass. 258 ; Stone v .. 
Hubbardston, 100 Mass. 55; Bemis v. Arlington, 114 Mass .. 
508; Wright v. Templeton, 132 Mass. 50. 

While these principles may be regarded as well established,. 
the difficulty which sometimes arises is in their application to the, 
circumstances of particular cases; especially true is this when. 
the occurrences out of which the accident arose, as in this case, 
are almost instantaneous. 

The plaintiff's exceptions, in the case at bar, relate to that: 
portion of the charge in which the court speaks of the fright 
and shying of the horse; and herein we think the plaintiff's, 
rights before the jury were more or less prejudiced. The· 
instructions which they received were, in substance, that if the• 
plaintiff's horse frightened at some bird or animal, for which the• 
town was not responsible, without fault of the driver, shied from, 
the regular line of travel, and went over the bridge, or into aL 

hole, and an injury was thereby received, the town was not 
liable, on the ground that the primary cause of the accident was. 
not the defect in the way. 

This statement, without quulificution, we think was too hroad .. 
It was not qualified either in reference to whether the shying was~ 
sudden, momentary, or otherwise, or as to the distance of suchi 
shying or swerving from the regular line of travel, hut was. 
absolute and unqualified that the town would not be liable, and1 
that it would be a primary cause of the accident. ·whereas, it; 
is not every sudden, momentary starting or shying of ft horse,. 
properly driven, or momentary loss of control by the driver,, 
that will constitute a primary or proximate ccw8e of accident,, 
when a defect in the way is thereby, at the same moment 
encountered and an accident happens. 'rhe evidence in the case 
upon which the instructions were based was not such as to 
show that the horse had broken away and escaped from t'he 
management and control of the driver previous to coming in 
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contact with the defect, and as CHAPMAN, J., said in Titus v. 
Northbridge, supra "a horse is not to be considered as uncon
trollable that merely shies or starts, or is momentarily not 
controlled by the driver." Though possibly swerving a few 
feet from the line of trnvel, the horse, at the point where he 
broke through, was nevertheless upon that portion of the bridge 
equally as inviting and accessible to travel as any part of it. 

In the opinion of the court in Spaulding v. Winslow, supra, 
which had not been announced at the time of the trial in this 
case this principle is expressed thus : '' If, however, the horse 
\while being properly driven, upon sight of the hole suddenly 
:started or shied, and swerved or sheared a few feet from the 
,direct line of travel, and, through only a momentary loss of 
<control by the driver, threw the wagon into the ditch on account 
,c,f the want of a railing, and the road was defective for the 
want of a railing, in such case the misadventure of the horse 
should not be considered as causing the accident." See also, as 
in accordance with what is here expressed, Wright v. Temple
ton, 132 Mass. 50. 

This portion of the charge, taken in the connection in which 
·it is found, is not aided by the preceding hypotheses wherein 
the term "manageable," as applied to the horse at the time of 
the shying, was not explained or defined fully in accordance 
with the principles of law applicable in cases of this kind. The 
jury may have inferred that want of control even momentarily, 
was such unmanageableness as would exempt the town from 
liability. We think that the instructions were not such as to 
enable the jury to decide the case understandingly. 

Exceptions sustained. 
PETERS, C. J., ,VALTO~, VIRGIN, LIBBEY and EMERY, JJ., 

concurred. 

JosEPH S. RICKER, in equity, vs. GEORGE :MooRE and others. 

Cumberland. Opinion April 20, 1885. 

Equity. Trusts. Agreement to sell real estatf'. Mortgage of equitable estate. 
Attachm,ent. Assignment. 

It is a fundamental rule in equity that " what ought to be done is considered 
as done." 
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When one executes and delivers to another an agreement to convey land to him, 
for a fixed price payable at certain future day, he thereby transmits an 
equitable estate; and the equitable vendor thereupon becomes the trustee of 
the estate for the equitable vendee, retaining the legal title as security for 
the purchase money, and the vendee, the trustee of the purchase money for 
the vendor. 

Such an equitable interest the vendee may incumber by a mortgage which the 
mortgagee may assign; and when the assignee gives to the vendor notice 
of the mortgage and of the assignment, the latter thereupon becomes the 
trustee of the assignee and liable to convey the property to him on· season
able payment or tender of the agreed purchase price. 

Where the assignee, after seasonable tender of the purchase price, brought a 
bill against the vendor for a conveyance, making a creditor of the vendee 
(who had attached the latter's interest under the agreement in an action still 
pending) a party defendant; such defendant not having tendered the pur
chase price, cannot set up that the mortgage and assignment were fraudulent 
as to creditors. 

BILL in equity. Heard on bill, answer and proof. 

The bill alleges that on the fifth of January, 1880, William A. 
Worster was the owner in fee simple of certain real estate 
situated in Berwick, which was subject to certain mortgages to 
the Somersworth savings bank, which had been foreclosed; and 
on that day, by an arrangement between the bank, , Vorster and 
George Moore, Moore advanced to the bank the sum of forty
nine hundred dollars, and the bank conveyed the real estate to 
Moore, who agreed, by his writing under seal, with Worster, to 
convey the real estate to him upon the payment by Worster to 
Moore, within one year, of that sum and interest ; on the eleventh 
day of November following, a payment was made reducing the 
amount due to thirty-one hundred and forty-one dollars and 
eighty-nine cents, and Moore then agreed, by bis writing under 
seal, with Worster, to extend the time of payment of that balance 
to the fifth day of January, 1882. The bill further alleges that 
Worster, on the seventh day of January, 1880, and again on the. 
third day of April, same year, mortgaged the real estate to Abby 
D. Niles, to secure sums amounting to over six thousand dollars,. 
and on the thirtieth day of December, 1881, Abby -D. Niles. 
assigned the mortgages and debts thereby secured t? the plaintiff;: 
and that on the third day of January, 1882, the plaintiff tendered 
to Moore the balance with interest then due him on his agreemenfi 
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with ~-r orster, and demanded a deed. And the bill further 
alleges that on the same fifth of January, Moore mortgaged the 
property to the hank, subject to the rights of Worster for forty
nine hundred dollars, and the bank claimed the amount due on 
the Moore contract. 

The bill asked for a conveyance from Moore and the bank, and 
that they be enjoined from interfering with the plaintiff's 
possession. 

A supplemental bill alleged that the bank, on the fifth of 
January, 1880, had a judgment against Worster for another sum, 
that judgment was assigned to William B. Lyman, of Dover, 
N. H., a levy was made which proved ineffectual, and thereupon, 
in December, 1880, Lyman brought scire facias against Worster, 
in the name of the bank, and attached the interest of "\Vorster fo 
.all this real estate, and Lyman, with others not necessary now to 
refer to, were made parties respondent. 

Other material facts are stated in the opinion. 

William L. Putnam,, for the plaintiff. 

Copeland and Edgerly, for the defendants, Moore and Lyman. 

VIRGIN, J. According to the fundamental rule in equity, 
,,, What ought to be done, is considered as done," when Moore 
.executed and delivered his agreement of January 5, 1880, to 
W. A. Worster, therein promising to convey his interest in 
the property described, he thereby transmitted an equitable 
,estate to Worster, who was then regarded as clothed with the 
:same ultimate interest in the property which he would receive 
.and hold if Moore had actually fulfilled his agreement. Moore 
ihen became the trustee of the estate for "-r orster, retaining 
ihe legal title as security for the purchase money, and Worster 
ihe trustee of the purchase money for Moore. Linscntt v. Buck, 
:33 Maine, 530; Green v. Smith, 1 Atk. 572; Broome v . 
.Monck, 10 Ves. 597; Hadley v. Bank, 3 DeG. J. & S. 63; 
:Porn. Eq. § § 968 et seq.; Rose v. Watson, 10 H. L. Cas. 672, 
'678; Lysaght v. Edwards, L. R. 2 Ch. Div. 499, 506. The 
.estate of Worster, under this agreement, was of such n. 
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substantial character that he could sell, charge or encumber it by 
mortgage, as he did do to Mrs. Niles, before the conveyance 
from Moore. Seton v. Slade, 7 Ves. 265; Champion v. 
Brown, 6 Johns. Ch. 398, 403. And notice thereof to Moore 
would constitute him the trustee of Mrs. Niles. Story, Eq. § 789. 

And the same principle would apply if the agreement, coupled 
with the anterior proceedings between vVorster and the hank 
and Moore, be regarded as security for the payment of the 
balance of the six thousand one hundred and fifty dollar note, 
and therefore an equitable mortgage. For '' equity regards the 
right of a mortgagor as the beneficial ownership of the land, 
subject, however, to the lien created by the mortgage as a, 

security to the mortgagee for the payment of his demand. The 
mortgagor's equitable property is, in this respect, exactly 
analogous to the equitable estate of a vendee subject to a lien in 
favor of the vendor, as security for the payment of the purchase 
price." Pom. Eq. § § 162, 163, 376. And while there are 
many facts and circumstances in this case tending to show that 
the negotiations by the bank, Moore and ,v orster, which 
resulted in the execution of the agreement of January 5, 
constituted a mortgage, still we have concluded to consider it us 
a conditional sale. 

In his letter, Moore declined to release to any one claiming 
under Worster, on the ground that the agreement ran to 
Worster alone, and not to him and his assigns. And when 
the tender was made in behalf of this complninant, he declined 
it. Moore's counsel now contend that "\'Vorster had a right, in 
his own behalf, to demand and receive a conveyance on tender 
of the balance due under the agreement; but that if Moore had 
conveyed to the complainant, he would thereafter be liable to 
Worster. vVe do not so understand the rules in equity. To 
be sure in law, before our late statute, such an agreement could 
not be assigned so as to allow the assignee to bring an action 
thereon in his own name. But an assignment of a thing in 
action, though nugatory as a trarn,fer at common law, is regarded 
in equity as clothing the assignee with all the rights of his 
assignor, and to be enforced at the suit of the assignee. Pom. 
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Eq. § § 168, 369. And still, to hold Moore as the trustee of 
Worster's assignee, notice to him was essential, in order that 
he might shape his course according thereto. For Moore bud a 
substantial interest in the property, and a right to protect and 
assert it. And still he was bound to convey, not to Worster 
alone, but to whomsoeve1· Worster rnigh~ assign his interest, 
prnvided that assignee should seasonably pay or tender the sum 
due under the terms of the agreement. If instead of an executed 
mortgage or assignment, the negotiations between \Vorster 
and Mrs. Niles had taken on the form of an agreement to assign, 
then notice of such an agreement would not have bound Moore 
to her, hut he might, under that state of focts, convey to 
,-v orster, notwithstanding such an agreement. Mc Oreight v. 
FosteJ·, L. R. 5 Ch. 604, 610; S. C. sub nom.; Shaw v. 
Foster, L. R. 5 H. L. 321,333,338, where Lords CHELMSFORD 

and CAIRNS elaborately discuss the subject. 
In the case at har, the notice given to Moore on January 3, 

was seasonable and ample, including copies of the 1nortgages and 
assignments, together with the dates of their respective regis
tration. 

So far as Moore is concerned, we perceive no reason why 
be should not be decreed to release the unsold land described in 
his ngreement to the complainant. 

The defendant, Lyman, however, alleges that the mortgages 
of Worster to Niles are fraudulent as to him, as creditor of 
vVorster; and that he, in December, 1880, in an action still 
pending, attached Worster's right under the agreement of 
January 5. There it-i no doubt that he had the right and 
authority to attach it. R. S., c. 81, § 56. But to avail himself 
of any such attachment, either he or Worster should have 
seasonably paid or tendered to Moore, the amount due under 
the agreement. If, as alleged, the mortgages to Niles are void, 
and the assignment of them to the complainant are, for the same 
reason, also void, then the tender to Moore was made by one 
having no right to the conveyance, and therefore of no avail, an<l 
the land has consequently been forfeited and the attachment has 
become valueless. We think, therefore, that Lyman can not 
set up that defence here. 
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Neither has the bank any reason to defend. The money 
tendered belongs to the bank under Moore's mortgage, which 
seems to have been purposely left unrecorded, until a long while 
after the registration of the Niles mortgages. 

1Vhatever may be the rights of the parties, can be determined 
hereafter, the principal object being now to prevent a forfeiture 
of the land under the agreement of January 5. 

Our opinion is that the bill should be sustained, that Moore, 
on the payment of the sum tendered January 3, should release 
to the complainant the unsold land described in his agreement of 
January 5, the complainant to hold the same in trust for the 
equitable owners of the property, in accordance with their 
respective priorities and claims to be hereafter determined. 

Bill 8ustained with costs. Decree 
according to the opinfon. 

PETERS, C. J., ,VALTON, LI~BEY, EMERY and HASKELL, JJ., 
concuned. 

THE LOCKWOOD COMPANY, in equity, 

V8. 

Eow ARD J. LA WREN CE and others. 

Kennebec. Opinion April 22, 1885. 

Waters. Waste from saw mills thrown into the river. Multifariousness. Equity. 
Riparian owners. Reasonable use. Prescription. 

Where several respondents, though acting independently of each other, 
deposit the refuse material and debris arising from the operation of their 
mills into the same stream, whence, by the natural current of the water, it is 
carried down the river and commingles into one indistinguishable mass 
before reaching the complainant's premises. Held, upon a bill in equity for 
perpetual injunction: 

1. That this commingling of the waste, thus thrown into the stream, and 
which, after thus uniting and commingling, is precipitated by the current 
upon the premises of the complainant, creating the nuisance and inflicting 
the injuries of which he complains, is the natural and necessary conse
quence of the several and independent action of the respondents. 

2. Whatever may have been the act of these different respondents, either 
in the operation of their several mills or in the depositing of the waste and 
debris, arising from such operations, into the stream, there is a co-operation 
in fact, in the production of the nuisance. 
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3. The claim thus to discharge the waste and debris from their mills into 
the stream constitutes one common interest, though not a joint right. 

4. The acts of the respondents may be independent and several, but the 
result of these several acts combines to produce whatever damage or injury 
the complainant suffers, and in equity constitutes but one cause of action, 
and an the respondents may be joined in the same bill to restrain the nuisance. 

5. It is otherwise in an action at law where damages are sought to be 
recovered. · 

Where the same relief is asked against all claiming a common right, and the 
same general acts are alleged and proved against all as contributing to the 
same nuisance; and where the object of the bill is single, to establi1'h and 
obtain relief for one claim, in which all the respondents may be interested, 
it is not multifarious, although the respondents may have different and 
separate interests. 

Nuisances and injuries affecting waters, including the obstruction, diversion, 
or pollution of streams, afford sufficient ground for equitable interference, 
on the ground of restraining irreparable mischief. 

This is true when the acts complained of are of such a character that irrepar
able injury will result without such interference, or the necessity is imperious, 
or where adequate compensation for the injury arising therefrom may not be 
obtained at law, or, if continued, won.Id lead to a multiplicity of suits. 

Such a case forms an exception to the general rule, requiring that. where a 
nuisance is claimed to exist, the fact of its existence should, ordinarily, be 
established by a suit at law before a court of equity will interfere. 

The rights of riparian proprietors upon a natural stream are not absolute but 
qualified, and each party must exercise his own reasonable use of the water, 
as it flows past or through his land, with a just regard to the like reasonable 
use by all others who may be affected by his acts. 

The law does not lay down any fixed rule for determining what is a reasonable 
use of the water of a stream by a riparian proprietor. 

The reasonable use depends upon the circumstances of each particular case. 
In order to establish a prescriptive right or easement in the land or water of 

another person, the enjoyment of such right must have been uninterrupted, 
adverse, under claim of right, and with the knowledge of the owner, or with 
such acts that knowledge will be presumed. 

The prescriptive right to the use of a stream beyond the general right of 
reasonable use, as against other riparian qwners, is governed by the same 
principles as those in relation to easements in land, and in order to establish 
such right there must be a perceptible amount of injury throughout the 
period necessary to gain such right. 

BILL IN EQUITY. 

Heard on bill, answers and proof. 

Washington B. Bragg, one of the respondents filed no answer 
and entered no appearance, but there was no motion to take the 
bill pro confesso as to him. 
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The defendants, Lawrence, Phillips and Company, Fairfield 
Furniture Company, J. A. Cilley and Company, The Maine 
Manufacturing Company, E. Totman and Company, N. Totman 
and Sons, Stephen A. Nye, and A. H. and C. E. Duren, joined 
in one answer. 

Wes ton and Brainard filed a separate answer. 
'fhe material facts are stated in the opinion. 

Edmund F. Webb and Appleton Webb, for the plaintiff, 
cited: Woodruff v. No. Bloomfield, &c. Go. 8 Sawyer C. C. 
628; Blaisdell v. Stephens, 14 Nev. 17; 3 Porn. Eq. Jur. § 
1351; Goe v. Company, 37 N. H. 265; Mayor of York v. 
Pilkin,qton, l Atkyns, 282; Chipman v. Palmer, 77 N. Y. 51; 
Wood v. Sutcliffe, 8 Eng. L. & E. 217; Railroad & Goal Go. 

v. Richards, 57 Penn. 142; Seely v. Alden, 61 Penn. 302; 
Bard v. Yohn, 26 Penn. 482; 1 Porn. Eq. Jur. 251; Pa'rker. 
v. Cotton Go. 2 Black, 545; 16 Ves. 342; Eastman v. Com
pany, 47 N. H. 71; People v. Ghica,qo, 53 Ill. 424; Armstrong 
v. Gilchrist, 2 John Cas. 424; Jesus College v. Bloom, 3 
Atkyns, 262; Lawson v. Menasha, (Wis. January, 1884); 
Clark v. Stewart, 56 Wis. 154; Garwood v. N. Y. C. R. R. 
Go. 84 N. Y. 404; Gould, Waters, § § 562, 564, 508, 214, 
511, 512; Ingraham v. Dunnell, 4 Met. 118; Sprague v. 
Rhodes, 4 R. I. 301; Parker v. Company, 2 How. 551; 
Varney v. Pope, 60 Maine, 195; Porter v. Witham, 17 Maine, 
292; Burnham v. Kempton, 44 N. H. 94; 2 Story, Eq. 925; 
Eden, Injunctions, 286; Lyon v. McLaughlin, 32 Vermont, 
423; Wilson v. Mineral Point, 39 Wisconsin, 160; Webber v. 
Gage, 39 New Hampshire, 186; Campbell v. Seaman, 63 New 
York, 568; Atchinson v. Peterson, 20 Wol. 511; Tyler v. 
Wilkinson, 4 Nason, 379; 3 Kent's Commentaries, 439, 215, 
442; Gerrish v. Brown, 51 Maine, 262; Dwinell v. Veazie, 
50 Maine, 479; Wadsworth v. Tillotson, 15 Conn. 366; Twiss 
v. Baldwin, 9 Conn. 305; Platt v. Johnson, 15 Johns. Rep. 
213; Red River Roller Mills v. Wri,qht, 30 Minn. 249; Pren
tice v. Geiger, 74 N. Y. 343; Gould v. Boston Duck Go. 13 
Gray, 442 ; Hayes v. Waldron, 44 N. H. 580 ; Snow v. 
Parsons, 28 Vt. 459; Parke,· v. Hotchkiss, 25 Conn. 321; 4 
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Black. Corn. 166, 167; 3 Black. Com. 215; Grosby v. Bessey, 
49 Maine, 539; Cooper v. Barber, 3 Taunt. 99; Thurber v. 
Martin, 2 Gray, 394; Gilmore v. D1·iscoll, 122 Mass. 207; 
Heath v. Willianis, 25 Maine, 211; Taylor v. People, 6 Park, 
Cr. 353; Com. v. Upton, 6 Gray, 473; People v. Cunning
ham, 1 Denio, 536 ; Wash. Easements, 346 ; Underwood v. 
Scythe Go. 41 Maine, 292; Wood, Nuisances, § 435-802; 
Richmond M'j'g Go. v. Atlantic De L. Go. 10 R. I. 110; 
Fletcher v. Ryland, L. R. 1 Ex. 265; Beardmore v. Tredwell, 
7 L. T. 207; Boynton v. Gill, 1 Rolle's Ahr. 140; Res Publica 
v. Caldwell, 1 Dallas, 150; Gile v.Stevens, 13 Gray, 146; 
Francis v. Schoellkopf, 53 N. Y. 152; Merrifield v. Lmnbard, 
13 Allen, 16; Belknap v. Trirnble, 3 Paige, 601; Rowell v. 
Jewett, 69 Maine, 303 ; Lewis v. Small, 71 Maine, 554; 
Stinchfield v. Milliken, 71 Maine, 570; Pulsife1· v. Waterman, 
73 Maine, 244; Hayden v. Whitmore, 74 Maine, 234; Taylor 
v. Taylor, 74 Maine, 588; Washburn v. Gilman, 64 Maine, 
164; Bemis v. Upham, 13 Pick. 169; Boston W. P. Co. v. 
B. & W. R. R. Go. 16 Pick. 512; Ballou v. Hopkinton, 4 

. Gray, 324; Hilliard, Injunctions, 16; Ganfield v. Andrews, 
54 Vt. 1. 

Bmwn and Om·ver, for the Fairfield mill-owners, respondents. 
A bill in equity should contain a clear and explicit statement 

of the plaintiff's case. Rules of Court, vr; 102 U. S. 418; 
3 Wheat. 258; Heard 's Eq. Pl. 30; 129 Mass. 382; 21 Pick. 
526; 22 Pick. 55. 

The bill alleges : "Plaintiffs are informed and believe and 
therefore aver that at the time of the erections of said manufac
tories they were and still are entitled to the natural flow of the 
water in said river to and through said land, and to have said 
water come to their said manufactories, flumes, ponds, raceways, 
and wheels in their natural purity." This is the statement of 
the plaintiff's right. It is made on information and belief, and 
leaves the court to determine it. But it is not the province of 
the court to determine the plaintiff's right. It is to protect a 
right after it has been determined. 1 Pom. Eq. § § 95-112. 
Then the only complaint against the defendants, alleged in the bill, 
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is that they severally owned and operated certain mills ~~ by means 
of which the refuse material . arising therefrom are 
discharged, ca~t, carried and deposited into said river." It is 
only by implication and inference that any defendant is charged 
with doing anything except to operate his mill. 121 Mass. 148 ; 
Heard, Eq. Pl. 31, 36, 44; 3 Drew, 735; Dewey, Eq. Pl. 17. 

This bill is bad for multifariousness. Each defendant's interest 
nnd ownership in mills is separate, independent and distinct. 
Each defendant should have the privilege of defending himself 
by showing in his answer the particular circumstances pertaining 
to his case. Story, Eq. Pl. § § 272, 530, 531, 538, 541; 
Cooper, Eq. Pl. 182; 2 Dick. R. 677; 1 Madd. R. 88. Where 
there is no privity between defendants and each injures a 
single right of the plaintiff, hut by different means, the plaintiff 
should bring separate bills ngainst each defendant. 2 Ves. Jr. 
486, 328 ; G Johns. Ch. 155 ; 5 Paige, 160; 18 Ves. 72 ; 2 
M~umn, 201 ; 2 Sanford, 344; Mitf '<l, Pl. 181 ; 2 Aust. 469 ; 5 
Gill, 381; 2 Sch. and Lefr. 371; 5 Paige, 65. Where the 
plaintiff seeks to establish a claim growing out of one general 
right and the defendants may j usti(y their several acts on dissim
ilar grounds, separate bills must be filed against each. 2 Ves. 
487, 323; Hardv. 337; 2 Austr. 476; 8 Peters, 128; 1 Younge, 
373; 1 Mylne & Cr. 618; G Johns. Ch. 139; 4 Cowan, 682; 
8 Georgia, 238; 8 Clark and Fin. 435; 4 Younge, 444. See 
also Pointon v. Pointon, L. R. 12 Eq. 552; Heard, Pl. 36, 39; 
5 Madd. 138; G Dana, 186; 7 J. ,J. Marsh, 37; 20 Pick. 368; 
1 Pom. Eq. § 418; 1 Allen, 166; 10 Cush. 252. 

Large interests are involved on both sides in this case. The 
plaintiff is located at one point, employing its labor and capital 
at Waterville. The defendants employ their labor and capital 
through the whole valley of the upper Kennebec and its trihu
tn.ries. A blow aimed at the ]umbering interests affects more 
people than would be affected by interfering with almost any 
other interest in this section of the state. These mills have been 
in operation many years. The plaintiff corporation only about 
eight years. 
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Counsel further discussed in an able argument, the questions 
urISmg in the case, citing: High. Injunctions, § § 8, 505; 
Varney v. Pope, 60 Maine, 192; Porter v. TVitham, 17, 
Maine, 292: 42 Maine, 119; 47 N. H. 71; Fuller v. Melrose, 
l Allen, 166; Tash v. Adams, 10 Cush. 252; Porn. Eq. Jur. 
§ 418; Birmin,qlwm Gan. Go. v. Lloyd, 18 Ves. 515; Weller 
v. Hmarton, 1 Cox, 102; Reid v. Gffford, 6 Johns. Ch. 19; 
Irwin v. Dixion, 9 How. 10; Eastntan v. Arnoskeag Go. 47 
N. H. 71 ; Mohawk, &c. v. Utica, &c. 6 Paige, 554. 

J. Tr.... Spaulding and F. J. Buker, for the respondents, 
Weston and Brainard. 

FosTER, J. The bill alleges in substance that the complainants 
are the owners and in possession of a large amount of real and 
pel'sonal estate, consisting of lands, dams and water power, 
including mills and machinery employed in manufacturing cotton 
into fabrics, situated at "\Vaterville, on both banks of the Kennebec 
river, not navigable for vessels or boats at that place, their dams 
extending ucross said river; that in 18 7 4, they built a manu
factory of thirty-four thousand spindles, and in 1882, another of 
fifty-five thousan<l spindles, both of which have been in use since 
their erection, and that in said business they have a capital of 
two million two hundred thousand dollars, employing more than 
one thousand persons, with a pay roll of about two thousand 
five hundred dollars each day, and an annual production of one 
million three hundred thousand dol1ars; that they are entitled 
to the natural flow of the water in said river, and to have it come 
to their manufactories in its natural purity. And they allege 
that the respondents, during the past six years, have severally 
owned and operated large saw mills, containing shingle, clapboard 
and other manufacturing machines, and planing mills, and shovel 
handle mills, situated above the complainants on said river, 
between and including Skowhegan and Fairfield, which they are 
respectively and separately operating, by means of which the 
refuse . material, sawdust, edgings, shavings, refuse wood and 
other debris arising therefrom, are discharged therefrom into 
said river, and vast quantities are carried by the current down 
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the river, and before reaching the complainants' premises, it 
commingles into one indi~tinguishable mass, and thus uniting, 
flows along said river into their ponds, raceways, racks and 
wheels, filling the same and thereby stopping the wheels and 
retarding and preventing the running and operating of their 
manufaetories, whereby they lose the benefit, advantage and 
profits of the same, rendering it necessary to expend large sums 
of money in removing this waste and debris, causing great 
damage, constituting a great nuisance, which is rapidly increasing 
and becoming more intolerable, which operations are still con
tinued and will be continued, and that a destruction of com
plainants' profits and irreparable injury will result, unless the 
re8pondents are restrained by injunction; that each respondent 
is independently working his own mill, without any conspiracy 
or preconcert of understanding or action with the others, and it 
is impossible to distinguish what particular share of damage each 
has inflicted or will inflict, but that each has contributed, and is 
now contributing to constitute the nuieance, making an unreason
able use of the water of said river, destroying its value, illegally 
interrupting the complainants in its use, and rendering it unfit 
for manufacturing purposes ; and that they hu ve no remedy, 
except in equity. 

The prayer is for a perpetual injunction, restraining the 
respondents from depositing waste, enumerated in the bill, .in 
said river. 

The answer substantially sets forth admission of title and 
possession of the premises of the parties as alleged, and claiming 
that the .. respondents were severally operating such mills, 
manufactories and machinery as alleged, which are used to 
manufacture lumber owned by most of the respondents, and cut 
near the head waters of the Kennebec; that most of the 
respondents own large tracts of timber land situate in the 
northern part of the state, and have invested in said lumbering 
business large amounts of money, and employ annually a large 
number of men in cutting, hauling, driving, booming, and sawing 
said lumber, their business having continued for more than thirty 
years, and having become of very large proportions, fumi1:,hing 
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employment for a large proportion of the laboring men living on 
the Kennebec river; that rsaid mills and manufactories were all 
located where they now are more than thirty years ago, having 
been operated during all that period in the same places and 
manner as now, and that there have always, during said time, 
been thrown into said river whatever refuse materials the 
occupiers of said mills saw fit, consisting of slahs, edgings, 
shavings, and all other refuse materials of various kinds evolved 
from said operations, but with much less quantity during the 
past six years, and only so much us, with proper cnre and c:mtion 
on the part of complainants to prntect their manufactories, would 
do no injury to them, and that the respondents ha,·c ucquired a 
prescriptive right to use said river as they have heretofore done; 
they deny that, during the past six years, any refuse or waste 
from their mills have been unlawfully deposited in the said river, 
or unlawfully interfered with the complainants' rights, ·and that 
whatever damage or annoyance they have suffered is attributable 
to the improper construction of their dams, flurnes, racks, wheels 
and other apparatus used in carrying on their manufactories; 
that the granting of the prayer of complainants as set forth, will 
prevent the respondents from operating their mills, and destroy 
their lumbering business. They also deny that the allegations 
of the bill entitle the complainants to equitable relief, nnd, 
claiming all benefit of demurrer in their answer to this part of 
the bill, say that it can not be maintained against these respondents 
jointly, they being, as therein alleged, eng:iged independently of 
each other in operating their several mills, manufactories and 
machinery, and with no conspiracy or pr~concert of understanding 
or action with each other. 

I. The case is one of importance, as it embraces the rights of 
parties in property of great value on each side, and in the lawful 
management and enjoyment of which each party is entitled to 
protection hy law. It is one, also, that in its proper consideration 
is not entirely free from difficulties. The parties have interests 
which, in the management and enjoyment of their property, are 
conflicting; and while it becomes the duty of the court to settle 
their respective rights, we must be governed by the established 
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rules and principles of equity, and which in their general 
operation are just and salutary. 

1. The question to be first considered is the objection raised 
in the answer, with the force of a demurrer, to the joinder of 
these several respondents in this bill. It is insisted that the 
cause of action is distinct and several as against each of the 
respondents, and that neither they, nor the several causes of 
action, can be joined in the same bill, and that the objection by 
demurrer is fatal on account of misjoinder and multifariousness. 

· While it is true that the allegations in the bill set forth that 
each respondent is independently working his own mill, and 
machinery, without any conspiracy or preconcert of under
standing or action with the others, it also appears that the refuse 
material, sawdust, edgings, shavings, refuse wood and other 
debris arising from operating said mills, cast and deposited into 
the river, are carried down by the current, and before reaching 
the complainants, commingles into one indistinguishable mass, 
~nd thence are carried down into the ponds, rnceways, racks and 
wheels of the complainants' manufactories, inflicting the injury 
of which they complain; and that it is impossible to distinguish 
what particular share of damage each respondent has inflicted, 
or will inflict, hut that each has contributed and now is con
tributing to constitute the said nuisance. In considering the 
questions thus raised by the pleadings upon this branch of the 
-case, and assuming the facts set forth by the allegations in the 
bill to he true, no other conclusion can be reached than that the 
respondents, though acting independently of each other as 
alleged, all deposit the refuse material and debris arising from 
the operation of their mills into the same stream, whence, by the 
natural current of the water, it is carried down the river and 
commingles before reaching the complainants' ponds, raceways, 
racks and wheels, where the nuisance complained of is committed. 
This commingling of the waste thus thrown into the stream, and 
which, after thus uniting and commingling, is precipitated by the 
current upon the premises of these complainants, creating the 
nuisance and inflicting the injuries of which they complain, is the 
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natural and necessary consequence of the several and independent 
action of these respondents. It is the combined action of this 
waste from the different mills, uniting and mingling, and thence 
drifting down upon the complainants, which creates the nuisance, 
and produces the injuries complained of. 

·whatever, then, may have been the act of these different 
respondents, either in the operation of their several mills, or in 
the depositing of the waste and debris arising from such 
operations, into the stream, there is a co-operation in fact in the 
production of the nuisance. They all claim a right to discharge 
the waste and debris from their mills into this river, and in this, 
their claim constitutes one common interest, though not a joint 
right. The acts of the respondents may be independent and 
several, but the result of these several acts combines to produce 
whatever damage or injury these complainants suffer, and in 
equity constitutes but one cause of action. It is otherwise in law 
where damages are sought to be recovered. There, only those 
parties ean be joined who have acted jointly in the commission 
of the act. There must be concert of action and co-operation to 
make several persons jointly liable in an action at law. ~i There 
is a very great difference," says the court in Woodruff v. North 
Bloornjield Gravel 1.Wining Co., 8 Sawyer, (U. S. C. C.) 628., 
'

1 between seeking to recover damages at law, for an injury 
already inflicted hy several parties acting independently of each 
other, and restraining parties from committing a nuisance in the 
future. In equity, the court is not tied down to one particular 
form of judgment. It can adapt its decrees to the circumstances 
jn each case, and give the proper relief as against each party. 
without reference to the action of others, and without injury to 
either. Each is dealt with, with respect to his own acts, either 
as affected or unaffected by the acts of the others. It is not neces
sary for the prevention offuture injury, to ascertain what particular 
share of the damages each defendant has inflicted in the past, or 
is about to inflict in the future. It is enough to know that he 
has contributed, and is continuing to contribute to a nuisance, 
without ascertaining to what extent, and to restrain him from 
contributing at all. " 
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This question has recently been before the court in California.. 
in the case of Keyes v. Little York Golcl lf'clshin,q Co., 53 Cal. 
724, where a different doctrine was laid down, and in support of' 
that claimed by the counsel for the respondents. But that case, 
may be considered as substantially overruled by the more recent 
decision of Hillman v. Newington, 57 Cal. 56, a case in the· 
same court, sustaining the views which we enterta,in in the case· 
before us. 

Again the same question arose in that state and was decidedt 
as late as 1883, in the circuit court of the United States, in the· 
case of lVoodruff v. North Bloomfield Gravel .l~1ining Co., 8~ 
Sawyer, ( U. S. C. C.) 628. In that case, the complainant was,. 
the owner oflands situated on the Yuba and Feather rivers; the1 

respondents were p.1iners severally and independently engaged iD-• 
hydraulic mining nt points above on the Yuba river and its,. 
affluents, and by means of which large quantities of gravel, waste,, 
earth and other debris arising therefrom, were discharged into, 
the several streams on which the mines were situated, and by 
the rapid currents of the water, were carried down the various; 
streams into the Yuba river, where they commingled before, 
reaching the valley, and after thus uniting, flowed along the maim 
Yuba river, and were deposited upon the complainant\, lands. 
An injunction was sought to restrain the several respondents. 
from depositing the debris of their mines where it ·would be
swept into the river. The respondents demurred to the bill .. 
In that case, as in this, no damages were sought, but equitable· 
relief to restrain future action - future contribution by each to, 
the alleged nuisance. Judge SAWYER held that the hill could he· 
filed against all the respondents who contributed to produce the, 
injury by depositing debris in the stream above, and denied the 
doctrine of Keyes v. Little York Golcl Washing Uo., as not 
being '' in accordance with the principles of equity jurisprudeirne 
in England, or generally, in the United States, as establ)shed 
hy the authorities." 

Another recent case is that of Blaisdell v. Stephens, 14 Nev. 
17, whid1 was a combined suit at law, to recover damages which 
had alreJdy resulted from a nuis:mce, and, in equity, for an 
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injunction to restrain its continuance. There were two respond~ 
ents, who each, separately ahd independently of the other, 
allowed water to run from his land upon the land of the 
complainant, and from the combined action of which the com
plainant's ditch was injured, which constituted the nuisance 
complained of. There was n. joint judgment for the damages, 
and an injunction, from which an appeal was taken to the 
Supreme Court, where it was held that the acts of each party 
being independent of the other, there was no joint liability for 
the damages, rever~ed the judgment and ordered a new trial. 
-Upon a rehearing it was claimed that, even if the judgment at 
Ilaw for damages could not be maintained, it was a proper case 
:for equitable relief, and the court held, in accordance with the 
:authorities, that there could be no joint recovery at law for 
,damages, but that it was a proper case for a'n injunction; the 
<ease was remanded, with directions that if the damages which 
,had been recovered at law should be remitted within fifteen days, 
~hle decree for injunction should stand. In that case, the principle 
~is dearly recognized and adopted that parties, who, by their 
:several and independent acts, contribute to the production of a 
,nuisance~ although they c:m not properly be joined in an action 
.at Jaw for damages, may be rightfully joined in a suit in equity 
i:for inj.unction to restrain a future contribution by each to the 
111uisance. 

"There is a common interest," says SAWYER, J., in Wood1·ujf 
~v . . _}lorth Bloomfield CJ.ravel Mining Go., supra, ii a common, 
though not a joint right claimed ; and the action on the part. of 
.all defendants is the same, in contributing to the common 
nuisance. The rights of all involve and depend upon identically 
the same question, both of law and fact. It is one of the class 
of cases, like bills of peace, and hills founded on analogous 
,principles, where a single individual may bring a suit against 
,numerous defendants, where is no joint interest, or title, but 
1where the questions at issue, und the evidence to establish the 
rights of the parties, and the relief demanded are identical. " 

Professor Pomeroy, in his recent work, ( Porn. Eq. Jur. 
§ § 269, 1394, ) after an exhaustive examination of the authorities 
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in the American courts, sustains the doctrine on the ground of 
prevention of multiplicity of suits, in bills of this nature, which 
nre not technically "bills of peace," but "are analogous to," or 
"within the principle of" such bills. "Courts of the highest 
standing nnd ability," says the learned writer, "have repeatedly 
interfered and exercised this jurisdiction, where the individual 
-claims were not only legally 'separate, but were separate in time, 
and each arose from an entirely separate and distinct transaction, 
simply because there was a community of interest among all the 
claimants in the question at issue and in the remedy. " 

The same principle is expressly recognized in Chiprnan v. 
Pabne1·, 77 N. Y. 56, where the court ~ay that "an equitable 
action will lie to restrain parties who severally contribute to a 
nuisance," while it holds that they cannot be joined in an action 
at law. To the same point are Duke of Buccleugh v. Coman, 
5 Macph. 214; Crossley v. Ll'.glztowler, 3 L. R. Eq. 279; 
Thorpe v. Brumfitt, 8 L. R. Ch. App. 650. 

In the last case a bill was sustained, and a decree granting a 
perpetual injunction affirmed, against several persons acting 
individually and severally in obstructing the passage to an inn 
by loading and unloading wagons. Lord Justice ,TAMES said: 
'~ Then it was said, that the plaintiff alleges an obstruction, 
caused by several persons acting independently of each other, 
and does not show what share each had in causing it. It is 
probably impossible for a person in the plaintiff's position to 
show this. Nor do I think it necessary that he should show it. 
The amount of obstruction caused by any one of them might 
not, if it stood alone, be sufficient to give any grouncl of com
plaint, though the amount caused by them all may be a serious 
rnJury. Suppose a person leaves a wheelbarrow standing on a 
way, that may cause no appreciable inconvenience, hut if a 
hundred do so, that may cause a serious inconvenience, which fl 

person, entitled to use the way, has a right to prevent ; and it 
is no defense to any one person among the hundred to say, that 
what he does causes no damage to the complainant." 

In the case at bar, it may be that the act of any one respond-
ent alone might not be sufficient cause for any well grounded 
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·action on the part of the complainants; but when the individual 
nets of the several respondents, through the combined results of 
these individual acts, produce appreciable and serious injury, it 
ds a single result, not traceable perhaps to any particular one of 
these respondents, but a result for which they may he liable in 
,equity as contributing to the common nuisance, as we have 
before stated. Hence there can he no well founded objection, 
•either upon principle or authority, against this bill upon the 
ground of misjoinder. 

2. The same may he said in relation to the objection urged 
,on account of multifariousness. Here the same relief is asked 
.against all; the same common right is claimed; the same general 
:acts are alleged against all as contributing to the same nuisance. 
When the object of the bill is single, tu establish and obtain 
relief for one claim, in which all the respondents may be interested, 
jt is not multifarious although the respondents may have different 
.and separate interests. Bu,:1bee v. Sargent, 23 Maine, 269 ; 
Brinlcerlwjf v. Brown, (i J obns. Ch. 157. If the matters are 
fo any material degree blended, so that directly or indirectly they 
,concern all the respondents, the bi]] is not multifarious. Drewry, 
Eq. Plead. 42. In Campbell, v. 1tfackay, 1 M. & C. 543, Lord 
CoTTENHAM, held that where the plaintiff::; have a common interest 
;against all the defendants in a suit as to one or more of the 
•·questions raised by it, so as to make them all necessary parties 
for the purpose of enforcing that common interest, the circum
.stances of some of the defendants being subject to distinct 
1iabilities, in respect to the different branches of the subject 
,matter, will not render the bill multifarious. Also, Gaines v. 
•Chew, 2 How. 642. 

Therefore, whether the case before us, as disclosed by the 
:allegations may or may not be exactly like any other that has 
,come before the courts, \Ve are satisfied that it falls within the 
principles of equity enunciated in the cases to which we have 
Teferred, and which are not only salutary, but in accordance 
·with reason, and that the bill is not objectionable, on account of 
ilnisjoinder of respondents, or multifariousness. 
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3. The next objection urged is that upon the allegations set 
forth in the bill the complainants show no sufficient grounds to 
entitle them to equitable relief. 

The relief granted by a court of equity is either remedial or 
preventive. In this case the complainants' prayer is for pre
ventive relief only. It may well be assumed that the facts 
stated are sufficient to constitute the ca8e of a private nuisance, 
and to give this court, prima facie, jurisdiction over the subject 
matter and the parties. It is well settled that private nuisances 
may, under some circumstances, fall within the jurisdiction of a 
court of equity in reference to obtaining relief from further 
molestation by restraining the acts which constitute the nuisance. 

Nuisances and injuries affecting waters, including the obstruc
tion, diversion or pollution of streams, afford frequent ground 
for eqnhable interference, on the principle of restraining irrepar
able mischief. The jurisdiction of equity in this class of cases 
may be regarded as ancient and well established. Especially is 
this true when the acts complained of are of such a character 
that irreparable injury will result to the complainant without 
such interference, or when adequate compensation for the injury 
arising thereform may not he obtained at law, or, if continued, 
would lead to a multiplicity of suits. Whenever this is admitted, 
or established by proof, a court of equity may, by injunction, 
restrain the continuance of such acts. Canfield v. Andrew, 54 
Vt. 1. 

It is true that (~ it is not every case which would furnish a 
right of action against a party for a nui8ance which will justify 
the interposition of a court of equity to redress the injury or 
remove the annoyance." Story, Eq. Jnr. § 925. And the 
general rule, as claimed by the learned counsel for the respond
ents, is, that where a nuisance is claimed to exist the fact of its 
existence should, ordinarily, be established by a suit at law 
before a court of equity will interfere. This rule, however, is 
not without exceptions. The ground upon which equity takes 
jurisdiction is that the injury complained of is irreparable, or of 
such a nature that there is no adequate remedy at law. An 
examination of the cases which sustain the doctrine of the neces-
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sity of the prior interposition of an action at law, admit that in 
ca.5es of pressing or imperious necessity, or where the right is in 
danger of being injured or destroyed, or there is no adequate 
remedy at law, equity will intervene. Varney v. Pope, 60 
:Maine, 195; Porter v. JVhitlwm, 17 Maine, 294; lllon~e v. 
:J,fachias JVciter Power Co. 42 Maine, 127, 128; Parker v. 
Winnipi"seo,qee Lake Oo. 2 Black, 552; Coe v. Winnepi"siogee, 
M'f'g Co. 37 N. H. 263; Gould on Waters, § 506 and cases 
cited. 

As stated by Chancellor KENT in Gardner v. NewbuYght 2 
Johns. Ch. 165; '' The foundation of jurisdiction in such a case 
is the necessity of a preventive remedy when great and immediate 
mischief, or material injury would arise to the comfort and 
enjoyment of property." The fact that the complainant has not 
established his right at law is no ground for demurrer to fhe bill. 
Soltan v. De Held, 2 Sim. N. S. 133; Robeson v. Pittenger, 
1 Green Ch. 57; Holsman v. Boiling Spri"ng Oo. l McCarter, 
335; Olmsted v. Loomis, 9 N. Y. 432. 

And by irreparable injury, is meant one for which there is no 
adequate remedy at law. . Gould on Waters, § 508. "To 
deprive a plaintiff of the aid of equity by injunction it must also 
appear that the remedy at law is plain and adequate; in other 

•.z words, that it is as practical and efficient to secure the ends of 
i. justice and its proper and prompt administration as is the remedy 

in equity. And unless this is shown, a court of equity may 
' lend its extraordinary aid by injunction notwithstanding the 

existence of a remedy at law." 1 High on Inj. § 30; Boyce's 
Exr's v. Grundy, 3 Pet. 215. Especially is this the case where 
the injury is of such a nature as from its continuance or permanent 
mischief, must cause a constantly recurring grievance, which 
cannot otherwise be prevented. Adams, Eq. 211; Belknap v. 
Trimble, 3 Paige, 601; Webber v. Gage, 39 N. H. 186, 187; 
Merrifield v. Lombard, 13 Allen, 18; Cadigan v. Br<Ywn, 
120 Mass. 494. In such case an action at law affords no adequate 
remedy, and vexatious litigation and multiplicity of suits, which 
equity seeks to avoid, would afford just grounds for equitable 
interference. Clark v. Stewart, 56 Wis. 154. The very 
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difficulty of obtaining substantial damages was stated to be a 
ground for relief by injunction in Clowes v. Staffordshire 
Potteries Co. 8 L. R. Ch. Ap. 125. With still greater force 
does this apply in a case where the injury is caused by so many, 
and in such a way, that it would be difficult if not impossible to 
apportion the damage, or say how far any one may have contri
buted to the result, and so damages would be but nominal, and 
repeated actions, without any substantial benefit, might be the 
result. , 

In Lyon v. McLaughlin, 32 Vt. 423, the court say: '' When ~ 

the invasion of a right in this kind of property is threatened and 
intended which is necessarily to be continuing and operate 
prospectively and indefinitely, and the extent of the injurious 
consequences is contingent and doubtful of estimation, the writ 
of injunction is not only permissible, but is the most appropriate i 

means of remedy. It affords in fact the only adequate and sure 
remedy. The very doubtfulness as to the extent of the pros- ' 
pective injury and the impossibility of ascertaining the measure of 
just reparation render such an injury irreparable in the sense of 
the law relating to this subject." 

The court in Massachusetts has very recently had occasion to 
allude to this question in a case relating to the rights of riparian 
owners where the waters in a natural stream were polluted, in 
which case the court say : "The defendant contends that, 
according to the general principles of the common law, the 
plaintiff has a complete remedy upon the facts alleged by him, 
and that he should be compelled to resort to his action at law 
before seeking relief in equity. But it is quite clear that a bill 
in equity may be maintained by a riparian owner to restrain 
another from polluting the stream. to the plaintiffs' material 
mJury. 1.Werrifield v. Lombard, 13 Allen, 16; Woodward v. 
Worcester, 121 Mass. 245. The acts of the defendant, as 
alleged, tend to create a nuisance of a continuous nature, for , 
which an action at law can furnish no adequate relief." Harris • 
v . .1.lfackintosh, 133 Mass. 230. 

Equity, as well as the common law, has growth'. It is said 
that prior to Lord ELDON 's time injunctions were rarely issued 
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by courts of equity, but that with the development of equity 
jurisprudence it has become of frequent use. In the earlier 
history of the jurisprudence relating to this branch of the law, 
it was rarely issued in the case of a private nuis:mce until the 
pfaintiff's right had been established in a :,uit at law. '' But 
now," say the court in Oanipbell v. Seaman, 63 N. Y. 582, i, a 
suit at law is no longer a preliminary, and the right to an injunc
tion, in a proper case, in England and most of the states, is just 
as fixed and certain ns the right to any other provisional remedy. 
The writ can rightfully be demanded to prevent irreparable 
injui-y, interminable litigation and a mu]tiplicity of suits." 

II. It remains, then, to be determined from the pleadings 
and proof whether the allegations are so far supported by the 
testimony as to entitle the complainants to equitable relief. 

A large mass of testimony has been taken in support of the 
claim:;, set up in the bill, and particu]arly in reference to the 
amount of waste that has been discharged into the river from 
the re:;,pondents' mills, and which to a greater or less extent has 
lodged in the ponds, mcks, wheels and raceways of the com
plainants' mills, thereby causing damage and injury to their 
property and business, and of which they complain. .Mueh of 
this testimony is uncontradic.ted, and fully sustains the allega
tions in reference to the amount and kind of waste from the 
respondents' mills, - situated at Fairfield and Somerset Mills,
and with which the water coming into the complainants' ponds is 
polluted. It is unnecessary to enumerate all the facts e8tablished 
by the testimony. The proof shows that the canal or pond 
which is about seven hundred feet long, ninety feet in width, 
and from fifteen to twenty feet deep, situated at the westerly 
end of the complainants' dam, was so filled with waste, during 
the space of about six weeks preceding the taking of this testi
mony, -March 25th to May 12th, -that the complainants were 
obliged to clear it out from six to eight times, and that several 
hundred cords were thus removed during that time besides the 
large quantities that had accumulated and obstructed the race
ways. It also shows that they were thus continually troubled 
with it, and were obliged to shut down their mills on account of 
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it from one to sixteen times a day, and at times whole days, 
and to employ from ten to forty and sometimes fifty men in 
clearing the racks and removing this waste, at an expense for 
that alone, during the time named, of more than two thousand 
dollars ; occasioning a loss to the employees in their mills, 
during the month of April, of eight:thousand dol_lars on account 
of the loss of time resulting from the frequent shutting down of 
the mills, thet·eby causing trouble and dissatisfaction. That 
this had been troubling them every year in the same way since 
commencing operations in 1876, more at some seasons of the 
year than other times, but that it had continued each year, 
notwithstanding they had requested the respondents to cease 
throwing their waste into the river, and had obtained an act 
from the legislature prohibiting the throwing of waste and debris 
into this river, and that they had already on account of this 
waste been damaged between forty and fifty thousand dollars, 
and that it was continuing and liable to continue in the future, 
with increasing damage each year. 

The proof further shows that the waste which causes this 
trouble com;ists of great quantities of refuse material, sawdust, 
edgings, shavings, and other debris arising from the operating of 
respondents' mills, in the manufacture of more than twenty-five 
millions of lumber annually, besides various other manufactures. 
It is cast and discharged into the river, and before reaching the 
complainants' premises commingles and is carried by the action of 
the water down into theit· ponds, racks, raceways and wheels, 
causing the nuisance complained of. 

It appears in proof also, that the respondents, and those pre
ceding them, have been accustomed to discharge the waste from 
their mills into this river for many years, and although they do 
not strenously controvert the fact of the great damage to the 
complainants, they claim that what they do in thus disposing 
of their waste is but a reasonable use of this river; an~ if not, 
then that they have a prescriptive right so to do, and that the 
complainants contribute to the production of such injury by 
improperly constrnc~ed dams, canals, racks, etc. 
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From a very careful examination of the testimony we are 
satisfied that neither of these propositions can be supported by it. 

1. These parties are riparian proprietors. They represent 
the great and important manufacturing industries of our state. 
While the complainants have a capital of more than two million 
two hundred thousand dollars invested in the manufacture of 
cotton, producing one million five hundred thousand dollars 
annua1ly, the respondents have invested above them upon the 
~ame river in the manufacture of lumber, more than two hundred 
fifty thousand dollars, and whose annual production is more than 
six hundred thousand dollars. 

However great these industries, or however important to 
either may he the result of this suit, the rights of the parties to 
the use of the water in that river are established by well settled 
principles. 

Every proprietor upon a natural stream is entitled to the 
reasonable use and enjoyment of such stream as it flows through 
or along his own land, taking into consideration a like reasonable 
use of such stream by all other proprietors above or below him. 
The rights of the owners are not absolute but qualified, and each 
party must exercise his own reasonable use with n just regard to 
the like reasonable use by all others who may be affected by his 
acts. Any diversion or obstruction which substantially and 
materially diminishes the quantity of water, so that it does not 
flow as it has been accustomed to, or which defiles and corrupts 
it so as to essentially impair its purity, thereby preventing the 
use of it for any of the reasonable and proper purposes to which 
it is usually applied, is an infringement of the rights of other 
owners of land through which the stream flows, and creates a 
nuisance for which those thereby injured are entitled to a remedy. 
Merrifield v. Lombard, 13 Allen, 17. 

It is laid down by the courts that the general principles 
governing the use of running streams in respect to the diversion, 
obstruction, or detention of water, must also govern in respect 
to the amount of waste resulting from the process of manufacture. 
The reasonable use in such cases depends upon the circumstances 
of each particular case. The law does not lay down any fixed 
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rule for determining what is a reasonable use of the water of a 
stream hy a riparian proprietor. For domestic, agricultural and 
manufacturing purposes, to which cve1·y riparian owner is 
entitled,• there may be, consistently with that right, some 
diminution, retardation or acceleration of the natural flow. So 
in regard to the us~ of the stream for manufacturing purposes, 
there must neces::;arily be more or less waste which it would be 
impossible to exclude from it, and which by no ordinary care 
or prudence, could he prevented from falling into the stream. 
The reasonablene:::;s of such use of the water must determine the 
right, and this must be governed by the extent of detriment 
received by the riparian proprietors below. See Hayes v. 
Waldron, 44 N. H. 580. In the recent case of Red River 
Roller Mi'lls v. Wright, 30 Minn. 249, (44 Am. R. 194,) 
the court say: 11 In determining what is a reasonable use, regard 
must be had to the subject matter of the use; the occasion and 
manner of it:::; application; the object, extent, necessity and 
duration of the use; the nature and size of the stream; the 
kind of business to which it is subservient; the importance and 
necessity of the use claimed by one party, and the extent of the 
injury to the other party; the state of improvement of the 
country in regard to mills and machinery, nnd the use of water 
as a propelling power; the general and established usages of the 
country in similar cases; and nll the other and ever varying 
circumstances of each particular case, bearing upon the question 
of the fitness and propriety of the use of the water under 
consideration." 

This case is before us upon report, and it becomes the duty of 
the court to determine this question of use. All the evidence 
upon the question of reasonable use, together with all the various 
circumstances connected with the use of this river by these 
riparian proprietors, in operating their different mills and 
manufactories, becomes important in the determination of their 
respective rights. It is claimed on the part of the respondents 
that the deposit of a great portion of the waste and refuse 
material arising from the different manufactures at their mills, 
into the river, is necessary to their successful operation, and that 
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the expense and inconvenience to which they would necessarily 
be put in otherwise disposing of it, would necessitate the shutting 

· down of their mills, and result in a suspension of their business 
in the manufacture of lumber and other materials. On the other 
hand, the. complainants, as lower proprietors upon the same 
river, claim an equal right in the use of the water, and from the 
evidence, show that they are and have been greatly injured in 
the use of their property, on account of this same waste and 
refuse material deposited above them by these respondents. 

The evidence is such ns to leave no doubt in out' minds that 
the use which the respondents have made and are making of this 
river in reference to the rights of these complainants, ~ other 
than a reasonable use of it. vVhat may have been a reasonable 
use at one time, may not be said to be a reasonable use now. 
The state of the country, the state of improvement in regard to 
mills and machinery, and the use of this river as a propelling 
power, were once far different from what they are to-day. And so 
in considering the reasonableness of suffering this waste to be 
deposited in the current above, much must depend upon the use 
to which the stream below is applied, and the detriment caused 
to those whose rights, as ripurian proprietors, are entitled to just 
consideration. 

The complainants' cotton mills were built, one in 187 4, and 
the other in 1882, where formerly was a saw and grist mill, and 
at one time a tannery. The racks and wheels ·whieh are now 
connected with these cotton mills, as the proof shows, are of 
standard and approved construction, and yet very different from 
those that formerly existed there. The old mills gave way to 
the advance in manufacturing interests, and to the improvement 
in the propelling power and machinery necessarily incident to 
such manufactures. 

The vast quantities of debris nnd waste brought into the 
complainants' canal, and which they are obliged to remove, 
thereby seriously interfering with the profitable use of their mills, 
causing frequent suspension of operatiorn,, and occasioning the 
damage and annoyirnce to which we have before nlluded, justifies 
us in the conclusion that such is not a rnasonuble use of this 
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river by the respondents. And we are equally satisfied that, 
while it is of great convenience for them thus to dispose of their 
waste, and considerable expense and great inconvenience would 
be occasioned by any other disposition of it, it is not absolutely 
necessary to the operation of their mills that it should be thus 
deposited in the stream. Other manufacturers of lumber, not 
only on the Penobscot, hut on other principal rivers in this 
state, dispose of their waste in other ways than by allowing it to 
pass into the streams. It was otherwise at one time. But the 
state of improvement of the country, and the springing into 
existence of other industries, have each had a quali(ying influence 
in determining the reasonable use of t,Uch waters. 

2. Again. The respondents, claiming a special right to the 
use of this river, more beneficial to themselves and more burden
some to the riparian proprietors below, than the natural right to 
the reasonable use of it, musi establish such right, either by 
grant or prescription. 

They do not claim it by grant. Have they estahlished such 
right by prescription? The answer to this does not depend 
entirely upon proof of the manner in which the respondents have 
conducted in reference to the operation of their mills, and the / 
disposition of the waste therefrom. In connection with that fact! 
must be considered the situation of the parties, against whom 
such right is claimed, during the time necessary to the establish
ment of such right. For it i:::J well settled that in order to 
establish the presumption of a right or easement in the land or 
waters of another person, the enjoyment of such right must have 
been uninterrupted, adverse, under elaim of right, and with the 
knowledge of the owner, or with such acts that knowledge will 
he presumed. Parker v. Foote, 19 Wend. 313 ; Smith v. 
Miller, 11 Gray, 149; Flora v. Oarbeau, 38 N. Y. 115; 
Gilford v. The Winnipiseogee Lake Co., 52 N. H. 262; Gould 
on Waters, § § 334,341; .Angell on Wat. § 219. .And it must 
have been inconsistent with or contrary to the interc8t of the 
owner, and of such a nature that it is difficult or impossible to 
account for it, except on the presumption of a grant from him, 
otherwise no such presumption arises. Morse v. JVilliams, 62 
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Maine, 445; B1·ace v. Yale, 10 Allen, 444; Gould on Waters, 
§ 334. The prescriptive right to the use of a stream beyond the 
general right of reasonable m;;e, as against other riparian owners, 
is governed by the same principles as those in relation to ease
ments in land, and in order to establish such right there must be 
a perceptible amount of injury throughout the period necessary 
to gain such right. Crosby v. Bessey, 49 Maine, 539; Donnell 
'V. Clark, 19 Maine, 174; Mur,qatroyd v. Robi'nson, 7 El. & 
Bk. 391, ( 90 E. C. L. 391); Gould on Waters, § 3{6. Nor 
does the period of limitation begin to run against the owner 
until there has been an actionable invasion or infringement of a 
right. 

In Holsman v. Boilin,q Sprin,q Bleaching Co., 1 M.cCarter, 
335, the court sny: '' The defendants have a right to use the 
water upon their own soil in such manner as they may deem for 
their interest, provided they discharge it upon the soil of the 
plaintiffs, in its accustomed channel, pure and unpolluted. They 
can, therefore, acquire no right by prescription, until they show 
that the acts which are claimed to constitute the adverse user 
injure<l the plaintiff'.-,, and gave to them, or those under whom 
they claim title, a right of action. The very ground of title by 
adverse enjoyment, jg that the party against whom it is set up, 
has so long permitted the adverse enjoyment and failed to indicate 
his rights, that the presumption of a grant is raised. But there 
can be no such presumption, and consequently no title by adverse 
enjoyment, where no violation of a right is shown to exist. " 
See Pratt v. Lamson, 2 Allen, 288. 

And in this case, although the proof establishes the fact that 
these respondents and those under whom they clnim, for more 
than thirty years have been accustomed to use the waters of this 
river as a receptacle for the waste from their mills, yet it fails 
to establish any prescriptive right as against these complainants, 
or those under whom they claim. The mills now in existence 
were erected less than ten· years prior to the commencement of 
this suit. Soon after they were built, trouble arose in regard to 
this waste, and in 1878, these complainants appeared before the 
legislature and obtained an act to prevent the throwing of refuse 
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tnaterial into the Kennebec river, and which, it appears, these 
respondents have disregarded. 

The use of_the water and privilege at ,vaterville, where these 
mills are located, prior to 1874, was very different from what it 
ha,s been since. In 1866, the Ticonic '\Vater Power and 
Manufacturing Company was organized, and two years later a 
dam was built at a cost of twenty-three thousand dollars, which 
is one of those now owne<.l and used hy the complainants. In 
1869, a saw mill was built and the next year the old grist mill 
was repaired. Many years prior to that, there had existed a 

grist mill and saw mill, and a tannery. But prior to the erection 
of the saw mill in 1869, it does not appear that any trouble had 
ever been experienced on account of this waste. The testimony 
of Emery, who built the new dam and who had known the old 
canal for m:rny years, having worked in the old mills more than 
forty years ago, is, that ~• this drift stuff didn't trouble the racks, 
at the time I worked there, that I remember of. " The present 
~anal is shown to be three or four times as forge as the old one 
was. Although it appears that the old one, at the time the new 
one was built, was more or less filled at the lower end with logs, 
slabs and mill waste, it does not appear whether it came from 
the mills once standing there, or from what sonrce. 

There appears to have been no complaint mn.de, or injury 
proved to have been sustained, hy any parties owning or operating 
there, till within a very few year8 prior to the time when these 
complainants purchased. The dam and canal, as well as the 
mills, which formerly existed at that place, were not the same as 
those of to~day. There could have been no adverse right so 
long as there was no perceptible amount of injury sustained. 
,vhat might at the present time occasion not only great incon
venience and annoyance, but also very serious injury, may have 
been, in the past, of not the slightest detriment to those engaged 
in other manufactures, with different machinery and more simply 
constructed appliances with which to utilize the water as a 
propelling power. In the latter case, no prescriptive right could 
be gained without the proof of other elements of such right. 

LXXVII. 21 
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Hence, the facts do not establish any right by prescription, or 
adverse use, by virtue of which the respondents can claim the 
use of this river otherwise than as riparian owners, entitled to 
the natural rights and reasonable use thereof legally belonging to 
them as such. 

From a full consideration of this case, it is clear that they 
have been guilty of an infraction of the complainants' rights; and 
that from the allegations in the bill, and the proof in support of 
the same, the latter are entitled to equitable relief. This relief, 
however, should be against those parties who are shown to have 
contributed to the injury. 

"\Ve are not satisfied that the three respondents whose mills 
are situated at Skowhegan have contributed to the injury com
plained of. There is some testimony relating to the nature and 
amount of waste produced at their mills. The quantity is small, 
however, compared with that which is produced by the other 
respondents. Furthermore, it would have to pass over a distance 
of twenty miles in the waters of the Kennebec before reaching 
the complainants' premises, and the proof is insufficient to satisfy 
us of the liability of these parties. This fact can be ascertained 
much better after the mills of the other respondents at Fairfield 
have ceased depositing their waste in the river, and subsequent 
experience may make this question more certain ; and the com
plainants should not be prejudiced against enforcing their remedy 
in relation to them in the future whenever the fact may be 
established that they contribute to the production of the 
nuisance. 

As against the other respondents a perpetual injunction should 
issue, in accordance with the prayer in the bill, enjoining them 
from casting or depositing in the Kennebec river, above the 
complainants' dams and manufactories, any refuse materials, 
edgings, shavings, debris, wood refuse and what is denominated 
long sawdust, - not including, however, common sawdust. In 
regard to common sawdust, we do not feel satisfied that, at this 
time, it should be held to he productive of the nuisance; nor 
should the complainants be prejudiced as to any future action 
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concerning that under other cfrcumstances, or upon other· 
evidence. 

Neither should this injunction issue immediately. The res-
pondents must have a reasonable time in which to prepare for·· 
the disposal of such waste ns is inhibited from going into the: 
river. 

Bill disniissed as to Washington B. Bragg, 
Lev·i R. Weston and Uharle8 M. Bmin
ard, ·without prejudice, and without costs 
for them,. Bill sustained as against all 
the otlrnr respondents named therein, with 
costs, and against whom perpetual in}unc-
tion is to issue, in accordance with this 
opinion at the end of four months from the 
time the rescript in this case shall be· 
'received by the clerk of the d1'.strict in 
which this suit is pending. Costs to be· 
equally apportioned between the eight 
different firms represented by the sixteen. 
respondents. 

PETERS, C. J., DANFORTH, VIRGIN, EMERY and HASKELL,. 

JJ., concurred. 

OLIVER H.P. ROGERS vs. FREDERIC SHEERER. 

Knox. Opinion April 22, 1885. 

Shipping. Master. 

Whether a contract entered into between two of several· part-owners· oi a
vessel, wherein they mutually stipulate that each shall sail the vessel as 
master alternate years, is void as against public policy- quere. 

Assuming such a contract to be valid, the true construction or it is, that each 
shall sail the vessel alternate years, only so long as he performs the high and 
responsible duties of master with that degree of care, attention, prudence 
and fidelity which the law demands; and when he fails to do that, he can no 
longer invoke the aid of the contract against the other. 

ON REPORT. 

The opinion states the case and material facts. 

0. E. Littlefield, for the plaintiff. 
That construction which would make the contract legal is 
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preferred. 2 Parsons, Contr. 500, 505 ; Higgins v. Wasgatt, 
34 Maine, 305. 

The contract was not against public policy. It does not 
pretend or attempt to bind any one but Sheerer and Rogers. This 
precise question was decided in 11Ioore v. Gurry, 106 Mass. 
409, cited and referred to with approval in Loring v. Lorin,q, 
G4 Maine, 561, and was before the court again in Massachusetts 
in 112 Mass. 13. Nor was the contract limited to the duration 
of only two years, nor to any other term short of the lifetime of 
the vessel. Holbrook v. Tobey, 66 Maine, 412; Pierce v . 
. Fuller, 8 Muss. 223 ; Dean v. Emerson, 102 Mass. 481 ; 
Pe1nberton v. Vaughn, 10 Q. B. 87; Allen v. Parker, 27 
::Maine, 532. 

Counsel further contended, in an able argument, that the 
:allegations of the defendant, that the plaintiff was not qualified 
;and competent to perform the duties of master because he failed 
1to pay over to the owners the earnings, because he neglected the 
vessel and because of his excm,sive use of intoxicating liquors, 
were not true in fact, nor supported by the testimony ; that 
such matters could not be set up by the defendant as a defense 
.to this suit and excuse his non-performance of his contract; that 
if such charges were to be made they were matters between the 
plaintiff and general owners and should be heard only in such 
matters and could not be brought into any controversy between 
the plaintiff and defendant. 

A. P. Gould, for the defendant. 

Vn-:.GTN, J. Assumpsit to recover damages for depriving the 
plaintiff of his alleged right, under a contract between the 
parties, to sail and navigate, as master, the schooner E. H. 
Potter. 

The report discloses that on October 2, 1871, the plaintiff, 
defendant and several others contrncted with one Bean to build for 
them a sehooner, of uhout three hundred and fifty tons, according 
to certain written specifications, to be launched in the following 
April. 

On October 5, 1871, the plaintiff and defendant executed an 
agreement therein" mutually stipulating that 0. H. P. Rogers is 
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to sail the vessel as master for the first year and Fred Sheerer 
the second year, and then to alternate from year to year." 
Accordingly the plaintiff sailed her the first year commencing 
September 1, 1872, and the defendant the second, the parties 
alternating from year to year until May 1, 1877, when on 
demand, at Portland, the defendant refuse<l to surrender to the 
plaintiff although he had been fo charge since January 11, 1876. 
Whereupon this action was brought for breach of the above 
agreement. 

The contract was executed by these parties alone and was not 
intended to be signed hy any other owners. 

There is strong reason and high authority for declaring such a 
contract void as against public policy, based upon the vast power 
and authority of a master of a vessel, the important nature of 
the trust imposed in him, the corresponding duty of exercising 
the utmost' circumspection in his choice and appointment and 
the great importance that the exercise of this duty shall be by 
an unfettered judgment, as declared by Lord 'J'ENTERDEN, in 
Oard v. Hope, 2 Barn. and Cr. 661, 674, 675. 

Judge STORY, speaking of the authority of the major part
owners to appoint and displace the master, says: "But, then, 
this authority must be exercised by a free aml impartial judg
ment. Any contract, therefore, made by some of the 
part-owners only, which is calculated to have the effeet of 
fettering their judgment nnd of hinding them to nppoint, or 
concur in the appointment of, particular persons as master and 
officers is a violation of that duty. Such a contract is, 
therefore, utterly void, as against public policy and the true 
interest of commerce nnd navigation. Upon this ground 
a contract made by two part-owners who were the ship's husbands, 
with a third to sell him a part of their shares, and to be appointed 
master (they holding the majority of interest) and they to be
continued as the ship's hu::;;bands and he or they to have the. 
appointment of his successor, as master, has been held utterly 
,·oid." Sto. Part. § 432. 

The same doctrine is laid down in Fland. Sh. § 370. 
Mr. Maclachlan, in his treatise on the law of Merchant Ship-
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ping, speaking of the appointment of master, says: '' In 
appointing to an office of such importance, the owners, or thmm 
of them with whom the appointment lies, being usually a major
ity in interest, are bound by a regard to their o,vn advantage 
and much more by their duty to others, to proceed circumspectly 
in the exercise of a free and impartial judgment; and any 
contract which destroys that impartiality, e. ,(J• by obligating 
them or some of them to concur in a particular appointment at 
.the peril of an action is illegal and void." Macl. Sh. (2d ed.) 
123. See also, Coll. Part. ( Perle ed.) § 1211; Abh. Sh. (Sto. 
and Perk. ed.) 136; Ward v. Ruckman, 36 N. Y. 26, 30. 

However we do not place the decision of this case upon this 
ground, but upon its more immediate merits. 

There are a very few contracts which expressly contain all of 
the intentions of the parties; hence they are to be construed with 
reference to their subject matter. In construing the contract 
sued on, we are not limited strictly to its express terms. It 
would he absurd for either party to contend that he was entitled 
to sail the vessel alternate years at all hazards; or that nothing 
.short of the destruction of the vessel or of his own life could 
legally intervene. There are implied conditions along with 
which the express terms must he read in order to obtain the real 
intention.;; of the parties. The great power and authority of a 
master necessarily impose upon him commensurate duties and 
responsibilities, to pel'fol'm which care, attention, prudence and 
fidility are exacted of him by the ]aw. In other words the 
11urties intended that each should sail the vessel alternate years 
:so long and only so long as he performed the high and responsi
lblc duties of master with that degree of care, attention, 
prudence and fidelity which the law demands; and when he 
failed to do that he should no longer invoke the aid of the con
tract which he had broken. 

It is fully proved and not denied that the plaintiff became a 
-defaulter at the time of his last settlement with the general 
:agents, in January 1876, to the amount of seven hundred and 
thirty dollars ; no part of which has he ever paid and that he has not 
had any attachable property since then, but conveyed away, his 
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only share in the vessel at that time. This has been decided in 
admiralty to be sufficient cause for removal, as master, even 
though a part-owner. Fland. Sh. § 371. 

Again the testimony is overwhelming that his habits of intem
perance, especially during his last year, rendered him unfit to 
discharge his duties as ma:ster; and the general agents directed 
the defendant not to deliver the vessel over to his charge. Our 
opinion therefore, is that under the stipulation in the report, 
there must be, 

Judgment for the defendant. 

PETERS, C. J., ,v ALTO:N, DANFORTH, LIBBEY and HASKELL, 

JJ., concurred. 

,TARVIS PATTEN vs. NATHANIEL E. PERCY. 

Sagadahoc. Opinion May 1, 1885. 

Shipping. Earnings. Action by part owner against master. 

An action for money had and received cannot be maintained by a part o,vner 
(not the ship's husband), for his share of the freight money, against the 
master, who collected and remitted the same to the ship's husband after 
receiving a written notice from such part owner to remit his share to him. 

ON REPORT. 

Assumpsit for money had and received. 
The opinion states the material facts. 

Adams and Coombs, for the plaintiff. 
The relation of part owners of a vessel is that of tenants in 

common, and not that of joint tenants; :rnd when the master, as 
agent of the owners, has in his hnnds money which he holds ns 
the net earnings of the vessel, after having deducted all his 
disbursements, each of the owners has a separate interest in such 
money, and each is entitled to receive from the master his share, 
unless he has authorized some other owner, or some other person, 
to receive it for him. The master in such case, is the debtor to 
each owner. See Thorndike v. De Wolf, 6 Pick. 120. True 
that it is a custom for the ship's husband to receive the freight 
money from the master and distribute it among the owners. 
But here, any implied authority from such a custom wus expressly 
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revoked by plaintiff's letters to defendant. And it further 
appeared in this case, that the agency and authority of ship's 
husband had terminated by the dissolution of the firm of George 
F. Patten's Sons. It is a familiar principle that when an agency 
is held by a firm, the dissolution of the firm terminates the 
agency. .J.11artine v. Internat'ional Life As8. So. 5 Lans. 535. 

· U. W. Larrabee, for the defendant, cited : Story, Agency,. 
§ § 35, 45; Low v. De Wolf, 8 Pick. 101. 

DANFORTH, J. The plaintiff was a part owner in the ship 
'

1 Transit," of which the defendant was mnster, and had been 
from 1869 up to June, 1878. He was engaged as ma~ter by 
George F. Patten, the ship's husband, or managing owner. Mr. 
Patten continued as such until his death, and was succeeded by 
bis sons, under the name of George F. Patten's Sons, who 
continued as such until near the beginning of the year 1878, 
when the firm was dissolved, and James T. Patten, one of the 
members of the firm, acted and was recognized as such until the 
sale of the ship. To George F. Patten's Sons, the defendant had 
remitted all the freight money belonging to the owners without 
objection from any one until 1877, when the plaintiff, by a letter 
which i:::i in the case, requested the defendant to remit Ms "one
fourth" of the freight then due the owners, to his credit ; and 
after another voyage, wrote another mol'e urgent letter to the 
same effect. Neither of the requests or demands were obeyed; 
hence this action. The defendant acknowledges having received 
these letters, but whether before or atler the remittances to which 
they refer, he is not sure. Assuming that it was before, what 
are the rights of the parties? 

Thi8 money was 1·eceived for freight. It was, therefore, a 
part of the earnings of the ship. As such, it was the joint 
property of the owners. " Although part owners are tenants in 
common of the ship, they are jointly interested in her use and 
employment, and the law as to her earnings, whether asfreight, 
cargo, or otherwise, follows the law of partnership." 3 Kent, 
(12 ed.) lf\5, note; Story on Part. § 442, note 2. The ship's 
husband is the agent of all the owners and represents this money; 
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not as belonging to the part owners as tenants in common, but 
as partnership property. His duties necessarily involve the 
expenditure of more or less money as well as receiving it. He 
bas the care of the ship, must procure its outfits, enter into 
charter parties, procure and collect freights, adjust. contracts, and 
for these and such like purposes, disburse as well as receive 
money. "His acts for these purposes are considered to be the 
acts of all the owners, who are liable for all contracts entered 
into by him for the conduct of their common concern -the 
employment of the ship. " Abbott on Shipping, (7 Am. ed.) 
140 ; Story on Agency, § 35, note. To secure him for his 
liability for these expenditure8, he has a lien upon the freight 
money. Flanders on Shipping, § 388; Collyer on Part. 
§ 1214; Story on Part. § 443. 

Thus it will be seen that until the accounts of the managing 
owner are settled, it ·will be impossible to ascertain what portion 
of the earnings of the ship is due to the sever~l part owners, or 
any one of them. Over these accounts the master has no control. 
He is hired by and amenable to, the ship's husband. The 
master, in many instances, must first receive the freight from 
necessity. He may undoubtedly deduct from it his own proper 
expenses, but can go no further. He may not know the expenses 
of the ship's husband, or if he does, he can have no authority to 
adjust them so as to divide the net proceeds among the several 
owners. It iB said there were in this case, no expenses of the 
ship's husband to be adjusted, but it appears that the plaintiff, 
after the settlement of the accounts, claims a very much smaller 
sum than would have been his share of the earnings remitted by 
the muster. Nor can the master know the share in the ship of 
any particular owner, except from the register, and that, as in 
this case, does not always speak the truth. 

From these principles, it follows that· the master, if not 
required, was authorized to remit to the managing owner, as he 
bad before done, with the knowledge of, and without objection 
from, the plaintiff; and in the notices for a change of the 
remittances to himself, there is no intimation of any change in, 
or revocation of authority of the ship's husband, but a subsequent 
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as well as a prior recognition of it. Grant v. Carver, 7 5 
Maine, 524. 

Judgment for defendant. 

PETERS, C. J., WALTON, LIBBEY, EMERY and FosTER, JJ., 
concurred. 

INHABITANTS OF MILFORD vs. INHABITANTS OF GREENBUSH. 

Penobscot. Opinion May 4, 1885. 

Town clerk's records. Evidence. Abatf'ment of taxes. Acljutant general's 
report.<;. Paupers. 

Where a town clerk records upon the town records a document which he is not 
by law required to record, such record is not evidence that it is a copy of the 
original, nor does the fact that the town clerk is deceased make such record 
admissible as a copy, upon proof of the handwriting. 

The fact that a municipal tax against a person has not been abated, is no 
evidence that it has been paid. 

The appendices to the state adjutant general's reports, printed by the state 
printer and purporting to be copies of the official returns made to that officer, 
are admissible as such copies without further prc,of. 

ON EXCEPTIONS. 

This was an action for pauper supplies - the issue being 
whether the pauper had his home in defendant town for five 
successive years. Verdict was for the defendants. 

The plaintiffs offered in evidence the books of the town of 
Greenbush, containing what purported to be copies of the lists 
of voters of the town, for the years 18f>7, 1858, 1859, 1860, 
1862 and 1864 to 1869 inclusive, and purporting to be attested 
by the town clerks, for the purpose of showing the pauper's 
name on those copies ; being objected to by defendants, the 
presiding judge excluded the same, except the copy of the list 
of voters for the year 1869, in the book, which James C. Scott, 
formerly one of the selectmen of the town, testified he wrote in 
the book; the persons or officers making the other copies of the 
lists were not living; it also uppenred by the evidence of Scott, 
and one Comstock, one of the selectmen of the town, that so 
far as they knew, the original lists of voters for these years, 
were not in existence and lost ; evidence was offered that the 
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hand writing of the copies of the lists, was that of town clerks, 
and it appeared that the book was a book of records of town 
clerks, from 184 7 to present time, and that these copies 
appeared to be made from time to time, at or near the times 
named. 

Other material facts alleged in the exceptions are sufficiently 
stated in the opinion. 

Davis and Bailey, for the plaintiffs. 
The fact that the pauper's name was on the voting lists of the 

defendant town for successive years was pertinent to the issue. 
The loss of the original lists was satisfactorily shown. It would 
be morally impossible to find witnesses who from memory could 
swear to the name of the pauper being on the list. The town 
clerk's books of that town did show a complete and regular 
record of these lists, made as though they were properly matters 
of record, and duly attested by the clerk who made them as 
true copies. The clerk has died. Under the circumstances it is 
contended that these copies should be admitted as evidence, upon 
proof of the hand writing, not as matters of record - there was 
no law requiring such records - but because they were the best 
attainable evidence of the facts sought to be proved. See 
Wharton, Ev. § 647; Thornton v. Oanipton, 18 N. H. 20. 

Charles P. Stetson and J. A. Blanchard, for the defendants, 
cited: 1 Greenl. Ev. § § 485, n 3, 493; Wharton, Ev. § § 643, 
639, n. 7; Douglass v. Shumway, 13 Gray, 498; Hanimatt v. 
Emerson, 27 Maine, 30~; Evanston v. Gunn, 99 U. S. 666; 
Whiton v. Albany Ins. Oo. 109 Mass. 30; Post v. Supervisor, 
105 U.S. 667; Bryan v. Forsyth, 19 How. 338; Watkins v. 
Holman, 16 Peters, 58. 

EMERY, J. I. The voting lists of the town were shown to 
be lost, und the plaintiffs offered in their stead what they alleged 
to be copies of those lists. These alleged copies were found 
apparently recorded from year to year upon the book of town 
records, and in the hand writing of the successive clerks of the 
town. Proof that they were in fact copies of the originals was 
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essential to their admission in evidence. It lvas no part of the 
duty of the town clerk to copy such lists upon the town records. 
Such work would have been purely voluntary and unauthorized. 
Hence the alleged copies were not admissible as official copies or 
records. The plaintiffs do not contend that they were .. 

As to the alleged copy of the Hst for the year 1869, the 
plaintiffs were able to prove, and did prove it to he a copy, by 
the testimony of the man who made it, and it was admitted as a 
copy. As to the other alleged copies, there was no evidence 
from any one who could say that he made them, or saw them 
made, or had compared them with the originals, or that they 
were according to his recollection of the originals. Evidence 
that the man who made the writings was dead was no proof 
that he made true copies. The fi.wt that he was to-wn clerk at 
the time and had interjected these unauthorized writings into 
the town records gave them no evidential value. The plaintiffs 
simply found some writings in the hand writing of one deceased 
which they believe to be copies of the papers lost, hut which 
they were unable to prove to he copies. Their only witness 
was dead. It was their misfortune. 

The authorities cited by the plaintiffs' counsel are not applica
ble. This is not a question of the admissibility of a record, or 
of an entry, where the maker is dead. It is a question of the 
sufficiency of the evidence that a certain writing mu, a copy of a 
lost document. We think the evidence was not sufficient. 

II. Upon the issue, whether the pauper had paid any of the 
taxes assessed against him for several years in the defendunt town, 
the plaintiffs offered the assessors' books of the tlefondant town, 
containing what purported to be a list of the abatements for 
those years, in which the name of the pauper did not appear. 
We think it was incompetent. The assessors have nothing to 
do with the collection of the taxes. The collector's accounts 
might afford evidence upon that issue, but the assessors' list of 
abatements do not. Non-constat that every tax is paid or abated. 
The collector often fails to collect where there is no abatement. 
His own neglect, the insufficiency of his warrant, the poverty of 
the person taxed, may be the cause of non-collection. 
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III. The pauper was a private in a Maine regiment during the 
war of the rebellion. The captain of his company made in each of 
the years of 1861 and 1862 an official return to the state adjutant 
general, of the members of his company, with dates, places of 
residence, and enlistment, &c. That these returns, or duly 
proved copies of them might be evidence of any fact properly 
stated therein, the plaintiff.-, do not now dispute, but they contend 
that what were offered aR copies, were not admissible as such 
without further proof. The offered papers were the printed 
reports of the adjutan-t general for those years, with the usual 
accompanying appendices in which appear what purport to be 
copies of all such returns from all the Maine regiments. The 
reports with the appendices were made to the governor, and we 
may assume were by him laid before the legislature. The printed 
books purport to be printed by the stt1te printer, under legisla
tive authority. The real value of the reports was in the 
appendices. All else wns merely geneml statement and comment. 
The actual and desired facts and data to promulgate which the 
reports were made and printed, were in the annexed papers. 
These -were in effect a part of the reports. 

Being printed by the official printer, under official supervision, 
they are prmmmably compared and correct copies of the originals. 
They thus became prinia facie copies, and we think are within 
the principle, admitting printed public documents, in evidence 
as copies of the original documents. If"irig v. Holt, 5 T. R. 
436; Radcliff' v. Unitecl Insurance Go. 7 Johns. 38; Bryan v. 
Forsyth, 19 How. 338; Watkins v. Holman, 16 Pet. 58; 
Whiton v. Albany Ins. Co. 109 Mass. 30. 

The legislature has not superseded the use of these printed 
copies of the records and files in the adjutant general'-s office as 
evidence. Section 113 of chap. 82, R. S., referred to by the 
plaintiffs' counsel does not specify any mode of making or proving 
copies of such papers. It does not require that all copies used 
in evidence shall be certified by the adjutant general. It only 
provides that certain particular facts may he certified by the 
udjutunt general as found upon the records, ·without the whole 
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record being copied. There is no prohibition against using a 
full copy if a party desires it. 

Exceptions ovei-ruled. 

PETERS, C. J., DANFORTH, VmmN, FosTER and HASKELL, 

JJ., concurred. 

JOHN M. FLETCHER vs. lNHABI'f ANTS OF BELFAST. 

Waldo. Opinion May 4, 1885. 

City physician of Belfast. Compensation for services. When an action for 
money had and received will lie. 

A city ordinance provided that there should be elected annually a city 
physician, and that it should "be the duty of the said physician to attend 
upon all sick paupers whether permanent or temporary;" that in addition to 
a stipulated salary he should "receive, when collected, all sums for medical 
services rendered by him for paupers of other cities and towns." The city 
recovered for such services of the town liable in an action for pauper sup
plies, and the money collected upon the judgment was paid over by the 
officer, in whose hands the execution had been placed, to a party with whom 
the city had contracted for the support of the poor. Held: 

1. That an action for money had and received would lie by said physician 
against the city for the money thus collected. 

2. That the want of plenary proof of the qualification of the physician, 
under R. S., c. 13, § 9, could not be invoked as a defence to this action. 

ON REPORT, 

The case and the material facts are· stated in the opinion. 

Philo Hersey, for the plaintiff. 

Thompson and Dunton, for the defendants. 

FosTER, J. Assumpsit for money had and received by the 
defendants to the plaintiff's use. In actions of this kind, the 
remedy is equitable, and lies in favor of one person against 
another, when that other person ha8 received money, or what 
is treated as money, either from the plaintiff himself, or from 
some third person, under such circumstances that in equity and 
good conscience he ought not to retain the same, but which 
ex ax1uo et bono belongs to the plaintiff. In this case, the 
plnintiff claims to maintain his action on the ground that the 
defendants have received money that equitably belongs to him. 
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In March, 187G, the plaintiff was electe'd city physician, under 
the ordinances of the city of Belfast, for the ensuing municipal year. 
One of those ordinances provided that there should be elected annu
ally a city physician, and that it should ii be the duty of the said 
physician . to attend upon all sick paupers, whether 
permanent or temporary. " Section second of the same ordinance 
provided that "the city physician shall be paid thirty dollars, 
which shall be in full for all services for which the city is 
properly chargeable, and he shall receive, when collected, all 
sums for med.ical services [ rendered J by him for paupers of 
other cities and towns, and said salary shall be paid annually." 

In the fall of that year the plaintiff was called upon by the 
overseers of the poor of Belfast, to attend one Solomon 
McFarland, a person found destitute in Belfast, and having no 
settlement therein. The services thus rendered amounted to 
twenty-three dollars. 

Subsequently, an action was brought by the city of Belfast 
against the town of Knox, where the said .McFarland had his 
settlement, for supplies furnished, and judgment was recovered 
by Belfast in 1883. From the evidence before us, we are 
satisfied that Belfast, in that judgment, recovered for the services 
of this plaintiff the above named sum, together with the sum of 
seven dollars and seventy-four cents witness fees of this plaintiff 
attendant upon the trial in said action. The execution which 
issued upon that judgment, was placed in the hands of an officer, 
who collected the full amount of the judgment and paid it over 
to one Harrison Hayford, with whom the city of Belfast had 
contracted for the support of the poor in 1876, and each year 
since that time. 

One of the grounds of defense in this action is, that the 
defendants have not received the money- that it was paid over 
to said Hayford and not to the defendants, and that, therefore, 
they are not liable to the plaintiff in this form of action. But by 
the terms of the contract which was thus made with the said 
Hayford, Belfast was to furnish all medicines and medical aid to 
the paupers, without expense or cost to him; and as a part of 
the consideration named in the agreement for the support of the 
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poor, he was to receive" all sums of money received and collected 
by said city <£Belfast from any other city or town, for the relief 
or support of any pauper." And while, by the same contract, 
the question of the neces:-,ity for supplies lay with the overseers 
of the poor, and such supplies were to be furnished by said 
Hayford under the dii-ection of suid overseers, it wus also therein 
provided that he was authorized to have suit brought in the name 
of the city, and to recover pay for such supplies of the cities or 
towns liable to the city of Belfast. 

Therefore, whether the money collected on the judgment 
against the town of Knox was received by the city directly and 
then passed over to Harl'ison Hayford, or was received by him 
with the sanction and approval of the city, nnd appropriated as a 
part of that consideration to which he was entitled by virtue of' 
his contract with the city, can make no difference. In either 
case, it would inure to the benefit of the defendants, as the 
actual parties benefitted by the payment of their contract 
liability. The suit upon which the money was collected, wa8 
brought by the city of Belfast. It was authorized to be brought 
by the contract of which we have spoken. The judgment was 
collected. The money was paid, and, from all that we can 
gather in the case, appears to have been applied in accordance 
with the contract which the city had made with the party who 
was to take care of the poor, and who received the money from 
the officer. 

The ordinance which measures the duties of these defendants 
to the plaintiff, stipulated that the plaintiff was to receive, 
'' when colleeted," all sums for medical services rendered hy him 
for paupers belonging to other cities and towns. It was the 
sums ''collected" which the plaintiff was to receive. It was in 
the nature of a portion of his salary. The defendants have 
collected, and received the benefit of that money which was to 
go to this plaintiff. The payment over to the plaintiff was 
postponed till collected from the town liable, und°er the statute, 
to these defendants; and that they have, by contract with a 
third person subsequent to the ordinance aforesaid, seen fit to 
appropriate it to other uses, is no defense to this action. 
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Nor do we think the facts authorize the defendants in invoking, 
as a defense, the want of plenary proof of the qualification of the 
plaintiff as a physician, under R. S., c. 13, § 9. The defendants 
have collected the money due this plaintiff in a suit against 
:another town. They avaHed themselves in that suit of his bill 
for services rendered. This action is not a suit for medical 
services, as such, but is to recover the money which has been 
teceived hy these defendants, and which in equity and good 
conscience they ought not to retain. 

The plaintiff should receive interest on the amount legally due 
him only from the time t.he same was collected by the defendants. 

Judgment for plaint(lf for tlt irty•three 
dollars and fifty cents. 

PETERS, C. J., DANFORTH, VrnmN, LIBBEY and El\,IERY, ,TJ., 
eon curred. 

LE WIS TON STEAM MILL COMP ANY 

vs. 
RICHARDSON LAKE DAM COMP ANY. 

Androscoggin. Opinion May 15, 1885. 

Waters. Improvement company. DrivintJ logs. Streams. Dams. 

A. corporation was chartered by the legislature and authorized to make such 
improvement to the upper Androscoggin river, and the chain of lakes and 
their connecting streams as would "facilitate and render more convenient 
the drifting, or driving of logs, masts, spars and other timber, by remo\'ing 
obstructions, building dams, wing dams, gates, piers, booms and so forth;" 
and it was further authorized to demand and receive a specified toll upon 
every log that should pass its clam at the outlet of Big lake, and an additional 
toll for passing the clam at the outlet of Richardson lake. Held, 

1. That the company was bound to grant and render, in a reasonable 
man-1ter, to any one paying such tolls, all the facilities that it has acquired and 
controls in derogation of the common right, by authority of it;:; clrnrter. 

2. That the wants, desires or demands of a particular share•holder in such 
company cannot abridge or modify the. duties and obligations of the 
company to the log owners. 

3. That it is not material who are the owners of the lands upon which the 
dams are built so long as the company maintains them for the purposes 
expressed in its charter. 

ON EXCEPTIONS. 

VOL, LXXVII. 22 
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An action on the case to recover damages for the failure of 
the defendant corporation to perform its corporate duties and 
liabjlities for the years 1879, 1880, 1882, by reason of which 
large quantities of the plaintiff's logs, upon which it had paid 
toll to the defendant, in each of these yesrs, failed to come to 
market and were lost to the plaintiff. The plea was the general 
issue. The verdict was for the plaintiff for five thousand one 
hundred and twenty-five dollars. The defendant moved to set 
the verdict aside, and alleged certain exceptions which are stated 
in the opinion. 

Strout and Rolnies and Savaye and Oakes, for the plaintiff. 

Josiah G. Abbott and .F'rye, Cotton and Wldte, for the 
defendant. 

HASKELL, J. Prior to the date of the defendant's charter,. 
the Androscoggin river and the chain of lakes and thei1· connect
ing streams, from which that river takes its rise, were navigable 
by the usual methods of lumbering, and had been so used for 
many years. The distance by these waters from Big lake to 
the Topsham boom is more than one hundred seventy miles, and 
the usual time required to accomplish a drive their entire length 
was four years. 

To facilitate the lumber navigation of these waters, the legis
lature chartered the defendant company by special act, approved 
March 22, 1853. It was authorized to make such improvement 
in them as would ~1 facilitate and render more convenient the 
drifting, or driving of logs, masts, spars and other timber, by 
removing obstructions, building dams, '-Ving dams, gates, piers 1 

booms and so forth," and to take and hold real and personal 
estate for the purpose to an amount not exceeding ten thousand 
dollars. It was authorized to demand and receive a specified 
toll upon every log that should pass its dam at the outlet of Big 
lake and an additional toll for passing the dam at the outlet of 
Richardson lake. The purpose of these dams is to store water 
for aid in the driving of shallow and rocky places below them. 
They make it possible to deliver a boom of logs from Big 
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lake into the Topsham boom in one season, that ordinarily, with
out them, it would require four seasons to accomplish. 

The object, scope and purpose of this corporation is, to, 
facilitate navigation for the benefit of lumbermen, from wholil it: 
may demand and receive its tolls. Its functions are, to benefit; 
the lumbering industry from whence its revenues are to come .. 
It can exact toll::;;, and in return is bound by law to grant andl 
render in a reasonable manner to the industry burdened by them,. 
nll the facilities, that it has acquired and controls, in derogationi 
of the common right, by authority of its charter. Of course it
cannot be required to discharge so great a flood of water, as to• 
endanger other interests lawfully existing below its dams on the
Androscoggin waters, nor can it withhold water so as to diminish, 
the natural flow, that each riparian owner has a lawful right to, 
enjoy. 

The plah1tiff drove these waters in the years 1879, 1880 andl 
1882, and paid to the defendant tolls amounting to two thousand 
six hundred twenty-six dollars and thirty-two cents. The plaint-
Hf claims, that the defendant by virtue of its charter, was 
require<l to give such facilities for the driving of lumber during
those years, as its reimurces afforded. The defendant on the· 
other hand eontemb, that other interests than those of lumber-• 
men were to he considered in determining what were the reasonable· 
facilitic::s that it was required by law to afford the plaintiff. It 
claims that the mi11s at Lewiston were interested in retuining at 
store of water in the lakes by means of its dams, and tlrn.t such; 
interests ought to be considered in fixing the amount of water· 
that the plaintiff could lawfully demand; and in order that such1 
consideration might be weighed and considered by the jury, itr 
offered in evidence proof, that another corporation, organized1 

for the benefit of the mill owners at Lewiston, by authority of' 
law had acquired and owned all the stock of the defendant
company, and the land upon which its dam~ nt the outlets of 
Big and Richardson lakes, respeetively, are built. To the 
exclusion ,Jf this evidence the defendant has exception. 

No authority has been cited at the bar showing the admissibility 
of the evidence excluded. Under its charter the defendant 
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corporation is authorized and required by law, in consideration 
for the receiving of tolls, to confer increased facilities in the 
enjoyment of a common right. To this purpose and end its 
functions go. So long as it gathers from the public a toll for 
the navigation of a public stream, ju~t so long must it contribute 
an equivalent to those burdened with the toll. They have a 
right to demand and receive from the defendant, the full advan
tage of whatever it can reasonably give them from the resources, 
that it has been allowed by law· to accumulate and retain. The 
wants, desires or demands of a particular shareholder in a 
,corporation, charged by law with duties and obligations to the 
public, cannot abridge, or modify such duties, or obligations. 
'They arc fixed by law, and the corporation, so long as it assumes 
ito perform the functions authorized by its charter, must respond, 
regardless of the private interest of any one, or all of its share
lholders. Suppose a large manufacturer should acquire the 
1major part of the stock of a rail way company, would it be 
,competent for the company in a suit against it for the denial of 
!proper transportation facilities, to show in defense, that this 
manufacturer was an owner of the controling portion of it'3 
:stock, and thereby had a right in furtherance of his own pur
poses to deny such rensonable facilities for transportation as the 
law requires? ,v ould the fact that he was a stockholder, either 
increase, or diminish the liability of the corporation to the 
public? If not, then the fact would be wholly immaterial. The 
htw gives to each shareholder un equal right with others to the 
uses and benefits the railway can afford, regardless of his interest 
in the stock of the company, and that fi1ct could have no hearing 
upon the liabilitiy of the corporation to others. 

So in the case at bnr, it is of no consequence, who are the 
shareholders :rn the defendant company, whatever liability the law 
casts upon it towards the public can neither be increased nor 
diminished nt the will or desire of any shareholder. Its functions 
are to fociliate the lumber navigation of the Androscoggin ·waters, 
and as an equivalent for the collecting of tolls it must yield its 
whole resources to thnt eml and purpose. 

Nor is it material, who ure the owner~ of the lands upon which 
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the dams are built, so long as the defendant company maintains 
them for the purposes expressed in its charter. If in order to 
acquire the right to maintain the dams, the defendant became 
under obligations modifying its full and complete control and 
use of the water for the purposes expressed in its charter, such 
obligations might have to be regarded, because its tenure would 
be subject to such limited use. No evidence of this sort hus 
been excluded. The defendant simply offered in this behalf to 
show that another was the owner of the land upon which its 
dams arc built. That naked fact has no hearing upon the issue 
decided by the jury. The evidence excluded does not tend to 
prove any material fact in defense of the plaintiff's case. 

That the Union water power company was authorized by the 
legislature to acquire and hold the stock of defendant company 
does not in any degree modify, or change the functions of the 
corporation. Its duties and obligations continue the same that 
its charter under the law originally imposed; and so long as it 
continues to exercise corporate functions under its charter, it 
must do so in accordance with its terms, burdened with those 
duties an<l obligations which the law imposes. 

True it is, that the mill owners below, as riparian proprietors, 
may require of the defendant the natural flcnv of the waters of 
the_ stream as they may need them, but the defendant owes them 
no duty to retain and store up waters for their use in times of 
drought. 

A careful consideration of the evidence fails to show, that the 
jury has erred in its verdict. The defendant manifestly had 
means to afford the plaintiff greater facilities in the driving of 
its logs during the years 1879, 1880 and 1882, than it accorded 
to it. It had a right to demand from the defendant more water· 
than it received during each of those years. The denial to. 
it of this use was an injury for which the law gives damage8. 
A careful, lengthy trial, with plenary instructions and rulings in 
matters of law, to which no exceptions, other than those noticed 
in this opinion, were taken, resulted in a verdict for the plaintiff. 
It is hard to say, whether the measure of damages fixed by the
jury is precisely commensurate with the plaintiff's injury, but it 
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does not appear from the evidence that the jury were misled, or 
influenced by any improper motive, or consideration in reaching 
their verdict; nor is it clear that a new trial would end in a more 
,satisfactory result. 

.111otion and exceptions overrvled. 

PETERS, C. J., WALTON, VIRGIN, LIBBEY and :ElVIERY, 

,JJ., concurred. 

SANFORD M. PLACE vs. LEROY M. BRANN. 

Lincoln. May 29, 1885. 

Ple,idings. Trespass. Amendment. R. S., c. 82, § § 10, 15. 

'The statute abolishing the distinction between actions of trespass and trespass 
on the case relates to the distinction in form only. Where the distinction is 
really of substance, the declaration should contain allegations appropriate to 
the action to which it properly belongs. 

Where a demurrer has been filed to a writ and disposed of by the court, an 
amendment is allowable, in the discretion of the court, under R. S., c. 82, § 10. 

ON EXCEPTIONS. 

The defendant demurred to the declaration which was as 
follows: '' In a plea of the case, for that the said defendant on 
the eighteenth day of February, A. D. 1884, with force and ~trms 
broke and entered the plaintiff's close, situate in said "'-rhitefield, 
bounded and described as follows, to wit: northerly by land 
-occupied by Peter Dunton and land of Russell Place; easterly 
by ]and of Russell Place and land of William Cookson; southerly 
by road leading to Samuel Cookson and land occupied by Dan
forth Place; westerly by ·Sheepscot river,- being the homestead 
·place of the late Thomas Brann, and stayed on said premises 
-without the license of said plaintiff, continuing there for a long 
time, to wit: for the space of eight days, and during that time 
greatly disturbed the plaintiff in his quiet possession of the same, 
:and expelled and ejected him therefrom for a long space of time, 
to wit: from thence hitherto, whereby the plaintiff during all 
that time hath lost and will hereafter lose and be deprived of the 
free and entire use and occupation of said close and other wrongs." 

The court overruled the demurrer and adjudged the declaration 
;good. The plaintiff then moved to amend his writ by inserting 
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"trespass" and striking out '' cas·e," the motion was granted and 
the amendment ·was allowed. 

To these rulings the defendant alleged exceptions. 

S. C. Whitmore, for the plaintiff, cited: R. S., c. 82, § § 10, 
15; Hathorne v. Eaton, 70 Maine, 220; Tukey v. Gerry, 63 
Maine, 153; Canieron v. Tyler, 71 Maine, 27; Achorn v. 
Matthews, 38 Maine, 173; Cummings v. Buckfield B. R. R. 
Co. 35 Maine, 4 78; Brewer v. East .Machias, 27 Maine, 489 ; 
Solon v. Peay, 5! Maine, 493; Bean v. A!fer, 67 Maine, 490. 

L. M. Staples. for the defendant, cited; .Jl'al'nier v. Portland, 
63 Maine, 46; Rand v. Webber, 64 Maine, 191. 

FosTER, J. The declaration, in this case, was for an alleged 
breaking and entering the plaintiff's close; the action may he 
properly termed one of trespass quare clausum fre_qit. 

As first drawn, the writ commanded the defendant to ans,ver 
unto the plaintiff in a "plea of the ca~e." The defendant, 
believing the plaintiff had misconceived his form of action, and 
that the command should have been to answer in a plea of 
trespass quare clawmni, filed a special demurrer to the plaintiff's 
writ. The court overruled the demurrer, and we think properly. 

It will be noticed that the declarution in itself wat.l correct, and 
alleged a breaking and entering the plaintiff's close. The 
demurrer related not to any matter of substance, but merely to 
form; and this is not available to the defendant even upon special 
demurrer. The statute has abolished the distinction between 
actions of trespass and trespass on the case. This relates to the 
distinction in form only. In cases where the distinction is really 
of substance, the provision of statute is inapplicable. Sawyer 
v. Goodwin, 34 Maine, 419; Kelly v. Bragg, 76 Maine, 207. 

Nor was there error in allowing the amendment after the 
demurrer was disposed of. If the amendment was regarded as 
proper, it was allowable under R. S., c. 82, § 10, in the 
discretion of the presiding judge~ and on such terms as he saw 
fit to impose, or without any; as justice might require. Kelly 
v. Bragg, supra, which is decisive of this case. To the exercise 
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of this judicial discretion, exceptions do not lie. Bolster v. 
China, 67 Maine, 551; Canieron v. Tyle1~, 71 Maine, 28; 
Solon v. Perry, 54 Maine, 493. 

By this amendment, no new cause of action was introduced, 
as was the case in Fanner v. Portland, 63 Maine, 46, cited by 
the counsel for the defendant. It was an amendment in matter 
of form only, nnd clearly such as was contemplated by the statute 
relating to amendments, ~~ -when the person and case can be 
rightly understood." IIarvey v. Cutts, 51 :Maine, 607. 

Except,ions overruled. 

PETERS, C. tT,, "\VALTON, DANFORTH, LIBBEY and EMERY, 

JJ., concurred. 

,vrLLIA}I WASHBURN V8. s. H. ALLEN and another. 

Kennebec. Opinion June 1, 1885. 

Nonsuit. Practice. 

After the evidence was. closed upon both sides, the plaintiff stated tb:at 1w 
voluntarily became nonsuit, and the court ruled as a matter of law that he 
could not become nonsuit against the defendants' objection. Held, error. 

Before opening his case the plaintiff may become nonsuit as a matter of right. 
After the case is openeLl, and before verdict he may have leave to become 
nonsuit in the .discretion of the court; after verdict there can be no nonsuit. 

ON EXCEPTIONS from supe1·ior court. 

The opinion stntes the case. 

G. C. Vose and G. W. Heselton, for the plaintiff, cited: 
Howe's Practice, 268-; Chitty, Pr. no; 1 Arch. Pr. Com. Pl. 
173-188; 2 Arch. Pr. Com. Pl. 251 ; 5 B. & Cr. 178; 1 B. & 
Cr. 110; 3 Bing. 290; 2 H. Bl. 374; 2 Esp. 482, (note); 7 
D. & E. 372; Wattermun, Set-off, 749; Gale v. Hoysradt, 7 
Hill, 179; Wooster v. Burr, 2 vVend. 295; Dana v. Gill, 20 
Am. Dec. 255; 111eJ·clwnts' Bank v. Rawls, 50 Am. Dec. 394; 
Haskell v. ·Whitney, 12 Mass. 47; Locke v. Wood, 16 Mass. 
317; Shaw v. Boland, 15 Gray, 571; Lowell v. Mer1·imack 
M'fg Co. 11 Gray, 382; Truro v. Atkins, 122 Mass. 418. 

Baker, Baker and Cornish, for the defendants. 
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The plaintiff may voluntarily become nonsuit as a matter of 
right, without the consent of the defendant, on lea-ve of court. 
1-Iaskell v. lV!iituey, 12 Mass. 47; Burbank v. Woodward, 
124 Mass. 357. But after a cause has been opened to a jury 
and evidence offered, the plaintiff can not become nonsuit as a 
matter of right. 

At common law, the plaintiff could become nonrnit at any 
time before verdict. 7 ~.,.. atts, 496; 9 vYatts & Serg., cited in 
'I'heobald v. Colby, 35 Maine, 179. But the courts of Massa
chusetts and Maine hold otherwise. Haskell v. Whitney, supra; 
Locke v. lVoocl, 16 Mass. 517; Means v. Welles, 12 Met. 361; 
Shaw v. Boland, 15 Gray, 571. The case last cited would 
seem to be conclusive upon the point in issue. The case at bar 
is much stronger for the defendants than that, because in that 

· case the defendant had offered no evidence whatever, while in 
this case, the defendants' evidence had been put in, and the 
evidence on both sides closed. 

The court, in this state, has never expressly decided the 
· question, so far as we have been able to learn. But as intimating 
the view of our court, we would call attention to Lyon v. Sibley, 
32 Maine, 576, where the prindple was recognized by these 
words: '' After evidence on both sides, the defendant haR a right 
to insist that a verdict be rendered. " 

There is one modification of the rule. It is this: Where, in 
the course of n, trial, by reason of some accident or surprise, 
injustice would otherwise be done the plaintiff, the court may 
grant a n~nsuit, not as a matter of right, but in its discretion 
for good cause shown. Com. Dig. Pleading, w, 5; Phelps v. 
Echard, Cro. Jae. 35; _Means v. Welles, supra. But that 
modification does not arise in this case, because net occasion had 
arisen to call for its application, the plaintiff's counsel did not 
claim a nonsuit on such ground, and if it had been thus claimed, 
and the court refused it, no exception would lie to such a ruling, 
it being within the discretionary power of the court. Ricker v. 
Joy, 72 Maine, 106. 

FosTER, J. This action was tried before the presiding justice, 
without the intervention of a jury. The parties upon both sides 
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had introduced their evidence, and at this stage of the trial, the 
plaintiff claimed to become nonsuit, to which the defendant 
objected; thereupon the court ruled, as a matter of law, that the 
plaintiff could not become nonsuit against the defendants' 
objection. 

Before proceeding to consider the authorities that bear upon 
this question, it ma_y be remarked that nonsuits may be classed 
under two divisions. ( 1.) Involuntary; as when ordered by 
the court against the plaintiff's objection. ( 2.) Voluntary; 
when allowed by the court on the plaintiff's own motion. Into 
the one or the other of the two classes the decided cases fall. 
The case under consideration comes within the last, and brings 
us to consider the rule of practice applicable in such cases. 

The English practice differs somewhat from that of our own 
courts. At common law, as early practiced in the English 
courts, upon every continuance, or day given over before judg
ment, the plaintiff was demandable, and upon his non appearance 
might have been nonsuit. Bacon's Ahr. Nonsuit, D; Co. Litt. 
139, b. And no verdict could be returned and given, unless in 
his presence, or that of his counsel, but the plaintiff was said to 
be nonsuit. Therefore it was usual for a plaintiff, when he or 
his counsel perceived that he had not given evidence sufficient to 
maintain his issue, to withdraw himself and be voluntarily 
nonsuited. 3 Black. Com.* 376; .i._11urphey v. Donlan, 5 B. & 
C. 178, (11 Eng. Com. Law, 195.) And whenever the plaintiff 
ought to appear in court, he was at liberty to withdmw. Co. 
Litt. 138, b, 139, a; Robinson v. Lawrence, 7 Exch. 123. 
The plaintiff had a right to be nonsuited at any stage of the 
proceedings he might prefer, and thereby reserve to himself the 
power of bringing a fresh action for the same subject matter; 
and this right continued to the last moment of the trial, even till 
after verdict rendered, or, where the case was tried by the court 
without the intervention of a jury, until the judge had pronounced 
his judgment. Outliwaite v. Hudson, 7 Exch. 380. Conse
quently, if he was not satisfied with the damages given hy the 
jury, he might become nonsuit. Bacon's Ahr. Non suit, D ; 
Keat v. Barker, 5 Modern, 208. 
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But by statute, 2 Henry 1v, c. 7, (A. D. 1400,) it was 
ordained and established, that if the verdict passed against the 
plaintiff, he should not be nonsuited, which before that time was 
otherwise at common law. 

Notwithstanding this statute, which was an amendment of the 
common law, it was held that the plaintiff might be noneuited 
after the finding of a special verdict, and the reason of this would 
seem to be that a special verdict is in the nature of a statement 
of facts; and also after a demurrer and argument thereon, and a 
rule for judgment for defendant, though it could not be done at 
the same term. Bacon's Abr. Nonsuit, D; Alderly v. Aldedy, 
Cro. Jae. 35. And this statute was afterwards construed as 
applying only to cases where the jury had passed upon the whole 
matter. Earl of Oxford v. Waterhouse, Cro. Jae. 575; Com. 
Dig. Pleader, w, 5. Except in the cases above stated, the 
plaintiff could always become nonsuit upon any continuance. 

In 17 40, the English practice was further regulated by statute 
of 14 Geo. n, c. 17, which provides '' that where issue is, or 
shall be, joined in any action or suit at law in any of his 
Majesty's courts of record, and the plaintiff or plaintiffs, in any 
such action or suit, hath or have neglected, or shall neglect, to 
bring such issue on to be tried according to the course and 
practice of the said courts respectively, it shall and may be 
lawful for the judge or judges of the said courts respectively, at 
any time after such neglect, upon motion made in open court, 
( due notice thereof having first been given,) to give the like 
judgment for the defendant or defendants in every such action or 
suit, as in the case of nonsuit. " 

It would seem that the practice in England, under the common 
law, as well as since the more modern statutes, has been perhaps 
more liberal in favor of allowing nonsuits to plaintiffs as matter 
of right, than is prescribed in this country. According to the 
practice there, as appears by the decisions of their courts, a 
plaintiff could not be nonsuited on the trial against his assent, 
but might insist, as matter of right, on the cause going to the 
jury, and thus take his chance of a verdict. Dewar v. Pitrday, 
4 A. & E. 633. 
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In New York, there are but two cases, and those among the 
early decisions of that state, so far as we have been able to find, 
that incline towards the English practice. In one, ,vhere a 
verdict was received without the assent of the plaintiff, the court 
set it aside, remarking that it was the right of a plaintiff to 
submit to a nonsuit. The People v. The May01·'s Oour·t of 
Albany, l Wend. 36. In the other, it was held that a plaintiff 
has the right to submit to a nonsuit on the coming in of a jury, 
although they are prepared to render a balance in favor of the 
defendant, in an action of assumpsit, and where a notice of 
set-off had been given. Wooster v. Burr, 2 Wend. 295. 

Whatever may be the practice elsewhere, the courts of 
Massachusetts and New Hampshire hnve never adopted the early 
English practice, but, on the contrary, have declared that, after 
a cause has been opened to the jury, the plaintiff cannot become 
nonsuit, as a matter of legal right, but the court might allow it, 
at that stage of the case, in its discretion. In Haskell v. 
Whitney', 12 Mass. 4 7, JACKSON, J., in pronouncing the opinion 
of the court, says: "The plaintiff, or demandant, may, in various 
modes, become nonsuit, or discontinue his suit, at his pleasure. 
At the beginning of every term, at which he is clemandable, he 
may neglect or refuse to appear. If the pleadings are not 
closed, he may refuse to reply, or to join an issue tendered; or, 
after issue joined, he may decline to open his cause to the jury. 
The court also may, upon sufficient cause shown, allow him to 
discontinue, even when it can not be claimed as a right; as after 
the cause is opened, and the evidence submitted to the jury. " 

Also in Locke v. Wood, 16 Mass. 317, the court were of 
opinion "that there was no such right ; and that after a cause is 
opened to the jury, and begun to be proceeded in before them, 
the parties are entitled to a verdict, unle~s the court should, in 
its discretion, allow a nonsuit or discontinuance. " 

These cases, decided in the early history of the jurisprudence 
of this country, and which are cited as leading decisions upon 
this subject by the courts of several states, were first referred to 
by the court in ~7Jfeans v. Wells, 12 Met. 361, decided more 
than thirty years later, and in which the principle decided by 
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them, defining the distinction between. the plaintiff's right, and 
the di"scretion of the court, is there clearly recognized and 
affirmed. 

And in another case, the court says: ~~ A party may become 
nonsuit before going to a jury." City of Lowell v. l.Wetrimack 
M'f g Oo. 11 Gray, 382. 

Again in Shaw v. Boland, 15 Gray, 572, METCALF, J., in 
beginning the opinion of th~ cotlrt, says : "These exceptions 
must be overruled on the authority of Locke v. rVood, 16 Mass. 
317. In that case, it was decided that after a cause is opened 
to the jury, and is begun to be proceeded in before them, the 
plaintiff has not a right, of his mere pleasure, to discontinue his 
suit, or to become nonsuit. .Mr! ,Justice JACKSON had previously 
expressed an opinion to the like effect in Haskell v. Whitney, 
12 Mass. 48. Such, therefore, is now the law of this common
wealth, whatever it may be elsewhere, or may have been here 
under the colonial ordinance of 1641, which is found in Anc. 
Chart. 46. And this law seems to us to be eminently just. As 
a nonsuit is no bar to another suit for the same cause of action, 
a plaintiff might harass a defendant by unlimited litigation, if the 
court had no authority, in any case, to prevent a nonsuit. " 

In a still later case in the same court Chief ,Justice GRAY 
affirms the doctrine that a plaintiff has the right to become non
suit at any time before trial, but after the trial has begun, he 
can not become nonsuit, except hy the leave and at the discretion 
of the court. Inltab. of Truro v . .Atkins, 122 Mass. 418; 
Burbank v. }Voodward, 124 Mass. 358. 

New Hampshire has followed the decisions of Massachusetts, 
notwithstanding the court there, in the earliest decision on this 
question, fully recognized what had been the practice under the 
common law in the English courts. Chief Justice PAmrnn, in 
delivering the opinion of the court, states the rule of law as 
follows: ~i At any time before the plaintiff opens his case to the 
jury, he may become nonsuit, as tt matter of right. The entry 
of his action does not oblige him to proceed ·with it. Even if 
issue be joined, this does not entitle the defendant to a verdict if 
he elect to abandon his action. Haskell v. JVhitney, 12 Mass. 
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4 7. After the plaintiff· has proceeded to open his case to the 
jury, he can no longer become nonsuit, as a matter of right. 
The court may require that the case 8hall proceed; and, if the 
plaintiff do not put in his evidence, may direct the jury to 
return a verdict against him. But the court, in the exercise of 
its discretion, may permit him to become nonsuit at any time 
before the return of a verdict; and ordinarily does so, if it 
appear that no injustice will thereby be done to the adverse 
party. Locke v. Wood, 16 Mass. 31'7; Howe's Practice, 268." 
Judge of Probate v. Abbot, 13 N. H. 21. And the court 
further remark that a party ought not to be permitted to lie by, 
take the chance of success, and then deprive the other party of 
the benefit of his verdict by a nonsuit. 

The same court in a :nore recent opinion adheres to the rule 
established in the last case, and states that ii it may now be 
assumed to he the general practice in the courts of law in this 
country, that a plaintiff may, at his own pleasure, or by right, 
either discontinue his suit, or become nonsuit,· at any time before 
his cause is opened to the jury." lVri,qltt v. Bartlett, 45 N. H. 
290; Judge of Probate v. Abbot, 13 N. H. 22; Pollard v. 
Moore, 51 N. H. 191; Fulford v. Oonverse, 54 N. H. 544; 
Parker v. Burns, 57 N. H. G02; Farr v. Oate, 58 N. H. 
367; West v. Furbish, 5 Reporter, 235. 

In our own state the question has never been directly before 
the court, but it would seem that the doctrine enunciated by the 
decisions of Massachusetts, before our separation, and by those 
of New Hampshire, has been admitted and recognized in several 
cases. 

The first of these was P1·op. of n,,..ennebec Purchase v. Davis, 2 
Maine, 356, wherein Chief J w~tice MELLEN, in speaking of the 
demandants' rights, in a writ of entry, to accept the offer of the 
tenants, says : ii They certainly are not bound to proceed any 
further in a course of judicial investigation; they have a right 
to become nonsuit at any time l,efore the cause be opened to the 
jury or the trial commenced, Locke v. ·wood, 16 Mass. 317." 

So, in the case of Theobald v. Oolby, 35 Maine, 180. In 
that case, before the plaintiff had offered any testimony, the 
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defendant moved in writing for leave to withdraw hi~ account in 
set-off, which was objected to by the plaintiff, the motion refused 
and the full court sustained exceptions, saying: '' The right of a 

defendant in such a case is similar to a plaintiff's right to become 
,nonsuit. .1Wuirhead v. Kirkpatrick, 5 Watts and Serg. 506. 
And the plaintiff may become nonsuit, as of right, at any time 
before trial, Haskell v. Whitney, 12 Mass. 47. At common 
law, he might become nonsuit at any time before the verdict." 

So far as we have been able to discover, this is the only 
intimation given by our court in the decisions upon this question 
of voluntary nonsuit, as to the extent of the plaintiff's legal 
ri,qht as such, aside from that exercise of judi"cial discretion in 
granting it, which is everywhere recognized, and which should 
not be here confounded. 

That at any time before the cause is committed to the jury, it 
is discretionary with the presiding judge to permit the plaintiff 
to become nonsuit, on motion and for cause shown, where a 
nonsuit or discontinuance is not a matter of right, will not he 
doubted; and this has been the state of the law for a long 
perioll, both in England and in this country. Philips v. Echard, 
Cro. Jae. 35; .1Weans v. ·wells, 12 Met. 362. 

But that after verdict for the defendant a nonsuit will not be 
allowed as of right, or in the discretion of the court, was settled 
in our own court in Larmbee v. Rideout, 45 Maine, 205. 

"\Ve have carefully examined not only the authorities cited, 
but many others, in support of the extension of the rule to 
authorize a nonsuit, as matter of right, up to the time of verdict, 
but we are not satisfied that, us against the decisions of our own 
courts, the English practice, or the old common law doctrine 
should prevail. In the cases to which we have referred, our 
courts have fully recognized, though they have not seen fit to 
follow, the ancient common law as laid down many years ago in 
England. Many of the customs of our courts are different from 
those existing at that time, when no verdict could be returned 
for or against a plaintiff unless he or his counsel was present in 
court, and to avoid which, or, if in his favor, and the damages 
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were not satisfacto1-y to him, he might withdtaw himself and 
become nonsuit. " Oessante ratione legis, cessat ipsa lex." 

Hence, not only upon principle, hut authority, we may safely 
found this rule: That the plaintiff, before opening his case to 
jury, or to the court, when tried before the court without the 
intervention of a jury, may become nonsuit as a mutter of right; 
after the case is opened, and before verdict, leave to become 
nonsuit is within the discretion of the court ; after verdict there 
can he no nonsuit. 

The reason of the rule is apparent, and needs no discussion. 
It is founded upon principle. If there were no place at which a 
party defendant could have any rights, save ns to costs, till after 
verdict, great injustice might ofentimes result, with no power in 
the court to correct or restrain it. As a nonsuit is no bar to a 
future action for the same cause, a plaintiff, if so disposed, 
might harass the opposing party, whose residence or situation 
might be such as to necessitate great expense in the preparation 
or defense of a cause, with continued litigation, and the costs 
recoverable would be absolutely inadequate to compensate him 
for either. Courts of law are instituted for the administration 
of justice, and in so doing must be governed by wise and salu
tary rules that will neither afford improper advantage to one 
party nor work injustice to the other. 

In this case both parties had introduced their evidence. The 
plaintiff thereupon stated that he voluntarily became nonsuit. 
The defendants objected. The court then ruled, as matter of 
law, that the plaintiff could not become nonsuit against the 
defendants' objection, and ordered judgment for defendants. 

This we think was error. It was in effect, expressly denying 
that the trial court had the power, in the exercise of its discretion, 
to grant the nonsuit asked for by the plaintiff, and which, as we 
have stated, could have been done, in the discretion of the court, 
at that stage of the case. 

Ex1.:eptions sustained. 

PETERS, C. J., WALTON, DANFORTH, LIBBEY and EMERY, 

JJ., concurred. 

\I 
\ 



TITCOMB 'V, M'ALLISTER, 

WILLIAM H. TITCOMB, in equity, 

vs. 
JOI-IN McALLISTER und others. • 

Knox. Opinion June 3, 1885. 
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t'Shipping. Mm·tgage of vessel. Foreclosure. Contribution from co-surety. Equity. 

A maker of a promissory note gave to a surety on the same, as collateral 
security, a bill of sale of a sixteenth of a barkentine, and took from the 
surety an agreement that he would re-convey the sixteenth when the maker 
paid the note. Held, that this constituted a mortgage of the sixteenth, 
which should be foreclosed by the statute mode and not by a decree in equity. 

Held further, that such a surety has a plain, adequate, and complete remedy at 
law against a co-surety for contribution, for any excess of the note over the 
amount received from the property mortgaged. 

BILL IN EQUITY. 

Heard on bill, answer and proof. 
'The opinion states the material facts. 

0. E. Littlefield, for the plaintiff. 
The bill of sale of the vessel and the agreement to re-transfer 

did not constitute a mortgage. The title to the vessel was to 
remain in Titcomb until he shotlld re-tran'3fer the same to 
Williams and Dean. The estate was not to revest in them upon 
the payment by them of the notes .. It was to be transferred to 
them. ' 1 The conveyance wa'3 not to he void" upon payment "of 
the note which is one of the essential elements of a mortgage." 
Goddard v. Coe, 55 Maine, 388. 

We have a right to be released from all obligations that we 
may be under to \V-illiams and Dean, under the contract, before 
we can be asked to appropriate this security for any purpose, 
and we can obtain a discharge of that agreement only in equity. 

To the general proposition that sureties may proceed in equity 
for contribution we cite: Scribner v. Adams, 73 Maine, 541; 
Brandt, Suretyship, § 253; 81'0ugkton v. Wimberly, 65 Ala. 
549. 

LXXVII. 23 
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Assut?Jing the transaction to have been a mortgage, now that 
the court has general equity jurisdiction, we had the right to 
bring this bill for the purpose of foreclosing it specially where a 

co-surety claims rights in the security, which are undefined and 
depend wholly on equitable rights, and are peculiarly for the 
determinatio1/ of a coui·t of equity. Jones, Chat. Mort. § § 
776-9, and cases cited in notes; Merchants .Nat. Bank v. 
11hompson, 133 Mass. 484. 

Rice and Hall, for the defendant, McAllister, cited: Rollins 
v. Taber, 25 Maine, 144; Bachelder v. Fislc, 17 Mass. 463; 
Odlin v. Greenleaf, 3 N. H. 270; Davz·s v. Enierson, 17 Maine, 
64; Howard v. Miner, 20 Maine, 325 ; Stevens v. Record, 56 
Maine, 488 ; Jones v. Newhall, 115 Mas8'. 244 ; Bake1' v. 
Briggs, 8 Pick. 121. 

EMERY, J. From the bill, answer and proof the following 
facts appear. The complainant Titcomb, on the 20th day of 
April, 1877, was surety for ·Williams and Dean, upon two notes 
described in. the instrument below recited, and upon the last 
named note, that for one thousand six hundred dollars the res
pondent McAllister, WHS also surety for ·wmiums and Dean. 
McAlli:,ter was not upon the first named note. In this state of 
affairs, on that day, vVilliams and Dean, conveyed to the com
plainant Titcomb, by absolute bill of sale, one-sixteenth of a 
barkentine, and received back on the same day and as a part of 
th6 same transaction, the following writing: 

ii In consideration of two notes signed by Williams and Dean 
and endorsed by me as follows, one note signed by VVilliams 
and Dean, payable to C. S. Smith, dated June 23, 1876, payable 
in one year from date for one thousand dollars and interest. 
Also one note signed by Williams and Dean payable to Alfred 
Sleeper, dated February 24, 1877, payable on demand for 
sixteen hundred dollars and interest, - I have this day received 
a bill of sale for one-sixteenth (1-16) of the barkentine Addie 
E. Sleeper as collateral security for the payment of said two 
notes, and the said Williams and Dean hereby agree to pay the 
principal and interest of the said two notes and also to keep the 
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said 1-16 of said vessel insured for the protection of said Titcomb, 
in case he shall be obliged to pay said notes, and when said!. 
Williams and Dean shall have paid said two notes and interest. 
I, the said W. H. Titcomb, hereby agree to re-transfer the said. 
one-sixteenth of said barkentine to said Wi1liams and Dean or· 
their assigns. (Signed) ,v. H. Titcomb." 

"Rockland, April 20, 1877, 
Witness. C. W. Mayo.'' 

Williams and Dean did not pay either of said notes, and the• 
complainant, Titcomb, was obliged to pay, and did pay both of 
the notes. McAllister did not pay anything. Williams andl 
Dean are insolvent. 

The fir::;t and preliminary prayer for relief in the bill is, "that 
the said security, (the 1-16 of the vessel) may be sold under
the order of court, and that Williams and Dean may be requiredi 
to cancel and discharge said writing. 

If the transaction of April 20, 1877, left ·Williams an<l Dearn 
without any interest in the one-sixteenth of the vessel; if they 
bad no right in the thing, but only a right of action on the· 
contract, as was held in Goddard v. Ooe, 55 Maine, 385, cited: 
by complainant's counsel, then the complainant acquired tm 
unembarrassed legal title, and could have sold the vessel at once,. 
and given a good title. Williams and Dean could not have· 
followecl the vessel, nor troubled it, but must have been con-
tent with the right of action Hgainst Titcomb personally. ln.J 
such case Titcomb would need no order of court to make a sale-.. 
Such an order would be superfluous, and should not be granted1

ff 

If however, Titcomb's title was encumbered by some remain
ing right of vYilliams and Dean in the property itself, then the· 
transaction evidently constituted a mortgage, and 'Williams and! 
Dean have the rights of a mortgagor. It was not a pledge for
the legal title was transferred. Such a transaction has heen 
often held to be a mortgage. Jones on Chattel Mortgages,§ 19, 
Bartels v. Harris, 4 :Maine, 146; Winslow v. Tarbox, 18 
Maine, 132; Cmpenter v. Snelling, 97 Mass. 452. The rights 
of a mortgagor in a chattel mortgage after condition broken are 
created and defined by the statute. R. S., chap. n, § 3, pro-
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vides that '' when the condition of a mortgage· of ·personal 
property is broken, the mortgagor . may redeem it at 
any time . before the right of redemption is fore
closed, as hereinafter provided." The mode of foreclosure 
referred to in the third section, is specified in detail in the fourth 
and fifth sections. In the sixth section it is provided that the 
right to redeem shall be forfeited, if the condition in the mortgage 
is not performed within sixty days after the specified notice of 
foreclosure is recorded. In effect, the statute gives the mort
.gagor for redemption, sixty days after the mortgagee has 
performed a certain specific act of foreclosure. Can the court, 
even with full equity powers, take away from the mortgagor, 
that statute right? Can the court substitute any other mode of 
;foreclosure for that established by the statute? 

It has been held in this state, in Chase v. Palrner, 25 Maine, 
;345, that the statute having provided specific modes for fore
•closing mortgages of real estate, the jurisdiction of the court 
\over bills to foreclose was thereby taken away. At that time, 
the general statute specifying the powers of the court as a court 
·of equity, included the foreclosure of mortgages. It now only 
.specifies the '' redemption of estates mortgaged~" dropping the 
other. See also Shaw v. Gray, 23 Maine, 174; K. & P.R. 
R. Uo. v. P. & K. R.R. Co. 59 Maine, 35-37. The same 
1reasoning would apply all the more conclusively to chattel 
mortgages. There was no right of redemption, nor duty of 
foreclosure of chattel mortgages before the statute, as there was 
iin the case of reul estate mortgages. Courts of equity once had 
jurisdiction over hills to foreclose real estate mortgages, until it 
was taken away by the statute providing other modes. In the 
case of chattel mortgages, the statute mode was the first and 
only mode of foreclosure. It was said by VIRGIN, J., in 
Ramsdell v. Tewk8bury, 73 Maine, 199, that the only mode by 
which a mortgugee, ( in a chattel mortgage,) can acquire an 
absolute title, is by the statute foreclosure. The Massachusetts 
Supreme Court dismissed a bill to foreclose a chattel mortgage. 
Bo8ton & Fairhaven Iron }Vorks v. Montague, 108 Mass. 248. 
,v e know of no case where, with a statute like ours, a bill to 
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foreclose a chattel mortgage has been sustained. · This case, to 
be sure, is that of a mortgage of a ves~el which need not be, and 
we presume was not, recorded in any town, ( Wood v. Stockwell, 
55 Maine, 76,) but the United States statute only controls the 
place of record. All other rights of mortgagor and mortgagee, 
are left to the state statute. The right of redemption and duty 
of foreclosure, and the mode of foreclosure, remain the same. 
That the mortgage was not recorded in any town clerk's office, 
does not prevent a foreclosure in the statute mode. If there be 
no place to record the notice of foreclosure, it need not be 
recorded. This matter of the foreclosure of a mortgage of a 
vessel, was fully considered in Taber v. I-lam-Zin, 97 Mass. 489, 
with a similar statute, and we think the reasoning and conclusion 
of the court in that case, satisfactory. The foreclosure, according 
to statute, without recording, was held valid. There may be 
instances of chattel mortgages where the statute mode of fore
closure would not he applicable, or would not provide a plain, 
adequate and complete remedy for the mortgagee~ In such 
instances, the court might afford relief in equity. In this case, 
however, we think the statute mode is applicable and sufficient, 
and should be followed. 

The main prayer in the bill is for a valuation of the property, 
for a specified appropriation of it, and for a decree against the 
co-surety, McAllister, for contribution. The equity power of 
the court is ample for this purpose, if this be the proper remedy, 
but the first inquiry in an equity proceeding must always be, 
whether there is a sufficient remedy at law. The legislature, in 
conferring equity powers on the court, enacted that these equity 
powers shall not be resorted to, nor exercised, in cases where
there is a plain, adequate and complete remedy at law. If there 
be such a legal remedy, there is no occasion for invoking the
equity powers of the court. Legal remedies are enlarged and 
multiplied from time to time, by legislative enactments and 
judicial construction, and it was the evident intention of the• 
legislature, that these legal remedies should be sought where• 
sufficient. Legal and equitable remedies are not concurrent. 
As the legal remedies become more efficacious, there is less, 
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,occasion for equitable remedies, and the equity powers of the 
court become more limited. Jones v. Newhall, 115 Mass . 
. 244; Hayden v. Whitm,01·e, 74 Maine, 234; ·Frue v. Loring, 
120 Mass. 507. 

Sureties seeking contribution from co-sureties, formerly were 
,obliged to resort to equity courts, but it is now well settled that 
:assumpsit may be maintained in such case. ( Bachelder v. Fisk, 
17 Mass. 464; Davis v. Enierson, 17 Maine, 64.) The case 
of Baclzelde1· v. Fisk, would seem to be a good precedent for 
this case. That was an action against a co-surety for contribution, 
by a surety who had taken security to himself from the principal. 
'The principal was insolvent, the same as in this case. It was 
held that the plaintiff could recover one-half of the balance, after 
·deducting the value or the proceeds of the security. In Scribner 
Y • .Adams, 73 Maine, 541, cited by complainant, there were 
·other interests and questions involved than those hehveen the 
.sureties. The respondent co-surety was insolvent, and the 
,complainant sureties were endeavoring to reach the property 
,given us indemnity hy the principal to the respondent co-surety. 
·Other parties claimed an interest in the property, or fund. It 
was necessary to call them all before the court. 

We do not see why all the questions in this cnse can not be 
,determined in an action of assumpsit. Williams and Dean have 
·no claim until they pay the debt, which payment will end all 
]itigation. The accounts of the vessel, if necessary to be gone 
;into, can be stated as well by an auditor as hy a master. The 
·value of the vessel, and its proper appropriation, can be made by 
~a jury under proper instructions from the court.. Cases of this 
1kind, for contribution between co-sureties, may arise, where, 
from the nature of the transactions, the ~ituation of the parties, 
,or other circumstances, as where more than an aliquot share is 
-demanded, the remedy at law would not be plain, adequate and 
,complete. Equitable remedies may then be successfully sought. 
In this case, however, we think a verdict and judgment at law 
-could be obtained as readily, and would be as efficacious as a 
<lecree in equity, and hence the desired decree should he denied. 

As our decision is only as to the remedy, and there was much 
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doubt as to the proper remedy, and the respondent has not 
suffered thus far, we do not think costs should be awarded. 

Bill dismissed without costs. 

PETERS, C. J., DANFORTH, VIRGIN, LIBBEY and FoSTER, JJ.,' 
concurred. 

ELIZA C. NOBLE vs. CHARLES MILLIKEN. 

Kennebec. Opinion June 3, 1885. 

Innkeeper. R. S., c. 27, § 7. 

A guest at a hotel lost from her trunk a gold watch, a pair of gold bracelets, 
a gold thimble, three gold rings and a gold neck-pin, all of which she had 
taken along for her personal use. Held, that these articles were within the 
ex9eption in R. S., c. 27, § 7, and the innkeeper was liable for their value. 

ON REPORT from the superior court. 

This was an action under the statute against the defendant as 
an innkeeper for the loss of the articles enumerated in the head
note on the tenth of September, 1880, while the plaintiff was a 

guest at the defendant's house, Augusta House. The plea was 
the general issue with a brief statement that the property lost 
was not of such a character as to impose any liability upon the 
defendant. 

S. and L. Titcomb, for the plaintiff. 

G. C. Vose, for the defendant. 
By R. S., c. 27, § 8, an innholder against whom a claim is 

made for loss su~tained by a guest, may, in all cases, show that 
such loss is attributable to the negligence of the guest. 

We submit that the plaintiff was guilty of what in law is to 
· he ( under the circumstances of this case) regarded as negligence 
in carrying in an ordinary trunk, such property as that, for the 
alleged loss of which compensation is claimed in this action. 

In Fowler v. Dorlon, 24 Barb. 384 and Triebe,· v. Burrows, 
27 Md. 130, the court held that if a guest carries a large sum of 
money in his valise, and conceals the fact from the innkeeper, 
and allows the valise to be treated as mere baggage, he is guilty 
of gross negligence. 
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Again sec. 7 of the same chapter provides as follows, viz. : 
'

1 Innholders are not liable for losses sustained by their guests, 
except for wearing apparel, urticles worn or carried upon the 
person to a reasonable amount, personal baggage, and money 
necessary for traveling expenses and personal use, unless upon 
delivery or offer of delivery, by such guests, of their money, 
jewelry, or other property, to the innholder, his agent or ser
vants, for safe custody." 

The articles lost cannot be considered wearing apparel. Nor 
as articles worn or carried upon the person. They might be so 
worn, it is true, but it is just this the plaintiff did not do. 
Had she done so they would not have been lost. The defendant 
is liable for such property worn or carried upon the person, but 
not when carried as in this case. :N" either as personal baggage 
nor money necessary for traveling expenses. A proper sum of 
money is classed ns personal baggage by this court in 7 4 Maine, 
225. 

EMERY, J. In section 7, of chap. 27, R. S., limiting the 
liability of an innholder for losses sustained by his guest, there 
are specified the following exceptions: ,r '\'Vearing apparel, 
articles worn or ca1rie<l upon the person to a reasonable amount, 
personal baggage and money necessary for traveling expenses 
and personal use." The plaintiff lost from her trunk at the 
defendant's inn, among other articles the following, one gold 
watch, valued at fifty dollars; one pair of gold bracelets, valued 
at sixty-five dollars; one gold thimble valued at eight dollars; 
one gold ring valued at twenty dollars; one gold ring valued at 
five dollars; one hair ring (gold mounted) valued at eight 
dollars and one gold neck-pin valued at two dollars. The only 
question is whether the articles enumerated are within the 
exception in the statute. 

From the case it seems that all these articles were taken along 
by the plaintiff for her personal use, and for no other purpose. 
They were not merchandise, nor business articles. They were 
not taken along simply for transportation of them. They were 
such articles as she might properly use daily, while traveling, or 
resting. The amount does not appear to be unreasonable in view 
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of the plaintiff's situation. Such articles we think are within the 
exception. 1l1acrow v. Great Westeni R. R. Co. L. R. 6 
Q. B. 612; Bruty v. Grand Trunk R. R. Co. 32 Upper' 
Canada, 66 und cases there cited. 

The plaintiff's trunk, and pocket-book were damaged to the 
amount of five dollars. 

Judgnient for plaintfff for one hundred 
and sixty-three dollars and interest 
fmm date of the writ. 

PETERS, C. J., WALTON, DANFORTH, LIBBEY and FosTER, 
JJ., concurred. 

SERENA L. POWERS vs. THOMAS MITCHELL. 

Sagadahoc. Opinion June 3, 1885. 

Practice. Exceptions. Evidence. Expert testimony. Physicians. 

If counsel think his client's rights are being prejudiced, by the opposing 
counsel exceeding the proper license of an advocate in the closing argument 
to the jury, he should then interpose an objection. The objection comes too 
late after verdict. 

A plaintiff cannot complain that she was required on cross-examination to 
answer questions to show that she commenced the action and attached the 
defendant's property without :first notifying him of her claim for damages. 

Exceptions cannot be sustained to the admission of a question, alleged to 
embrace, hypothetically, facts not in evidence, when the exceptions and 
evidence reported do not show that there was no evidence in the case tend
ing to prove these facts. 

A question, calling for the opinion of a physician as to the effect of an injury 
to a female in view of " the character of her health as she described it, and 
as you know it to be before the injury," is objectionable when it does not 
appear that the physician heard the testimony of the female, nor what per
sonal knowledge, if any, he had of her health. 

Exceptions cannot be sustained to the exclusion of admissible testimony when 
it appears that the excepting party was not thereby aggrieved. 

It is admissible to call for the opinion of physicians and show by them that 
they should expect a greater injury from a direct blow than from a glancing 
one. 

It is clearly proper for a medical expert to be asked what is the tendency of 
modern medical science upon the subject of concussion of the spine, whether 
it is to enlarge or restrict. 

ON motion to set aside the verdict and on exceptions. 
This was an action of the case for damages for a personal 

injury sustained on the twenty-ninth day of December, 1879, by 
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a collision with the defendant's horse and sleigh, driven by him 
on State street, in Augusta. The case has been at the law court 
before, and is reported in 75 Maine, 364. 

The verdict, at the last trial, was for the defendant, and the 
plaintiff alleged exceptions to the following admissions and 
exclusions of testimony, the exceptions being numbered in 
parentheses : 

Serena L. Powers, plaintiff, on cross-examination by 0. D. 
Baker, Esq., counsel for defendant, was asked : 

(No. 1.) Ques. )Vas the attachment of Captain Mitchell's 
cow and horses and all the rest of the property, made by your 
direction in this suit? 

To which question plaintiff's counsel objectml, but the court 
overruled the objection, and she answered. 

Ans. It was. 

Defendant's counsel then proceeded to ask plaintiff: 
(No. 2.) Ques. After that interview in which Captain 

Mitchell sent this gentlemanly, kind message to Mr. Sanborn, 
and after you say you had no knowledge that he knew that you 
claimed in any way to be injured ; - after that time and before 
putting on this attachment for ten thousand dollars, did you in 
any way communicate to him, or cause to be communicated to 
him, that you claimed any injury? 

Objected to by plaintiff's counsel and admitted, subject to the 
objection of plaintiff. 

Ans. I didn't. 

Dr. Israel T. Dana, called by plaintiff, on cross-examination, 
was asked: 

(No. 3.) Ques. If a lady were engaged for substantially 
eight years; in the neighborhood of eight hours a clay; 
substantia11y losing no time in that period, in the employment of 
the needle, and more or less of the sewing machine; would or 
not, that tend direct~y to the development of dyspeptic symptoms ; 
- predispose a person to dyspepsia? 
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Objected to by the plaintiff and admitted by the court, subject ' 
to the objection of the plaintiff. 

Ans. I would say with regard to that, that I should qualify 
the statement '' tend directly. " The only way in which it would 
tend to dyspepsia, would he just as it would tend to a dozen 
other diseases, -by weakening the state of the system. 

On re-direct examination, Dr. Dana was asked by counsel for 
plaintiff: 

Ques. I understood you to say in reply to Mr. Baker on cross
examination, that whether all the symptoms which you found in 
this case, might not arise from some disorder which would 
produce reflex or sympathetic trouble of the spine? Your answer 
was that you thought, when you raise the question of bare 
possibility, you would say, yes. Whether the symptoms which 
were described to you by the patient, might not arise from a 
disorder which would produce reflex or sympathetic trouble of 
the spine ; might they not possibly take place ; might not they 
result from sympathetic irritation? 

Ans. Yes, sir; they might. 
Ques. Would it be probable? 
Ans. In the case of two conditions so much alike as those in 

their symptoms, one would be governed in the choice by the 
existence or not of any obvious cause, and what cause it was. 

Ques. Assuming that the symptoms described to you by the 
patient, did follow a blow of the nature I have described to you, 
would you say it was possible that they might all have been 
produced by the coincidence of the sympathetic or reflex irritation 
of the spine, irrespective of the blow? 

Ans. I would say that if that set of symptoms are admitted 
to have existed, and to come into existence after the blow, -
speedily after the blow, as has been described, that it would be 
vastly more probable that they resulted from the blow, than 
from any coincident reflex spinal irritation. 

(No. 4.) Ques. Will you state the degree of probability or 
improbability of this condition of things which are described, 
being brought about in the case of a woman just as she described 
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herself to ·he ; the character of her health as she described it,· and 
as you know it to be, prior to the injury, - not assuming her to 
be a perfectly healthy woman ; - by the injury ? 

Objected to by defenda;1t's counsel, and excluded by the court, 
subject to the objection of the plaintiff. [ Plaintiff noted excep
tion. J 

Rowena C. M. Goddard, called by plaintiff, on direct exam
ination, testified that plaintiff was in her employment as cook 
and as seamstress, for four years from June, 1872, to 1876; 
also at intervals from 1876 until a few days before the accident, 
but never afterwards. She was then asked by plaintiff's counsel: 

(No. 5.) Ques. While she was in your employment, did 
she, to your recollection, complain either of headache, cold feet, 
pain in the back, neck or arms, restlessness, had dreams or 
disturbed sleep, irregularities, weakness of the eyes, prickling or 
creeping sensations in the flesh, throbbing or heating in the back, 
loss of appetite, pain and difficulty in bending the spine or neck, 
or numbness of the arms or legs? 

Objected to by the defendant's counsel and excluded. Plaintiff's 
objection, to the exclusion, noted. 

Dr. Charles A. Packard, called by the defendant's counsel, 
was asked on direct examination : 

(No. 6.) Ques. If a person were in a sedentary life, pursued 
for eight years consecutively, where the person worked at sewing 
and a part of the time upon the sewing machine, for some eight 
hours a day ; going out sometimes only once in one or two 
weeks; sometimes two or three times in a week. Would or not, 
that be a sufficient cause to produce dyspeptic troubles in the 
patient? 

Objected to and admitted. Exception of plaintiff noted. 
Ans. I think it would be likely to produce dyspepsia. 

(No. 7.) Ques. Suppose a patient had this spinal irritation, 
produced by a dyspeptic cause, or by that, in combination with 
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a scrofulous tendency, would you expect sleeplessness and 
restlessness to be a symptom or indication of that disease ; and 
how commonly? 

Objected to and admitted, subject to the objection. Plaintiff's 
objection noted. 

Ans. I should expect it to be found under those conditions. 

(No. 8.) Ques. Would you expect a material difference in 
the medical results of a blow, - of two blows; one of which was 
such as I have described in a previous question, by the forward 
end of the th ill, a direct blow; the second of which was produced, 
not by the end of the thill at all, but by the under side of the 
thill of the advancing sleigh, glancing at an angle over the 
extreme left hand corner of the other sleigh, having no effect or 
shock of any kind upon the person in the advancing sleigh? 

Objected to by plaintiff's counsel, and admitted, subject to the 
objection. Plaintiff's objection noted. 

Ans. I should expect a direct blow to be productive of much 
more serious consequences than the glancing blow described. 

(No. 9.) Ques. Would you expect such a glancing blow on 
the corner of the sleigh, as I have indicated in my last question, 
to produce in the person sitting in the sleigh struck, a concussion 
of the spine? 

Objected to and admitted, subject to the objection. Plaintiff's 
objection and exception noted. 

Ans. I shouldn't expect it to produce so severe an injury. 

Re-direct Examination. 
(No. 10.) Ques. Is the tendency of the latest medical 

science, ·and since Erricson's publication, to enlarge, or greatly 
restrict those injuries called 1

~ concussion of the spine?" 

Objected to and admitted, subject to the objection. Plaintiff's 
objection noted .. 

Ans. I never read Erricson. My impression is from the 
general knowledge I have on the subject that the investigations 
that have been made since that time, have tended to throw out a 
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great many cases of, so called, concussion of the spine ; - tQ 
restrict the matter to a more scientific basis. 

Dr. A. J. Fuller, called by defendant, testified, on direct 
examination : 

(No. 11.) Ques. If the patient rode from the place of 
accident, two miles, then got out of her sleigh, went into the 
house, went up stairs, came down to tea as usual, took breakfast 
next morning, what would you think that indicated as to the 
person having received concussion of the spine? 

Objected to and admitted. Plaintiff's objection noted. 

Ans. If she were a patient of mine, I should think the 
concussion of the spine had been very slight, if any ; and should 
feel highly gratified that she was able to get on so well. 

(No. 12.) Ques. Supposing the blow were not of the direct 
nature we have spoken of, but were produced by the under side 
of the thill, glancing at an angle over the extreme left hand 
corner of the sleigh, so as not to stop the advancing sleigh in its 
course, or communicate any shock \o the occupant of the 
advancing sleigh ; would you expect a glancing blow of that kind 
to be able to produce concus~on of the spine in the person sitting 
in the sleigh that was struck, if no part of her person were 
touched by the advancing sleigh? 

Objected to and admitted. Plaintiff's objection noted. 

Ans. I shouldn't consider the chance of an injury to he 
nearly as much from a glancing blow, as it would by a direct 
blow. 

Dr. George E. Brickett, called by defendant, testified on 
direct examination : 

(No. 13.) Ques. With what confidence would you entertain 
that opinion, assuming those facts to he true? 

Objected to and admitted, subject to the objection of plaintiff. 
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Ans. "\rhen I say there was no concussion whatever, it is to 
my mind positive that she did not have any. 

(No. 14.) Ques. vVill you tell the jury your judgment as a 
medical man, with reference to whether there would be a 
difference, and in what respects, in the medical results, between 
striking a blow with the end of the thill such as we have spoken 
of, and a glancing blow with the under side of the thill over the 
left hand corner, not coming in contact with the person of the 
plaintiff? 

Objected to and udmitted, subject to the objection of plaintiff. 
Plaintiff's exceptions noted. 

Ans. In a general way, it seems to me there is a great 
difference between a direct blow in the back, and the glancing 
blow you have spoken of. There is a very great difference. 

(No. 15.) Ques. What is the tendency of modern science, 
medical science, upon this subject of concussion of the spine; is 
it to enlarge or restrict? 

Objected to and admitted, subject to the objection of plaintiff. 
Plaintiff's exception noted. 

Ans. The tendency is, by the best authorities and experience 
and observation, to eliminate all these cases of slight causes of 
concussion, and the result is to bring them down as near as 
possible, to the symptoms that indieate no other disease, so that 
the symptoms of spinal concussion and the symptoms of spinal 
irritation, ulmost any physician can distinguish the one from the 
other. It is getting to be well understood, and it is in accordance 
with my experience, ( which may not be good for anything.) 
I have observed these things for a good many years, by the 
examination of men who come to· obtain pensions, - of nervous 
spinal disease. 

Objected to and admitted. Plaintiff excepted to the ruling. 
,vit. There jg a great deal better narrowing down to u more 

narrow limit in the symptoms, to what it used to be. Years 
ago, spinal irritation and spinal troubles covered a multitude of 
symptoms. The tendency is to make the thing understood by 
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physichtns of common observation, by the symptoms presented, 
to know reasonably whether there is a spinal irritation, or disease 
of the spine. 

0. W. Goddard and .A. M. Spear, for the plnintiff. 

Baker, Baker and Cornish, ( E. W. Wlzitehow;e, with them,) 
for the defendant. 

LIBBEY, J. This case comes up on motion and exceptions. 
The ground insisted on in support of the motion is the mis• 

conduct of the defendant's counsel in his closing argument, in 
asserting facts not in evidence, and not competent evidence if 
offered, and arguing thereon. The motion cannot be sustained. 
If the defendant's counsel, as claimed by the plaintiff, exceeded 
the proper license of an advocate in his argument to the jury, it 
was the duty of the plaintiff's counsel, if he thought his client's 
rights were being prejudiced, to interpose objection; and then if 
the judge declined to interfere the plaintiff might have exceptions. 
Rolfe v. Runiford, 66 Maine, 564. And if the judge stopped 
counsel and required him to desist and retract, and he refused to 
do so, the plaintiff might have his remedy by motion. But by 
electing to interpose no objection and rely upon the advantage he 
might have by counter assertion and argument in reply, he 
waived his right to exception or motion. Learned v. Hall, 
133 Mass. 417. The case is similar in principle to a case of 
disqualification or misconduct of a juror. If known to a party 
during the trial, and he wishes to take advantage of it, he must 
interpose his objection. He cannot elect to take his chance of 
a verdict in his favor and if he fails then raise the objection. 

Several exceptions were taken to the admission and exclusion 
of evidence. Those relied on will be examined in the order in 
which they are presented hy the plaintiff's counsel. 1 and 2 
relate to the conduct of the plaintiff in causing the action to be 
commenced before notifying the defendant of her claim for 
damages, and causing his property to be attached. The officers' 
return of the attachment was in the case. The questions were 
put to the plaintiff on cross ex-amination. She cannot complain 
that she was required to answer them. 
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3 and 6 are eimilar in principle. The objection to the questions 
urged by the learned counsel is that they embraced hypothetically, 
facts not in evidence. It is sufficient to say that the exceptions and 
the evidence reported do not show that there was no evidence in 
the case tending to prove those facts. Nor does it appear that 
the objections to the questions were for that cause. To lay the 
foundation for exceptions on that ground the attention of the 
judge should have been called to the specific objection, so that 
he could determine, as he must in the first instance, whether 
there was sufficient evidence tending to prove the facts stnted to 
authorize the questions. 

4. The question put to Dr. Dana and excluded, was objection
able because it does not appear that he had heard all the testimony 
of the plaintiff, nor does it appear what personal knowledge he 
had, if any, of ,her health. 

5. We are inclined to the opinion that the question put to 
Mrs. Goddard, and excluded, was competent on the question of 
damages; but if so the plaintiff is not aggrieved, as the jury 
found the defendant not guilty, and the question of damages 
became of no importance. 

8, 9, 12 and 14 are alike in principle and may be considered 
together. They call for the opinion of the physicians as to the 
physical effects, upon the person of blows received in the manner 
specified. Their answers were, in substance, that they should 
expect a greater injury from a direct blow than from a glancing 
<me. We think the subject was within the range of the experi
ence of medical experts, accustomed to observe the effect of 
blows upon the human body, and that the evidence was com
petent. 

10 and 15. The subject to which the questions put to Dr. 
Packard and Dr. Brickett relate is clearly a proper one for the 
opinion pf medical experts. No question is made as to their 
qualifications as such. The questions and answers were compe
tent. 

The case has been four times tried to the jury with two disa
greements, and two verdicts for the defendant. The litigation 
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should not be further prolonged without some substantial reason. 
Upon a careful examination of the whole case as presented, we 
see no good cause for disturbing the verdict. 

Motion and exceptions overruled. 

PETERS, C. J., DANFORTH, EMERY and FosTER JJ., 
concurred. 

SKOWHEGAN AND ATHENS RAILROAD COMPANY 

vs. 

JOSEPH C. KINSMAN. 

Somerset. Opinion June 3, 1885. 

Subscription to stock. Corporations. 

Where, in a subscription to the stock of a corporation, a subscriber promises, 
without any condition, to take and pay for a certain number of shares at the 
par value therein named, the promise is binding, even though the amount of 
the capital stock was not fixed and the minimum number of shares named in 
the charter were not subscribed for. 

ON REPORT. 

A5sumpsit on subscription to stock in the plaintiff corporation. 
The opinion states the material facts. 

D. D. Stewart, for the plaintiff, cited: K. & P. R. R. Co. 
v. Jarvis, 34 Maine, 360; Sarne v. Palmer, 34 Maine, 366; 
Same v. Waters, 34 Maine, 369; Somerset R.R. Co. v. Clarke, 
61 Maine, 379; Penobscot R. R. Co. v. Dumrner, 40 Maine, 
172; P. & K. R. R. Co. v. Dunn, 39 Maine, 587; Same v. 
Bartlett, 12 Gray, 244. 

H. and W. J. Knowlton and E. F. Webb, for the defendant. 
Before this action can be maintained the plaintiff must show 

that the number of shares have been legally fixed, and that the 
number so fixed have been subscribed for by responsible parties 
in good faith. S. & K. R. R. Co. v. Cushing, 45 Maine, 524; 
W. & N. R.R. Co. v. Hinds, 8 Cush. 110 and cases. 

EMERY, J. A person by simply subscribing for shares in a 
corporation, without words of promise to pay, assumes only the 
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obligations imposed by law on such subscriber. He is understooct 
to have agreed to assume a certain percentage of the responsi-
bility of the enterprise, on condition that the amount of the· 
responsibility be made certain and the remaining percentage he· 
assumed by responsible parties. He can require that the full! 
amount of capital agreed upon or established by the charter as: 
necessary for success, shall be engaged before he pays in his: 
part. He is only obliged to pay legal assessments, and where\ 
the capital has not been fixed, or when fixed, has not been: 
subscribed for, there can be no legal assessment, unless the· 
charter otherwise provide. S01n. & I1en. R. R. Co. v. Cush-
ing, 45 Maine, 524; Somerset R. R. Co. v. Clar·ke, 61 Maine,. 
379. 

But a person may in his subscription, voluntarily assume n,ny· 
other obligations not forbidden by law. He may waive any 
and all of the conditions implied by law in a naked subscription .. 
He may impose other conditions, or he may promise payment. 
for his shares without any condition. His promise, once made· 
will be binding, there being in such cases sufficient consideratio111 
in the obligation of the company to deliver the shares. Ken. & 
Port. R. R. Co. v. Jarvis, 34 Maine, 3G0; Bu.ck.~ort & Ban-
gor R.R. Co. v. Buck, 65 Maine, 537; City Hotel v. Dickinson,. 
6 Gray, 586; Lexington & We,11t Cambridge R. R. Co. v. 
Ohandle1·, 13 :Met. 311; Pen. & Ken. R. R. Co. v. Bartlett, 
12 Gray, 244; Boston, Ban·e & Gardine1· R.R. Co. v. lVelling-
ton, 113 Mass. 79. In such cases, the express promise is to, 
be enforced by an action thereon, and not by nn action on a:. 

promise implied by law only. 
In this case, it ,vns first proposed to organize the company 

under the general law, and certain subscriptions were made to 
the stock of the proposed company. Subsequently the company 
was chartered hy the legislature.* The capital stock was to be· 
not less than seven hundred and fifty shares of fifty dollars each. 
The corporators met pm·strnnt to the charter, accepted the 
charter, and chose officers under it. After this organization, 

[*Special Laws, 1881, c. 94. Reporter. J 
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and before the amount of the stock was fixed by the directors, 
the defendant with others made the following contract with the 
company. 

'' Skowhegan and Athens Railroad Company. 
Subscription List. 

'' vVe the undersigned, hereby agree to take, and hereby 
subscribe for the number of shares of stock in said railroad 
company, hereunto by each of us placed opposite our names in 
the following list, said shares to be fifty dollars each. And we 
-agree to pay the par value of the same. And all who shall 
subscribe for us many shares in the following subscription, as 
they have subscribed for in former subscription lists, are hereby 
.released from all former subscriptions to said company." 

"Athens, May 30, 1881." 

The defendant claims he is not liable to pay for the shares he 
thus subscribed for, because the amount of the capital stock was 
;not fixed, and the minimun number of shares named in the charter 
·were not subscribed for. He might not be liable to pay in such 
•case, if he were a mere subscriber for stock, or if this action 
were for legal assessments, but he, in addition to his subscription 
for shares, expressly promised to pay fifty dollars each for them, 
;and this action is on his express promise to pay, and not on any 
;promise merely implied by law. His promise was unconditional, 
:and he cannot now invoke conditions. In I1en. & Port. R. R. 
Co. v. Jarvis, 34 Maine, 360, above cited, the capital stock was 

:fixed by the directors at twelve thousand shares with right of 
.increase to twenty thousand sh:J.res. The shares subscribed for 
were never so many as twelve thousand, and the defendant 
fovoked that omission in defence. The court expressly overruled 
that defence, and held him liable, on the ground he had expressly 
promised to pay, ( not legal assessments, hut,) "at such times, 
to such persons, and in such instalments, as shall be hereafter 
required by a vote of said company." That case is decisive of 
this. In the cases cited by the defendant, it will be found, there 
was no express promise to pny, or only a promise to pay legal 
assessments, or that the action was only on an implied promise, 
as for legal assessments. In such cases the conditions implied by 
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law must be shown to have been fulfilled. In this case those 
conditions were waived by the express promise to pay absolutely. 

vV e think the organization of the company was sufficiently 
regular to enable it to maintain this action, the defendant having 
recognized it as an existing corporation by his subscription. 
Chubb v. Upton, fJ5 U.S. 667. The defendant did not stipulate 
for a demand, prior to suit, but we think it sufficiently appears 
he was requested to pay. 

We find no averment nor evidence of a readiness to deliver 
the shares, but as the point was not made in argument, and the 
case must be again heard, we do not notice it here. 

Action to stand for trial. 

PETERS, C. J., "TALTON, DANFORTH, LIBBEY and FosTER, 

JJ., concurred. 

MARY C. STRATTON vs. HOBERT F. STRATTO~, administrator. 

Kennebec. Opinion June 3, 1885. 

Divorce. Alimony. Sequestration of re?,l estate. 

Cross libels for divorce were filed between husband and wife. While the libel 
of the husband was pending, and before proceedings were commenced on 
the part of the wife, the parties voluntarily entered into an agreement in 
writing, that in case a divorce should be decreed upon the husband's libel, 
two referees named should determine what the wife should receive from the 
husband, in what way and manner, how it should be secured to her, how she 
should receive it, and that the report of the referees should be made a part of 
the decree of the court, be binding on the parties, and enforced as such. 
The court entered a decree of divorce in each case at the same time, and, in the 
proceedings on the part of the husband, ordered that alimony be paid to the 
wife in accordance with the award of the referees. I-Ield, that the judgment 
of the court was valid. 

Where the decree expressly states that alimony is to continue during the 
natural life of the wife, it will so continue even after the husband's death, 
and during the entire life of the wife. 

Real estate cannot be sequestered for the payment of alimony, so as to secure 
a lien thereon, without a description in terms definite enough to identify the, 
particular estate designated. 

ON REPORT. 

The opinion states the case and material facts. 

W. P. You·ng, for the plaintiff. 
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Baker, Baker and Cornish, for the defendant. 
The decree of alimony is void in toto. 
The jurisdiction and powers of the court in matters of divorce, 

·are derived solely from the statutes, and limited and controlled 
by them. Henderson v. lfenderson, 64 Maine, 419 ; Stratton 
v. Stratton, 73 Maine, 481; Bacon v. Bacon, 43 \Vis. 197; 
Barker v. Dayton, 28 vVis. 367. 

The decree making a charge on the real estate of the husband, 
for the payment of the annuity, is unauthorized by the statute. 
{R. S., 1857, c. 60, § 6.) 

But the point fatal to this decree is that there is no authority 
found in the statutes for granting alimony to the wife upon a 

libel in favor of the husband. 
Section six of chapter sixty of the Revised Statutes of 1857, 

under which this divorce was granted, provides for the granting 
,of alimony to the wife, in case she obtains a divorce for the fault 
-0f the husband. To that single instance it is limited. 

And such has been the construction of this statute by our 
,court. Stilphen v. Stilphen, 58 Maine, 515; Stilphen v. 
Houdlette, 60 Maine, 44 7 ; Henderson v. Henderson, 64 Maine, 
419. See also Mcintfre v. Mcintfre, 18 Central Law ?ournal, 236. 

The decree is void in so far as it grants alimony for a longer 
period than the life of the husband. 

It will be observed that the a ward terms the sum granted an 
·~~annuity." It says that the libelant shall pay to the libelee "an 
.annuity of two hundred and fifty dollars, " that the real estate of 
the libelant shall '' stand charged with the payment of this 
:annuity, " and that the libelant may give bond ~1 to pay the 
;annuity above awarded." 

It would seem then, that the referees, who were men learned 
in the law and familiar with its technical terms, deemed this an 
:annuity. 

If so considered, its life was co-existent with the life of the 
grantor, the libelant, and on his death became also dead. 

The principle is stated by Chancellor KENT, in these words: 
"'~ Unleso the·grantor grants the annuity for himself and his heirs, 
the heirs of the grantor are not bound, for the law presumes, by 
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the omission to name them, that he did not intend to include 
them in the obligation." 3 Kent's Com. 460; Co. Litt. 144 b. 

No decree for the support of a divorced wife can continue 
longer than the obligation of the husband to support his wife 
continues. That obligation ceases with his life, and if she outlives 
him, the decree ceases. 2 Bish. on Mar. and Div. § 428. 

"A demand for alimony, being personal, dies with the 
husband." Fonbl. Eq. 3d. Am. Eel. 62 ; Lockridge v. 
Lockridge, 3 Dana, (Ky.) 28; Wallingsford v. Walling.eford, 6 
Har. and Johns. 485-8. 

In the very recent case of Lennahan v. O'I1eefe, 107 Ill. 
620, decided November, 1883, ( see 29 Alb. Law J. 157,) the 
supreme court of Illinois, in an elaborate opinion, held that in 
the absence of language in a decree giving a wife alimony, 
showing unequivocally an intention to bind the heir of the 
husband after his death, the allowance of alimony will terminate 
with the life of the husband. 

The supreme court of Massachusetts have recently passed 
upon the same question in I1napp v. Itnapp, 134 Mass. 353. 

FosTER, J. In 1 1860, at the March term of this court for the 
county of Kennebec, cross libels for divorce were pending 
between this plaintiff and her husband. During the pendency of 
the husband's libel, and prior to said term of court, the parties 
thereto entered into an agreement in writing, signed by each of 
them, that in case a divorce should be decreed upon said libel, 
two referees named in said agreement, should determine what 
the libelee should receive from the libelant, in what way and 
manner, how it should be secured to her, and how she should 
receive it. It was also agreed that the report of the referees 
should be made a part of the decree of the court, and should be 
binding on the parties, and enforced as such. The referees, 
accordingly, heard the parties, and made their report to the 
court. Their award, which, together with said agreement, ·was 
extended upon the records and made a part of the proceedings 
in said action, provided, among other things, that the said 
libelant should pay to the libelee -the present plaintiff -
<, during her natural life, an annuity of two hundred and fifty 
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dollars, to be paid quarterly in advance," etc. Upon the same 
day of the said March term, a · divorce ,vas decreed to each 
libelant in each of said actions ; in that wherein the husband was 
Iibelant, the court ~1 ordered that alimony, according to the 
award of Nathan Western andLot M. Morrill on file, be received 
and paid as therein provided." 

From that time forward, till April 2, 1881, the plaintiff 
received the sum thus awarded, and ordered by the court to be 
p:1id ; since which time, nothing has been paid to her. William 
M. Stratton died August 6, 1883, and this action of debt upon 
judgment, is brought against the administrator of his estate, to 
recover the installments accruing since the last payment, both 
prior to and since the death of said William M. Stratton. 

The defence set up is two fold ; fh·st, that the court had no 
jurisdiction to grant alimony, and, therefore, that the judgment 
is void; and second, that the court had no authority to grant 
alimony beyond the lifetime of said William M. Stratton, and 
that said judgment became inoperative and void at his decease. 

I. ~re are not satisfied that the defence here set up, should 
prevail. Both parties were in court as petitioners in separate 
proceedings, and, from anything that appears to the contrary, 
the court entered its decrees in each case, not only on the same 
day, but at the same time. )Yhile the libel of the husband was 
pending, and before proceedings commenced on the part of the 
wife, the parties voluntari1y entered into the agreement herein
before named, submitting to referees the question of what sum the 
libelee should receive from the libelant, and agreeing that their 
award should be made a part of the decree of the court, and 
should be binding on the parties. 

Such agreements, where there is no collusion for procuring a 
divorce, have been sanctioned by the courts, not only in this, 
but in other states. Snow v. Gould, 74 Maine, 544; Carter 
v. Uarter, 109 Mass. 309. The agreement and award related to 
the proceedings in which the husband was lihelant and the wife 
was libelee. The court, as well as the parties, must have so 
understood it, and acted upon it, as it has been spread upon the 
records of the court in that action, and in express terms refers 
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to it. Was the judgment of the court rendered void by 
incorporating into it the awar<l of referees, mutually agreed upon 
by the parties, and which, by that agreement, was to be made a 

part of its decree? 
The objection raised is, that it was beyond the jurisdiction of 

the court to allow alimony to the wife on the libel of the 
husband. 

This is undoubtedly true in cases where there is no waiver by 
the husband of his strict legal rights, and the decree is made in 
opposition to his will. It may be conceded to be settled in this 
state that the jurisdiction and authority of the court, in matters 
pertaining to divorce, ::ire derived from the provisions of the 
statute, Henderson v. Henderson, 64 Maine, 419. But the 
court, being invested with jurisdiction in reference to alimony, 
there is nothing whereby parties are prohibited from entering 
into a proper agreement in reference thereto, or the court from 
rendering judgment in accordance with the agreement of the 
parties, which they have seen fit to make, as in other cases. In 
relation to such judgments, the court, in Pletcher v. Holmes, 
25 Ind. 458, says: '' It is well settled that a judgment by 
agreement of a court of general jurisdiction, having pmver in a 

proper case to render such judgment, and having the parties 
before it, wm •bind the parties, notwithstanding proceedings in a 
contested case would not authorize such judgment. " 

And by this, it should not be understood that we mean to hold 
that the consent of parties can give the court jurisdiction of the 
subject matter in controversy, where no jurisdiction has been 
conferred upon it by the legislature. But that when the court 
has jurisdiction of the general subject matter in controversy, -
" power to adjudge concerning · the general question involved, " 
as said by FOLGER, J., in Hunt v. Hunt, 72 N. Y. 217, then 
the consent of the parties may authorize the court to render a 
valid judgment, in accordance with such agreement. 

In the case at bar, so much of the judgment or decree as 
relates to the question of alimony was rendered in accordance 
with the agreement and consent of the parties, upon the award 
and report of the referees mutually chosen by them. A divorce 
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was decreed in favor of the wife on her libel as well as in favor 
of the husband on his, and at the same time. The court had 
jurisdiction to award alimony on the wife's libel; hut if the 
husband preferred that such decree should he made on his libel 
instead of hers, it was perfectly competent for him to so agree 
as a condition on which a divorce should be decreed to him, and 
having so agreed, and the court having so decreed, it is binding 
upon him and his legal representatives. If the defence relied 
upon is to prevail, then the plaintiff was prejudiced by the action 
of her husband in entering into that agreement with her relating 
to the amount he was to pay her, in case a divorce should be obtained 
upon his libel. She desired a decree for alimony. Divorce 
was decreed to her - as well as to her husband - and for his 
fault. She might have obtained such a decree in the case in 
which she was plaintiff, where its validity would not have been 
questioned, had not the husband agreed· that such decree should 
be made in the action commenced by himself, and be ''binding 
on the parties." Relying upon that agreement, she accepted 
the decree as made. The husband's rights were not violated; 
nor was he in any way prejudiced by the entry of the decree 
for alimony, in strict accordance with his own agreement, in the 
one case rather than in the other. His acts in accordance with 
that decree for more than twenty-one years thereafter are 
strongly indicative of this fact. 

And the facts in this case clearly distinguish it from those in 
which it is held that alimony can be granted only upon a libel in 
favor of the wife, as in Stilphen v. Stilphen, 58 Maine, 515; 
Stilphen v. Houdlette, 60 Maine, 44 7 and Henderson v. Hender son, 
64 Maine, 419. In those cases thP, court was cal1ed upon to 
decide as to the strict legal rights of the parties and where 
there had been no waiver, or agreement, as in the case at bar. 

But assuming that the decree was irregular, it was at most 
but error, and the husband being in court and represented by 
counsel'might have excepted, and not having excepted, he may 
be considered as having waived the error or irregularity. Oon
way Ins. Co. v. Sewall, 54 Maine, 357; Prescott v. Prescott, 
59 Maine, 153. 
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Furthermore, whenever from the record a want of jurisdiction 
is not apparent, and a judgment remains unreversed, it is con
clusive upon the parties and those in privity with them whenever 
any question arises in reference to it before any judicial tribunal. 
And '' where a want of jurisdiction actually exists in a domestic 
tribunal of general jurisdiction," says WHITMAN, C. J., in 
Granger v. Clark, 22 Maine, 130, "and is not apparent upon 
the record, there must be some appropriate mode of ascertain
ing it. This mode is by writ of error. And until such appropriate 
mode has been resorted to, and has proved effectual, the judg
ment must be considered as conclusive, and importing absolute 
verity." 

II. The court, in adopting the award of the referees as a part 
of its decree, gave alimony to the wife '~during her natural life." 
That the court has the power so to do, where it may he granted at 
all, seems to be very strongly implied by the terms of the statute 
which provide that the court may order so much of the hus
band's real estate, or the rents and profits thereof as is necessary, 
to be assigned and set out to the wife for life. Moreover, where 
the language of the decree expressly states that it is to continue 
after the death of the husband, the authorities hold that it will 
so continue, .ilfiller v. Miller, 64 Maine, 489; Bishop, Mar. 
and Div. § 601. In Burr v. Burr, 10 Paige, 20, in the chan
cellor's court, and afterwards affirmed in the court of errors, 7 
Hill, 207, it was held that alimony could be decreed to continue 
after the husband's death, during the entire life of the wife. 
And in Carson v. Mtt1-ray, 3 Paige, 483, the husband and wife 
agreed to separate, and in the agreement was a provision for the 
payment of an annuity of one hundred and seventy-five dollars 
to the wife yearly, as alimony, during her life, and the court 
held that it did not cease at the death of the husband. 

The Supreme Court of Iowa in O' Hagan v. 0' Hagan, 4 Iowa, 
509, say : "In decreeing her sums of money in the first instance, 
or in making the proper and equitable order in relafam to this 
property and her maintenance, the decree may provide for the 
payment thereof from year to year for a specific period, or may 
provide even that it shall continue during her life." 
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The authorities cited by the defendant's counsel do not sup
port the position claimed by him. When examined they will be 
found to relate to cases wherein the court did not in express 
terms provide for the payment of alimony during the life of the 
wife. Thus in the case of Lennalzan v. O'I1eeje, 107 Ill. 620, the 
court, referring to O'Hagan v. O'Hagan, supra, hold that in 
the absence of language in the decree, showing an intention to 
hind the heir of the husband after his death, the allowance of 
alimony will terminate with the life of the husbnnd. 

In I1napp v. Knapp, 134 Mass. 353, there was no provision 
in the decree that the ulimony should continue during the life of 
the wife; the decree wns for alimony, with no words expressive 
of any intention for its continuance beyond the life of the 
husband. 

III. But in the decree in the case before us, even adopting 
th·e language of the award, there is no sufficient designation of 
the real estnte upon which any lien for alimony C:lJl attach. The 
estate is not set out or described in terms that give sufficient 
identification. Hills v. Hills, 76 Maine, 488. 

In accordance with the stipulation in the report of the case, 
the decision of the court is that the action is maintainable, not 
only for the installments due before, but subsequent to, the 
death of William M. Stratton. 

PETERS, C. J., vVALTON, DANFORTH, LIBBEY and EMERY, 

J J., concurred. 

STATE vs. OLIVER C. ROLLINS. 

Kennebec. Opinion June 4, 1885. 

Indictment. Intoxicating liquors. Cross-examination of witness. Practice. 
Instructing the jury. 

An indictment, which charges that the defendant, at Gardiner, during a time 
named, "unlawfully did keep a drinking house and tippling shop, against the 
peace of the state," &c. is sufficient. 

The extent to which a cross-examination, relating to collateral matters, may 
be carried, is within the discretion of the presiding justice. 

By whom a witness for the government, in a liquor case, was employed to act 
as a detective, is entirely irrelevant to the issue being tried. 
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It is not error for the presiding justice to recall the jury into court, after 
they had considered a case submitted to them for some time, and endeavor to 
impress upon them the importance of agreeing upon a verdict. 

ON J<jXCEPTIONS from superior court. 

Indictment for keeping a drinking house and tippling shop. 
The respondent seasonably before trial, moved for a bill of par
ticulars. The motion was overruled. 

At the trial the state introduced the following evidence : that 
on or about May 1, 1883, the respondent paid to the United 
States, the special tax required of retail liquor dealers, for the 
period extending from May 1, 1883, to April 30, 1884, and that 
the respondent during the time covered by the indictment, had 
been proprietor of the Evans House, at Gardiner, Maine, and 
had run the same during that period. One Edward P. Harring
ton testified, in ~ubstance, that he was a resident of Boston, 
Mass., and connected with the private detective agency of one 
T. F. McClaughlin of that city. That in Febrmtry, 1884, he 
was employed to come to Gardiner, and by personal purchases 
to make himself a witness against liquor dealers in that city. 
That he boarded at the Evans House, and while there made some 
ten purchases of intoxicating liquors, whiskey, whiskey punch, 
rum, gin cocktails, &c. That he bought the same of the clerks 
of the respondent, and drank all the liquor so bought, on the 
premises of the respondent. That his compensation was five 
dollars a day nnd expenses. ,vhen asked by the respondent's 
counsel to give the name of the person who employed him, the 
presiding judge excluded the question. 

After the jury had taken the case and had been in the jury room 
for two hours, or thereabouts, the court sent to them a message 
by the sheriff, inquiring if the jury desired further instructions. 
The sheriff reported that the jury were unable to agree whether 
they desired further instructions or not. Thereupon the presid
ing justice ordered the jury brought into court and further ' 
instructed them as follows : 

ii I simply called you in for the purpose of impressing upon 
your minds the importance of agreeing, and to give you some 
observations that I usually incorporate into the first charge, 
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which I omitted in this case, adopted from the Supreme Court 
of Massachusetts." 

After giving the observations as to the importance of agreeing, 
the judge repeated a portion of his instructions when the case 
was first committed to the jury. 

ThP- jury again retired and soon returned with a verdict of 
guilty. 

W. T. Elaines, county attorney for the state, cited: Wharton, 
Crim. Law, (7thed.) §§ 291,3156; Corn. v. Giles,lGray, 
466; Corn. v. Wood, 4 Gray, 11; Gardner v. Gardner, 
2 Gray, 434; Ha1'rington v. Harrington, 107 Mass. 329 ; 
State v. Collins, 48 Maine, 217; State v. Casey, 45 Maine, 
435; State v. McNally, 34 Maine, 210; State v. Snper, 16 
Maine, 293; Ni'clwls v. Munsel, 115 Mass. 567; Com. v. 
Snelling, 15 Pick. 321; Nelson v. DadJe, 116 Mass. 367; 
110 Mass. 70; Kellogg v. French, 15 Gray, 354; Lath1'0p v. 
Sharon, 12 Pick. 171; Raymond v . . Nye, 5 Met. 151; 

Herbert ]tf. Heath, for the defendant. I am aware that in 
State v. Collins, 48 Maine, 217, this form of indictment, though 
in plain violation of every principle of logic, reason and pleading, 
has been held sufficient. If it is to stand it should be supple
mented by the further decision that under it, respondents shall 
be entitled, as of right to a bill of particulars, on motion, 3 
Wharton, Crim. Law, § 3156. True it has been held that the 
allowance of bills of particular::; is within the discretion of the 
presiding justice, Cmn. v. Wood, 4 Gray, 11. ii Yet whenever 
a bill of particulars is a substitute for special averments in an 
indictment, error should be entertained." .. Wharton, Crim. 
Law, § 3158. 

Counsel contended that the que8tion put to the detective wit
ness, on cross-examination, calling for ihe name of hi\3 employer 
was admissible. The nnme of the person might have been 
material in many ways. vVe might have shown that he enter
tained malice towards the defendant, that he had entered into a 
conspiracy to convict whether guilty or innocent. 

By R. S., c. 82, § 86, the presiding justice may, in his dis
cretion, recharge the jury when they return into court and 
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announce that they cannot agree. But there ,vas no such 
announcement here. 

Counsel further cited : Cmn. v. Downing, 4 Gray, 29 ; Speres 
v. Parker, 1 D. & E. 141; Smith v. Moore, 6 Greenl. 278; 
State v. Gove, 34 N. H. 510; Howe v. Corn. 5 Grat. 664; 
State v. Foster, 3 McCord, 442; 1~forse v. State, 6 Conn. 9; 
Chitty, Crim. Law, 281, 283 and cases; State v. Cotton, 4 
Foster, 143; 5 B. Monroe, 263. 

WALTON, J. vVe think the exceptions m this case must be 
overruled. 

The indictment is sufficient. State v. Collins, 48 Maine, 
217; State v. Casey, 45 Maine, 435. 

The exclusion of the question put to the government witness 
(Harrington) on cross-examination was not erroneous. The 
extent to which a cross-examination relating to collateral 
matters may be carried is within the discretion of the presiding 
judge. By whom the witness was employed to act as a detective 
was entirely irrelevant to the issue being tried ; and upon 
principles of public policy as well as in the exercise of the 
discretionary powers of a presiding judge, such a question may 
properly be excluded. The employment of detectives is not 
in all cases discred~table. In many cases it is the only way of 
bringing the offenders to justice. It is as important that laws 
should be enforced as it is that they should be enacted. If it is 
commendable in the legislature to enact laws prohibiting the 
sale of intoxicating liquors, or of diseased meat, or other 
unwholsome f<Jod, it is equa11y commendable on the part of the 
community to endeavor to enforce them; and persons who are 
willing to spend their time or money in efforts to enforce such 
laws, should not be unnece::,sarily exposed to the ill-will of the 
persons whose crimes are thereby detected. ,v e think the 
presiding judge committed no error in excluding the proposed 
question. 

Nor was there any error on the part of the judge in calling 
the jury into court and endeavorhJg to impress upon them the 
importance of an agreement. Nor do we discover anything in 
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the remarks made by the judge to the jury which we can say as 
matter of law it was illegal for him to say. A judge's style and 
manner are his own. We have no more right to dictate to the 
judge of the superior court what the style or manner of his 
address to a jury shall be than he has to dictate to us what ours 
shall be. It is enough for us to say that we find nothing illegal 
in the course pursued by the presiding judge in this case. 

Exceptions overruled. 
PETERS, C. J., '\'VALTON, DANFORTH, EMERY and FosTER, 

JJ., concurred. 

BRIDGET WELCH and another vs. CITY OF PORTLAND, 

Cumberland. Opinion June 4, 1885. 

Ways. Defects. Street cornmissiotier. Notice. 

When a street commissioner is informed that there is a defect on a certain 
street in his town, there is a presumption that he performs the duty of going 
or sending to look it up and remedy it. This presumption added to the 
information given him, may be sufficient to authorize the jury to find that he 
had actual notice of the particular defect. 

ON EXOEPTION from the superior court. 

An action to recover damages for personal injuries received by 
Bridget Welch, the female plaintiff, by reason of a defect in 
Cotton street, Portland. 

The verdict was for the defendant. 
The opinion states the material facts disclosed by the exceptions. 

B. Bradbu1·y, for the plaintiffs, cited: Larkin v. Boston, 128 
Mass. 521; Rogers v. Shirley, 74 Maine, 147; Porter v. Sevey,. 
43 Maine, 519; Hubbard v. Fayette, 70 Maine, 121. 

William, H. Looney, for the defendant. 
The statute requires twenty-four hours actual notice. Stat. 

1877, c. 206, amending R. S., 1871, c. 18, § 65. The cases 
cited by the learned counsel are dead ngainst his position. In 
Larkin v. Boston, the notice was identical to that given by 
Heffron to Barrett, and the court there declared it. insufficient. 
So in the cases Ro,qers v. Skirley, an<l Hubbm·d v. Fayette, 
the court in each case held the notice to be insufficient. In the 
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latter case, LIBBEY, J., said the notice '' should have been 
sufficiently specific to call the attention of the municipal officers 
to the particular defect complained of. " Counsel for the plaintiffs 
contends that a notice of a defect on a street an eighth of a mile 
in length, upon which there are situated twenty-five houses, is 
a notice of a particular defect in front of one of those houses. 
To say that an indefinite notice of a defect on Cotton street is 
an actual notice of a defect in front of one of the houses on 
Cotton street, is to torture and distort the evident meaning of 
the language of the statute. 

EMERY, J. The defect complained of was a hole in Cotton 
street, near the sidewalk in front of Newman's house, Cotton 
street being a short street, less than forty rods in length, con
necting Fore and Free streets. The plaintiffs' evidence of 
previous notice of the defect to the street commissioners, was 
that one Mariner, employed by the city on the streets, informed 
one Heffron, another employee on the streets, of this particular 
defect, - that Heffron told the street commissioner there was a 
hole reported to him on Cotton street, near the sidewalk, that 
ought to be fixed, -that the street commissioner asked him to 
report it to one of the men, if he should see him first, - that 
Heffron himself went soon afterward, and partially repaired this 
defect. The judge instructed the jury in effect, that the 
evidence did not amount to proof of knowledge in the street 
commissioner, of the particular hole in front of Newman's house, 
and that such knowledge must be shown, before the plaintiffs 
could recover. 

If to the evidence above stated, be added the presumption 
that the street commissioner did his duty by going or sending at 
once to Cotton street, to find and repair the detect so reported to 
him, there would seem to be some reason to beHeve that from 
his information and subsequent inspection, he acquired actual 
notice of the defect. At least, there was evidence enough to go 
to the jury. We think it was to be presumed that the officer did 
what was so plainly his duty, and that such presumption was 
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proper evidence for the plaintiffs, and in connection with the other 
evidence, and particularly the small length of the street, might 
warrant the jury in finding that the commissioner bad actual 
notice of the particular defect. 

It is urged that the notice did not specify the exact location 
of the defect. It was stated approximately enough to prevent 
any danger of the defect being overlooked by an officer acting in 
good faith upon the notice. 

Exceptions sustained. 
PETERS, C. J., WALTON, DANFORTH, LIBBEY and FOSTER, 

JJ., concurred. 

DAVID A. GORHAM and another, in equity, 
vs. 

SIMON S. BILLINGS and another. 

Oxford. June 7, 1885. 

Will. Life-estate. 

The will of a testator, by apt and proper expression gave to hi& widow a life
estate in all the property of which he died seized. It gave her full power to 
consume and dispose of so much thereof as her comfort and convenience 
might require. Helcl; 

1. The income and increase of the estate became absolutely her own, but 
the estate clicl not vest in her, beyond the uses and necessities mentioned in 
the will. All that remained of itat her decease, whether in the same specific 
form, as she received it, or in any new or changed aspect, resulting from 
sale, exchange or re-investment, remains a constituent part of the testator's 
estate and should be distributed according to his will. Those articles suita
ble for consumption that the widow received and consumed, either by her 
own fire, or at her table, or as food for the stock were disposed of by her as 
she had a right to do by the terms of the will. She is not chargeable there
for and like articles cannot be retained from her estate in their place and 
stead. 

2. Whatever debts of the testator or charges of his funeral and burial his 
widow paid from her own means, should be allowed from his estate.. Her 
own debts should be paid from her estate. 

BILL IN EQUITY. Heard on bill, answer and proof. 

The bill is by the executors and residuary legatees and devisees 
of Timothy W. Gorham, late of Norway, deceased, testate, 

. against the administrator of the estate of Emily C. Gorham, 
widow of Timothy W. Gorham, she having deceased. 
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The hill requested the instructions of the court: 
!!1. ·whether any, and what debts contracted by said Emily

shall be paid by said exeeutors. 
!! 2. ,vhether any, and if so what chattels or property gained. 

by purchase with, or exchange for, the profits, income or pl'O-· 
ceeds of said estate or any part thereof, has become the property
of said Emily or her estate. 

!! 3. In what manner and methods your orators, said executors~ .. 
shall proceed to fulfil and discharge their trust." 

A copy of the material portion of the will and other essentia11 
facts are stated in the opinion. 

Strout and Holmes, and Geor,r;e A. Wilson, for the plaintiffs,. 
cited: Nason v . .Pirst Church, 66 Maine, 100; Uotton v. •. 
Smithwick, 66 Maine, 360 ; 1 Redf. Wills, 496 ; Deering v. 
Adams, 37 Maine, 264; Shaw v. Ifussey, 41 Maine, 495 ;; 
Morton v. Barrett, 22 Maine, 257; Quinby v . .Prost, Gl Maine,. 
77 ; Copeland v. Barron, 72 Maine, 211 ; R. S., c. 64, § § 42,. 
47; Hall v. Otis, 71 Maine, 330; Stuart v. Walkm·, 12:· 
Maine, 154. 

Enoch .Poster and Addison E. Herriclc, for the defendants,. 
cited: 4 Kent's Com. *73 ( 2) ; Taylor's Land. and Ten. § § 534,. 
535; 1 Wash. R. E. 102 (8), lOG (21), *91, § 13; Dennett v~ 
Hopkinson, 63 Maine, 353; 1 Wrns. Ex'rs, *710; Bouvier's InsL 
Art. 4, § 1719 ; Broom's Legal Maxims, *360, *361 ; .J.11iller v .. 
Delamate,·, 12 ·wend. 433; 3 Redf. Willf.;, *154 (3); Hecht v .. 
Dittman, (note) 20Law, Reg. Gl7; Rand v. Hubbell, 115 Mass .. 
473; FerrarJ, Law of Fixtures, *133; Jackson v. Vcin Hoeser,, 
4 Cow. 325; Elatlwrn v. Eaton, 70 Maine, 221: Warren v. Webb~ 
68 Maine, 135 ; Nason v. First Olturch, G6 :Maine, 105 ; Cotton v. 
Smithwick, 66 Maine, 367; Burleigh v. Clouyh, 52 N. H. 267; 
Johnson v. Battelle, 125 Mass. 454; Stuart v. Wc1lker, 72 
Maine, 152 ; Copeland v. Batron, 72 Maine, 209 ; Bamforth 
v. Bamforth, 123 Mass. 282; Aye1· v. Ayer, 128 Mass. 577; 
Healey v. Toppan, 45 N. H. 2G0; 2 Kent's Com. 353*; lYiinot 
v. Paine, 99 Mass. 108 ; Leland v. Hayden, 102 Muss. 550; 
Eiowe v. Earl of Dart, 7 Yes. 137; Sampson v. Randall, 72 
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Maine, 112; Weeks v. Weeks, 5 N. H. 327; Succession of 
Alexander, 18 La. Ann. 337. 

HASKELL, J. This cause is reported to the law court to he 
heard on bill, answer and proofs, wherein the true construction 
·of the will of Timothy W. Gorham is sought. 

The will provides, '' It is my will that my debts and funeral 
·charges be paid out of my estate." 

'' I give, bequeath and devise to my beloved wife Emily C. 
·Gorham, the rest and residue of my estate, real, personal and 
:mixed; to have and to hold for and during her natural life, and 
to use and consume so much of the same as may he requisite 
·for her comfort and convenience, giving her hereby full power 
and authority to sell, dispose of and convey any, or all of my 
-said estate, as may he most for her comfort and convenience." 

,i I give and bequeath out of my estate which may remain at 
'the decease of my said wife to each of her brothers J. D. and 
Simon 3. Billings, the sum of two hundred dollars." ii The 
residue and remainder of my estate at the decease of 
my said wife, I give, bequeath and devise, after the aborn 
bequests shall be paid, to my brothers David A. and Benjamin F. 
and to my sisters Lois A. and Julia A. to be divided among 
them equally share and share alike. To my other sisters I give 
nothing." 

The testator and his wife at the time of his decease lived upon 
a small farm, furnished, stocked and equipped as farms of its 
quality usually are. The farm an_d its equipments and a small 
sum of money constituted his entire estate. At his decease the 
widow received and entered into the possession and enjoyment 
of the same and held it for about five years until her death, 
when his executors entered and took possession of the farm and 
certain of the chattels thereon, including the harvested crops as 
a part of the testator's estate, and with others of like interest 
with themselves bring this bill against the administrator of the 
widow's estate and her heirs, asking a construction of the will 
and that they be enjoined from disturbing the orators' 
possession pending this suit. 
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The will of Timothy W. Gorham, by apt and proper expression, 
gave to his widow a life estate in all the property of which he 
died seized. It gave her full power to consume and dispose of 
so much thereof as her comfort and convenience might require. 
The income and increase of the estate became absolutely her 
own; but the estate did not vest in her, beyond the uses and 
necessities mentioned in the will. All that remained of it at her 
decease, whether in the same specific form as she received it, or 
in any new or changed aspect, resulting from sale, exchange or 
re-investment, remains a constituent part of the testator's estate, 
and should be distributed according to his will. Those articles 
suitable for consumption that the widow received and consumed, 
either by her own fire, or at her table, or as food for the stock, 
were disposed of by her as she had a right to do by the terms of 
the will. She is not chargeable therefor, and like articles can not 
be retained from her estate in their place and stead. Such 
construction should be given to wills, that the real intention of 
the testntor may prevnil. The will, by express terms, creates a 
life estate, coupled with a power of disposal, nnd devises the 
remainder. That passes under the devise. Hall v. Otis, 71 
Maine, 330. Had the will, as in 8tuart v. Walker, 72 Maine, 
145, shown an intention of the testator to limit the life estate to 
both the principal and income, then all that remained of either 
should go under the devise over, but such is not the terms of the 
will and the manifest intention of the testator. He was a farrner 
of small means, and meant to secure to his widow a support 
suited to her station in life. To this end, he gave her the ,vhole 
income of his e&tate, so long as she should live, and fearful lest 
this should not be sufficient, as he could not foresee the number 
of her days, and the health and strength she might retain~ he 
gave her authority to consume and dispose of so much of his 
estate, as necessary to secure the fulfillment of his intentions. 
His wishes have been accomplished, and whatever remains ofthe• 
estate that he left, whether in the same form that he left it, or· im 
changed aspect, must be distributed under his will. But 
whatever income, increase, or profit therefrom, his widow may 
have saved belonged to her, a reward for her own toiland!thrift,. 
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and has been wrongfully withheld from the administrator of her 
estate. Whatever debts of the testator, or charges of his funeral 
and burial his widow paid from her own means, should be allowed 
from his estate. Her own debts should be paid from her estate. 
All questions submitted germane to the will, have been answered. 

Decree acco1·di'ngly to be ente1·ecl at nisi 
prius. Defendants to recovei' costs to 
be paidfrorrt testator's estate. 

PETERS, C. J., WALTON, VmmN, LIBBEY and EMERY, JJ., 
concurred. 

ALTON" RICHARDSON vs. CYRUS S. NOBLE and another. 

Somerset. Opinion June 9, 1885. 

Sales. False rPpresentations of vendor. Mortgage. Assignment. Delivery. 

'The court adheres to the rule, acted upon in this state, that it is not an action
able fraud for a vendor to falsely represent to a vendee the price paid for 
property sold. Still, the rule should be carefully construed and applied, and 
may admit of exceptions. 

'The holder of a note who, without binding consideration, promises the maker 
to surrender the note to him, but does not surrender it, is not estopped to 
enforce a mortgage securing the note upon land purchased by a third person 
of the maker of the note, although such person placed reliance upon such 
promise when he afterwards purchased the property . 

.A writ of entry was prosecuted in the name of an assignee for the benefit of 
an assignor of a mortgage. Held, that, in the absence of other evidence, 
the production of the assignment at the trial by the attorney of record 
appearing for the plaintiff, is prima facie evidence of a delivery of the assign
ment from assignor to assignee. 

ON EXCEPTIONS. 

,v rit of entry to recover possession of certain real est.ate in 
:Pittsfield. The plaintiff claimed under a mortgage given by 
•Cyrus S. Noble to James F. Connor, April 7, 1866, to secure a 
·note of five hundred dollars, payable in one year. The mortgage 
·was assigned to the plaintiff July 1, 1866, but it was admitted 
that the suit was brought for the benefit of Connor, who was the 
Teal party in interest. The mortgage note was given for a 
-certain interest in oil lands in Canada. The defence was that the 
;note and mortgage were obtained by fraud and misrepre~entation, 
:.and were without consideration, that there had been a failure of 
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consideration, and that as to one defendant, William A. Noble, 
Connor was estopped by his own acts and declarations made to 
him, ( William A. Noble, ) before the latter purchased the 
property of Cyrus S. Noble. The defendants also contended 
that there was no sufficient evidence of the assjgnment, or 
delivery of it, from Connor to the nominal plaintiff. The 
exceptions were by the defendants, and the other material facts 
are sufficiently stated in the opjnion. 

Cyrus S. Noble disclaimed all interest in the premises. 

Baker, Baker and Cornish, and C. A. Farwell, for the 
plafotiff, cited: Holbrook v. Connor, 60 Maine, 578; Jordan 
v . ..._"Money, 5 H. of L. Cas. 185; Jackson v. Allen, 120 Mass. 
79; Brightman v. Hicks, 108 Mass. 246; Langdon v. Doud, 
10 Allen, 432; Bigelow on Estoppel, 438 ; Pluiner v. Lord, 
9 Allen, 458; Langdon v. Doud, 10 Allen, 432; Turner v. 
Coffin, 12 Allen, 401; Howard v. Hudson, 2 Ell. and Bl. p. 1, 
and cases cited in note; Preble v. Conger, 66 Ill. 370; Plower 
v. Elwood, 66 Ill. 438; Hefner v. Vandolate, 57 Ill. 520; 

J1inney v. Farnsworth, 17 Conn. 355; Copeland v. Copeland, 
28 Maine, 525; Andrews v. Lyons, 11 Allen, 349-351. 

D. D. Stewart, for the defendants, contended that the testimony 
showing the false representations of Connor as to the prjce paid 
for the oil lands were admissible, and constituted a full legal, as 
well as equitable defence, and cited: Stebbins v. Eddy, 4 
Mason, 422; Simar v. Canaday, 53 N. Y. 298; Smith v. 
Countryman, 30 N. Y. 655; 2 Pars. Contr. 267; Daggatt v. 
Emerson, 3 Story, 733 ; Van Epps v. Harrison, 5 Hill, 63 ; 
Sanford v. Handy, 23 Wend. 268; Page v. Parke1·, 43 N. H. 
369; Powers v. Hale, 25 N. H. 153; Pasley v. J?reernan, 3 
T. R. 51; Polhill v. TValter, 3 B. & Ad. 114; Clarke v. 
Dickson, 6 C. B. (N. S.) 453; Bagshaw v. Seymour, 4 C. B. 
(N. S.) 873; Bedford v. Bagshaw, 4 Hurl. & Nor. 538; 
Brown v. Castles, 11 Cush. 349; Bradley v. Poole, 98 Mass. 
182; Somes v. Richards, 46 Vt. 170; Ive.-; v. Carter, 24 Conn. 
403; Stover v. Wood, 11 C. E. Green, (N. J.) 417; Neil v. 
Oumrnings, 75 Ill. 170; Kennar v. Harding, 85 Ill. 264; 
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... McClellan v. Scott, 24 Wis. 81; Davis v. Jackson, 22 Ind. 
233; Bryon v. Hitchcock, 43 Mo. 527; Gifford v. Carvill, 29 
Cal. 589; Teague v. Irwin, 127 Mass. 217 ; 1 Wharton, Contr. 
§ 260. 

Against this mass of legal authority, we have Holbrook v. 
Connor, 60 Maine, 578, and cases referring to it in this state; 
and Medbury, v. Watson, 6 Met. 246, and cases referring to it 
in Massachusetts. The former was decided by a divided court, 
-equally divided until a new judge came upon the bench, and 
thus it was virtually decided by a judge who was not present at 
the argument. And all there was in the latter case, ( Medbury 
v. Watson, ) upon the subject, were mere dicta. 

Counsel further argued the other questions arising in the case, 
citing upon the question of the delivery of the assignment of the 
mortgage: Johmwn v. Leonards, 68 Maine, 239; Dwinel v. 

' liolmes, 33 Maine, 172; Rhodes v. Gardiner, 30 Maine, 110; 
Parker v. Hill, 8 Met. 450; Hatch v. Hasklns, 17 Maine, 397. 

PETERS, C. J. Defendants' counsel urgently asks our re-con
sideration of the rule acted upon in this state, that it is not an 
actionable fraud for a vendor to falsely represent_ to his vendee 
the price paid by himself for the property sold. Holbrook v. 
Connor, 60 Maine, 578; Bishop v. Small, 63 Maine, 12; 
State v. Paul, 69 Maine, 215. 

It is to be admitted that much may be said on either side of 
the question. No better evidence of that can exist than the fact 
that courts have differed among themselves about the expediency 
of the rule. In many cases the rule may operate harshly. But 
generally, the effect of it is rather salutary. We do not feel that 
we should upset a rule so recently resolved upon after careful 
argument and consideration. 

The very fact, however, that the rule is disagreed to by 
reputable courts, is a mason why it should be strictly, rather 
than liberally, construed. Its application should be properly 
guarded. And there may he exceptions to the rule. The 
present case, however, seems to be one of the common instances 
where the principle is applicable. 
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The point that the note is invalid for failure of considera,tion, 
i.3 not good. The maker was to have a certain share represented 
by equitable ownership in real estate. The deed to the trustee 
provides for such ownership. 

Nor can the point taken prevail that the owner of' the note 
became estopped by a representation that he would give the note 
up. The purchaser of the land mortgaged should not rely upon 
a promise made without consideration to do something in the 
future. The defendant contends that the proof amounts to an 
admission that the mortgage note was worthless, and that the 
real plaintiff is estopped from recovering the land against an 
after purchaser, before whom the admission was made. But no 
such admission was made. On the contrary, what was said was 
a clear affirmation that the note was due, but that for personal 
reasons, the holder would probably surrender it to the maker. 

The action is a writ of entry in the name of an assignee of a 
mortgage, but prosecuted, it is admitted, wholly for the benefit 
of the assignor. There was no evidence of any delivery of the 
assignment to the assignee, except that the plaintiff's attorney 
of record produced the mortgage and the assignment thereon at 
the trial._ It is the opinion of a majority of the court that the 
attorney's possession of the papers is prima facie evidence of 
delivery from the assignor to the assignee, notwithstanding the 
admission that the assignor is the real party in interest in the 
suit. 

Exceptions oven·uled. 

DANFORTH, VIRGIN, EMERY, FosTER and HASKELL, JJ., 
concurred. 

JOHN J. PERRY vs. MOSES CHESLEY. 

Cumberland. Opinion June 15, 1885. 

Mutual accounts. R. S., c. 81, § § 87, 97. Statute of limitations. Auditor. 

An item in an account annexed which has been paid and receipt given and 
accepted therefor cannot be considered an '' unsettled item " within R. S., c. 
81, § 87. 

An item in a mutual account which accrued within six years of the date of the 
writ cannot save from the operation of the statute of limitations any other 
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items in the account if there be none within six years of the date of the 
former. 

An auditor has no authority to pass upon the account laid before him by the 
defendant, unless it was filed in set-off in the court. 

A promise in a letter, in reference to the state of the accounts between the 
parties, to "talk it over when we meet," and expressing the belief that the 
other party is indebted to the writer, is no such promise or acknowledgment 
as to bring the case within the provisions of R. S., c. 81, § 97. 

ON REPORT. 

Assnmpsit on the account annexed. 
The following is a copy of the letter of the defendant refened 

to in the opinion. 

'' Oxford, March 2, 1876. 
"Mr. Perry, Dear Sir :-I have neglected to write you before, 

as I have been looking over your account, that I might know 
about our affairs. I find that you have charged in your account 
a number of bills of costs, where we recovered damages and 
some of them of considerable amount, that you have received. 
After making some deductions for irregularity, I find my uccount 
more than yours. I have other accounts that I ought to have 
allowed, besides my sheriff bill. I think on a fair settlement 
you would be owing me more than one hundred dollars. \Vhen 
we meet we will talk it over. 

Yours truly, Moses Chesley.'' 

John J. Perry, for the plaintiff. 

S. C. Strout, H. W. Gage and F. S. Strout and David 
Dunn, for the defendant. 

VIRGIN, J. By his writ dated in November, 1881, the 
plaintiff sued the defendant on an account annexed, the debit 
side of which comprised two hundred and thirty-one items com
mencing in March, 1848, and ending in March, 1878. From the 
first item of March, 1848, the account ran on from year to year 
to the item of March, 1865, when there was an interval of 
more than twelve years in the account, the next succeeding item 
being dated, September, 1877. 
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All of the items on the credit side of the account annexed 
were dated in 1862 and prior thereto, with the exception of one 
dated September, 1877. 

The case went to an auditor who disallowed all of the debit 
items of the plaintiff's account which were dated after March, 
1862, except that of '' Sept. term, 1877, to services in trying 
Yeaton's case, $25," which he allowed. But it is admitted in the 
agreed statement that this last mentioned item was paid at the 
time in cash by the defendant and a receipt given therefor. This 
payment of cash is the same as the one mentioned on the credit 
side of the account, and therefore neither the charge nor the credit 
should appear in the account; the item having been settled by 
the parties it was no longer an ,r unsettled item." R. S., 1871, 
c. 81, § 87; Lancey v. llf. C.R. R. 72 Maine, 38; Penniman 
v. Rotch, 3 Met. 216, 223. 

Under this state of facts the action is barred by R. S., 1871, 
c. 81, § 84. 

The plaintiff strenuously contends, however, that the item of 
twenty-five dollars cash was in the defendant's account together 
with another cash payment of five dollars, and both being dated 
in September, 1877, and both allowed by the auditor, they or 
either of them take the whole account, including those items 
which ante-date the twelve years of non-dealing between the 
parties. But assuming these two items of credit to be properly 
allowed and that, in the language of the statute, "the cause of 
action shall be deemed to have accrued at the time of the last 
item proved," we do not understand that those items within 
six years next before the date of the writ can save from the 
operation of the statute any other items in the account if there 
be none within six years of their own date. This precise question 
was settled in Lancey v. Me. C. R. R. sup. and we see no 

. occasion for disturbing that decision. 
We are aware that statements may be found in the opinions of 

courts, several of which are quoted in the plaintiff's brief, which, 
if considered as abstract propositions, might seem to aid the 
plaintiff; hut when they are applied to the facts then under 
consideration, they sustain no such view. 
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There is another answer to the frve dollars cash item taken 
from the defendant's account. The defendant's account was never 
filed in set-off. It was only conditionally considered by the 
auditor. It is no part of the case, it never having '' been ordered 
by the court" or '' expressly embraced in the order," R. S., c. 
82, § 69. 

The auditor does not find that the parties agreed that the 
defendant's account should be allowed in payment of the plaint
iff's; but he makes an alternative report based upon the court's 
finding as to that fact; and no evidence is found in the case 
hearing upon that point. 

It is urged that the defendant's letter of March 2, 1876, 
brings the case within the provisions of R. S, c. 81, § 97. But 
we find no "promise" therein save to "talk it over when the 
parties meet;" and no acknowledgment except that the plaintiff 
owes the defendant "more than $100." Lunt v. Stevens, 24 
Maine, 538; Weston v. Hodgkins, 136 Mass. 326. 

tiudgnient jo'i' tlze defendant. 

PETERS, C. J., WALTON, LIBBEY, EMERY and HASKELL, JJ., 
concurred. 

JOHN WHITE vs. INHABITANTS OF LEVANT. 

Penobscot. Opinion June 16, 1885. 

U. S. pension. Town officer. Fees for service of subpamas. Constable. 

Where a person while holding the offices of selectman, overseer of the poor, 
and town agent, obtained a United States pension for one of his town's 
paupers, and in pursuance of a previous agreement with the pensioner, 
appropriated the back pay towards the pensioner's indebtedness to the town 
for past support, which sum, the pensioner, by an action at law, subsequently 
recovered from the officer. Held, that the officer cannot maintain an action 
against the town for services, expenses and disbursements in defending the 
action against him by the pensioner, nor in successfully defending an indict
ment in the Uuited States court for the taking such money in violation of 
U. S. R. S., § 5485. 

A party cannot charge fees for serving subpamas on witnesses. 
A constable cannot charge fees for ~erving subpomas on witnesses outside of 

his town. 

ON exceptions by both parties and motion of the defendant to 
set aside the verdict. 
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Assumpsit on account annexed which embraced many items of 
services and disbursements, aggregating seven hundred fifty-one 
dollars and twenty-three cents, and they were thus classified at 
the trial : Amount relating to the '' Morey case," one hundrnd 
thirty-two dollars und three cents, this sum embraced the fees of 
the plaintiff as a co~stable of Levant for summoning witnesses, 
twenty-four dollars eighty cents, a part of whom resided in other 
towns. Amount relating to the case of '' Smar-t v. rVhite," 
two hundred forty-nine dollars fifty-eight cents; and amount 
relating to '' U. S. by inclictnient v. White," three hundred 
sixty-nine dol1ars and sixty-two cents. The presiding justice 
ruled and instructed the jury, that the last named sum could not 
be recovered in this action and to this ruling the plaintiff alleged 
exceptions. 'fhe verdict was for the plaintiff in the sum of 
three hundred forty-six dollars and fifty-two cents, and the 
defendants moved to set that verdict aside as against law. The 
defendants also alleged exceptions to certain rulings and instruc
tions. 

The opinion states the material facts. 

Barker, Vose ancl Bm·ke1·, for the plaintiff, cited upon the 
first class of i terns ( the- Morey case) : Dennett v. Nevers, 7 
Maine, 399; Industry v. Starks, 65 Maine, 167; Portland v. 
Bangor, 42 Maine, 403. 

As boaring on the Smart case : Clinton v. Benton, 49 Maine, 
550 ; Foxcrofl v. Corinth, 61 Maine, 559 ; Payette v. Liver• 
more, 62 .Maine, 229; Gregory v. Bridgeport, 19 Am. R. 485; 
State v. I-Iammonton, 20 Am. R. 405; Bancroft v. Lynnfield, 
18 Pick. 5G6; Fuller v. Groton, 11 Gray, 340; Hadsell v. 
Hancock, 3 Gray, 527; Au,qusta v. Leadbetter, 16 Maine, 45; 
Woodcock v. Calais, 66 Maine, 234; 21 Vt. 129; 129 Mass. 
558. I 

In support of plaintiff's exceptions, counsel contended that 
the criminal prosecution against the plaintiff in the United 
States court was for the purpose of obtaining the money which 
was sought to he recovered in the civil suit, and was defended 
in the interesti5 of the town since that money was in the town 
treasury. That all these expenditures were reported t? the 
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town year after year by the selectmen, and if the town had nny 
objection to offer or criticism to make they should have then 
made it known, and their silence must be deemed a ratification, 
a unaminous ratification. 

"There may be occasion when a town should act or speak, 
or when it does speak by force of circumstances," Otis v. Stock
ton, 76 Maine, 506. 

Jasper Hutchins and Charles Harnlin, for the defendants, 
cited upon the question raised by the plaintiff's exceptions : 
Butler v. Jlfilwdnkie, 15 Wis. 493; Gove v. Epping. 41 N. H. 
539, and upon the questions raised by defendants' motion and 
exceptions, Smart v. White, 73 Maine, 332; Walcott v. 
Frissell, 134Mass. 1; Dennyv. Dana, 2 Cush. 160; U.S. R. S., 
§ § 4745, 4747, 4768, 4769, 4785, 4786, 5485; Stebbins v. 
Leowoif, 3 Cush. 137; Story's Agency,§ 346; Wadswor·th v. 
Heurnker, 35 N. H. 189; Dillon, Mun. Corp. § § 770, 772; 
Srnall v. Danville, 51 Maine, 359; Buttrick v. Lowell, 1 Allen, 
172; 11litchell v. Rockland, 52 Maine, 118; New BedJord v. 
Taunton, 9 Allen, 209; Woodcock v. Calais, 66 Maine, 234; 
Hill v. Boston, 122 Mass. 344; Herzo v. San Francisco, 33 
Cal. 134; Freeman, Judgments, § § 253, 259; Wharton, Ev. 
§ 836; Fox v. New Orleans, 12 La. Ann. 154. 

VIRGIN, J. vVhile chairman of the boards of selectmen and 
overseers of the poor, and agent of Levant, the plaintiff assisted 
one Mrs. Smart (for many years supported as a pauper by the 
defendants) in obtaining her pension, under an agreement with 
her that the back pay which might be recovered should be 
appropriated toward her indebtment for support. vVhen the 
pension check came, the pensioner at first repudiated the agree- · 
ment ; but finally accepted fifty dollars us an inducement to 
appropriate the balance of the back pay as originally agreed. 

On July 5, 1880, the plaintiff paid the balance of the pension 
money ($164.42) into the town treasury to the credit of the 
pauper fund, from which there were subsequently drawn, on 
town orders, ten dollars by the attorney who prosecuted the 
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pension claim, two dollars by the justice and fifty-six dollars by 
this plaintiff. 

On July 12, 1880, the pensioner sued the plaintiff for the 
recovery of her pension money and at the April term 1881, 
obtained a verdict therefor. The ease went to the law court on 
motion and exceptions which were overruled ( 7 3 Maine, 332). 
The execution which issued on the judgment ($193.46) was 
paid on May 15, 1882, by a town order, but without any vote 
of the town. 

The plaintiff now seeks, inter alia, to recover from the town 
payment for his personal services and expenses, summoning 
witnesses and fees paid them and for fees paid to his counsel, in 
the action of Mrs. Smart against him; and the jury, under the 
instructions of the presiding justice, rendered a verdict therefor 
which the defendants now move may be set aside as being against 
law. 

Our opinion is that so much of the verdict as includes fees for 
the plaintiff personally serving subpcenas on witnesses is without 
authority of law. There is no statute authority for a party 
personally to serve a suhpcena on his own witnesses or to charge 
fees for such service. 

Again the action of Smart v. lVhite, was for the recovery of 
money obtained from U. S. pensioner in violation of a penal 
statute. This court has adjudged that the money was illegally 
in this plaintiff's hands; that the rule of respondeat superi01· 
did not apply; that this plaintiff was the active and efficient 
party in perpetrating the wrong; and that the fact that before 
the action was brought he paid the money to the town would 
not screen him. 

We are of the opinion also that the plaintiff cannot recover 
for any services reildered or money paid in the defence of that 
action. 

This case does not come within the rule of that class of cases 
which hold that a town may expressly indemnify its officers 
against liabilities incurred by them in the bona fide discharge of 
their official duties, as in the case of an assessor in the a::isessment 
of taxes ( Nelson v. lYii[ford, 7 Pick. 18); or of a surveyor in 
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repairing a highway (Bancroft v. Lynnfield, 18 Pick. 5 68) ; or 
of a committee, against a judgment in favor of a pew-owner, for 
removing a meeting-house and out of its materials constructing 
a town-house (Hadsell v. Hancock, 3 Gray, 527); or a school-
committee for expenses in successfully defending an action for 
libel alleged to l;>e contained in an official report made by them 
fo good faith ( Fuller v. Groton, 11 Gray, 340) ; or of a school 
committee in defending an action for an alleged seizure and 
asportation of certain school registers ( Babbitt v. Savoy, 3 
Cush. 530) ; or of a collector of taxes for costs and expenses in 
defending actions against him for acts done in the bona fide 
performance of his official duties (Pike v. ~Middleton, 12 N. H. 
278) ; for the defendants never voted any indemnity, and the 
services were rendered and expenses incurred in defending acts 
entirely foreign from any discharge of official duties. 

This case comes rather within the class of cases which hold 
that a '' town, in its corporate capacity will not be bound, even 
by an express vote of a majority, to the performance of contracts 
or other legal duties not coming within the scope of the objects 
and purpose for which it is incorporated." Anthony v. Adams, 
1 Met. 284; Vincent v. Nantucket, 12 Cush. 103; Minot v. 
W. Roxbm·y, 112 Mass. 5; JVestbr-ook v. Deerin,q, 63 Maine, 
231. It is no part of the duty of towns or town officers to obtain 
pensions for its paupers. And if town officers see fit to indulge in 
such an avocation for the ultimate purpose of securing an appro
priation of the pension money to the pauper's indebtment to the 
town, and thereby involve themselves in law suits, the law will 
not allow them to involve the town to recover for the services 
and expense:; of such an unsuccessful speculation. 

We think, therefore, that the verdict is against law so far as 
it includes anything charged for the Smart case, and also for 
anything by way of fees for serving subpamas out of the town 
of Levant in the Morey case. 

The plaintiff's exception to the ruling of the presiding justice 
instructing the jury not to consider the items of the plaintiff's 
bills charged in connection with the criminal prosecution, must 
be overruled. Gove v. Epping, 41 N. IL 539; J.11.errill v. 
Plainfield, 45 N. H. 126. 
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Therefore unless the plaintiff remit so much of the verdict as 
the parties agree comprise the illegal items mentioned in this 
opinion, the motion must he sustained and a new trial granted. 
Otherwise motion and exceptions overruled. 

PETERS, C. J., DANFORTH, EMERY, FosTER and HASKELL, 

JJ., concurred. 

JOHN W. HOBART, ReceiYer of Newport Savings Bank, in equity, 

1.:s. 

PRESTON L. BENNETT. 

Penobscot. Opinion June 22, 1885. 

Savings banks. Receiver. Practice. Officer's sale. Amendment of 1·etnrn. 
R. S., c. 81, § 23. 

Receivers of savings banks may maintain suits in their own names as receivers, 
or in the name of the bank; it is immaterial which. 

If a writ is entered in court without any other service than the attachment of 
property, as provided in R. S., c. 81, § 23, the attachment will not be invali• 
dated if the order of notice on the defendant is not obtained or served, till 
a subsequent term. 

An officer's return on an execution that he had given the notice required by 
law of the intended sale is conclusive evidence of that fact, and he cannot 
be allowed to amend his return so as to show that, in fact, such a notice was 
not given. 

It is not illegal for a receiver to purchase property at an officer's sale on an 
execution in favor of the estate which be represents. 

A sale upon an execution of a right in equity to redeem a parcel of real estate, 
on which there are two or m.ore mortgages, at the same time ancl for a gross 
sum, is not illegal or void. 

ON REPORT. 

Bill in equity brought for the redemption of two mortgages 
held by the defendant. The plaintiff· claims the right to redeem 
by virtue of a deed under an officer's sale on execution to the 
Newport Savings Bank, April 10, 1880. The hill was brought 
in the name of the receiver, as receiver. The defendant claimed 
to impeach the judgment upon which the execution issued, upon 
which the sale was made, on the ground that the original writ 
was in favor of the Newport Savings Bank, and was returnable 

LXXVII. 26 
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at the April term, 1876, and then entered, without any service 
other than attachment of property, und continued from term to 
term till January term, 1877, when personal notice was ordered, 
which notice was served March 19, 1877, and returnable at the 
April term, 1877. The defendant, on .March 23, 1877, without 
notice of the service of the notice, bought the property and paid 
the record owner and took a deed from him of the same. This 
deed was recorded about three years before the sale on execu
tion. 

The officer's deed and return on the execution stated that he 
had published a notice of the sale for three weeks successively in 
the Newport Times, and the defendant claimed that the notice 
was published but two weeks, and that the officer was willing 
and desirous to correct the error by an amendment of his return 
to conform to the fact. 

The two mortgages were executed at different times and for 
different amounts. The sale was of both equities at the same 
time in solido, for the sum of five hundred dollars, that being 
the bid of the receiver, and the highest bid offered. 

Upon these facts the report pl'Opounded the questions answered 
in the opinion. 

Wilson and lVoodward, for the plaintiff, cited upon the first 
question: R. S., c. 47, § 67; American Bank v. Cooper, 54 
Maine, 438. 

To the second question: R. S., c. 81, § 21 ; Stewa1·d v. 
TValker, 58 Maine, 300. 

To the third question: S_ylces v. Keating, 118 Mass. 517. 
To the fourth question: High on Receivers, (ed. 1876,) § 176. 
To the fifth question: Bartlett v. Stearns, 73 Maine, 17. 

D. D. Stewart, for the defendant. 
1. See Edwards on Receivers, 12, and cases there cited. 

The general scope of these authorities seems to show that a 
receiver, who has no assignment or conveyance from the 
plaintiff or defendant, can not maintain a suit in his own name, 
unless the power is given by statute provision. None such 
exists in relation to receivers of savings banks. The decisions 
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in this state cited by the learned counsel for the plaintiff, am 
grounded upon a statute provision applicable to national banks,. 
but not to savings banks. 

2. Prior to the staturo of 1860, a failure to leave a sununons, 
rendere<l a previous attachment a nullity, and the court had no, 
power to order further notice. R. S., 1841, c. 114, § 48; R .. 
S., 1857, c. 81, § 25; Briggs v. Davis, 34 Maine, 158; Hodge· 
v. Swasey, 30 Maine, 162. The only practical construction of 
the present statute requires that the plaintiff should apply for his. 
order of notice at the return term, and if he· neglects to take the· 
proper steps at that term to have the service completed, he must 
be presumed, as a matter of law, to have abandoned his; 
attachment. 

3. The receiver has no other nor greater right than the bank .. 
Outtiny v. Da1nrell, 88 N. Y. 411; Sava,r;e v. J.Wedbury, 19, 
N. Y. 32. The hank was the judgment creditor in the execution 
upon which the sale was made and it was the purchaser. It is 
well settled law that an execution creditor who purchases under· 
a sale upon his own execution, is not a bona fide purchaser for 
value, and entitled to protection against any errors or mi:-:;takes. 
in the proceedings, but is held to have full notice of all such 
errors, and is bound by them. ~~ When the plaintiff in the· 
judgment and execution purchases at an execution sale, he is. 
presumed to have notice of all defects in the record and 
proceedings, and will not be protected as a bona fide purchaser, 
if the notice of the sale was insufficient. " Collins v. Sniitlz ,. 
57 Wis., reported in Alu. L. ,J. of June 16, 1883, and Am. L .. 
Reg. of August, 1883. This seems to be sufficient to defeat the· 
plaintiff's title, without any nmendment of the officer'E return .. 
But the officer should be allowed to amend his return so as to
conform to the facts. Piclcerin,q v. Reynolds, 111 )lass. 83; 
Chenery v. Stevens, 97 Mass. 84; 81nith v. Dow, 51 ~1faine, 28. 

vV ALTON, J. vVe will answer the questions presented for the 
determination of the law court, in the order in which they are 
stated in the report. 

1. Receivers of savings banks may commence suits in the 
name of the bank, or in their own names, as receivers. It is 
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immaterial which. Suits may be so commenced by the receivers 
of banks of discount, and no reason is perceived why the same 
rule should not apply to the receivers of savings banks. R. S., 
c. 47, § 62. 

2. If a writ is entered in court without any other service 
than the attachment of property, as provided in R. S., c. 81, 
§ 23, the attachment will not be held to have been abandoned or 
invalidated, although the order of notice on the defendant is not 
obtained or served till a subsequent term. The statute 
authorizing notice in such cases contains no limitation as to the 
time ·within which the order shall he obtained or served, or that 
the attachment shall he lost if the order of notice is not obtained 
or served within a given time; and we do not think the court 
would be justified in fixing such a limitation. If such delays 
,cause inconvenience, the legislature, and not the court, must 
provide the remedy. 

3. Amendments of officers' returns, by which the title to 
property is to be affected, should be allowed with great caution. 
And in no case should such an amendment be allowed, unless 
the court can see clearly that it will be in the furtherance of 
justice. The court docs not see clearly that the amendment 
proposed in this case, ( the effect of which would be to defeat 
the title of a savings bank and vest it in one who purchased of a 
debtor pending a suit against him in which the property was 
attached,) would be in the furtherance of justice. Consequently, 
the amendment is not alhwed. The officer's return is conclusive 
evidence of the facts therein stated, and can not be contradicted. 
And in the application of this rule, it can make no difference 
whether the property sold by the officer on an execution is 
purchased by the judgment creditor or a stranger. Whoever 
the purchaser may be, in defense of his title he has a right to 
rely upon the officer's return as conelusive evidence of the facts 
therein stated. By ~1 facts therein stated, " we, of course, mean 
such facts only as relate to the doings of the officer, and are, 
therefore, properly stated in the return. The fact that he has 
given due notice of an intended sale, is one proper to be stated 
in a return, and his statement that he has given such notice, can 
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not be contradicted. If the statement is false, the remedy of 
one thereby injured, is an action against the officer for a false 
return. The statement can not be contradicted for the purpose 
of defeating the title of one who purchased the property at a sale 
made by the officer, although the purchaser was the judgment 
creditor in the execution on which the property was sold. In 
this particular, we think he is entitled to the same protection as 
any other purchaser. 

4. If a receiver improperly purchases property sold on an 
execution in favor of the estate which he represents, the proper 
remedy is to hold him responsible for the injury, if any, which 
the estate thereby sustains. It would be the poorest of all 
remedies to hold the purchase void, and thus, perhaps, Jose to 
the estate both the property and the debt, to secu~e which, the 
purchase was made. In bidding off the equity of redemption 
which had been attached on the writ, the receiver probably did 
,vhat he believed would be for the interest of the hank which he 
represented. But whether he acted wisely or unwisely~ is a 
que8tion that will not he considered in this suit. It is sufficient 
to say that the court decline8 to declare the purchase void. 

5. A sale upon an execution of a right in equity to redeem a 
parcel of real estate, on which there are tivo or more mortgages, 
at the same time, and for a gross sum, is not illegal or void. 
So decided in Bartlett v. Stearns, 73 Maine, 17. Tho sale in 
this case was not, therefore, void on that account. 

We have now answered all the questions of law presented ju 

the report, and the entry must be, 

Gase to stand for trial on the questions 
of fact put in issue by the answer. 

PETEns, C. J., DANFOHTH, LIBBEY, E:i\IERY and HASKELL,. 

JJ., concurred. 

ELVIRA FAHRINGTON 'VS. INHABITANTS OF ANSON. 

Somerset. Opinion July 27, 1885. 

Paupers. Overseers of the poor. Towns. 

To enable a person to recover of a town for supplies furnished a pauper he
must show that they were furnished as pauper supplies by virtue of a con-
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tract with the overseers of the poor, when there is no count in the writ 
founded upon a statute liahility. 

'The overseers of the poor do not act as agents of the town in the performance 
of the duty imposed on them by statute in binding out a pauper during his 
minority. The town can not interfere to dictate the terms of the contract, or 
to prevent it. It is not, therefore, responsible for an error or omission in 
the papers. 

ON REPORT. 

Assumpsit on account annexed for hoarding, clothing and 
,caring for John Hutchinson, an alleged pauper. There was also 
:a general count of indebitatus assumpsit. 

The opinion recites the material facts. 

lJ!IerTill ancl Coffin, frH the plaintiff. 
The plaintiff contends that the overseers of the defendant 

town agreed to bind the pauper to her till he was twenty-one. 
'The paper they gave her had no validity; it was void and 
avoided after the plaintiff had supported the pauper four years. 
The paper wns made by the defendants; they are the party in 
fault; they did not do as they agreed. 

Again, if the special contract under which partial service is 
··performed be void, or voidable and voided, or from the fault of 
the defendants it is impossible to be performed, it cannot he set 
,up to defeat the plaintiff's q_uantmn meruit. 2 Smith L. Cas. 
·61 ; 1l1_oses v. Stevens, 2 Pick. 336 ; Fitch v. Casey, 2 Iowa, 
:307; Thompson v. Ooulcl, 20 Pick. 134; Canada v, Canada, 
•,6 Cush. 15; Lakeman v. Pollard, 43 Maine, 467; 14 Maine, 
474; Brittan v. Turner, <3 N. H. 481; Chitty, Contr. 622; 
,8pring v. Uojfin, 10 Mass. 31; Olaflin v. Godfrey, 21 Pick. 1. 

J. J; Parlin, for the defendants, cited: Mi'tchell v. Rockland, 
.52 Maine, 123 ; Hidclle v. Proprietors of L. & Canals, 7 Mass. 
169; Brown v. Vinalhaven, 65 Maine, 402; Clinton v. 
Benton, 49 Maine, 554; Smithfield v. Waterville, <34 Maine, 
-412; Boothby v. Troy, 48 Maine, 5G0. 

DANFORTH, J. The plaintiff seeks to recover for aid rendered 
:an alleged pauper. There is no count in the writ founded upon 
:a statute liability- no pretence that any such exists. The 
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supposed pauper has his settlement in the defendant town ; the 
plaintiff lives, and rendered the serviceH for which she claims 
pay, in another town. It fa, therefore, evident that to succeed, 
she must show that she furnished the support by virtue of some 
arrangement, some contract with the overseers of the poor, and 
that it was furnished as pauper supplies. This she fails to do. 

The case shows that previous to October 1, 1879, the plaintiff 
had supported the child as a pauper, under an express agreement 
with the overseers, for which she has been paid. At that date, 
another and a different agreement was made, by which she was 
to take the child as her own and save the town harmless from all 
expense on his account until he had reached his majority. As a 
consideration for this, the overseers were to pay her the sum of 
sixty dollars, and by indentures, bind the child to her during his 
minority. Subsequently, the contract was reduced to writing 
and the sixty dollars were paid. Under this agreement, the 
plaintiff furnished the support for which she claims to recover in 
this action. But under this contract, the child had" ceased to be 
rr pauper. The plaintiff so understood it and so did the over
seers. The former agreement had ceased, the child was relieved 
from the disabilities of a pauper, and the town from liability 
until a new necessity occurred and a new notice given. 

But it is said that this last agreement was void, and therefore 
did not interrupt the former. It is true that at the end of ahout 
four years, legal process was commenced in behalf of the child, 
and the col!rt discharged him from his indentures. But this 
does not change the fact that for the time he was not a pauper, 
that the town was relieved of his support, and was entitled to 
the necessary statute proceedings before it could again become 
liable. 07,dtown v. Falmouth, 40 Maine, 108. 

It is fort.her claimed that the plaintiff i::i entitled to recover for 
services rendered in the partial performance of the contract by 
reason of having been prevented from its full performance by the 
fault of the other party. The same reply may be made here as 
before. These services were not rendered to a pauper, nor in 
fact to the town. The town was not a party to the later contract, 
nor in any legal sense did it receive any benefit under it upon 
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which an implied promise could rest. It was only that benefit 
which accrues in all cases where the town is relieved from the 
support of one who has been a pauper. It is true that both 
contracts were made by the overseers of the poor. The former 
by them as the legal agents or servants of the town, in which 
they had the power to and did bind the town to its performance. 
But the latter was made by them in their official capacity, in 
pursuance of a duty imposed upon them by statute, for which 
they alone are responsible, and to the performance of which 
they could not bind the town. The town had no authority in 
the matter. It could not interfere to tlictate the terms of the 
contract, or to prevent it. It was not, therefore, responsible for 
an error or omission in the papers, and wherever the responsi
bility of such error or omission may rest, ,vhether upon the 
plaintiff or the overseers, it certainly can not upon the town; nor 
can it impose any liability upon the town for services rendered 
under the contract. 2Jfitchell v. Rockland, 52 Maine, 118; 
Brown v. Vinalhaven, 65 Maine, 402. 

Judgrnent for the defendants. 

PETERS, C. J., ½-,-ALTON, LIBBEY, EMERY and FosTER, JJ., 
concurred. 

SA:VIUEL S. CARLTO~ and others, in equity, vs. EBEN NEWMAN. 

Franklin. Opinion August 6, 1885. 

Taxes. School-district. School-house. R. S., c. 11, § 56. Constitutional law. 

The collection of an entire school-district tax, assessed without authority of 
law, may be perpetually enjoined, on a bill brought by all the tax payers of 
the district jointly, or by any number thereof on behalf of themselves and 
all the others. 

Such a bill is maintainable upon the ground of the inherent jurisdiction of 
equity to interpose for the purpose of preventing a multiplicity of suits. 

When municipal officers proceed to erect a school-house for a district under 
the provisions of R. S. c., 11, § 5G, they can legally expend therefor so much 
money only as the district have voted for that purpose. 

A special act of the legislature purporting to authorize an assessment of an 
excess of money expended by the municipal officers above the sum voted by 
the district, must be construed strictly. 

The legislature cannot constitutionally authorize the assessment upon the polls 
and estates· of a school-district of an excess of money expended by the 
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municipal officers above the sum voted by the district for the erection of a 
school-house, in the absence of any vote by the district to raise such excess. 

ON report of bill, answer and agreed statement of facts. 

Bill in equity by ten inhabitants and tax payers of school 
district No. 5, in the town of vVeld, against the collector of 
taxes to restrain him from collecting a school-district tax. 

The district voted to build n 'ne; school-house and voted to 
raise five hundred dollars for that purpose. A disagreement 
arose as to the location, occasioning an appeal to the municipal 
officers who located and erected a school-house at an expense of 
eight hundred twenty-five dollars and fifty-six cents, exceeding 
the district assessment by three hundred two dollars and sixty
six eents. This sum was claimed to be due the town from the 
district. In 1883 the legislature passed an act ( special statute, 
c. 348,) to authorize the municipal officers of the town to assess 
a tax on the district, and in October fi)llowing the assessment 
was made upon the district for two hundred seventy-seven 
dollars and sixty-five cents by the assessors. It is the collection 
of this tax that the bill is brought to restrain. 

Drummond and Drumnwnd and Josepl2 C. Holman, for the 
plaintiffs, cited: P01uJ's v. Sanford, 39 Maine, 183; luwwles 
v. School Di"stl'ict, 63 Maine, 261 ; Harris v. School District, 
28 N. H. 58; Wilson v. School District, 32 N. H. 118; Jun
kins v. Union School Dz'..-;trfrt, 39 Mn,ine, 220; Story, Eq .• Tur. 
§ § 64 k, 457, 469, 492, 493, 495, 497; High, Injunctions, § § 
12, 53, 329, 4M); Kerr, Injunctions, c. 4, § 49; Burroughs, 
Taxation, c. 18, § 126, c. 21, § 143; Olmstead v. Board, 24 
Iowa, 33; Dows v. Glti"cago, 11 Wall. 108; State Railroad 
Tax cases, 92 U. S. 574, 614; Cummings v. National Bank, 
101 u. s. 153; 

E. 0. Greenleaf, for the defendant, contended that, as the 
town has advanced a sum of money in excess of the tax, the 
district ought to pay whether lega1ly liable or not. Injunctions 
are discretionary and are granted in aid of justice and not to 
defeat it. Justice in this case can only be done by requiring the 
district to reimburse the town. 
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Again the plaintiffs must show that their rights were inter
fered with in some way before they can seek relief by injunction. 
Pratt v. Lamson, 6 Allen, 457. 

VIRGIN, J. \Vhile the defendant admits the facts he denies 
that equity can enjoin the collection of the pretended tax even 
on the assumption that it was assessed without the authority of 
law and therefore void; and he contends that the only remedies 

· open to the pluintiffs and all the other tax-payers on whose polls 
nnd estates the tax has been assessed are simply such as the law 
affords, viz. : each to defend the action of debt against himself, 
provided the collector shall proceed to enforce the collection by 
such action under the provisions of R. S., c. 6, § 141 ; or, in 
case the collector shall resort to the more usual mode, of seizing 
their individual property under the other statutory provisions 
for the collection of taxes, then for each tax-payer whose pro
perty shall be taken to bring an action for damages, or recover 
hack the money when collected; and these remedies are said to 
be ~~ plain, adequate and complete." 

If a tax against an individual be illegal simply by reason of 
some irregularity in its assessment, as for imitance on account of 
over-vnluation, or if laid on property which the tax-payer did 
not own at the time, he would then have ample remedy therefor 
by a seasonable application for an abatement. R. S., c. 6, § § 
68, 69; Gilpafrick v. Saco, 57 :Maine, 277. Moreover, it is 
generally held that a bill to restrain the collection of a tax cannot 
be maintained on the sole ground of its illegality. Greene v. 
Mumford, 5 R. I. 472; Shernian v. Leonard, IO R. I. 469; 
Guest v. Brooklyn, 69 N. Y. 506; Loud v. Charlestown, ~)9 
Mass. 208; Whiting v. Boston, 106 Mass. 89, 93; Hunnewell 
v. Charlestown,, 106 Mass. 350. There must be some allegation 
presenting a case of equity jurisdiction. Dows v. Chicago, 11 
Wall. 108 ; Hunnewinkle v. Georgetown, 15 Wall. 54 7 ; State 
R. R. Tax Oas. 92 U. S. 575, 614. Cases cited 2 Dest, Tax. 
676-7. In Hunnewell v. Charlestown, s1tpm, brought by a 
single plaintiff, the court add: i~ The question is not affected by 
the fact that there are others, whether few or many, who nre 
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subjected to a like assessment by the same proceedings of the 
city council and who propose to contest their liability." 

But we are of opinion that when it appears that an entire 
school-district tax is illegal because assessed without authority 
of law, a bill to enjoin its collection brought by all of the tax
payers of the district jointly on whose polls and estates the tax has 
been assessed, or by any number thereof on behalf of themselves 
and all the others similarly situated, may be sustained upon the 
ground of the inherent jurisdiction of equity to interpose for the 
purpose of preventing a multiplicity of suits; that although 
each tax-payer has some legal remedy, it is grossly inadequate 
when compared with the comprehensive and complete relief 
afforded by a single decree. 

The general doctrine coeval with equity proceedings, asserted 
in a multitude of decisions, that in certain cases where parties 
have some 'remedy, equity may interpose and take cognizance 
for the purpose of preventing a multiplicity of suits, was declared 
by Chan. KENT to be '' a favorite object with a court of equity," 
Brinkerhoff v. Brown, 6 Johns. Ch. 151; and the number of 
parties and the multiplicity of actual or threatened suits, as 
stated hy CmrSTOCK, J., sometimes justify a resort to equity 
when the subject is not at all of an equitable character and there 
is no other element of equity juri diction. N. Y. & N. l-I. R. 
R. v. Schuylel', 17 N. Y. 608. And yet the precise extent and 
limitations of the doctrine are stiU unsettled, the decisions being 
quite inharmonious even as to its fundamental grounds. It is 
said that '1 bills of peace" ·were founded upon this ground - to 
quiet unnecessary litigation as to titles and where one person 
claimed or defended a right against many or many against one. 
Sto. Eq. § 864. In these bills originally, whether brought by 
or in behalf of many against one, or by one against or on behalf 
of many, "chancery confined its jurisdiction to cases wherein 
there was some common interest in the subject matter of the 
controversy, or a common title from ·which all their separate 
claims and all the questions at issue arose; it not being enough 
that the claims of each individual being separate and distinct, 
there was a community of interest merely in the question of law 
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or fact involved, or in the kind and form of remedy demanded 
and obtained by or against each individual." Porn. Eq. § 268. 
But at an early day the limitations began to yield and the juris
diction to extend. Thus in York v. Pilkington, I Atk. 282, 
Lord Chan. HARDWICKE at first intimated that the bill would not 
he maintained for want of any general right or privity among the 
parties and because the nature of the defendants' claims was 
different and that therefore injunction would not quiet the 
possession as other persons not parties might likewise claim a 
right. But after :irgument he changed his opinion saying bills 
might be maintained although there were no privity between the 
plaintiffs and defendants nor any general right on the part of the 
defendants and when many more might be concerned than those 
before the court. 

This jurisdiction has continued to extend until it comprises a 
great variety of cases which do not come strictly within bills of 
peace but which courts have declared to be analogous thereto 
and within the principles thereof and in which there was no 
common title or community of interest in anything save the 
question at issue and the remedy sought. Thus in a recent case 
where the owner of lands on a river sought by a bill against them 
jointly to restrain several owners of mines from depositing the 
debris thereof in the river and its tributaries whereby it floated 
down and was deposited upon the plaintiff's lands, on demurrer, 
SAWYER, J., sustained the bill, saying: tt The rights of nll 
involved depend upon identically the same question, both of law 
and fact. It is one of the class of cases, like bills of peace, and 
bills founded on analogous principles, where a single individual 
may bring a suit against numerous defendants, where there 
is no joint interest or title, but where the questions at issue and 
the evidence to establish the rights of the parties and the relief 
demanded are identical." Woodruff v. North B. G. JJ1. Uo. 
8 Saw. U. S. C. C. 628. This case lrns been cited and approved 
by this court in the very recent case of like nature, Lochooocl 
v. Lawrence, 77 Maine 297. 

So in a late English case: The bursting of the plaintitr''s 
reservoir occasioned an inundation which damaged the property 
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of many persons. The statute commissioners issued certificates 
to such as satisfactorily proved their damages and entitled them 
to costs and could be enforced by action at law. Fifteen hun
dred of the certificates were alleged to be invalid; and to avoid 
a multiplicity of snits against itself the bill was brought by the 
plaintiff against five holders · of the certificates '' on behalf of 
them::3elves and all other the pen,ons named in any of certain 
pretended certificates." On demurrer, the bill was sustained first 
by V. C. KINDERSLER; and on appeal by Ld. Ch. CHELMSFORD 
who said : '' Perhaps, strictly speaking, this is not a bill of peace, 
as the rights of the claimants under the alleged certificates are not 
identical ; but it appears to me to be within the principle of bills 
of this description. The rights of the numerous claimants all 
depend upon the same question." And after remarking that if 
the certificates had no validity, the executions could not be set 
aside until considerable expense had been incurred by many, he 
concluded: '' It seems to me to be a very fit case by analogy, at 
lea::;t, to a bill of peace, for a court of equity to interpose and 
prevent the unnecessary expense and litigation which would be 
thus occasioned and to deci<le once for all the validity or invalid
ity of the certificates upon which the claims of all the parties 
depend.''. Sheffield Waterworks v. Yeomans, L. R. 2 Ch. Ap. 
8, 12. See also .N. Y. & N. H. R. R. v. Sckuylor, supra; 
Bom·d Sup. v. Deyoe, 77 N. Y. 219. 

In B1·inlcerh0Jf v. Brown, supra, a bill by various distinct 
judgment creditors to render effectual their executions against 
their debtor was sustained in order to prevent a multiplicity of 
suits, although their only community of interest was in the relief 
demanded. See also Cadigan v. BJ'Own, 120 Mass. 493 and 
Ballou v . . Hopkinton, 4 Gray, 324, wherein one of the reasons 
assigned for holding jurisdiction in equity was that at law each 
owner must bring a separate action to obtain a remedy for his 
particular injury and equity prevents a multiplicity of suits. 

After an exhaw,ti ve examination of the subject both upon 
principle and authority, an eminent legal author sums up his 
conclusions as follows: "Under the greatest diversity of' 
circumstances an<l the greatest variety of claims arising from 
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unauthorized public acts, private tortious acts, iiwasion of 
property rights, violation of contract obligations, and notwith
standing the positive denials by some American courts, the 
weight of authority is simply overwhelming that the jurisdiction 
may and should be exercised either on behalf of :1, numerous 
body of separate claimants again::;t a single party, or on behalf 
of a single party again::,t a numerom, body, although there is no 
"common title," nor '' community of right" or of "interest in 
the subject matter," among these individuals; but where there is 
and because there is merely a community of interest among them 
in the questions of law and fact involved in the general contro
versy, or in the kind and form of relief demanded and obtained 
by or against each individual member of the numerous body. 

The same overwhelming weight of authority effectually 
disposes of the rule laid down by some judges as u test, that 
equity will never exercise its jurisdiction to prevent a multi
plicity of suits, unless the plaintiff or each of the plaintiffs, is 
himself the person who would necessarily and contrary to his 
own will be exposed to numerous actions or vexatious litigation. 
This position is opposed to the whole course of decision in suits 
of the third and fourth classes from the earliest period down to 
the present time." Porn. Eq. § 269. 

These prmciples apply to the case at bar. They have been 
applied to a large number like this. K1ch of the plaintiffs has, 
of course, some remedy at law, or else equity could not interpose 
upon the ground mentioned. But at law he must wait and suffer 
the wrong before he ~an begin his action for redress, and when 
his legal remedy is exhausted, it is not much else than nominal 
when viewed in contrast with the full relief in equity, which 
decides in advance of actual litigation, once for all, the validity 
or invalidity of the tax. 

The court, in R. I., although they in Greene v. A1umford, 5 
R. I. 472, and in Sherm,an v. Leonard, 10 R. I. 4G9, referred 
the complainants therein to their remedies at law, ( the validity 
of the assessment in each case on the complainants only being 
involved,) nevertheless declared the court would enjoin the 
collection of a tax where the question involves the validity of the 
whole tax. Sherman v. Benford, 10 R. I. 559. 
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So the U. S. Supreme court, although they had denied juris
diction in suits brought by a single plaintiff in the cases already 
cited, they also disavowed in the State R. R. Tax Cas. supra, 
any purpose of fixing any absolute limitation in restraining the 
collection of illegal taxes; and in C1rm,1nings v. Nat'l Bank, 
101 U. S. 157, say: ii ,v e are of opinion that when a rule or 
system of valuation is adopted by those whose duty it is to make 
the assessment, which is designed to operate unequally and 
violate a fundamental principle of the constitution, and when 
this rule is applied not solely to one individual, but to a large 
class, that equity may interpose to restrain the operation of this 
unconstitutional exercise of power. " 

That our opinion is su5tained by the weight of judicial authority 
to-day, see Dill. Mun. Corp. § § 731-73G; Bur. Tax. § 143, 
and cases; Porn. Eq. § § 258-2G0, 1343, und cases in notes 

Was the tax assessed by authority of law? If any part is 
illegal, the whole is, therefore the provisions of R. S., c. 11, § 
78, and c. G, § 142, do not apply. 

1. U n<ler the general statutory provisions. It is common 
knowledge that political sub-divisions, such as towns, created 
for the more efficient administration of the affairs of the state, 
have only such power of taxation as is delegated to them by the 
state. In the provisions of R. S., c. 11, defining the duties and 
obligations of towns and school districts in relation to education, 
we find no authority for assessing a tax on a school district for 
the purpose of building a school-house, unless: ( 1.) The 
district, at a legn.l meeting thereof called fol' the purpose, 
vote to raise the money therefor, (c. 11, § 48,) or to borrow it, 
(§ § 81, 83); or (2.) The town, on application of five voters of 
the district, under a proper article, deeming the sum voted by 
the district insufficient, vote a larger sum. ( § 51 ; Powers v. Banj', 
39 Maine, 183) ; or (3.) The town, on the written opinion of 
the school committee that the district unreasonably neglects or 
refu~es to raise money for a school-house, such as the wants of 
the district require, shall vote u sum, § 52. No action was ever 
taken under § § 51 or 52, hut the district, under § 48, voted to 
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raise by assessment, five hundred dollars. Thel'e is no general 
statutory warrant for the tax, unless it is found in § 56. 

The authority of the municipal officers to build a school-house 
for a school dbtrict, is derived solely from § 56. When they 
had " decided where the school-house should be placed, " and 
seasonably certified '' their determination to the clerk of the 
district," their authority ceased pro !we. Then it hecame the 
duty of the district to" proceed to erect the house as if determined 
by a sufficient majority of" its voters. But when the district 
had neglected n for sixty days to carry such determination into 
€ffect," then it became the duty of the municipal officers, "at 
the expense of the district, if need be, to purchn,se a lot for said 
house, and cause it to be erected." § 56. 

·what house were the municipal officers directed by the statute 
to "cause to be erected?" '' Said house~, for which they might 
~, purchase a lot;" "the house" which the statute directed the 
district to "proceed to erect" on the location fixed by the 
municipal officers; the house which it might build under its vote, 
viz: a five hundred dollar house. The building committee of the 
district could not bind the district by expending more money 
than the district voted. Wilson v. School Disfrict, 32 N. H. 
118, recognized in Junkins v. Union Sch. Di8t. 3D Maine, 220. 
The legislature could not have intended to confer on the municipal 
officers unlimited power as to the f' expense" to which they might 
subject the district; for the decision of that question is rightfully 
vested in the discretion of the tax-payers, except in the two 
instances corning under § § 51 and 52, when all the voters of the 
town take part in the decision. It is very evident, therefore, 
that the municipal officers transcended their authority and could 
not bind the district by thus virtually undertaking to hire money 
on the district's credit; nor could the payment by the treasurer, 
of the orders drawn by them for the expenditure in excess of 
the sum voted by the district, create any liability or debt of the 
district to the town. The relation of creditor and debtor the 
law does not allow to be created in that manner. Brunswick v. 
Litchfield, 2 Maine, 32 ; ~Ianipskfre v. Franklin, 16 Mass. 84. 
We find no authority for the tax in the general statutes. 
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Did the special act of 1883, c. 348 afford a legal foundation 
for it? We think not. Assuming that the legislature might 
constitutionally confer authority for assessing on the district the 
excess mentioned, did the act answer the object? Giving to it 
that strict construction which well established rules of law require 
to be pat upon statutes affecting the property of the citizen, and 
by which it may be taken from him, as hy taxation ( ... Werritt v. 
Village of Porlchester, 71 N. Y. 309 and cases therein cited; 
Burr. Tax, § 128 ; 1 Dest. Tax, 25 7), the assessment was with
out legal authority, it having been made, not by the '' municipal 
officers," as provide(\ in the act, but by the~, assessors,"' an entirely 
different and distinct board of officers. R. S., c. 3, § 12. More
over, th.e act authorized the tax to be assessed for the purpose of 
reimbursing the town "i for making repairs on the school-house," 
and not for building a school-house, as the fact was. No money 
was paid by the town for '~ making repairs.,, on the district's 
.school-qouse. rnstricts may raise money for both purposes, § 
48; and the school agent may appropriate a certain per cent of 
the school money to '' repairs," but not to building, § 93. They 
are considered by statute distinct matters. Courts can give effect 
to legislative enactments only to the extent to which they may 
be made operative by legal construction of the language in 
which they are expressed ; and cannot make defective enactments 
carry out fully the purposes which may have occasioned them. 
8wift v. Luce, 27 Maine, 285. 

Moreover the last clause in the act satisfies us that the legis
lature must have suppos-ed that the object of the act ·was the 
vel'.y common one of validating a former assessment which was 
defective for some irregularity therein; for, as said hy MELLEN, 
C. l., "we cannot, without disrespect to the legislature, presume 
they intended, ipso facto, to create a debt from one man or cor
pomtion to another," B·runswi'ck v. Li'tchjl<tfd, supm; and in 
that of PARKER, C. J., ,i It certain]y must be admitted that, by 
the principles of every free government, and of our constitution 
in particular, it is not in the power of the legislature to create a 
debt from one pet·son to another, or from one corporation to 

VOL. LXXVII. 27 
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another, without the consent, express or implied, of the party 
to be charged." Hampshfre v. Franklin, supra. 

Bill sustained. Collection of the tax 
perpetually enJoined. 

WALTON, DANFORTH, LIBBEY, FosTER and HASKELL, tTJ., 
concurred. 

HARRISON PARKER 

vs. 
DAVID WILLIAMS and another, and certain logs. 

Franklin. Opinion August 6, 1885. 

Liens on logs. Pleadings. Attachment. Plantations. R. S., c. 81, § 26. 
" Unincorporated place." 

In an action to enforce a lien on logs it is not necessary to allege in the writ 
the ownership of the logs, or that the owner was unknown. 

An officer attached a lot of logs containing three million feet, and in his return 
estimated the logs at six hundred thousand feet. Held, the error was one of 
judgment which did not invalidate the attachment. 

Where the owner of logs upon which there is a lien so intermingles them with 
other logs of the same mark that the former cannot be distinguished, it is 
the duty of the officer, in serving a writ brought to enforce the lien, to attach 
the whole lot. 

Attachments of personal property that may be preserved by recording as 
provided by R. S., c. 81, § 26, when made in a plantation, which is organized 
and has a clerk's office, should be there recorded. 

A plantation which has a clerk and other plantation officers is not an unin
corporated place within the meaning of R. S., c. 81, § 26. 

ON REPORT. 

Assumpsit to enforce a lien claim, for the personal labor of 
the plaintiff performed for the defendants, amounting to sixty
three dollars and thirty-one cents, on certain logs. 

P. A. Sawyer, for the plaintiff. 

Savage and Oakes, for Lewiston Steam Mill Company, 
claimants. 

We claim that plaintiff has no lien, because it is not alleged in 
the writ and declaration that the logs were, or were supposed to 
be, logs of claimants, or that the owner was unknown. This 
point seems never to have been raised in any case in this state ; 
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but we think it worthy of consideration. How can the court;, 
know from this writ whether judgment is to be in rem or in'. 
personam, for there is nothing to show that the logs belonged to, 
any third party, or did not belong to Williams and Parker, the· 
defendants. As the very foundation of a notice, general Off 

special, to the owner of the logs, we think there should be some· 
allegation of ownership. If the mandate was defective in this-, 
respect, the order and all subsequent proceedings have been: 
nugatory. Oarnpbell v. Smith, 4 7 Maine, 143. 

It is a general rule that the logs attached must be the identical 
ones upon which .the labor was performed, which has been. 
enlarged to give a laborer a lien upon the logs on which his
whole crew worked, or when by the negligence or carelessness 
of the owner- the several lots of lumber become intermixed, so
that the respective lots can not be distinguished, the respective 
liens are upon the whole mass. In this case, there was no· 
negligence or carelessness of the owners. From the very 
necessities of the business, these logs which were to be driven 
down the lakes, must be collected together. 

The officer was commanded to attach logs to the value of one 
hundred and twenty dollars. He returned an attachment or 
six hundred M., valued at twenty-four hundred dollars, and the 
referee reports that all of the logs were attached, and put in: 
charge of a keeper, by which is meant, so far as acts of the officer· 
are concerned, and not his return. There were inore than three, 
miliion feet thus attached and put under a keeper. No logs were· 
removed from the place where they were found, and none were· 
selected by the officer or keeper. If the attachment was valid, 
as to one log, it was just as valid as to all the rest, for no distinc
tion was made in the attachment. But the officer returns that he· 
attached only six hundred M., and therefore he did not attach the 
rest. He goes to a pile of logs containing three million, and 
assumes to attach an undivided and unselected six hundred M. 
That could not be done. An attachment must be of property 
which is certain and definite; in this case, of separate individual 
logs. 

Now if the lien did not attach to the mass, of course this 
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attachment fails. If the lien did attach to the mass, the officer 
had a right to attach one hundred and twenty dollars worth of 
any logs in the mass, hut he must attach specific logs to that 
amount. There is no pretense that he did so, and the lien fails 
for that cause. 

This is not a case where nn officer would have a right to 
detain the whole mass by reason of a confusion or intermingling 
of goods, for we are now arguing on the assumption that the 
lien attached to the whole mass and rendered each separate piece 
liable to a valid attachment. 

~~ When the attachment is made in an unincorporated place, 
-such copy shall he filed and recorded in the office of the clerk of 
the oldest adjoining town in the county. " This attachment was 
,made in an unincorporated place, and the copy was not filed and 
,recorded in the office <>f the clerk of the oldest adjoining town 
►in the county of Franklin; but was filed and recorded in Rangely 
1Plantation. 

Some discussion was had before the referee, as to whether the 
:attachment was made in Township Letter D, or in Rangely 
Plantation, for no accurate map of the region has ever been made 
:that we are aware of. And if it should become important to 
1distinguish which, the burden should be upon the plaintiff to 
;show that the officer complied with the law. But for the purposes 
·of our present discussion, it is immaterial in which place the 
4lttachment was made. We contend that either is an ~~ unincor
rporated place. " The word incorporate implies the use of the 
1enacting and creating power of the legislative branch of the 
govemment. Towns and cities are incorporated by direct 
legislative enactment. There is no general law under which 
municipal corporations can be formed. Our statutes recognize 
three grades of political organization. The word township is 
used where there is no organization ; a plantation has some 
political powers and is said to be organized; a town which has 
the highest political power known in the sub-divisions of the 
state, is said to be incorporated. 

WALTON, J. This is an action to secure a laborer's lien on 
logs. It is before the law court on a statement of facts found 
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and reported by a referee. The Lewiston Steam Mill company 
appears as claimant of the logs, and objects to a judgment 
against them for several reasons. 

1. It is claimed that the plaintiff has no lien, because it is 
not alleged in the writ that the logs were, or were supposed to 
be, Jogs of the claimant, or that the owner was unknown. We 
think such an allegation is not necessary. The writ must show 
that the suit is brought to enforce the lien; but the statute giving 
a lien on logs expressly declares that all the other forms and 
proceedings therein shall be the same as in ordinary actions of 
assumpsit. R. S., c. 91, § 42. 

2. It is insisted that the attachment was invalid, because the 
officer went to a pile of logs containing three million, and under
took to attach six hundred thousand, without selecting or 
separating the portion attached from those which were not 
attached. It is a sufficient answer to this objection to say that 
there is no evidence that the officer undertook to attach a 
quantity less than the whole. The referee has found as a fact 
that all the logs were attached. True, the officer in his return, 
estimated the logs attached at six hundred thousand; hut the 
fact is that he attached the whole pile, and the only error was 
one of judgment in estimating the amount in the pile. Such an 
error will not invalidate an attachment. 

3. It is next insisted, if the whole pile was attached, that the 
attachment was invalid, because it included logs on which the• 
plaintiff had performed no labor. It is true that more logs were
attached than those upon which the plaintiff had performed labor. 
But this was because the Steam Mill company had so intermingled 
the logs on which the plaintiff had labored with other logs, all 
being marked alike, that the former coul<l not be distinguished( 
from the latter; and in such a case, it is not only the right, but 
it is the duty of the officer to attach the whole. It is conceded 
that such is the law when the intermingling is carelessly or fraud-
ulently done. And we think it is equally true that such is the. 
law when, without the consent of the plaintiff, the intermingling· 
has been designedly done. So held in Spofford v. True, 33. 
Maine, 283, where the question was ably argued by counsel an~ 
fully considered by the court. 
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4. It is next claimed that if there was a valid attachment, 
it has been lost, because the officer did not take and retain 
possession of the logs, nor legally record his attachment. It is 
not denied that the officer recorded his attachment, but it is 
denied that he recorded it in the right plane. It is claimed that 
it should have been recorded in the oldest adjoining town, 
instead of the plantation where the atbwhment was made. We 
think the attachment was properly recorded. Attachments 
made in towns are to be there recorded. R. S., c. 81, § 26. 
But the word" town," when used in a public statute, includes 
.cities and plantations, unless otherwise expressed or implied. 
R. S., c. 1, § 6. Rule 17. We do not think it is otherwise 
,expressed or implied in the statute providing for the recording 
,of attachments. On the contrary, it seems to us that the same 
.reai;ons exist for having attachments made in plantations there 
-recorded, when the plantation is organized and has a clerk's 
-office in which they can be recorded, as exist for having them 
recorded in the towns in which they are made. True, another 
provision in the Rame statute declares that when an attachment 
-is made in an '' unincorporated place, " it shall be recorded in the 
oldest adjoining town in the county. But we do not think an 
,organized plantation which has a clerk and other plantation 
-officers, is an 't unincorporated place, " within the meaning of 
this statute. We think it refers to places in which there is no 
-clerk or clerk's office in which attachments can be filed or 
recorded. Rangely Plantation is not such a ''place. " It is an 
,organized plantation, having a clerk and other plantation officers, 
.and we think attachments there made should be there recorded. 
'The attachment in this case was there made, ( the referee 
•expressly so finds,) and it was there recorded; and it is the 
,opinion of the court that it was properly recorded. Consequently, 
jt is of no importance whether the officer took and retained 
wos8ession of the logs attached or not; for the attachment, being 
Hegally recorded, would be valid without such possession. Still, 
jt is a fact that the officer did take possession of the logs, ( such 
:possession as he could and the nature of the property would 
UJermit,) and, through the agency of a keeper, retained it, till he 
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was wrongfully deprived of it by the steam mill company. 
Such a dispossession of an officer does not dissolve an attachment. 
He may pursue the property and retake it by a writ of replevin, 
or he may maintain trespass or- trover for its value. Love.fay 
v. Hutchins, 23 Maine, 272; Brownell v . .1.Wanchester, 1 Pick. 
232. 

It is the opinion of the court that, upon the whole case as 
reported by the referee, the plaintiff is entitled to recover of the 
defendants, Williams and Parker, the sum of sixty-three dollars 
and thirty-one cents ; and that he is entitled to a judgment against 
the logs attached on his writ, with costs, as awarded by the 
referee. 

Judgme·nt for plaint{ff against Williams 
and Parker, and against the logs 
attached on his writ, sixty-three dollars 
and thirty-one cents with costs, as 
awarded by the referee. 

PETERS, C. J., VmmN, LIBBEY, ,EMERY and HASKELL, 
JJ., concurred. 

JoHN H. MITCHELL and others vs. WELLINGTON B. MORSE. 

Franklin. Opinion August 6, 1885. 

Will. Devise. Life-estate. Remainder. 

A devise was in these words: "I give and devise to my wife, Sarah F. T. 
Mitchell, all the rest and residue of my real estate. But, on her decease, the 
remainder thereof, I give and devise to my said children, or their heirs 
respectively, to be divided in equal shares between them." Held, that the 
widow took an estate in fee simple, and that the devise over, of the remainder, 
was void. 

ON REPORT. 

Real action to recover the possession of certain premises in 
Chesterville. 

The opinion states the material facts. 

H. L. Whitcomb, for the plaintiffs. 
The word '' remainder," as used in the will, has a well settled 

legal signification, viz : '' A remnant of an estate in land, depend
ing upon a particular prior estate, created at the same time, and 
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by the same instrument, and limited to arise immediately on the 
termination of that estate, and not in abridgement of it." 4 
Kent. Com. 197. ii An estate limited to take effect and be 
enjoyed after another estate is ended." 2 Black. Com. 163., 
164. 

But if the testator meant by the word ~~remainder" what part 
of the estate the widow should not convey in her lifetime, then 
we say, the true interpretation is that part of the estate which 
she could not legally sell for the payment of legacies and debts. 
Hmnilton v. Wentworth, 58 Maine, 101; Pratt v. Leadbetter, 
38 Maine, 9; Stevens v. Winshp, l Pick, 318; Larned v. 
Bridge, 17 Pick. 33~). 

S. Ulifferrl Belcher, for the defendant. 

·w ALTON, J. This is a real action, and the only question is 
whether John Mitchell, by his last will and testament, g-,1Ve his 
wife a fee simple estate in the demanded premises, or only an 
estate for life. 

It is the opinion of the court that he gave her a fee simple 
estate. A devise of real estate without ·words of limitation 
vests in the devisee an estate in fee. simple ; and this result is 
not defeated by a devise over of the remainder. If a life estate 
only is given, a devise over of the remainder is good. But 
when by the terms of the devise an estate in fee simple is 
given, the addition of a devise over of a remainder is void, 
because, the whole estate having already been disposed of, 
there is nothing for it to act upon. The argument usually urged 
against this conclusion is that the devise over ought to be allowed 
to cut down or reduce the estate previously given to a life estate, 
upon the ground that such must have been the intention of the 
devisor. And in a few cases this argument has prevailed. But 
in a large majority of the cases, both in England and in this 
country, it is held that a mere devise over of a remainder, will 
not cut down the estate given to the first taker. Jones v. Bacon, 
68 Maine, 34; · Stuart v. Walker, 72 Maine, 145. 

In this case, the testator first gives a few small legacies to his 
children. He then gives the residue of his personal property to 
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his wife. He then declares that if the personal property is not 
sufficient to pay the legacies and the expenses of his last sickness, 
enough of his real estate may be sold to supply the deficiency. 
He then adds this clause : 

'' I give and devise to my w'ife, Sarah F. T. Mitchell, all the 
rest and residue of my real estate. But, on her decease, the 
remainder thereof, I give and devise to my said children, or 
their heirs respectively, to be divided in equal shares between 
them." 

It will be noticed that in this devise there are no words of 
limitation. The gift is direct, positive, and absolute. And but 
for the devise over of a remainder, no one would doubt that 
under our statute (R. S., c. 7 4, § 16) the terms used are 
sufficient to convey an estate in fee simple. The devise over is 
also direct and simple. It has no qualifying words or conditions 
whatever annexed to it. We thus have, first, a devise of a fee 
simple estate, nnd then a devise over of a remainder. The two 
can not co-exist. It is settled Ia w in this state, as will be seen 
by the cases cited, that the latter must yield. The question is 
"res judicata in this state, and will not be further discussed here. 

The plaintiffs are the children mentioned in the secondary 
devise. The defendant has a warranty-deed from the primary 
devisee. His is the better title. 

Judgnient for defendant. 

PETERS, C. J., Vm,GIN, LrnnEY, EMERY and HASKELL, JJ., 
concurred. 

HUMPHREY P. THOMPSON and another 
vs. 

JAMES T. REED and trustees. 

Sagadahoc. Opinion August 6, 1885. 

Trustee process. Assignment of funds. Claimant of funds. 

If the assignee of funds trusteed appears, upon notice, and claims the funds, 
and is examined as a witness, it is his duty to state fully and clearly the 
circumstances connected with the assignment, and the consideration for 
which it was made; and if he refuses to do so, and gives only vague, 
indefinite aud sweeping answers, his claim may be justly viewed with suspi
cion and declared invalid. 

ON REPORT. 
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Assumpsit on a protnissory note. The case has been once 
before considered by the law court and is reported in 7 5 Maine, 
407. The question presented by the present report relates to 
the charging of the alleged trustess. The trustees are the execu
tors of the will of Thomas M. Reed~ late of Bath, deceased. 
The principal defendant had a legacy in the will of one thousand 
dollars. The trustees disclosed an assignment made by the 
defendant to Henry D. Manson of New York. Notice was 
ordered on the assignee and he appeared by coun~el and claimed 
the funds in the possession of the trustees. Other material facts 
·are stated in the opinion. 

William L. Putnam, for the plaintiffs. 

C. W. Larrabee, for the trustees and claimant. 
We have the evidence of the assignment, and the reason why 

it was made, more than twenty days before the service of plaint
iff's writ on the executors. So far, the evidence is conclusive 
of the sale and transfer, as valid, between the parties in New 
York. 

The sit'Us of the claim is where the owner is. A contract, 
valid by the law of the place where the owner is, is valid every
where. 2 Kent. 454. Plaintiff in foreign attachment has no 
more nor better rights than his debtor. The court of one state 
is bound to give the same effect to the assignment as it has in the 
state where made. ( Story's Conflict of Laws, § 397.) If 
James T. Reed had sold and assigned his interest in his uncle's 
estate on the 20th day of April, 1882, the executors had no 
rights or property in their hands belonging to him on the 12th 
of May following, and they should be discharged. Whatever 
the consideration was, it was a valuable one. The assignment 
was valid and binding on the assignor. It transferred his prop
erty rights. He had no further claim on the executors, and a 
payment by them to assignee would have been conclusive. 

In essence, the case is not materially different from where a 
workman anticipates his wages to be earned, by assigning them 
for the benefit of his family. See Taylor v. Lyncli, ,5 Gray, 
49. Also Emery v. Lawrence, 8 Cushing, 151, where the 
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assignment was for '' monies previously advanced, and to be 
advanced," and was held good. Brackett v. Blake, 7 Met. 335; 
Weed v. Jewett, 2 Met. 608. In the last case, letters of attor-
ney, with the addition "this is an assignment," were held good 
to convey not only the money earned, but the future wages of 
the constituent debtor. 

There was no occasion for Manson to keep account with 
defendant. The facts in Whitney v. Kelly, 67 Maine, 377, cited 
by plaintiff, are entirely different from those in the case at the 
bar. 

'1V ALTON, J. This is a trustee suit. The fund attached is a 
legacy of a thousand dollars given to the defendant by the will 
of his uncle. The executors disclose an assignment of the legacy 
and the assignee has become a party to the suit for the purpose 
of sustaining his claim. Our conclusion is that the claim is not 
sustained. A just regard for the right:; of creditors requires 
trustees to make full, true, and explicit answers to all questions 
propounded to them touching their indebtedness to the principal 
defendant in the suit. And the same rule applies to assignees 
who claim the funds sought to he held by the attachment. If 
examined as a witness, it is the duty of an assignee to state fully 
and clearly the circumstances connected with the assignment, 
and the consideration for which it was made ; and if he refuses 
to do so, and gives only vague, indefinite, and sweeping answers, 
his claim may be justly viewed with suspicion and declared 
invalid. Barker v. Osborne, 71 Maine, 69. 

In this case, the assignee has not complied with this rule. In 
fact, it would be difficult to conceive of answers more indefinite 
and unsatisfactory. Being asked what the real consideration for 
the assignment to him was, he answered. " security and gift ; I 
was advised the seal was sufficient consideration at the time." 
Being asked if he actually paid any value for the assignment, 
and if so, what and how much, he answered. '' Extended favors 
before and after the assignment." Being asked how they were 
able to fix a value upon the defendant's interest in his uncle's 
estate before the will had been probated, he answered, "security 
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and gift." Being asked to state what part of the consideration 
had been restored to him, and to give the dates and amounts, 
and all other details, be answered, '' been returned and others 
advanced; it is a running security." Being asked what bis 
then actual interest under the assignment was, and to explain it 
in full, he answered, ''security and gift of the whole." 

The claimant was twice examined through a commissioner 
appointed by the court; hut all his answers upon every material 
point where equally evasive, vague and, indefinite. '' Security 
and gift" was all the information that could be obtained in rela
tion to the purpose and consideration of the assignment, except 
that in one of his answers he says that he was" advised" that the 
seal was sufficient consideration. Why be was so "advised" is 
not stated ; but the inference which naturally suggests itself is 
not favorable to the honesty of the claim. A contract or promise 
under seal may be binding upon the parties to it without proof 
of any other consideration than that which the seal imports ; 
but when an assignment or a conveyance is attacked upon the 
ground that it was made to defraud creditors, the fact that the 
instrument by which it was made has a seal upon it is of no 
significance. Such assignments or conveyances are quite as 
likely to be made by instruments under seal as by instruments 
not having a seal upon them. ·when the honesty of the tran
saction is in issue, the seal has no significance. "Security and 
gift." The absurdity of this answer, by which it is claimed that 
the assignment was in part at least a gift, will appear when it is 
contrasted with the letter of the defendant to the executors, 
which is made a part of their disclosure. The defendant there 
states that it had become necessary for him to realize the small 
benefit provided for him in his uncle's will, and had therefore 
transferred, not only the bequest of one thousand dollars, but also 
all his interest in said estate, to Harry D. Manson, "who had 
kindly aided him to anticipate the receipt of said bequest," and 
the writer expressed his hope that the executors ·would soon be 
able to reimburse his friend for his kind accommodation. Surely, 
so far as the transfer was a gift, and so far as it was security for 
past ,~favors" ( as stated in answer to interrogatory 8,) the 
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willingness of his friend to accept it was not of a very extraor
dinary character. And, for aught that appears in the answers 
of the assignee, the security may have been to the extent of only 
one dollar, while the gift was of the remaining nine hundred and 
ninety-nine, with the defendant's contingent interest in his 
uncle's estate thrown in. 

This case strongly resembles the case of Bm·lcer v. Osborne 
and trustee, 71 Maine, 69, already cited. In that case property, 
presumably worth twelve thousand dollars, had been assigned to 
the trustee, as he claimed, partly in payment o(a debt owing to 
him, and partly as a gift; and he asserted over and over again th:1t 
he was the absolute owner of the property; but the court held that 
such doubtful, indefinite, and sweeping statements, could not be 
allmved to supply the omission of details and particulars, and 
charged him. In this case, the answers of the assigllee are more 
~~ doubtful, indefinite, and sweeping," than the answers of the 
assignee in that case; and they are not such as a just regard for 
the rights of the plaintiff required him to make. They are such 
as would be likely to come from a fraudulent transferee of prop
erty; but they are not such ns would be likely to come from an 
honest one. 

As.i.;ignee's clairn adjudged invalid. 
T1·ustees charged for $1000. 

PETERS, C. ·J., VmGIN, LIBBEY, EMERY and HASKELL, JJ., 
concurred. 

GEORGE L. SNOW vs. LEANDER WEEKS. 

Knox. Opinion August 6, 1885. 

Taxes. Interest. R. S., 1871, c. 6, § 98. Stat. 1876, c. 92. 

Without a distinct vote determh1ing when taxes should be payable, the payment 
of interest on taxes cannot lawfully be enforced. A vote declaring that 
interest shall be collected after a time named is not sufficient, under R. S., 
1871, c. 6, § 93 and stat. 1876, c. 92. 

As treasurer and collector of taxes, who issues his warrant to the sheriff, or 
his deputy, for the collection of a tax, '' with interest thereon" from a date 
named, is liable in damages to the person arrested upon such warrant, if 
the payment of interest could not be lawfully enforced. 

ON REPORT. The case has once before been at the law court 
and is reported 75 Maine, 105. 
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Trespass against the treasurer and collector of taxes for the 
city of Rockland. The opinion states the material facts. The 
report provided that if the plaintiff was entitled to recover, the 
defendant should be defaulted and the damages be assessed by 
a jury. 

A. P. Gould, for the plaintiff. 

D. N. Mortland, for the defendant. 
The opening clause of the stat. 1876, c. 92: "Whenever a 

city or town has fixed a time, " etc., was simply an introductory 
phrase, to be followed by the gist of the matter - the rate per 
cent. of interest to be charged. The stat. was loosely drafted, 
and when taken in connection with R. S., 1871, c. 6, § 93, as it 
then stood, shows plainly that it was passed merely to regulate 
the rate per cent. of interest and nothing more. 

It is obvious that one "\lote, declaring that after a certain time 
interest shall be charged at a given rate, is all that the statutes 
require. That is the construction the legislature itself has 
placed on these statutes. See R. S., 1883, c. 6, § § 120, 121. 

To hold that two votes are necessary would be to declare that 
nine-tenths, if not all the towns in the state, have illegally 
charged interest and collected it by distress on property, or arrest 
of the person, and thereby subject them to innumerable actions 
at law similar to this now before the court. It would be a 
dangerous precedent to establish, and one that would make it 
extremely difficult to find men who would be willing to take the 
risk attending upon any town office, if this court should hold 
that town officers must at their peril construe a statute which is 
so blind that the legislative committee on revision of the statute, 
composed of eleven of the ablest lawyers of this state, failed 
properly to interpret. 

"The law seeks to uphold official acts. In all reasonable cases, 
it presumes that officials have acted legally. It affords ample 
aid and encouragement to an officii1l who is honestly endeavoring 
to execute a public trust. " Snow v. lVeeks, 75 Maine, 105. 

Counsel further cited: Caldwell v. Hawkins, 40 Maine, 528 ; 
Judldns v. Reed, 48 Maine, 386; Bethel v . .1.11ason, 55 Maine, 
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503; .F'ord v. Olou,qh, 8 Maine, 342; Kingsley v. Hall, 9 N. 
H. 190; Erskine v. Hornbaclt, 14 Wall. 613; Nowell v. Tripp, 
61 Maine, 431 ; Seekins v. Gooda~e, 61 Maine, 404. 

WALTON, J. The plaintiff, having been arrested on a warrant 
issued by the defendant, as treasurer and collector of taxes of 
the city of Rockland, claims that the arrest was illegal, and 
brings this action to recover the damages which he says he 
thereby sustained. 

The city counsel of Rockland had voted that the collector be 
instructed to allow a discount of eight per cent on all taxes paid 
during the month of August, and four per cent on all taxes paid 
during the month of September, and that, '' on all taxes unpaid 
after the last clay of December, interest must he collected." 
But there was no distinct vote by the city council determining 
when the taxes should be payable; and the question is whether 
without such a vote, the payment of interest could lawfu1ly be 
enforced. ""\¥ e think it could not. The statutes authorizing the 
collection of interest are explicit, and make it a condition 
precedent, that the town or city shall first fix the time when the 
taxes are payable. 

The Revised Statutes of 1871, c. 6, § 93, declare that ii towns, 
at their annual meetings, mny determine when their taxes shall 
be payable, and that interest shall he collected after that time," 
and the act of 1876, c. 92, extending this power in terms to 
cities as well as towns, and limiting the amount of interest, 
declares that ii whenever a city or town has fixed a time within 
which taxes assessed therein shall be paid, such city, by its city 
council, and such town, at the meeting when money is appro
pria,ted or rnised, may vote that on all taxes remaining unpaid 
after a certain time, interest shall be paid at a specified rate, not 
exceeding one per centum per month; and the interest accruing 
under such vote or votes, shall be added to and be a part of such 
taxes." 

We think it is clear that under a fair interpretation of these 
statutes, a compulsatory collection of interest can not be justified, 
without a definite and distinct vote fixing the time when the 
taxes are payable. A vote declaring that interest shall be 
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collected after a certain time named, is not sufficient. Interest 
may, and generally does, commence to run before the principal 
is payable; and a vote decla1:ing when interest shall commence, 
is by no means equivalent to a vote fixing a time when the 
principal shall be payable. 

Such being the law, we are forced to the conclusion that the 
warrant issued by the defendant for the arrest of the plaintiff, 
was illegal. It directed the sheriff or his deputy to collect 
interest, as well as the principal, remaining due upon the 
plaintiff's taxes. We think an arrest upon such a warrant 
would be an actionable wrong. No justification is found in the 
defendant's warrant from the assessors, for that did not direct 
him to collect interest. It directed him to collect the taxes 
actually assessed, but it did not direct him to collect interest. 
It made no mention of interest. And no justification is found in 
the vote of the city council, for that is defective and insufficient 
upon its face. If the warrant from the assessors had contained 
such a recital of facts as would justify a collection of interest, 
nnd also a direction to the defendant to collect interest, then, 
being an instrument legal upon its face, and coming from 
competent authority, the defendant could justify under it, 
although the recitals were not in fact true. But the warrant 
from the assessors to the defendant contained no such recitals, 
and the principle invoked in his defense, and the authorities 
cited in support of it, do not npply. 

".,.hen this case was before the law court on a former occasion, 
the court held that inasmuch as the warrant which the defendant 
issued to the sheriff contained an averment of a vote by the city 
of Rockland, fixing a time when its taxes should be payable, this 
averment should be deemed to be true, unless the contrary 
should be provtd. In other words, that such a recital by a 
sworn officer is prirna facie evidence of the fact. But the con.: 
trary is now proved. An im;pection of the city records, and the 
testimony of the clerk, show that no such vote was passed. 
Consequently, the averment must be disregarded, nnd the truth 
allowed to prevail. 
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T_he result is that the defendant must be defaulted, and the 
damages assessed by a jury, as agreed in the -report. 

Defendant to be defaulted. Damages 
to be assessed by a Jury. 

DANFORTH, VIRGIN, LIBBEY, FOSTER and HASKELL, JJ., 
concurred. 

PETERS, C. J., did not concur. 

GEORGE C. BRAGDON vs. CHARLES B. HATCH and another. 

York. Opinion August 6, 1885. 

Forcible entry and detainer. Mortgages. Foreclosure. R. S., c. 90, § 5, cl. 2. 

A. mortgagee, before foreclosure, cannot maintain forcible entry and detainer 
against the mortgagor, or those claiming under him. 

Evidence that a notice of foreclosure was published in a newspaper "published'' 
in the county, is not a sufficient compliance with the statute requiring such 
notice to be published in a newspaper " printed" in the county. 

R. S., c. 90, § 5, cl. 2, makes the certificate of the register of deeds prim,a f acie 
evidence of the publication of a notice of foreclosure; the certificate of the 
mortgagee is not competent evidence of such publication. 

ON REPORT . 

. Forcible entry and detainer commenced in the municipal court 
of Biddeford and brought to this court on the pleadings. 

The plaintiff claims title from a mortgage by Alice E. Hatch 
to William G. Getchell, dated February 6, 1879, which Getchell 
proceeded to foreclose March 1, 1882. The mortgage contained 
the one year foreclosure clause. April 16, 1883, Getchell con
veyed the premises by warranty deed to the plaintiff. The 
defendants are the children and sole heirs of Alice E. Hatch, 
who had deceased. The only evidence of the foreclosure of the 
Hatch mortgage is stated in the opinion. 

Nathaniel Hobbs, for the plaintiff. 

Bourne and Son, for the defendants. 

WALTON, J. A mortgagee's title will not support a complaint 
for forcible entry a'nd detainer against the mortgagor, or those 

VOL. LXXVII. 28 
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claiming under him, unless the mortgage has been foreclosed. 
Jewett v. 111itchell, 72 Maine, 28, and cases there cited. 

The evidence of foreclosure in this case is not sufficient. The 
only evidence of the facts necessary to constitute a foreclosure, 
is a certificate of the mortgagee. He certifies that he published a 
notice of foreclosure in the Sanford Weekly News, published 
weekly in Sanford, in said county; but he does not Ray that the 
Weekly News was printed in Sanford, or within the county. 
In Blake v. Dennett, 49 Maine, 102, such a certificate was held 
to be defective; for the statute requires the notice to be published 
in a newspaper p1·inted in the county; and a newspaper may be 
published in a. county, and yet not be printed there ; and when 
the foreclosure of a mortgage is claimed, a strict compliance 
with the provisions of the statute must be shown. 

Besides, we do not think a certificate of the mortgagee is 
competent evidence. The act of 1849, c. 105, (R. S., c. 90, 
§ 5, clause 2,) makes the certificate of the register of deeds 
pri"nia facie evidence of the publication of a notice of foreclosure ; 
but there is no statute or rule of evidence that makes the 
certificate of the mortgagee evidence of the fact; and we think it 
is not competent evidence. 

Judgment for defendants. 

VIRGIN, LIBBEY, EMERY and HASKELL, JJ., concurred. 

PETERS, C. J., concurred in the result. 

JOANNA WOODS vs. MARY ANN ,vooDs. 

Kennebec. Opinion August 6, 1885. 

Dowe1·. 

A married woman received from her husband one thousand dollars and some 
other property, in consideration of which she agreed in writing, under her 
hand and seal, that the property so received should be in full discharge of 
all claim, right or interest, upon him and upon his property, for her support 
and maintenance, by way of dower, or otherwise. Held, the husband having 
died, that the agreement was a bar to the widow's right of dower in his estate. 

ON REPORT. 

Action of dower. The following is the agreement referred to 
in the opinion : 



HU. s. 
revenue 
Stamp, 
5 cents. 

WOODS V. WOODS. 

[ Agreement. J 
Whereas, a libel for divorce from bed and board,. 

Joanna "roods, Libellant, vs. her husband, Samueli 
Woods, is now pending in the Supreme J udiciali 
Court, Kennebec County. It is hereby agreed'. 
between said Samuel ,v oods and Joanna Woods,, 

as follow: 1. Said Samuel Woods has deposited in the hands, 
of Samuel Titcomb, one thousand dollars, for the use and benefit; 
of said Joanna Woods. 2. Said Samuel Woods also agrees to, 
deliver to said Joanna ,voods, the cow selected by her. 3 .. 
Four good sound sheep to be selected from his flock by William1 
Stone, Jr., if either of said parties shall require it. 4. The beds,. 
bedding and all household furniture now in the house occupied. 
by her. 5. All firewood now at the door of, and in said house· 
for the sume. 6. One barrel of good flour. 7. One good, 
sound ham of bacon. 8. To allow said Joanna to occupy the, 
house she now lives in for the term of\not exceeding two months. 
9. To keep said sheep and cow one week without charge. 10 .. 
To pay the Colburn and Faught debt. 

"Said Joanna, hereby agrees to receive the above property 
under the above named conditions in full discharge of all claim, 
right or interest upon said Samuel ,v oods, and upon his property 
for her support and maintenance by way of dower or otherwise. 
And it is hereby further agreed, that by consent of said court,, 
the prayer of said libel shall be granted, and a decree, pursuant. 
to the above agreement shall be made by said court, at the next 
August term of said court, and that each party shall pay their· 
own costs of court respectively, in said court." 

'
1 Dated at Augusta, this 19th day of April, 1864. 
"Attest: S. T. Mrs. Joanna Woods. [Seal.]"' 
'

1 Received the one thousand dollars, and all the specific articles 
named in the above agreement, and I hereby acknowledg~ the 
full and complete performance of the said agreement in all 
respects, on the part of the said Samuel ,,roods. 

"Attest: S. T. Mrs. Joanna Woods. [Seal.]" 

S. anil L. Titcomb, for the plaintiff. 
Afeme covert cannot bar her right of dower by any release 
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made to the husband during coverture. Rowe v. Hamilton, 3 
Maine, 63; Shaw v. Russ, 14 Maine, 432; Vance v. Vance, 
21 Maine, 371; Garson v. Murray, 3 Paige, 483; Martin v. 
Martin, 22 Ala. 86; Townsend v. Townsend, 36 Barbour, 
410; 2 Scribner on Dower, 290; Townsend v. Townsend, 2 
Sandf. 711; Walsh v. Kelley, 34 Pa. St. 84. 

If the agreement could be construed as a jointure or pecuniary 
provision made after marriage with the same effect under § 9, c. 
103, R. S., as is provided by § 8, (and clearly it cannot be so 
construed) it would be no bar because the agreement is not and 
does not purport to be a " freehold estate in lands for the life of 
the wife to take effect immediately on the husband's death," as 
provided by § 7, nor is it such jointure or provision made after 
marriage, as provided by § 9, as ·would require any waiver or 
,election within six months relative to the provisions of a will in 
which no negotiation of or provision for the wife is made. 

The pecuniary provisio11 as provided by § 8 must be instead 
of dower and consented to as provided in § 7, and by § 7 the 
provision must be by jointure consisting of a freehold estate in 
land for the life of the wife at least, and ''she rnm,t express her 
consent by becoming a party to the conveyance" and the join
ture or provision by § 9 must be "such" as the prior sections 
prescribe. 

Neither of these three sections in terms or by implication 
contains the essential and requisite elements to constitute a bar. 

The agreement of the demandant is not a jointure - is not a 
conveyance to which she has become a party, is not " such" a 
pecuniary provision consented to by her - and is not to take 
effect immediately on the husband's death. 

It is simply an agreement between husband and wife during 
coverture for her partial support. It does not affect the rights 
of the wife at common law and these rights under the agreement 
are not changed by statute. 

G. 0. Vose, for the defendant, cited: French v. Peters, 33 
Maine, 396; Littlefield v. Paul, 69 Maine, 527. 

WALTON, J. A married woman may be barred of dower in 
her husband's lands by a pecuniary provision made for her 
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instead of dower with her consent; and without her consent, 
unless within six months after her husband's death she waives 
such provision, and files the same in writing in the probate office. 
R. S., c. 103, § § 7, 8, 9. 

In this case, while her husband was alive, the plaintiff received 
from him one thousand dollars in money, and .some other prop
erty, in consideration of which she agreed in writing, under her 
hand and seal, that the property so received should be in full 
discharge of all claim, right or interest upon him and upon his 
property, for her support and maintenanee, by way of dower 
or otherwise. Her husband is now dead, and the question is 
whether this agreement bars her right to dower. We think it 
does. That her husband intended that the provision so made 
for her should be in lieu of dower, and that she deliberately 
and advisedly accepted it as such, there can be no doubt. The 
express wording of the agreement will admit of no other inter
pretation. We think she must abide by the agreement she 
then made. 

Judgnient for defendant. 

PETERS, C. J., DANFORTH, LIBBEY, Ei\:IERY and FosTER, JJ., 
concurred. 

WESTBROOK MANUF ACTURINl+ COMP ANY 

vs. 

LEWIS P. WARREN and others. 

Cumberland. Opinion August 6, 1885. 

Waters. Mill owners. Irreparable injury. Injunction. 

A bill in equity by one mill owner to enjoin other mill owners, upon the opposite 
side of the stream at the same power, from using more than one-half of the 
water, complained that the defendants had, within ten days, commenced to 
use, and were continuing to use, and threatening to use in the future more 
water than they were lawfully entitled to, thereby depriving the plaintiff of 
sufficient water to run its mill, some portions of which had to be shut down 
throwing out of employment some two hundred persons. Held, that the 
injury claimed did not appear to be of that permanent or irreparable character 
necessary to justify or require the interposition of a court of equity by way 
of injunction. Held further, that the bill, charging that all the defendants 
together used more than one-half of the water, ancl not stating which or-
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the defendants was using more water than he was entitled to, is too indefinite 
and general in its averments to found a decree for an injunction upon. 

ON REPORT of the presiding judge. 

Bill in equity, heard on bill and demurrer. 

( A verments of the bill.) 

"And thereupon sayeth unto your honors: your orator is the 
,owner and occupant of the shores and upland of the easterly side 
-of the Presumpscot river, and of the easterly half of the bed of 
said river, and of one-half of the water and power of said river, 
at the upper falls, at Saccarappa, in said town of ,v estbrook, 
upon which easterly shore and easterly half of the hed of said 
river, there has been, as your orator is informed and believes, 
from time immemorial, a mill or mills, and a dam or dams, for 
the purpose of furnishing water power to said mill or mills ; and 
which power has, as your orator is informed and believes, from 
time immemorial been used as appurtenant to said mill or mills; 
•of' which shore, hank, easterly half of the bed of said river, half 
of the water of said river, mill or mills, dam, water power, and 
the appurtenant use thereof, as aforesaid, have belonged and 
been :njoyed by your orator and its predecessors in title, from 
time immemorial; and your orator now owns, occupies and has 
·upon said bank, a cotton mill operated and intended to be 
·operated in connection with the dam aforesaid, and by the power 
:aforesaid, and which can not be operated successfully, nor except 
.at great expense disproportionate to and inconsistent with its 
successful operation, unless in connection with said dam and 
·power, and unless your orator receives for the purpose of such 
,operation, the half of the water and power of said river, to which 
_your orator is entitled as aforesaid. 

'' And your orator further complaining, showeth unto your 
:honors, that said mill has twelve thousand spindles, and the 
·number of persons employed in and about said mill is about 
three hundred~ and that your orator, by law and by right, is 
-entitled to one-half of the flow, power and use of the water of 
:.Said river, for the operation of said mill, and that your orator 
~would be irremediably damaged and injured by deprivation of 
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the use of such share of said water and power, and would suffer 
thereby great damage in the operation of said mill, including 
loss of profits, diminution in the quantity and quality of goods 
manufactured, controversies with the persons employed in and 
about said mill, and other losses and injuries; and that such 
damages are of a kind not capable of being estimated, and for 
which adequate and complete compensation could not he recovered 
by any action at law. 

".And your orator further complaining, showeth unto your 
honors, that the said Lewis, Charles H. Towle, John, Woodbury, 
Frank, Freedom, George, Charles F. Warren and William, and 
their agents, and servants, are owners and occupants of the 
westerly shore and hank of said river at the falls aforesaid, and 
are entitled, as such, to the use of one-half of the water and 
power of said river, and no more; and yet have lately, to wit, 
within ten days last past, commenced to use, and are now using, 
more than the said half of said power and water~ and thereby 
on the twenty-first day of the current month, at about three 
o'clock, afternoon, they used and had used so much more than 
their share of said water and power, as to compel complainant 
to shut down the greater portion of the said mill, so that com
plainant, fo consequence thereof, did shut down the greater 
portion of said mill, and was compelled to keep and did keep the 
same shut down, and was unable to run the same for the 
remainder of the day, and thereby threw out of employment 
about two hundred per::;ons employed as aforesaid by your 
complainant in the mill aforesaid, to the great damage, lm;s and 
injury of the complainant. 

"And your orator, further complaining, showeth unto your 
honors, that said Lewis, Freedom, Charles H. Towle, John, 
George, Charles L. Warren, ·wmiam, Woodbury, and Frank, 
although requested to desist from using more than their share of 
water and power as aforesaid, refuse and decline to so desist, 
and threaten to continue, urnl are continuing, to use more than 
their said share; and have thus compelled complainant to shut 
down the greater part of its mill, in manner aforesaid, several 
times since said twenty-first day of November. 
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H And your orator further showeth unto your honors, that 
while your orator uses upon its side of the river and in connection 
with its own mill, only four ( 4) Knowlton wheels of sixty ( 60) 
inches diameter, three under twelve feet ,~ head, " and one under 
ten feet '' head, " the said owners and occupants of said west side 
of the river, their agents and servants, are using and running as 
aforesaid, in connection with their mills upon their side of said 
river, and for the purpose of using the water and power of the 
river at the falls aforesaid, one Knowlton wheel, sixty (60) 
inches in diameter, one Chase wheel, thirty-six (36) inches 
diameter, said two wheels being used by said Woodbury K. 
Dana and :Frank J. Dana, in the mill owned by said George, 
Charles L. ·lVarren, and William; also one Knowlton wheel, 
sixty ( 60) inches diameter, in use by said John w·. Warren in 
the mill owned by said Lewis P. ,varren; also one Tuttle wheel 
forty-eight ( 48) inches in diameter, in the mill occupied by said 
,Jolrn "\V. Warren and Charles H. Towle, and owned by said 
Lewis P. ·warren; also two (2) double Kidder saw mill wheels 
and two (2) small wheels in the mill occupied by said :Freedom 
Meserve, and owned by said Lewis P. ,varren, all of the above 
wheels being under twelve ( 12) feet head; that the owners and 
occupants of said west side of said river· have been running, and 
threaten, and are continuing to run all or nearly all said wheels 
simultaneously ; that said wheels so run on said west side of said 
river, when in operation together, draw and use more than twice 
as much water as the said wheels of your orator upon the east 
side of said river; and that the water of said river and power 
thereof, is not sufficient to drive all of said wheels, so run by 
said owners and occupants of said west side of said river, 
including those of your orator. 

"And your orator, further complaining, showeth unto your 
honors, that it has several times requested said Lewis, Freedom, 
Chnrles H. Towle, John, George, Charles F. Warren, William, 
vVoodbury, nnd :Frank, to desist from the use of more than 
their share of the power and ·water aforesaid; but they neglect 
and refuse so to desist. " 

William, L. Putnam for the plaintiff. 
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The complainant's right to enjoy one-half of the power of the 
stream, is alleged to have been in use from time immemorial, 
and under the demurrer is not disputed; and also that· the 
respondents are using more than their share of the stream is to 
be taken as admitted. 

The complainant sets out fully the nature of its mill, alleging 
that it is a cotton mill, operating twelve thousand spindles and 
employing about three hundred persons; and that it would be 
irremediably damaged and injured by diverting the use of its 
share of the water and power, and would "suffer thereby great 
damage in the operation of said mill, including loss of profits, 
diminution in the quantity and quality of goods manufactured, 
controversies with persons employed in and about said mill, and 
other losses and injuries; and that said damages are of a kind 
not capable of being estimated, and for which adequate and full 
compensation can not be recovered by any action at law. " 

Even without these allegations the court might well assume, 
from the nature of complainant's mill, that its regular operation 
for want of sufficient water would lead to results of the character 
set out in the bill, which cannot be estimated or covered by 
damages at law, and that such results would cause a very serious 
and irremediable injury to the owner of the mill. 

In this respect the case is one eminently calling for the inter
position of a court of equity, and of a class upon which the equity 
courts have looked with great favor. Angell on vVater-courses, 
§ 415. 

Upon the demurrer defendants have no right to claim that 
there is any controversy whatever between the parties as to the 
right, or that anything remains except to prevent and remedy 
the injury, to do which successfully requires the admeasurement 
of the water and a proper division of it between the parties to 
the privilege, which is entirely beyond the power of a jury to 
accomplish. 

If driven to law, the verdict of a jury would establish no 
right, because upon the pleadings the right fa admitted, but 
would only assess damages for an injury to the right, thus leaving 
a verdict which would in no way enable the parties to make a 
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proper division of the water, while a court of equity with the 
aid of a master could, among all the wheels run by the respond
ents, ascertain and determine to what extent and at what times 
each of the respondents could run their several wheels, and how 
many of them they could run together. 

There is all the necessity of taking this case from the jury 
and sending it to a master that there is for settling, according to 
the practice of the English chancery, general averages upon 
marine losses or any other matters requiring nice and complicated 
computations. 

Indeed upon the admitted allegations of the bill, and we 
believe this will be found to be the same when the answer and 
proofs are in, this is nothing more than a case of equitable partition 
of water; and the question is not one of right, but of adjustment 
and division of admitted rights. 

In Ballou v. Hopkinton, 4 Gray, p. 324, Chief Justice SHAW 

says on p. 328 : ~~ In regulating the rights of mill owners and all 
others in the use of a stream wherein numbers of persons are 
interested, equity is able by one decree to regulate their respect
ive rights, to fix the time and manner in which water may be 
drawn and within what limits it shall or shall not be drawn by 
all parties respectively; and thus it is peculiarly adapted to the 
relief sought against such alleged nuisance and disturbance, and 
affords a more complete and adequate remedy than can be 
afforded by one or many suits at law." 

In that case there had been no suit at law to establish the 
title, and so for as can be seen from the allegations of the bill, 
the nature of the threatened injury was the same as that of the 
case at bar to the extent that the complainants in each case were 
owners of mills for the manufacture of cotton goods; and the 
court fully considered the question of jurisdiction to proceed to 
an injunction in equity and sustained it. 

Counsel further cited: Angell on Water-courses, § § 445, 
447; Burnham v. Kempton, 44 N. H. 78; Belknap v. Trimble, 
3 Paige, 601; Olmstead v. Loomis, 5 Se]d. 423; Lyon v. 
McLaughlin, 32 Vt. 423; Ranlet v. Cook, 44 N. H. 512; Bean 
v. Coleman, 44 N. H. pp. 539 and 542; ~Imperial Gas Light & 
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Ooke Oornpany v. Broadbent, 7 Hom:e Lords Cases, * 601 ; 
Moor v. Veazie, 31 Maine, 377; Pm·ter v. Witham, 17 Maine, 
294; Van Bergen v. Van Bergen, 3 Johns. Ch. R. 287; High 
Injunctions, (2 ed.) § 7 40; Gould Waters § § 506, 510; Par
ker v. Winnipiseogee Lake Cotton and Woollen Co. 2 Black, 
551, in enumerating cases where the injury would be irreparable, 
names '' loss of trade." 

,i\r e presume, however, it will be claimed that the cases in 
this state sustain the demurrer. We desire to remark that none 
of them contained the element involved in this case unless it be 
Jordan v. Woodward, ·which we shall hereafter cite. That is, 
none of them relate to the practical measuring or adjust_ing of 
rights among co-tenants. 

Jordan v. Woodward, 38 Maine, 424, as the facts appear in 
the opinion, we believe not to be in harmony with the law, nor 
indeed in harmony with the expressions contained in the opinion 
itself. 

S. C. Strout, H. W. Gage and F. S. Strout, for the 
defendants. 

WALTON, J. We do not think the injunction prayed for in 
this case can be rightfully granted. 

The unlawful diversion of the water of a stream is a nuisance, 
for which one thereby injured may maintain an action at law. 
And in some cases, such an invasion of one's right may be 
restrained by an injunction issued by a court of equity. But, 
as a general rule, a remedy by injunction is obtainable only 
when the right is clear, and the invasion of it, actual or threat
ened, is such as will result in permanent or irreparable injury. 
In all other cases the injured party must be content with such 
redress as is afforded by an action at law. The wrong complained 
of in this case is that the defendants had, within ten days, com
menced to use, and were continuing to use, and threatening to 
use in the future, more water than they were lawfully entitled 
to; thereby depriving the plaintiffs of sufficient water to run 
their mill, and obliging them to shut down portions of it, and 
thus throwing out of employment some two hundred persons. 
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The injury claimed to have been thus received is considerable. 
But it does not appear to be of that permanent or irreparable 
character necessary to justify or require the interpm,ition of a 
court of equity by way of injunction. It is not like the build
ing of a dam or the digging of a ditch, by which the water 
would be permanently diverted from the plaintiffs' mill. It seems 
to be no more than a temporary invasion of the plaintiffs' right, 
and not likely to be continued, unless the defendants claim that 
they are entitled to the amount of water thus taken from the 
plaintiffs, in which case, the right should he tried and determined 
in an action at law before application. is made for an injunction. 
Denison Man. Go. v. Robinson .Man. Go. 74 Maine, 116; 
Jordan v. Woodward·, 38 Maine, 423. 

And there is another difficulty in this case. The defendants 
are not joint owners or occupants of the mills on the westerly 
side of the river ; and, for aught that appears in the bill the 
wrong complained of may have been committed wholly by the 
owners or occupants of only one of these mills, the owners or 
occupants of the other mills being entirely innocent of using or 
threatening to use more water than they are lawfully entitled to. 
And yet the court has no means of distinguishing between the 
innocent and the guilty. The bill charges that all the defendants, 
in the aggregate, are using more than half the water in the river. 
But it does not charge that each one of them is using more 
than he is entitled to. The effect of such an averment is to 

· make it certain that some one of the defendants is guilty of 
using more than his share of the water, but not that each and 
every one of them is. Consequently, if the court should grant 
the injunction prayed for, it is by no means certain that innocent 
parties might not be enjoined, and be required to pay a portion 
of the costs of the suit. Surely, the court ought not to be 
required to take such a risk as that. In this particular, it is 
the opinion of the court that the bi11 is too indefinite or general 
in its itverments to found a decree for an injunction upon. 

Demurrer sustained. Bill dismissed with costs. 

PETERS, C. J., VmmN, LIBBEY and EMERY, JJ., concurred. 

HASKELL, J., having been of counsel did not sit. 
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BELFAST AND MoosEHEAD LAKE RAILROAD COMPANY, in equity, 

vs. 

CITY OF BELFAST and others. 

Waldo. Opinion August 6, 1885. 

Railroacls. Stock subscriptions. Preferrecl stockholders. '' Net earnings." 
Dividends. Equity. 

A railroad corporation, at its organization, adopted a by-law, that its net earn
ings should be divided semi-annually amongst its stockholders, first paying 
upon the preferred stock an amount per annum not exceeding six per cent. 
and then, if a surplus, as much upon the non-preferred stock, and dividing 
any remaining surplus amongst all stockholders alike. After this, preferred 
stock was subscribed for in general terms. Held: That the subscribers for 
preferred stock took their shares upon the conditions named in the by-law as 
a contract between themselves and the corporation. 

There was a stipulation in the contract of subscription that there should be no 
assessment on shares until the full amount be subscribed sufficient to build 
the road, thereby avoiding the necessity of ever placing a mortgage upon it. 
But, without dissent by any party, debts were incurred and the road mort
gaged, to obtain funds for its completion. Held: That this change in the 
policy of the company did not require that all such indebtedness should be 
paid before preferred dividends be declared. 

The preferred stockholder is not a creditor; nor is a dividend guaranteed to 
him; he is entitled thereto by the by-law, provided there are net earnings; a 
deficiency of dividend for one year, for want of net earnings of that year, is 
not to be made up from the net earnings of another year; the by-law implies 
that all net earnings are to be wholly distributed each year. 

The term "net earnings," in the by-law, means such as are applicable to div
idends. These would be the gross receipts less the expenses of operating 
the road. and less also interest on such of the company's indebtedness as it 
is prudent and proper to keep in a permanent form, and less also any floating 
or temporary liabilities which good judgment would require to be presently 
paid, and less also an annual contribution to a sinking fund for the pa.yment 
of debts, whenever expedient and proper to provide such a fund. 

As a rule, officers of the corporation are the sole judges of the propriety of 
declaring dividends. But they are not allowed to act illegally, wantonly or 
oppressively. And when the right to a dividend is clear, and there are funds 
from which it can properly be made, a court of equity will compel the 
company to declare it. 

The company was incorporated in 1867; completed the construction of its road 
in 1870, the same costing one million dollars_; the stock subscriptions were 
about $650,000; it leased its road, in 1870, for fifty years, for $36,000 per 
annum, lessees assuming all expenses, taxes and risks during the term; at 
date of this bill, November, 1882, the company from its receipts of rent had 
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paid off $150,000 of floating indebtedness; owed $150,000 of bonded mort
gage debt, contracted in 1870, maturing in 1890; owed the city of Belfast, 
its principal stockholder, $88,000 (about) for money borrowed in 1870, pay
able in November, 1885; and, after the payment of all interest due on its 
obligations, had about $37,000 money in hand. The road has not a prospect 
of earning more than its operating expenses after its lease expires in 1920. 
Held: That the directors would be justified in refusing to declare a dividend 
until there are means enough on hand with which to pay the debt to Belfast. 
And it is the opinion of the court that, after that, some reasonable provision 
should be made for the final extinguishment of the mortgage debt by reserv
ing, for such purpose, in a sinking fund, a portion of the rent to be received, 
and dividing the balance among stockholders; renewing the debt or some 
portion of it when it becomes due in 1890; but assuring the payment of all 
indebtedness by or before the expiration of the lease. 

ON REPORT. 

Bill of interpleader against the city of Belfast and the other 
preferred stockholders of the plaintiff corporation. 

An interlocutory decree was made, directing that the city of 
Belfast interplead with the other defendants, named in the bill ; 
and that the case proceed upon the bill and answer of the city of 
Belfast, taken as a bill, and the answer of the other defendants, 
taken as an answer, the- .. ,city of Belfast having, by its answer, 
substantially adopted the allegations of the bill. 

The case was then reported to the law court on bill, answer 
and agreed statement. 

The opinion states the facts. 

Drummond and Drummond and R. F. Dunton, city solicitor, 
for the city of Belfast, cited: Bates v. And. & Ifrn. R. R. Co. 
49 Maine, 491; B. & M~ L. R. R. Co. v. Unity, 62 Maine, 
148 ; Revere v. Boston Gopper Co. 15 Pick. 363 ; Lockhart v. 
Van Alstyne, 31 Mich. 76; Taft v. Railroad Co. 8 R. I. 310; 
Williston v. 1.lt. S. & N. I. R. Co. 13 Allen, 400; St. John 
v. Erie R'y Co. 22 Wall. 136 ; Union Pacific R. R. case, 99 
U. S. 402; Sioux Oity & Pacific R. R. Co. in error v. United 
States, decided in the United States Supreme Court, January 
21, 1884. 

Counsel concluded: We think we have established the follow
ing proposition-·. 

1. That the preferred stockholders are merely stockholders in 
the corporation and not creditors of the corporation, and, there-
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fore, the rights of creditors to the property of the corp0ration 
are superior to the rights of the preferred stockholders as fully 
as they are superior to t~e rights of the common stockholders. 

2. That as between the two classes of stockholders, the debt 
is a burden equally upon both classes; that neither can throw 
the burden of the debt upon the other; but that both must con
tribute to its payment. 

3. That dividends can be made to the preferred stockholders 
only when they can be made to both classes, provided the net 
earnings are sufficient; that is to say, the preferred stockholders 
cannot have a dividend and at the same time require that the 
portion of the earnings which would go to the common stock if 
there was no debt, be applied to the payment of the debt. 

4. That a dividend can he made from the net earnings only 
when there are net earning:-, which can properly be applied to u. 

dividend on stock, without regard to whether it is preferred or 
non-preferred stock. 

5. That the city as a holder of stock has a right to object to 
the cluim of the preferred stockholders to have dividends made 
to them and the balance of the earnings carried to the sinking 
fund; and has the right to require that all the net earnings shall 
be carried to the sinking fund until the debt sha1l be paid. 

II. But if the city has no right as a holder of common stock, 
to ohject to this claim of the preferred stockholders to have the 
net earnings paid to them in dividencl:-3, we hold that it has such 
right as a creditor. ,v c have already 8hown that all the net earnings will he 
required to make a fund sufficient to pay the debt of the city 
when it becomes due. 

There can be no doubt that the city, ns a creditor, has the 
right to be paid even though no dividends nre paid; its rights as 
a creditor are superior to those of any stockholder as a stock-

"i1older. The city then has the right to resist the claim of the 
preferred stockholders, and to demand that the action of the 
directors, in making provision for the payment of the debt to 
the city when it matures, shall be sustained. 

• 
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S. 0. Strout, H. W. Gage and F. S. Strout, for the 
pr€ferred stockholders, cited: B. & M. Railroad v. Brooks, 
60 Maine, 577 ; A. & flf. Turnpike Gorp. v. Gould, G Mass. 
40; K. & P.R. R. Go. v. Kendall, 31 Maine, 474; B. & M. 
Railroad Co. v. Moore, 60 Maine, 567; Am. L. Review, 
January, 1884, p. 50; Taft v. H. P. & F. R. R. Go. 8 R. I. 
310; Thompson v. Erie Railroad, 42 How. (N. Y.) Pr. Rep. 
93; In re Bang01·, &c. Slab Go. L. R. 20 Eq. 59; Burt v. 
Rattle, 31 Ohio St. 116; Davis v. Prop'rs Church in Lowell, 
8 Met. 321 ; Lewey's I. R. R. Co. v. Bolton, 48 Maine, 455 ; 
Redf. Railways, § 237; March v. Eastr:m R. R. Co. 43 N. H. 
515; Oldtown & L. R. R. Co. v. Veazie, 39 Maine, 577; 2 
Story's Eq. § 1231; Nickals v. N. Y. L. E. & W. R. R. 15 
Fed. Rep. 579; Union Pacific R. R. v. U. S. 99 U. S. 496; 
St. John v. Erie Ry. 10 Blatch. 279; S. C. 22 Wall. 148; 31 
Mich. 79; Morawetz, Corporations, § 405; lienry v. G1'eat 
Northern R. R. 1 DeG. '-~ J. 606; Sturge v. Eastern Union 
R. R. 7 DeG. M. & G. 158; WilUston v . . 11£ichigan Southern, 
13 Allen, 405; Green's Brice's Ultra Vires, 1G4, 173; Bates 
v . .And. R. R. 49 Maine, 503 ; Corry v. Londondei-ry R. R. 
29 Beav. 263, (30 L. J. (Ch.) 290); Jones, RaHroad Securities, 
§ 620 and cases; Matthews v. Great .1Vorthern R. R. 5 Jurist. 
N. S. 284; Webb v. Earle, 20 Law Rep. 556; W. C. & P. 
R. R. v. Jackson, 77 Pu. St. 325 ; 1 Lindley, Partnership, 
(2 ed.) 781; Barnm·d v. Vt. & ~"4lass. R. R. 7 Allen, 521; 
Pratt v. Pratt, 33 Conn. 446. 

Counsel concluded: "\Ve think we have established the right 
of the preferred stockholders to a six .per cent dividend while 
the Maine Central lea8e is in force, and that they are entitled to 
a decree of this court, as prayed for in their answer that a semi
annual dividend of three per cent be paid from the rental received 
in November, 1882, now in possession of the corporation, and a 
like semi-annual dividenrl from the rental, as ancl when received 
by the corporation, pending said Maine Central lease and the 
existing indebtedness of the corporation, be borne and paid by 
the corporation, without burden upon the preferred stockholders. 
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PETERS, C. J. The plaintiffs were incorporated as a railroad 
company in 1867, the charter authorizing the issuing of preferred 
and non-preferred stock. The company was organized and 
by-.Jaws were established prior to opening the books for the 
subscription of shares. The eighteenth by-law was this: 
~, Dividends on the preferred stock shall first be · made semi
annually from the net earnings of said road, not exceeding six 
per centum per annum, after which dividend, if there shall remain 
a surplus, a dividend shall be made upon the non-preferred stock 
up to a like per cent per annum; and should a surplus then 
remain of net earnings, after both of said dividends, in any one 
year, the same shall be divided pro rata on all the stock." 

The first question is, whether those who subscribed for 
preferred stock became entitled to it according to the terms of 
the by-law. We have no doubt of it. There was nothing else 
anywhere to indicate what the preferred stock was to be. 
Subscribers merely agreed to take preferred stock, others 
subscribing for common stock. The by-law, or the terms stated 
in it, must be regarded as a part of the contract entered into by 
the corporation and the subscribers. The by-law describes and 
identifies the stock. Davis v. Proprietors, 8 Met. 321. 

Other questions in the case are involved in the following facts: 
It appears that, in the early days of the enterprise, a policy was 
resolved upon to build the road wholly from subscriptions to 
stock. In the first place the city of Belfast, through its govern
ment, expressed its view that the construction of the road should 
not be commenced until stock enough should he subscribed to 

" secure its completion, and that no mortgage should ever be put 
upon the road. After that, the railroad company, by its vote, 
committed itself to the same policy. And, after that vote, the 
company adopted this by-law: "Nor shall any assessment what
ever be made upon any shares, or any portion thereof, until the 
full amount of the estimated cost of the road shall 
have been subscribed by responsible parties in accordance with 
the rules and regulations of the directors," &c., &c. One of 
those rules, made a part of the subscription paper, reiterated the 

VOL. LXXVII. 29 
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idea before expressed, with these words added thereto, (( thereby 
avoiding the necessity of any mortgage or encumbrance being 
ever contracted by this corporation. " 

Thereupon subscriptions were made for both kinds of stock. 
Without wading through the historical details which caused the 
departure, it is enough to say that the original theory of the 
company was not adhered to. Without the fault of the company, 
unforeseen exigencies arose, imperatively requiring a large 
amount of indebtedness to be created. The collected sub
scriptions amounted to $648,100; while the cost of the road 
exceeded a million dollars. Stock was issued for- those shares 
in 1870, after fully paid for, and no other shares were ever 
issued. To avert the disaster that would have fallen upon them 
without it, the corporation was - compelled to obtain means, to 
finish the construction of the road, in several ways. On May 15,. 
1870, a bonded indebtedness for $150,000 was created, payable 
in twenty years, with interest semi-annually, secured by mortgage 
upon the road. The company also borrowed of the city of 
Belfast, its principal stockholder, and gave its note therefor, 
dated November 16, 1871, the sum of $101,900, payable, with 
annual interest, on November 16, 1885. Besides these amounts, 
the company incurred a miscellaneous floating indebtedness of 
about $150,000 more. It being admitted that these debts were· 
all legally incurred, a discussion of the difficulties which were 
encountered in obtaining the credits, would not be material to 
the issue. 

In April, 1870, the company leatied its road to the Maine 
Central Railroad Company for a term of fifty years, from May 
10, 1870, at a rent of $36,000 per annum, payable one-half 
thereof on the tenth days of May and November, in each yea1· 
during said term, the lessee to operate the road, keep it in repair, 
and pay all taxes assessed thereon. The road has been possessed 
and operated by the lessee ever since. vVhen this lease terminates, 
it is not probable that the road will be able to earn much more, 
if anything, than its operating expenses. By means of the rent 
received, the company had paid off all of its floating or miscel
laneous liabilities, and something on the city debt, so that on . 
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November 10, 1882, after receiving the November rent, the,, 
financial standing of the company was substantially as follows: 
It owed $150,000 fo bonds, maturing in May, 1890. It owed 
the city of Belfast $87,900. Its sinking fund amounted to $26,-
033.24. And it had in its possession $10,863, remaining after· 
paying interest then due upon the note and bonds. 

Ont of the payments of rent received from November, 1878,. 
to May, 1882, both inclusive, the company paid semi-annnaU 
dividends, of two and one-quarter per cent each, to the holders: 
of the preferred stock, but paid nothing upon the common stock, 
and has refused to declare any further dividends. A dispute· 
arising between the two classes of stockholders whether the, 
preferred stockholders were entitled to any dividend from the 
surplus on hand of $10,863, this bill was filed in order to, 
determine the question. 

Upon these facts, affected somewhat by other incidental facts .. 
which will appear, the position is taken, by the counsel for the· 
city, that the preferred stockholders, as between themselves and. 
the common stockholders, are not entitled to any dividends until 
the entire indebtedness of the company is paid; that, inasmuch'. 
as the subscriptions to both classes of stock were made when the 
declared policy of the corporation was not to create a corporate· 
debt, with the then full expectation by all parties that none· 
would be created, and inasmuch as the debts were unavoidably 
incurred for the common benefit of all stockholders, the burden, 
of removing the debts should be borne by all the shares alike,. 
and not fo,ll exclusively upon the common stock. The city
contends that the favored class were to be preferred stockholders, 
only upon the condition that there should be no debts, that there· 
was an implied contract to that effect ; or, if not a contract, that 
such a result is demanded by 'a natural and necessary equity 
which flows from the relation of the parties. 

We think such a position is not tenable, as a claim either in 
law or equity. The subscribers must have known, if they 
reflected at all about it, that corporate indebtedness might become 
necessary in spite of the strongest pledges to the contrary. In 
fact, the twelfth by-law implies that debts might be incurred. 
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It is said that the holders of the preferred stock favored a bonded 
debt. But it was not upon any condition that they should 
surrender any right thereby. All stockholders favored it. 
There was no voice against it. If A has the first and B the 
second mortgage on a vessel, taking their securities at the same 
time, anticipating no disaster to the vessel, and a disaster comes, 
requiring a bottomry bond upon the property, the payment of 
such bond is not a burden common to the two mortgages. The 
illustration may not be inapt. 

The main question of the case is whether, in November, 1882, 
the financial condition of the company was such that the preferred 
stockholder was then legally entitled to a dividend. 

No such claim could have been made upon the ground that he 
is a creditor of the company; he is not such. Preferred stock
Jholders, ordinarily, are not creditors. That is the common 
,doctrine of the authorities. Chaffee v. Railroad, 55 Vt. llO, 
:and numerous cases cited. 

It was not intended in the present instance to guarantee a 
,dividend. If a dividend is prevented in any one year by a 
deficit of earnings, it can not be made up from the earnings of 
,succeeding years. A six per centum dividend is not assured by 
the contract of subscription. It may be less. The implication 
of the by-law is clear that there is to be no ~urplus of profits to 
be carried from one year to another. The net earnings are to be 
wholly distributed each year. The language of the by-law is 
really the language of the general law. It promises dividends 
whenever there are net earnings from which to make them. 

The difficulty is in deciding what should be considered as net 
earnings; that is, net earnings such as are applicable to dividends. 
In a general sense, net earnings are the gross receipts less the 
expenses of operating the road to earn such receipts. But several 
kinds of charges must first come out of net earnings before 
dividends are declared. The creditor comes in for consideration 
before the stockholder. The property of a corporation is a trust 
fund pledged for the payment of its debts. Therefore, if there 
is a bonded, funded, permanent or standing debt, the interest on 
it must be reckoned out of net earnings. If there is a floating 
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debt, which it is not wise and prudent to place in the form of .a 

funded debt., or to postpone for later payment, that should also 
be paid. If the financial situation of the company is such as to 
render it expedient to commence or continue the scheme of a 
sinking fund for the extinguishment of the company's indebted
ness some day or other, an annual contribution out of the. net 
earnings for that purpose would be reasonable. These deductions 
made from the net earnings, the balance will he the profits of the 
company distributable among stockholders. In Pierce on 
Railroads, 125, it is said: '' The dividends on preferred stock are 
payable only out of net earnings which are applicable to the 
payment of dividends; and the interest on the bonded or other 
interest bearing debt, even though contracted after the issue of 
the preferred stock, and the rent upon leases made after the 
issue thereof, shall be first paid. " The definition of net 
earnings, above given, is supported by the authorities. Chaffee 
v. Raifroad, supra, and cases cited; Taft v. Railroad, 8 R. I. 
310; St. John v. Erie Railway Go. 10 Blatch. 271; S. C. 22 
Wall. 136; Union Pacific R.R. v. United States, 99 U.S. 496. 

But it does not necessarily follow that debts should be 
first wholly paid, before a declaration of dividends, merely 
because they are of a floating character. It may be that it would 
be reasonable and proper to convert such liabilities into a funded 
debt. Nor does it follow that all of the income of a road may 
not be needed for the payment of its funded or standing debt. 
All depends upon the financial resources and abilities of the 
corporation and the prospects of its road. vVhere it can be
safely done, considering the interests of the company's creditors 
and of all persons concerned, the general practice of railroads 
has been to include with expenses chargeable to capital those
which are incurred in the original construction of the road. And 
the courts have admitted the reasonableness of the rule. The. 
idea is that the capital paid in and the capital borrowed unitedly
produce the earnings, and that a share of the same should be 
accorded to each. The distinction between expenses for con
struction and ordinary expenses is maintained in the leading
cases. See cases supra. Corry v. Railroad Go. 29 Beav. 263 ;. 
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Bouch v. Railroad Co. L. R. 4 Ex. Div. 133. Mills v. North
ern R. Go. L. R. 5 Ch. App. 621; Pierce R.R. 125, and cases 
in notes. In the case last cited ( Mills v. Railroad Co.) Lord 
HATHERLY, L. C., said, '' Mr. Dickinson started a very curious 
theory, which, I apprehend, never found its way into any mer
,cantile arrangement-that there never can be any available income, 
or any profit, so long as there is any debt remaining unpaid. If 
that be so, I suppose there is hardly a railway in the kingdom 
which could pay any dividends at all to their stockholders." 

·ti The whole scheme of rail way arrangements, as I understand 
1them, has always been this, that the companies are authorized 
to raise part of their capital by shares, and to raise further 
,capital by means of borrowing to the amount of one-third of 
the whole capital." 

In the case before us the company has no ordinary expenses 
beyond a small sum necessary to support its organization. ·what 
.sum then shall be taken from its earnings to be paid to or be set 
:aside for its creditors. One side says, all it8 earnings; and the 
other side says, set aside annually a sum which with accumula
tions will insure the payment of all the corporate indebtedness 
iby 1920, the date of the end of the lease. 

As a general rule, the officers of a corporation are the sole 
judges as to the propriety of declaring dividends, and the courts 
will not intefere with a proper exercise of their discretion. The 
,company usually establishes its financial policy for itself. Yet 
when the right to a dividend is clear, and there are funds from 
·which it can properly he made, a court of equity will interfere to 
,compel the company to declare it. Directors are not allowed to use 
their power illegally, wantonly or oppressively. See cases 
.supra. Also Williston v. Railroad Go. 13 Allen, 400; Board
man v. Railroad, 84 N. Y. 157; Jm·main v. Railroad, 91 N. 
Y. 483... In the present case we are by all the parties invited to 
.accept jurisdiction; the facts are agreed; and all technicalities 
;are waived. W c may adopt such a standard of judgment, in 
,determining the question, as we think would and should regulate 
the exercise of the sound discretion of directors, acting in good 
:faith, in deciding the same question. Barnard v. Railroad, 7 
..Allen, 512, 521. 
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Two facts are very much relied upon by the preferred stock
holders as favoring their contention. One is nn amendment to 
the 18th by-law, passed by the corporation in luly, 1879, which 
is this: '' The words 'net earnings,' as used in this section (by
laws), shall be construed to mean all the surplus remaining after 
the payment of the necessary incidental charges and expenses, 
the intP-rest on the mortgage and funded debt, and such provision 
for payment of the maturing obligations of the corporation as in 
the judgment of the directors may be necessary; and for this 
latter purpose, the directors shall establish n sinking fund, to be 
maintained in such form and manner as they may deem for the best 
interest and safety of the corporation." This in 1882 ,vas 
repealed. 

The other fact is, that when the ~ubscribers for preferred 
stock, not including the city of Belfast, paid their subscriptions, 
not being under strict legal obligation to do so, they were 
induced to make the payment, by the corporation securing to 
them semi-annual six per cent dividends, and the final payment 
of their stock, by means of bonds with coupons, covered by a 

second mortgage on the road, - which bonds and coupons were 
taken as collateral to the stock and dividends. This mortgage 
was, however, afterwards cancelled for prudential reasons and 
with the consent of all parties interested. 

The counsel for the city contends that those proceedings, 
afterwards annulled, are to have no more effect upon the present 
question than if never existing. We do not concur in that 
position fully. 'Ve think as admissions, as expressions of a 

policy inaugurated and for a long time acted upon by the com
pany, the.Y serve to impress upon the claim of the preferred 
stockholders at least an appearance of equity. 

After a full consideration of all the evidence and theories presen
ted to us, we incline to the conclusion that the directors would 
be justified in refusing to make any further dividends, until 
enough money has been accumulated, from the rent and the 
sinking fund, to pay the note to the city of Belfast. When the 
company receives from its lessee the rent clue in May, 1885, it 
will have money enough with which to pay the note, and a few 
thousands more. 
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There are quite significant reasons for drawing a line at the 
point indicated. The note may well be considered as given for 
temporary purposes, in anticipation of rents receivable. The 
company really has no credit which would enable it to renew the 
note, inasmuch as its outstanding mortgage covers all its property. 
It looks as if the note represents n. sort of forced loan from the 
city, and as given for money that could not have been obtained 
from any other source, the city borrowing it for the purpose of 
loaning it, being induced to do so on account of her immense inter
ests involved as a shareholder. She now asks for her money, 
being unwilling to renew the note, and she is entitled to its 
payment. The corporation would .find it difficult to borrow it 
elsewhere. It would look like borrowing money to pay 
dividends. 

There are much more forcible reasons for the corpo:ra.tion to 
hold its moneyed resources in reserve until the note to the city 
is paid than there are for afterwards continuing the same policy 
until the debt of $150,000, due in 1890, is paid. The two debts 
stand upon a different footing. The latter is a bonded mortgage 
debt, no part of which is due, and which undoubtedly can be 
wholJy or partially renewed when it becomes due. It fairly 
represents a p:1rt of the original cost of constructing the road. 
The company has thirty-five years or more of assured rent with 
which it can pay the amount. It has no other debt, after paying 
the note to the city, present or prospective. It has evidently 
regarded that amount as a permanent or standing, interest 
bearing indebtedness. To renew the mortgage or a portion of it, 
when it becomes due, we think would be regarded in a mercantile 
sense as a reasonable, safe and conservative calculation. The 
preferred stockholders ·were to have semi-annual dividends, if 
earned. They should have them, if they can be declared with
out the least peril to the company or any of its creditors. Belfast 
herself owns all the preferred stock but about $100,000, there 
being over $380,000 of it in all. We think that, after the note 
is paid, the directors may well make some reasonable provbion 
for the final extinguishment of the mortgage debt by reserving 
therefor a portion of the rent to be received under the lease, and 
divide the balance among stockholders. 
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A scheme could be perfected by an expert in such matters, 
by which there may be a yearly contribution to a sinking fund, 
which, with its accumulations, will discharge all the indebtedness 
within a reasonable time before the lease expires, and pay more 
or less dividends in the meantime; or, before or by the year 
1890, a new bond could be put upon the market, a certain 
portion to be paid annually, such portion to be designated by 
lot or in some other way, which might accomplish the same end 
as effectually. 

vVe need not be minute in any details inasmuch as our obser
vations in this respect are not intended as anything more than 
illustration or argument. The bill commits to us power over only 
the sum of $10,863, which came from a payment of rent in 
November, 1882, and that sum, as already indicated, may 
properly be applied by the company upon its debt. 

Under the circumstances of the case, no costs to be recovered 
by any party. 

Decree according to the opinion. 

WALTON, VIRGIN, LIBBEY, FosTER and HASKELL, JJ., 
concurred. 

AMOS W. DowNING and others 

vs. 

JOSEPH H. DEARBORN and others. 

York. Opinion August 6, 1885. 

Sales. WarMnty. Caveat emptor. 

A sale of leather by the manufacturer to a manufacturer of shoes for the 
specific purpose of being manufactured into shoes, carries an implied war
ranty, that the leather is sound, suited for the purpose for which it was 
bought. 

The doctrine of caveat emptor does not apply when the defect is latent. 
Such sale by a dealer carries the same warranty when a latent defect is known 

to and concealed by him. After such sale, when the defect becomes known, 
the purchaser may elect to sue for breach of warranty or for deceit, oi· may 
repudiate the sale and restore the articles purchased and reclaim the price 
paid. 

ON REPORT. 

The opinion states the case and material facts as found by the 
court. 
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Moody and Bartlett and W. J.11. Bradley, for the plaintiffs. 

R. P. Tapley, for the defendants. 

HASKELL, J. Assumpsit upon account annexed for goods sold 
and delivered. Plea, the general issue. The plaintiffs were 
manufacturers of various kinds of leather. The defendants were 
manufacturers of shoes, and had purchased of the plaintiffs leather 
to be so manufactured for a series of years. A current account 
had been kept between the parties running from September 15, 
1880, to June 22, 1883, prior to the date of plaintiffs' writ in 
August of that year. It had been customary for the defendants 
to remit the amount of purchases as they fell due, and to receive 
credit for the same, and also credit for leather returned at various 
times, that was not suitable for their use. July 24, 1882, the 
defendants purchased of the plaintiff:~ a quantity of kid amount
ing to two thousand nine hundred twenty-one dollars and fifty
one cents, and subsequently remitted to the plaintiffs the full 
price thereof and received credit for the same. A part of this 
kid the defendants manufactured, hut when put to the test of 
actual wear, it proved unsound and rotten, and unsuited for 
manufacture into shoes; thereupon the defendants returned tho 
balance of the purchase, and demanded credit for the purchase 
money paid for the kid returned. vVhether they are entitled to 
this credit comes before the court on report. The evidence 
touching the terms of the July purchase is conflicting, but it 
does appear, that the defendants believed, that they were pur
chasing sound leather, suited to manufacture into shoes, and 
that the plaintiffs well knew the use for which the purchase was 
made and sold the leather to be applied accordingly. 

From the terms of the sale, the law implies a warranty, that 
the leather sold should be reasonably fit for the purposes for 
which it was bought. That is, that it should be sound, suited for 
shoes. French v. Vining, 102 Mass. 132; Jones v. Just, L. R. 
3 Q. B. 197 ; Hight v. Bacon, 126 Mass. 11 ; Pease v. Sabin, 
38 Vt. 432; Jones v. B1·ight, 5 Berg. 533. 

If it be said that the doctrine of caveat emptor applies inas
much as the defendants inspected the leather before purchase, 
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and have not shown that the plaintiffs manufactured it, it is 
sufficient to note, that it was sold for a specific use, and that the 
defect was latent and known to the plaintiffs and concealed by 
them from the defendants at the time the sale was made. Silence 
in such case was fraud. 

When the latent defect became known to the defe.ndants, they 
could elect, whether to retain the goods, and seek their remedy 
for breach of warranty, or for the deceit, or to repudiate the sale 
and restore the articles purchased. Marston v. I1night, 29 Maine, 
341. They chose the latter course, and returned so much of the 
leather as had not been actually manufactured, and demanded 
credit for the purchase money. No objection is made that the 
leather was not seasonably returned, nor that all of it was not 
returned, so that these questions, need not be considered but are 
waived. 

Although the plaintiffs have only sued such iteme in their 
account as accrued since the July purchase, yet as that purchase 
was repu<liated in part before this suit was begun, leaving the 
price of the goods returned in the plaintiffs' hands, the defendants 
have a right to insist, that the same shall he applied in part 
payment of their account, and that judgment shall he entered 
against them for the balance only. 

Judgment for plaintijfsfrn· $367.04 with 
interest from June 2, 1883. 

PETERS, C. J., vVALTON, LIBBEY and EMERY, JJ., 
concurred. 

VIRGIN, J, concurred in the result. 

GEORGE F. PLAISTED vs. WILSON M. WALKER. 

York. O'pinion August 6, 1885. 

Practice. Demurrer. Amendment. Apothecary. R. S., c. 28. 

At the first term the defendant demurred specially to the declaration which 
contained but one count. The demurrer was sustained, the declaration was 
adjudged bad and no exception was taken. Under leave to amend the plaintiff 
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filed fifty-two new counts which were, allowed, and the defendant ftled a new 
special demurrer. Ikld: 

1. That the adjudication upon the first demurrer was final and conclusive 
as to the original count. 

2. That the court had power to allow the amendment. 
3. That the second demurrer applied to the new counts only. 

An action of debt provided by R. S., c. 28, against one for engaging in the 
business of an apothecary, without having been granted a certificate and 
registration by the commissioners of pharmacy, is a local action, and the 
~eclaration must allege that the defendant thus engaged in such business for 
one week in some place in the county in which the action is brought. 

ON exception to the ruling of the court, in overruling the 
second demurrer mentioned in the head note. 

The writ was , dated February 25, 1884. 
$10,000. 

[Original declaration. J 

Ad damnum 

"In a plea of debt for that the said defendant at said York, on 
the :first day of,January, 1879, and on diverse days nnd times 
since said date and continuously hitherto, <lid engage in and 
carry on the business of an apothecary, and the said defendant 
was not then and there :first examined, by the commissioners of 
pharmacy for the state of Maine, and then and there did not 
first present to the said commissioners satisfactory evidence that 
he had been an apprentice, or that he had been employed in an 
apothecary store where physicians' prescriptions were compoun
ded, at least three years, or that he had graduated from some 
regularly established medical school or college of pharmacy, and 
that he was competent for the business, and the said commis
sioners then and there did not first grant to him the certificate 
and registration requireu by law, and the said defendant then 
and there was not a physician putting up his own prescriptions 
and then and there the sales made by said defendant in the 
course of the said business were other than sales of proprietary 
medicines, and the said defendant was not engaged in said 
business on the ninth day of February, 1877, nor within thirty 
days of the date of the dissolution of the session of the legisla
ture for the year 1877, contrary to the form of the statute in this 
case made and provided, whereby an action hath accrued to the 
plaintiff to have and recover to his own use the sum of fifty 
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dollars for each week since said first day of January, 1879, 
during which the defendant did so continue in such business 
which the plaintiff avers was for and during each and every week 
since said last mentioned date hitherto. 

'' Yet the said defendant, though requested, has not paid the 
same, hut neglects so to do." 

[One of the fifty-two new counts of the amended declaration.] 

"Also for that said defendant, at said York, on the 25th day 
of February, 1883, did engage' in and carry on the business of 
an apothecary, then and there, not having been granted a certifi
cate and registration by the commissioners of pharmacy, as 
provided by law, and not having been engaged in said business 
on the eleventh day of March, 1877, and not being a physician 
putting up his own prescriptions, and said business being other 
than the sale of proprietary medicines, and did continue so to 
engage in and carry on said business for and during the week 
beginning on the day first above mentioned and ending on the 
third day of March, 1883, contrary to the form of the statute in 
this case made and provided, whereby an action hath accrued to 
the plaintiff to have and recover to his own use the sum of fifty 
dollars." 

G. G. Yeaton, for the plaintiff. 

S. G. Strout, H. W. Gage and F. S. Strout, for the 
defendant. 

LIBBEY, J. The declaration originally contained one count to 
which the defendant demurred specially at the first term. The 
demurrer was sustained and the declaration adjudged bad, and 
no exception was taken. This adjudication is final and conclu
sive as to that count. R. S., c. 82, § 23. 

The plaintiff had leave to amend and filed fifty-two new counts. 
Exceptions were taken to the allowance of these amendments, 
but we think the court had power to allow them. The original 
count was not amended. The defendant again filed a special 
demurrer. It must be confined to the new counts. Bean v. 
Ayers, 69 Maine, 122. 
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The new counts are all alike except as to the time covered by 
each. The action is brought to recover the penalties alleged to 
have been incurred by the defendant for violation of the act of 
1877, c. 204 (R. S., c. 28). By R. S., c. 81, § 14, the action 
is local and the declaration must allege that the offence was 
committed in the county where it is brought. The penalty is 
incurred by engaging and con ti nu ing in the business of an 
apothecary one week. The declaration should allege that the 
defendant continued the business at some ·place in the county of 
York at least one week. This is material and cannot be left to 
inference. The new counts do not so allege. They merely 
allege that the defendant '' at said York, did engage in and carry 
on the business of an apothecary, then and there not having been 
granted a certificate and registration hy the commissioners of 
pharmacy and did continue so to engage in and carry 
on said business for and during the week," &c. Here is no 
allegation that the defendant continued to carry on the business 
at said York for the week named. The word ,i so" must be 
held to refer to the manner of carrying on the business, and not 
to the place ·where it was carried on. For this reason the declara
tion is bad. 

Other questions 'are raised by the demurrer, but we do not 
deem it necessary nor important to consider them. 

Whether the furtherance of justice will require that the 
plaintiff shall he allowed to further amend his declaration, if he 
shall ask it, must be determined by the court at nisi prius. 

Exceptions sustained. Deniurrer sustained. 
Declaration bacl. 

PETERS, C. J., WALTON, VmGIN, E:\nmY and HASKELL, JJ., 
concurred. 

CHARLES E. GOODWIN vs. CITY OF BATH. 

York. Opinion August 6, 1885. 

Municipal bonds. Coupons. Di'screpancy. 

In case of a discrepancy in the amount of interest named in a bond and coupon 
attached, the amount named in the bond controls. 

The holder of such coupon, after its severance from the bond, cannot recover 
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the sum named in the coupon, if larger than that named in the bond as the 
interest, without showing that he or some prior holder of the severed coupon, 
acquired the same in good faith, before maturity and without notice of the 
error. 

ON report of facts agreed. 

Assumpsit on the following coupon: 

Cl'l)'lf ~F Bi\T:H 
BOND 
No.,; Lb®~~ COUPON 

No. 44 

THE CITY OF BATH will pay Thirty Dollars on this 
Coupon on the 1 day of Jan'y, 1883, in Boston. 

$ 3. A. R. Mt'rOltt!:1.1.. Treasurer 

The plaintiff was cashier of the Biddeford National bank, and 
received the coupon from a stranger across the bank counter and 
paid thirty dollars for it. He noticed at that time the figures 
~, $3. " upon the lower left hand corner, but relied upon the 
printed word'' Thirty" in the hody of the coupon, as indicating 
the true amount payable thereon. He had no other notice of any 
error in the amount actually payable thereon. Other material 
facts stated in the opinion. 

W. F. Lunt, for the plaintiff. 

Francis Adanis, for the defendant. 

EMERY, J. The writing declared upon in this suit is a coupon 
for the forty-fourth installment of interest upon a bond for one 
hundred dollars issued by the defendant city. It is not the 
original contract for the interest. The original, fundamental 
undertaking to pay the intere8t, is found in the bond itself. 
The bond expresses the original real contract for both principal 
and interest. The coupon is an incident of the bond. It is of 
the nature of a check or ticket for the interest. It is issued 
rather for convenience, than to express the original obligation to 
pay interest. It is designed to pass from hand to hand, like a 
baggage check, and the lawful holder is entitled to the interest 
it represents. When taken up, it is a convenient voucher for 
the officer paying the interest. It represents that interest 
promised in the bond, and no other nor different interest. 
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Arents v. Commonwealth, 18 Gratt. 764; City v. Lanison, 9 
Wall. 482; McCoy v. Washington County, 7 Am. Law Reg. 
196, cited in 4 Myers, Fed. Dec. 876. 

So clearly is the coupon an incident of the bond, and not an 
original, independent undertaking, that actions upon it, though 
it be without seal, are not barred by any lapse of time, short of 
that required to bar an action upon the bond itself. The coupon 
draws its life from the bond, lives as long as the bond, and dies 
with the bond. Clark v. Iowa City, 20 Wall. 583. 

In this case, the city of Bath was authorized to is:::;ue its 
obligations, '' with coupons for interest attached, payable semi
annually. " Special laws of 1860, chap. 450. § 2. In the one 
hundred dollar bond to which this coupon was attached, the 
stipulation was to pay six per cent interest, which would make 
the forty-fourth installment one for three dollars only. At the 
time of the issue of this bond, the statute ngainst usury was in 
force. The city could not lawfully stipulate in the bond for 
more interest, nor lawfully attach to the bond a coupon for 
more. The sum of three dollars, the amount of the installment 
promised in the bond, is what the lawful holder of the coupon is 
entitled to, and is as much as the city was authorized to pay, or 
to promise to pay. 

The plaintiff, however, urges that whatever may be the nature 
of the coupon while attached to the bond, when it is separated 
from the bond, it becomes a separate and a negotiable instrument. 

This coupon was separated from the bond when purchased by 
the plaintiff, and he claims that he, as the holder of the separated 
coupon, is not affected by any mistakes or excess of authority in 
the issue, but can recover the sum named in the coupon, what
ever was the sum promised in the bond. 

The case, as made up by the mutual admissions, without any 
objection to their legal admissibility, shows that there was not a 
full consideration for such a coupon, and that the coupon was 
issued by mistake for a sum larger than that authorized by law 
and by the terms of the bond. Such facts legally appearing, it 
is incumbent on the holder, if he would avoid them, to show 
that he, or some prior holder, whose rights he has succeeded to, 
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acquired the coupon in good faith, before maturity, and without 
notice of the true state of affairs. Roberts v. Lane, 64 Maine, 
111. Does the case show this? The bond with coupon attached 
was delivered to the Androscoggin Railrmtd Company, by whom 
it was put on the market. That company, holding both bond 
and coupon, must be held to have known the discrepancy, and 
to have known the true amount of the forty-fourth installment of 
interest. Every subsequent holder of both bond and coupon, 
would be chargeable with similar notice. There is no evidence 
of any separate ownership of coupon from bond, until the plaintiff 
acquired the coupon. There is a presumption that there was 
no such severance, and that the holder of the coupon was also 
owner of the bond. McCoy v. Washington County, 3 Wall. jr. 
C. C. 381; Deming v. Houlton, 64 Mttine, 2Gl. The plaintiff, 
the first one shown to have a separate ownership of the coupon, 
acquired it ofter maturity, on January 10th. From the facts 
stated, there is no evidence nor presumption that the plaintiff, or 
any prior holder, acquired the coupon, both before maturity and 
without notice. ·whatever be the negotiable nature or immunities 
of the coupon, the plaintiff is not in a situation to invoke them. 
The coupon, upon its face, shows that it was a ticket for the 
forty-fourth installment of interest due on bond No. 77, which 
installment was three dollars. There is in the writ a general 
omnibus money count, broad enough to include the plaintiff's 
claim for that installment. He can not recover the amount 
named in. the coupon. He can recover the amount named in tbe 
bond. He only claims interest upon the instullment from the 
date of his demand, January 15. 

Judgment fo1· plainlijf for tln~ee dollars witlt 
interest from, Ja.nuary 10th, 1883. 

PETERS, C. J., LIBBEY, WALTON, VIRGIN and HASKEI,L, JJ., 
concurred. 

"\VrLLIAM H. BAXTER vs. GALEN C. MosEs and others. 
Cumberland. August 8, 1885. 

Equity. "Jiulgment creditor." Nulla bona. R. S., c. 46, § 52. Statute 
of limitations. Corporations. Directors. Trusts. 

When a creditor seeks by a process in equity to reach equitable interests, 

VOL. LXXVII. 30 
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choses in action, or the avails of property fraudulently conveyed, for the 
payment of debts, (not by virtue of the R. S., c. 77, § 6, part 10,) the bill 
should state that execution has been taken out on a judgment against the 
debtor and nulla bona returned thereon. 

The official return on the execution is the only sufficient evidence that a debt 
cannot be legally collected, and a demurrer to a bill, which alleges the 
insolvency of the debtor, is not a waiver of a right to ask for a production 
of such evidence. 

No chancery jurisdiction, however enlarged takes upon it3elf the collection of 
legal debts before legal remedies are exhausted. 

The words "judgment creJitor" in R. S., c. 46, § 52, mean a judgment creditor 
who has first exhausted all legal remedy. In a creditor's bill against a corpo
ration, in which its officers are made parties only in their representative 
character, discovery may be had from them, but relief cannot be had against 
them; the decree for relief goes against the corporation. 

Upon legal titles and legal demands courts of equity adopt and apply statutes 
of limitations acting upon them by analogy to law. 

The directors of a corporation hold the corporate property under an implied 
or constructive tr.1st for the benefit of creditors. It is not an express trust, 
not a purely equitable trust, but something which the law for equitable pur
pose construes to be a trust. 

On.e who is not actually a trustee, but upon whom that character is forced by a 
court of equity, may avail himself of the statute of limitation. 

ON appeal and exceptions. 

Bill in equity to collect certain bonds issued by the Andro
scoggin Railroad Company and certain judgments against that 
company. 

The presiding justice sustained a demurrer to the bill, and 
ordered that the bill be dismissed with costs ; to this order and 
ruling the complainant appealed and alleged exception. 

[Bill. J 
H State of Maine. Cumberland, ss. ,vrniam H. Baxter, of 

Deering, in the. county of Cumberland, aforesaid, complains 
against: Oliver Moses, Galen C. Moses, John H .. Kimball, 
Charle, Russell and James D. Robinson, of Bath, in the county 
of Sagadahoc, and "William P. Frye, of Lewiston, in the county 
of Androscoggin, and Edwin Plummer, of Lisbon, fo said county 
of Androscoggin, and the Androscoggin Railroad Company, u. 

corporation duly chartered by law and doing business in said 
county of Cumberland, and represents and avers : 

"1. That prior to the first day of January, A. D. 1858, the said 
Androscoggin Railroad Company was duly chartered and organ-
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ized under the laws of this state and operated a railroad, by it 
constructed under the provisions of their charter from a point 
near Leeds Junction, on the railroad, then known as the 
Androscoggin and Kennebec Railroad, in the county of Andro-
scoggin, to the town of Farmington, in the county of Franklin. 

"2. That subsequent to said period of time, said Androscoggirn 
Railroad Company contracted and operated an extension of said! 
railroad, from said point on said Androscoggin and Kennebec· 
railroad to the town of Brunswick, in said county of Cumberland,, 
and to the city of Lewiston, in said county of Androscoggin, and1 
still operate the same through the said company or their lessees,. 

'' 3. That upon said first day or'January, A. D. 1858, the said 
Androscoggin Railroad Company duly issued its bonds, to the
amount of two hundred thousand dollars, in several denominations,. 
by the provisions of which the principal was payable at the office· 
of the treasurer of said company, on the first day of January, 
A. D. 1870, in the stock of the company, at par, and the interest 
thereon ,vas payable semi-annually, on the first day of January 
and July, in each and every year after said date of January 1,. 
1858, and annexed to said bonds coupons, to the amount of the· 
several semi-annual interest sums coming due thereon. Said 
bonds were payable to S. H. Read, or bearer, and issued under· 
the seal of said company. 

,: 4. That said bonds remain unpaid and undischarged in 
principal and interest to the extent hereinafter described, to wit:: 

[ 18 bonds of $500 each; l 3 bonds of $200 each;: 
111 bonds of $100 each; a. large number of coupons annexed to, 
each bond. J 

"5. That your complainant is the legal owner of said bonds: 
and coupons, and the amounts due upon them are due to him, 
the said complainant. 

"6. That said Oliver Moses, Galen C. Moses, John H. 
Kimball, Charles Russell, Jamei, D. Robinson, "\Villiam P. Frye 
and Edwin Plummer, are directors of said-Androscoggin Railroad 
Company. 'fhat said John H. Kimball is president and said 
Galen C. Moses is treasurer of said company. 
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'' 7. That said persons have held said offices and trusts for a 
long time heretofore, and as such trustees and officers have taken 
the income · and profits of said railroad, and now hold large 
amounts of money on account of and belonging to said railroad 
company. 

"8. That said railroad company hold no other property than 
that so as aforesaid taken and held by said persons. 

"9. That said complainant is a creditor of said Androscoggin 
Railroad Company, beyond and beside the amount of said bonds 
·and coupons, upon and to the amount of the following described 
·claims, viz: [ seveI?, judgments. J 

"That the said complainant has demanded of the said Andro
scoggin Railroad Company, and said directors and treasurer, at 
·,the office of the treasurer of said company, the payment of said 
bonds and coupons, according to the terms and conditions of said 
'instrument, and offered to surrender said bonds and coupons as 
:required by the terms therein recited, and the payment of the 
·other claims held by your complainant, herein before described, 
.and payment of each and every and all of said bonds and coupons 
:and other claims, was by said company, directors and treasurer 
refused, and have never been paid, or otherwise discharged, to 
the time of the making of this complaint, bµt now remains in full 
force, and due to your complainant. 

'' That said directors and treasurer have received large amounts 
of money belonging to said company, and have unlawfully and 
fraudulently distributed the same among themselves, and are 
:still holding the same, to an amount more than sufficient to pay 
the claims of your complainant herein before described, and all 
other lawful claims against said company, in fraud of your 
complainant's rights in the premises ; that he can not reach said 
funds, by attachment, or any process in the courts of law 
granted, or practiced, und is in danger of losing his whole claim 
and demand against said company by the fraudulent and unlawful 
acts and practices of said directors and treasurer, without such 
relief as your honors may grant him in equity. 

"And your complainant is informed and believes and therefore 
charges that the said directors and treasurer have received from 
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the Maine Central Railroad Company, a corporation existing 
under the laws of this state, a large sum of money for the use 
and lease of said railroad of said Androscoggin Railroad Company, 
to wit: the sum of two hundred and sixty-three thousand dollars, 
and now hold the same; that the particular days and times when 
so received, and the particular individuals of said board of 
officers to whom said sum was paid, he is unable now to give 
information to the court, but does charge and inform the court 
that said sum was received by the directors of said Androscoggin 
Railroad Company, from said Maine Central Railroad Company, 
and is now held by said respondents. 

~~ And the complainant is informed and believes, and therefore 
charges, that said respondents received from the Maine Central 
Railroad Company, on account of a lease of said Androscoggin 
Railroad, executed A. D. 1871, to wit: on the twenty-ninth day 
of June, A. D. 1871: the sum of thirty-three thoustrnd thirty
three hundred and thirty-three dollars and thirty-three cents, 
and scrip of said Maine Central Rnilroad Company to the amount 
and value of one hundred and ten thousand dollars, and two 
thousand shares of the capital stock of said Maine Central 
Railroad Company of the value of one hundred and twenty 
thousand dollars, and all of the value of two hundred and sixty
three thousand three hundred and thirty-three dollars and thirty
three cents, and that said directors have fraudulently and without 
lawful authority, distributed the proceeds of the same among 
themselves, and now withhold the same from the creditors of 
said Androscoggin Railroad Company, and in fraud of their rights 
in the premises. 

~~ And your complainant avers that the said Oliver Moses, 
Galen C. Moses, John H. Kimball, Charles Russell, Jumes D. 
Robinson, William P. Frye and Edwin Plummer, hold in their· 
own names and under their control, nearly all the stock of the 
said Androscoggin Railroad Company, to wit, a much greater· 
number than a majority in number of said shares, the exact. 
number of which is to your complainant unknown, and that they 
control the action of said company in their own interests and 
fraudulently combine against the interests of the creditors of said. 
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,company, to withhold aU the property so as aforesaid received, 
from the creditors of said company, and neglect and refuse to 
make any report or return of their doings and actings as said 
officers, and have so neglected for more than ten years last past, 
•Or to give any information of the financial condition of said 
•Company, although your complainant has sought such information 
through process of this court, and that he can not, hy reason of 
their fraudulent and unlawful practicea, obtain a satisfaction of his 
,claims of the said company. 

'' And your comphtinant further represents that he brings this 
bill in behalf of himself and all other unsatisfied creditors of said 
Androscoggin Railroad Company, who sha11 come in and join in 
this bill, and by leave of court become parties thereto. 

"And now your complainant seeks relief in the premises of 
this court sitting in equity, and prays that said respondents, 
,each and all of them severally, be required to make full answer 
1upon their several oaths to all the matters herein alleged, and 
for general relief in the premises, as well as for the special relief 
hereinafter prayed for. 

'' And for special relief he prays that said directors may be 
held to account for all monies and property by them or either of 
them received for and on account of said Androscoggin Railroad 
·Company, since the twentieth day of June, A. D. 1871, and for 
.all monies and property belonging to E-aid company, by them or 
,either of them held on said twentieth day of June, A. D. 1871, 
to the end that the same may be turned over to a receiver for 
:such disbursement to the creditors of the company as they are 
,entitled to have in the payment and extinguishrnent of their 
,daims and demands, and, 

"That your honors will appoint a receiver to receive _and 
,dispose such monies and property and make such orders and 
-decrees as shall be necessary to determine the manner and amount 
,of disbur::,ements to be made, and, 

"That your honors will appoint a master to determine the 
.:amount due such creditors as may become parties to this bill. " 

The case was twice argued to the law court. 

R. P. Tapley, for the plaintiff. 
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The plaintiff being a creditor of the corporation is entitled to 
s'ome remedy to enforce payment of his debt. He has no 
adequate remedy at law. The funds, held by the directors and 
treasurer, are all the property possessed by the corporation, and 
is money held on their person. Their possession of it is the 
possession of the corporation. The plaintiff cannot reach these 
funds by an action at law. They cannot he attached in specie, nor 
reached under the process of foreign attachment. Pettin,qill v. 
And. R. R. Co. 51 Maine, 370; Sprague v. Steam Nav. Co. 
52 Maine, 592; Bowker v. Hill, 60 Maine, 172; Donnell v. 
Railroad Co. 73 Maine, 567. 

There is no privity of contract between the officers and the 
· corporation. Skowhegan Bank v. Farmr, 46 ~aine, 295. 

One director may hold all the funds, or each a part, and it is 
Atill the possession of the corporation. Holding, they are still 
directors and responsible to the corporation as directors. They 
owe the corporation nothing. They hold as directors the funds 
which came into their hands as directors. They cannot absolve 
themselves from the liabilities and duties devolving upon them as 
trustees and directors. 11:fcLarren v. Brewer, 51 Maine, 405. 

It is their duty to pay the lawful demands against the corpora
t10n, when they have the means. They hold, as to creditors, 
the relation of trustees. Being in possession of trust funds 
they are charged ·with a knowledge of the trust and bound to 
account therefor to those beneficially interested. Creditors first 
and shareholders afterwards. Story, Eq. Jur. § 1252; Thomp
son's, Officers and Agents of Corporations, 395-398 ; Wood v. 
Dummer, 3 Mason, 308; Curran v. A1·kansas, 15 How. 305; 
Railroad v. Howard, 7 vVall. 409; Lyman v. Benney, 101 

· Mass. 562. 
The duty being cast upon the directors to pay the debts of the 

corporation from the funds of the corporation, the law will 
secure to the creditor the performance of that duty in some 
manner. It can only do this through the channels of the equity 
powers of the court, and unless it can thus be <lone creditors in 
such case are remediless. 

This court has ample power in the premises, having general 
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equity powers. It can afford ample and adequate remedy in the 
premises, and require the application of the funds of this corpor.:.. 
·ation to the payment of the plaintiff's claims, and it cannot do 
it in any other way than by this process. Webster v. Clark, 
25 Maine, 316; Wiggin v. Heywood, 118 Mass. 514; Story, 
Eq. Jur. § § 121G, 1252; Fl'ost v. Belmont, 6 A11en, 152; 
Gordon v. Lowell, 21 Maine, 257; Vose v. Gmnt, 15 Mass. 
521; Spear v. Gmnt, 16 Mass. 15; Garver v. Peel~, 131 
Mass. 293; Ga8e v. Beaul'egard, 101 U. S. 691. 

It is said the bill does not aver the issue of execution and 
the return of nulla bona as to the judgment set out in the bill, 
and .Howe v. Whitney, 66 Maine, 17, is cited. This was a 
decision of the court acting under a limited jurisdictiont as a• 

part of the requirement that the complainant must exhaust his 
remedy at Jaw. 

A court having general and unlimited equity jurisdiction may 
afford relief concurrently with the common law courts, if the 
remedy is more speedy, less onerous to the parties more perfect 
in its results. See Jones v . ..1..Vewhall, 115 Mass. 244. 

But we have no occasion in this case to discuss the question, 
in answer to the objections raised. The case of .Howe v. Whit
ney, supra, differs essentially from the case at bar. In that 
case the plaintiff was seeking payment from property of his debtor 
that had been conveyed to another. His proceeding was against 
that other and not the debtor. So are nll the cases cited in the 
opinion of the court in that case clearly distinguishable from the 
case at bar. The reason of the requirement is plain. No such 
reason exists here. The case at bar is against the debtor alone. 
It seeks to reach funds in the hands of the debtor, for the 
possession of the directors is the possession of the corporation 
debtor. They hold as directors. They are quo ad hoc the 
debtor. 

Courts of equity d6 not require useless proceedings. It ill 
hecomes equity to make such requirement. It is not equity to 
do it, but the reverse. In Gorey v. Greene, 51 Maine, 116, a 
levy was held H unnecessary because it would be nugatory." 
H The creditor exhausts her remedy at law without it." See 
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also, Rickards v. Allen, 17 Maine, 299; McCarthy v. Mans
field, 56 Maine, 541 ; Lawrence v. Rokes, 61 Maine, 44; Oase 
v. Beauregard, 101 U. S. 688. 

The only object in obtaining judgment and issuing execution 
thereon is to show that there is no remedy at law. It is only 
evidential as to the matter of jurisdiction. The fact may be 
shown by any other evidence. There is nothing talismanic about 
a return of nulla bona. The case here shows by admission that 
there was nothing to be taken on execution. 

It is argued that the plaintiff's claims were stale. This 
cannot in any sense apply to the judgments, being the judgments 
of the highest judicial tribunal in this state. 

The position is a novel one. With whatever of propdety a 
debtor may meet an honest claim in that way, before it has 
received the confirmation of the court, we think it can never be 
imposed as a bar in an equity suit during the period which the 
law allows the creditor to enforce it. Until some statutory 
limitation intervenes, the character and impress, the court has 
given the claim, remains unchanged. It is said that we have 
del1,fed too long, that we have been too indulgent. It must be 
remembered that it is the creditor who is saying this. 

There is no ]aches in this state between a promisor and a 

promisee, or debtor and creditor until the period, the law has 
fixed as a limitation, has elapsed. 

The laches which affects a party in both law and equity, is 
lapse of time in asserting a claim. Lansdale v. Smith, 106 
U. S. 392; Story's Eq. § 1520; Farnam v. Brooks, 9 Pick. 
242 ; Dodge v. Essex Ins. Oo. 12 Gray, 65 ; Wood, Lhn. of 
Actions, § § 58, 62. 

Frye, Ootton and White and William L. Putnam, for the 
respondents, cited: Piscataqua F. & M. Ins. Oo. v. Hill, 60 
Maine, 178; Stevens v. Moore, 73 Maine, 559; Stol,'y, Eq. Pl.§§ 
251, 484; 111unday v. Knight, 3 Hare, 497; Mooers v. K. & 
P. R. R. Oo. 58 Maine,. 279; Angell, Lim. § § 174-178; 
Carroll ·v. Green, 92 U. S. 509 ; Baker v. Atlas Bank, 9 Met. 
182; Taylor v. Bowker, 111 U. S. 110; Hughes v. Farmr, 
45 Maine, 72; Burbank v. Bethel Steam Mill Oo. 7 5 Maine, 
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373; Webster v. Clark, 25 Maine, 313; Webstm· v. Withey, 
25 Maine, 326; Gorey v. Greene, 51 Maine, 114; Hartshorn v. 
Eames, 31 Maine, 93; Griffin v. Nitcher, 57 Maine, 270; 
Howe v. Whitney, 66 Maine, 17; Jones v. Green, l ,van. 
330. 

PETERS, C. J. This is a creditors' hill to collect certain debts, 
principally judgments, which are due from the Androscoggin 
railroad company; and is before us on demurrer. 

It is not claimed that the bill is maintainable under part 10, § 
6 of ch. 77 of the R. S. That provides a remedy for a single 
creditor, by an attachment in equity of some specific property, 
without asking for a discovery under the bill. Ghapnian v. 
Publishers' Co. 128 Mass. 478; Insurance Go. v. Abbott, 127 
Mass. 558 ; Donnell v. Railroad, 73 Maine, 567. This is a 
materially different bill, but one common to the practice of 
courts of chancery. 

It is not an answer to this mode of remedy that another 
remedy exists by means of the process of foreign attachment 
either of legal or equitable assets. Those remedies are partial 
and limited, while this is much more adequate and complete. 
Besides, the present form of proceeding, although always exist
ing in modern equity procedure, is expressly allowed by the 
statutes of our state. R. S., ch. 46, § 52. Either remedy 
does not exclude the other. 

The first objection urged by the respondents against tqe bill, 
is a want of jurisdiction in the court to act, because the hill 
contains no allegation that an execution was taken out upon any 
jµdgment and nulla bona returned thereon. This defense must 
.Prevail, and for the reason stated by SHEPLEY, ,J., in Webster v. 
Glark, 25 Maine, 313, who says, "courts of equity are not 
tribunals for the collection of debt~ ; and yet they afford their 
aid to enable creditors to obtain payment, when their legal 
remedies have proved to be inadequate. It is only by the 
exhibition of such facts, as show, that these have been exhausted, 
that their jurisdiction attaches. Hence it is, that when an 
attempt is made by a procesR in equity to reach equitable inter
ests, choses in action, or the avails of property fraudulently 
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conveyed, the bill should state, that judgment has been obtained, 
and that execution has been issued, and that it has been returned 
by an officer without satisfaction." Such has certainly become 
the settled rule in this state. It has been unhesitatingly 
affirmed in a series of cases. l-Iartslwrn v. Eanies, 31 Maine, 
93; Dana v. Haskell, 41 Maine, 25 ; Dockray v. Mason, 48 
Maine, 178; Corey v. Greene, 51 Maine, 115; Griffin v . 
. Nitcher, 57 Maine, 270; Howe v. Whitney, 66 Maine, 17. 

Our decisions do not stand alone upon the question. The 
decided preponderance of authority is the same way. Mr. Bump, 
in his work on Fraudulent Conveyances, at vage 514, gleans the 
rule from all the cases of the country, and states it in these 
explicit terms : '' The creditor's right to relief in such case 
depends upon the fact of his having exhausted his legal remedies 
without being able to obtain satisfaction. The best and the only 
evidence of this is the actual return of an execution unsatisfied. 
The creditor must obtain judgment, issue an execution, and 
procure a return of nulla bona, before he can file a bill in equity to 
obtain satisfaction out of the property of the debtor which cannot 
be reached at law." In Pom, Eq. Jur. § 1415, it is said, "The 
general rule is, that a judgment must be obtained, and certain 
steps taken towards enforcing or perfecting such ju<lgment, before a 
party is entitled to institute a suit of this character. In this 
there is an uniformity of opinion, but the difficulty arises in 
determining exactly how far a plaintiff should proceed after he 
haE obtained his judgment." In a note, the author explains

1

: 

'' Much of the conflict doubtless results from the effect judg
ments and writs of execution have in different states. The rule 
seems to be sustained by the weight of authority that before a 
creditor's suit can be brought to reach choses in action and 
personal property in such a shape or form or under such condi
tions that no levy can be made at law, execution must have been 
issued and a return of nulla bona made." The cases show that, 
in those states where a judgment is itself a lien upon land, an 
execution need not issue. In such case equity will proceed to 
make the lien effectual. Among the cases sustaining the rule 
as promulgated in our own state, are the following : Tappan v. 

~-----------------------------------
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Evans, 11 N. H. 311; Smith v. Millett, 12 R. I. 59; Adee v. 
Bigler-, 81 N. Y. 349; Adsit v. Butler, 87 N. Y. 585. See 
also, Idem, 637; Suydam v. Immrance Co. 51 Pa. St. 394; 
Dormueil v. Ward, 108 Ill. 216; Brown v. Bank, 31 Miss. 
454; Scott v. Ware, 64 Ala. 174. 

The rule has been sustained by the Federal Supreme Court in 
several cases, and in too strong terms to suppose that it can be 
considered as reversed by that court by the observations of Mr. 
Justice STRONG, in relation to it, in the case of Case v. Beaure
gard, 101 U. S. p. 688, a case cited for the complainant. See 
Jones v. Green,' 1 Wall. 330; Taylor v. Bowker, 111 U. S. 
110. 

We think that, outside of the authorities, the rule is a reason
able one. It should not be in the power of a creditor to institute 
such an extraordinary remedy against his debtor, for no other 
reason than that his debt is overdue. A debtor may be able to 
relieve himself from threatening insolvency by the ti~e an 
execution is obtained and demanded of him. His inability or 
unwillingness to pay should be established hy some certain rule. 
What more reasonable one could be devised than that there shall 
be a judgment, an execution, and a return of nulla bona? And 
to remove all uncertainty the official return is conclusive evidence 
that the creditor has exhausted all legal remedy without succeed
ing in collecting his debt. It is a beneficent rule for both parties. 

The counsel for complainant contends that the demurrer admits 
the insolvency, and that the admission obviates the necessity of 
a return of '.nulla bona. The official return being the only 
sufficient evidence that the debt can not be legally collected, the 
demurrer is not a waiver of a right to ask for a production of 
such evidence. It complains of the insufficiency of the bill, 
because it does not allege that such evidence exists. 

It is contended for the complainant that the rule held to in the 
cases in this state, before cited, was adopted when we had quite 
limited powers of chancery, and that with our equitable juris
diction enlarged, as it now is, the rule should be different. No 
such excuse was ever given for the rule in its early days. No 
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chancery jurisdiction, however enlarged, takes upon itself the 
collection of legal debts hefore legal remedies are exhausted. 

Nor is there force, to our minds, in the distinction seen by 
counsel, that in our own cases, referred to before, the bill 
complained against the principal dehtor together with some third 
party, while the present bill complains against the debtor only. 
The distinction does not appear to have been before taken. 
Many of the cases, where a return of nulla bona was required, 
were against debtors alone, and one of the New York cases, 
before cited, involved the insolvency of a corporation very much 
as this case does. There is more reason for an application of 
the rule to the debtor than to parties associated in a bill with 
him. It is especially for his protection that the rule exists. It 
is his business that the creditor's bill usually winds up. The 
forms of creditors' bills in the books are of both descriptions, 
and the rule is the same. 

It ~loes not vary the case, that the statute allows the remedy 
pursued in this case, to a ~~judgment creditor." See R. S., c. 
46, § 52. It means a judgment creditor who has first exhausted 
all legal remedy. The original act of 1848, from which the 
present provision came by revision, but not by legislative 
alteration, virtually so declared. (See ch. 64, Laws of 1848.) 
What was at first expressed is now implied. The change in 
words was to condense the enactment into a more concise 
expression. There has been no attempt to change the policy of 
the law, so long urtderstood and adhered to. This view of our 
statutory provision was taken in the case of Taylor v. Bowker, 
111 u. s. 110. 

No doubt, there may he exceptions to the rule requiring a 
return of nulla bona. Where the common law means can not 
for exceptional causes be made to apply, there are cases which 
decide that equity may do what the law would do if it could 
apply. Wi,qgin v. Heywood, 118 Mass. 514; ]Yierclrnnts' Banlt 
v. Paine, 13 R. I. 592. But we have no opinion to express 
upon any exceptional and hypothetical case at this time. Here 
there were judgments for many years existing, and no excuse is 
suggested or appears why further steps were not taken to enforce 
them. 
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Another question is whether the statute of limitations applies. 
This defense may be taken on demurrer where the hill on its face 
shows its application. ...Mooers v. Railroad, 58 Maine, 279; 
Story, Eq. Pl. § § 484, 751. 

Although the doctrine of equitable limitations lacks somewhat 
in definitenebs, adapting itself, as it does, a good deal to 
circumstances, still it is well settled, that upon legal titles and 
legal demands, courts of equity adopt and apply statutes of 
limitations, acting upon them by analogy to the Ia-w. This rule 
applies to most questions in equity. It does not generally apply 
in cases of express trust. It may, hmvever, apply in cases 

· arising out of express trusts, where the trust has been repudiated 
by the trustee, and he assumes a position of hostility to it. 
Besides applying the legal doctrine of limitations, equity has 
a favorite doctrine of its own which allows a defense to be based 
on a mere lapse of time and the staleness of a claim, denominated 
laches, if the delay has been of a passive character, and acqui
escence under other circumstances. The defence of laches or 
acquiescence, is independent of the statutory rules of limitation, 
and where no statute directly governs the case, may be founded 
on a delay, either longer or shorter than the statutory period. 
And so the defendants in the present case set up both the legal 
ancl the equitable defense. Story, Eq. Jur. § 1520, et seq. 

Before making an application of these pi'inciples to fhc case at 
bar, it is necessary to know just what facts are alleged. Opposite 
counsel widely differ as to the meaning of the bill. The bill 
seems to be in some respects uncertain and contradictory. 

The complainant's counsel insists that the bill makes the 
officers of the company official and not individual defendants, and 
that it is really a proceeding against the corporation only. There 
could be such a bill, that is, one against the corporation only, 
making the officers of the corporation parties, only for the 
purpose of obtaining from them a discovery. Such a practice, 
although anomalous and never much encouraged, grew up at an 
early period when a person interested in a cause was incompetent 
to testify. Story, Eq. J·ur. § 1501; Story, Eq. Pl. § 235; 1 
Dan. Ch. 179. But relief should not be prayed for in the bill, 
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and, if it is, demurrer lies. Not general demurrer, however, 
The defendant should answer as to the di::1covery, and demur as 
to the relief. But after a general demurrer is overrnled, the 
defendant may demur ore tenus to the prayer for relief; as there 
is no other way of properly removing the inconsistency from the 
bill, Many v. Beekman Iron Go. 9 Paige, 188; Wl·ight v. 
Darne, l Met. 237. But we do not see how it is possible to 
avoid the conclusion that the officers are made personal parties to 
this bill. They are charged with malversation in the company's 
affairs, and the bill asks for special re_lief against them for 
money and property alleged to he in their hands. 

If it were a bill against the company only, charging that the 
company nmv has asset::; in its hands, or, what \Vould be the 
same thing, assets hekl by agents for the company, it is evident 
enough that the statute would not be a bar. The complainant 
has debts and is entitled to collect them if the company has 
property. And a lien established upon any property of the 
company, attaches to the property, although in its agents' and 
servants' hands, if held by them for the company. 

But it is altogether another and different thing to charge that 
the company .did have funds or assets some ten to fifteen years 
ago~ which at that time were wrongfully converted by jts agents 
to their own use. A bill against the company for such acts of 
its officers would he valueless to creditors, unless the officers are 
made personally and individually parties thereto. A judgment 
against the company would not be a judgment against them. It 
is not nn in rem judgment that is obtainable. And here again 
we are at a loss to know exactly what the bill means. It alleges 
fraud, but does not recite whether it was practiced by the officers 
upon the company or creditors. It alleges conversion, but does 
not intimate whether assented to by the company or not. The 
complainant does not narrate his grievance frankly. There is a 
hidden meaning. 

If it is sought to reach funds ~,,vhich the officers of the company 
actually received from or for the company and converted to 
their own use in 1871, we think the complainant's claim against 
the officers is barred by the statute of limitations, nnd also by 
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his laches; or, if it is possible that the statute would not begin 
to run- until a return of nulla bona, then by his laches in the long 
delay before obtaining a return of nulla bona and prosecuting 
this suit. The bill was commenced in 1881. All of the 
judgments produced were recovered ns early as 1866, except 
one recovered in 1879, and that was merely the renewal of 
another judgment recovered in 1867, a fact upon our own records 
of which we can take judicial notice. Of course, there may be 
causes or excuses preventing the operation of the statute. None 
are suggested or appear here. 

There is no doubt that the property of n corporation is a trust 
fund pledged to the payment of its debts, and that directors hold 
the same under an implied or constructive trust for the benefit of 
creditors. 'It is not an express trust; not a purely equitable 
trust; not such a trust as exists between the directors and the 
company, ( and even that relation is perhaps not a trust in a strict 
technical sense) it is a trust sub rnodo - in some respects analo
gous to a trust- something which the law for equitulJle purposes 
construes to be a trust. It is a charge on property rather than 
any right or interest in it. There is no contract obligation, no 
direct privity, between stockholders and the creditors of a com
pany. See Perry, Trusts (3rd ed.), § 166. It is an equitable 
lien to aid in the enforcement of a legal right ; to aid in collect
ing a debt. Story says: (Eq. Jnr. § 1252) "Perhaps, to this 
same head of implied trusts upon presumed intention, although 
it might well be deemed to fall under the head of constructive 
trusts by operation of law, we may refer that class of cases, 
where the stock and other property of private corporations is 
deemed a trust fund for the payment of the debts of the corpora
tion." Mr. Thompson, a writer on the liability of directors of 
corporations, says: ,t The directors of a corporation are not 
trustees for its creditors in the same sense in which an agent is 
the trustee of his principal. In this sense they are the trustees 
of the shareholders, who have elected them to act ns such, and 
not trustees of strangers to the shareholders." 6 Sou. Law Rev. 
(N. S.) 403. In Poole's case, 9 Ch. Div. 322, Jessel, :M. R. 
says the same thing. In Porn. Eq. J ur. § 104 7, the directors' 
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liability to creditors of the company is classified with conHtruc
tive trusts, although the author doubts the propriety of calling it 
as much of a trust as even that. Porn. Eq. Jur. § 1044, et seq. 

Constructive trusts, apd all trusts, save purely_ equitable or 
express trusts, are in equity subject to the statute of limitations. 
Wood, Limitations, § 58, and cases in note. It is there said: 
'' 'With respect to the operation of the statute of limitations upon 
cases of trusts in equity, the distinction is, if the trust he con
stituted by act of the parties, the possession of the trustee is 
the possession of the cestui qui trust, and no length of such 
possession will bar; but if a party is to be constituted a trustee 
by the decree of a court of equity, founded on fraud, or the like, 
his possession is adverse, and the statute of limitations will run 
from the time that the circumstances of the fraud were discovered." 
Again, the author ( § 215) expresses the same proposition in 
these other words: ~1 One who is not actually a trustee, but upon 
whom that character is forced by a court of equity, only for the 
purpose of a remedy, m·ay avail himself of the statute." The 
doctrine could not be more satisfactorily stated. The authorities ' 
support this principle with great unanimity. A few only need 
be cited, those more especially of the class o( constructive trust 
cases to which the present case belongs. Baker v. Bank, 9 Met. 
182; Peabody v. Flint, 6 Allen, 52; Farnam v. Brooks, 9 
Pick. 212; Kane v. Bloodgood, 7 John. Ch. 90; Stringer's case, 
4 Ch. A.pp. 475; In 1·e Alexandra. Palace Oo. 21 Ch. Div. 149; 
Oarrol, v. Green, 92 U. S. 509. 

It is not inferable from the bill that the acts of the directors 
in 1871 were of a character such as to constitute a breach of 
trust, existing between them and the company, which would not 
be barred by the statute. But if it were so, it is not perceived 
that it would make the creditors' claim better. The acts might 
be without the statute as to the company, and within it as to 
creditors. The right of the one is distinct from the right of the 
other and independent of it. Directors may be liable to credit
ors without any liability to the company or its stockholders. ,v e do not see how the creditors' claim is enlarged or lessened 
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by any claim of the company against the stockholders. They 
are not the same. Shel. Subrogation, and cases. Smith, v. 
Hurd, 12 Met. 371; Hersey v. Veazie, 24 Maine, 9; Smith, v. 
Poor, 40 Maine, 415. It may be othe_rwise, under the English 
statutes providing for winding up the business of public compa
nies, under which the liquidator represents shareholders and 
creditors alike. In re National Funds As.mrance Co. 10 Ch. 
Div. 118; Plitcroft's case, 21 Ch. Div. 519. But under our 
practice the remedy is nothing more than an assistant and collat
eral proceeding in equity employed by a creditor to collect a 
legal debt. 

Although there is serious question as to the meaning of the 
bill so far as bearing upon the question of laches or limitation, 
there can be no doubt upon the first point discussed by us, and 
therefore the conclusion must be, 

Demurrer sustained. 

WALTON, LIBBEY, EMERY, FOSTER and HASKELL, JJ., 
concurred. 

ARTHUR BERRY vs. EDWIN R. CLARY AND WIFE. 

Kennebec. Opinion August 25, 1885. 

Contracts rnade on Sunday. R. S., c. 82, § 116. Construction of statutes. 
Constitutional law. 

Revised Statutes, c. 82, § 116, providing that no party, who receives any money 
or valuable thing as a consideration for a contract made and entered into on 
Sunday, shall be permitted to defend any action upon such contract until 
such consideration has been restored, applies to actions arising before as well 
as after its enactment .. 

In construing such statutes the court may consider the nature and reason of 
the remedy, and give effect to the intention of the legislature if that can be 
ascertained. 

A statute may be retroactive and yet not retrospective within the legal meaning 
of the word. 

Retroactive laws, remedial in their nature, are not unconstitutional unless they 
impair vested rights, or create personal liabilities. 

ON exceptions from superior court. 

Assumpsit on the promissory note of the defendants for one 
hundred and twenty-five dollars, dated November 26, 1876, 
payable in six months. 
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The note was given for a horse which the defendant took of 
the plaintiff on the day of the date of the note. It was admitted 
that November 26, 1876, was Sunday, and the defendant, Edwin 
R. Clary, testified that the note was written, signed and delivered 
on the day of its date. And he testified to other facts tending· 
to show that the transaction was at the request of the plaintiff' 
to prevent the horse from being taken for debt. And that the\ 
plaintiff assured him that the note given on that day, being Sunday, 
could not be collected. It was admitted that the consideration1 
received for the note had not been restored. 

The court ruled that the foregoing evidence constituted no, 
defence, and ordered a verdict for the plaintiff. To this ruling· 
the defendants alleged exception. 

A. G. Andrews, for the plaintiff, cited: Lord v. Uhculbour-ne,. 
42 Maine, 429; Atkinson v. Dunlap, 50 Maine, 111; Go.-(fin v .. 
Rich, 45 Maine, 507; Reed v. Fmnkfort Bank, 23 Maine,. 
318; Bank v. Freeze, 18 Maine, 109: Thayer v. Seavey, 11 
Maine, 288. 

Herbert M. Heath, for the defendants. 
Had the legislature intended the law to be retrospective it

would ha'1e read" No person who has received or receives," &c. 
But the law excludes the idea of past time, or past transactions. 
It is well settled that to ascertain the meaning of the statute the 
court will not go beyond the words of the statute. Statutes are 
to be considered as prospective unless the intention to give a, 
retrospective operation is clearly expressed. Hastings v. Lane,. 
15 Maine, 134; Given v. Marr, 27 Maine, 212; Rogers v .. 
Greenbush, 58 Maine, 395. 

When made the contract was void. Contracts prohibited by 
law are void, not voidable but void. 2 Parson's Contr. ( 5th ed.) 
746, 753. See, Marshall v. B. & 0. R. R. 16 How. 314; 
Ball v. Gilbert, 12 Mete. 397; Drury v. Dejontaine, 1 Taunt. 
131 ; Deering v. Olwpraan, 22 Maine, 4~)1 ; Towle v. Larrabee, 
26 Maine, 464; Nason v. Dins,no,·e, 34 Maine, 391; IIilton v. 
Houghton, 35 Maine, 143; Benson v. Drake, 55 Maine, 557; 
Tillock v. Webb, 5(i Maine, 101 ; Parker v. Latne1·, GO Maine, 
528; Pope v. Linn, 50 Maine, 83. 
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In the various decisions of other courts the use of the word 
''void" is general. The legislature uses the word. R. S., 
c. 82, § 115. . 

If the contract is illegal in its inception and void between the 
partiet-l, it will, as between them, forever remain void. They 
cannot make it legal by ratification or in any other way. Pope 
v. Linn, supra. 

Much les·s could nny subsequent act of the legislature give 
validity to a contract that was void at its inception. Banclwr v. 
~"Mansel, 4 7 Maine, 62; Hathaway v. Moran, 44 Maine, '67 ; .ZJ1ilne 
v. Huber, 3 McLean, 212; TVest v. Roby, 4 N. H. 285; 2 Parson's 
Contr. 674; Jacques v. 'Withey, 1 H. Bl. 65; . .ZJfayo v. 
Williams, 27 Ala. 267; Fivaz v. Nichols, 2 M. & G. S. 500; 
Smith v. Bean, 15 N. H. 577; Rockport v. Walden, 54 N. H. 
167; Loring v. Boston, 12 Gray, 209; Kinsman v. Cambridge, 
121 Mass. 558; Rich v. Flanders, 39 N. H. 304; Willard v. 
Howey, 24 N. H. 357; Springfield Bank v. 1.lferrick, 14 Mass. 
-322; Morton v. Rutheiford, 18 Wis. 298; 2J:fitchell v. Daggett, 
1 Fla. 371. 

FosTER, J. The note in suit was made and delivered on 
Sunday. The defendant, therefore, must prevttil unless ch. 194, 
Pub. Laws of 1880 (R. S., c. 82, § 116) passed nearly four 
years after the date of the note, is retroactive and precludes the 
defense set up in this suit. The statute provides that '' no person 
who receives any money, or valuable thing, as the consideration 

• for a contract, express or implied, made and entered into on 
Sunday, shall be permitted to defend any action upon such 
contract on the ground that it was so made and entered into on 
Sunday, until he shall restore such consideration so received; 
p1·ovicled that nothing herein contained shall apply to any action 
now pending." 

It is admitted that the consideration received for the note has 
not been restored. 

We are satisfied that the language of the statute in question is 
sufficiently comprehensive to apply to transactions arising not 
only after its enactment, but also to those previously existing, 
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with the exception therein named of actions pending at the date 
of its passage. In construing a statute like this the court must 
consider the nature and reason of the remedy, and, from the 
language used, give effect to the intention of the legislature if 
that can be ascertained. "And such a construction ought to be 
put upon a statute as may best answer the intention which the 
makers had in view." Bae. Ab. I. 5. This intention is to be 
sought for by a careful examination and consideration of all its 
parts, and not from any particular word or phrase that may be 
contained in it. This is the guiding star in the construction of 
every statute. 

What was the object to be accomplished by this statute? 
Undoubtedly to make a party defendant to a Sunday contract do 
equity. 

While it is true that the verb ''receives" is in the present 
tense, yet it is common knowledge that such forms of expression 
are oftentimes used in statutes, and when applied to the remedy 
are as appropriate to suits on past as future transactions. And 
while the proviso, excluding its operations from pending suits, if 
taken alone may not be sufficient of itself to embrace suits after
wards commenced on past contracts, nevertheless it Hhould be 
considered with the other parts of the statute in ascertaining its 
meaning. For if we were inclined to view the statute as 
applicable to and embracing only actions upon future contracts, 
then we should be met by the very suggestive as well as 
pertinent fact that there certainly could be no occasion for a 
proviso excluding pending suits, having for their basis contracts. 
existing prior to the statute. • 

Neither can the objection prevail, when construed as applicable 
alike to past as well as future contracts, that this statute is 
retrospective in its operation and affects vested right:,. It may 
be retroactive, and yet not retrospective within the legal mean
ing of the word. 

It affects the remedy only, and not the rights of property or-· 
obligation of the contract. Retroactive laws, remedial in their·· 
nature, are not obnoxious to the objection of being in contraven
tion of the constitution, unless they impair vested rights, or· 
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,create personal liabilities. Coffin v. Rich, 45 Maine, 507; 
Read v. Frankfort Bank, 23 Maine, 318; Oriental Bank v. 
Freeze, 18 Maine, 109. There is no vested right in any particu
far remedy. Previous to the statute in question, a defendant 
sued upon a contract made on Sunday could avail himself of the 
defense that it was a Sunday contract; but the fact that such a 
statutory defense existed gave him no vested right, and there
fore in this case no vested right has been impaired by the statute. 
It in no ,vay operates upon the contract, or renders it valid. It 
exists precisely as it did before. The statute applies only to 
future remedies, an_d merely requires the defendant to restore 
the consideration received by him in the participation of an 
unlawful act as a condition upon which he may make his defense. 
1-Iobnes v. French, 68 Maine, 529. 

Exceptions overruled. 

PETERS, C. J., WALTON, DANFORTH, LIBBEY and EMERY, 

,JJ., concurred. 

STATE vs. MARY VIOLA BEAN. 

Franklin. Opinion August 28, 1885. 

Indictment, nolle prosequi as to part. A1·son. Intent . 

. Any part of a count, in an indictment, which in its nature is separable from 
the rest, may be removed by nolle prosequi, and the remainder stand, 
although the discontinuance is not assented to by the accused. 

'Where a count charges the burning of a dwelling-house and a barn, a nolle 
prosequi may be entered as to the barn . 

.In an indictment for arson the intention to burn and destroy is sufficiently 
alleged by the averment that the act was done "feloniously, wilfully and 
maliciously." 

ON REPORT. 

Indictment charging that the defendant did feloniously, wil
folly and maliciously set fire to and burn a dwelling house and 
barn. 

By consent of the parties the case was reported to the law 
,court. If the nol pr.as. ( sufficiently stated in the opinion) was 
:properly allowed and the indictment was sufficient, then it was 
to stand for trial, otherwise it was to he quashed. 
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Joseph 0. Holman, county attorney, for the state, cited: 
Maine Civil Officer, 460; 71 Maine, 354; 67 Maine, 328; Com. 
v. Tuck, 20 Pick. 356. 

H. L. Whitcomb, for the defendant. 
The indictment as drawn described two separate and distinct 

offenses in the same count.-~ Such an indictment can not he 
sustained. Oom. v. Symonds, 2 Mass. 163; 1 Archibald, 95 
and note, ( 7th ed. page 313) ; 35 Maine, 9 ; State v. Nelson, 
8 N. H. 163; People v. Wright, 9 WenJ. 196; U. S. v. 
Shmp, 1 Peters, C. C. 131 or 118. 

There is no offense charged in the indictment. There is no crime 
unless the fire is set i, with intent to burn such dwelling house. " 
R. S., c. 119, § 1. In this indictment there is no allegation of 
an <i intent to burn. " 

PETERS, C. J. In a single count the defendant was charged 
with burning a dwelling house and a barn. An objection was 
interposed, before the jury was impaneled to try the case, that 
the indictment was bad for duplicity. Thereupon, the prosecuting 
officer, with leave of court, hut against the defendant's consent, 
entered a nolle prosequi to so much of the indictment as charged 
the burning of the barn. The defendant's counsel denies the 
right of dividing a count by entering a discontinuance to a 
part of it. 

It was held in State v. Burke, 38 Maine, 57 4~ that a nolle 
prosequi may be entered as to any part of a count whereby the 
charge is made less criminal. vVe think it may be entered, at 
proper time, to the whole indictment, or to any count or counts 
in it, or to any person or persons named in it, or to any part of 
a count. Such has been the common practice in our courts. 
Any part of a count, which is in its nature separable from the 
rest, may be removed by nolle prosequi, and the remainder stand. 
The defendant is not injured by the removal of superfluous or 
double allegations. He thus gets rid of the embarrassment he 
complains of. Jennings v. Oomnionwealth, 105 Mass. 586; 
Commonwealth v. Dean, 109 Mass~ 349; Oomnwnwealth v. 
Tuck, 20 Pick. 356; 1 Bish. Cr. Proc. (3 ed.) § 1391 ; Heard 
Cr. Pl. 128. 
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It is objected to the count that it does not declare that the 
d6fendant set fire to the building with an intent to burn and 
destroy it. The intent is fully alleged in the averment that the 
defendant ff feloniously, wilfully and maliciously" did the act. 
The criminal act alleged in the indictment can not be committed 
without an evil intent. Alleging the commission of the act, 
alleges the intent. The other points made by the defense, do 
not require refutation. Shorn of the unnecessary and separable 
matter touching the burning of the barn, the count is in the 
common form af1d unobjectionable. 

Gase to stand for trial. 

DANFORTH, VIRGIN, LIBBEY,. EMERY and HASKELL, ,TJ., 
concurred. 

STATE OF MAINE vs. J. FRANK WALKER. 

Somerset. Opinion August 31, 1885. 

E1;idence. Declarations. Res gestre. 

Where evidence of an act done by a party is admissible, his declarations made 
at the time, having a tendency to elucidate or give character to the act, and 
which may derive a degree of credit from the act itself, are also admissible 
as a part of the res gestre. 

The declaration becomes important as forming a part of the transaction itself, 
on the ground that what is said at the time affords a legitimate means of 
ascertaining the character of the act, and as a part of the circumstances to 
be given in evidence with the principal fact. 

ON EXCEP'DWNS. 

The opinion states the case and material facts. 

Orville D. Baker, attorney general, for the state, contended 
that the defendant's offer to prove what he, himself, said in reply 
to his father, is wholly inadmissible. 

( 1.) It is the declaration of the prisoner offered in his own 
behalf. ( 2.) It does not appear to have been, in any view, 
material. It was not admissible merely because it was a reply 
to the father's injunction not to fire, for it was still the prisoner's 
declaration, and there is nothing apparent in the question asked 
by the counsel, to show that the reply, in any way, served to 
characterize the act of shooting. 
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Walton and Walton, and J. J. Parlin, for the defendant, 
cited : State v. Abbott, 8 W. Va. 7 41 ; Hamilton v. State, 36 
Ind. 281; Little v. Commonwealth, 25 Gratt. (Va.) 921; 
Comfort v. The People, 54 Ill. 404; Baker v. Gansin, 76 Ind. 
317; Castner v. Sliker, 33 N. J. L. 95; Mitchum v. State, 
11 Ga. 621; Reed v. N. Y. Cent. R.R. Co. 56 Barb. 493; 
Preston v. State, 4 Texas App. 186; People v. lVilliams, 18 
Cal. 187. 

FosTER, J. The prisoner was indicted for murder, and the 
jury returned a verdict of murder in the second degree. The 
case is before the law court on exceptions. 

At the time of the shooting, which was not far from nine 
o'clock in the evening, the deceased was in front of the 
respondent's house, either upon the piazza or in the yard very 
near to it. A party of eighteen persons had assembled for the 
alleged purpose, as claimed by the prosecution, of serenading 
the respondent, who had been recently married, and upon 
entering his grounds, the party commenced blowing horns, firing 
guns, ringing bells and making other noises, both in the yard and 
on the piazza of the house. The respondent, with his wife and 
father and two other persons, was in the house at the time. All 
had retired for the night, and no lights were burning. It was 
claimed by the respondent and his witnesses that after these 
demonstrations had continued at jnterva]s for nearly an hour, 
some of the party outside made an assault upon the door and 
tried to burst it in, threatening to take the respondent's wife out 
into the yard, and making other threats against the respondent 
and his wife. The witnesses for the government denied that any 
assault was made upon the house, or that such threats were used 
or any provocation given for violence to be used against them by 
the persons in the house. The testimony of the respondent and 
his wife was that upon the first discharge of the guns, the wife 
became unconscious and so remained when the respondent left 
her in the bed-room shortly before he fired. The respondent 
stated that he took his pistol from the place where he had been 
in the habit of keeping it, on the table in his bed-room, and 
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placing it in his hip pocket, passed from the bed-room through 
the kitchen, through the entry, and across to the further side of 
the wash-room, and fired it first out of a window in an upward 
course, for the purpose of frightening a way the party outside ; 
that returning toward his bed-room, as he passed through the 
entry, hearing an assault made at that instant upon the house, 
accompanied by threats of violence toward himself and his wife, 
whom he then supposed to be lying insensible in her bed, under 
the excitement of the moment incident to such assault and 
threats, he discharged his pistol through the sidelight, but 
claimed it was not his pistol that did the killing. And he 
furthermore claimed that, if it was his pistol that did the killing, 
the excitement incident to the circumstances under which he was 
placed, at the moment of discharging it, was such as to justify 
the act, and if not a justification, that he should then be adjudged 
only guilty of manslaughter. While upon the other hand the 
government's position was, that, in any view of the case, the 
fatal shot was fired under such circumstances of motive, purpose 
and intent as constituted murder on the part of this respondent. 

It appeared in evidence that Leonard H. Walker, father of 
the respondent, met him in the entry just at the moment the 
respondent discharged his pistol through the sidelight. In 
answer to the question" what, if anything, did you find or hear,,, 
propounded by the respondent's counsel, he said: '' At that time 
they were rattling the door ; they were trying to get into the ell 
door, and when I got to the entry door, I met Frank there, and 
they were trying at that time to get into the door, and Frank 
seemed to be frightened, and I put my arm on him and he was 
all of a tremble, and Frank spoke and-. " At this point, 
objection was interposed by the counsel for the state, to any 
statement by the witness as to what the respondent said, and the 
declaration was excluded, to which exception was taken by the 
respondent's counsel. 

From the materially different standpoints taken by the 
government and the respondent in relation to the circumstances 
under which the fatal shot was fired, it became important to 
ascertain what those circumstances were ; why the shot was 

• 
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fired; in what condition of miml the respondent vias at the time 
he discharged his pistol ; whether the act was done with 
deliberation, or under such sudden excitement of fear, passion or 
provocation, as would reduce the offence of killing from murder 
to manslaughter. It was the province of the jury to determine 
these questions from the evidence before them. It lay in their 
power to find the respondent guilty of murder in the first or 
second degree ; or they might find him guilty of manslaughter 
only. The motive with which the act of killing was done would 
necessarily be an important factor in governing their determination 
into which of the three grades of homicide this crime would fall. 
The principal fact was· in evidence, and was material in the 
proper investigation of the case. Were the declarations of the 
respondent, accompanying the act, admissible in evidence? "\Ve 
are clearly of opinion they were, and should have been admitted 
in evidence as a part of the res gestce. 

""\\.,.here evidence of an act done by a party is admissible, his 
declarations made at the time, having a tendency to elucidate or 
give character to the ac,t, and which may derive a degree of 
credit from the act itself, are also admissible as a part of the 
res gestce." Sessions v. Little, 9 N. H. 271. If the declaration 
is made by a party while doing an act, the nature, object or 
motive of which is the subject of inquiry, and serves to explain 
it, then such declaration is admissible in evidence. And it is 
generally in this class of cases, where either the nature, object or 
motive of the act is material, that this rule receives its broadest 
application. The declaration becomes important as forming a 
part of the transaction itself, on the ground that what is said at 
the time, affords a legitimate means of ascertaining the character 
of the act, and as a part of the circumstances to be given in 
evidence with the principal fact. As a learned author has 
expressed it, such declarations are admitted, '' not to prove their 
own truth, but to exhibit the attitude of the parties, and to 
show the transaction in all its aspects." 2 Whart. Ev. § 1102. 
Nor are such declarations said to be received as hearsay, but 
they are distinguished from it by their connection with the 
principal fact under investigation and which they serve to 
elucidate and explain. 
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In the case before us, the answer given by the father of the 
respondent, so far as it had proceeded at the time .when the 
objection was raised, related to the circumstances immediately 
surrounding a principal fact which was then the subject of inves
tigation -the firing of the fatal shot. The witness described the 
situation of the parties at the moment the shot was fired, and 
the appearance of the respondent as frightened and trembling; 
but when he attempted to state the respondent's declaration 
which accompanied the act, it was excluded. Such declaration 
was only a verbal act, and as competent as other testimony. Its 
weight was for the jury. Insurance Co. v. i.l1osley, 8 Wall. 
408. Being excluded, the presumption is that such exclusion 
was detrimental to the interest of the party in whose behalf it 
was offered. People v. Will-iams, 18 Cal. 187. What bearing 
it might have had on the minds of the jury, had the evidence 
been admitted, is not a question for our consideration. The 
respondent was on trial for his life. He was entitled to the 
benefit of whatever legitimate evidence he could produce. It 
becomes unnecessary to consider the remaining exceptions. 

Exceptions sustained. New trial granted. 
PETERS, C. J., WALTON, DANFORTH, LIBBEY and EMERY, 

JJ., concurred. 

HERBERT BLAKE vs. R. s. RUSSELL. 

Penobscot. Opinion September 19, 1885. 

Pltading. 

Where an action for a statute penalty is founded on two separate statutes, 
the declaration will not be adjudged bad, because of the allegations "by 
force of the statutes," and "contrary to the form of the statutes,"-usingthe 
plural form of the word "statute." 

ON EXCEPTIONS. 

Debt against the treasurer of the Dexter ,voolen Mills under 
. r 

stat. 1881, c. 79, § 4, which is in these words: "If any officer 
of a corporation charged by law with the duty of making and 
causing to be published any statement in regard to such corpora
tion, shall neglect so to do, such officer, in addition to the 
penalties already provided, shall forfeit the sum of five hundrecl 
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dollars, to be recovered by action of debt, or action on the case, 
to the us~ of the person suing therefor." 

Revised Statute, 1871, c. 48, § 8 (repealed by stat. 1883, c. 
195,) required treasurers of certain corporations to publish semi .. 
annually statements of 'the condition of the corporation. 

The defendant demurred to the declaration and the court over
ruled the demurrer and ordered a respondeat ouster. The 
defendant alleged exceptions to this ruling. 

Morrill Sprague, for the plaintiff. 

Josiah Crosby, for the defendant, contended that the demurrer 
should have been sustained. The action is for a violation of R. 
S., 1871, c. 48, § 8, and the allegation in the declaration is, 
H against the form of the statutes" - using ''statute" in the 
plural. That is bad. Penley v. Whitney, 48 Maine, 351; 2 
East. 333 ; Butnian case, 8 Gr. 113 ; Morrison v. Witham, 10 
Maine, 421 ; Hawkins, Pleas of the Crown, 3117 ; Oliver's 
Pree. 450; 3 Jacob's Fisher's Digest, 3685. 

The counsel further ably argued against the constitutionality 
of the law creating the offense, and that giving the action qui 
tam to the plaintiff. 

VIRGIN, J. The plaintiff seeks to recover a forfeiture provided 
by stat. 1881, c. 79, § 4. His cause of action is founded on and 
described in the provisions of two separate and distinct statutes. 
The offence consists in neglecting certain statutory requirements. 
The requirements are enumerated and defined in R. S., of 1871, 
c. 48, § 8 ; while the supplement of the offence, viz: the neglect, 
together with the forfeiture and the remedy, is prescribed in St. 
1881, c. 79, § 4. Neither statute alone creates the offence. The 
allegations in the declaration, " by force of the statutes," etc., 
and "contrary to the form of the statutes," etc., are literally and 
technically correct. As the provisions of R. S., c. 48, § 8, have 
been long since repealed, and none of the penalties therein pre .. 
scribed were sought to be recovered in this action, we do not 
consider it our duty to examine the constitutionality of its pro-
visions. Exceptions overruled. 

PETERS, C. J"., DANFORTH, EMERY, FosTER and HASKELL, 

JJ., concurred. 
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NELLIE BIRMINGHAM and others, in equity, 

vs. 

ALBERT A. LESAN. 

Penobscot. Opinion, October 15, 1885. 

Will. Devise. Conclition subsequent. Equity. Amendment. Practice. 
Chancery rulrs XXXLY. Jl. 8., c. 77, § 11. 

M. devised his farm to his wife for life, " the said real estate to go to J. M. 
at her death, if any remains, providing J. M. maintains and provides for her 
decently from the proceeds of the farm or otherwise; and providing the said 
J. M. fails to provide for her, then she is empowered to call on selectmen to 
provide for her in her own house." The will also provided that ,T. M. be 
allowed to use the place for the purpose of maintaining himself and the 
widow of' the testator by farming the same. Held, that J. M. took upon a 
condition subsequent; and that J.M. having failed to perform the condition, 
the heirs of the devisor had the right to create a forfeiture by an entry there
for, although the will contained no clause to that purport. 

When one holds title upon condition subsequent, it remains in him as if no 
condition ever existed, until defeated by entry for breach. 

Equity does not lend its aid to devest an est,ite for a breach of' a condition 
subsequent, and thereby enforce a forfeiture. 

An original bill cannot be amended by incorporating therein anything which 
arose subsequent to the commencement of the suit; it can only be done by 
a supplemental bill. 

A party who has no cause of action when his original bill is filed, cannot by 
supplemental bill maintain his suit upon a cause of action that accrued after 
the tiling of the original bill. 

Neither Chan. Rule XXXIX, nor R S., c. 77, § 11, allows an event which 
occurred since the filing of the original bill to be engraftecl by way of 
amendment; but a new bill is the remedy. 

BILL IN EQUITY. Heard on bill, answer and proof. The case 
has been once before at the law court and i::; reported 7G Maine, 
482. 

The plaintiffs claim title to the real estate of which James 
McDermott died seized, as his heirs; the defendant claims title 
to the same under a mortgage from Catherine .McDermott, and 
John Mehan devisees by the will of the said James McDermott. 
The following are the essential provi~ions of the will: 

"Article 1. I will that after the payment of my just debts, I 
give and bequeath to my wife Catherine McDermott, all the 
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personal property of every name and description, that I may own 
and possess at the time of my decease, said Catherine to use a 
certain portion of the same for putting a head stone to my grave, 
and defraying my funeral expenses. 

'' Article. 2. I give and devise to my wife, Catherine, all the 
real estate that I may die seized of, to hold the same during her 
life for her maintenance, but not to sell the same, the E<aid real 
estate to go to John Mehan at her death, if any remains, provid
ing the said Mehan maintains and provides for the said Catherine 
decently from the proceeds of the farm or otherwise ; and pro
viding the said Mehan fails to provide for the said Catherine, then 
the said Catherine is empowered to call on the selectmen to 
provide for her in her own house. 

"Article. 3. I give and devise to my wife, Catherine, one-half 
of the lower part of my dwelling house, west side, during her 
natural life, the other half of said house to be used by John 
Mehan, if he wishes but not to sub-let. 

"Article 4. I will that the said Mehan be a1lowed to use the 
place for the purpose of maintaining himself and my wife by 
farming the same ; the said Mehan to put a head stone at said 
Catherine's grave, and if Mehan fails to do so, I will that the 
selectmen do so from the proceeds of the estate." 

The opinion stutes other material facts. 

Barker, Vose and Barker, for the plaintiffs. 
l\!Iehnn took the estate upon conditions subsequent, Gray v. 

Blanchard, 8 Pick. 291. And he did not perform the condition. 
The bill is brought to obtain the construction of the will. 

The amendment is not necessary to the final and equitable deter
mination by the court. But the amendment is permissible in 
the di~eretion of the court. R S., c. 77, § 11 ; Rules of Court, 
xxxrv. Byers v. Franklin Coal Oo. 106 Mass. 141. 

The rights of the defendant are not prejudiced by the amend
ment, and if the amendment should be found necessary, 11 it will 
promote justice and prevent litigation and delay." 

Olwrles P. Stetson, for the defendant. 
Mehan took by the will an estate which he could convey. 
He took a fee after the life-estate of Catherine, the language 
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of the will does not create an estate upon condition, or an estate 
to be defeated by the heirs, there are no words giving estate to 
heirs, no words giving them right of re-entry, or declaring a 
forfeiture. Loberee v. Oarleton, 53 Maine, 211; Rawson v. 
Inhs. of S. District, 7 Allen, 125; Stark v. Sniiley, 25 Maine, 
201. The language '' if said Mehan fails to provide for the said 
Catherine, then said Catherine is empowered to call upon the 
:selectmen to provide for her, in her own house," show that the 
intention was not to create a condition of the estates resting in 
him, but only a trust or direction to him how to use the proceeds 
of the farm. 2 Washburn on Real Estate, *446. 

"If one makes a feoffment in fee in intentione ad ejfectum, 
&c., that the feoffer shall do or not do such an act, these words 
do not make the estate conditional but it is absolute notwith
standing." The 4th article of the will also sustains this view, 
tlie intention being that they (Mrs . .McDermott and Mehan) 
should have joint occupancy of premises for the purpose of 
maintaining themselves from the proceeds of the farm. If it 
was the intention that the town or selectmen should have the 
right to take and sel1 the real estate, then the town or selectmen 
should be made party to the bill. There has been no entry by 
the heirs, no action can be maintained by heirs unless there be 
an entry previous to action. .1lfarwick v. Andrews, 25 Maine, 
525, 530. 

The entt·y made after this case was made up is of no avail. 
If the heirs claim title against Lesan's title by mortgage, a writ 
of entry would be the proper remedy, and an adequate remedy at 
law. Equity is not a proper remedy. Sm,ith v. Jewett, 40 N. 
H. 530; 2 Jarman on Wills, 526. Bill to remove cloud upon 
complainant's title cannot be sustained in such a case. Briggs 
v. Johnson, 71 Maine, 235. 

VrnmN, J. It has already been adjudged that the testator's 
widow took a life-estate in the form of which he died seized, 
76 Maine, 482. 

And now upon careful consideration of all the terms of the 
will we have concluded that the devise to Mehan was upon 
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condition. It is very plain that the testator did not intend that 
he should take an absolute fee by implication in the remainder 
with a charge upon him personally to support the life-tenant; 
nor a life-estate in the remainder with a like charge upon the 
estate devised. McLellan v. Tumer, 15 Maine, 438 and cases 
there cited; 3 Green, Cruise, 283-4 and cases in note; Taft v. 
Morse, 4 Met. 523; Gardner v. Gardner, 3 Mas. 179, 207; 
for only what "remains at her death" is devised to him. 

Was it a condition precedent or subsequent? As there are no 
technical words which distinguish them ( 4 Kent, 125), whether 
it be one or the other depends upon whether the testator intended 
that a compliance with the requisition annexed to the estate 
devised should be a condition of its acquisition, or merely of its 
retention, 2 Jar. Wills. (R. & T. ed.), 609. 

It cannot be deemed a condition precedent, because Mehan is 
authorized by the express terms of the will to provide for the 
life-tenant '' from the proceeds of the farm." And while '' pro
ceeds" may mean ''produce" or "income," it also signifies 
~, money or other things of value obtained from the sale of 
property," Web. Diet. ; and the testator must have intended to 
use it in the latter sense, inasmuch as the real estate was to go 
to Mehan, at the widow's death, '' if any remained," and he 
could not sell any of it for her support, unless he had at least a 
title on condition subsequent. 

The devise to him, together with the next succeeding provision 
that in case he failed '~to provide for" her '~then she is empowered 
to call on the selectmen," &c., cannot be considered a conditional 
limitation, us in Steams v. Godfrey, 16 :Maine, 158 and 
Brattle Sq. Church v. Grant, 3 Gray, 143, because the limita
tion over is too indefinite, no third person being named. 4 Kent, 
127. 

Considering the whole will together we are of opinion that 
the devise to Mehan was upon a condition subsequent. Stm·k 
v. Smiley, 25 Maine, 201; .M.arwiclc v. Andrews, 25 Maine, 
525; Tlwrnas v. Record, 47 Maine, 500. 

Mehan having failed to perform the condition, the heirs of the 
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devisor had the right to create a forfeiture by an entry therefor1 

although there was no clause in the will to that purport. Thomas 
v. Record, supra; 4 Kent, 123. But no such entry was made 
before this suit was commenced. And while equity will, under 
well recognized circumstances, relieve a party from a fo1feiture 
a court of equity does not lend its aid to devest an estate for a 
breach of a condition 5ubsequent and thereby enforce a forfeiture. 
4 Kent, 131; Sto. Eq. § 1319; Smith v. Jewett, 40 N. H. 534~ 

Moreover the title passed to Mehan subject only to be defeated 
on breach of the condition ; and until an entry for the breach,, 
it remained in him as if no condition ever existed. The com
plainants, therefore, at the commencement of this suit, placed 
themselves in the attitude of praying for the removal of a cloud 
from a title which they did not hold, by the cancellation of a 
mortgage upon a farm of which they had no possession. West 
v. Schnebley, 54 Ill. 523; Sto. Eq. § 705, note 4; Pom. Eq. 
§ 1399, note 4. 

But since the filing of their bill, viz. : on June 1, 1885, the 
· plaintiffs made an entry for breach of the condition and they 
have amended their bill accordingly. In the absence of any 
statutory provision or general rule of court authorizing it, an 
original bill cannot he amended by incorporating therein any
thing ,vhich arose subsequent to the commencement of the suit; 
it can only be done by a supplemental bill. Stafford v. Howlett, 
1 Paige, 200; Campbell v. Bowne, 5 Paige, 34; Downer v. 
Wilson, 33 Vt. 1. Moreover, generally, matters which have 
occurred since the filing of the original bill and which are 
material to perfect the plaintiff's case, may be introduced into 
the record by supplemental bill. Greenleaf v. Queen, 1 Pet. 
]48; Oancller v. Pettit, 1 Paige, 1G8; Pinch v. Anthony, 10 
Allen, 4 70. But in the language of the court in the last named 
case, '' we know of no case that goes so far as to authorize a 
party who has no cause of action at the time of filing his original 
bill, to file a supplemental bill in order to maintain his suit upon 
a cause of action that accrued after the original bill was filed, 
even though it aross out of the same transaction that was the 
subject of the original bil1." 
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Neither does Chan. Rule xxxrx authorize this new fact of" 
entry to be brought into the record by way of amendment, inas-
much as the '' circumstances of the case are not such as to require, 
a supplemental bill." 

Nor does the last clause of R. S., c. 77, § 11, allow an event 
which occurred since the filing of the bill to be engrafted therein, 
by amendment or reforming the bill. A statute intended to, 
make such a radical change in the practice should be express andt 
plain in its terms. 

Our opinion therefore is that a new bill is essential. And now 
that the complainants are in possession they cannot try the title 
by writ of entry, but may maintain a proper bill to remove the, 
cloud from it (Davis v. Boston, 129 .Mass. 379), especially since· 
they have revested the title in themselves by an entry for breach. 
on the part of Mehan. 

Bill disniissed with costs. 

PETERS, C. J., DANFORTH, FosTER and HASKELL, JJ.,. 
concurred. 

EMERY, J., concurred in the result, but thought the proper,· 
remedy was under R. S., c. 104, § § 4 7 and 48. 

ADONIRU!VI J. BmD vs. MARY M. BmD, Administratrix. 

SAME, in equity, vs. SAME and another. 

Knox. Opinion November 16, 1885. 

Partnership, claim of, against insolvent estate of deceased partner. 

A surviving partner may recover from the estate of a deceased partner any· 
indebtedness due from the deceased to the firm, where the partnership is, 
insolvent, for the benefit of the firm creditors, in an action at law. But 
for this purpose he has no preference over any other creditor of the estate, 
and if the estate is insolvent, and the action was not pending at the time of· 
the representation of the insolvency it cannot be maintained, the only 
remedy being before the commissioners of insolvency appointed by the 
probate court. 

ON REPORT of facts agreed. 

The first case is by the surviving partner of the firm of D. N. 
Bird & Co., against the administratrix of the estate of Hanson G. 
Bird, deceased partner of that firm, in assumpsit to recover four 
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thousand five hundred and two dollars and two cents, being the 
balance and interest shown by the firm books to be due from the 
deceased to the firm. The second suit was in equity by the same 
plaintiff against the same defendant and Caleb G. Moffit, assignee 
in insolvency of the estate of David N. Bird, who was also a 
member of that firm, and it was for the recovery of the same 
sum. The report shows that the plaintiff had paid from his own 
funds the sum of nineteen thousand four hundred forty-four 
dollars and sixty cents in discharge of the liabilities of the firm. 

0. E. Littlefield, for the plaintiff. 
The claim or account against Hanson G. Bird, it is clear, is an 

:asset of the firm of D. N. Bird & Co., and that this surviving 
partner is entitled to recover the amount in full of the insolvent 
:administratrix, is determined in the affirmative in Welby v. 
Phinney, 15 Mass. 124, which is precisely in point. That was 
:assumpsit. It proceeds upon the equitable lien for re-imburse• 
ment upon common law principles applicable to partnership, and 
is independent of any statute. The partnership can follow its 
.assets in the hands of the insolvent partners, when needed for 
partnership purposes as here. 

True P. Pierce, for the defendants. 

DANFORTH, J. By the statement of facts agreed upon in 
these cases, it appears that previous to May 10, 1882, there was 
a partnership in business consisting of the plaintiff, Hanson G. 
Bird and David N. Bird. On that date, Hanson G. Bird died, 
and the defendant was duly appointed and qualified as his 
administratrix. Subsequently, the plaintiff gave bond as sur
viving partner, and was duly qualified to settle the partnership 
affairs. It further appears that said firm is largely insolvent and 
that the plaintiff has, in paying its debts, exhausted all its assets 
except the claim now in question, besides paying from his own 
funds a sum much larger than this claim. The estate of Hanson 
G. Bird has been rendered and is insolvent, and commissioners 
appointed and qualified. 

The claim in suit it3 for a private indebtedness of the defendant's 
intestate to the firm, as found upon its books at his decease. 
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The defence is that the plaintiff should have proved his claim 
before the commissioners of insolvency, and shared in the 
distribution of the estate as other creditors, under the provisions 
of R. S., c. 66, § 1. , 

That the claim in suit is a part of the assets of the firm upon 
which the creditors, as well as the individual members of the 
firm, who have paid more than their share of its liabilities, or 
received less than their share of its effects, have a Hen, may be 
conceded. As such, it belongs to the partnership, and it becomes 
the duty of the plaintiff as surviving partner, to turn it into money 
for the settlement of the partnership affairs. 

If the firm were solvent, a portion of this claim would have 
belonged to the intestate, liable to his private debts, and the 
plaintiff and administratrix would have held it as tenants in 
common. But as the firm is insolvent, the joint crellitors having 
a preference, the whole of this claim becomes a fund for their 
payment and thereby belongs exclusively to the plaintiff, and 
necessarily a debt against the estate. As such debt, the plaintiff 
seeks to reqover it in these actions, and but for the representation 
of insolvency, the action at law might have been maintained. 
Such debts it is the duty of the administratrix to pay, hut she 
must pay them in the way pointed out by the law. She had the 
right to interpose insolvency as she has done, and having inter
posed it, by the express terms of the statute, she is exempt from 
actions for any debt except in a few specified instances, and 
these suits, both of which are for the same cause of action, come 
within none of the exceptions named. In fact, it is not claimed 
that they do, or that they were pending at the time the
representation of insolvency was made and prosecuted to ascertain 
the amount due as evidence to be given the commissioners, or· 
that the amount ascertained may be added to the report of the 
commissioners; hut they are prosecuted independent of the. 
commissioners, not only for judgment, but for execution, not 
only to ascertain the amount due, but that the whole amount 
shall be paid. This is done not under or in pursuance of any 
provision of the statute, hut in spite of it, relying "upon the.• 
equitable lien for re-imhursement upon common law principles. 
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applicable to partnerships independent of any statute. " While 
there is such a lien at common law where the statute <loes not 
apply, when it does, the common law, if in conflict, must yield. 
But in this case there is no conflict. Strictly speaking, the firm 
have something more than a lien upon the claim in suit; it has 
the ownership of it. But whether lien or ownership, it does not 
-change the nature of the thing, or increase or diminish its value. 
In either view, .it is a debt against the intestate created by con
.tract, and is worth what can be collected upon it by the proper 
legal process. In law or equity, no reason is apparent why one 
contract creditor in such a case, should have any preference over 
.another. 

If we consider this an action to indemnify the plaintiff for the 
,excess above his share, paid by him for partnership debts, the 
result must be the same, except perhaps in that case the action 
sh~uld have been inthe name of the plaintiff as an individual 
under his specific contract of indemnity with the intestate, and 

·not as surviving partner. The case shows an express contract 
.between the plaintiff and intestate, by which the latter was to 
re-imburse the former one-half of such excess. Thus this 
Jiability rests upon the personal contract of the intestate, and 
must stand upon the same gmund as other indebtedness arising 
from personal contracts. 

Thus, in any view we can take of this case, the liability to be 
,enforced is one against the intestate as an individual, growing 
,out of the fact that he was a member of the firm, but nevertheless 
,depending upon his personal contract. 

The plaintiff relies with much confidence upon Welby v . 
.. Phinney, Adm'r, 15 Mass. 124, to sustain his action. It is true 
~that that case is substantially like the present one, and that 
:the statute relating to the settlement of insolvent estates then in 
.force in Massachusetts, was the same as ours in all respects 
material to the question at issue. How that ettse came into 
-the court, whether by appeal or consent, or was commenced 
.before the representation of insolvency, does not appear. But 
:it was presented to the law court upon a report of referees, 
-;which in effect is the same as upon a statement of facts as in this 
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case. The questions there presented were whether the action 
could be sustained at all, as it depended upon the settlement of 
partnership affairs, and if so, for what amount, as the loss which 
the plaintiff would finally sustain hy means of the partnership 
was uncertain, the referees having fixed it, up to the time of 
making the report. The court decided that the action could be 
maintained, and fixed the amount to be recovered as reported by 
the referees. But what is important in its bearing upon this 
case, is that the amount was subject to revision by subsequent 
proceedings, and one of those proceedings was the amount which 
might be paid upon a distribution of the deceased partner's 
estate. In alluding to the amount the court say : '' It is true 
that we can not now say that he will eventually be entitled to 
retain the whole dividend, which may be decreed to be paid him 
in the distribution of Rarri'son's estate; for that may be so 
considerable as to pay more than Harrison's just proportion of 
the debts of the firm." Again on page 125 the court say: ,i The 
plaintiff may hereafter be compelled to pay the outstanding 
debts, whi~h have been represented as of considerable amount; · 
and after the distribution of Harrison's estate, he can have no 
relief. " Thus it appears that under the decision of the court, 
the amount to be recovered was not necessarily the amount to be 
paid by the administrator, as this would depend upon the decree of 
distribution of the estate. In other words, no execution was to 
issue upon the judgment, but it was to be added to the commis
sioner's report for its distributive share of the estate, and this 
was the only remedy which the plaintiff could have. 

It is, therefore, apparent that the case cited is not only not in 
conflict with the conclusion to which we have come, hut is an 
authority for it. 

In Johnson v. Ames, 6 Pick. 330, an action very similar to 
the one at bar, it was held that insolvency of the estate of the 
deceased partner, decreed before the commencement of the suit, 
was a bar to its maintenance, no notice of appeal having been 
given, although there was a surplus of assets after the distribution 
among creditors who had proved their claims. It was then 
suggested that there might be a remedy in equity applicable to 
the surplus only. 
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As in this case no surplus appears, Johnson v. Ames must be 
considered an authority for the conclusion in the case at bar that 
the plaintiff's remedy is before the commissioners of insolvency. 

In the equity suit, the entry must be, 

Bill disrnissed without costs. 
In the suit at law, 

Plaintiff nonsui·t. 

PETERS, C. J., ,YALTON, LIBBEY, EMERY and FosTER, JJ., 
concurred. 

INHABITANTS OF SEARSMONT vs. INHABITANTS OF THORNDIKE. 

Waldo. Opinion November 16, 1885. 

Pauper. Bettlernent. Emancipation. Continued residence. 

That a minor daughter should depart from home for temporary employment, 
leaving such articles of clothing and bedding as she did not require for use, 
even though she receive the wages for her labor for her own use, is not so 
uncommon an occurrence as to authorize an inference of such a change in 
the parental and filial ties as to constitute emancipation. 

When the home of a person is once established in a town it requires less proof 
to show continuance there than would be necessary to show both the estab
lishment and continuance. Bodily presence at all times is not necessary to 
show continuance. The departure for a purpose in its nature temporary, 
leaving behind articles not required for immediate use, expressing an inten
tion to return, and returning to visit, and to repair wardrobe, and on account 
of sickness are sufficient evidence of the continuance. 

ON REPORT. 

Assumpsit for pauper supplies to the amount of twenty-seven 
dollars furnished Sybil Ryan whose settlement was alleged to be 
in the defendant town. 

The opinion states the material facts. 

Wm. If. FoJler and R. F. Dunton, for the plaintiffs, cited: 
Sumner v. Sebec, 3 Maine, 223 ; Lowell v. Newport, 66 Maine, 
78; Parsonsfield v. Kennebunkport, 4 Maine, 47; I1nox v. Waldo
boro, 3 Maine, 455; Fayette v. Livermore, 62 Maine, 229; 
B1·ewer v. Linnmus, 36 Maine, 428; Chicopee v. Whately, 
6 A1len, 509; Ripley v. Hebron, 60 Maine, 395. 

Brown and Garver and George E. Johnson, for the defend
ants. 
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·when the pauper went to Massachusetts in 1866 or 1867 her 
father surrendered all right to the care and custody of her, and 
never afterwards claimed any of her earnings, nor attempted to 
control her conduct in any manner ; in fact he relinquished all 
_his parental rights and authority over her and from that time 
treated her the same as though she was of full age, which makes 
a clear case of emancipation under West Gardiner v .. 2Jfanches
ter, 72 Maine, 509; Lowell v. Newport, 66 Maine, 78. 

October 23, 1870, the pauper was twenty-one years old, and 
whether emancipated or not, her settlement was in Waldo, as 
her father had not acquired one since he moved from that town. 
R. S., c. 24, § 1, p. 2. 

To establish a settlement in Thorndike plaintiffs must prove 
that subsequent to October 23, 1870, and prior to November 
6, 1883, the pauper resided in Thorndike five years in succession. 
R. S., c. 24, § 1, p. VI. The law does not allow any of the 
years of his (pauper's) residence while under age to be tacked 
to those after age, to make up the requisite number. No. 
Yarmouth v. Portland, 73 Maine, 110-111 ; Brooksville v. 
Bucksport, 73 Maine, 111. 

To establish a residence within the meaning of the statute, 
there must be personal presence, with the design, and the right, on 
the part of the pauper, to make her father's house her home, 
coupled with his consent. Corinth v. Lincoln, 34 Maine, 314; 
Warren v. Tlwm,,aston, 43 Maine, 418; Fayette v. Livermore, 
62 Maine, 229 ; North Yarmouth v. West Gardner, 58 Maine, 
pp. 211, 212, 215. 

Neither the pauper, her father, nor Mrs. Ryan, considered or 
understood that pauper's home was in Thorndike from the time 
he moved to Thorndike, in 1869, till after her return, in July, 
1879. 

When the pauper went away in 1872 or 1873, she left no 
property in Thorndike '' except some few little things that she 
gave" her step-mother. At that time, Mrs. Ryan testifies, "I 
asked her to come and see us again; and she said she would." 

Daniel C. Ryan, pauper's father, in his answer to question, 
"I told her I should buy a farm in a year or two, and when I 
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did she could come home." This he told her when she went 
away in 1877 or 1878, and is equivalent to saying, you have no 
home here and we don't want you to come home again till after 
I buy a farm; not what a father would have said to an invalid 
<laughter, if his house was her home. 

In Corinth v. Lincoln, supra, the court says: ~~ In order to 
constitute a settlement in the town by a residence of five years 
together, it must appear that she had her home at her father's 
house. Home, when restricted to the house of a 
person's residence, must be the place where he has the design 
and the right for the time being, to abide, connected with actual 
residence. This necessarily involves the idea of a voluntary 
intention to occupy the place on the part of the inmate and a 
volm;tary consent to that occupation, on the part of the one who 
has the control." 

DANFORTH, J. An action to recover for supplies furnished a 
pauper, and the only question raised is whether the pauper had 
a settlement in the defendant town. The case is befope the 
court upon a report. The witnesses are the father and step
mother of the pauper, and though there are some verbal 
differences in their statements of the facts, there is no real 
conflict in their testimony. 

It appears that the father had lived in the town of w· aldo for 
fifty years previous to 1869, when he removed to the defendant 
town and remained there until 1879, and then moved with his 
family into the plaintiff town where he has ever since remained. 

The daughter, who is the pauper, Ii ved with her father in 
Waldo until 1867 when she was eighteen years old. She then 
went to Massachusetts for employment to earn something for 
herself, saying she should return in two or three years, leaving 
behind her some articles of apparel and bedding, being all the 
goods she had except what she took with her for use~ while she 
was absent. She did return but not until atier her majority. 
So far as appears, after she left and while she was a minor, the 
father received none of her earnings, nor did he contribute any
thing to her support, but it does appear that he provided her 
with clothing to take with her. 
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Under these circumstances it is claimed that the daughter was 
emancipated and no longer followed, or had her home with her 

• father. But we fail to see any evidence which tends to such an 
inference. That a daughter should leave home for temporary 
employment, even though she might receive the proceeds for her 
own use, is not so uncommon an occurrence as to authorize an 
inference of any change in the parental and filial ties. It is the 
father alone who can emancipate the child. Here is no relin
quishment on his part of the right of control over, or repudiation 
of his parental obligations to the child; simply an assent to a 
particular course of life on her part for the time being. Noth
ing inconsistent with his right to recall her, or claim her earnings 
at any time in the future. Hence there is an entire failure to 
sustain an emancipation as defined by the authorities. Lowell 
v. Newport, 66 Maine, 89, 90 and cases cited. 

Hence though absent when the father moved to Thorndike, 
the daughter's home, she being a minor, went with him. She 
then had a home derived from her father, established in the 
defendant town, and that was her home when she became of age 
in October, 1870 and to that home she returned in 1872 or 1873. 
Her absence while a minor for the purpose as shown by the 
evidence, be that absence longer or shorter would not interrupt 
that home. Parsonsfield v. Kennebunkport, 4 Maine, 4 7. 

As the father did not gain a settlement in Thorndike before 
the pauper arrived at her majority, it becomes necessary to 
ascertain whether she gained one there herself by a five years' 
residence after she became of age. As at the beginning of that 
period, or at the time when she became of age, she had an 
established home in Thorndike, the only remaining question is, 
whether that home continued for the required time. Having 
been once fixed, if its continuance is not to be presumed until an 
interruption is shown, as held in Brewer v. Linnaeus, 36 Maine, 
430, and Chicopee v. Whately, 6 Allen, 508, it would at least 
require less proof than it would to show both its establishment 
and continuance. The only evidence relied upon to show the 
interruption of this home, is the several absences of the pauper. 

These, in the absence of any explanation, would hardly lead 
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to any inference either way. It is clear enough that continued 
presence is not necessary to retain a home, or residence. It is 
also quite obvious that it is in most cases difficult to find an· 
instance of absence without some connecting circumstances 
explanatory of its purpose. In North Yarmouth v. West 
Gardiner, 58 Maine, 207, and Ri'pley v. Hebron, {W Maine, 
393, it is held that '' when a pauper leaves a town where he has 
resided, having no family, leaving no house or place therein to 
which he has any right to return, and having no effects save the 
clothes he wears, the law does not presume that he intends a 
temporary absence, and has a continuing purpose to retain a 
home in such town, and return to it at some future period. " 
The effect of these decisions is at most, that when an absence is 
proved without the presence of certain circumstances understood 
to be indicative of an intention to return and to retain the home 
left for a time, the law will not presume that intention, but will 
leave it as a question of fact with the burden upon the party 
relying upon it. In the case at bar, the absences are admitted, 
but the plaintiff proves all or nearly all the circumstances which 
are named, and by implication if not expressly, assumed as proof 
of a temporary absence and an intention to return. The case 
shows clearly that each time the pauper left, •it was for a purpose 
in its nature temporary, that she left behind wearing apparel and 
bedding, all the property she had except what was necessary for 
her immediate use, that she expressed an intention to and did in 
fact return, first, perhaps, in part for a visit, as her purpose was 
not fully performed, but also as a home for the repairing of her 
wardrobe, afterwards on account of sickness, and finally and 
before the removal of her father from Thorndike, when sickness 
had become too severe for labor, permanently. In all this time, 
there is no pretence that she had established any other home, 
and there is an entire want of proof of any abandonment of that 
she had with her father. It is, however, claimed that her 
father's consent was wanting, and without that, as she had no 
home in Thorndike except at her father's house, she could not 
gain a settlement in Thorndike, and much stress is laid upon the 
remark he made to her when she left the last time, " that he 
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should buy a farm in a year or two, and when he did, she could 
come home." It is claimed that this was a virtual denial of a 

· home to the daughter until the farm was bought. ,v e do not 
understand such to be the proper interpretation of the language 
used. The daughter was then in poor health. She had then, 
on that account, been at home nearly one year. The father had 
received, and so far as appears, treated her as a daughter, 
providing for her as her necessities required, and making his 
home hers. He did not say that when the farm was bought he 
would, as a matter of the future, give her a home, but, apparently 
lamenting the necessity, in her then condition, of going away at 
all, he, recognizing that she then had a home with him, says, to 
that home you may then come, meaning, evidently, to remain 
permanently. Such we might expect from the ordinary feelings 
of a father, and such we deem the proper and fair construction 
of the language, and the most in accordance with his subsequent 
conduct. She did come home before the purchase of the farm, 
was received and cured for without objection, and has remained 
ever since. 

It is argued that personal presence, as well as intention, is 
necessary in order to constitute a home. Be it so. There is no 
specified time in which the personal presence must continue. It 
may be longer or shorter, as the absences may be longer <?r 
shorter, without interrupting it. A home may be established or 
abandoned in one day. In 1872 or 1873, the case finds that she 
returned to her home, then in Thorndike. True, she did not 
then expect to and did not long remain. But her then acts and 
words, as well as her previous and subsequent conduct, show that 
she came to it as her home, and that it was not subsequently 
abandoned, but remained in the defendant town until she removed 
with her father from there in 1879, giving more than the five 
years necessary, even if we reckon from 1873. 

Defendants defaulted . 
• PETERS, C. J., VmmN, EMERY, FosTER and HASKELL, 

JJ., concurred. 
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JOSEPH B. PEAKS vs. ,v1LLIAM D. BLETHEN and another. 

Piscataquis. Opinion November 16, 1885. 

Real action. Pleadings. Lease. Owners of a second story of a building. 

'Where the defendants in a real action plead nul disseizin and under a brief 
statement disclaim a portion of the demanded premises, and the plaintiff by 
counter brief statement alleges that the defendants before and since the 
commencement of the action were in possession of the premises and claimed 
a right, title and interest in them, the issue is, in whom is the better title 
to the portion not disclaimed, and did the defend:mts at the date of the writ 
claim title to or occupy the portion disclaimed. 

Certain persons were permitted to build a public hall as a second story of a 
new school-house, and an agent, authorized by the district, leased that 
second story to the builders of it, with necessary easements of ingress and 
egress, and with equitable provisions as to the use, repair of the building, 
etc. " so long as the building shall stand." The building in its several parts 
were occupied in accordance with the agreement for nearly thirty years, 
when the district voted "to sell the school-house and lot under" the hall, 
and by deed their agent conveyed all their interest in the lot and building 
thereon. In a real action by the grantee against the occupants of the hall, 
Held: 

I. That the title to the hall was never in the district, it accrued to the 
builders before the execution of the instrument, called a lease, by virtue of 
their having built it under a license from the district, and the purpose of the 
paper was to regulate the use and manner of using the hall. 

2. That these regulations applying to the use, were not conditions of a 
grant, for there was no grant, hence the remedy for a breach would, not be 
a forfeiture. 

3. That there could be no forfeiture without an entry, and the deed from 
the district conveyed no such right, nor had the district made any such entry. 

4. That the vote to sell did not authorize a conveyance of the hall, and 
the deed could go no further than the authority. 

5. That the defendants, having disclaimed all but the hall with its ease
ments, and being in possession of that, have a color of title, and the plaintiff 
had failed to show a better one. 

ON REPORT. 

The case, pleadings and material facts, nre stated in the 
opinion. 

The following is the paper referred to in the opinion as c4Uled 
a lease: 

'' This indenture made this 20th day of December, A. D. 1852, 
between the inhabitants of School District No. one, (1,) in 
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Dover, in the county of Piscataquis, by James S. Wiley of said 
Dover, agent of said district, especially authorized for the purpose 
by a vote of the said inhabitants, at a meeting- of said district, 
held at their school-house, on the 14th day of February, 1852 1 

on the one part, and Thomas S. Pullen, Samuel Palmer and 
Abijah B. Chase, all of said Dove1·, on the other part, witnesseth, 
that whereas the inhabitants of said district No. 1. did, on the 
16th day of February, A. D. 18,12, by and through their building 
committee, by them appointed and authorized for the purpose, 
contract with and engage, by agreement in writing of that date, 
Judah M. Hackett of said Dover, joiner, to build a school-house 
for said district, according to a certain plan and specifications 
referred to in said agreement, and whereas the said Pullen, 
Palmer and Chase, did, on the said lGth day of February, 1852, 
agree with the said Hackett that he should erect and build for 
them, said Pullen, Palmer and Chase, a second story over and 
above the said school-house, to he erected as aforesaid, according 
to a plan and specifications agreed upon between the parties, 
the said inhabitants, in a meeting of said district, held on the 
24th day of January, 1852, having permitted and licensed the 
said Pullen, Palmer and Chase so to do, with their associates and 
assigns, said upper story to be used and occupied by them 
exclusively and apart from said school-room as and for a public 
hall, and whereas the sai<l school-house, together with said second 
story and the hall therein, having been built and finished according 
to said agreements. Now, in consideration of the agreements 
and conditions hereinafter named to be performed by the said 
Pullen, Palmer and Chase, their as::mciates, executors, adminis
trators or assigns, the said inhabitants by their agent aforesaid, 
do hereby demise, lease and let unto the said Pullen, Palmer 
and Chase, their associates, executors, administrators and assigns, 
the said upper story of said school-house, now finished into a hall, 
and ante-room, to be used and occupied as a public hall, together 
with such privileges and appurtennnces as may be necessary and 
proper for the convenient occupation of said upper story for the 
purposes aforesaid, with the perfect right and privilege at all 
times of ingress, egress and regress to an<l from said hall, by and 
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through the northerly door in said building, leading to said 
school-room, through the northly entry, over the flight of stairs 
to said upper story m~ hall. To hold to them, the said Pullen, 
Palmer and Chase, their associates, executors, administrators or 
assigns, for the term of so many years as said building shall 
stand, or until the parties shall mutually agree to devote the 
same to some other purpose. And in consideration of the 
conditions and agreements to be performed by said inhabitants, 
the said Pullen, Palmer and Chase, their associates, executors, 
administrators or assigns, agree to contribute to the repair of 
said building as follows, to wit: To paint the said upper story 
or so much thereof as pertains to said hall and ante-rooms, so 
often as shall be necessary for the good repair of the same and 
to repair their own windows and stairs leading to said hall. The 
mof of said building and the gable ends and all other parts of 
the building to be kept in repair at the expense of said district, 
said hall not to be occupied for any kind of stores, warehouses, 
workshops, nor for any purposes except as and for a public hall, 
for religious, scientific and literary lectures and addresses, and 
for any purposes for which such halls are usually and generally 
occupied. And it is further agreed that in case the parties 
should conclude to break up and take down said building, each 
is to share in proportion to the value of the parts of the same 
respectively owned and occupied by each party in the proceeds 
of the same, unless the parties can agree upon some other mode 
of distribution. And should any disagreement arise between the 
partie.s as to the necessity of any repairs, after notice thereof 
from the one to the other, the question shall be referred to the 
selectmen of Dover for the time being, whose decision as to the 
necessity of such repairs is to be binding upon the parties and 
final. It is also agreed that neither part of :;aid building is to be 
occupied for any other purposes than those for which they are 
devoted, without the consent of the party adversely interested, 
in writing first had and obtained. " 

Duly executed,: acknowledged and recorded. 

O . .A. Everett, for the plaintiff. 
In 1852, the district voted in substance that Mr. Wiley be an 
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ngent to execute a good and sufficient lease to Pullen and others 
to add a second story to the school-house abobt to be erected 
nnd hold the same, and whether the second story was lawfully 
built or not, it was built and it then became real estate, nothing 
else, and was the property of the owner of the soil, the school 
district. 4 Mass. 576; 2 N. H. 12; 8 Mass. 417. It is entirely 
different from what it would have been if the builders had, by 
consent of the district, erected an entire building on the face of 
the earth on land of the district. 

The district recognized the rights of Pullen and others under 
the lease. This plaintiff recogniied the lease. The paper itself, 
after reciting the doings up to that time, says the district "doth 
demise, lease and let'' the second story. "Demise " and " lease" 
meant, the letting of lands, rents, common or any hereditament, 
unto another, for a lesser time than he that doth let it hath 
in it." Shepherd's Touchstone, c. 7, Lib. 1, notes; Taylor's 
Landlord and Tenant, § 14, n. 2. The words '' demise, lease 
and let," are apt and appropriate to convey a fee, if the words 
~, to hold to his heirs, " &c., had been in the habendum. 
Jamaica Pond A. Oo. v. Chandler, 9 Allen, 159. In this 
lease what estate was conveyed? There is nothing which 
in<licates any number of years, or any event by whieh time may 
be reckoned, or which must happen in the life of either of the 
lessees. Therefore it is not a lease for years. Shep. Touch. 
267, 272; 1 Cooley's Blackstone, book 2, 139, 142. The 
interest of a lessee at his death goes to his executor or adminis
trator. Hollenbeck v. McDonald, 112 Mass. 247; 5 Mass. 419. 

Not being a lease for years, what is it? A lease fo1· so many 
years as l. S. shall live is void. The word "heirs" not being 
in the lease, and the time being uncertain and undefined, it 
operates as a life-estate. Ha1'd v. Cushing, 7 Pick. 171:; 
Secl,qwick v. Laflin, 10 Allen, 430 ; Bujfurn v. Hutchinson, l 
Allen, 60; Gould v. Lamb, 11 Met. 84; Farrar v. Cooper, 
34 Maine, 394. 

The vote of the district to sell the house and lot under Odd 
Fellows' hall, was not restrictive as to the property to be sold. 

VOL. LXXVII. 33 
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The words used were simply descriptive. And the vote meant 
to sell all the property the district had in the land and building. 
At all events, the defendants can not complain. They are 
trespassers, whether the district or Peaks is the owner of the 
property. Goodenow v. I{Uby, 24 Maine, 425; Clark v. 
Pratt, 47 Maine, 55; Bmwn v. Pinkhwn, 18 Pick. 174; 
Williston v. J.lforse, IO Met. 24; Mo;-se v. Sleepe1·, 58 Maine, 

329. As the estate granted by this lease expired upon the death 
of Pullen, who was the last of the three lessees to die. 

E. Plint, A. G. Lebroke, and W. E. Parsons, for the 
defendants, cited: School Dist. in Dresden v . .../Etna Ins. Go. 
54 Maine, 509; Abbott v. Abbott, 51 Maine, 584; Ricker v. 
Hibbard, 73 Maine, 107 ; Barker v. Salmon, 2 Met. 32; Brown 
v. King, 5 Met. 173; Ashley v. Asldey, 4 Gray, 197; Bolivar 
M'j'g Go. v. Neponsit 111.'f'g Go. 16 Pick. 241; 3 '\Vash. R. 
P. 120; Talbnan v. Snow, 35 Maine, 342; Jenks v. lValton, 
64 Maine, 97 ; liooper v. Ownmings, 45 Maine, 359 ; 104 
Mass. 7: Trask v. Wheela, 7 Allen, 109; Nash v. Bean, 74 
Maine, 340; Adams v. Cuddy, 13 Pick. 460; Goe v. Persons 
Unknown, 43 Maine, 432 ; lValker v. Lincoln, 45 Maine, 67 ; 
Putnmn Free School v. Fishe1·, 38 Maine, 326; Peters v. Foss, 
5 :Maine, 184; Sava,qe v. Holyoke, 59 Maine, 345 ; Estes v. 
Gook, 22 Pickering, 296; Gibson v. Savings Barile, 69 Maine, 
579; Uhaplfri v. Barke,·, 53 Maine, 275; Jewett v. Hussey, 
70 Maine, 433; Suniner v. Stevens, 6 Metcalf, 337; Clapp 
v. Brurnaghmn, 9 Cowan, 530; lVebster v. Holland, 58 Maine, 
168; PeJepscot Proprieton.; v. Nichols,. IO Maine, 261; ~Moore 
v. l{nowles, G5 Maine, 493 ; Granite State Bank v. Otis, 53 
Maine, 133; Clark v. Foxcroft, G :Muine, 296; Osgood v. Howm·d, 
6 Maine, 452; Aldrich v. Parson.-;, 6 New Hamp:,hire, 555 ; 
Doty v. Gorham,, 5 Pick. 487; Aslmrnn v. Williams, 8 Pick.. 
402; Tobey v. Webster·, 3 Johns. 461; Fuller v. rPabor, 
39 Maine, 519; 1 Wash. R. P. 2, 9, 399,403; H. & E. Iron 
Co. v. Black, 70 Maine, 479; Lapham v. 1Vorton, 71 Maine, 
83 ; Sanboni v. Hoyt, 24 :Maine, 118 ; Morse v. Copeland, 2 
Gray, 305 ; Howard v. lVadsicorth, 3 Maine, 471 ; Boston 
Water P. Co. v. B. & W. Railroad, 16 Pick. 512; Harback 
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v. Boston, 10 Cush. 297; .1tlorgan v. 11:foore, 3 Gray, 322 ;·. 
Hancock v. Wentworth, 5 Met. 446; ,vash. Easements, 8 ;: 
Kingman v. Kingman, 121 .Mass. 251; Dore v. TVood, 2 B. &. 
A. 724; Jarneson v. ]Jfilleman, 3 Duer, 35,5; Eames v .. 
Barnes, 6 Vt. 388; Proprietors Locks & Gar1,als v. N. & L .. 
Railroad Company, 104 Massachusetts, 9; Ayer v. Phillips,. 
69 Maine, 52; Ri"clwrdson v. JVheatland, 7 :Metcalf, 169 ;; 
Daggett v. Slack, 8 Met. 450; 1lface v. Gushnian, 45 Maine. 
260; .~Morton v. Barrett, 22 Maine, 257; Sweet v. Dutton, 109• 
Mass. 592; TilUnghast v. Gook, 9 Met. 143; Houghton v .. 
Kendall, 7 Allen, 75; Haley v. Boston, 108 Mass. 576; Childs: 
v. Russell, ll Met. 16. 

DANFORTH, J. This is a real action and comes to the law· 
court with the stipulation that judgment shall be rendered ii upon 
the facts and so much of the testimony as is legally admissible. ,,, 
No question is raised as to the competency of any of the testimony, 
no suggestion of any fact in dispute. 

The defence is the general issue with a brief statement under· 
which the defendants claim certain rights in t'he premises which 
are specifically described, and cfo:;claim the residue. No objection. 
is made as to the time when this disclaimer was filed. To it the· 
plaintiff files a counter brief statement, alleging in substance, 
that at the date of the writ, and before and since, the defendants. 
did claim right, title and interest in said premises, and were in 
the possession and occupation of the same, Thus is raised the· 
real issue between the parties, and that is the title to the property 
described in the defendants' brief statement, and whe~her the· 
defendants were in possession of, or claiming title to that part 
disclaimed. 

It may be that the brief statement on either side is not 
technically accurate. But if, under the stipulations in the 
report, any pleadings are required, these are sufficient to direct 
the attention of the court to the real issue, and lay the foundation 
in the record for the proper judgment. 

The case shows that in February, 1852, school district number 
one, in Dover, acquired an undoubted title to the lot of land 
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described in the plaintiff's writ and subsequently built a school .. 
house thereon. The defendants disclaim any title to this lot and 
the building except the second story, which was finished as a hall 
andante-rooms, with certain privileges or appurtenances connected 
with it. To this second story consisting 'of the hall and ante
rooms they, in substance allege a title and the remainder of the 
brief etatement sets out certain easements which are in fact 
privileges or appurtenances connected with and belonging to the 
hall. 

At a meeting holden in January, 1852, the district voted to 
;build a school-house and purchase a lot for the same. At an 
:adjournment of the same meeting, with the subject matter of 
building a school-house still under consideration, it was "voted 
·that the building committee be authorized to permit any person, 
·or persons, desiring to do so, to put into said school-house a 
,second story to be used by them as a public hall, provided that 
such person or persons shall pay the extra expense of the same, 
the expense to be ascertained by said committee in contracting 
for the erection and completion of said house." 

At a subsequent meeting in February, 1852, under an article 
fo the warrant as follows, viz. ; '' To see if the district will vote 
to authorize some person, or persons, to execute a sufficient 
lease of the upper story of the contemplated school-house, to 
the prop1·ietors of the same," it was H voted that James S. Wiley 
be a committee in behalf of the district to execute a good and suffi
cient lease to Thomas S. Pullen and others to add a second story 
to the sch~ol-house about to be erected in this district, with a 
right tg finish said ~econd story into n hall and to hold the same 
as proprietors thereof so long as said school-house shall stand, 
and that said committee be instructed to insert in said lease such 
provisions as he shall deem equitable in regard to keeping said 
building in repair, its occupancy," &c. 

In pursuance of this vote and after the school~house with 
the hall was finished, Mr. "Wiley in behalf of the district entered 
into a written contract with Thomas S. Pullen, Samuel Palmer 
and A. B. Chase, dated December 20, 1852. By this instrument 
it appears that Pullen, Palmer and Chase, under the permission 
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given in thP. vote of the district had built the hall at their own 
expense for their own use. In it they are recognized as the 
owners, they, their associates, executors, administrator::, and 
assigns, are given permission to use it when it was built so long 
as the house shall stand, and when that is taken down provision 
is made for the . division of the material in proportion to the 
value of the parts of the same "owned and occupied by each 
party." It further gives the rights of ingress and egress as 
appurtenances to the hall and provides for the uses to which it 
may be put. 

Much stress is laid upon this instrument ~ the plaintiff as 
confirmatory, if not the foundation, of his title, claiming that it 
is a lease and that as it is not for a certain number of years, no 
definite period for its termination being fixed, it cannot be a lease 
for years, and as there are no words of inheritance it can only 
be a lease for the life of the three persons for whose benefit it was 
made, and as they are all dead the lease itself has ceased to be. 
It is true that it was called a lease, and that the words, "demise; 
lease and let," are used. But it is equally true that other words 
are used and that whatever it may be called, it is to be construed 
like other written instruments as a whole, taking into consider
ation all its parts, as well as the circumstances under which it 
was made and the purposes to be accomplised. Jamaica Pond 
Aq. Co. v. Chandler, 9 Allen, 159-167. A very important 
fact in this connection is, that the title to this hall was never in 
the district. It accrued to Pullen, Palmer and Chase before the 
execution of the instrument called a lease, by virtue of their 
having built it under a license from the district. This fact is 
recognized in the instrument itself, and it cannot therefore be a 
violation of its terms to set up a title in accordance with what is 
so distinctly recognized in it. We can hardly presume that the 
parties intended to make any change of ownership by a lease of 
a piece of property to the owners of it, but in a case like this, 

· when that property was to be so connected with other property 
that its use to some extent would involve the use of the latter, 
it is but natural and proper that a contract should be made, 
between the different owners regulating that use. In this case, 
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it is evident that the use of the hall might be of some benefit to 
the district and to the school. It could be of no injury if used 
for proper purposes and at proper times. It is also evident that 
parties would not be willing to put their money into the hall 
without the assurance of the necessary easements to enable them 
to enjoy its use and for such a time as would m[tk.e it profitable. 
Hence the use of the words i• demise, lease and let" are fully 
justified by the easements conveyed and all the other provisions · 
may have their full force consistently with the construction put 
upon the instrument by the parties, that the title to the hall was 
in the lessees and the purpose of the paper was to regulate the 
.use and give the easements. A construction very largely for 
the benefit of the district. 

In this view the fact that there are no words of inheritance in 
the contract is of no importance, for it contains no grant of the 
hall whether it is real or personal property, and the grant of the 
•easements is only incidental to the hall and would probably have 
_gone with it without the lease, with the exception perhaps of the 
length of time it was to be occupied and that could only be 
terminated if at all by notice, which has never been given. 

In accordance with this construction of the lease, _have been 
the acts of the parties since, showing that they so understood 
'it. For about thirty years the district occupied its part of the 
premises recognizing the right of the other party and at the end 
,of that time in its sale to the plaintiff still recognized it. The 
"Vote of the district under which the conveyance was made was 
.as follows : '' Chose C. H. B. vVoodbury, agent to sell the 
.school-house and lot under Odd Fellows' hall and convey the 
.same." Thus authorizing the sale only of the premises less the 

. ,hall, the easements, as privileges and appurtenances, going with 
'the hall. On the other hand the builders of the hall with their 
.successors and assigns have remµined in unmolested possession of 
it for the same length of time. 

This possession is not only confirmatory of the construction 
:now given the contract, but is confirmatory of, and would be 
:sufficient in itself, to establish a title in the defendants. This 
is not a possession of the hall by virtue of a license from and 
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under the district, but under a claim of title, which claim is 
recognized by the district, The possession is not hostile for the 
district sets up no claim in opposition to it; both parties, in 
fact, claim :rnd concede the title to be in the possessor, which is 
equally efficient in establishing it, as when there are opposite 
and conflicting claims. 

The sale has another and an important hearing upon the result in 
this case. As already seen the agent by the vote of the district 
was authorized to sell only the ~~ lot and school-house under Odd 
Fellows' hall." The school-house and hall were begun and 
recognized all the way through, including this vote, as two 
separate and distinct pieces of property, though physically joined 
together. The meaning of the vote cannot therefore be misunder
stood. It did not authorize a conveyance of the hall. The 
deed could go no farther than the authority and though a release 
of all the interest which the district had in the premises, it 
would convey no tit.le to the hall; more especially as the district 
never had or claimed any such title. 

It is however, contended that the hall was forfeited by a 
breach of the conditions under which it was occupied. But 
these were conditions, or manner of occupation only and not of 
grant, and to whom would the hall go if ftufeited? Not to the 
district because it was not conveyed by the district. Besides it 
could not be forfeited without an entry; and none has been made 
and since the conveyance none can be made. Hooper v. Cwn
mings, 45 Maine, 366. -

The plaintiff in further maintenance of his title introduces a 
deed from Emma P. Dennett, one of the heirs of Thomas S. 
Pullen, dated December 20, 1882, duly recorded. But the 
defendants have a prior deed from the same person though 
unrecorded. The later deed is a mere naked release and as the 
grantor had already parted with all her interest, it had no effect 
whatever even as against an unrecorded deed, even if the hall 
had been real estate. Nash v. Bean, 74 Maine, 340; Adarns 
v. Cuddy, 13 Pick. 463; Jarnai'ca Pond Cor. v. Chandler, 
9 Allen, 169. 

It therefore clearly appears that the plaintiff has no title to 
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that portion of the premises described in the defendant's brief 
statement. The case shows quite as clearly that at the date of 
the pJaintiff 's writ, or before, or afterwards, the defendants were 
not in possession of, and made no claim to any part of that to 
which a disclaimer has been filed. The only evidence to prove 
the fact of a claim of title is the record copy of the deed from 
Jonathan A. Smith to these defendants dated December 20, 
1882, which deseribes a portion of these premises. Smith long 
before this time had parted with all his interest in the Jot, which 
through direct or mesne conveyances, came to the district. 
There is no proof that this deed was ever delivered, or that 
possession was taken or claim made under it, but the contrary. 

Some objections are made to the title of the defendants under 
Pullen, Palmer and Chase. But we have no occasion to examine 
them for they have at least a color of title which is sufficient 
until the plaintiff shows a better one which he has failed to do. 

Judgnient for defendants. 

P~TERs, C. J., VIRGIN, EMERY, FOSTER and HASKELL, 

J J. , concurred. 

WILLIAM H. VIRGIE vs. SARAH A. STETSON. 

Lincoln. Opinion November 21, 1885. 

Levy. llfarried woman. R. 8., 1871, c. 61, § J.. 

A levy upon the land of a debtor is not void, beQause it embraces other land 
not belonging to the debtor. 

The statute prohibiting conveyances by the wife, without the joinder of her 
husband, of such real estate as has been directly or indlrectly conveyed to 
her by her husband, does not include transfers by attachment and levy for 
the satisfaction of her debts. Such real estate is liable to attachment and 
levy by her creditors. 

ON EXCEPTIONS. 

Writ of entry to recover possession of certain parcels of land 
in Damariscotta levied upon by the plaintiff as the property of 
the defendant. 

At the trial the defendant's counsel asked that the following 
instructions be given to the jury : 
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" 1. That the levy is informal and void. 
"2. That it is void for the reason that it embraces land other 

than land of the defendant, which other land was appraised with 
land of the debtor, if the jury believe from the evidence that 
other land is embraced in the levy and appraised. 

~~ 3. That if the jury believe from the evidence that the title 
to any part of the premises demanded was derived from defend
ant's husband during coverture, the levy is void as to so much of 
the premises.' 

The requested instructions were not given, and the defendant 
alleged exceptions. 

A. P. Gould and J. E. Moore, for the plaintiff, cited: Foss 
v. Stickney, 5 Maine, 390; G1·over ·v. Howq,rd, 31 .Maine, 546; 
Rice v. Cook, 7 5 Maine, 45 ; Ware v. Pike, 12 Maine, 303 ; 
G1·eene v. Hatch, 12 Mass. 1U5; French v. Holmes, 67 Maine, 
186; Call v. Perkins, 65 Maine, 439; 2 Kent's Com. *152, 
*130, *131; Moore v. Richardson, 37 Maine, 438; Fox v. 
Hatch, 14 Vt. 340; Schouler, Domestic Relations, § 158 ; 
TVillanl v. Eastham, 15 Gray, 328. 

W. Gilbert, for the defendant. 
The statute denies to the wife the power to convey ·an estate 

derived from the husband without his joinrler. A levy is a statutory. 
conveyance, so held by all elementary writers and jurists. That 
process or means by which u title pa.sses from one to the other 
is called a conveyance, the same as the transportation of a person 
or a commodity is called a conveyance. And it is none the less 
a conveyance because it is done by force of law ; as a convey
ance through the instrumentality of a deed is made only by the 
force of the law. Law, alone, gives it validity. 

And although the conveyance by levy may be in invitum, it is 
none the less a conveyance of the holder of the title. No other 
can convey. The debtor voluntarily puts in motion the force 
which results in a conveyance by levy, and thereby causes the 
conveyance, to he made - in other words, upon familiar princi
ples, makes it herself. The final act may be compulsory, hut 
the initial motion which compelled it was voluntary. And qui 

• 
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facit per alium,facit pe1' se. The law is the vital force, the officer 
and other chosen agents of the law are the instrumentalities 
through which it acts, and the original voluntary act of the 
debtor is the moving cause. This moving cause therefore has its 
origin in the will of the debtor, which operates to convey. 

So we say that the statutory conveyance hy levy is the con
veyance of the debtor. We are not at liberty to suppose that 
the legislature made a law, framed to defeat its own purpose, a 
statute, containing in itself the seeds of its own destruction. 
But un'less we hold that the denial of the power to convey with
out the joinder of the husband applies to conveyances by levy, 
as well as by deed, the wife has the power to defeat the opera
tion of the statute at will. All she need to do is to give her 
note payable on demand for the amount of the purchase money 
and suffer judgment on the note; thereupon execution issues, 
levy is made, the title passes, the purchaser has his estate, the 
recusant wife has her money, and the wronged husband finds his 
home-the fruits of his anxious toils-which he had in the days 
of his prosperity and of mutual confidence provided as a harbor 
of refuge for himself and wife from the storms of life, ruthlessly 
taken from under his feet - the loved roof tree which the legis
lature had intended to protect taken from over his head. 

The 13tatute was made to protect the husband in cases of 
disagreement. So long as the husband and wife ure in harmony 
the statute is needless. 

Counsel reviewed the legislation of this state affecting the 
rights of married women and contended that this review disclosed 
the intention of the legislature. It had two objects. One of them 
is to secure the wife in case she survives the husband, not 
according to the old practice making her an underling in her own 
house, which her thrift and frugality have helped to purchase, 
and turning her off with the poorest cow, a feather bed, six cups 
and saucers, a snuff:.box, mustard pot and sauce pan. The 
other object is, in the days of vigor and prosperity to provide a 
port of refuge from the storms of fate, where in the years of 
decline and in the vicissitudes of life the weary and wayworn 
heart may repose in safety. It is a worthy object. It harms 
nobody ; it helps everybody. 
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And as an aid to construction I implore the court to consider 
the sanctity of home. '' The foxes have their holes and the birds 
of the air have their nests, but the son of man hath not where to 
lay his head," said the founder of our religion in alluding to the 
great sacrifices involved in his ministry. 

"The sea-fowl has gone to her nest, 
The beast has laid clown in his lair; 

Even here is a season of rest, 
And I to my cabin repair." 

Even the castaway in solitude, cut off from the pleasures ot 
,r society, friendship and love," separated from kindred and the 
sympathies of human society, in common with even the brute 
creation, finds yet a solace in retirement to his solitary home to 
enjoy his season of rest. 

It was nothing less than to protect the most sacred of our 
institutions which the legislature did undertake. The question 
is whether the legislative will shall be defeated and their statutes 
practically abrogated because they said "convey" when a word 
of more general signification might have been employed to 
express their will. 

Counsel then cited many rules of construction from 1 Bl. Com. 
'' Rules of Interpretation;" 1 Kent's Com. (9th ed.) 517, 518 and 
cases cited; Sedgwick on Construction, &c. ( 2 ed.) 193, 195, 
196, 197, 198, 200, 201, 221, 309, 310, 312, 359. 

DANFORTH, J. This is a real action in which the plaintiff 
claims title by virtue of a levy upon an execution against the 
defendant. The defence is the insufficiency of the levy, the 
objections to which are embodied in the several requests for 
instructions which were refused. 

The first is general in its terms and is not relied upon. 
The second is founded upon the fact that land not belonging to 

the debtor is included in the levy and appraisal, thereby increas
ing the amount to be allowed on the execution and to be paid 
for redemption. But it diminishes the debt in the same propor
tion. The effect is the same as if the debtor's land was appraised 
too high, an error of which she could hardly be expected to 
complain. It is not however, a process for redemption. If it 
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were so and the error found injurious to the debtor, doubtless a 
remedy could be found. This same question was before the 
court in Massachusetts in Atkins v. Bean, 14 Mass. 404 and 
the levy sustained. That case was cited with approval in Grover 
v. Howard, 31 Maine, 549 and in Rice v. Cook, 75 Maine, 
46, the doctrine is recognized as well settled law. 

The third objection is, that as the title to a portion of the 
premises in question was derived by the defendant from her 
husband during coverture, such portion was not liable to be 
taken by levy in satisfaction of her debts. 

It is claimed on behalf of the plaintiff, that the case shows no 
evidence upon which such an objection can rest. While on the 
other hand a motion is made in behalf of the defendant, a1leging 
that at the trial such evidence was introduced, but omitted in 
making up the case and asking for a new trial that the omission 
may be supplied. We have no occasion to consider this motion; 
for whatever the omission, that which is reported is plenary to 
establish the fact that the defendant's title came from her husband 
during coverture. The deed under which she claims is in the case 
and is the only evidence of her title. This is something more than 
the mere declaration of the grantor that at that time the grantee 
was his wife; it is the act of both parties, the grantor in giving 
and the grantee in receiving, recognizing the relationship of 
husband and wife as an existing fact and qualifying the title 
accordingly. Certainly the deed, in the absence of any contra
dictory evidence taken in connection with other corroborative 
testimony in the case and especially with the fact that the ruling 
does not appear to have been founded upon any want of evidence 
in this respect, is sufficient proof of the coverture at its date. 

Thus the question is directly presented, whether real estate 
conveyed by the husban'cl. to the wife can he attached and levied 
upon by a creditor to pay her debts. This depends upon the 
construction to be given to R. S., 1871, c. Gl, § 1, under which 
this levy was made. The statute provides t~at a married woman 
may not only acquire property in her own right, but "may 
manage, se11, convey and devise the same by will, without the 
joinder or assent of her husband; but real estate, directly or 
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indirectly, conveyed to her by her husband, or paid for by him, 
or given or devised to her by his relatives, can not be conveyed 
by her without the joinder of her husband in such conveyance." 

In this prohibition, did the legislature refer to such conveyances 
as were voluntary on the part of the wife, the result of contracts 
to which she should be a party, receiving their force and effect 
from her consent alone, or was it intended to go still further and 
exempt such real estate from attachment and levy in satisfaction 
of her debts? If we look at the language alone, we ca,n have 
no hesitation in giving it the narrower limitation. Such at least 
is the ordinary use of the term conveyance; and besides, we find 
the conveyance prohibited, one to be made '' by her," which can 
only he one in ,vhich she is the moving cause, one of the 
contracting parties; while a transfer by extent of an execution, 
is, on the pat't of the debtor, an involuntary, unwilling one. 

It is, however, contended in the very able and elaborate 
argument in behalf of the defendant, that, in order to carry out 
the intention of the legislature, a broader meaning should be 
given to the word conveyance, a meaning which :-,hall include a 
transfer -by levy as well as by deed. In the argument, certain 
rules for the interpretation of statutes are clearly stated and fully 
sustained by the authorities cited. These rules we recognize as 

) sound and binding, so far as they render aid in ascertaining the 
meaning of the legislature in the language used, which is the 
great and perhaps the only object to be sought. 

The subject matter of the statute is the regulation of the rights 
and disabilities of a married woman in regard to her own 
property. frior to 1856, he~· well established disabilities at 
common law had been ahrogated 1 HIHl she was left to her own 
discretion as to its disposition, including the right to convey. In 
that year a statute was passed, as said in Call v. Perkins, 65 
Maine, 444, to meet a custom which had arisen where, "in 
numerous instances, the title of real estate of married men in 
embarrassed circumstances wns transferred to their respective 
wives, and thence to third persons, thereby clogging the proof 
of fraudulent conveyances by this other remove from the original 
fraudulent grnntor. " This statute of 1856, c. 250, leaving the 
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power of the wife over her own property in its full force in all 
other respects, limits it only in the pow"er of sale of that real 
estate which was derived directly or indirectly from the husband 
or his relatives. If the protection of the husband's creditors as 
above stated, is not the true purpose of this limitation, it would 
be difficult to say what is. It can not be that it was to preserve 
any rights which the husband might have, for after an absolute 
conveyance he has none. In the deed, such rights as he desired 
might .be reserved to him without the aid of the law. If none is 
so reserved, the law gives the wife the entire control over it in 
every respect, except the power of sale, and even if it be a home
stead, he can occupy only by her consent; and if the wife 
becomes '' recusant, " the sanctity of the home is gone, with or 
without the sale. Hence the broader construction gives the 
husband no better protection than the narrower. "\Ve are not 
prepared to admit that under the latter interpretation, the wife 
could receive the price under an agreement with a purchaser, 
submit to a judgment for the amount, for the purpose of having 
the execution levied upon the land. Such a levy would be a 
conveyance under a contract resting upon the consent of the 
wife, as much a conveyance '' by her" as though accomplished 
by deed. 

But the section of the statute now under consideration, does 
not purport to act upon, or regulate the rights of the creditors 
of the wife. If it affects creditors at all, it is only those of the 
husband and for their protection. Other sedions of the same 
chapter, and other chapters, regulate the rights of creditors. 
The wife is made competent to contract debts. She may in all 
cases be sued alone, and her property i~ made attachable the 
same as that of any other debtor, subject to the same exemptions 
and none other. The law carefully enumerates all that is exempt 
either by statute or common law. This enumeration, by a well 
known principle of construction, excludes all others. The land 
in question is not among the exemptions, but i.,, hy clear and 
unquestioned law, made attachable. But it is said that the 
general law of attachment must be so construed as not to interfere 
with this prohibition. It is true that two inconsistent laws can 
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not stand together. One or the other must give way, and in some 
cases it may he a difficult question to decide which. But we are 
not to make them inconsistent except by necessity. No such 
necessity exists here. Giving the exception or prohibitory clause 
the full force required by its language and the purpose to be 
accomplished by the legislature, and there i8 no incon:,istency. 
If we give it the broader construction, there is an inconsistency 
which no possible construction which can be given the attachment 
law, can reconcile. 

It may seem somewhat of an nnomaly that land which can not 
he sold by the debtor, which she can not voluntarily turn out in 
payment of her debt, may yet be taken in execution by the 
creditor, and yet it was so under the common law disability of 
the wife. Moore v. Richardson, 37 Maine, 438. In this case, 
the wife is under the disability of the common law only as to the 
conveyance of the land. 

Exceptions and 1notion overntled. 

PETERS, C. J., vVALTO.N, LIBBEY, EJIERY and FOSTER, JJ., 
concurred. 

CHARLES B. VARNEY nnd another vs. ALBERT R. CONERY. 

Cumberland. Opinion November 24, 1885. 

Accord and satisfaction. Compromise settlement. Payment. 

If a debtor gives and the creditor receiyes, in full satisfaction of the debt, a note 
indorsed by a third person for a less sum than the amount of the debt, it is 
a good accord and satisfaction to bar a subsequent suit by the creditor to 
recover the balance of the debt. 

ON motion to set aside the verdict. 

A~sumpsit on account annexed for sixty-five dollars and fifty 
cents. 

The defence was that the claim had been settled; and the 
defendant, (who ,vns a trader at Bluebill,) and his fathe1· testified, 
in substance, that the plaintiff's ngent, Hiram A. Hobbs, called 
upon him to pay for a bill of merchandise bought of the plaintiffs 
amounting to about two hundred and sixty-five dollars, and on 
being informed by the defendant that he could not pay his debts 
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in full, after some talk, Mr. Hobbs agreed to discharge the claim 
if the defendant would give him two notes of one hundred dollars 
each, endorsed by the defendant's father, which was done. This 
was denied by the plaintiffs and their agent, who claimed that 
the notes were received on account. 

Mr. Hobbs was a witness for the plaintiffs and testified: 
"Ques. Did C. B. Varney or any member of the firm ever 

authorize you to receive these notes in full payment of this 
account? 

Ans. They did not. 
Ques. Did they ever authorize you to make any composition 

of that account whatever? 
Ans. They did not. 
By the court : Did they put it into your hands to collect? 
Ans. I am selling and collecting all the time. 
Ques. Did you mean taking moneys on account that may be 

p~id you by these customers? 
Ans. Yes. 
Ques. And notes? 
Ans. Yes. 
By the court: Did you have authority to give time to 

customers? 
Ans. Yes. 
Ques. What about cases where a composition was to be made? 
Ans. Anything very important, something I didn't feel like 

taking the responsibility of, I referred it to the house and when 
I came in we talked it over and I abided by their instructions in 
these matters. 

By the court: Rather than ·let a debtor fail on your hands you 
would settle for less, would you not? 

Ans. I should work for the interests of my firm and if I 
thought it was for their interest to do so, I should do it." 

Oross examination. 
'' I have been in the employ of the plaintiffs nearly three years. 

And during that time I have been on the road more or less, and 
have dealt with a great many customers in the eastern part of 
the state. I have taken orders and collected money. 
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Ques. Where you can not get money you take a note? 
Ans. If I see fit, I do. 

529 

Ques. Do your employers authorize you to use your own 
discretion in these matters? 

Ans. Yes, to a certain extent. Of course, if there is any 
particular point that I don't wish to take the responsibility of, I 
l'efer it to the concern. 

Ques. Certainly, but they authorize you to use your own 
discretion in these matters? 

Ans. I don't think anything was ever said in regard to that, 
they place me on the road as a travelling salesman to sell for 
them; if I have a point, I refer it to them and ask them what 
und how I shall do it. 

Ques. Do they leave the matters to your own discretion? 
Ans. I don't understand. 
Ques. You know what discretion means? 
Ans. I am employed by them to work for their interests and 

they may know many things about customers that I do not, and 
many times on large and important bills, I should prefer to 
consult them before taking any notes or making any decisive 
point. If I choose to settle with H, customer, I settle with him." 

The verdict was for the defendant. 

E. B. Ridlon, for the plaintiffs. 
An agent employed to sell goods and receive payment, is not, 

unless some special authority is given him, clothed with authority 
to compound the debt or release it on composition. Story on 
Agency, (9th ed.) lll, 112; Pratt v. The United States, 3 
Nott & Hunt, 106. • 

There was no evidence in this case that Hobhs had authority 
to compromise this claim. The defendant, having set up a 
compromise settlement with the agent, the burden is on him to 
8how the authority of the agent. Both of the plaintiffs testify 
that they gave Hobbs no authority to compromise this claim. 
Mr. Hobbs, on cross examination, testified, ~tif I chose to settle 
with a customer, I settle with him," but he does not say he had 

VOL, LXXVII, 34 
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any authority to do that, and he expressly testified that he had 
no authority to compromise with the defendant. 

H. A. Tripp, for the defendant. 

VIRGIN, J. If a debtor gives, and the creditor receives, in 
full satisfaction of the debt, a note indorsed by a third person 
for a less sum than the amount of the debt, it is a good accord 
and satisfaction to bar a subsequent suit by the creditor to recover 
the balance of the debt. Boyd v. Hitchcock, 20 Johns. 76; 
Dolvear v. Arnold, 10 How. Pr. 529; Brooks v. White, 2 Met. 
283 ; S. C. 37 Am. Dec. & note, 98. And a subsequent 
promise to pay the balance is not binding. Phelps v. Dennett, 
57 Maine, 491. So that even if the case does not come within 
the provisions of R. S., c. 82, § 45, the verdict is not for that 
reason against law. 

Under proper instructions, the jury found that the plaintiff's 
runner, through whom all the dealings between the parties had 
been negotiated, had the authority of the plaintiffs to compromise 
the claim; and we think the runner's own testimony is a sufficient 
warrant for such finding. 

That the notes were given and accepted in full satisfaction of 
the whole debt, the testimony of the defendant, and of his father, 
who indorsed them, is express, although denied by the plaintiffs' 
agent. 

Motion overruled. 

PETERS, C. J., WALTON, LIBBEY, FosTER and HASKELL, ,TJ., 
concurred. 

INHABITANTS OF CAMDEN vs. CAMDEN VILLAGE CORPORATION. 

Knox. Opinion December 1, 1885. 

Taxation. 

Buildings and other property owned by municipal corporations and appropri
ated to public uses, are but the means and instrumentalities used for 
municipal and governmental purposes, and are, therefore, exempt from general 
taxation, not by express statutory prohibition but by necessary implication. 

A village corporation was authorized by its charter to raise money to defray 
the expenses of a night watch, police force, fire department, etc. and also to 
erect a hall. The building thus erectecl containecl a public hall, police court 
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room, assessors' office, lock-up, etc. and, when not in use for meetings and for 
purposes of the corporation, the hall and other rooms were let for hire, and 
the money received therefrom was used towards paying the expenses of the 
corporation. Held, That the building and lot were not liable to taxation by
the town in which they were situated. 

ON REPORT upon agreed statement of facts. 

The opinion states the case and material facts. 

A. P. Gould, for the plaintiffs. 
Revised Statutes, c. 6, § 2, expressly declares that '' all real'! 

property within the ~tate is subject to taxation, as hereinafter· 
provided." Section 6, declares ·what the exceptions shall be,. 
specifically naming them. The real estate of subordinate muni-
cipal corporations is not excepted. In this case the rule, expressio 
unius exclusio alte1:ius, applies. Nothing is left to construction. 
The legislature has declared what exceptions shall be made by 
the assessors ; and they cannot be enlarged. 

Counsel contended that the building and lot of the defendant: 
corporation, upon which the tax was assessed, could be levied 
upon to satisfy a judgment in favor of a creditor of the corpor-
ation, and cited: Dillon Mun. Corp. § 446; .,__'"tJeriwether v. 
Garrett, 102 U. S. 4 72. 

Numerous authorities sustain the position that property held 
by municipal corporations, which is used for profit, and which was, 
not wholly constructed for municipal purposes, is taxable. If 
part of a building is constructed and used for municipal purposes, 
and another part is constructed with special reference to other· 
uses, and is let for profit, such other part is taxable. And the, 
land on which the building stands is taxable. 

In Young J.1len's Christian Asso'n v. Donohugh, 13 Phila .. 
12, it was held, '' that the part of a building belonging to a 
public charitable association, which is used for the association, is 
exempt from taxation; otherwise as to that part leased to others, 
though the rent is applied in charity." In State v. Assessors, 
34 La. Ann. 57 4, it was held, that property belonging to chari
table institutions which was lea3ed or used for income, was not 
exempt from taxation. Under N. Y. Laws of 1846, c. 330, 
exempting from taxation the real and personal estate of the 
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Brooklyn Benevolent Society, it was held '' that lots of its land 
leased to parties who were to erect buildings thereon, with privilege 
of perpetual renewal, were not exempt." People v. Brooklyn 
Assessors, 27 Hun. (N. Y.) 559. 

Under Iowa Code, § 797, exempting from taxation the" build
ings of literary and religious institutions and societies devoted 
solely to the appropriate objects of these institutions," it was held 
that'' a building owned by a benevolent society and leased for 
pecuniary profit, is taxable." Fort Des Moines Lodge, v. Polk 
Co. 56 Iowa, 34. Counsel further cited on this point: Chad
wick v. Maginnes, 94 Pa. St. 117 ; Cleveland Library Ass'n 
v. Pelton, Mi Ohio St. 253. 

In New Orleans v. St. Anna's Asylum, 31 La. Ann. 292, it 
was held that '' the fact that the rents and revenues of property 
·owned by a charitahle corporation are devoted to the charitable 
purposes for which the corporation was organized, will not 
·exempt such property from taxation. The property is exempt 
-only when itself actually and directly so used." Counsel further 
cited : Balti"nwre v. Grand Lodge, 60 Md. 280 ; Oliver v. 
W01·cester, 102 Mass. 489; Bailey v. New York, 3 Hill, 531; 
Eastman v. Meredith, 36 N. H. 295. 

It is nowhere held that one municipality cannot tax the prop
erty of another muncipnlity located within its boundaries and 
jurisdiction. No one would doubt the power of a town to tax 
the property of another town situated within its boundaries -
such as a farm, store, house of entertainment or amusement
although the town which owned the property would be compelled 
to assess its inhabitants to pay the tax. We can see no distinct on 
between the power of a town over property of another munici
pality which exists outside of its territory, and its power over a 
municipality existing within it. In each case, the property 
taxed exists for the benefit of the corporation which owns it, 
and not for the benefit of the town which taxes it. The only 
reason given in the reported cases for the non-taxabi1ity, by a 
municipal corporation, of its own property, is, that it would be 
obliged to assess a tax upon its inhabitants to pay the tax upon 
its property ; so that taxation would be useless. 
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T. R. Simonton, for the defendant, cited: 2 Kent Com. (6th 
ed.) 27 5; 2 Dillon, Mun. Corp. 615, 715, 717; Burrows, Taxa
tion, 505; Osborne v. Bank of U. S. 9 Wheaton, 738; 1 Kent 
Com. 426, 427, 428; Jl[e,riwether v. Garrett, 102 U.S. 511. 

FOSTER, J. The defendant corporation, by special authority 
from the legislature, together with other powers and privileges 
particularly enumerated in the act of incorporation, was author
ized to build a village hall at a cost of not more than eight 
thousand dollars. Thereafter a lot was purchased and a building 
erected thereon by the defendants, known as '' Megunticook 
Hall." This building is sixty feet long, fifty feet wide, and two 
stories high. The upper portion is finished into a hall with 
galleries, platform and two small ante-rooms. The lower story 
contains a hall somewhat smaller than the one above, a lock-up, 
assessors' room, cook and furnace room. The upper hall is used 
for the annual and other meetings of the corporation,- the 
lower one for a police court room ; and when not in use by the 
corporation, both halls are let, as occasion requires, for lectures 
and other public entertainments, with an income of from three 
to five hundred dollars a year which is appropriated in defraying 
the annual expenses of the corporation. 

The plaintiff town in which the defendant corporation is 
situated, claiming that this property is subject to taxation under 
the general statutes, like other real estate, has assessed a tax 
thereon, and this action is brought to recover the same. 

The plaintiffs' claim is that this corporation is limited in its 
extent of territory, is partly private and partly public, in 
which the inhabitants of much the largest portion of the town 
have no pecuniary interest, and that this building, being adapted 
to and used in part for other than corporate purposes, is owned 
by the defendants in their social or commercial capacity and for· 
pecuniary profit, and is therefore neither expressly nor impliedly 
exempt from taxation. 

As against this proposition the defence set up is, that the
corporation is of a public nature, and that the property upon 
which this tax is sought to be imposed is held by the defendants.. 
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for public uses, necessarily incident to the objects of the corpor
.ation, and as such ex-empt from taxation. 

For a correct determination of this question it becomes 
necessary to consider the nature and character of such corpora
tions, the objects they are intended to accomplish, and their 
connection with the government of the state. It is laid down by 
.the authorities that such corporations are public, and while they 
'" are allowed to assume to themselves some of the duties of the 
·state in a partial or detailed form, but having neither property 
nor power for personul aggrandizement, they can he considered 
in no other light than as auxiliaries of the government." United 
.States v. Ra·ilroad Company, 17 Wall. 328. 

Being intended as agencies in the administration of civil 
;government, they are regarded as public, and partaking the 
nature of municipal corporations in their incidents. Being 
:purely creatures of legislative enactment, they owe their creation 
to the particular statute which gives them their existence; this 
:statute, together with the general provi::,ions of law applicable to 
them, confers upon them the powers they possess, and, like other 
municipal -corporations, imposes upon them certain public duties 
which they owe to the state in the administration of its local 
government. Likewise towns are public corporations created 
for similar public purposes in the due administration of the 
;government of the state. As incident to their existence and the 
,objects of their creation they are allowed to purchase or build 
town-houses, school-houses, poor-houses and police stations, 
these being among the '' recognized functions of government," 

· nnd as such exempted by implication from the general provisions 
,of the statute in relation to taxation, as property appropriated to 
;public uses. Worcester v. Western Railroad, 4 Met. 567; 
Wayland v. County Commissioners, 4 Gray, 501 ; Worcester 
,County v. Worcester, 116 Mass. 193; Portland v. Water Com

_pany, 67 Maine, 137; Boston and Maine Railroad v. Cambridge, 
,8 Cush. 239. 

This doctrine is thus laid down by a learned writer and jurist 
{Di11on, Municip. Corp. § 614). '' The general statutes of the 
:titate upon the subject of taxing property undoubtedly refer to 
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private property, and not to that owned by the state; and in 
view of the public nature of municipalities, and the purposes 
for which they are established, heretofore explained, the author 
is of opinion that such enactments do not by implication, extend 
to any property owned by them~- certainly to none owned by 
them for public uses." In accordance with these views the Court 
of Appeals in Kentucky, in the case of Louisville v. Common
wealth, 1 Duvall, 294, held that whatever property was used 
and held by the city for carrying on its municipal government, 
or was necessary or useful for that purpose, was not taxable by 
the state, and this would include public buildings, prisons and 
property dedicated to charity. 

The courts of other states furnish ample authority in support 
of exempting, by implication, from taxation, property of the 
character above named. People v. Doe, 36 Cal. 222, was a 
case where a writ of assistance was asked by the plaintiff to put 
him in possession of land which he claimed to have acquired by 
tax title, being a portion of the city cemetery in the city of 
Sacramento. The court denied the writ as to that on the ground 
that the land was public property and therefore not taxable. 
SANDERSON, J., said: "The constitution and laws upon the 
subject of taxing property are, therefore, to be understood as 
referring to private property and persons, and not including public 
property and the state, or any subordinate part of the state 
government, such as counties, towns, and municipal corpor-• 
ations." 

Speaking of the South Park Commissioners as a corporation, 
and of the park property, BREESE, C. J., in People v. Salomon, 
51 Ill. 52, says: '1 But holding it, they hold it as a public cor
poration for public purposes, and was it ever heard, that the 
property, real or personal of a public municipal corporation, was 
subject to taxation?" And Pennsylvania maintains the same 
doctrine. 

"No exemption law is needed for any public property, held as 
such." Directors of Poor v. School Directors, 42 Penn. St. 25. 

To entitle it to exemption, however, it must be public in its 
nature. There is a distinction between property held and owned 
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for profit by a municipal corporation like a private individual, 
charged with no public trust or use, which is private in its 
nature, and that which it holds in general or special trust for 
purposes germane to the objects of the corporation. In the 
former case it is the legitimate subject of taxation, and no reason 
exists why it should be exempt from the general rule ; while in 
the latter case, such property, forming a part of the means and 
instrumentalities of the corporation called into use in the 
administration of government, is held to be exempt upon princi
ple as well as upon authority. Taxation is a sovereign right, 
essential to the existence of government, and as a rule attaching 
upon all property within the jurisdiction of the state. But in 
our system of government, both state and national, · there 
are limitations as well as exceptions to the rule. The federal 
government can not tax the the public means and instrumentalities 
of the state, nor the state the public means and instrumentalities 
of the national government, so as to interfere or impair their 
efficiency in performing the functions by which they are designed 
to serve that government. Nat. Bank v. Commonwealth, 9 
·wan. 362; Thomson v. Pacific Railroad, id. 591; Burroughs 
Tax, 505. There is no express constitutional prohibition upon 
the state against taxing the means and instrumentalities of the 
general government, but it is held to be prohibited by necessary 
implication. Collector v. Day, 11 Wall. 123. Court-houses, 
jails, town-houses, school-houses, poor-houses and other build
ings appropriated to public uses, owned by municipal corporations 
and incident to such corporations, are but the means and instru
mentalities used for municipal and governmental purposes, and 
are therefore exempt from general taxation, not by express 
statutory prohibition, but, as we have seen, by necessary impli
cation. Hence, it has heen held, upon principles quite analogous, 
that public property is by implication exempted from lien statutes 
as much as from general tax laws, and_ for the same reasons. 
Foster v. Fowler, 60 Penn. St. 27; F1·ank v. Freeholders, 39 
N. J. L. 347; Board of Education v. Neidenberger, 78 IlL 
58; Bouton v. McDonough Co. 84 Ill. 384; Loring v. Srnall, 
50 Iowa, 271. The consequences of either process might result 
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in a sale of the property for the purposes of enforcing the 
claim, thereby destroying its public character~ In Frank v. 
Freeholder8, 8upra, the court say that "when the buildings are 
those of a municipal corporation, a fundamental rule of public 
policy compels the courts to arrest the proceedings before the 
buildings are touched.'' It is said that '' the power to tax 
involves the power to destroy, and the power to destroy might 
defeat and render useless the power to create." 1 Kent. Com. 
*426. 

Consequently, if this im~lied exemption exists as between the 
state and the public buildings~ or property of the town or city, 
created by its own legislature, a fortiori, the town can not tax 
the public means and instrumentalities of a village corporation, 
an auxiliary of the state, deriving its existence from the same 
legislative source. 

The charter of the defendant corporation, when examined, will 
be found to contain many of those incidents of a public character 
usually pertaining to other municipal corporations; among which 
this corporation is authorized and vested with power to raise 
money to defray the expenses of a night watch, a police force, a 
fire department, and all other necessary measures for the better 
security of life and property, and for the promotion of good 
order and quiet within its limits. Thus the powers with which 
it is invested, and the objects for which it was created, are 
similar in many respects, to those ·which belong to towns, cities, 
and other municipal corporations. In addition to the powers and 
privileges above enumerated, bestowed upon this corporation, 
express authority is given by the sovereign power of the state to 
erect this hall. And from a careful examination of the facts in 
the case, and in view of the public nature of this corporation, 
and the purposes for which it was created, we are led to no other 
conclusion than that this building, authorized by legislative 
sanction, is owned by the corporation for public uses, rather 
than in its " social or commercial capacity. " The letting of 
those parts of the building which are not in actual use by the 
corporation, are incidental and subsidiary to the objects for 
which it was created, and do not take away its character as a 
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public building, or render it liable to taxation by the town, as 
it would be were this a private corporation, and its building 
erected for private purposes. Many city and town halls in this 
state are so constructed that when not in use for strictly municipal 
purposes, they may be let for any proper use. Such fitting up 
and letting for hire, are the incidents, and not the primary objects 
of such public buildings. 

The authorities to which our attention has been called by the 
learned counsel for the plaintiffs, upon examination, will be 
found to apply to property owned,• not by public municipal 
corporations and appropriated to public uses, but by private 
corporations or associations, and where express statutory 
exemption was claimed. In such cases of express exemption, 
statutes are to be construed with strictness, and the exemption 
should be denied unless so clearly granted as to be free from 
doubt. Dillon Mun. Corp. § 616. 

In accordance with the stipulation in the report of the case, 
the entry should be, 

Plaintf/fs nonsuit. 

PETERS, C. J., WALTON, DANFORTH, LIBBEY and EMERY, JJ., 
concurred. 

STATE OF MAINE by Indictment, 

vs. 

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD COMP ANY. 

Kennebec. Opinion December 1, 1885. 

Railroads. Crossing. Negligence. 

In order to entitle a recovery against a railroad corporation on account of an 
injury, or death, caused by a collision with its train at a crossing, whether 
the action be in form civil or criminal, it must affirmatively appear: 

1. That the defendant corporation was guilty of negligence. 
2. That its negligence was the cause of the accident. 
3. That the injured party was in the exercise of clue care and diligence at 

the time of the injury, or, at least, that the want of such care on his part in 
no way contributed to produce it. 

It is not enough to show that the defendant was negligent. 
It is incumbent on the prosecuting party to go further and, directly or 

indirectly, by affirmative proof satisfy the jury that no want of due care on 
the part of the injured party, helped to produce the accident. 
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It is negligence to attempt to cross the track of a railroad without looking 
and listening to ascertain if' a train is approaching : and ordinary sense, 
prudence and discretion require this of a traveller so far as he has an oppor
tunity so to do. 

It is still greater negligence for one seeing and hearing a train approaching at 
ordinary speed to attempt to cross directly in front of it. 

ON motion to set aside the verdict by the defendant, from the 
superior court. 

The opinion states the case and material facts. 

lT7: T. Haines, county attorney, for the state. 
There is no similarity in the facts of the case at bar and those 

shown in State v. J1f. C. R. R. Co. 76 Maine 357. In that 
case, the negligence of the defendant was not made out. In 
this, it is beyond reasonable controversy. In that case, Dr. 
Pickard could see the track before he came to it, for a long 
distance, both ways. In this case, it could not be seen until 
within ten feet of it. In that case, he could have heard the 
whistle, had he listened. In this case, no one heard it, until the 
danger signals were given, and the situation of Benner was such, 
from the surrounding mills, that he could not hear it. It is not 
negligence, nor negligence per se, not to stop one's team and 
then look and listen before going on to a railroad crossing. 
Plummer v. R. R. Co. 73 Maine, 591, and in I1ellogg v. 
N. Y. C. & H. R. R. R. Co. 79 N. Y. 72, the court says: 
that, "a traveller approaching a railroad crossing is not obliged, 
as a matter of law, to rise up in his wagon, or to get out and go 
to the truck and make observations. " 

In cases of instant death, the best witness of due care and 
diligence exercised by the person killed, is lost, and it must be 
one of conjecture, under the circumstances, perhaps, never to be 
correctly known. 

The rule of placing the burden of proof upon the prosecution 
to free itself from contributory negligence is hard, and when the 
negligence of the defendant is clearly established, the court will 
be careful and give the prosecution the full benefit of the facts 
and circumstances in the case, in coming to the question of 
contributory negligence. 
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Slight evidence of due care :¼nd diligence of the person killed, 
in cases of instant death, I understand to be the rule of law, 
even in those states, where the courts hold that the burden is 
upon the prosecution to show this. 

In cases where contributory negligence is urged, as a defence, 
that I have examined, great stress is laid upon the fact that the 
injured party was facing the approaching train. Such is not this 
case, but the contrary. The age, family, health and occupation 
of Benner, all argue against his carelessness. Where there is no 
positive evidence that a person did not look and listen, it will 
not be presumed that he did not do so. 64 N. Y. 524. The 
presumption is that the traveller does look and listen, if there is 
any presumption about it. 

The love of life and instinct of preservation will not stand 
for proof of care, until the contrary appears, yet, under the 
circumstances in this case, and the facts proved, it seems to me 
these must go for something. I understand it to be well settled 
that the circumstances alone may show that there was no contrib
utory negligence of the injured party. 

Leslie 0. Cornish, ( G. 0. Vose with him,) for the defendant, 
cited: Allyn v. R. R. Co. 105 Mass. 77; Hinckley v. R. R. 
Co. 120 Mass. 257; Gleason v. Brernen, 50 Maine, 222; State 
v. Grand Trunk R'y, 58 Maine, 176; State v. 111e. Oen. R.R. 
Oo. 76 Maine, 358; Cordell v. N. Y. 0. & H. R. R. 75 
N. Y. 330; Gaynor v. 0. 0. & Newport R'y Co. 100 Mass. 
208; Butterfield v. Western R. R. Co. 10 Allen, 532; R. R. 
Co. v. Houston, 95 U. S. 697; Grows v. 2Jfe. Oen. R. R. Co. 
67 Maine, 100; Haas v. R. R. Co. 47 Mich. 401; Clti'ca,qo & 
.A. R. R. Co. v . • Jacobs, 63 Ill. 178; Wilds v. Hudson River 
R. R. Co. 29 N. Y. 315; Connelly v. R. R. Co. 88 N. Y. 
346; Kelley ,,. Hannibal & St. J. R'y Co. 75 Mo. 138; 
Daniel v. Metropolitan R'y Co. L. R. 3 C. B. 591 ; Spencer 
v. Utica R. R. Co. 5 Barb. 337; Salter v. Utica R. R. Oo. 
75 N; Y. 273; Central R. R. Go. v. Feller, 84 Pa. St. 226. 

FosTER, J. The indictment in this case is against the Maine 
Central Railroad Company for negligently causing the death of 
one Henry McBenner, on the 17th day of June, 1884, at 
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Greenville street crossing, in the city of Hallowell. .About four 
o'clock in the afternoon of that day, the deceased was passing up 
Greenville street, seated upon the hody of a four wheel empty 
dump-cart, hauled by one horse, and in attempting to cross the 
railroad, was struck by the regular afternoon passenger train and 
nstantly killed. A trial has been had, a verdict of guilty 
returned by the jury against the railroad, and the case now comes 
before this court on motion to set aside the verdict as against 
evidence. And from a careful examination of the case, we have 
no doubt that the verdict is wrong, and can not be sustained by 
the evidence, and must, therefore, be set aside. 

The principles of law pertaining to actions of this nature have 
been so recently discussed and laid down by this court in State 
v. Maine Central Rciifroad Company, 76 Maine, 357, and Lesan 
v. same, 77 Maine, 85, that it is hardly necessary to recur to 
them at this time. It is now the established law, not only of 
this court, but of the highest courts in this country, that in order 
to entitle a recovery in this class of actions, whether in form 
civil or criminal, it must be affirmatively shown that the 
defendants were guilty of negligence, that their negligence was 
the cause of the accident, and that the injured party was in the 
exercise of due care and diligence at the time of the injury, or, 
at least, that the want of such care on his part in no way 
contributed to produce it. It is not enough to show that the 
defendants were negligent. That may be true; and at the same 
time the injured party may have been negligent, and by such 
negligence on his part may have contributed to produce the 
injury complained of. In such case the law affords no redress. 
It is incumbent on the prosecuting party to go further and, 
directly or indirectly, by affirmative proof, satisfy the jury that 
no want of due care on the part of the injured party, who seeks 
to recover compensation, helped to produce the accident . 

.Applying these rules of law to the case under consideration, 
and from an examination of the evidence before us, we do not 
find the mere want of proof on the part of the prosecution to 
establish due care, but on the contrary, the evidence overwhelm
ingly preponderates in affirmatively establishing contributory 
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negligence, amounting even to sheer recklessness, on the part of 
the deceased. 

This is not a case where evidence is wanting as to the circum
stances attending the accident, or the manner in which it 
happened. It is conclusively shown that the deceased was 
entirely familiar with the crossing and its surroundings, and had 
been for six months prior to the accident. Living in the 
immediate vicinity, he had been accustomed to cross and re-cross 
the railroad at that point several times each day, and at the 
time of the accident and for three clays prior thereto, he was 
engaged in hauling dirt from a bank about seventy-five rods west 
of the crossing to a place about the same distance east of it, and 
passing over it quite frequently. At the time of the accident, 
the deceased was riding upon an empty dump-cart fastened to 
the axle of the hind wheels, the front of which came up to within 
about three and one-half feet of the forward axle, so that there 
was a considerable space between himself and the horse he was 
driving. 

The evidence is conclusive and uncontradicted that the whistle 
was sounded at the regular whistling post, about one hundred 
rods below the Greenville street crossing, and that the bell was 
rung continuously from thnt point to the crossing where the 
accident occurred and beyond. There were at least three 
witnesses to the accident, aside from those upon the moving 
train. Collins, one of the witnesses who was present and within 
a few feet of the deceased at the time of the accident, and who 
had walked up from Water street by the side of the team, testifies 
that Benner had been talking with him all the way up towards 
the crossing, and when about half way up the hill Benner said 
'' there comes the train," and Collins asked if that was the 
Augusta train, and he said it was; that he was part of the time 
leaning over partly looking towards him; and that when he said 
the train was coming he looked the other way and commenced 
to pull on the reins of hi8 horse; and when the alarm signals 
from the engine were given, Collins then being a little in advance 
of the horse, which wus within about fom· feet of the track, threw 
up his hands, and Benner stopped two or three seconds, and 
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then commenced sawing on the reins and 1-aid "I guess I can make 
it," and drove directly on to the track in front of the advancing 
train. 

The witnesses for the state who saw these parties at the time 
of the accident, strongly corroborate the testimony of Collins as 
to the position of the deceased, the situation of the team, and , 
the distance it was from the track at the time the danger signals 
were given. Blake, one of the witnesses for the state, who wa,s 
near by at the time, says that when he first saw Benner he was 
sitting in a stooping position, facing towards the north, upparently 
talking with the man walking by his side, and when the alarm 
·whhtles were given he looked round to the south towards the 
engine, and then turned back and hallooed '' get up" to his 
horse and began to fish on the reins; he was going very slowly 
if he was going at all; he was not trotting the horse any way. 

The evidence overwhelmingly preponderates in favor of the 
fact that the deceased was a ware of the approach of that train 
before he drove upon the crossing. It was in broad day light. 
The horse was one which might with propriety be termed gentle, 
not afraid of the curs, and going only at a walk. And it is 
appropriate to say here, as was said by Mr. Justice VY ALTON, in 
State v. Maine Central Rai"lrowl, supra: "One in the full 
prn;;session of his faculties, who undertakes to cross a railroad 
track at th(J very moment a train of cars is passing, or when a 
train is so near that he is not only liable to be, but is in fact, 
struck by it, is prima facie, guilty of negligence; and in the 
absence of a sati1,factory excuse, his negligence must be regarded 
as established." The evidence offered fails to furnish any satis
factory excuse for the act of the deceased in this case. 

It is claimed by the prosecution that there were embankments 
and other obstacles obstructing the view of approaching trains, 
and that it was the duty of the railroad company on account of 
this to exercise greater caution in approaching this crossing. 
Assuming that such obstacles exi:3ted, it may be true; but at 
the same time such a state of facts, with the knowledge of them 
such as the deceased must have had, would impose on him a 
corresponding duty of special caution also. 
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The established doctrine by the great weight of authority, and 
by numerous decisions, is, tliat it is negligence to attempt to 
cross the track of :1 railroad without looking and listening to 
ascertain if a train is approaching, and that ordinary sense, 
prudence, and discretion require this of a traveller so far as he 
has an opportunity so to do. If the experiment is made with
out such precaution, the party acts at his peril, and in the event 
of an injury received by collision with a passing train, where 
such precaution is wanting, the traveller must he held to have so 
far contributed to the catastrophe as to preclude any recovery 
by him against the company. This precnution is not only 
reasonable and proper on the part of the traveller for his own 
safety, but it is equally necessary for the safety of the multitude 
of passengers upon railroad trains liable to be killed by collision 
with obstacles, even of an animate nature, upon the track. As 
remarked by PAXSON, J., in .Philadelpltia W. & B. Railroad 
v. Stinger, 78 Pa. St. 219, '' The right of a man to risk his own 
life, and that of his horse may be conceded; but not the right, 
by an act of negligence, if not of recklessness, to place in peril 
the lives of hundreds of others who may happen to he travel
ing in a train of cars." Public welfare, as well as private danger 
to the individual, requires the enforcement of this rule, and 
consequently courts have been strict and rigid in adhering to it. 

But if it is negligence to attempt to cross the track of a 
railroad without calling into use the senses of seeing and hearing, 
it is still greater negligence for one seeing and hearing a train 
approaching at ordinary speed to make such attempt. It is 
recklessness. 

In Railroad Company v. Houston, 9.5 U. S. 697, the court 
hold that if a person using his senses, sees the train coming, and 
yet undertakes to cross the track instead of waiting for the train 
to pass, and is thereby injured, the consequences of such mis
take and temerity can not be cast upon the company ; that no 
railroad company can be held for a failure of experiments of 
that kind; and if one chooses in such a position to take risks, he 
must bear the consequences of failure. 

Numerous cases might be cited sustaining 1ike views, but we 
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do not deem it necessary. From the evidence before us we can 
arrive at no other conclusion, than that if the deceased did not 
observe the train before reaching the crossing, it was by reason 
of his negligence ; ancl if he did observe it, then his proceeding 
on and attempting to cross in front of the approaching train was 
an act of gross carelessness, and in either event the verdict can 
not be sustained. 

And if, as claimed by the prosecution, the train at the time was 
running at a higher rate of speed than six miles an hour, in 
violation of the statute, it may be conceded that such running 
would be evidence of negligence on the part of the railroad 
company, and might subject it to the penalty prescribed by 
statute. Nevertheless, the plaintiff's case would still fail of 
being made out unless it appeared that the injury was occasioned 
by such unauthorized speed of the train, without any direct 
contributory negligence on the part of the deceased himself. 
The relation of cause and effect would be wanting. And upon 
this branch of the case the evidence is absolutely insufficient 
upon which to found a verdict. By agreement of counsel filed 
with the case the decision of this court was to make a final 
disposition of it; therefore the entry must he, 

,ZJ:fotion sustained and ve1·dict set aside. 
Judgment for defendant. 

PETERS, C. J., WALTON, DANFORTH, LIBBEY, and EMERY, 

JJ., concurred. 

,VILLIAM R. BURRILL vs. w. T. DAGGETT. 

Somerset. Opinion December 1, 1885. 

Bond. Penal sum. Liquidated darnages. Barber-shop. 

Where a bond in the usual form was given in the sum of five hundred dollars, 
condition.ed that the obligor should never open and keep a barber-shop within 
a certain. town, the sum named will be regarded as a penalty and not as 
liquidated damage& 

In such cases the intention of the parties is to govern, and for that purpose it 
is necessary, 

I. To look at the whole instrument. 
2. Its subject matter. 
3. The ease or difficulty in measuring the breach in damages. 

VOL. LXXVII. 35 
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4. The magnitude of the stipulated sum, not only as compared with the 
value of the subject of the contract, but in proportion to the probable 
consequences of the breach. 

ON REPORT on agreed statement of facts. 

Debt on bond of five hundred dollars. 
The condition of the bond ·was in the following words: 
~i ,iVhereas, the above bounden '\V. T. Daggett, has this day 

sold to the said Burrill his furniture, fixtures, tools of trade, etc., 
now in the room formerly occupied by said Daggett as a barber
shop, and has agreed and does hereby agree never at any time 
after this date to open and run a barber-shop in said Fairfield. 

ii Now the condition of this obligation is such that, if the said 
Daggett shall well and truly keep ·his said agreement, and never 
open and keep a barber shop in snid Fairfield, then this obliga
tion shall he void, otherwise it shall remain in full force and 
effect." 

The opinion states other material facts. 

Potter and Lancaster, for the plaintiff, on the question of the 
validity of the bond, cited: 2 Chitty, Contr. 982, 984; Wlzit. 
ney v. Slayton, 40 Maine, 22H; WmTen v. Jones, 51 Maine, 
146; Caswell v. Johnson, 58 Maine, 164; Holb1·ook v. Tobey, 
66 Maine, 410; Pierce v. Woodward, 6 Pick. 206 ; Perkins v. 
Lyrnan, 9 Mass. 522; Pierce v. Fuller, 8 :Mass. 223. 

The counsel contended that the penal sum named in the bond 
should be considered as the liquidated damages. The case of 
Holbrook v. Tobey, supra, is almost identical with the case at 
bar. It differs only in the names of parties and kind of busi
ness. It fully sustains our view. No stronger argument or 
lo~ger army of authorities in support of om· position can be 
found than in that case. 

Brown and Carver, for the defendant. 
The bond being in restraint of trade and business should be 

carefully scrutinized and limited in its application to such pur
poses and object only as are clearly and unmistakably expressed 
in its terms. The law does not favor forfeitures. 

Applying the rules of construction and interpretation to the 
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bond in suit, the purpose is fully ascertained. It was to prevent 
the obligor from opening a new barber-shop in a village where: 
there already was three, and as many as the place would support. 
That this was the intention and understanding of the parties is. 
evident not only from the circumstances under which the bondl 
was given and the facts then existing, but also from the peculiar➔ 

language used in the bond itself. It did not prohibit the defend-
ant from working as a journeymen in the shop of another, of run-• 
ning and managing a shop for another, or of buying out another· 
shop already opened. Only that he could not '' open and run,,, 
another shop. 

On the question of damages if there had been a breach,. 
counsel cited: Sedgwick, Damages, ( 5 ed.) 456; 52 Maine,, 
271; Henry v. Davis, 123 Mass. 345; Whitney v. Slayton,. 
40 Maine, 224; Philb1·ook v. Btl'r,qess, 52 Maine, 271; Caswell' 
v. Johnson, 58 Maine, 1G4; Stearns v. Barrett, l Pick. 443 ;.: 
4 Pick. 178; 11 Mass. 76; 15 Mass. 488; 23 Pick. 455; 1 
Mass. 191; 5 Met. 61; 11 Allen, 133; 13 Allen, 19; 9 Pick .. 
534; 4 Cush. 381; 14 Gray, 1G5; 99 Mass. 388; 4 N. H. 
376; 19 Cal. 380; 50 Ill. 491; 11 Gray, 212; 25 Penn. 424 ;. 
41 Penn. 20H ; 24 Wend. 244; 26 Wend. 630; 5 Cowan, 144; 
1 Denio, 464; 7 vVheaton, 13; 11 Texas, 273; 14 Ark. 315 ;. 
42 Mo. 545; 17 Barb. 260; 54 Penn. St. 326; 30 Am. R. 26, 
607; 32 Am. R. 457; 32 Am. R. 150; 2 Green!. Ev.§ 257-8 .. 

FOSTER, J. On the day of the date of the bond in suit the· 
defendant sold to the plaintiff his barber-shop, tools, fixtures,. 
furniture, stock and good will of trade in said shop, for the sum 
of three hundred dollars. As a part of the consideration of the· 
purchase he gave the plaintiff the~ bond in suit in the penal sum 
of five hundred dollars, conditioned, among other things, never
to open and keep a barber-shop in the town of Fairfield. Nearly 
two years after the sale and the giving of this bond, the defend
ant bought out a barber-shop in an adjoining building, and since 
that time has continued the bu~iness of barbering, working at the 
barbers' trade in E-aid shop. 

The only questions in controversy are whether there has been 
a breach of this bond, and if there has been, whether the sum 
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mentioned is to he regarded as a penalty, or as liquidated 
damages. 

The plaintiff contends that there has been a breach of the 
bond, and that he is entitled to recover the above named sum of 
five hundred dollars as liquidated damages. The defendant 
denies that there has been any such breach, and claims that his 
purchase of another barber-shop, which was in operation at the 
time, and his continuation of the barbering business therein, 
working himself at his trade, is not opening and keeping a 
barber's shop, and therefore not within the engngement. 

We are not inclined to adopt the defendant's view of this 
question. Although there may not have been more than two 
·other shops of the kind in the village, as the case shows, at the 
time the defendant sold to the plaintiff, it may well be inferred 
that it was the understanding of the parties, from the language 
·of the bond, viewed in the light of the attendant circumstances 
.as disclosed in the case, that the defendant was not again to 
·engage in the business by keeping a barber-shop. He sold to 
the plaintiff not only his shop, tools, etc., but also his good will 
fo the business. It was against the competition of the defend
ant that the plaintiff intended to provide; and whether the 
defendant bought out and kept another barber-shop, or opened 
-and kept one independently of any in operation at the time, still 
continuing the business and working at his trade, it would be a 
'Violation of the condition of the bond. 

The remaining question, then is whether the five hundred 
·dollars shall be regarded as liquidated damages, or only secui'ity 
for the damages actually sustained. And whether the sum 
named in instruments of this nature is to be regarded as penalty 
or liquidated damages, is not always free from difficulty. It 
must rest, however, upon the construction to be given to the 
language used, and there are certain principles that may be 
resorted to in most cases to aid in determining this question. 

The bond is in the usual form, and the general rule and prefer• 
ence of the law, in such cases, is that the penal sum therein 
named is to be regarded as a penalty, and not as liquidated 
damages. Srnith v. Wedgwood, 74 Maine, 459; Oushing v. Drew, 
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97 Mass. 446; Henry v. Davis, 123 Mass. 346. Yet courts 
endeavor to learn the real intent of the parties to the contract, and if 
that can be ascertaihed, will be governed by it. "It is always a 
question of construction, on which, as in other cases where the 
meaning of the parties in a contract provable by a written instru
ment arises, the court may take some aid to themselves from 
circumstances extraneous to the writing. In order to determine 
upon the words used, there may be an inquiry into the subject 
matter of the contract, the situation of the parties, the usages to 
which they may be understood to refer, as well as other facts and 
circumstances of their conduct." Perkins v. Lyman, 11 Mass. 
81. This is not done for the purpose of modifying or controlling 
the language used, but the more clearly to interpret the true 
meaning of that language, aided by the circumstances that gave 
birth to it. To determine whether the sum named is intended 
as a penalty or as liquidated damages, the court in Pennsylvania, 
in Streeper v. Williams, 12 Wright, 454, say that it is necessary 
to look at the whole instrument, its subject matter, the ease 
or difficulty in measuring the breach in damages, and the magni
tude of the stipulated sum, not only as compared with the value 
of the subject of the contract, but in proportion to the probable 
consequences of the breach. 

In accordance with these principles our own court, in the case 
of Holbrook v. Tobey, 66 Maine, 414, has adhered to the 
same doctrine. Mr. Justice WALTON, after stating that if a 
party binds himself in a certain sum not to carry on any par
tkular kind of business within a certain territory, or within a 
certain time, the sum mentioned will, in general, be regarded as 
liquidated damages, says: "Of course, if the sum named should 
be out of all proportion to any possible damage which the plaintiff' 
could sustain, the court would hold otherwise, upon the very 
reasonable presumption that the parties never could have intended 
that th·e sum named should be regarded as liquidated damages."· 

In the case at bar there is no express agreement in the bond. 
that the sum named shall be regarded as liquidated damages. 
Nor are we able to find anything in the language of the bondJ, 
the subject matter of the contract, or the nature of the case!b 
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that would justify a conclusion that this sum was intended by 
the parties to be the stipulated and ascertained damages in case 
of a breach. We may properly consider the fact that the 
parties were negotiating in reference to a business of not very 
great magnitude, and that the whole consideration paid for the 
subject matter of the purchase was much less than the sum named 
iin the bond. And when we further take into consideration the 
situation of the parties, as well as the proportion that this sum 
hears to the probable consequences of a breach, we can arrive at 
no other conclusion than that it was the intention of the parties 
that the sum named should be considered only as security for 
whatever damages might be sustained upon breach of the bond. 

The case of Caswell v. Johnson, 58 Maine, 165, is very 
:similar to this, and the language of the two instruments so 
.nearly identical that no extended reference to it is necessary ; 
.and in that case the court arrived at the same conclusion as in 
this. In accordance with the stipulation in the report the entry 
imay be, 

Gase sent back for trial on the damages. 

PETERS, C. J., WALTON, DANFORTH, LIBBEY and EMERY, 

.JJ., concurred. 

ANDREW N. STOWE vs. BETSEY MERRILL. 

Oxford. Opinion December 7, 1885. 

Bond. Mm·tgage. Foreclosure. R. S., c. 90, § § 1·, 5. Promissory notes. 
Notice. Dower . 

.A bond from the grantee to the grantor, executed three years after the delivery 
of the absolute deed, conditioned to convey to the grantor the same land, 
does not constitute an instrument of defeasance within the provisions of 
R. S., c. 90, § 1. 

_A note payable " in one -- after date " may be identified as one payable in 
one "year" after date to correspond with the one described in the mortgage 
given to secure it. 

An agreement limiting the time of redeeming a mortgage on real estate to one 
year and inserted in the mortgage will bind the mortgagee without his 
signature to the mortgage . 

..An agreement limiting the time of redeeming a mortgage on real estate need 
not be inserted ir. the notice of foreclosure. 
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A notice of foreclosure published in three consecutive weekly issues of the 
newspaper and recorded the next day after the last publication is a compli
ance with the provisions of R. S., c. 90, § 5. 

A judgment for dower is not binding on one who was not a party or privy. 

ON REPORT. 

Real action to recover possession of certain land in Bethel, 
known as the Joseph L. Merrill farm. 

The report shows the following conveyances, etc., affecting 
the title to the demanded premises : 

1. A deed of warranty from Joseph L. Merrill to Ball B. 
Willis, July 31, 1862; recorded August 1, 1862. 

2. A bond from Ball B. Willis to Joseph L. Merrill, August, 
1865, to convey the premises on payment prior to October 1, 
1866, of seven hundred and twenty-five dollars; not recorded. 

3. A bond fron) Ball B. Willis to Joseph L. Merrill, July 1, i 

1868, to convey the premises on payment within two weeks oL 
eleven hundred and seventy dollars; not recorded. 

4. A deed from Ball B. Wil1is to John Philbrook, November 
27, 1868; recorded December 2, 1868. 

5. A bond from John M. Philbrook to Betsey Merrill, 
December 2, 1869, to convey the premises on her payment of 
sixteen hundred and two dollars and sixty-one cents within six 
months ; not recorded. 

6. A deed from John M. Philbrook to Samuel B. Twitchell, 
April 5, 1871; recorded April 6, 1871. 

7. A bond from Samuel B. Twitchell and John M. Philbrook 
to John W. Merrill, December 14, 1872, to convey the premises 
on payment of certain sums of money within certain periods of 
time; not recorcled. 

8. Deed of Samuel B. Twitchell to John M. Philbrook, 
December 14, 1872, of one-half; recorded December 16, 1872. 

9. Deed of same to same of one-half, February 23, 1874; 
recorded March 26, 187 4. 

10. Deed, John M. Philbrook to John W. Merrill, November 
25, 1876; recorded November 28, 1876. 

11. Mortgage, John W. Merrill to Mary F. Smith, July 24, 
1879; recorded same day. 
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12. Assignment of mortgage, Mary F. Smith to the plaintiff,, 
November 11, 1880; recorded November 12, 1880. 

13. Notice of foreclosure recited belmv. 
14. Writ of dower, Betsey Merrill v. John W . .1.1ferrill, 

October 16, 1883, and officer's return thereon. 

[Notice of foreclosure. J 
'' Whereas, John W. Merrill of Bethel, in the county of Oxford, 

and state of Maine, by his mortgage deed, dated the twenty
fourth day of July, A. D. 1879, and recorded in the Oxford 
Registry of Deeds, book 183, page 456, conveyed to Mary F. 
Smith of Newry. a certain parcel of real estate situated in said 
Bethel, on the north side of the Androscoggin river, and being 
the Joseph L. Merrill farm, so called, and the same farm deeded 
to John W. Merrill by ,John M. Philbrook by deed dated 
November 25, A. D. 1876, and whereas the said Mary F. Smith 
has assigned the said mortgage and notes thereby secured to me, 
the undersigned, by her assignment dated the 11th day of 
November, A. D. 1880, recorded in the Oxford Registry of 
Deeds, book 191, page 178, and whereas the condition of said 
mortgage has been broken, now therefore, by reason of the 
breach of the condition thereof, I claim a foreclosure of said 
mortgage. 

March 2d, 1883. Andrew N. Stowe .. , 

R. A. Frye, for the plaintiff, cited: Martindale on Conv. § 
470; Johnson v. Leonards, 68 Maine, 237; Mitchell v. Burnlwrn, 
44 Maine, 286; Bailey v. Myrick, 50 Maine, 17 4; Reed v. 
Elwell, 46 Maine, 270; Chase v. McLellan, 49 Maine, 375; 
Chase v. Savage, 55 Maine, 543; Blake v. Dennett, 49 Maine, 
102; Blaney v. Bearce, 2 Maine, 135; Shaw v. Erskine, 43 
Maine, 373; Warren v. Lovis, 53 Maine, 464; McLaughlin 
v. Shepherd, 32 Maine, 147; Treat v. Strickland, 23 Maine, 
234; Usher v. Richardson, 29 Maine, 415; Bigelow, Estoppel, 
340; Schou. Hus. & Wife, § 441; Stearns v. Swift, 8 Pick. 
532; Greenl. Ev. § 501; Freeman, Judgments, § ~07. 

S. F. Gibson, for the defendant, contended that the mortgage 
assigned to the plaintiff by .Mary F. Smith was not sufficient to 
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pass title for the reason that it describes a note for which the 
same was given, as being payable in one year. Referring to the 
note itself, it is entirely different and has no time of payment in 
it; and there is no proof offered by the plaintiff identifying this 
note. A mortgage is a conveyance of property for the security 
of a debt. Goddard v. Goe, 55 Maine, 385. It has for its 
basis the contract to be secured, and ceases to have validity by 
the discharge of that contract. Patch v. King, 29 Maine, 448. 

The mortgage, if valid, was never legally foreclosed. R. S., 
c. 90, § 5, cl. I, requires that the notice of foreclosure shall 
describe the premises intelligibly, name the date of the mortgage 
and state that the condition has been broken, &c. The notice 
should also state the time of redemption. There was an agree
ment inserted in the mortgage - the one year clause - under the 
act of 1876, c. 113, but the mortgage was not signed by both 
parties. It should be signed by both to bind both. The 
acceptance of the mortgage by mortgagee was not enough. The 
letter and spirit of the act requires an agreement, inserted and 
signed by both parties. 

The publication of the notice of foreclosure was not sufficient. 
It. must he published three weeks successively, then recorded. 
The certificate shows that it was recorded in seventeen days after 
its date, therefore it could not have been published for three 
weeks successively. 

VIRGIN, J. Writ of entry. Both parties claim title from 
Joseph L. Merrill ; the plaintiff, as assignee of an alleged fore
closed mortgage of the demanded premises, given by J. W. 
Merrill, ( son of Joseph L.) who derived his title through 
several mesne conveyances from bis father ; and the defendant, 
(formerly the wife and now the widow of Joseph L. Merrill,) 
by virtue of an alleged assignment of dower set out to her on a 
writ of seizin issued October 16, 1883, on a judgment for dower 
recovered on default against her son at the preceding September 
term. 

1. Willis' bond to his grantor, Joseph L. Merrill, executed 
more than three years after the delivery of Merrill's absolute 
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deed to him, can not be considered an instrument of defeasance, 
and thereby render the conveyance a mortgage, the bond not 
having been '' executed at the same time with the deed or as a 
part of the same transaction." R. S., c. 90, § 1. And the 
fact that the defendant took a similar bond from Philbrook to 
herself more than a yeur after Willis conveyed to him, shows 
that she also so understood it. And were it otherwise, the bond 
never having been recorded, it would not have operated as a 
defeasance as against the subsequent grantees, Philbrook or 
Twitchell. R. S., (1871,) c. 73, § 9. 

2. While the mortgage under which the plaintiff claims 
describes the note secured thereby as one payable in "one year," 
and the note produced has a blank space therein after the words 
"in one, " and before the words "after date," the identity is 
established by the recital in the case that the "execution and 
delivery of the deed of assignment, also the note secured and 
unpaid, are admitted." Moreover, if no such admission had 
been made, the note itself with the attending circumstances, 
satisfy us, in the absence of :my counter testimony, that the 
word "year" was intended by the parties to fill the blank. 
Nichols v. Frothingham, 45 Maine, 220, and cases cited in the 
opinion of the court. 

3. It is contended that the agreement limiting the time of 
redemption to one year, as authorized by St. 1876, c. 113, (now 
R. S., c. 90, § 6,) although it was "inserted in the mortgage" 
as the Htatute requires, it was not signed by the mortgagee, 
which the statute does not require. But both parties are not 
required to sign a deed of this character in order that its 
stipulations shall he binding on them; being a deed poll, on 
acceptance by the grantee it became the mutual act of both 
parties thereto, and therefore binding on them. New(?ll v. Hill, 
2 Met. 181. 

4. Neither does the statute require such agreement to be 
incorporated in the notice of foreclosure. The notice contains 
everything required by R. S., c. 90, § 5, viz. : the claim by 
mortgage of premises so intelligibly described as to inform the 
party entitled to redeem with reasonable certainty what premises 
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are intended ( Chase v. McLellan, 49 Maine, 375) ; mention of 
the date of the mortgage ; and an allegation of a breach of its 
conditions, together with a claim of foreclosure by reason thereof. 

5. The law does not require publication of the notice twenty
one days before record. '' It was published in three consecutive 
weekly issues of the newspaper. The record in the registry of 
deeds must be 'within thirty days after such last publication.' 
Therefore it may be within one day after." Wilson v. Page, 
76 Maine, 281. 

6. It is contended that the transactions between J. L. 
Merrill and Willis, constituted a mortgage; that the conveyance 
of November 27, 1868, from Willis to Philbrook operated an 
assignment of that mortgage which was paid and thereby dis
charged April 5, 1871. The only evidence urged in support of 
of· such contention is the nominal receipt of that date from 
Philbrook to Merrill. But, as already seen, the deed and bond 
did not constitute a mortgage; and the giving of another bond 
in 1868 shows the parties understood the former was no instru
ment of defeasance. Moreover, as late as December 14, 1872, 
J. v\,T. Merrill, son of J. L. Merrill and of this defendant, took 
a bond of the premises from Philbrook and Twitchell (Willis' 
successors in title) whereby they obligated themselves to convey 
to him on payment of six hundred and fifty dollars at the 
various times therein specified ; which he would not be likely to 
do, if the parties understood the title was one of mortgage and 
that discharged. 

We are of opinion, therefore, that the plaintiff has proved a 
regular chain of title from Willis to whom this defendant 
released her right of dmver which she now sets up in defence; 
which title became absolute in one year after the first publication 
of his notice of foreclosure. To be sure the defendant recovered 
judgment for dower against her son ( who once held the title) 
four years after he had conveyed it to the plaintiff's assignor; 
but assuming ( without deciding) that the commissioners selected 
to set out the dower were legally sworn by the deputy sheriff 
who held the writ of seizin, that judgment cannot bind this 
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plaintiff who was neither party nor privy thereto ; and hence 
there must be, 

Judgment for the plaintiff. 

PETERS, C. J., WALTON, LIBBEY and HASKELL, JJ., 
concurred. 

INHABITANTS OF MONMOUTH vs. ELIAS PLIMPTON and others. 

WILBERT WooDBURY and another vs. SAME. 

Kennebec. Opinion December 7, 1885. 

Deed. Mill-darn. 

A deed, wherein the grantor gives, grants, bargains, sells and conveys unto 
the grantee, his heirs and assigns forever, the right of having, building and 
maintaining, and repairing and keeping in repair a dam on certain premises, 
with the right to so much of the premises as may be necessary on which to 
build and maintain the dam with its wings, conveys a fee in the land upon 
which the dam stands. 

ON REPORT. 

The same question is presented in each case, and is fully stated 
in the opinion. 

Potte'i' and Lancaster, for the plaintiff.-,, in the first action. 

A. M. Spear, for the plaintiffs, in the second action. 
The counsel for plaintiffs cited: Reed v. Reed, 9 Mass. 372; 

And'i·ews v. Boyd, 5 Maine, 199; Butterfield v. Haskins, 33 
Maine, 395; Gleason v. Fayerweather, 4 Gray, 348; Reed v. 
Proprietors, 8 How. (N. Y.) 274; Mason v. White, 11 Barb. 
173; Harvey v. Mitchell, 31 N. H. 575; Bosworth v. 
Sturtevant, 2 Cush. 392; Stone v. Stone, 116 Mass. 279; 
Hoffman v. Riehl, 27 Mo. 554:; Andrews v. Murphy, 12 Ga. 
431; Pike v. J.1funroe, 36 Maine, 309; Littlrfteld v. Winslow, 
19 Maine, 394; Robinson v. Fiske, 25 Maine, 401; Philbrook 
v. N. E. M'fg Co. 37 Maine, 137; Winnipisseogee Co. v. 
Perley, 46 N. H. 83; Mills v. Catlin, 22 Vt. 98; Collins v. 
Lavelle, 44 Vt. 230; Allen v. Holton, 20 Pick. 463; Rutherfo1·d 
v. Tracy, 48 Mo. 325; S. C. 8 Arn. Rep. 104; .llfu1j01·d v. 
LeFranc, 26 Cal. 88 ; Abbott v. Abbott, 53 Maine, 356; 
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Lincoln v. Wilder, 29 Maine, 169; 3 "\i\.,.ash. Real Property, 
398 ( 4th ed.) ; 1Vaters v. Breden, 70 Penn. 238; Farrar v. 
Cooper, 34 Maine, 394; Dillingham v. Roberts, 75 Maine, 469. 

Clay and Clay, for the defendants, contended that the deed 
conveyed nothing but a qualified or determinable fee, an estate 
which passes subject to a reverter, and will continue no longer 
than the estate is used and occupied for a dam. Moulton v. 
Trafton, 64 Maine, 218. 

The clause, "with the right to so much of said premises as 
may be necessary on which to build and maintain said dam with 
its wings, "when considered in connection with other parts of 
the deed and the purposes of the conveyance, can mean nothing 
more than the use of the premises so Jong as the darn is used or 
occupied. 

The deed conveys no mill, or mill privilege, or mill dam, only 
the right to build and maintain a dam upon the land of the 
grantor. The true test of ownership of the land on which the 
dam stnnds, is to whom would it revert if the darn should be 
carried away and the defendants should decline or neglect to 
re-build, or should abandon the premises for twenty years. 
Counsel cited : Pratt v. Sweetser, 68 Maine, 344 ; Bates v. 
Foster, 59 Maine, 157; Stinchfield v. Gerry, 64 Maine, 200; 
J..l1organ v. Boyes, 65 Maine, 124. 

FosTER, J. This i8 a complaint for flowage. It is a statutory 
proceeding. To be entitled to maintain it, the complainant must 
show that the conditions of the statute have been complied with. 
The only condition concerning which there is any controversy, 
and the only question involved in this case, is whether the darn 
which causes the flowing is erected and maintained on land of the 
defendants. 

It is admitted that defendants own a mill, mill privilege and 
dam, on the stream some ways below the one in question, which 
is a reservoir dam built ttnd maintained hy the defendants for the 
purpose of supplying water to their mills below. That such a 
dam is protected by the provisions of the statute, if erected and 
maintained on land of the defendants, there can be no question. 
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Nelson v. Butterfield, 21 Maine, 231; Din,qley v. Gardiner, 
73 Maine, 66. 'f Any man may, on his own land, erect and 
maintain a water mill and dams to raise water for working it, 
upon and across any stream not navigab]e. " R. S., c. 92 ,• § 1. 

Whatever rights the defendants have in relation to this reservoir 
dam, were derived by warranty deed from one John G. Robie, 
who was the owner of the land where the dam is situated. In 
that deed he says: "I do hereby give, grant, bargain, 
sell :rnd convey unto the said E. Plimpton and sons, their heirs 
and assigns forever, the right of having, building, and main
taining and repairing and keeping in repair, a dam across 
Purgatory stream, on premises conveyed to me by C. F. Dunn, 
at, on or near where the dam now is, with t!rn right to so much 
of said premises as may be necessary on which to build and 
maintain said dam with its wings. " The same deed conveys to 
the defendants certain easements over the land of the grantor, 
such as the right to pass to and from said dam from the road, the 
right to flow to a certain height, -and to remove obstructions from 
the stream, etc. The habendum in said. deed is in these words: 
"To have and to hold the aforegranted and bargained premises 
and rights with all the privileges and appurtenances thereto 
belonging, to them the said E. Plimpton and sons, their heirs 
and assigns, to their use and behoof forever," and following 
which are the usual covenants of warranty. 

The question is whether by this deed the defendants obtained 
a fee to so much of the land as is covered hy this dam. ,,v e 
think they did. 

Professor vVashhurn, (Vol. II, • 622,) speaking of forms of 
conveyance by private grant, says that it is not necessary'' that 
the deed should, in terms, convey the land or thing intended to 
be granted, if such grant is implied from what is described. 
Thus, a grant of the rents, issues and profits of a trnct of land, 
is the grant of the land itself. If the grant be of the uses of, 
and dominion· over land, it carries the land itself. " 

"Such designation and description, though usual, are not 
always essential. Land will often pass by other terms. " Sheets 
v. Selden, 2 Wall. 187. 
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The same is true in regard to devises, where the following 
words have been held to convey an estate in the land, equivalent 
to a devise of the land itself, either in fee or for life, according 
to the limitation expressed in the devise: The income of land, 
(Reed v. Reed, 9 Mass. 374; Andrews v. Boyrl, 5 Maine, 202); 
the income and interest of land, (Blanchard v. Brooks, 12 Pick. 
63; Fay v. Fay, l Cush. 101); rents and profits, (South v. 
Alliene, l Salk. 228) ; improvement, use and benefit, ( Gleason 
v. Fayerweather, 4 Gray, 351); all my right and benefit, 
(Newkerk v. Newkerk, 2 Caines, 351.) 

In Farrar v. Cooper, 34 Maine, 397, the court held that a 
deed of" an undivided moity forever of the privilege of a mill 
yard " conveyed a fee in· the mill yard. And in the same deed a 
moity of a double saw mill was conveyed, '' with the privilege of 
forever having and keeping a saw mill on the same plat of ground, 
whereon the same conveyed moity now stands; " and these words 
were held to convey a fee; ''for," as SHEPLEY, C. J., remarked, 
'

1 a conveyance of the 'use of land forever,' is equivalent to a 
conveyance of the land. " This case is cited and approved in 
Dillingham v. Roberts, 75 Maine, 471, where a deed conveying 
a parcel of land hounded on one side by the shore of the sea at 
high water mark, contained the following words: '1includiug all 
the privilege of the shore to low water mark;" and the court 
held that the fee in the land between high and low water mark 
passed to th·e grantee. 

In Caldwell v. Fulton, 31 Pa. St. 475, the grantm· conveyed 
the full right, title ancl privilege of digging and taking away 
stone coal to any extent the grantee might think proper to do, 
or cause to be done, under any of the land owned or occupied by 
the grantor, and the court there held that such an interest in the 
mines under the grantor's lands passed as to distingui:,h it from 
a right of easement in the land. 

Examining the language of the deed before us, we find that 
the grantor not only says that he does "give, grant, bargain, 
sell and convey unto the" grantees 11 their heirs and assigns for
ever, the right of having, building and maintaining and repairing 
and keeping in repair, a dam" on certain premises, but he also 
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in the same clause conveys "tlw right to so much of said premises 
u.s may be necessary on which to build and maintain said dam 
with its wings." 

If there is any doubt ns to the meaning of the language used, 
it must be taken most strongly against the grantor and in favor 
of the grantees. He conveys the "right" to a definite parcel of 
land. The extent of that parcel is that which ~, may be neces
sary on which to build and maintain said dam with its wings." 
"\Vebster defines ,t right" to be ,~ just claim, legal title, owner
ship." Had the grantor conveyed all his right, title and interest 
in the parcel thus described to the grantees, their heirs and 
assigns forever, the fee would undoubtedly have passed. Here 
he conveys his right, which, in this connection, is equivalent to 
title. "It can hardly be doubted," says LIVINGSTON, J., in New
kerk v. Newker·k, 2 Caines, 351, "that a devise of a man's 
right in land will pass all his estate and interest therein, and of 
course a fee, if he himself have one. Right is equivalent to all 
right ; and if all his right be devised, what is there left for others?" 
Here, the right is to so much of the premises as may be necessary 
on which to build and maintain a dam with its wings; and this 
right is not repugnant to, but. rather expressive of, the right 
previously named,-that of having, building, and maintaining 
and repairing and keeping in repair a dam upon that particular 
spot. It is something more than the mere right to do an act or 
a series of acts upon this parcel of land, and herein lies the 
distinction between the grant of a fee, and an easement therein. 
The conveyance was of the entire beneficial occupation of such 
parcel, strongly indicative of a fee, and not for uses which might 
be only intermittent and occasional,- uses sometimes denomina
ted "non-continuous." 

And when we apply the rule of corn,truction, that in deter
mining the meaning of the parties recourse may be had to the 
whole instrument, our conclusions are sustained by the language 
of the habendum where the '' aforegranted and bargained premises 
and rights" are named. The parties evidently, from a fair 
construction of the hmguage used, recognized the distinction 
between the title or estate in fee which was granted, and the 
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easements subsequently named in the deed, such as the right to 
flow, to pass and repass, and to enter and .remove obstructions, 
etc. 

Furthermore, whatever estate was conveyed was one of inherit
ance. The deed is one of warranty, with covenants warranting 
and defending the premises to the defendants, their heirs and 
assigns forever. 

It is claimed, however, that the estate was not one in fee 
simple, but a qualified or determinable fee, and that it will 
continue no longer than the land may be occupied and used for 
a dam. Granting the conclusion thus claimed hy the learned 
counsel for the defendants, nevertheless such an estate would 
pass subject to a reverter, and would continue· until the qualifi
cation or limitation annexed to it is at an end. It would constitute 
an estate both descendible and assignable. Moulton v. Trafton, 
64 Maine, 222. And consequently, whether the estate granted 
be one in fee simple, or a base, qualified or determinable fee, is 
not important here, inasmuch as in either case the defendants 
would be possessed of a title sufficient for the maintenance of 
this action. 

Judgment fo,· complainants. Oommis-
s·ioners to be appointed at nisi prius. 

PETERS, C. J., WALTON, DANFORTH, LIBBEY and EMERY, 

JJ., concurred. 

STATE OF MAINE vs. GEORGE A. LYNDE. 

Knox. Opinion December 9, 1885. 

Public records. Sworn copy. Evidence. 

The contents of a public record may be proved by the pi'Oduction of the 
record itself, or by a copy duly certified. by the proper officer, or by an 
examined copy sworn to by an unofficial witness who made the examination. 

ON EXCEPTIONS. 

Indictment for keeping a liquor nuisance. 
At the· trial, George S. Winn, a clerk in the office of the 

collector of internal revenue, testified that he had the custody of 

LXXVII. 36 
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the records and had made a true copy therefrom of certain 
names. This copy was admitted,to show that the defendant had 
procured a license as retail liquor dealer, and the defendant. 
alleged exceptions. 

True P. Pierce, county attorney, for the state, cited : State 
v. Gorham, 65 Maine, 270. 

D. N. Mortland and J.E. Hanley, for the defendant. 
We think it is a well settled rule that the record itself or a 

copy attested by the proper officer is the only evidence admissi
ble of such a record. 1 Greenl. Ev. 483, 484; Hamniatt v. 
Emerson, 27 Maine, 308; State v. Gray, 39 Maine, 353. 

The fact that the clerk testified that the paper was a true copy 
of the record did not make the paper admissible ; neither was it 
competent for the clerk to testify, it was nothing more nor less 
than allowing a person to testify what the record was without 
producing it. The production of a paper made by himself and 
which he certified to be a true copy was simply allowing him to 
testify from a memorandum what the re_cord contained. The 
collector, himself, could not he permHted to give such testimony 
while an authentic copy made by him might be evidence. 
McGuire v. Sayward, 22 Maine, 230; Owen v. Boyle, 15 
Maine, 14 7 ; Atwood v. Winterport, 60 Maine, 250. 

PETERS, C. J. The original record of payments for licenses, 
kept in the office of the collector of internal revenue, would 
have been proper evidence. And a copy of the same, certified 
by the collector himself would have been. A copy of the 
record authenticated merely by a clerk in the collector's office, 
an unofficial person, standing without other proof, would be 
neither sufficient nor admissible. But it was in this case supported 
by the testimony of the clerk as a witness, who swears that he 
personally examined the record and made a true copy. The 
copy sustained by his oath, ~vas admissible, if the mode of proof 
styled '' sworn copies," or '' examined copies," is allowable by 
the practice in this state. State v. Gorham, 65 Maine, 270. 

Examined copies are, in England, resorted to as the most 
usual mode of proving records. Whar. Ev. § 94. The mode 
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is explained and commended in Best's work on evidence, § 468 .. 
It seems to have prevailed in many of the states, including· 

· Pennsylvania and New York. It was at an early date adopted. 
in some of the federal circuit courts. 4 Dall. 412 ( U. S. v. 
Johns). It is not an unknown mode of proof in New England .. 
It is• spoken of as a well settled doctrine in New Hampshire. 
Wliitehouse v. Bickford, 29 N. H. 471. In Spaulding v. 
Vincent, 24 Vt. 501, it is said: '' The more usual method" ( of· 
proving a discharge in a· foreign court of bankruptcy) "is a sworn 
copy." Mr. Greenleaf says (1 Ev. § 485), "Where the proof' 
is by copy, an examined copy, duly made and sworn to by any 
competent witness, is always admissible." In Atwood v. 
Winterpo·rt, 60 Maine, 250, the rule is casually approved, 
APPLETON, C. J., there saying, whilst speaking of the mode of' 
proving an army record, "A sworn copy is admissible or a copy 
certified by the proper certifying officer." 

Why not admissible? The evidence is as satisfactory certainly 
as a certified copy. In the latter case we depend upon the honor 
and integrity of an official, and in the former upon the oath of" 
a competent witness. In either case, an error or a fraud is easily 
detectable. Probably, the reason why such a mode of proof has. 
not been much known, if known at all, in our practice, is that it 
is cheaper and handier to produce copies, and if a witness comes. 
instead, it is more satisfactory to have the officer who controls. 
the records bring them into court. In some jurisdi(ltions certified 
copies are not admitted in all cases, but only from special 
necessity. We think the evidence was properly admitted. 

Exceptions overruled. 
\VALTON, DANFORTH, LIBBEY, EMERY and FOSTER, JJ.,, 

concurred. 

WILLIAM B. PINI{HAM vs. JEFFERSON CROCKER. 

Penobscot. Opinion December 8, 1885. 

Factors. Sales. 

A factor to whom goods are consigned to sell, may sell them on credit, in his 
own name, and the principal is bound by the sale, unless it be shown that 
the sale was contrary to usage or to instructions. 
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If the factor fails to use due care and diligence in making the sale to responsi~ 
ble persons, or is guilty of inattention to his principal's interest after the 
sale is made, he is liable to the principal for any loss occasioned by his 
neglect. 

ON REPORT. 

Assumpsit on an account annexed for sixteen sacks of wool -
two thousand two hundred sixty eight and one-half pounds at 
twenty seven cents a pound- six hundred twelve dollars and 
fifty cents ; also for money had and received. 

The wool was sold by the defendant in hi~ own name with 
·other wool belonging to him to the Sebec Woolen Company on 
.sixty days' time and the purchaser failed before the payment was 
•due and paid twenty-five cents on a dollar. The opinion states 
tother material facts. 

Charles P. Stetson and John P. Robinson, for the plaintiff, 
tcontended that the defendant was liable for the value of the 
;plaintiff's wool because he did not authorize the defendant to 
sell on credit, and because the defendant settled with the pur
•chaser without authority and thus released the buyer from 
,plaintiff's claim and right of action. 

The authorities are conflicting upon the right of an agent to 
:sell goods, consigned to him for sale, on credit. Greely v. 
Bartlett, 1 Maine, 172, sustains the position of the defendant, as 
:also, do some cases in Massachusetts. But there are authorities to 
;the contrary. · 2 Kent, Com. (12th ed.) 622 says: "a factor or 
merchant who buys or sells for commission, or as an agent for 
others for a certain allowance, may, under certain circumstances 
sell on credit; without any special authority for that purpose, 
though as a general rule, an agent for sale must sell for cash, 
unless he has an express authority to sell on credit." See also 
1 Parsons, Contr. 58; Bradley v. Richa1'dson, 23 Vt. 732; 
School District v. Aetna Ins. Co. 62 Maine, 330. 

The defendant is liable because he settled with the Woolen 
Company without authority from the plaintiff. 1 Parsons, 
Contr. 94; Higgins v. Moore, 34 N. Y. 417; Brown v. Arrott, 
6 Watts & S. 402; Blackman v. Green, 24 Vt. 17. 
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John Varney, for the defendant, cited : Greely v. Bartlett, 
1 Maine, 172; Goodenow v. Tyler, 7 Mass. 36; Dwi,qltt v. 
Whitney, 15 Pick. 179; Vail v. Durant, 7 Allen, 408; Bart
lett v. Hamilton, 46 Maine, 435; Hapgood v. Batcheller, 4 
Met. 573; Gorman v. Wheeler, IO Gray, 362. 

PETERS, C. J. The defendant, as a factor, no instructions 
being imposed upon him, sold the plaintiff's wool at the 
plaintiff's risk, upon credit; the purchaser failing before the 
debt became due. The defendant exercised due care in taking the 
risk, if he was justified in so selling the goods. Does the law 
authorize a factor to sell his principal's goods on credit? 

It was held in an early case in this state that a factor has such 
authority. Greely v. Bartlett, I Maine, 172. It was the 
doctrine of the Massachusetts court when our own state was a 
portion of that commonwealth. Goodenow v. Tyler, 7 Mass. 
36. It is the general doctrine. Story, Ag. § § 60, 110 and 
cases there cited. 

We do not think it necessary for the defendant to show that it 
is a usage of trade to sell wool upon credit. Of course, if the 
sale was made in defiance of a usage which forbids a sale on 
credit, the defense fails. But it is fair to presume that a usage 
exists which permits such a sale unless the contrary be shown. 
We know that, as far as most descriptions of goods are con
cerned, it is not unusual to sell on credit. The factor often sells 
his own goods on credit, and it is to be presumed that he is 
clothed with as much discretion when he sells goods belonging 
to others. It is not unreasonable to suppose that the principal 
would have sold the goods on credit had the sale been made by 
him without the aid of a factor. Should it be necessary, how-. 
ever, to appeal to the evidence for the defendant's justification, 
we should not hesitate to declare that, in our opinion, such a. 
usage as the defendant invokes is affirmatively proved. 

The plaintiff contends that the defendant made himself per
sonally liable for the goods because he was guilty of negligence 
in not seasonably apprising the plaintiff of the circumstances or 
the sale, and in not using more diligence than he did use to. 
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·collect the debt. The evidence does not support the contention. 
If a factor exposes his principal to risk of loss by any want of 
information which the principal is entitled to from him, or by 
anyinattention to his principal'~ interests, he ,is responsible for 
all the natural consequences of the neglect. The law requires 
diligence and a lively interest on his part in his employer's 
affairs. But what better action could have been taken than was 
-taken by the defandant after the purchaser failed? His own . 
wool was covered by the same sale. He took the same per
centage in settlement with the purchaser that all other creditors 
Teceived. The plaintiff evidently intended, after the purchaser 
failed, to cast the loss upon the defendant, if he could, and he 
seems to have been unwilling to participate in the responsibility 
,of any settlement of the debt either by word or act. The cases 
cited upon the brief submitted for the plaintiff are not applicable 
to these facts. The case cited upon the brief for the defense, 
Gorman v. Wlleelm·, 10 Gray, 362, isin point. 

The plaintiff is entitled to recover, under the money count, 
the amount which the defendant received from the purchaser on 
:his account. 

Defendant defaulted accordingly. 
DANFORTH, VIRGIN, EMERY, FosTER and ASKELL, JJ., 

,concurred. 

SANFORD STEVENS AND RoBERT W. GILMORE, in equity, 

V8. 

CHARLES SHA w. 

Penobscot. Opinion December 8, 1885. 

_.Assignee. Indorsement of Writs. R. S., c. 82, § § 128, 129. Equity practice. 

•'The provision of the statute requiring an assignee of a claim in suit to indorse 
the writ or process, does not apply to a bill in equity, even if the bill is 
irn,erted in a writ. 

'The law court, as a rule, does not entertain preliminary questions in equity 
until final hearing; but will do so where postponement might unjustly defeat 
the end sought to be gained by the preliminary proceeding. 

ON EXCEPTIONS. 
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Bill in equity inserted in a writ. The defendant made a 

motion in writing that Nathaniel Dustin, assignee of Robert W. 
Gilmore, one of the plaintiff.5, have his name and place of 
residence indorsed on the writ in this action. The exceptions 
were to the ruling of the court in overruling that motion. 

Thomas H. B. Pierce, for the plaintiff, cited : .lJfc Gee v. 
McOann, 69 Maine, 82. 

Josiah Crosby, ( V. A. Sprague, with him,) for the defendant, 
cited: R. S., c. 81, § 6, and c. 82, § 128; Staple.r.tv. Wellington, 
62 Maine, 9 ; Simpson v. Bibber, 59 Maine, 196; 2 Story's 
Eq. § 1040; Rice v. Stone, 1 Allen, 569; J,Vare v. Bucksport 
& Bangor R. R. Co. 69 Maine, 97. 

PETERS, C. J. We regard the ruling as correct. We do not 
see that the statutory provision, which requires an assignee to 
indorse his name on a writ or process, was intended for bills in 
equity. R. S., c. 82, § § 128, 129. There would be an 
incongruity in it. The statute requires judgment for costs to go 
against the assignee and the assignor jointly, if the other side 
prevails. But whether costs shall be awarded or not in a case 
in equity, is for the court to determine, as a matter in. its 
discretion. An assignee can be included as a party in a bill in 
equity when he could not be in an action at law. There is a 
plausibility in the defendant's position, still we think the motion 
should be denied. 

A question arises whether a bill of exceptions can be heard in this 
court before a case in equity comes up for a final hearing. 
Generally, it would be an irregular proceeding. But as the 
peculiar character of the present question hardly admits of 
postponement, if any benefit is to be derived from it by the 
moving party, we think it would not be an infraction of the rules 
usually regulating equity proceedings, to give these exceptions a 
privileged position on· the docket. It is authorized by the 
example furnished in the case of Spaulding v. Farwell, 62 
Maine, 319. Exceptions overruled. 

DANFORTH, VIRGIN, EMERY, FosTER and HASKELL, ,JJ., 
concurred. 
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EDMUND F. WEBB, administrator, in equity, 

vs. 
EDMUND A. FuLLER and another. 

Waldo. Opinion December 8, 1885. 

Equity. 

Equity is a proper remedy where a mother for a long period intrusted the 
possession and management of her property, consisting of bonds, stocks 
and money, to her two sons, who have changed its form from time to time, 
and refuse, after her death, to account therefor with her administrator. 

ON exceptions to the ruling of the court in overruling the 
defendants' demurrer to the biJI. 

The opinion states the material facts. 

Appleton Webb, for the plaintiff, cited: :a. S., c. 77, § 13; 
1 Porn. Eq. Jur. § § 82, 83, 191, 176, 112, 114, 115, 201, 159, 
157,155,130; Rathbone v. Warren, IO Johns. 587; King v. 
Baldwin, 17 Johns. 384; Bromley v. Holland, 7 Ves. 19; 
East India Oo. v. Boddam, 9 V es. 464 ; 1 Perry, Trusts, § 166 ; 
Ryan v. Dox, 34 N. Y. 307; 2 Porn. Eq. Jur. § § 947, 
951-955, 956, 959, 960; Sprague v. Rhodes, 4 R. I. 301; 
Dike v. Greene, 4 R. I. 285. 

There was no argument for defendants at law court. 

PETERS, C. J. Roundly stated, the complainant's grievance 
is that the defendants, sons of the deceased intestate, were 
intrusted, for some years in her lifetime, with a complete 
possession and control of her property, consisting of bonds, stocks 
and money ; that they managed the property as they pleased, 
and in the end converted the same to their own use ; that the 
mother was weak and infirm, and that by means of her infirmities, 
the sons fraudulently obtained her signature to releases and 
assignments and pretended settlements ; and the complainant asks 
for discovery and relief. 

The defendants demur to so much of the bill as calls for an 
account of any money, stocks or other property, or any interest 
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and dividends thereon; or for the restoration of any property or 
its proceeds. Being without a brief from the defendants' side of 
the case, we can only infer that the objection to this part of the 
bill is that a legal remedy would be sufficient. No doubt, an 
action at law would lie, but we believe that the equitable will be 
a more expeditious and adequate remedy. 

It is to be admitted that the equitable remedy can not be 
appealed to in all cases where the relation of principal and 
agency exists, or where accounts should be rendered, - in some 
cases it may be. Any general rule of distinction between the 
classes of cases falling on different sides of the line, would be 
difficult to ascertain. Mr. Pomeroy discusses the origin of the 
equitable jurisdiction in suits for an accounting, (3 Eq. Jur. § 
1421, and notes,) and says that the jurisdiction is extende<l to 
cases where there are circumstances of great complication, or 
difficulties in the way of adequate relief at law, even if the 
accounts are all on one side ; and especially if any sort of a 
fiduciary relation exists between the parties. In a note to the 
section cited, it is said : '' But where the relation is such that a 
confidence is reposed by the principal in his agent, and the 
matters for which an accounting is sought are peculiarly within 
the knowledge of the latter, equity will assume jurisdiction." 
To this, numerous cases are cited. That equity should not 
hesitate to give a helping hand in the circumstances of the case 
before us, we have no doubt. 

Demurrer overruled. 

DANFORTH, VIRGIN, EMERY, FosTER and HASKELL, ,TJ., 
concurred. 

SAMUEL E. SHEPHERD vs. MARY E. HALL and another. 

Knox. Opinion December 9, 1885. 

Officer's receipt. Demand. Action. 

A sheriff attached personal property on a writ, took a receipt therefor, and 
went out of office while the action was pending in court. The receipt was 
never legally nor equitably assigned by the sheriff to the creditor. Held, 
that an action could not be maintained in the name of the ex-sheriff against 
the receiptors for the benefit of the creditor, unless the property was 
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demanded of such ex-sheri:ffby an officer, holding the execution, within thirty 
days from the date of the judgment in the first suit; a demand on the 
receiptors is not sufficient. 

ON REPORT. 

An action on an officer's receipt. 

The material facts are stated in the opinion. 

J. E. Hanley, for the plaintiff, cited: Hunter v. Peaks, 
74 Maine, 367; Moulton v. Chapin, 28 Maine, 505. 

Rice and Hall, for the defendant, cited: R. S., c. 81, § 67; 
Humphrey v. Cobb, 22 Maine, 380; Norris v. Bridgham, 14 
Maine, 429; Sawyer v. Mason, 19 Maine, 49; Bradbury v. 
Taylor, 8 Maine, 130. 

PETERS, C. J". This is an action by an ex-sheriff upon an 
accountable receipt given for property which he attached. An 
execution, issued in the suit in which the attachment was made, 
was delivered to the plaintiff's successor in office within thirty 
days after judgment was recovered, and he made a demand on 
the receiptors, but no demand is shown to have been made on 
the present plaintiff within the thirty days. 

The liability of a receiptor is contingent. Unless the officer 
is liable to either the creditor or the debtor for the production of 
the property attached, the receiptor is not liable to the officer. 
The officer has no personal interest in the property or its posses
sion. He holds it merely for the purposes of the law. The 
creditor's lien continues for thirty days only after judgment, 
unless steps are taken within that time to retain or perfect the 
lien. In this case the debtor had no claim upon the officer, for 
the property had returned into his possession ; nor has the 
creditor any claim upon him, because he failed to assert his 
claim by a demand within the thirty days. Any claim upon 
either officer or receiptor, is lost. Bradbury v. Taylor, 8 
Maine, 129; Nor1·is v. Bridgham, 14 Maine, 429 ;JHmnphreys 
v. Cobb, 22 Maine, 380; Moulton v. Olwpin, 28 Maine, 505. 

!Us r6adily seen that a demand upon the receiptor is not an 
excuse for the want of a demand upon the officer. The receiptor 
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is under no obligation to the creditor. His agreement is not 
with him. There is no privity between them. The officer is 
responsible to the creditor whether the receiptor is liable to him 
or not. The receipt is for the officer's protection,- not for the 
creditor's. Phillips v. Bridge, 11 Mass. p. 24 7 ; Pear sons v .' 
Tinker, 36 Maine, 384. In the present case an unnecessary 
demand was made upon the receiptors, and a necessary demand 
upon the officer was omitted. 

We do not mean to say that there may not he a case where 
a receiptor would he liable without a demand upon a retiring 
officer to whom the receipt was given. We have been speaking 
of the usual relation, such as appears to have existed in the case 
in hand. An exception exists where the receipt has been 
assigned by officer to creditor. It may be an equitable assign
ment. It has been held that such an assignment arises where an 
officer takes a receipt at the instance of the creditor, upon his 
approval, and at his risk, the creditor by agreement relying upon 
the receipt and not upon the obligation of the officer. In such 
case the . creditor is substituted for \he officer. He owns the 
right. He need make no demand upon the officer. He is acting 
in his behalf in calling upon the receiptor. A demand on the 
officer is implied- or waived. Hapgood v. Fisher, 30 Maine; 
502; Lawrence v. Rice, 12 Mete. 527; Moore v. Fa1·go, 112 
Mass. 254. 

Plaintiff nonsuit. 
WALTON, DANFORTH, LIBBEY, EMERY and FosTER, JJ., 

C'Oncurred. 

HENRY K. WHITE and another vs. 0. M. KILGORE and trustee. 

Somerset. Opinion December 9, 1885. 

Trustee process. Chose in action, assignment of. Oral assignment. 

To make an oral assignment of a debt due on account valid, as against creditors, 
or between parties even, there must be a valuable consideration therefor, and 
at least a symbolical or constructive delivery; although the delivery may be 
evidenced by a less significant act than is required for the assignment of a 
chose in action which is capable of manual delivery like an execution, note 
or bond. 
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An oral assignment of an account may be made for collateral security merely, 
and it will be so regarded, if the facts disclose that such was the intention 
of the parties, whatever may be the form of the transaction or however 
named. 

F owed K on account, and K owed H on account and desired further credit; 
the three agreed that what F owed K should be paid by him to H on K's 
account, and then H trusted K on further account. This was an oral assign
ment to Hof K's debt against F; the consideration was the mutuality of 
the agreement and the new goods ; and the transaction was also a construc
tive delivery, sufficient to satisfy the policy of the law. Such an assignment 
could as properly be for collateral security as to be an absolute transfer. 

ON EXCEPTIONS. 

Assumpsit on an account annexed ; Joseph T. Flanders was 
summoned as trustee. The trustee disclosed an assignment of 
the funds in his hands to Hussey and Conant, who appeared and 
claimed the funds. The exceptions were to the ruling of the 
court in favor of the claimants for the full amount in the hands 
of the trustee. 

The report of the evidence, which was made a part of the 
exceptions, shows that at the time of the assignment, (July 28, 
1883,) the trustee was owing the defendant sixty dollars and 
fifty-three cents, and the defendant was owing the claimants 
sixty-two dollars and thirty-nine cents, a part of ·which was for 
merchandise delivered at that time; that subsequent to that time 
and before the service of the writ on the trustee, (September 3, 
1883,) the defendant had other goods of the claimants, amounting 
to twenty-four dollars and ninety-four cents, and paid them 
during that time on account sixty-two dollars and eighty-nine 
cents, and thus was owing them at the time of the service of the 
writ, twenty-four dollars and forty-four cents ; and the account 
during all that time stood on the claimants' books in the name of 
the defendant. 

Other material facts are stated in the opinion. 

Danforth and Walton and Walton, for the plaintiffs, contended 
that the trustee should be charged for the full amount, because 
the claimants never released their claim, or any part of it, against 
Kilgore at the time of the alleged assignment, and Kilgore had 
actually paid them on account after the date of the assignment 
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and before the service of the trustee writ, all and more than he 
owed them at the ti me of the assignment. 

Counsel also claimed that the assignment, if made, was void 
as being within the statute of frauds, citing: Stewart v. Campbell, 
58 Maine, 439; Hilton v. Dinsmore, 21 Maine, 410; Rowe v. 
Whittier, 21 Maine, 545; Whittemore v. Wentworth, 76 Maine, 
20; 130 Mass. 43 7; 58 Iowa, 610. 

0. A. Harrington, for the claimants, cited: Cushing, Trustee 
Process, 74; Ford v. Stuart, 19 Johns. 342; Sprague v. 
Frankfort, .60 Maine, 253; Curtis v. Norris, 8 Pick. 280; 
Jones v. Witter, 13 Mass. 304; Dunn v. Snell, 15 Mass. 485; 
Crocker v. Whitney, 10 Mass. 316 ; Vose v. Handy, 2 Maine, 
322; Titcomb v. Thomas, 5 Maine, 282; Exchange Bank v. 
McLoon, 73 Maine, 498; Simpson v. Bibbm·, 59 Maine, 196. 

PETERS, C. J. It is a sufficient statement of the facts of the 
case, to say that the trustee, (Flanders,) owed the defendant, 
(Kilgore,) on account, and the defendant owed the claimants, 
(Hussey and Conant,) on account; that there was a verbal 
agreement between the parties that Flanders should pay to 
Hussey and Conant what he owed Kilgore towards a satisfaction 
of their debt against Kilgore ; that Flanders promised to send a 
check to Hussey and Conant, but was trusteed in this suit before 
the check was sent. 

·which party has the better claim upon the fund in the trustee's 
hands? The claimants contend that the defendant assigned his 
account against the trustee to them, -that the transaction 
amounted to an equitable as~ignment, made orally. The plaintiffs 
contend otherwise. 

The ground taken by the plaintiffs is, that there was not an 
assignment for two reasons: First, that there was no consideration. 
Second, that there was no delivery of the debt, or thing assigned. 

The doctrine of equitable assignments of choses in action, was 
at an early date adopted by the law; and it has been an expanding, 
growing doctrine. The general rule of courts has been, that to 
establish a mere oral or unwritten assignment of a chose in 
action, both a consideration and a delivery must be proved, -
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not only as against creditors and subsequent purchasers, but as 
between the parties themselves. If it be asked why there should 
be more particularity of the requirement of delivery in equitable 
than in legal sales, the answer is that from the nature of things, 
there is nothing else to indicate that it is an executed rather than 
an executory contract, - nothing to clearly mark the -intention of 
the parties. There would be too much uncertainty and misunder
standing in such equitable contracts, unless the rule respecting 
consicteration and delivery be adhered to. Equity, in its 
liberality, invented the doctrine, and at the same time, in its 
caution, provided certain requirements to be observed in its 
application, While equity dispenses with some forms, it insists 
upon others. 

The element of valuable consideration has been quite rigidly 
adhered to. Our own cases have uniformly required it. '' The 
presence of a valuable consideratiou becomes the essential and 
necessary element of an equitable assignment." Tallman v. 
Hoey, 89 N. Y. 537. A delivery is just as essential an element 
as the pt'esence of a valuable consideration. It is said by 
REDFIELD, J., in Whittle v. Skinner, 23'Vt. 531, t'Weknowof 
no case where an agreem.ent to assign a chose in action, without 
even a symbolical delivery, has been held valid, between the 
parties even." While, however, delivery or its equivalent is 
necessary in these cases of '' imperfect transfer," rather insig
nificant acts have been in many instances allowed to answer the 
requirement. Various circumstances and situations of parties 
have been construed as tantamount to delivery. And especially 
is this so in respect to verbal assignments of debts which are not 
evidenced by any writing, and therefore not .susceptible of manual 
or visible delivery. 

In Robbins v. Bacon, 3 Maine, 346, MELLEN, C. J., said, 
n A bond or note may be assigned upon valuable consideration 
by mere <lelivery to the assignee for his use. In those cases, the 
bond or note is evidence of the debt due. ·when the debt is due 
on book merely, as a man can not deliver over to .an assignee of 
such debt his general book of nccounts, a copy of the account 
taken from the book, with an order on the debtor, may well be 
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considered as a delivery. " In subsequent cases not as much 
was required. In Porter v. Bullard, 26 Maine, 448, it was a 
sufficient delivery that a copy of an account was handed over, 
and it was there held that a receipt from the assignee to the 
assignor admitting a transfer to himself was sufficient evidence of 
a delivery. In Garnsey v. Gardner, 49 Maine, 167, the court 
held that the assignment of a debt might be made by paro], and 
might be inferred from the conduct and acts of the parties. In 
Sprague v. Frankfort, 60 Maine, 253, it appeared that a person 
volunteered for the war, as a substitute for an enrolled man, for 
the sum of six hundred dollars, verbally agreeing that any future 
bounties payable to him, should. belong to the person whose 
place he took ; and this was held to be a parol assignment. In 
that case there was nothing to deliver, - and might never be. 
The assignment was a part of the original agreement and a part 
of the consideration therefor. The parties acted under it. 
Sinipson v. B·ibber, 59 Maine, 196, is a still more radical case, 
perhaps. But in that case there was more than merely spoken 
words to constitute an assignment, - there were circumstances. 
The assignee had an equitable lien for his repairs. 

There should undoubtedly be something more than words to 
constitute sale and delivery, - there must be some act. ~1 Any 
order, writing or act, which makes an appropriation of a fund, 
amounts to an equitable assignment of that fund." Stor. Eq. 
Jur. § 104 7. A constructive delivery may be evidenced by 
conduct indicating that the assignor relinquishes, and the assignee 
assumes, control of the chose in action. Brewer v. F1'anklin 
Mills, 42 N. H. 292; JVilliarns v. Ingersoll, 89 N. Y. 508. 

In accordance with this view of the law, we think that the 
claimants are entitled to a portion of the fund. There was a 
considerntion for the assignment. The claimants let a portion 
of their goods go upon the strength of the assignment. The 
agreement to buy the debt was a consideration for its sale. The 
acts of the three parties, one selling, another buying, and the 
third agreeing to account fo the buyer - done contemporaneously 
- amounted to at least a constructive delivery. It was enough 
to "satisfy the reason and policy of the law. " 
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The assignees can not hold all of the fund. Only twenty-four 
dollars and forty-four cents was due them when the writ was 
served, while the debt assigned was sixty dollars and fifty-three 
cents. The transaction has evidently resolved itself into a matter 
of security. Says STORY, J., in Fla,qg v. _,._lf.ann, 2 Sumner, 
486, "If a transaction resolve itself into a security, whatever may 
be its form, and whatever name the parties may choose to give 
it, jt is in equity a mortgage. " The fund should be divided as 
before indicated. Any other view would cast a fraudulent 
shadow over the original assignment. Such an assignment could 
as properly be for collateral security as to be absolute. Taft v. 
Bowker, 132 Mass. 277. 

Evceptions sustained. Claimants to 
have $24.44 only of the fund. 

WALTON, DANFORTH, LIBBEY, EMERY and FosTER, JJ., 
concurred. 

CELIA C. STINSON vs. JOSEPH L. FERNALD. 

Knox. Opinion December 9, 1885. 

Shipping. Earnings. .Actions by part owners. 

Tenants in common must join in an action to recover the earnings of their 
vessel, unless there is an excuse for a severance of the claim ; but bankruptcy 
of one owner is not an excuse ; in such case the assignee of the owner who 
is in bankruptcy must be joined with the solvent owners, or, if an assignee 
has not been appointed when the suit is commenced, an action may be sup• 
ported in the names of the bankrupt and other owners until an assignee 
comes in. 

ON REPORT. 

Assumpsit on account annexed for use of one-half schooner, 
Robert Ripley, her tackle and furniture, from January 1, 1878, to 
May, 1878, $200. 

The opinion states the material facts. 

J. H. Montgomery, for the plaintiff,. cited : Sniitll v. Marsh, 
2 Dane's Ahr. 228, 449; Kimball v. Sunmer, 62 Maine, 310; 
Stanley v. Ayers, 3 Ves. 444; 1 Parson's Sh. & Adm. 117 ; 
Hopkins v. Forsyth, 14 Pa. 34 ; Lyman v. Boston & Maine 
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R. R. Co. 58 N. H. 384; Chitty Contracts, 124; Baker v. 
Jewell, 6 Mass. 460. 

· C. E. Littlefiel,d, for the plaintiff, cited : White v. Curtis, 
35 Maine, 534; Hall v. Gray, 54 Maine, 230; Hampton v. 
Rouse, 11 B. R. 472; 22. Wall. 263. 

PETERS, C. J. The plaintiff sues the master of a vessel for 
one-half of her use frlr a certain time. The vessel was let as a 
whole, the plaintiff owning but one-half of her. The defense 
set up is non-joinder ; the defendant contending, under the 
general issue, that all the owners should be joined as plaintiffs. 

Such is the general rule; and the rule governs unless there be 
some excuse for disregarding it. Tenants in common of personal 
property have a single claim, and not separate claims, for the 
use of the common property. One tenant in common, of course, 
can lea·se his own interest separately by some special agreement. 
And a severance may he created, by the debtor's making a 
settlement with one owner for his share or interest in the com
mon earnings ; after which the other owner may sue for his 
share separately. The case in hand does ·not come within the 
permitted exceptions. Moody v. Sewall, 14 Maine, 295; Wlzite 
v. Curtis, 35 Maine, 534. 

It is contended that the other owner could not be joined as a 

plaintiff in the present case because he had been declared a 
bankrupt. That does not operate as a severance. The assignee 
should have been joined. All competent parties must unite, 
whoever they may be. The bankrupt law provides that the 
aEsignee shall have the like remedy to recover all debts as the 
debtor would have had if there had been no decree of bank
ruptcy. R. S., U.S.,§ 5046, 5047. Such has been the practice 
in this country and in England, Add. Con. § 477; Die. Par. 
160; Thomason v. P1·ere, 10 East, 418; Kelley v. Smith, 1 
Blatch. 290; Murray v. 1Vfurray, 5 Johns. Ch. 60; Wi'llink 
v. Renwick, 23 ·wend. '33; Puller v. Benjamin, 23 Maine, 
255. 

To this it is replied that there had been no assignee appointed· 

VOL. LXXVII. 37 
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for the owner who was in bankruptcy. The case is indefinite in 
this particular. But if it be so, it calls for no, qualification of 
the rule. Some party representing the ownership should be 
joined. Either the owner or his assignee should be. The name 
of the bankrupt could be used until an assignee got into court, 
and the defendant could not object to the proceeding. Mayhew 
v. Pentecost, 129 Mm;;s. 332; Reed v. Paul, 131 Mass. 129; 
Ramsey v. Fellows, 58 N. H. 607. 

The plaintiff should be allowed, upon payment of costs, to 
amend the writ by inserting an additional plaintiff, if she desires 
to-; otherwise to be non-suit. R. S., ch. 82, § 11. 

,v ALTON, DANFORTH, LIBBEY, EMERY and FOSTER, JJ., 
concurred. 

DAVIS ,v. COOLIDGE vs. CHARLES w. GODDARD. 

Cumberland. Opinion December 9, 1885. 

Sales. Misrepresentation. 

Four hundred and ten shares of the stock of an electric li_ght company recently 
organized were paid for to the company, by its stockholdtrs, at the rate of 
one-third of the par value of one hundred dollars a share. The plaintiff sold 
five of his shares, thus paid for, to the defendant at par, representing that all 
stockho lclers had paid for their shares at par. Held: That the plaintiff's 
statement was a misrepresentation of. a material fact; that the defendant 
would have the right to infer from the.representation that the company had 
assets of forty-one thousand dollars, instead of assets of only one-third of 
that amount. 

ON exceptions and motion to set aside the \rerdict, from the 
superior court. 

Assumpsit for the recovery of the price of five shares of stock 
of the Arnoux Electric Light and Power Company of Maine. 

At the trial the defendant seasonably requested the presiding 
justice to give the following instruction to the jury: 

ii If the jury find that the plaintiff, being the president of the 
Arnoux Electric Light and Power Company of Maine and in a 
position to have superior knowledge as to the financial standing 
of the company, at his first conversation with the defendant on 
Middle street stated to the defendant in substance, as a matter 
of fact, that every one who was interested in the stock of that 
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company had paid par value for it and that the defendant could'. 
have it on the same terms as all others had received it upon, and: 
if this statement was made by the plaintiff to induce the defend-
ant to make the purchase of stock and was believed and relied. 
upon by the defendant, and was untrue, and if the jury further· 
find that within a reasonable time after discovery of said untruth 
the defendant returned, or offered to return the certificate of" 
stock to the plaintiff, or his attorney, in rescission of the trade,, 
then the plaintiff is not entitled to recover in this action." 

But the presiding justice declined to give the requested 
instruction, and ruled as matter of law that if all the fraudulent. 
representations aUeged were proved to have been made by the 
plaintiff, they were in themselves, even if the defence were 
sustained in aU other essential particulars, mere statements of' 
value or matters of opinion and not such as the law deems 
material and actionable ; that such proof would afford no defence· 
to the action, and the jury should pay no attention to that branch 
of the defence which was based upon the allegation of fraud. 

The verdict being for the plaintiff for five hundred sixty-four· 
dollars and ninety cents, the defendant alleged exceptions. 

Other material facts are stated in the opinion. 

George E. Bird, for the plaintiff. 
The statements of the plaintiff, construed in the most favorable 

light for the defendant, were statements of value, statements of' 
prices paid by plaintiff or by others, mere ii dealer's talk," such 
representations afford no ground for an action of deceit, nor do
they constitute a defence to an action for the price and cases. 
cited ; see also : Long v. TVood·man, 58 Maine, 52 ; Martin v .. 
Jordan, 60 Maine, 532; Holbrook v. Connor, Ib. 580; Bishop· 
v. Small, 63 Maine, 12; Bowen v. Davis, 76 Maine,· 225; 
Ellis v. Andrews, 56 N. Y. 85; Brown v. Castles, 11 Cush-
ing, 350. 

At the trial in the superior court, the defendant relied upon 
the following cases: Litchfield v. Hutchinson, 117 Mass. 195 ; 
Savage v. Stevens, 126 Mass. 208; Teague v. Irwin, 127 
Mass. 217 ; Bannister v. Alderman, 111 Mass. 263 ; Fislter v. 
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2Jiellen, 103 Mass. 506; Fogg v. Pew, 10 Gray, 409; Hubbell 
Meiggs, 50 N. Y. 490. 

In the cases in 117, 126, 127 and 111 Mass. the represen
tations were of some material fact, as to the character, or 
situation or quality of the property, and not statements of value 
or of prices paid. It is not seen that either Pisher v. Mellen 
or Fogg v. Pew, are at all applicable to this case, while the only 
similarity between the facts in Hubbell v. Meiggs, and this case 
is that the subject of the contract of sale is stock. 

Symonds and Libby, for the defendant, cited : Lawton v. 
Kittredge, 30 N. H. 500; Bigelow on Fraud, 20, 21, 24, 60, 
'71. See Fogg v. Pew, 10 Gray, 409; Mannfog v. Albee, 11 
Allen, 522; Bradley v. Poole, 98 Mass. 179; Litchfield v . 
. Hutchinson, 117 Mass. 195 ; Teague v. Irwin, 127 Mass. 218; 
Bltarp v. Ponce, 74 Maine, 470; Campbell v. Flemfrig_, 1 
-Adolf. & Ellis, 40; Cooley on Torts, 494-495 ; See Cargill v. 
Bower, L. R. 10 Chan. Div. 502; Benjamin on Sales, 4th Arn. 
,ed. 521, 523; Bedford v: Bagshaw, 4 Hurl. & Norm. 538; 
Eagles.field v. Marquis of Londonderry, L. R. 4 Chan. Div. 
·693 ; Morgan v. Skiddy, 62 N. Y. 326 ; Bishop v. Small, 63 
Maine, 13. 

PETERS, C. J. In February, 1882, an electric light company 
1.vas formed in Portland, with two thousand shares, of a par 
value of one hundred dollars each share, making two hundred 
thousand dollars of capital stock. The plaintiff was the presi
,dent of the company, its principal manager, and the owner of a 
majority of its stock. In June, 1882, he contracted to sell to 
<the defendant five shares for five hundred dollars. At that time 
there had been taken or purchased from the company four 
hundred and ten shares and the money therefor paid into its 
treasury, one thousand five hundred and ninety shares remaining 
unsold, and the company had voted to sell no more. When the 
plaintiff made the sale to the defendant, he represented that he 
was selling to him at the same price which all others had paid 
who were interested in the stock. 

Paid to whom? It must have been to the company, the seller 
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of the stock. The clear and irresistible implication of this 
positive assertion was that the company had forty-one thousand 
dollars in its hands. The defendant was undoubtedly induced to 
believe that the company had a working capital of one hundred 
times as many dollars as it had issued shares. The statement 
amounted to a representation to that effect. But the company 
had only about one-third of that amount of working capital or of 
money. The defendant, instead of getting stock which repre
sented about one-eightieth of the working assets of the company, 
got stock which represented only one-two hundred and fortieth 
of such assets. 

Was not this an assertion of an important fact? Suppose 
that nothing had been paid in, but that the stock, as is some
times the case in those speculations, had been given by 
the company to the holders. In such case, what would the 
defendant have got for his money? Suppose the plaintiff had 
said to defendant, "I will sell you five shares for five hundred 
dollars, but all others received their shares at the rate of one
third as much." Would the defendant have purchased? The 
plaintiff voluntarily and artfully represented the working assets 
of the company to be forty-one thousand dollars; they were 
only about fourteen thousand dollars. To be sure, it may be 
_said that the defendant was not told how many shares had been 
issued. The answer to that is that he undoubtedly supposed, if 
he did not know, and would have a right to suppose, that some 
substantial amount of capital had been paid in. It is urged in 
extenuation by the plaintiff that the defendant offered himself as 
,a purchaser. The affirmation complained of is none the truer on 
that account. Undoubtedly the case is near the line which 
marks the distinction between actionable and non-actionable
representations. However near to it, the facts place the plaintiff" 
upon the wrong side. It is often a narrow line which separates. 
right from wrong. 

We feel ·well assured that the requested instruction, or its. 
equivalent, should have been given. The learned judge evidently 
had not at the moment in mind the distinction between what the, 
plaintiff had paid, and what the company had actually received,,. 

• 

• 
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·for the stock. In any view, there was at least a question for 
;the jury. We think that the exceptions and the motion should 
be sustained. Sharp v. Ponce, 74 Maine, 470. 

Motion and exceptions sustained. 

WALTON, VIRGIN, LIBBEY, FosTER and HASKELL, JJ., 
. concurred. 

MARTHA A. HATHORN vs. DAVID H. CORSON and another. 

Somerset. Opinion December 9, 1885. 

Levy. Pleadings . 

.':A levy is not void for taking, at the same time as one act, two parcels of a 
farm, the parcels lying side by side, at separate instead of joint appraisal. 

. A defendant who pleads non-tenure in bar, and on demurrer thereto, loses his 
plea because not pleaded in abatement instead of bar, cannot (without leave 
of court) plead. anew. He must present all his defenses of the same grade 
at the same time. Pleading non-tenure and nothing else in bar, he is sup -
posed to have no other defense. 

ON EXCEPTIONS. 

This was a real action. The material facts upon the question 
·: presented by the exceptions are suflicien.tly stated in the 
· opinion. 

D. D. Stewart, for the plaintiff, upon the validity of the levy, 
-cited: R. S., 1871, c. 76, § 4; Pride v. Lunt, 19 Maine, 115; 
.. Morton v. Chandler, 6. Maine, 143; Pierce v. Strickland, 26 
Maine, 278; Foss v. Stickney, 5 Maine, 390; Bond v. Bond, 

:2 Pick. 385; Peabody v. Minot, 24 Pick. 334~ 
Upon the question of pleadings, counsel cited: R. 'S., 1871, c. 

·104, § 6 ; Wyman v. Brown, 50 Maine, 139; Colburn v. Grove1·, 
-44 Maine, 47; Otis v. Warren, 14 Mass. 239; Jackson, Real 
.Actions, 91, 92, 93; Putnam Free School v. Fisher, 38 Maine, 
.327; Fogg v. Fogg, 31 Maine, 302; Stephen's Pl. 405, 406, 
;394, 395; Gould's Pl. 270-275; 1 Chitty Pl. 460 ;_ Nowlan v. 
,Geddes, 1 East, 635; Schoonmaker v. Elmendorf, 10 Johns. 49. 

Brown and Carver, for the defendants. 
In this case, Greenlief Corson, by his counsel, Mr. Willard, 

rfiled his disclaimer in which he, on the second day of the first 
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term, informed the plaintiff that he made no claim to the land, 
and that so far as he was concerned, the plaintiff might have it. 
We contend that this was all that the demandant was entitled to. 
But the counsel insisted that the answer filed by Greenlief 
Corson was a plea in bar. It may be in form a good plea in bar, 
but it was intended as a disclaimer. After the court ruled that 
this was no answer, the defendant offered to file the general issue, 
and this we contend he should have been allowed to do, but the 
court refused to allow him to do so. If it be claimed that the 
allowance of the privilege rested in the discretion of the presiding 
judge, we say such discretion must be reasonably exercised, 
otherwise it is open to exception. The right to plead anew, for 
which defendant contended, seems to be recognized in State v. 
Inness, 53 Maine, 541; Furbish v. Robertson, 67 Maine, 38. 

The levy upon which demandant's title rests is not good. 
Separate appraisals of two parcels of land, lying side by side, 
:tnd taken by the same levy, can not be upheld. Great injustice 
could thus be done. Each separate parcel appraised by itself, 
might be of little value, while it would be of great value when 
joined with the other. One is a mere brook with no land of any 
amount connected with it; it is, therefore, almost worthless. 
The other is a dry pasture with no water in it, and, for that 
reason, of small value. But when united by the completion of 
the levy, the creditor has a nice pasture with a running brook 
through it. 

PETERS, C. J. The levy, under which the demandant claims, 
took at the same time as one act, two parcels of a farm, the 
parcels lying side by side, at separate appraisals. It is contended 
that this is an irregularity which renders the levy void. The 
argument is, that the two parts would not be likely to be in the 
aggregate valued so much by the appraisers as they would he as 
a whole. It is apparent that such a scheme of appraisal might 
be prejudicial to the debtor. But we see no remedy for it beyond 
the right to redeem. By § 4, c. 7 6, R. S., when several parcels 
of land are taken, they may be appraised separately or together. 
By same section, the creditor may take parcels at different times 
and have different sets of appraisers. This creditor could have 
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accomplished the same end by takings at different times. There 
was nothing to prevent his taking a portion of the farm in such 
form as he pleased, however irregular. Even if the land taken 
is grossly undervalued, there is no help for it but to redeem. 
vVe think it results from these privileges accorded to the creditor, 
that the objection in the present case can not avail the defendants. 
The theory of the law is expressed in the case of Bond v. Bond, 
2 Pick. 385, where it is said: ii The object of the statute is not 
that the land should be taken in payment of the debt, but that 
the levy on it might coerce the debtor to pay the debt. " 

Greenlief Corson, one of the defendants, pleaded non-tenure in 
bar, when the plea should have been in abatement. Upon 
demurrer to the plea because it ·was in bar, judgment was given 
in chief against the pleader. This was according to the 
precedents. The defendant had pleaded his chief defense, and 
that being lost to him upon a question of law, the natural 
deduction would be that he had no other. The law presumes 
that he would not have pleaded a single defense in har if other 
defenses were at the same time open to him. If a defendant had 
the right to plead anew as often as a prior plea of the same 
grade he disposed of, the litigation might be prolonged beyond 
endurance. Hence the rule that nll defenses upon the merits 
should be presented at the same time. The defendant had his 
day, and logically acknowledged that his only defense was a 
technical one, not very much favored, and in that he was worsted. 

He claims that he should have been permitted to plead the 
general issue. It was, no doubt, a matter of discretion with the 
judge whether he would relieve the pleader of his dilemma or 
not, by allowing a withdrawal or an amendment of the first plea. 
But it was so inconsistent for a defendant to plead no title in 
himself, and with the next stroke of the pen to plead that he had 
title, the judge thought it would not be in the furtherance of 
justice to allow the motion to replead. It is also clear from the 
facts of the case, inasmuch as the levy is held to be good, that 
this defendant, as well as the associate defendant, had no possible 
defense under the general issue. Exceptions overruled. 

DANFORTH, VIRGIN,. EMEHY, FOSTER and HASKELL, JJ., 
concurred. 
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THOMAS M. OLIVER vs. WILLIAM H. LOOK. 

Franklin. Opinion December 9, 1885. 

R. S., c. 104, § § 47, 48. Petition for clairnant of real estate to bring an action. 

A petition under R. S., c. 104, § § 47, 48, praying that the respondent be 
summoned into court to show cause why he should not bring an action to 
try his alleged title to real estate, should contain a description of the real 
estate sufficiently definite to give notice to the defendant to what land the 
petition refers. It is not required to be as particular and definite as the 
description in a writ of entry, dower or partition. 

ON exceptions to the decree of the court upon the following 
petition, requiring that the defendant bring and prosecute his 
action respecting the title to the real estate claimed by him. 

[Petition. J 
'' To the honorable justices of our Supreme Judicial Court, 

next to be holden at Farmington within and for the county of 
Franklin, on the first Tuesday of March, A. D., 1884. 

ct Respectfully represents Thomas M. Oliver of Industry in 
said county of Franklin, that he is the possessor and owner in 
fee simple of the following described real estate, to wit: Two 
tracts of land situate in said town of Industry, the one contain
ing eighty acres more or less, and being the same conveyed to 
Addison H. Chase, deceased, by Benjamin G. Eveleth by deed 
dated April 4, 1855, an<l recorded in the Franklin county 
registry of deeds, volume 31, page 47, said tract of land being 
described as follows: a certain tract of land, situate in said 
town of Industry being the south part of lot numbered twenty 
according to plan made by Cornelius Norton, Esq.~ and is the 
same farm formerly occupied by Benjamin G. Eveleth, hounded 
north by land now or formerly of Obed N 01ton and land formerly 
owned by Royal Roach, south by land formerly owned by Valen
tine Look, west by land now or formerly owned by Moses M. 
Luce, and east by lan<t now or formerly of Obed Norton and land 
formerly owned by said Royal Roach, and is the same land con
veyed to Benjamin G. Eveleth by Moses Shackley by deed dated 
October 7, A. D. 1851, containing eighty acres more or less. 
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"The other tract being the same conveyed to said Addison H. 
Chase by said Benjamin G. Eveleth by deed dated May 2, 1885, 
and recorded in said registry of deeds, volume 31, page 212, 
said tract of land being described as follows : a certain piece or 
parcel of land situate in said Industry in said county, it being 
seven-eighths of the south part of lot numbered eight (8) in the 
second (2) range of lots in that part of Industry that was 
formerly a part of New Vineyard, containing one hundred and 
fifteen acres more or less in the whole lot, it being seven-eighths 
of the same lot deeded by Jacob G. Remick to Fobes Ford and 
being the same land conveyed by Harriet C. Chase, administra
trix, to Charles H. B. True of Industry, April 14, A. D. 1863. 

,. He further avers that he is credibly informed and believes 
that ,vmiam H. Look, lately of New Vineyard, in said county 
of Franklin and now residing without the limits of the state of 
Maine, makes some claim adverse to his estate, to wit: that he 
claims to hold said land in mortgage. Wherefore he prays this 
honorable court that the said William H. Look may be sumrnoned 
to show cause why he should not bring an action to try his 
alleged title." 

S. Olijfo1·d Belcher, for the plaintiff. 

H. L. Whitcomb, for the defendant. 
The land is not sufficiently described in the petition, to give the 

defendant proper notice of the land in question especially such 
js the case in relation to the second piece described. " Seven
eighths of the south part of lot numbered eight," &c., is no 
description of any particular or specific part of the lot, Orono 
v. Veazie, 61 Maine, 431; Brigham v. Smith, 64 Maine, 450; 
Larrabee v. Hodgkins, 58 Maine, 412; Miller v . .J.lfiller, 16 
Pick. 215. 

FosTER, J. The petition in this case is.sufficiently formal for 
the purposes of the statute upon which it is _based. It alleges 
the petitioner's possession and an estate in fee of certain real 
estate, together with an averment of his information and belief 
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that the defendant makes a claim adverse to said estate by way 
of mortgage upon the same, and praying that he be summoned 
to show cause why he should not bring an action to try his 
alleged title. 

The only objection raised, about which there can be any 
question, is in relation to the sufficiency of the description of 
the real estate set out in the petition. It is claimed that this is 
not so definitely described as to give the defendant proper notice 
of the land in question. This objection can not prevail. The 
answer which the defendant filed to the petition discloses no 
such objection as that now raised, but states that the defendant 
has an interest '' in the premises described in the petition." It 
would seem, therefore, that the description therein contained was 
sufficiently definite to give notice to the defendant to what land 
J;he petition referred. 

We see no reason for saying that, in this proceeding, which is 
preliminary in its nature to any action that may be brought by 
the party claiming title adverse to the petitioner, the premises 
are not sufficiently described. The description of lands in a 
demand for dower may be sufficient, and yet not as definite as 
would be required in a writ for its recovery. All that is required 
in such demand, says WILD, J., in Atwood v. Atwood, 22 Pick. 
286, "is that the description of the land should be such as to 
give notice to the tenant to what land the demand refers." A more 
stringent rule, however, has been applied with reference to the 
certainty of the description required in a writ of entry, dower 
or partition. Such description forms the basis of a formal and 
final judgment which is to fix or transfer the title or possession 
adversely. In these actions the description of the land must be 
so certain that seizin may be delivered by the sheriff without 
reference to any description outside the writ. 

But in the case at bar we think the defendant, from the des
cription given, might well understand to what land the petitioner 
referred. The premises are described. Not only is reference 
by deed and record given, but the number and range of the lots 
as well, together with certain fractional parts thereof. Such 
description may be considered sufficient for the proceedings 
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instituted by this petitioner. Silloway v. Hale, 8 Allen, 62. 
Exceptions overruled. 

PETERS, C. J., DANFORTH, VIRGIN, LIBBEY and EMERY, 
J J., concurred. 

HERBERT BLAKE vs. F. H. PECK and another. 

Kennebec. Opinion December 12, 1885. 

Justice of the peace. Poor debtor's disclosure. 

A justice of the peace and quorum, commissioned to act for all the counties, is 
authorized to sit as a magistrate in a poor debtor's disclosure in any county 
in the state. 

A debtor refused to disclose, upon an execution bond, before such a justice 
selected by the creditor, because the justice was not a resident of the county 
where the disclosure was to be made, and procured an officer to select another 
justice for the creditor. Held, that the sitting justices were without juris
diction, and that the bond was forfeited for the full amount of the execution 
and costs upon it, although a disclosure was made before the justices in 
which the creditor participated. 

ON EXCEPTIONS from the superior court. 

An action on a poor dP-btor's bond. The presiding jqstice 
ruled that the evidence, ( sufficiently stated in the opinion,) did 
not show that either of the alternative conditions of the bond had 
been performed, and did not constitute a defense to the action; 
and thereupon directed a verdict to be returned for the plaintiff, 
and entered judgment against all the obligors for the sum of 
five hundred and six dollars and forty-two cents, and a special 
judgment against the principal for the sum of twenty-seven 
dollars and seventy-six cents, according to the provisions of 
R. S., c. 113, § 40. To this ruling and direction the defendants 
alleged exception. 

Potter and Lancaster, for the plaintiff, cited ; Spaulding v. 
Record, 65 Maine, 220; Hackett v. Lane, 61 Maine, 31 ; 
Guilford v. Delaney, 57 Maine, 589; Hall v. Houlton, 37 
Maine, 411; Poor v. Knight, 66 Maine, 448; Ware v. Jackson, 
24 Maine, 166. 

Asa Low, for the defendants, contended that R. S., c. 83, § 
34, which was first enacted in 1880, giving justices of the peace 
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jurisdiction throughout the state, did not apply to the duties 
imposed by the poor debtor law, ( chapter 113.) The only 
change in that chapter is in section 33, where the certificate of 
discharge now reads "in said county" instead of as formerly '' in 
and for said county. " The words " and for " being stricken out 
to show that the justices must be resident in the county. 

Counsel further contended that the plaintiff waived all 
objections to the jurisdiction of the magistrates, by participating 
in the proceedings and examining the debtor at great length. 

PETERS, C. J. This is an action on a poor debtor's bond. 
The disclosure was made in York county. The creditor chose 
W. P. Ayer, who resided in Androscoggin county, as a justice 
to hear the disclosure. Ayer, at the time, was commissioned as 
a magistrate to act within and for each county of the state. The 
debtor refused to disclose before Ayer, because he was not a 
resident of York county; and procured an officer to select the 
second justice. We think the debtor committed an error by 
which the bond became forfeited. 

R. S., c. 83. § 34, is this: ''Justices of the peace and of the 
quorum shall exercise their powers and duties, and shall be 
commissioned to act, within au<l for every county. " They are. 
to exercise their powers and duties - not a part of them - all 
of them - unless restricted by some other statutory provision. 
The counsel for the defendants finds some instances ·where the 
service to be performed may be of a local character. This is not 
one of them. Should we decide that the magistrate could not 
act, it would be difficult to know what powers can be accorded 
to the office. It can not be intended that the duties to be 
performed away from local residence are only ministerial. The 
statute is in its terms broader than that. Such work could, 
perhaps, be done away from the magistrate's home without the 
consent bestowed by the act referred to. Learned v. Riley, 14 
Allen, 109, and cases cited. In Young v. Bride, 25 N. H. 
482, an instructive case upon this question, it was held that a 
justice of the peace thoughout the state could hear and determine 
~ civil action in any county in the state. 
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We are not at liberty to adopt the theory of the defense, that 
the want of jurisdiction in the magistrates was waived by the 
creditor's participation in the examination of the debtor. To do 
so, would require us to disregard quite a list of our own decisions 
where the point has been heretofore considered. It is said that 
the creditor should have protested against the proceeding. His 
action was a protest. His attempt to protect bis interests, in 
,case of erroneous supposition on his part that the magistrates 
were without jurisdiction, would not confer jurisdiction. 
Barnard v. Bryant, 21 Maine, 206; Williarns v. Burrill, 23 
Maine, 144; Ware v. Jackson, 24 Maine, 166. 

It is claimed that the defendants are liable only for actual 
damages, though less than the debt. This point is foreclosed 
against them by late cases. Hackett v. Lane, 61 Maine, 31; 
Poor v. Knight, 66 Maine, 482. 

Exceptions overruled. 
WALTON, DANFORTH, LIBBEY, EMERY and FosTER, JJ., 

concurred. 

W. H. RICHMOND vs. LORING Foss. 

Kennebec. Opinion December 12, 1885. 

Sale of manufactured lumber. Shingles. Survey. R. S., c. 41, § § 15, 17, 21 

A seller cannot recover the price of manufactured lumber sold and delivered 
without an official survey; shingles are not an exception to the rule; such 
sales are prohibited by statutory penalties. 

ON exceptions from the superior court. 

Assumpsit on an account annexed for forty-eight dollars and 
forty-five cents due for boards, planks, timber and shingles, sold 
and delivered, the quantity and price per thousand of each 
variety being given. 

The presiding justice instructed the jury that the plaintiff 
might recover, though the lumber sued for was not surveyed by 
a sworn surveyor, there being no request on the part of the 
defendant that the lumber should be so surveyed. 

To this instruction the defendant alleged exception, the verdict 
being for the plaintiff in the sum of twenty-nine dollars and 
eighty-six cents. 
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L. T. Carlton, for the plaintiff. 

Potter and .Lancaster, for the defendant. 

PETERS, .C. J. Can a seller recover the price of boards and 
shingles sold and delivered without a survey by some proper 
officer? 

This point is determined against the plaintiff by the case of 
Du1'gin v. Dyer, 68 Maine, 143. After a critical examination 
of the statutes and the cases, we can see no other possible 
construction. There have been cases which have made, or 
attempted to make, a distinction which would save a seller from 
loss. Abbott v. Goodwin, 37 Maine, 203; Rogers v . . Humph1·ey, 
39 Maine, 382. These cases stood in their day on the outermost 
verge of the law on which they were decided. In the first one, 
it was held that, where there was a delivery by the seller under 
a contract solicited by the purchaser, there was not such an 
'' offering for sale" as required the lumber to be surveyed. In 
the other, it was decided, not upon very conclusive reasoning, 
that a sale and delivery of a quantity of boards sufficient to make 
a certain number of sugar box shooks, was legal and binding, 
although no survey was ever made. In the case at bar, the 
plaintiff's counsel contends that the reported evidence, made a 
part of the case, shows that the plaintiff dirl not offer to sell, 
but that tbe defendant solicited the purchase. The distinction, 
based upon the statutes of to-day, can not prevail. Section 21, 
~- 41, R. S., provides that '1 no person shall deliver on sale" any 
boards or other lumher there mentioned, and provides severe 
penalties for disobedience. Can we say that a person does not 
deliver on sale, because the sale is preceded by u contract for 
the sale? Or, that there js a difference between a delivery on 
sale and a delivery on contract, if the price is to be measured by 
the thousands? There can be no doubt that lumber could be 
sold in bulk or lump, so much payable for the whole, and no 
survey be necessary. There would be no need of the statutory 
protection in such case. But when any lumber is sold, the price 
for which is to depend upon the number of thousands, which are 
to be ascertained by the survey or inspection of some person, 
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the surveyor must be an official surveyor, or the sale is void. 
On account of the opportunities for fraud possessed by the seller, 
the law refuses to trust any method but its own for the ascertain
ment of the quantities or qualities of lumber. Experts must be 
employed. Perhaps it would be expedient for the legislature to 
permit parties to a sale to waive an official survey. Such is not 
its present policy. 

A more puzzling question is whether shingles may be excepted 
from the rule applying to other lumber. The attempt, by the 
revisers of the statutes, to retain the effect of statutes passed at 
different periods upon the same subject matter, create~ obscurity, 
if not inconsistency, in the provisions relating to the sale of 
shingles. Still, we think, in the present instance, that the same 
rule must apply to shingles as to other lumher. The reason for 
the rule would seem to be as forcible in the one case as in the 
other. By section 17, c. 41, R. S., if shingles are offered for 
sale before they are surveyed and branded, " unless the parties 
otherwise agree," the property becomes wholly forfeited to the 
town. By section 21, same chapter, there is a penalty of two 
dollars per thousand for delivery of shingles on sale without 
inspection and survey, and there is no immunity from penalty 
because of any agreement of the parties. To give a consistency 
to both sections, the construction must be that, if there he an 
agreement, the penalty of a total forfeiture is not incurred; but 
the penalty of two dollars per thousand is incurred, whether 
there be nn agreement or not. The revisers of the statutes 
would have done a service towards preventing misunderstanding 
and litigation, had they freed the total enactment, relating to 
this subject, of its ill constructed passages. 

Exceptions sustained. 
WALTON, DANFORTH, LIBBEY, E.~rnRY and FosT.1.rn, JJ., 

concurred. 

INHABITANTS OF RANGELEY VS. INHABITANTS OF BOWDOIN. 

SAME vs. SAME. 

Franklin. Opinion December 14, 1885. 
Paupers. Settlernent. R. S., c. 24, § 3. 

A person having a pauper settlement in the defendant town, in 1837, removed 
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to, and lived more than five successive years in an unincorporated place. 
Held, that he and those who derived their settlement from him, thereby lost 
their settlement in Bowdoin, by virtue of the provisions of St. 1883, c. 374 
(R. S., c. 24, § 3). 

ON REPORT of facts agreed. 

The opinion states the cases and the material facts. 

P. A. Sawyer, for the plaintiffs. 
Many interests are concerned in the constructio'n which shall 

be placed upon the law of 1883, which is invoked as a defence 
to these actions. I submit that a construction which shall make 
it applicable only to residences in unincorporated places subse ... 
quent to the passage of the act would be more h1 harmony with 
the constitution of the state, Art. 1, § 11. 

The law should not be construed as having a retroactive or retro• 
spective effect, as such a construction would directly tend to 
impair the obligation of contracts, as the action for recovery of 
pauper supplies is fomided upon the implied promise of the 
defendants to pay for the necessary expenditures of the plaintiffs in 
~mpport of their dependents. 

J. W. Spaulding and F. J. Buker, for the defendants, cited: 
R. S., c. 24, § 3, Bridgewater v. Plymouth, 97 Mass. 390; 
Goshen v. Richmond, 4 Allen, 460; Jlfonson v~ Palmer, 8 
Allen, 556; Lewiston v. -1V. Yarmoutlt, 5 Maine, 66 ; Appleton 
v. Belfast, 67 Maine, 580. 

VIRGIN, J.. Actions for pauper supplies furnished to two 
families, viz : to Cyrus A. Campbell and family, from June to 
August, 1883, and to Mrs. Ellis and children, from June, 1883 
to August, 1884. 

First action: C. A. Campbell was the son of Joseph Camp
bell who derive·d his settlement from his fathtir, Andrew 
Campbell. 

Second action : Mrs. Ellis was once the wife of Joseph 
Campbell who having deceased she subsequently married one 
Ellis who having no settlement in this state she retained that of 
her former husband, if he had any. 

VOL. LXXVII. 38 
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Andrew Campbell had a settlement in the town of Bowdoin, 
in 1837, when he removed with his son Joseph- then only two 
years of age - to the unincorporated place of Letter C where 
he continued to reside more than ten years, and bad never 
acquired any new settlement when Joseph attained his majority. 

In 1883, the legislature enacted a statute, which went into 
effect in April of the same year, therein providing : '~ Whenever 
a person having a pauper settlement in a town, has lived or shall 
live, for five successive years, in any unincorporated place, he 
and those who derive their settlement from him lose their 
settlement in such town. " St. 1883, c. 37 4, incorporated into 
R. S., c. 24, § 3. And applying the concrete facts to this 
statute, it appears that Andrew Campbell, having a pauper 
settlement in Bowdoin, in 1837, has since lived more than five 
successive years in the unincorporated place of Letter C, and he 
and his son Joseph, who derived his settlement from him, lost 
their settlement in that town. The re:,ult is, these actions can 
not be maintained if the statute is valid. 

Of the validity of the statute there can be no doubt. The 
liability of towns to relieve and support paupers has none of the 
elements of a contract, express or implied, ( Augusta v. Chelsea, 
4 7 Maine, 367,) but rests solely in the positive and arbitrary 
provisions of statute, which the legislature can change as well as 
originally enact. Lewiston v. N. Yarmouth, 5 Maine,, 66; 
Appleton v. Belfast, 67 Maine, 57H, and cases there cited. 
Although the residence in the unincorporated place, which was 
the operating cause of losing the settlement in Bowdoin, was 
before the statute became operative, still the cause of action
which consisted in furnishing the supplies - arose thereafter. 

Plaintiffs nonsuit ·in both actions. 
PETERS, C. J., "\\TALTON, LIBBEY, FosTER and HASKELL, 

JJ., concurred. 

SANDY RIVER RAILROAD Co. in equity, vs. PHILIP H. STUBBS. 

Fmnklin. Opinion December 14, 1885. 
Railroads. Lands taken for. Directors. Trusts. 

A director of a railroad company, is, in equity, its trustee; and notwithstand
ing this fiduciary relation, his purchase of land across and upon a part of 
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which· he anticipates the track may be located, and buildings for railroad! 
purposes erected, can not necessarily be considered, at the option of the: 
company, to have been made in trust for it. 

Thus where the directors of the company were unable to make satisfactory 
terms with the owner of land for a right of way for a proposed change of" 
the location of its track, and the defendant who was one of the directors, 
purchased, with his own funds, without any suggestion of his ass~ciates, 
what was deemed much more land than was needed by the company,. 
and immediately thereupon made a full report of his negotiations to his. 
associates who at once repudiated the transaction as made on the defendant's. 
individual responsibility and not in behalf of the company, which he con-• 
firmed; but subsequently the track was located and the buildings were· 
erected across and upon a portion of the land; and committees appointed,. 
at various times, to settle the land damages with the defendant, agreed 
with him upon and staked out the quantity of land needed and the compensa- -
tion therefor, but failed to finally adjust the matter because the defendant 
would only convey the use for railroad purposes and not the fee of the land;. 
and then, more than three and one-half years after the taking of the land, 
claimed for the first time to the defendant, that he held the whole land in. 
trust for the company. In a bill praying for a conveyance of the whole land 
to the company on its payment of the consideration paid by the defendant, 
with interest and expenses. Held, that the bill cannot be sustained. 

ON APPEAL. 

Bill in equity containing the following allegations : 

'' 1st. That said company was duly organized on the eighth, 
day of April, A. D. 1879, for the purpose of building and'. 
operating a railroad from Farmington to Phillips. 

"2d. That Abner Toothaker, Nathaniel B. Beal, William F. 
Fuller, Philip H. Stubbs, and Stephen Morrell were duly elected·. 
directors of said company at a legal meeting of the stockholders, 
of said company, holden at Strong, on the eighth day of April,. 
A. D. 1879, were duly qualified, and entered upon the discharge! 
of their duty, and continued to act in said capacity until the next 
annual meeting of said company, which was held at Strong, on, 

the seventeenth day of March, A. D. 1880. 
"3d. That the sail! directors, in the discharge of their duties, 

were endeavoring to settle the damages of the various owners 
of land over which said railroad was to be built, and to purchase 
land at different point:3 on the line of said road on which to build 
station houses and other buildings necessary for operating said 
railroad. 
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" 4th. That ,said directors in the discharge of their duties as 
aforesaid, had obtained a deed of certain land on which to build 
said road, from one Elias H. Porter, of Strong, and that said 
deed was duly delivered to said company, and that the company 
by virtue thereof became the owner in fee of the land described 
in said deed. 

" 5th. That subsequently to the deli very of said deed, the 
company desired to obtain more land of said Elias H. Porter, and 
other ]and, for the purpose of erecting a station house and other 
necessary buildings in Strong village. 

'' 6th. That for the purpose of conferring with said Elias H. 
Porter in relation to the purchase of such other and additional 
land, the directors of said company, to wit : Abner Toothaker, 
Nathaniel B. Beal, William F. Fuller, Philip H. Stubbs, and 
,Stephen Morrell, on the -- day of September, A. D. 1879, 
:assembled at the office of Philip H. Stubbs, in said Strong, and 
there met and conferred with said Elias H. Porter, in relation 
to the purchase of such land as was required for the use of said 
company. 

"7th. That while the negotiation for the purchaee of such land 
,between said directors and the said Elias H. Porter was in 
;progress, said Philip H. Stubbs, who was then and there one of 
said directors, asked the said Elias H. Porter to retire for a few 
minutes from the conference, that be might go with him and 
view the land, which was only a short distance from the place in 
which the board of directors was assembled; that after a 
short time said Stubbs returned and informed his fellow directors 

· that he had succeeded in purchasing the required land of 
said Elias H. Porter, and they would consequently have no 
further trouble in relation thereto; and the directors, relying 
upon this report of director Stubbs, and believing the business 
for which they had assembled to be fully accomplished, thereupon 
adjourned. 

t, 8th. That the directors of said company, relying upon said 
report of said Stubbs, and believing that the required land of 
said Porter had been purchased by said company, by its director 
and agent, Philip H. Stubbs, proceeded to change the location 

. . 
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of their road in said Strong village, from the land on which it 
had previously been located, and of which they had a deed, to 
the land they supposed they had purchased through their director, 
P. H. Stubbs, and also proceeded to ere~t thereon a railway 
s_tation, and other buildings necessary for the convenient operation 
of said railroad at Strong village. 

"9th. That in fact said Philip H. Stubbs purchased said ]and 
for which the directors of said railroad company were negotiating, 
at the time he requested said Porter to withdraw from said 
conference, and took a deed thereof to himself, and paid to said 
Porter for and in consideration of the deed of said land to 
himself, the sum of five hundred dollars of his own money, and 
also surrendered to said Elias H. Porter the deed which 
said P9rter had previously given to said Sandy River Railroad 
Company. 

"10th. That after the location of said road had been changed 
from the land of which said railroad company had a deed, to the 
land which they supposed they had purchased of Elias H. Porter, 
through their director, PhiJip H. Stubbs, and after they had 
caused a railway station and other buildings necessary for the 
convenient operation of said railroad at Strong village, to be 
erected thereon, they learned that said Stubbs had had said land 
conveyed to himself, and not to said railroad company - or to 
himself for their benefit ( see amendment of declaration) - as 
they believed and as they had been led to believe by the words 
and acts of said Stubbs. 

"11th. That they, thereupon, requested said Stubbs to convey 
to said railroad company the said land, and offered and tendered· 
to him all the money he had paid therefor, together with interest, 
charges, and expenses, to wit: They tendered to him on the, 
twenty-eighth day of July, A. D. 1883, the sum of seven 
hundred and forty-two dollars, and demanded of him a sufficient 
deed of the real estate conveyed to him by Elias H. Porter, as: 
and under the circumstances aforesaid. 

"But the said Philip H. Stubbs utterly refused, and sti11 neglects.. 
and refuses, to convey said land to said company. 

"Whereupon the plaintiffs, believing that the said Stubbs haS; 
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1not acted in good faith in this transaction, and that the company 
is entitled to the benefit of any purchase made of land of said 
Elias H. Porter, as above set forth, pray this honorable court to 
make and pass a decree, requiring the said Philip H. Stubbs to 
execute a good and sufficient deed of the land conveyed to him 
by said Elias H. Porter, as above set forth, and your orators 
hereby offer to pay over to said Stubbs, said sum of seven 
.hundred and forty-two dollars, on delivery of said deed." 

The facts, as found by the court, are stated in the opinion. 

S. Clifford Belcher, for the plaintiff, cited: 3 Porn. Eq. § 
1089, et seq.; E. & N. A. R'y Go. v. Poor, 59 Maine, 277; 
1Gox v. John, 6 C. L. Journal, 389; 12 Am. Dec. 412; Ryden 
'V. Jones, 1 Hawks, (N. C.) 497, (9 Am. Dec. 660) ; Scribner 
·v. Adams, 73 Maine, 541; 1 Green. Cruise, 264, note; 1 
.Story, Eq. Jur. § 322, et seq. 

J. P. Swasey, for the defendant. 

VIRGIN, J. The complainant brings up this case by appeal 
,from the decree of the presiding justice, who heard it on bill, 
:answer and proof. 

Its claim, briefly stated, is - that the defendant, as one of its 
,directors and for its benefit, purchased certain land in the village 
,of Strong, but took the conveyance to himself, that the company 
.soon afterward located its track, erected its station house, water 
;tank and wood-shed upon a portion of it ; that the defendant 
1holds the title to the whole land thus purchased in trust for the 
•Cotnplainant; wherefore it prays that on payment to him of the 
-consideration, interest and expenses, he be decreed to convey to 
~the company. 

The defendant denies that he acted as director in hae re, and 
~laims that the company being unable to obtain from the owner 
:.a right of way across the land upon the terms it proposed, he 
·:thereupon, without its direction, suggestion or knowledge, 
:purchased on his own personal responsibility, from the owner, 
:much more land than was necessary for the company's me, to the 
-end that it might have so much of it as was necessary for railroad 
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purposes, for a reasonable consideration, or for such a proportion 
of the whole consideration as the portion of the land needed and 
taken by the company should bear to the whole land. 

Several of the allegations in the bill are not proved in the 
sense in which they are set out, and some of them - especially 
in paragraphs four and nine - are disproved. And without 
unprofitably extending this opinion by an analysis of the testimony, 
it is sufficient to say that the material facts, established by a fair 
preponderance of it, are these : 

The company was organized in April, 1879. Prior to the 
following August it obtained by parol gift a right of way twenty 
feet in width - not including any land for its buildings - and 
located its track across land of one Porter, in the village of 
Strong. Some of its citizens and the two directors including 
the defendant, resident therein, expressed some dissatisfaction 
thereto, preferring a route farther east and nearer to the business 
center of the village. Whereupon, at the latter date mentioned, 
five of the seven directors together with Porter assembled at 
the defendant's office to consider the proposed change of location 
which if made would also cross the land of Porter. A majority 
of the directors not residing in Strong being at least indifferent 
to the change, strenuously contended that it ought not to be 
made unless Porter would give this right of way, land damages 
for railroad buildings being inevitable on either route. But 
after a whole afternoon's importunate urging he absolutely 
refused to accede, and the projected change was therefore substan
tially abandoned. Thereupon the defendant took Porter out 
upon the land, pointed out the probable proposed route and 
there made renewed but fruitless efforts to persuade him to give 
the right of way. Then the defendant proposed to personally 
purchase his entire field, which proposition Porter peremptorily 
declined to entertain. As the last resort, the defendant staked 
out some two and one-half acres of it, comprising much more 
land than they anticipated the company might need for all its 
purposes, but across which the new track might probably go; 
and after considerable bantering, Porter agreed to take five 
hundred dollars therefor, provided the defendant would erect 
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and maintain a fence against the remainder of the lot, and the 
defendant closed the trade. Whereupon they returned to the 
office where the defendant made a detailed report of his nego-
tiations with Porter, adding in substance that having purchased 
the land, he could accommodate the company with a right of 
way, and with as much land as was necessary if they wished to 
locate there. But the directors expressly repudiated all partici
pation in the defendant's purchase, alleging among other reasons 
that ]and there was not worth any such price and declaring that 
he must understand that it was his own personal trade - to 
which he readily and expressly assented - whereupon they 
separated. • 

A few days thereafter, the defendant paid Porter the five 
hundred dollars, received his deed containing the fencing clause 
and caused it to be recorded and subsequently built the fence. 
There was no other consideration for the land thus conveyed. 

In September the location was changed. In November and 
December the station house and water-tank were erected, 
followed by the running of the trains and the erection of the 
wood-shed. 

Subsequently the parties had several conferences in relation 
to settling the damages for the land taken for the track and 
buildings. Still later two committees were chosen for the snme 
purpose. They staked out so much of the land as was deemed 
necessary for railroad purposes, agreed upon the price, but 
failed to conclude a final adjustment hec~use the defendant 
declined to convey the fee instead of the use of the land so long 
as it should be used for railroad purposes. Thus the matter 
stood, until February, 1883, when the defendant, for the first 
time during the three and one-half years of his ownership of the 
land, received notice that the company claimed he held the 
whole land in trust simply. He had held the offices of director 
and clerk of the company from the time of its organization to 
November, 1883, attended its meetings, and never befoL·e 
received any intimation of such a claim. 

Without questioning the rule so clearly recognized in this 
court (E. & N. A. R. Co. v. Poor,59 Maine, 277), aswellas 
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in many others, that his directorship constituted the defendant, 
in law, an agent, and in equity a quasi trustee at least, and 
thereby established his fiduciary character; fully appreciating the 
foundation of the important doctrine by which equity requires 
that the confidence imposed in a trustee shall not be abused for 
his personal interests ; keeping constantly in mind the jealousy 
with which courts scan the dealings of a trustee with respect to 
matters involved in the trust; holding with other courts that the 
cestui que trust's right of avoidance does not necessarily depend 
upon the fraud or bona fides of the trustee ( Duncomb v. N. Y. H. 
& N. R.R. Co. 84 N. Y. 199; and still we are ofopinion that none 
of the cases or the principles announced therein invoked by the 
complainant, nor any of the numerous others upon the subject 
which we have carefully examined would warrant us in granting 
the prayer of the complainant. 

The defendant zealously worked for the interests of his principal 
by seeking to change the location so as thereby to accommodate 
the business interests of the community in which one of its 
intermediate stations was to be located. This result had failed 
to be brought about by the other directors. As a last resort he 
personally purchased what was then considered two or three 
times more land than he deemed the needs of the road required 
for public use, not as a speculation from which he might derive 
secret profits (Thomp. Liab. Off. 360, § 8 and cases in notis) 
but io facilitate the desired object. He did not deal with the 
company's funds, but paid his own without any assurance or inti
mation that the company would ever take any of the land. He 
did not deal with the company's property. He did nothing 
which he concealed from its knowledge, but frankly and promptly 
disclosed the whole transaction and put his deed upon the public 
registry, and his acts were repudiated. He did no act in the 
premises in anywise inconsistent with the interests of his cestui 
que trust, nor acquired for himself any interest adverse to his 
company in any sense contemplated by the rules of equity 
governing trustees and cestius que trustent. Mc Clanahan v. 
Henderson, 12 Am. Dec. 412; Van Epps v. Van Epps, 9 
Paige, 238, 241. 
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There was no opportunity for a breach of trust, the defendant 
standing alone against the other six directors who had a full 
knowledge of all the facts with full control of the question of 
change of location. If they concluded to make the change the 
company could only '' take and hold the land for public use,"· 
R. S., c. 51, § 14. It had no right to insist upon having the 
fee. If the parties could not agree upon the land damages, the 
statute furnished a tribunal to adjust that question. R. S., 
1871, c. 51, § 6. If they could not agree as to the" necessity 
or extent of the land to be taken," their remedy was plain and 
adequate. R. S., 1871, c. 51, § 13. 

But the alleged necessities for the whole land was evidently 
an afterthought on the part of the complainant. Its whole 
conduct down to February, 1883, points in that direction, the 
staking out of the land appropriated leaving a portion as not 
needed, the agreed price based upon a fair proportion of the 
whole consideration paid by the defendant, the three reports of 
outstanding liabilities for land damages including the defendant's 
claim, and the long - more than three and one-half years -
acquiescence of the company a]] afford ample proof that the 
company then took a new departure. 

Decree ajfirrned. Bill dismissed 
witlt costs. 

PETERS, C. J., WALTON, LIBBEY, FosTER and HASKELL, .JJ ., 
concurred. 
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ACCORD .AND SA.TISI!'ACTION. 

If a debtor gives and the creditor receives, in full satisfaction of the debt, a note 
indorsed by a third person for a less sum than the amount of the debt, it is 
a good accord and satisfaction to bar a subsequent suit by the creditor to 
recover the balance of the debt. Varney v. Conery, 521 • 

.ACCOUNT BOOKS. 
See EXECUTORS AND ADMINISTRATORS, 3. 

ACTION. 

See DECEIT, 1. DEMAND, 1. EXECUTORS AND ADMINISTRATORS, 6. 
OFFICER'S RECEIPT, 1. PENSION, 5. RAILROADS, 8. 

ADEMPTION OF LEGACY. 
See WILL, 1. 

.ADMINISTRATOR. 
See EXECUTOR AND ADMINISTRATOR. 

ADJUTANT GENER.AL'S REPORT. 
See EVIDENCE, 14 • 

.AGENCY. 

1. The plaintiffs made their application through an insurance agent, believing 
him to be the defendant's agent; he assumed to act as its agent, wrote the 
application, sent it to the company with his name as agent upon it; the 
company received and acted upon it, issued the policy in pursuance of it, 
wrote the name of the assumed agent upon it and sent it to him and received 
the premium through him; Held, that the plaii.tiffs might well construe these 
facts as an official recognition on the part of the company, of the assumed 
agency. Packard v. Dorchester Mut. F. Ins. Co. 144. 

2. In the absence of any known restriction of such agent's authority, he may 
bind his principal by waiving written assent to material alterations in the 
property insured. lb. 
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ALIMONY. 

See DIVORCE, 1-3. 

AMENDMENT. 

1. Where a demurrer has been filed to a writ and disposed of by the court, an 
amendment is allowable, in the discretion of the court, under R. S., c. 82, § 10. 

Place v. Brann, 342. 

2. An officer's return on an execution that he had given the notice required by 
law of the intended sale is conclusive evidence of that fact, and he cannot 
be allowed to amend his return so as to show that, in fact, such a notice was 
not given. Hobart v. Bennett, 401. 

See PRACTICE (Equity), 10. PRACTICE (Law), )8. 

APOTHECARY. 

An action of debt provided by R. S., c. 28, against one for engaging in the 
business of an apothecary, without having been granted a certificate and 
registration by the commissioners of pharmacy, is a local action, and the 
declaration must allege that the defendant thus engaged in such business for 
one week in some place in)he county in which the action is brought. 

Plaisted v. Walker, 459. 

ARREST. 

A debtor is estopped from holding a creditor chargeable for a false oath, 
upon a writ whereon the debtor was arrested, when it appears that the 
creditor made the oath upon information given him by the debtor, believing 
the same to be true. Caswell v. Fuller, 105. 

ARSON. 
See INDICTMENT, 3, 4. 

ASSESSORS. 
See TAXES, 3, 4. 

A8SETS. 
See MORTGAGES, 8. 

ASSIGNEE. 
s·ee PRACTICE (Equity), 13. 

ASSIGNMEN'.r. 

1. The treasurer of a savings bank made his note for two thousand dollars, 
running to the bank, and secured it by an assignment of a life insurance 
policy on his own life, for the purpose of making up to the bank a loss on 
loans for which he was neither morally nor legally responsible. After his 
death the trustees of the bank found the note and policy, which was the first 
knowledge they had of the existence of either, and they applied the insurance 
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money first to the payment of the note, and the balance they delivered to the 
execqtor of the deceased treasurer. Held: 

1. That the note was without consideration and void. 
2. That the assignment of the policy was void for want of a delivery. 
3. That the amount applied by the trustees towards the payment of the 

note should be allowed as a credit in an action by the bank against the 
executor to recover any balance that may have been due from the treasurer 
to the bank. Dexter Savings Bank v. Copeland, 263. 

2. A writ of entry was prosecuted in the name of an assignee for the benefit of 
an assignor of a mortgage. Held, that, in the absence of other evidence, 
the production of the assignment at the trial by the attorney of record 
appearing for the plaintiff, is prima facie evidence of a delivery of the assign• 
ment from assignor to assignee. Richardson v. Noble, 390. 

3. If the assignee of funds trusteed appears, upon notice, and claims the funds, 
and is examined as a witness, it is his duty to state fully and clearly the 
circfomstances connected with the assignment, and the consideration for 
which it was made; and if he refuses to do so, and gives only vague, 
indefinite aud sweeping answers, his claim may be justly viewed with suspi-
cion and declared invalid. Thornpson v. Reed, 425. 

4. To make an oral assignment of a debt clue on account valid, as against credit• 
ors, or between parties even, there must be a valuable consideration therefor, 
and at least a symbolical or constructive delivery; although the delivery may 
be evidenced by a less significant act than is required for the assignment of a 
chose in action which is capable of manual delivery like an execution, note 
or bond. White v. Kilgore, 571. 

o. An oral assignment of an account may be made for collateral security merely, 
and it will be so regarded, if the facts disclose that such was the intention 
of the parties, whatever may be the form of the transaction or however 
named. lb. 

6. F owed K on account, and K owed H on account and desired further credit; 
the three agreed that what F owed K should be paid by him to H on K's 
account, and then H trusted K on further account. This was an oral assign• 
nient to Hof K's debt against F; the consideration was the mutuality of 
the agreement and the new goods ; and the transaction was also a construe• 
tive delivery, sufficient to satisfy the policy of the law. Such an assignment 
could as properly be for collateral security as to be an absolute transfer. lb. 

See EQUITY, 9, 10. PENSION, 3. 

ASSUMPSIT. 

See PLEADINGS, 2. 

ATTACHMENT. 
1. By the statutes of the United States, the money due a pensioner is exempted 

from attachment or seizure upon legal process while it remains with the 
pension office or any officer or agent thereof, or is in course of transmission 
from such officer or agent to the pensioner, but not after the money has 
come to the pensioner's hands; when the money is actually in the possession 
of the pensioner the protection ceases. Friend v, Garcelon, 25. 
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2. In an action against an attaching officer, it appeared, that on the day of the 
attachment, the plaintiff, being asked by the attorney who made the ,original 
writ, and by the defendant, who owned the property, answered that R owned 
it and had a bill of sale of it. He was not informed before he made the 
answer that any demand existed against R, or that the attorney or officer 
had any intention of attaching it as the property of R. On receiving plaintift"s 
answer the officer informed him that he attached the property on a writ 
against R, and within ten minutes thereafter the plaintiff notified tile officer 
of his title, demanded the property and attempted to take it, but was pre
vented by the officer. Held, that the plaintiff was not estopped from show-
ing the title in himself. Fountain v. Whelpley, 132. 

8. If a writ is entered in court without any other service than the attachment of 
property, as provided in H.. S., c. 81, § 23, the attachment will not be invali
dated if the order of notice on the defendant is not obtained or served, till 
a subsequent term. Hobart v. Bennett, 401. 

4. Attachments of personal property that may be preserved by record!ng as 
provided by R. S., c. 81, § 26, when made in a plantation, which is organized 
and has a clerk's office, should be there recorded. Parker v. Williams, 418. 

5. A plantation which has a clerk and other· plantation officers is not an unin-
corporated place within the meaning of R. S., c. 81, § 26. lb. 

See EQUITY, 10. lNSOLV1'JNT LAW, 3. LEVY, 2. PENSION, 4. 

AUDITA QUERELA. 

The declaration in a writ of audita querela is defective when it avers that 
the writ in the original action was seasonably served by summons left at the 
last and usual place of abode of the defendant therein named, "in said 
county," and does not aver that he did not live there. 

King v. Jeffrey, 106. 

AUDITOR. 
An auditor has no authority to pass upon the account laid before him by the 

defendant, unless it was filed in set-off in the court. 

~ee BOND, 6. 

BANKRUPTCY. 
See SHIPPING, 5. 

BARBER-SHOP. 

See BoND, 11. 

BELFAST CITY PHYSICIAN. 

Per1·y v. Chesley, 393. 

See MONEY HAD AND RECEIVED, 1. 

BETTERMENTS. 
A divisional share of betterments upon a lot of land may be assessed in a 

real action in which the demandant recovers an undivided portion of the 
land. Chandler v. Shaw, 84. 
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BILLS AND NOTES. 

See PROMISSORY NOTES, 

BOOKS OF ACCOUNT. 
See EXECUTORS AND ADMINISTRATORS, 3. 

BOND. 

1. Where the debtor delivers himself into the custody of the keeper of the jail 
to which he is liable to be committed under the execution, and is received 
into jail by the jailer within the six months· named in the bond, the penalty 
of the bond is saved, although he is afterwards released by the jailer. 

Hussey v. Danforth, 17. 

2. In debt upon a collector's bond, before the defendant is put to proof of a 
plea of performance, the plaintiff must show, either that the collector has 
been clothed with legal authority to collect taxes, or that he actually did 
collect them. J.1fachiasport v. Srnall, 109. 

8. When such authority is shown, or the collector has been proved to have 
collected taxes, the burden under such plea rests upon the defendants to 
prove that the collector has performed the condition of his bond, by having 
faithfully performed all the duties of his office, or by having legally 
disposed of the taxes which he is shown to have collected. Ib. 

4. In such action, on· such issue, if the defendant fails to support the plea, the 
penalty of the bond is forfeit, and judgment should be entered therefor. 

Ib. 
5. After judgment for the penalty of a bond of dcfeasance, on motion of the 

defendant, the penalty thereof may be chancered as the equitable rights of 
the parties may require, and execution should issue for the sum fixed by the 
court. Ib. 

6. To reach this result the court may send the cause to an auditor to hear the 
parties and report the facts to the court. I b. 

7. When the penalty of a bond of defeasance is sued for, and breaches are not 
assigned in the declaration, the defendant may have oyer of the bond, and 
if it have a condition, the court on motion will order the plaintiff to assign 
the breaches. upon which he relies, and the defendant may interpose his 
defense by way of btief statement under tbe general issue. Ib. 

8. Compensation in damages for not conveying land in accordance with the 
obligations in a bond, is not regarded as adequate relief, and the obligee 
may maintain a bill for specific performance. Hubbard v . .Johnson, 139. 

9. The heirs of a deceased surety on a gllardian's bond are not liable under R. 
S., c. 87, § 16, jointly with the principal on the bond. 

Strickland v. Holmes, 197. 

10. Whether the claim against such heirs, as among themselves, is joint, quere. 
Ib. 

11. Where a bond in the usual form was given in the sum of five hundred dollars, 
conditioned that the obligor should never open and keep a barber-shop within 
a certain town, the sum named will be regarded as a penalty and not as 
liquidated damages. Burrill v. Daggett, 545. 
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12. In such cases the intention of the parties is to gove·rn, and for that purpose it 
is necessary, 

1. To look at the whole instrument. 
2. Its subject matter. 
3. The ease or difficulty in measuring the breach in damages. Ib. 

13. A bond from the grantee to the grantor, executed three years after the delivery 
of the absolute deed, conditioned to convey to the grantor the same landi 
does not constitute an instrument of defeasance within the provisions of 
R. S., c. 90, § 1. Stowe v. Merrill, 550. 

See EXECUTORS AND ADMINISTRATORS, 5, 6. MUNICIPAL BONDS. POOR 
DEBTORS, 5. PRACTICE (Equity), 2, 4, 6. PRACTICE (Law), 6. 

BROKER. 
See FACTOR, 

BURDEN OF PROOF. 
See PRACTICE (Equity), 9. TRESPASS, 2. 

CAMDEN VILLAGE CORPORATION. 
See TAXES, 12. 

CATTLE PASSES. 
See WAYS, 7. 

CAVEAT EMPTOR. 
See SALES, 3. 

CERTIFIED COPIES. 
See EVIDENCE, 17. 

GERTIORARL 

l, Where an officer is "subject after hearing to removal by the mayor, by and 
with the advice and consent of the aldermen," the hearing must be by the 
" board of mayor and aldermen." A hearing by the aldermen alone is not 
sufficient, even if by the officer's consent. Andrews v. King, 224. 

2. Where an officer is removable in the manner above stated for '' inefficiency or 
other cause," the mayor and aldermen must find sufficient cause to exist as 
matter of fact, and so adjudicate, before a valid order of removal can be 
made. An omission to pass upon the truth of the charges, invalidates the 
order of removal. lb. 

:1. Where upon a hearing of a petition for a writ of certiorari the presiding judge, 
with the consent of the parties, rules proforma only, that the petition be 
dismissed, without exercising his own judgment, the law court may enter
tain exceptions, and upon them, d-etermine whether the writ should issue. 

lb. 
CHANCERY RULES, XXXIX, 494. 

CHARTER. 

See WATERS, 2. 
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CHECKS. 

See TRUST FUNDS, l. 

CHOSE IN ACTION. 

See ASSIGNMENT, 4-6. 

CITY MARSHAL OF PORTLAND. 

I 
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l. Where an officer is "subject after hearing to removal by the mayor, by and 
with the advice and consent of the aldermen," the hearing must be by the 
"board of mayor and aldermen." A hearing by the aldermen alone is not 
sufficient, even if by the officer's consent. An;(lrews v. King, 224. 

2. Where an officer is removable in the manner above stated for ''inefficiency 
or other cause," the mayor and aldermen must find sufficient cause to exist 
is matter of fact, and so adjudicate, before a valid order of removal can be 
made. An omission to pass lijpou the truth of the charges, invalidates the 
order of removal. / b. 

COLLECTOR OF TAXES. 

See TAXES, I. 

COMMISSION MERCHANT. 
See FACTOR. 

COMMITTEE. 

See WAYS, 5. 

COMPROMISE AGREEMENT. 

The plaintiff, having in his possession certain notes given by the defendant, 
the owiaership of which was before the court for adjudication, agreed in 
writing with the defendant to accept in full thereof twenty-five per cent of 
their amou11t, to be paid in cash whenever the court should decide him to be 
the owner. July 7, the plaintiff by letter notified th·e defendant's treasurer 
that the court had decided him. to be the owner and that he was ready to 
settle as by his agreement. The treasurer replied he would arrange the 
matter the following week; but no rw,yment being made or attempted, the 
plaintiff sued the notes on September 8, and the defendant made tender 
of the twenty-five per cent on November 19. Held, that the tender was not 
made within a reasonable time; that the agreement was forfeited, and the 
<i>riginal cause of action revived. 

Ohaprnan v. Dennison Paper M'J',g Go. 205. 

CONDITION SUBSEQUENT. 
See TITLE, 1. 

CONSTABLE. 
Soo FF.ES AND Cos·rs, 2. 

CONSTRUCTION OF STATUTES. 

I. In construing such statutes the court may consider the nature and reason of 
the remedy, and give effect to the intention of the legislature if that can be 
ascertained. Ber.ry v. Clary, 482. 

VOL. LXXVII. 39 
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2. .A statute may be retroactive and yet not retrospective within the legal mean• 
ing of the word. Ib. 

See MASSACHUSETTS RESOLVE. 

CONSTITUTION .AL L.A W. 

1. R. S., c. 84, § 30, authorizing executions upon judgments against towns to be 
issued against and levied upon the goods and chattels of the inhabitants, is 
constitutional. Eames v. Savage, 212. 

2. The process provided in that section is "due process of law," and is not in 
conflict with the fourteenth amendment of the constitution of the United 
States. lb. 

3. The legislature cannot constitutionally authorize the assessment upon the 
polls and estates of a school-district of an excess of money expended by the 
municipal officers above the sum voted by the district for the erection of a 
school-house, in the absence of any vote by the district to raise such excess. 

Carlton v. Newman, 408. 

4 . .A statute may be retroactive and yet not retrospective I within the legal 
meaning of the word. Berry v. Clary, 482. 

5. Retroactive laws, remedial in their nature, are not unconstitutional unless 
they impair vested rights, or create personal liabilities. Ib. 

CONTRACTS. 

1. .A mortgagor sold growing timber upon the mortgaged premises and gave 
the purchaser the following written permit: ".Alton, Sept. 24th, 1882. This 
is to certify that Frank Porter has bought four hundred knees, more or less, 
of me, Hatcil Gott, on Lot No. 25, and has paid me in full ($70) seventy 
dollars. Hatcil Gott." "And this is to certify that I, Hatcil Gott, clo defend 
the above writing. Hatcil Gott." The knees were severed from the soil 
and removed from the land and the stipulated price paid by the permittee 
before the mortgage was recorded or the permittee had notice thereof. 
Held, in an action of replevin by the mortgagee against the permittee that 
the title to the knees was in the defendant. Banton v. Shorey, 48. 

2. Parol or simple contracts for the sale of growing timber to be cut and 
severed from the land by the vendee do not convey any interest in lands, 
and are not therefore within the statute of frauds. Ib. 

3. Whether a contract entered into between two of several part-owners of a 
vessel, wherein they mutually stipulate that each shall sail the vessel as 
master alternate years, is void as against public policy- quere. 

Rogers v. Sheerer, 323. 

4 . .Assuming such a contract to be valid, the true construction ont is, that each 
shall sail the vessel alternate years, only so long as he performs the high and 
responsible duties of master with that degree of care, attention, prudence 
and fidelity which the law demand:-;; and when he fails to do that, he can no 
longer invoke the aid of the contract against the other. Ib. 

See COMPROMISE .AGRI~EMENT. Dow1m, 1. EQUITY, 8. REAL AcTio:N, 4. 
SUNDAY LAW, 1, WILL, 1. 
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CONTRIBUTORY NEGLIGENCE. 

See RAILROADS, 1-4, 10-14. WAYS, 4. 

CONVEYANCE. 

See EQUITY, 1, 3, 4. MARRIED WOMAN, 1. 

COPIES. 

See EVIDENCE, 17. 

CORPORATIONS. 
1. A corporation was chartered by the legislature and authorized to make suchi 

improvement to the upper Androscoggin river, and the chain of lakes and 
their connecting streams as would "facilitate and render more convenient 
the drifting, or driving of logs, masts, spars and other timber, by removing 
obstructions, building dams, wing dams, gates, piers, booms and so forth;"· 
and it was further authorized to demand and receive a specified toll upon 
every log that should pass its dam at the outlet of Big lake, and an additional 
toll for passing the dam at the outlet of Richardson lake. Held, That the· 
wants, desires or demands of a particular share-holder in such company 
cannot abridge or modify the duties and obligations of the company to the, 
log owners. Lewiston Steam Mill Co. v. Richardson Lake Dam Co. 337. 

2. Where, in a subscription to the stock of a corporation, a subscriber promises, 
without any condition, to take and pay for a certain number of shares at the· 
par value therein named, the promise is binding, even though the amount of" 
the capital stock was not fixed and the minimum number of shares named in 
the charter were not subscribed for. 

Skowhegan & Athens R. R. Co. v. Kinsman, 370. 

8. A railroad corporation, at its orgamzation, adopted a by-law, that its net 
earnings should be divided semi-annually amongst its stockholders, first pay-
ing upon the preferred stock an amount per annum not exceeding six per cent. 
and then, if a surplus, as much upon the non-preferred stock, and dividing 
any remaining surplus amongst all stockholders alike. After this, preferred 
stock was subscribed for in general terms. Held: That the subscribers for· 
preferred stock took their shares upon the conditions named in the by-law as 
a contract between themselves and the corporation. 

Belfast & Moosehead Lake R. R. Co. v. Belfast, 445. 

4. There was a stipulation in the contract of subscription that there should be· 
no assessment on shares until the full amount be subscribed sufficient to build 
the road, thereby avoiding the necessity of ever placing a mortgage upon it. 
But, without dissent by any party, debts were incurred and the road mart-
gaged, to obtain funds for its completion. Held: That this change in the· 
policy of the company did not require that all such indebtedness should be 
paid before preferred dividends be declared. Ib. 

5. The preferred stockholder is not a creditor; nor is a dividend guaranteed to 
him; he is entitled thereto by the by-law, provided there are net earnings; a 
deficiency of dividend for one year, for want of net earnings of that year, is 
not to be made up from the net earnings of another year; the by-law implies 
that all net earnings are to be wholly distributed each year. Ib. 
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6. The term "net earnings," in the by-law, means such as are applicable to div. 
idends. These would be the gross receipts less the expenses of operating 
the road, and less also interest on such of the company's indebtedness as it 
is prudent and proper to keep in a permanent form, and less also any floating 
or temporary liabilities which good judgment would require to be presently 
paid, and less also an annual contribution to a sinking fund for the payment 
of debts, whenever expedient and proper to provide such a fund. lb. 

7. As a rule, officers of the corporation are the sole judges of the propriety of 
declaring dividends. But they are not allowed to act illegally, wantonly or 
oppressively. And when the right to a dividend is clear, and there are funds 
from which it can properly be made, a court of equity will compel the 
company to declare it. lb 

,8. The company was incorporated in 1867; completed the construction of its 
road in 1870, the same costing one million dollars; the stock subscriptions 
were about $650,000; it leased its road, in 1870, for fifty years, for $36,000 per 
annum, lessees assuming all expenses, taxes and risks during the term; at 
date of this bill, November, 1882, the company from its receipts of rent had 
paid off $150,000 of floating indebtedness; owed $150,000 of bonded mort
gage debt, contracted in 18i0, maturing in 1890; owed the city of Belfast, 
its principal stockholder, $88,000 (about) for money borrowed in 1870, pay
able in November, 1885; and, after the payment of all interest due on its 
obligations, had about $37,000 money in hand. The road has not a prospect 
of earning more than its operating expenses after its lease expires in 1920. 
Held: That the directors would be justified in refusing to declare a dividend 
until there are means enough on hand with which to pay the debt to Belfast. 
And it is the opinion of the court that, after that, some reasonable provision 
should be made for the final extinguishment of the mortgage debt by reserv
'ing, for such purpose, in a sinking fund, a portion of the rent to be received, 
and dividing the balance among stockholders; renewing the debt or some 
portion of it when it becomes due in 1890 ; but assuring the payment of all 
indebtedness by or before the expiration of the lease. lb. 

See DIRECTORS, 1, 2. WATERS, 6, 7, 8. RAILROADS, 15, 16. 

COUPONS. 

1. In case of a discrepancy in the amount of interest named in a bond and 
coupon attached, the amount named in the bond controls. 

Goodwin v. Bath, 462. 
2. The holder of such coupon, after its severance from the bond, cannot recover 

the sum named in the coupon, if larger than that named in the bond as the 
interest, without showing that he or some prior holder of the severed coupon, 
acquired the same in good faith, before maturity and without notice of the 
error. lb. 

COUNTY COMMISSIONERS. 
See WAYS, 6, 7, 8. 

DAMAGES. 

See BOND, 11, 12. PRACTICE, (Equity) 6. WAYS, 9. 
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DAMS. 

See DEEDS, 8. WATERS, 8. 

DEBTOR AND CREDITOR. 

See EsT0PPEL, 1. 

DECEIT. 

1. An action for deceit is not maintainable without proof of some actual loss 
resulting from the deceit. Danforth v. Cushing, 182. 

2. A representation that the plaintiff was to have the same right in a store that 
a prior tenant had enjoyed, the prior tenant having occupied the store for 
years under an oral letting, is simply a representation that the plaintiff was 
to have a tenancy at will; and the fact, that the owner ejected him after 
thirty days notice, gives him no right of action against the party making the 
representation. Ib. 

DECLARATIONS. 

See EVIDENCE, 16. PAUPERS, 2. 

DEEDS. 

1. By R. S., c. 5, § 5, copies of deeds from the commonwealth of Massachusetts, 
of land in Maine, may be certified by the land agent of Maine to the registry 
of deeds where the land is situated, and certified copies from such registry 
may be used in evidence whenever the original deeds could be. 

Chandler v. Wilson, 76. 

2. The demandant claims land in Aroostook county under Samuel Cook, late of 
Houlton, deceased. Massachusetts conveyed the land to Samuel Cook, the 
deed not naming his place of residence. But she conveyed other land in the 
same township to Samuel Cook, of Houlton; the defendant does not claim 
under any Samuel Cook. Held, These facts primafacie establish the identity 
of Samuel Cook of Houlton, as the grantee in the first named deed. Ib. 

3. The resolve of Massachusetts, passed in 1828, which granted lots of land in 
Maine to revolutionary soldiers, "and to their heirs and assigns," should 
be construed, in the light of previous legislation, not as passing a fee to 
such soldiers upon their receiving certificates of lots drawn by them, but as 
contemplating a deed to be given to the soldier if alive, to his heirs if he 
was dead, and to his assignee if his certificate had been assigned by him. 

Ib. 

4. A deed was made in 1837 by George W. Coffin, land agent of the common-
wealth, to Samuel Cook as assignee of a soldier's certificate ; the only
evidence of the assignment to Cook, is the recital of the fact in Coffin's 
deed. As against the defendant, who claims neither under the soldier nor 
the commonwealth, the recital is prima facie proof of the fact recited. I b. 

5. When a deed of land excepts a building standing upon it, ''and one rod o:t 
land equal distance around it," the exterior lines of the lot reserved are to 
correspond in outline with the lines of the building; and if the building is. 
rectangular in form, the lot of land reserved must be rectangular in. 
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form, although small portions of the land at the extreme corners of the lot 
may be more than a rod distant from the building. 

Perkins v. Aldrich, 96. 

6. A deed contained the following reservation : '' But reserving all the lumber 
on the northerly and easterly side of the bog on said lot, and meaning to 
convey all the lumber on the southerly and westerly side of said bog." The 
easterly line of the bog intersected the east line of the lot. Held, That the 
reservation covers only the timber upon that part of the lot which lies 
northerly and easterly of the boundary line of the bog, leading from the 
northerly point of the bog to where it strikes the east line of the lot, and 
extending westerly to a line running north from the northerly point of the 
bog to the north line of the lot. Foster v. Foss, 279. 

;!. The words, "northerly and easterly" in the description in a deed where there 
is no object to direct their course, must be taken to mean due north and east; 
but when there are monuments to which they are applicable they may have 
their legitimate meaning and full force, and yet the course incline either way, 
any distance, so long as it tends toward the north and east. Ib. 

,8. A deed, wherein the grantor gives, grants, bargains, sells and conveys unto 
the grantee, his heirs and assigns forever, the right of having, building and 
maintaining, and repairing and Jrneping in repair a dam on certain premises, 
with the right to so much of the premises as may be necessary on which to 
build and maintain the dam with its wings, conveys a fee in the land upon 
which the dam stands. Monmouth v. Plimpton,. 556. 

See REAL ACTION, 4. 

DEFEASANCE. 
See BOND, 13. 

DELIVERY. 

See AssIGNMENT, 1, 2, 4, 6. 

DEMAND. 

lln order for a collector of taxes to maintain an action under R. S., c. 6,§ 141, 
he must show that he made a demand on the defendant for his taxes, so 
formal and explicit that the defendant would know that a suit might follow 
if he neglected to comply with the demand. Parks v. Cressey, 54. 

See OFFICER'S RECEIPT, 1. 

DEMURRER. 

See PRACTICE (LAW), 10, 18. 

DEPOSITS. 

See TRUST FUNDS, 1. 

DEVISE. 
See WILL, 3, 4. 

DIRECTORS. 

l.. The directors of a corporation hold the corporate property under an implied 
or constructive trust for the benefit of creditors. It is not an express trust, 
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not a purely equitable trust, but something which the law for equitable pur-
pose construes to be a trust. Baxter v. Moses, 465. 

2. One who is not actually a trustee, but upon whom that character is forced by 
a court of equity, may avail himself of the statute of limitation. Ib. 

See CORPORATIONS, 7. RAILROADS, 15, 16. 

DIVIDENDS. 

See CORPORATIONS, 5-8. 

DIVORCE. 
1. Cross libels for divorce were filed between husband and wife. While the libel 

of the husband was pending, and before proceedings were commenced on 
the part of the wife, the parties voluntarily entered into an agreement in 
writing, that in case a divorce should be decreed upon the husband's libel, 
two referees named should determine what the wife should receive from the 
husband, in what way and maDJler, how it should be secured to her, how she 
should receive it, and that the report of the referees should be made a part of 
the decree of the court, be binding on the parties, and enforced as such. 
The court entered a decree of divorce in each case at the same time, and, in the 
proceedings on the part of the husband, ordeted that alimony be paid to the 
wife in accordance with the award of the referees. Held, that the judgment 
of the court was valid. Stratton v. Stratton, 373. 

2. Where the decree expressly states that alimony is to continue during the 
natural life of the wife, it will so continue even after the husband's death, 
and during the entire life of the wife. 1 b. 

3. Real estate cannot be sequestered for the payment of alimony, so as to secure 
a lien thereon, without a description in tem1s definite enough to identify the 
particular estate designated. I b. 

DONATIO CA USA MORTIS. 

See GIFT, 1. 

DOWER. 

A married woman received from her husband one thousand dollars and some 
other property, in consideration of which she agreed in writing, under her 
band and seal, that the property so received should be in full discharge of 
all elaim, right or interest, upon him and upon his property, for her support 
and maintenance, by way of dower, or otherwise. Held, the husband having 
died, that the agreement was a bar to the widow's right of dower in his estate. 

Woods v. Woods, 434. 

DRIVING LOGS. 

See WATERS, 8. 

DUE CARE. 

See RAILROADS, 1. WA Ys, 4. 

EMANCIPATION. 

See PAUPER, 5. 
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EMINENT DOMAIN. 

In taking land under the power of eminent domain, the notice given should 
indicate correctly the authority invoked, and the proceedings intended. 

Leavitt v. Eastman, 117. 
EQUITY. 

1. Ever since the enactment of' stat 1874, c. 175, this court bas had jurisdiction 
for the enforcement of a parol agreement for the conveyance of land. 

Woodbury v. Gardner, 68. 

2. The re-enactment of stat. 187 4, c. 175, in the R. S., of 1883, c. 77, § 6, was 
not intended to be limited in effect by reason of its being accompanied by a 
re-enactment of the various restricted provisions of former statutory 
provisions. lb. 

3. A parol agreement for the conveyance of land may be enforced in equity in 
behalf of the vendee whose partial performance has been such that fraud 
would result to him unless the vendor be CQmpelled to perform on his part. 

lb. 
4. Thus, where the the vendee, with the assent of the vendor, took open, actual 

possession of the premises in pursuance of the agreement, made permanent 
erections thereon, promptly paid the taxes assessed thereon to him by 
direction of the vendor and substantially performed his agreement, specific 
performance was decreed against the vendor's sole devisee. Ib. 

5. Since stat. 1874, c. 175, went into effect, the Supreme Judicial Court has had 
jurisdiction as a court of equity to compel specific performance of parol 
agreements for the conveyance of land. Douglass v. Snou;, 91. 

6. In a bill for specific performance of a parol agreement for the conveyance of 
land, if the defendant would rely on the statute of frauds at the hearing, he 
must raise the question by demurrer, plea, or answer. lb. 

7. It is a fundamental rule in equity that" what ought to be done is considered 
as done." Ricker v. Moore, 292. 

8. When one executes and delivers to another an agreement to convey land to 
him, for a fixed price payable at certain future day, he thereby transmits an 
equitable estate; and the equitable vendor thereupon becomes the trustee of 
the estate for the equitable vendee, retaining the legal title as security for 
the purchase money, and the vendee, the trustee of the pm·chase money for 
the vendor. lb. 

9. Such an equitable interest the vendee may incumber by a mortgage which the 
mortgagee may assign; and when the assignee gives to the vendor notice 
of the mortgage and of the assignment, the latter thereupon becomes the 
trustee of the assignee and liable to convey the property to him on season-
able payment or tender of the agreed purchase price. 1 b. 

10. Where the assignee, after seasonable tender of the purchase price, brought a 
bill against the vendor for a conveya11-ce, making a creditor of the vendee 
(who had attached the latter's interest under the agreement in an action still 
pending) a party defe1idant; such defendant not having tendered the pur
chase price, cannot set up that the mortgage and assignment were fraudulent 
as to creditors. I b. 
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11. Where several respondents, though acting independently of each other, 
deposit the refuse material and debris arising from the operation of their 
mills into the same stream, whence, by the natural current of the water, it is 
carried down the river and commingles into one indistinguishable mass 
before reaching the complainant's premises. Held, upon a bill in equity for 
perpetual injunction : 

1. That this commingling of the waste, thus thrown into the stream, and 
which, after thus uniting and commingling, is precipitated by the current 
upon the premises of the complainant, creating the nuisance and inflicting 
the injuries of which he complains, is the natural and necessary conse
quence of the several and independent action of the respondents. 

2. Whatever may have been the act of these different respondents, either 
in the operation of their several mills or in the depositing of the waste and 
debris, arising from such operations, into the stream, there is a co-operation 
in fact, in the production of the nuisance. 

3. The claim thus to discharge the waste and debris from their mills into 
the stream constitutes one common interest, though not a joint right. 

4. The acts of the respondents may be independent and several, but the 
result of these several acts combines to produce whatever damage or injury 
the complainant suffers, and in equity constitutes but one cause of action, 
and all the respondents may be joined in the same bill to restrain the nuisance. 

5. It is otherwise in an action at law where damages are sought to be 
recovered. Lockwood Company v. Lawrence, 297. 

12. Where the same relief is asked against all claiming a common right, and the 
same general acts are alleged and proved against all as contributing to the 
same nuisance; and where the object of the bill is single, to establish and 
obtain relief for one claim, in which all the respondents may be interested, 
it is not multifarious, although the respondents may have different and 
separate interests. lb. 

13. Nuisances and injuries affecting waters, including the obstruction, diver
sion, or pollution of streams, afford sufficient ground for equitable 
interference, on the ground of restraining irreparable mischief. lb. 

14:. This is true when the acts complained of are of such a character that irre
parable injury will result without such interference, or the necessity is 
imperious, or where adequate compensation for the injury arising therefrom 
may not be obtained at law, or, if continued, would lead to a multiplicity of 
suits. lb. 

15. Such a case forms an exception to the general rule, requiring that where a 
nuisance is claimed to exist, the fact of its existence should, ordinarily, be 
established by a suit at law before a court of equity will interfere. lb. 

16. The collection of an entire school-district tax, assessed without authority 
of law, may be perpetually enjoined, on a bill brought by all the tax payers 
of the district jointly, or by any number thereof on behalf of themselves 
and all the others. Carlton v. Newman, 408. 

17. Such a bill is maintainable upon the ground of the inherent jurisdiction of 
equity to interpose for the purpose of preventing a multiplicity of suits. lb. 

18. A bill in equity by one mill owner to enjoin other mill owners, upon the 
opposite side of the stream at the same power, from using more than one-half 
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of the water, complained that the defendants had, within ten days, commenced 
to use, and were continuing to use, and threatening to use in the future more 
water than they were lawfully entitled to, thereby depriving the plaintiff of 
sufficient water to run its mill, some portions of which had to be shut down 
throwing out of employment some two hundred persons. Held, that the 
injury claimed did not appear to be of that permanent or irreparable character 
necessary to justify or require the interposition of a court of equity by way 
of injunction. Held further, that the bill, charging that all the defendants 
together used more than one-half of the water, and not stating which of 
the defendants was using more water than he was entitled to, is too indefinite 
and general in its averments to found a decree for an injunction upon. 

Westbrook M'j'g Co. v. Wa1·ren, 437. 

19. When a creditor seeks by a process in equity to reach equitable interests, 
choses in action, or the avails of property fraudulently conveyed, for the 
payment of debts, (not by virtue of the R. S., c. 77, § 6, part 10,) the bill 
should state that execution has been taken out on a judgment against the 
debtor and nulla bona returned thereon. Baxter v. Moses, 465. 

20. The official return on the execution is the only sufficient evidence that a 
debt cannot be legally collected, and a demurrer to a bill, which alleges the 
insolvency of the debtor, is not a waiver of a right to ask for a production 
of such evidence. I b. 

21. No chancery jurisdiction, however enlarged takes upon itself the collection 
of legal debts before legal remedies are exhausted. lb. 

22. The words "judgment creditor" in R. S., c. 46, § 52, mean a judgment 
creditor who has first exhausted all legal remedy. In a creditor's bill against a 
corporation, in which its officers are made parties only in their representa
tive character, discovery may be had from them, but relief cannot be had 
against them; the decree for relief goes against the corporation. Ib. 

23. Upon legal titles and legal demands courts of equity adopt and apply 
statutes of limitations acting upon them by analogy to law. Ib. 

24. The directors of a corporation hold the corporate property under an 
implied or constructive trust for the benefit of creditors. It is not an 
express trust, not a purely equitable trust, but something which the law for 
equitable purpose construes to be a trust. Ib. 

25. One who is not actually a trustee, but upon whom that character is forced 
by a court of equity, may avail himself of the statute of limitation. Ib. 

26. Equity does not lend its aid to devest an estate for a breach of a condition 
subsequent, and thereby enforce a forfeiture. Birmingham v. Lesan, 494. 

27. Equity is a proper remedy where a mother for a long period intrusted the 
possession and management of her property, consisting of bonds, stocks 
and money, to her two sons, who have changed its form from time to time, 
and refuse, after her death, to account therefor with her administrator. 

Webb v. Fuller, 568. 
See PROMISSORY NOTES, 3. RAILROADS, 15, 16. 

EQUITY OF REDEMPTION. 

See OFFICER'S SALE, 2. 
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ESTOPPEL. 
1. A debtor is estopped from holding a creditor chargeable for a false oath, 

upon a writ whereon the debtor was arrested, when it appears that the 
creditor made the oath upon information given him by the debtor, believing 
the same to be true. Caswell v. Fuller, 105. 

2. In an action against an attaching officer, it appeared, that on the day of the 
attachment, the plaintiff, being asked by the attorney who made the original 
writ, and by the defendant, who owned the property, answered that R 
owned it and had a bill of sale of it. He was not informed before he made 
the answer that any demand existed against R, or that the attorney or 
officer had any intention of attaching it as the property of R. On receiving 
plaintiff's answer the officer informed him that he attached the property on a 
writ against R, and within ten minutes thereafter the plaintiff notified the 
officer of his title, demanded the property and attempted to take it, but was 
prevented by the officer. Held, that the plaintiff was not estopped from 
showing the title in himself. Fountain v. Whelpley, 132. 

See WILL, L 

EVIDENCE. 
1. Whether a physician, called in a case, is qualified to testify as an expert upon 

questions of insanity, is a question of fact for the presiding judge to decide, 
and his decision is usually final. In extreme cases where a serious mistake 
has been committed, through some accident, inadvertence or misconception, 
his action may be reviewed. Fayette v. Chesterville, 28. 

2. Skillful and reputable physicians, although not experts upon the subject, may 
testify to the mental condition of their patients when they have adequate 
opportunity of observing and judging of their mental qualities. But this 
does not embrace a case where a single examination was made by a physi-
cian to qualify himself as a witness in a pending litigation. I b. 

3. In an action for personal injuries received by a collision at a railroad cross
ing, evidence will not be received to show the general character and habits 
of the traveler for carefulness, as bearing upon the question of due care on 
his part, though the injuries occasioned death before he could tell how the 
accident happened, and no one saw him at the time of the collision. 

Chase v. 1.faine Central R. R. Co. 62. 

4. In such a case the natural instinct for self-preservation does not afford proof 
of the absence of contributory negligence on the part of the traveler. It 
may give character or force to facts already proved, but it does not of itself 
add or create proof. Ib. 

5. By R. S., c. 5, § 5, copies of deeds from the commonwealth of Massachu
setts, of land in Maine, may be certified by the land agent of Maine to the 
registry of deeds where the land is situated, and certified copies from such 
registry may be used in evidence whenever the original deeds could be. 

Chandler v. Wilson, 76. 

6. The demandant claims land in Aroostook county under Samuel Cook, late 
of Houlton; deceased. Massachusetts conveyed the land to Samuel Cook, 
the deed not naming his place of residence. But she conveyed other land 
in the same township to Samuel Cook, of Houlton; the defendant does not 
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claim under any Samuel Cook. Held, These facts prima facie establish the 
identity of Samuel Cook of Houlton, as the grantee in the first named deed. 

Ib. 

7. A deed was made in 1837 by George W. Coffin, land agent of the common
wealth, to Samuel Cook as assignee of a soldier's certificate ; the only 
evidence of the assignment to Cook, is the recital of the fact in Coffin's 
deed. As against the defendant, who claims neither under the soldier nor 
the commonwealth, the recital is prima facie proof of the fact recited. Ib. 

8. Where an administrator testifies to any fact happening before the death of 
his decedent, the adverse party is confined in his testimony to the same facts. 

Hall v. Otis, 122. 

9. If it appears that the evidence excluded by a master at the hearing of a 
cause could have no legal weight to change the result, exceptions to the 
exclusion will not be sustained. I b. 

10. A witness testified to the payment by him to a party since deceased, of a 
sum of money on a note, and that on the same day he saw the deceased pur
chase a barrel of flour at a neighboring store. Held, that it was competent, 
as tending to contradict the witness in relation to the payment of the money, 
to show that the deceased did not purchase any fl.our at the time and place 
named by the witness. Segar v. Lufkin, 142. 

11. A casual remark, or expression of opinion of an overseer of the poor, not 
connected directly with some official act, is not admissible evidence against 
his town, upon the question of a pauper settlement. 

Brighton v. St . .Albans, 177. 

12. Where a town clerk records upon the town records a document which he is 
not by law required to record, such record is not evidence that it is a copy of 
the original, nor does the fact that the town clerk is deceased make such 
record admissible as a copy, upon proof of the handwriting. 

Milford v. Greenbush, 330. 

13. The appendices to the state adjutant general's reports, printed by the state 
printer and purporting to be copies of the official returns made to that officer, 
are admissible as such copies without further pr(lof. Ib. 

14. Where evidence of an act done by a party is admissible, his declarations 
made at the time, having a tendency to elucidate or give character to the act, 
and which may derive a degree of credit from the act itself, are also admis-
sible as a part of the res gestre. State v. Walker, 488. 

15. The declaration becomes important as forming a part of the transaction 
itself, on the ground that what is said at the time affords a legitimate means 
of ascertaining the character of the act, and as a part of the circumstances 
to be given in evidence with the principal fact. I b. 

16. The content~ of a public record may be proved by the production of the 
record itself, or by a copy duly certified by the proper officer, or by an 
examined copy sworn to by an unofficial witness who made the examination. 

State v. Lynde, 561. 
See WITNESSES. 
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EXCEPTIONS. 

1. Exceptions cannot be sustained to the admission of a question, alleged to 
embrace, hypothetically, facts not in evidence, when the exceptions and 
evidence reported do not show that there was no evidence in the case tend-
ing to prove these facts. Powers v. Mitchell, 361. 

2. Exceptions cannot be sustained to the exclusion of admissible testimony 
when it appears that the excepting party was not thereby aggrieved. lb. 

See EVIDENCE, 10. 

EXECUTIONS. 

See CONSTITUTIONAL LAW, 1, 2. PRACTICE (LAW), 6. 

EXECUTORS AND ADMINISTRATORS. 

1. Taxes assessed upon real estate prior to its sale by an executor of an insol
vent estate for the production of assets for the payment of debts, are 
chargeable to the rents of the land accruing after the testator's decease, 
rather than to the proceeds of sale received by the executor. 

Fessenden, Appellant, 98. 

2. Where an administrator testifies to any fact happening before the death of 
his decedent, the adverse party is confined in his testimony to the same 
facts. Hall v. Otis, 122. 

3. The plaintiff and his wife are incompetent witnesses to any matter which 
happened before the decease of the defendant, unless the administrator first 
testifies in relation thereto; but if the deceased party's account books or 
other memoranda are used in evidence by the administrator, then the com
plainant and his wife may testify in relation thereto. 

Hubbard v. Johnson, 139. 
4. An administrator brought an action against two defendants and discontinued 

as to one of them by reason of his insolvency. Held, that such person 
after the discontinuance, was a competent witness in behalf of the other 
defendant. Segar v. Lufkin, 142. 

5. An executor's bond which omits to require the principal to account upon 
oath within one year is not conformable to statute. 

Frye v. Crockett, 157. 

6. An action upon an executor's bond which is not conformable to statute, 
cannot be maintained in the name of the successor of the judge to whom it 
was given. lb. 

7. In order that an administrator may sustain an action under R. S., 1871, c. 
66, § 20, for trespass or waste upon the real estate of his intestate, he must 
show that the estate he represents is actually insolvent. 

McNichol v. Eaton, 246. 
8. An administrator is bound to know the last domicil of his intestate, the place 

where the assets are presumed to be, and where the principal administration 
should be. lb. 

9. When the interest of a deceased person in real estate is that of mortgagee it 
passes to his administrator as assets, and his widow and heirs can convey 
no title except through the administrator. Bird v. Keller, 270. 

See ASSIGNMENT, 1. PLEADINGS, 3. PRACTICE (Equity), 2, 7. 
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EXPERT TESTIMONY. 

See PHYSICIANS, 

FACTOR. 

1. A factor to whom goods are consigned to sell, may sell them on credit, in his 
own name, and the principal is bound by the sale, unless it be shown that 
the sale was contrary to usage or to instructions . 

. Pinkham v. Crocker, 563. 

2. If the factor fails to use due care and diligence in making the sale to responsi
ble persons, or is guilty of inattention to his principal's interest after the 
sale is made, he is liable to the principal for any loss occasioned by his 
neglect. Ib. 

FALSE OATH. 

See EsTOPPEL, 1. 

FEES AND COSTS. 

I. A party cannot charge fees for serving subprenas on witnesses. 
White v. Levant, 396. 

2. A constable cannot charge fees for serving subprenas on witnesses outside of 
his town. Ib. 

FLAGMAN. 

See RAILROADS, 6, 7. 

FORCIBLE ENTRY. AND DETAINER. 

A mortgagee, before foreclosure, cannot maintain forcible entry and detainer 
against the mortgagor, or those claiming under him. 

Bragdon v. Hatch, 433. 

See WRIT Ol!' PossESSION, 1. 

FORECLOSURE. 

See MORTGAGES, 6, 17, 18. N oncE, 2, 3. 

FRAUD. 

See EQUI'l'Y, 3. 

FRAUDS, STATUTE OF. 

Parol or simple contracts for the sale of growing timber to be cut and severed 
from the land by the vendee do not convey any interest in lands, and are not 
therefore within the statute of frauds. Banton v. Shorey, 48. 

See PRACTICJE (Equity), 1. 

FRAUDULENT REPRESENT A TIO NS. 

I. A representation that the plaintiff was to have the same right in a store that 
a prior tenant had enjoyed, the prior tenant having occupied the store for 
years under an oral letting, is simply a representation that the plaintiff was 
to have a tenancy at will; and the fact, that the owner ejected him after 
thirty days notice, gives him no right of action against the party making 
the representation. Danforth v. Cushing, 182. 
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2. The court adheres to the rule, acted upon in this state, that it is not an action
able fraud for a vendor to falsely represent to a vendee the price paid for 
property sold. Still, the rule should be carefully construed and applied, and 
may admit of exceptions. Richardson v. Noble, 390. 

3. Four hundred and ten shares of the stock of an electric light company recently 
organized were paid for to the company, by its stockholdt:rs, at the rate of 
one-third of the par value of one hundred dollars a share. The plaintiff sold 
:five of his shares, thus paid for, to the defendant at par, representing that all 
stockholders had paid for their shares at par. Held: That the plaintiff's 
statement was a misrepresentation of a material fact; that the defendant 
would have the right to infer from the representation that the company had 
assets of forty-one thousand dollars, instead of assets of only one-third of 
that amount. CooliJge v. Goddard, 578. 

GENERAL ISSUE. 
See PLEADINGS, 1. 

GIFT. 

The plaintiff, by direction of her aunt four days before her death, took a 
key from her bureau drawer, unlocked her trunk and took therefrom her 
savings bank book, and thereupon the aunt said to the plaintiff: ''Now keep 
this and if anything happens to me, bury me decently and put a headstone 
over me, and anything that is left is yours." Helcl, a donatio causa mortis, 
coupled with the trust indicated. 

Cnrtis v. Portland Savings Bank, 151. 

GREAT PONDS. 

In this State, all ponds containing more than ten acres are public ponds, and 
the right to cut ice upon them is a public right, free to all. In this par
ticular, the owners of the shores have no greater rights than other persons 
who can reach the ponds without trespassing upon the lands of others. 

Brastow v. Rockport Ice Co. 100. 

GROWING TIMBER. 
See CONTRACTS, 1, 2. 

GUARDIAN. 
See BOND, 9, 10. PROBATE Couwr, 3. 

GUEST. 
See INN-KEEPER. 

HEIRS. 
See BOND, 9, 10. MORTGAGES, 8. PRACTICE (Equity), 2-8. 

ICE. 
In this State, all ponds containing more than ten acres are public ponds, and 

the right to cut ice upon them is a public right, free to all. In this par
ticular, the owners of the shores have no greater rights than other persons 
who can reach the ponds without trespassing upon the lands of others. 

Brastow v. Rockport Ice Co. 100.-
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INDICTMENT. 

l. An indictment, which charges that the defendant, at Gardiner, during a time 
named, " unlawfully did keep a drinking house and tippling shop, against the 
peace of the state," &c. is sufficient. State v. Rollins, 380. 

2. Any part; of a count, in an indictment, which in its nature is separable from 
the rest, may be removed by nolle proseqiti, and the remainder stand, 
although the discontinuance is not assented to by the accused. 

8t,ite v. Bean, 486. 

3. Where a count charges the burning of a dwelling-house and a barn, a nolle 
prosequi may be entered as to the b~rn. Ib. 

4. In au indictment for arson the intention to burn and destroy is sufficiently 
alleged by the averment that the act was done "feloniously, Wilfully and 
maliciousi,f ." I b. 

See RAILROADS, 9. 

INDORSEMENT OF WRITS. 

See PRACTICE (Equity), 13. 

INJUNCTION. 

See EQUITY, 11, 18. 

INNKEEPER. 

A guest at a hotel lost from her trunk a gold watch, a pair of gold bracelets, 
a gold thimble, three gold rings and a gold neck-pin, all of which she had 
taken along for her personal use. Held, that these articles were within the 
exception in R. S., c. 27, § 7, and the innkeeper was liable for their value. 

Noble v. Milliken, 359. 

INSANITY. 

See EVIDENCE, 1, 2, 3. 

INSOLVENT ESTATES. 

See EXECUTORS AND ADMINISTRATORS, 1, PROBATE CoUitT, 4. 

INSOLVENT LAW. 

) . A debtor, a,rrested on execution issued upon a judgment -recovered upon a 
debt provable in insolvency, who, while in custody, files his petition in 
insolvency, and thereafter executes a bond in accordance with the provisions 
of R. S., c. 113, § 24, to obtain his release from arrest, is not relieved from 
the bond on account of his proceedings in insolvency, even though he obtain 
his discharge within the six months from the time of the arrest. 

Hussey v. Danforth, 17. 

2. The arrest upon execution, having been m:tde prior to the ftling of the petition 
in insolvency, is not vacated by the institution of proceedings in insolvency; 
and the bond having been executed in accordance with the provisions of the 
statutes subsequently to the arrest and commencement of proceedings in 
insolvency, is not affected by any discharge which the debtor afterwards 
obtains. I b. 
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8. An assignment by the judge of the court of insolvency, of the insolvent 
debtor's property to the assignee, dissolves all attachments made within 
four months prior to the commencement of insolvent proceedings, even 
though the property would not come to the assignee in insolvency, and the 
proceedings were instigated by an adverse claimant for the express purpose 
of dissolving the attachment. Wright v. Huntress, 179. 

4. An insolvent debtor, during a period of about a year, bought and sold mining 
stocks from time to time amounting in all to about thirty-five hundred 
<tollars. These transactions were casual, and outside and independent of his 
established business. Held: That this did not constitute him a '' merchant 
or trader" within the meaning of the insolvent law. 

Ex parte Conant, In re Fogler, 275. 

INSURANCE. 

1. The plaintiffs made their application through an insurance agent, believing 
him to be the defendant's agent; he assumed to act as its agent, wrote the 
.application, sent it to the company with his name as agent upon it; the 
company received and acted upon it, issued the policy in pursuance of it, 
wrote the name of the assumed agent upon it and sent it to him and received 
the premium through him ; Held, that the plaintiffs might well construe these 
facts as an official recognition on the part of the company, of the assumed 
agency. Packard v. Dorchester JJ-Iut. Ins. Co. 144. 

2. In the absence of any known restriction of such agent's authority, he may. 
bind his principal by waiving written assent to material alterations in the 
property insured. Ib. 

INTENT. 

See INDICTMENT, 4. 

INTEREST. 

See COUPONS. TAXES, 9, 10. 

INTOXICATING LIQUORS. 
I. A.n indictment, which charges that the defendant, at Gardiner, during a time 

named, "unlawfully did keep a drinking house and tippling shop, against 
the peace of the state, " &c., is sufficient. State v. Rollins, 380. 

2. By whom a witness for the government, in a liquor case, was employed to aet 
as a detective, is entirely irrelevant to the issue being tried. Ib. 

See PROMISSORY NOTES, 1. 

IRREPARABLE INJURY. 

See EQUITY, 11, 18. 

,JUDGMENT. 

A judgment for dower is not binding on one who was not_ a party or privy. 
Stowe v. Merrill, 551. 

See CONSTITUTIONAL LA w, 1. 

JUDGMENT CREDITOR. 

See EQUITY, 22. 

VOL, LXXVII, 40 
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JURY. 

See LAW AND FACT, PRACTICE (LAW), 1. 

JUSTICE OF THE PEACE. 
See POOR DEB'l'OR, 4, 5. 

LANDS. 

See EMINENT DOMAIN. EQUITY, 1, 3, 4. 

LAW AND FACT. 
1. In an action for personal injuries received by reason of a defect in a way 

the question, whether the plaintiff, or driver, was in the exercise of ordinary 
care, is proper for the jury to consider and determine. 

Morse v. Belfast, 44. 
2. It is not a question oflaw, except in extreme cases, whether the necessities 

of the public travel require the presence of a flagman at a particular railroad 
crossing, although the facts touching the question are undiiputed. If dif
ferent intelligent and honest minds might exercise different judgments upon 
the undisputed facts, it is usually a question for the jury. 

Lesan v. Maine Central R.R. Co. 85. 

LEASE. 
See LIFE LEASE. REAL ACTION, 4. 

LEATHER. 
See SALES, 2, 4, 

LEGACY. 
See WILLS, 1. 

LEVY. 
1. A levy upon the land of a debtor is not void, because it embraces other land 

not belonging to the debtor. Vfrgie Y. Stetson, 520. 
2. The statute prohibiting conveyances by the wife, without the joinder of her 

husband, of such real estate as has been directly or indirectly conveyed to 
her by her husband, does not include transfers by attachment and levy for 
the satisfaction of her debts. Such real estate is liable to attachment and 
levy by her creditors. lb. 

3. A levy is not void for taking, at the same time as one act, two parcels of a 
farm, the parcels lying side by side, at separate instead of joint appraisal. 

Hathorn v. Corson, 582. 
LIENS. 

1. A person who labors at hauling logs has a lien thereon for bis personal 
services, and the services performed by bis team if be bas the rightful posses
sion and control of the team, and is entitled to its earnings during the time 
the services were rendered, though be may not own the same. 

Kelley v. Kelley, 135. 
2. When it appears that the services of the person, or that of bis team, have in 

no way been performed upon the logs upon which be seeks to enforce his 
lien; or that the claim for services is so mingled and intermixed with other 
claims for which be is entitled to no lien, that it is impossible to distinguish 
between the two kinds; then no valid judgment in rem can be rendered. lb. 
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3. In an action to enforce a lien on logs it is not necessary to allege in the writ; 
the ownership of the logs, or that the owner was unknown. 

Parker v. Williams, 418. 
4. An officer attached a lot oflogs containing three million feet, and in his return•. 

estimated the logs at six hundred thousand feet. Held, the error was one of"' 
judgment which did not invalidate the attachment. Ib. 

5. Where the owner of logs upon which there is a lien so intermingles them with. 
other logs of the same mark that the former cannot be distinguished, it is, 
the duty of the officer, in serving a writ brought to enforce the lien, to attach, 
the whole lot. Ib. 

See W ATERs, 1, 2. 

LIFE-ESTATE. 
See WILLS, 5. 

LIFE INSURANCE. 
See ASSIGNMENT, 1. 

LIFE LEASE. 
A lease of a farm to two lessees provided that it should continue '' for and 

during their natural life." Held, that the lease continued during the Hfe of" 
each. Kenney v: Wentworth, 203. 

LIMITATIONS, STATUTE OF. 

1. An item in an account annexed which has been paid and receipt given and. 
accepted therefor cannot be considered an "unsettled item" within R. S., c .. 
81, § 87. Perry v. Chesley, 393. 

2. An item in a mutual account which accrued within six years of the date of the· 
writ cannot save from the operation of the statute of limitations any other 
items in the account if there be none within six years of the date of the, 
former. Ib. 

3. A promise in a letter, in reference to the state of the accounts between the, 
parties, to "talk it over when we meet," and expressing the belief that the
other party is indebted to the writer, is no such promise or acknowledgment, 
as to bring the case within the provisions of R. S., c. 81, § 97. Ib. 

See EQUITY, 25. 

LOGS. 
1. A person who labors at hauling logs has a lien thereon for his personal! 

services, and the services performed by his team if he has the rightful posses
sion and control of the team, and is entitled to its earnings during the time· 
the services were rendered, though he may not own the same. 

Kelley v. Kelley, 135. 
2. When it appears that the services of the person, or that of his team, have iru 

no way been performed upon the logs upon which he seeks to enforce his 
lien ; or that the claim for services is so mingled and intermixed with other 
claims for which he is entitled to no lien, that it is impossible to distinguish 
between the two kinds; then no valid judgment in rem can be rendered. Ib, 

3. In an action to enforce a lien on logs it is not necessary to allege in the writ 
the ownership of the logs, or that the owner was unknown. 

Parker \r. Williams, 418. 
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4:. An officer attached a lot of logs containing three million feet, and in his return 
estimated the logs at six hundred thousand feet. Held, the error was one of 
judgment which did not invalidate the attachment. lb. 

,5. Where the owner of logs upon which there is a lien so intermingles them 
with other logs of the same mark that the former cannot be distingnished, it 
is the duty of the officer, in serving a writ brought to enforce the lien1 to 
attach the whole lot. lb. 

See WATERS, 1, 2. 

LORD'S DAY. 
See SUNDAY LAW, 

LUMBER . 

. A seller cannot recover the price of manufactured lumber sold and delivered 
without an official survey; shingles are not an exception to the rule; such 
sales are prohibited by statutory penalties. Richmond v. Foss, 590. 

MARRIED WOMAN. 
'-The statute prohibiting conveyances by the wife, without the joinder of her 

husband, of such real estate as has been directly or indirectly conveyed to 
her by her husband, does not include transfers by attachment and levy for 
the satisfaction of her debts. Such real estate is liable to attachment and 
levy by her creditors. Virgie v. Stetson, 520. 

See DOWER, 1. 

MASSACHUSETTS RE SOL VE. 
'The resolve of Massachusetts, passed in 1828, which granted lots of land in 

Maine to revolutionary soldiers, "and to their heirs and assigns," should 
be construed, in the light of previous legislation, not as passing a fee to 
such soldiers upon their receiving certificates of lots drawn by them, but as 
contemplating a deed to be given to the soldier if alive, to 'his heirs if he 
was dead, and to his assignee if his certificate had been assigned by him. 

Chandler v. Wilson, 76. 

MASTER AND SERVANT. 
lt is the well settled law that a servant of mature age and common intelligence, 

when he engages to serve a master, undertakes, as between himself and 
master, to run all the ordinary and apparent risks of the service. 

Coolbroth v. Maine Central R. R. Co. 165. 

MERCHANT OR TRADER. 
See INSOLVENT LAW, 4:. 

MILL OWNERS. 
See EQUITY, 11, 18. 

MINOR. 
See PAUPER, 5. 

MONEY. 
See TRUST FUNDS, 

MONEY HAD AND RECEIVED. 

A city ordinance provided that there should be elected annually a city 
physician, and that it should "be the duty of the said physician to attend 
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upon all sick paupers whether permanent or temporary;" that in addition to 
a stipulated salary he should "receive, when collected, all sums for medical 
services rendered by him for paupers of other cities and towns." The city 
recovered for such services of the town liable in an action for pauper sup
plies, and the money collected upon the judgment was paid over by the 
officer, in whose hands the execution had been placed, to a party with whom 
the city had contracted for the support of the poor. Held: 

1. That an action for money had and received would lie by said physician 
against the city for the money thus collected. 

. 2. That the want of plenary proof of the qualification of the physician, 
under R. S., c. 13, § 9, could not be invoked as a defence to this action. 

Fletcher v. Belfast, 334. 
See SHIPPING, 4. 

MORTGAGES. 
1. A mortgagor sold growing timber upon the mortgaged premises and gave 

the purchaser the following written permit: "Alton, Sept. 24th, 1882. This 
is to certify that Frank Porter has bought four hundred knees, more or less, 
of me, Hatcil Gott, on Lot No. 25, and has paid me in full ($70) seventy 
dollars. Hatcil Gott." "And this is to certify that I, Hatcil Gott, do 
defend the above writing. Hatcil Gott." · The knees were severed from the 
soil and removed from the land and the stipulated price paid by the permittee 
before the mortgage was recorded or the permittee had notice thereof. 
Held, in an action of replevin by the mortgagee against the permittee that 
the title to the knees was in the defendant. Banton v. Shorey, 48. 

2. A mortgagee not in possession may maintain an action of trespass quare 
clausum against a stranger for an injury to the freehold. 

Leavitt v. Eastman, 117. 
3. Timber trees wrongfully cut by the mortgagor, or a stranger, may be taken 

and held by the mortgagee, or any one claiming under him; and neither the 
one who cut the trees, nor one who has purchased the trees of him, can 
maintain replevin for them. Mosher v. Vehue, 169. 

4. The presumption of payment of a mortgage debt, arising from the possession 
of the mortgaged premises by the mortgagor, or his assigns, for more than 
twenty years after the maturity of the debt, may be rebutted. 

Philbrook v. Clark, 176. 

5. Where the holder of the mortgage permitted his mother, who was the mort
gagor, and his sister, to whom the mother conveyed the equity, to occupy 
the premises for more than twPnty years, and he testified without contradic
tion that the mortgage debt had not been paid, and that he permitted such. 
occupancy by his mother and sister because of the relationship. Held, that 
the proof to rebut the presumption of payment was ample and explicit. 

Ib. 
6. Stat. 1849, c. 105, relating to the foreclosure of mortgages, applied to;. 

mortgages in existence at the time of its enactment; and under it a fore-. 
closure is ineffectual when there is an omission to have recorded '' an abstract. 
of the writ of possession with the time of obtaining the possession." 

Bird v. Keller, 210 .. 
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7. The right of redemption is not lost by lapse of time when the mortgagor 
remains in possession of the premises and occupies for himself and not for 
the mortgagee. lb. 

8. When the interest of a deceased person in real estate is that of mortgagee 
it passes to his administrator as assets, and his widow and heirs can convey 
no title except through the administrator. lb. 

9. The holder of a note who, without binding consideration, promises the maker 
to surrender the note to him, but does not surrender it, is not estopped to 
enforce a mortgage securing the note upon land purchased by a third person 
of the maker of the note, although such person placed reliance upon such 
promise when he afterwards purchased the property. 

· Richardson v. Noble, 390. 
10. A writ of entry was prosecuted in the name of an assignee for the benefit 

of an assignor of a mortgage. Held, that, in the absence of other evidence, 
the production of the assignment at the trial by the attorney of record 
appearing for the plaintiff, is prima facie evidence of a delivery of the 
assignment from assignor to assignee. lb. 

11. A mortgagee, before foreclosure, cannot maintain forcible entry and 
detainer against the mortgagor, or those claiming under him. 

Bragdon v. Hatch, 433. 
12. Evidence that a notice of foreclosure was published in a newspaper 

'' published" in the county, is not a sufficient compliance with the statute 
requiring such notice to be published in a newspaper " printed " in the 
county. lb. 

13. R. S., c. 90, § 5, cl. 2, makes the certificate of the register of deeds prima facie 
evidence of the publication of a notice of foreclosure; the certificate of the 
mortgagee is not competent evidence of such publication. lb. 

14. A bond from the grantee to the grantor, executed three years after the 
delivery of the absolute deed, conditioned to convey to the grantor the same 
land, does not constitute an instrument of defeasance within the provisions 
of R. S., c. 90, § 1. Stowe v. Merrill, 550. 

15. A note payable '' in one ---after date" may be identified as one payable in 
one "year" after date to correspond with the one described in the mortgage 
given to secure it. lb. 

16. An agreement limiting the time of redeeming a mortgage on real estate to one 
year and inserted in the mortgage will bind the mortgagee without his 
signature to the mortgage. lb. 

17. An agreement limiting the time of redeeming,a mortgage on real estate need 
not be inserted in the notice of foreclosure. lb. 

18. A notice of foreclosure published in three consecutive weekly issues of the 
newspaper and recorded the next day after the last publication is a compli-
ance with the provisions of R. S., c. 90, § 5. lb. 

See EQUITY, 9, 10. OFFICER'S SALE, 2. 

MORTGAGES (CHATTEL) . 
... '\ maker of a promissory note gave to a surety on the same, as collateral 

security, a bill of sale of a sixteenth of a barkentine, and took from the 
surety an agreement that he would re-convey the sixteenth when the maker 
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paid the note. Held, that this constituted a mortgage of the sixteenth, 
which should be foreclosed by the statute mode and not by a decree in equity. 

Titcomb v. McAllister, 353. 
See PBNSION, 3. 

MUNICIPAL BONDS. 
1. In case of a discrepancy in the amount of interest named in a bond and 

coupon attached, the amount named in the bond controls. 
Goodwin v. Bath, 462. 

2. The holder of such coupon, after its severance from the bond, cannot 
recover the sum named in the coupon, if larger than that named in the bond 
as the interest, without showing that he or some prior holder of the severed 
coupon, acquired the same in good faith, before maturity and without 
notice of the error. Ib. 

MUNICIPAL OFFICERS. 
See SCHOOL-HOUSES, 1. 

NEGLIGENCE. 
See RAILROADS, 3, 4, 10-14. WAYS, 4. 

NET EARNINGS, 
See CORPORATIONS, 6. 

NOLLE PROSEQUI. 
See INDICTMENT, 2, 3. RAILROADS, 9. 

NONSUIT. 
See PRACTICE (LAW), 11, 12. 

NOTICE. 
1. In taking land under the power of eminent domain, the notice given should 

indicate correctly the authority invoked, and the proceedings intended. 
Leavitt v. Eastman, 117. 

2. Evidence that a notice of foreclosure was published in a newspaper 
"published" in the county, is not a sufficient compliance with the statute 
requiring such notice to be published in a newspaper ''printed" in the 
county. Bragdon v. Hatch, 433. 

3. R. S., c. 90, § 5, cl. 2, makes the certificate of the register of deeds prima 
facie evidence of the publication of a notice of foreclosure ; the certificate of 
the mortgagee is not competent evidence of such publication. Ib. 

4. An agreement limiting the time of redeeming a mortgage on real estate 
need not be inserted in the notice of foreclosure. Stowe v. Merrill, 550. 

5. A notice of foreclosure published in three consecutive weekly issues of the 
newspaper and recorded the next day after the last publication is a compli-
ance with the provisions of R. S., c. 90, § 5. lb. 

See WAYS, 17. 

NUISANCE. 
See EQUITY, 13. 

OFFICER. 
See ATTACHMENT, 2. CORPORATIONS, 7. WRIT OF POSSESSION, I. 
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OFFICER'S RECEIPT. 
A sheriff attached personal property on a writ, took a receipt therefor, and 

went out of office while the action was pending in court. The receipt was 
never legally nor equitably assigned by the sheriff to the creditor. Held, 
that an action could not be maintained in the name of the ex-sheriff against 
the receiptors for the benefit of the creditor, unless the property was 
demanded of such ex-sheriff by an officer, holding the execution, within thirty 
days from the date of the judgment in the first suit; a demand on the 
receiptors is not sufficient. Shepherd v. Hall, 569. 

OFFICER'S SALE. 
1. It is not illegal for a receiver to purchase property at an officer's sale on an 

execution in favor of the estate which he represents. 
Hobart v. Bennett, 401. 

2. A sale upon an execution of a right in equity to redeem a parcel of real estate, 
on which there are two or more mortgages, at the same time and for a gross 
sum, is not illegal or void. 1 b. 

OFFICIAL COPIES. 
See EVIDENCE, 17. 

PAROL AGREEMENT. 
See EQUITY, 1, 3, 4-6. 

PARTNERSHIP. 
A surviving partner may recover from the estate of a deceased partner any 

indebtedness due from the deceased to the firm, where the partnership is 
insolvent, for the benefit of the firm creditors, in an action at law. But 
for this purpose he has no preference over any other creditor of the estate, 
and if the estate is insolvent, and the action was not pending at the time of 
the representation of the insolvency it cannot be maintained, the only 
remedy being before the commissioners of insolvency appointed by the 
probate court. Bird v. Bird, 499. 

PAUPER. 
1. A child is capable of gaining a settlement for himself when he arrives at the 

age of twenty-one years, ifhe has intelligence enough to form and retain an 
intention in respect to his dwelling-place, mind sound enough to give him 
will and volition, and sufficient power and control over 'his mind and his 
a<>tion to enable him to choose a home for himself. He must have mental 
capacity to enable him to act with some degree of intelligence in choosing 
a new home. Fayette v. Chesterville, 28. 

2. A casual remark, or expression of opinion of an overseer of the poor, not 
connected directly with some official act, is not admissible evidence against 
his town, upon the question of a pauper settlement. 

Brighton v. St • .Albans, 177. 
3. To enable a person to recover of a town for supplies furnished a pauper he 

must show that they were furnished as pauper supplies by virtue of a con
tract with the overseers of the poor, when there is no count in the writ 
founded upon a statute liability. Farrington v . .Anson, 405. 

4. The overseers of the poor do not act as agents of the town in the performance 
of the duty imposed on them by statute in binding out a pauper during his 
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minority. The town can not interfere to dictate the terms of the contract, or 
to prevent it. It is not, therefore, responsible for an error or omission in 
the papers. lb. 

5. That a minor daughter should depart from home for temporary employment, 
leaving such articles of clothing and bedding as she did not require for use, 
even though she receive the wages for her labor for her own use, is not so 
uncommon an occurrence as to authorize an inference of such a change in 
the parental and filial ties as to constitute emancipation. 

Searsmont v. Thorndike, 504. 
6. When the home of a person is once established in a town it requires less proof 

to show continuance t.here than would be necessary to show both the estab
lishment and continuance. Bodily presence at all times is not necessary to 
show continuance. The departure f'or a purpose in its nature temporary, 
leaving behind articles not required for immediate use, expressing an inten
tion to return, and returning to visit, and to repair wardrobe, and on account 
of sickness are sufficient evidence of the continuance. lb. 

7. A person having a pauper settlement in the defendant town, in 1837, removed 
to, and lived more than flve successive years in an unincorporated place. 
Held, that he and those who derived their settlement from him, thereby lost 
their settlement in defendant town by virtue of the provisions of St. 1883, 
c. 374 (R. S., c. 24, § 3). Rangeley v. Bowdoin, 592. 

PAYMENT. 
See ACCORD AND SATISFACTION, 1. MORTGfGE, 4, 5. TAXES, 5. 

PENSION. 
1. By the statutes of the United States, the money due a pensioner is exempted 

from attachment or seizure upon legal process while it remains with the 
pension office or any officer or agent thereof, or is in course of transmission 
from such officer or agent to the pensioner, but not after the money has come 
to the pensioner's hands; when the money is actually in the possession of 
the pensioner, the protection ceases. Friend v. Garcelon, 25. 

2. One who loans money to a pension claimant to enable him to establish his 
claim, and to be repaid when the pension money is received, is not debarred 
from recovering back his loan by U. S., R. S., § 5485. 

Crane v. Linneus, 59. 
3. A verbal promise by a pension claimant, to pay a debt, when he receives his 

pension, or out of his pension, is not such a pledge, mortgage, assignment, 
transfer, or sale of the pension claim, as is forbidden by U. S., R. S. § 4745. 

T',j, 

4. When the pension check has come into the hands of the pensioner, it is then 
at his free disposal, and its proceeds are liable to attachment, unaffected by 
U. S., R. S. § 4747. lb. 

5. Where a person while holding the offices of selectman, overseer of the poor, 
and town agent, obtained a United States pension for one of his town's 
paupers, and in pursuance of a previous agreement with the pensioner, 
appropriated the back pay towards the pensioner's indebtedness to the town 
for past support, which sum, the pensioner, by an action at law, subsequently 
recovered from the officer. Held, that the officer cannot maintain an action 
against the town for services, expenses and disbursements in defending the 
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action against him by the pensioner, nor in successfully defending an indict
ment in the Uuited States court for the taking such money in violation of 
U. S. R. S., § 5485. White v. Levant, 396. 

PERPETUITIES. 
See WILLS, 4. 

PETITION FOR CLAIMANT TO TITLE TO REAL ESTATE TO 
COMMENCE AN ACTION. 

See PRACTICE (LAW), 19. 

PHYSICIANS. 
1. Whether a physician, called in a case, is qualified to testify as an expert 

upon questions of insanity, is a question of fact for the presiding judge to 
decide, and his decision is usually final. In extreme cases where a serious 
mistake has been committed, through some accident, inadvertence or 
misconception, his action may be reviewed. Fayette v. Chesterville, 28. 

2. Skillful and reputable physicians, although not experts upon the subject, 
may testify to the mental condition of their patients when they have adequate 
opportunity of observing and judging of their mental qualities. But this 
does not embrace a case where a single examination was made by a physician 
to qualify himself as a witness in a pending litigation. Ib. 

3. A question, calling for the opinion of a physician as to the effect of an injury 
to a female in view of " the character of her health as she described it, and 
as you know it to be before the injury," is objectionable when it does not 
appear that the physician heard the testimony of the female, nor what per
sonal knowledge, if any, he had of her health. 

Powers v. Mitchell, 361. 
4. It is admissible to call for the opinion of physicians and show by them that 

they should expect a greater injury from a direct blow than from a glancing 
one. Ib. 

5. It•is clearly proper for a medical expert to be asked what is the tendency of 
modern medical science upon the subject of concussion of the spine, whether 
it is:to enlarge or restrict. Ib. 

See MONEY HAD AND RECEIVED, 1. 

PLANTATIONS . • See ATTACHMENT, 4, 5. 

PLEADINGS. 
1. The general issue admits the plaintiff's capacity to sue, but denies all other 
. facts necessary to sustain the action. 

Swift River, &c. Oornpany v. Brown, 40. 
2. Assumpsit lies for the recovery of tolls on logs authorized by law even 

though a lien exists, upon the lumber driven, to secure the same. Ib. 
3. To render a complainant incompetent as a witness for the reason that one of 

the defendants is an administrator of a deceased person's estate, .the plead-
ings must show him to be such. Doitglass v. Snow, 91. 

4. In debt upon a collector's bond, before the defendant is put to proof of a 
plea of performance, the plaintiff must show, either that the collector has 
been clothed with legal authority to collect taxes, or that he actually did 
collect them. Machiasport v. Srnall, 109. 
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5. When such authority is shown, or the collector has been proved to have 
collected taxes, the burden under such plea rests upon the defendants to 
prove that the collector has performed the condition of his bond, by having 
faithfully performed all the duties of his office, or by having legally disposed 
of the taxes which he is shown to have collected. Ib. 

6. In such action, on such issue, if the defendant fails to support the plea, the 
penalty of the bond is forfeit, and judgment should be entered therefor. 

Ib. 
7. After judgment for the penalty of a bond of defeasance, on motion of the 

defendant, the penalty thereof may be chancered as the equitable rights of 
the parties may require, and execution should issue for the sum fixed by the 
court. lb. 

8. To reach this result the court may send the cause to an auditor to hear the 
parties and report the facts to the court. Ib. 

9. When the penalty of a bond of defeasance is sued for, and breaches are not 
assigned in the declaration, the defendant may have oyer of the bond, and 
if it have a condition, the court on motion will order the plaintiff to assign 
the breaches upon which he relies, and the defendant may interpose his 
defense by way of brief statement under the general issue. Ib. 

10. A declaration in an action of trespass or case for the taking of, or injury to 
personal property, which does not contain a description of the property 
taken or injured, is bad on demurrer. Randlette v. Judkins, 114. 

11. The statute abolishing the distinction between actions of trespass and 
trespass on the case relates to the distinction in form only. Where the 
distinction is really of substance, the declaration should contain allegations 
appropriate to the action to which it properly belongs. 

Place v. Brann, 342. 
12. Where an action for a statute penalty is founded on two separate statutes, 

the declaration will not be adjudged bad, because of the allegations "by 
force of the statutes," and ''contrary to the form of the statutes,"-using the 
plural form of the word "statute." Blake v. Russell, 492. 

13. Where the defendants in a real action plead nul disseizin and under a brief 
statement disclaim a portion of the demanded.premises, and the plaintiff by 
counter brief statement alleges that the defendants before and since the 
commencement of the action were in possession of the premises and claimed 
a right, title and interest in them, the issue is, in whom is the better title 
to the portion not disclaimed, and did the defendants at the date of the writ 
claim title to or occupy the portion disclaimed. 

Peaks v. Blethen, 510. 
14. A defendant who pleads non-tenure in bar, and on demurrer thereto, loses 

his plea because not pleaded in abatement instead of bar, cannot (without leave 
of court) plead anew. He must present all his defenses of the same grade 
at the same time. Pleading non-tenure and nothing else in bar, he is sup-
posed to have no other defense. Hathorn v. Corson, 582. 

See APOTHECARY, 1. LIENS, 3. PRACTICE (EQUITY), 1. 
RAILROADS, 6. SHIPPING, 5. 

PLEDGE. 

See PENSION, 3. 
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PONDS. 
See GREAT PONDS, 

POOR DEBTOR. 
1. A debtor, arrested on execution issued upon a judgment recovered upon a 

debt provable in insolvency, who, while in custody, files his petition in 
insolvency, and thereafter executes a bond in accordance with the provisions 
of R. S., c. 113, § 24, to obtain his release from arrest, is not relieved from 
the bond on account of his proceedings in insolvency, even though he obtain 
his discharge within the six months from the time of the arrest. 

Hu.'lsey v. Danforth, 17. 
2. The arrest upon execution, having been made prior to the filing of the 

petition in insolvency, is not vacated by the institution of proceedings in 
insolvency; and the bond having been executed in accordance with the 
provisions of the statutes subsequently to the arrest and commencement of 
proceedings in insolvency, is not affected by any discharge which the debtor 
afterwards obtains. Ib. 

3. Where the debtor delivers himself into the custody of the keeper of the 
jail to which he is liable to be committed under the execution, and is 
received into jail by the jailer within the six months named in the bond, the 
penalty of the bond is saved, although he is afterwards released by the 
jailer. Ib. 

4. A justice of the peace and quorum, commissioned to act for all the counties, 
is authorized to sit as a magistrate in a poor debtor's disclosure in any 
county in the state. Blake v. Peck, 588. 

5. A debtor refused to disclose, upon an execution bond, before such a justice 
selected by the creditor, because the justice was not a resident of the county 
where the disclosure was to be made, and procured an officer to select another 
justice for the creditor. .lleld, that the sitting justices were without juris
diction, and that the bond was forfeited for the full amount of the execution 
and costs upon it, although a disclosure was made before the justices in 
which the creditor participated. lb. 

PRACTICE (EQUITY). 
1. In a bill for specific performance of a parol agreement for the conveyance 

of land, if the defendant would rely on the statute of frauds at the hearing, 
he must raise the question by demurrer, plea, or answer. 

Douglass v. Snow, 91. 
2. When a bill in equity for the specific performance of a bond for the convey

ance of certain land has been inserted in a writ on which an attachment has 
been made prior to the decease of the sole defendant, the administrator with 
the will annexed, the heirs of the testator a:ad the residuary devisee may 
be brought in by a revivor although no service had been made upon the 
testator prior to his decease. H!ubbard v. Johnson, 139. 

3. Whether this should be done by a supplemental bill, or an original bill, in 
the nature of a revivor, quere. Ib. 

4. Where the testator died possessed of a large amount of real estate other 
than that embraced in the testator's bond, and his widow is a residuary 
devisee, the complainant may bring in the heirs of the testator together with 
the residuary devisee. Ib. 
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5. When the heirs, by their answer, disclaim all interest in the land sought to 
be conveyed, and allege the residuary devisee holds the entire interest, the 
bill may be dismissed as to them. Ib. 

6. Compensation in damages for not conveying land in accordance with the 
obligations in a bond, is not regarded as adequate relief, and the obligee 
may maintain a bill for specific performance. Ib. 

7. When such a bill prays for an accounting between the original parties, the 
administrator with will annexed is made a proper party; and the case will 
be sent to a master to state the accounts between them. Ib. 

8. The bill must contain an offer to pay any balance found due by the com 
plainant. Ib. 

4. The plaintiff in a bill of complaint, prayed for an injunction to restrain tl}e 
defendant from constructing his wharf on the ground, that if constructed 
as proposed, it will lie directly in front of the plaintiff's lot, and materially 
obstruct the access to it by water. These alleged facts being denied in the 
answer. Held, the burden is on the plaintiff to prove them. 

Dillingham v. Roberts, 284. 
10. An original bill cannot be amended by incorporating therein anything which 

arose subsequent to the commencement of the suit; it can only be done by 
a supplemental bill. Birmingham v. Lesan, 494. 

l I. A party who has no cause of action when his original bill is fl.led, cannot by 
supplemental bill maintain his suit upon a cause of action that accrued after 
the filing of the original bill. Ib. 

12. Neither Chan. Rule XXXIX, nor R. S., c. 77, § 11, allows an event which 
occurred since the fl.ling of the original bill to be engrafted by way of 
amendment; but a new bill is the remedy. Ib. 

13. The provision of the statute requiring an assignee of a claim in suit to 
indorse the writ or process, does not apply to a bill in equity, even if the bill 
is inserted in a writ. Stevens v. Shaw, 566. 

14. The law court, as a rule, does not entertain preliminary questions in equity· 
until fh:~al hearing; but will do so where postponement might unjustly defeat 
the end sought to be gained by the preliminary proceeding. Ib. 

S'ee EQUITY. 

PRACTICE (LAW.) 

1. An instruction which authorizes a jury, in determining an issue presented to 
them, to infer what was the fact from the evidence, "or from such personal 
knowledge as you may have in relation to matters of this kind," is erroneous. 

Douglass v. Trask, 35. 
2. The general issue admits the plaintiff's capacity to sue, but denies all 

other facts nece.3sary to sustain the action. 
Swift River, &c. Company v. Brown, 40. 

3. To entitle one to have a requested instruction given, it must be wholly 
correct, and the evidence must warrant the jury in finding such facts as to 
make it applicable to the case. Snow v. Penobscot River Ice Co. 55. 

4. In an extreme case only, and not under ordinary circumstances, does the 
law court interfere with the decision of questions of fact or of discretion 
made by a judge at nisi prius. Fessenden, Appellant, 98. 
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5. The declaration in a writ of audita querela is defective when it avers that 
the writ in the original action was seasoaably served by summons left at 
the last and usual place of abode of the defendant therein named, '' in said 
county," and does not aver that he did not live there. King v. Jeffrey, 106. 

6. The temporary absence from the State of the defendant in an action does not 
require a stay of the execution, or that a bond should have been filed before 
the same issued. I b. 

7. A writ dated August 22, 1883, was made returnable at the February term, 
1884, of the superior court, Kennebec county. Held, that it should have been 
made returnable at the September or December terms, 1883, of that court, 
under R. S., c. 77, § 69. Blake v. Wing, 170. 

8. Where upon a hearing of a petition for a writ of certiorari the presiding 
judge, with the consent of the parties, rules proforma only, that the peti
tion be dismissed, without exercising his own judgment, the law court may 
entertain exceptions, and upon them, determine whether the writ should 
Issue. Andrews v. King, 224. 

9. The statutory indictment against a railroad corporation to recover damages 
for the loss of the life of a person alleged to have been killed by the negli
gent management of a train under the control of such corporation, partakes 
in all practical respects so much of the nature of a civil proceeding that it 
may be, with leave of court, discontinued by a nolle proseqni, entered by the 
prosecutor whilst the cause is on trial before the jury. 

State v. Maine Central R. R. Go. 244. 
10. Where a demurrer has been filed to a writ and disposed of by the court, an 

amendment is allowable, in the discretion of the court, under R. S., c. 82, 
§ 10. Place v. Brann, 342. 

11. After the evidence was closed upon both sides, the plaintiff stated that he 
voluntarily became nonsuit, and the court ruled as a matter of law that he 
could not become nonsuit against the defendants' objection. Held, error. 

Washburn v. Allen, 344. 
12. Before opening his case the plaintiff may become nonsuit as a matter of 

right. After the case is opened, and before verdict he may have leave to 
become nonsuit in the discretion of the eourt; after verdict there can be no 
nonsuit. lb. 

13. If counsel think his client's rights are being prejudiced, by the opposing 
counsel exceeding the proper license of an advocate in the closing argument 
to the jury, he should then interpose an objection. The objection comes too 
late after verdict. Powers v, Mitchell, 361. 

14. A plaintiff cannot complain that she was required on cross-examination to 
answer questions to show that she commenced the action and attached the 
defendant's property without first notifying him of her claim for damages. 

lb. 
15. Exceptions cannot be sustained to the admission of a question, alleged to 

embrace, hypothetically, facts not in evidence, when the exceptions and 
evidence reported do not show that there was no evidence in the case tend-
ing to prove these facts. lb. 

16. '!'he extent to which a cross-examination, relating to collateral matters, may 
be carried, is within the discretion of the presiding justice. 

State v. Rollins, 380. 
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17, It is not error for the presiding justice to recall the jury into court, after 
they had considered a case submitted to them for some time, and endeavor to 
impress upon them the importance of agreeing upon a verdict. I b. 

18. At the fl.rst term the defendant demurred specially to the declaration which 
contained but one count. The demurrer was sustained, the declaration was 
adjudged bad and no exception was taken. Under leave to amend the plaintiff' 
fl.led fl.fty-two new counts which were allowed, and the defendant fl.led a new 
special demurrer. Held: 

1. That the adjudication upon the fl.rst demurrer was final and conclusive 
as to the original count. 

2. That the court had power to allow the amendment. 
3. That the second demurrer applied to the new counts only. 

Plaisted v. Walker, 459. 
19. A petition under R. S., c. 104, § § 47, 48, praying that the respondent be 

summoned into court to show cause why he should not bring an action to 
try his alleged title to real estate, · should contain a description of the real 
estate sufficiently definite to give notice to the defendant to what land the 
petition refers. It is not required to be as partfoular and defl.nite as the 
description in a writ of entry, dower or partition. Oliver v. Look, 585. 

See EVIDENCE, 10. PLEADINGS, 6, 7, 8. WAYS, 5, 9, 10. 

PREFERRED STOCK. 
See CoRPORATION, 3-8. 

PRESCRIPTION. 
l. A person having for over twenty years a recorded deed of a township of 

mainly wild· land, during the time lumbering on some portions of it and 
cultivating other portions, does not thereby divest the true owner of his 
title of certain lots within the township, such lots not having been occupied 
during that period of time. Chandler v. Wilson, 76. 

2. In order to establish a prescriptive right or easement in the land or water of 
another person, the enjoyment of such right must have been uninterrupted, 
adverse, under claim of right, and with the knowledge of the owner, or with 
such acts that knowledge will be presumed. 

Lockwood Company v. Lawrence, 297. 
3. The prescriptive right to the use of a stream beyond the general right of 

reasonable use, as against other riparian owners, is governed by the same 
principles as those in relation to easements in land, and in order to establish 
such right there must be a perceptible amount of injury throughout the 
period necessary to gain such right. Ib. 

PRESUMPTION. 

See MORTGAGE, 4, 5. TRUST FUNDS, 1. WAYS, 17. 

PRINCIPAL AND AGENT. 

See AGENCY. 

PROBATE COURT. 

1. An executor's bond which omits to require the principal to account upon 
oath within one year is not conformable to statute. 

Frye v. Crockett, 157, 
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2 . .An action upon an executor's bond which is not conformable to statute, 
cannot be maintained in the name of the successor of the judge to whom it 
was given. Ib. 

3 . .A petition, addressed to the judge of probate, which alleges that the peti
tioner is a friend of a person who has been adjudged by that court to be of 
unsound mind and incompetent to manage his own affairs, or to protect his 
rights, and that the person who was appointed guardian had refused to 
qualify for that trust, will give the probate court jurisdiction and authorize 
the judge, after notice and hearing, to appoint another person as guardian 
of the non compos. Thompson v. Hall, 160. 

4. Where the last domicil of an intestate was in New Brunswick, it is presumed 
that the principal assets and principal administration would be there ; and 
the actual insolvency of the estate could be proved only by the aid of the 
records of the court having jurisdiction of such administration. 

McNichol v. Eaton, 246. 
See PARTNERSHIP, 1. 

PROMISSORY NOTES. 

I. The rule that the parties to a negotiable note are not competent witnesses to 
prove that the note was given for an illegal consideration, is not applicable 
to suits between the immediate parties to an illegal contract. The rule is 
for the protection of innocent parties only. It is not applicable to a suit by 
an indorsee against his immediate indorser, when the contract between them 
is for an illegal consideration, nor to suits between their personal repre-
sentatives. Smith v. McGlinchy, 153. 

2. The treasurer of a savings bank made his note for two thousand dollars, 
running to the bank, and secured it by an assignment of a life insurance 
policy on his own life, for the purpose of making up to the bank a loss on 
loans for which he was neither morally nor legally responsible. .After his 
death the trustees of the bank found the note and policy, which was the first 
knowledge they had of the existence of either, and they applied the insurance 
money first to the payment of the note, and the balance they delivered to the 
executor of the deceased treasurer. Held: 

1. That the note was without consideration and void. 
2. That the assignment of the policy was void for want of a delivery. 
3. That the amount applied by the trustees towards the payment of the 

note should be allowed as a credit in an action by the bank against the 
executor to recover any balance that may have been due from the treasurer 
to the bank. Dexter Savings Bank v. Copeland, 263. 

3 . .A maker of a promissory note gave to a surety on the same, as collateral 
security, a bill of sale of a sixteenth of a barkentine, and took from the 
surety an agreement that he would re-convey the sixteenth when the maker 
paid the note. Held, that this constituted a mortgage of the sixteenth, 
which should be foreclosed by the statute mode and not by a decree in equity. 

Held further, that such a surety has a plain, adequate and complete remedy at 
law against a co-surety for contribution, for any excess of the note over the 
amount received from the property mo!tgaged. 

Titcomb v . .1.1:fcAllister, 353. 
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4. The holclerof a note who, without binding consideration, promises the maker 
to surrender the note to him, but does not surrender it, is not estopped to 
enforce a mortgage securing the note upon land purchased by a third person 
of the maker of the note, although such person placed reliance upon such 
promise when he afterwards purchased the property. 

Richardson v. Noble, 390. 
5. A note payable " in one --- after date" may be identified as one payable 

in one ''year" after date to correspond with the one described in the 
mortgage given to secure it. Stowe v. Merrill, 550. 

See ACCORD AND SATISFACTION, 1. 

PUBLIC HALL. 
See REAL ACTION, 4. 

PUBLIC RECORDS. 
See EVIDENCE, 14, 17. 

RAILROADS. 

l. In au action for personal injuries received by a collision at a railroad cross• 
ing, evidence will not be received to show the general character and habits 
of the traveler for carefulness, as bearing upon the question of due care on 
his part, though the injuries occasioned death before he could tell how the 
accident happened, and no one saw him at the time of the collision. 

Chase v . .11faine Central R. R. Co. 62. 
2. In such a case the natural instinct for self-preservation does not afford proof 

of the absence of contributory negligence on the part of the traveler. It 
may give character or force to facts already proved, but it does not of itself 
add or create proof. Ib. 

3. To entitle a plaintiff to recover against a railroad corporation for an injury 
caus~d by a collision with its train at a crossing, while he was driving with 
horse and wagon upon a highway across the track, he must show that the 
defendant's negligence caused th.e injury. In order to show that, he must 
show that he was not himself, at the time, guilty of any negligence that 
helped to cause it. If this does not appear in the circumstances of the 
accident, it must be otherwise proved. 

Lesan v. Maine Central R. R. Co. 85. 
4. The rule is established in this State, that it is negligence per se, for a person 

to cross a railroad track without first looking and listening for a coming 
train, if there is a chance for doing so. I b. 

o. The railroad company and the traveler have equal rights at the intersection 
of the track with the highway. But in exercising those rights a moving 
train has the right of way-; the traveler must keep oat of its way; it cannot 
be required to stop except in cases of apparent danger not otherwise avoid
able; the proper warnings must he given to the traveler to keep out of its 
way; and the persons running a train have the right to rely upon the sup
position that a traveler will obey the law of the road if he can do so. lb. 

6. A plaintiff need not allege in his declaration that the cause of negligence 
was that the railroad company had no flagman at the cro:.,sing, in order to 
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be permitted to show such omission as evidence of negligence, if none be 
required either by statutory or municipal regulation. lb. 

7. It is not a question of law, except in extreme cases, whether the necessities 
of the public travel require the presence of a flagman at a particular railroad 
crossing, although the facts touching the question are undisputed. If 
different intelligent and honest minds might exercise different judgments 
upon the undisputed facts, it is usually a question for the jury. lb. 

8. A railroad conductor, who permits a passenger to travel on his train, taking 
with him stolen goods, known by the conductor to have been stolen, is not 
liable to an action by the owner of the goods, therefor. 

Randlette v. ,Judkins, 114. 
9. The statutory indictment against a railroad corporation to recover damages 

for the loss of the life of a person alleged to have been killed by the negli
gent management of a train under the control of such corporation, partakes 
in all practical respects so much of the nature of a civil proceeding that it 
may be, with leave of court, discontinued by a nolle prosequi, entered by the 
prosecutor whilst the cause is on trial before the jury, the defendant 
resisting the entry and claiming the right to have a verdict rendered. 

State v. Maine Central R. R. Co. 244. 
10. In order to entitle a recovery against a railroad corporation on account of an 

injury, or death, caused by a collision with its train at a crossing, whether 
the action be in form civil or criminal, it must affirmatively appear: 

1. That the defendant corporation was guilty of negligence. 
2. That its negligence was the cause of the accident. 
3. That the injured party was in the exercise of due care and diligence at 

the time of the injury, or, at least, that the want of such care on his part in 
no way contributed to produce it. State v. Maine Centml R. R. Co. 538. 

11. It is not enough to show that the defendant was negligent. Ib. 
12. It is incumbent on the prosecuting party to go further and, directly or 

indirectly, by affirmative proof satisfy the jury that no want of due care on 
the part of the injured party, helped to produce the accident. lb. 

13. It is negligence to attempt to cross the track of a railroad without looking 
and listening to ascertain it' a train is approaching: and ordinary sense, 
prudence and discretion require this of a traveller so far as he has an oppor-
tunity so to do. lb. 

14. It is still greater negligence for one seeing and hearing a train approaching 
at ordinary speed to attempt to cross directly in front of it. lb. 

15. A director of a railroad company, is, in equity, its trustee; and notwith
standing this fiduciary relation, his purchase of land across and upon a part of 
which he anticipates the track may be located, and buildings for railroad 
purposes erected, can not necessarily be considered, at the option of the 
company, to have been made in trust for it. 

S,.mdy River Raifroad Co. v. Stubbs, 594:. 

16. Thus where the directors of the company were unable to make satisfactory 
terms with the owner of land for a right of way for a proposed change of 
the location of' its track, and the defendant who was one of the directors 
purchased, with his own funds, without any suggestion of his ass~ciates, 
what was deemed much more land than was needed by the company, 
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and immediately thereupon made a full report of his negotiations to his. 
associates who at once repudiated the transaction as made on the defendant's, 
individual responsibility and not in behalf of the company, which he con-
firmed; but subsequently the track was located and the buildings were 

. erected across and upon a portion of the land; and committees appointed,. 
at various times, to settle the land damages with the defendant, agreed 
with him upon and staked out the quantity of land needed and the compensa-. 
tion therefor, but failed to finally adjust the matter because the defendant 
would only convey the use for railroad purposes and not the fee of the land ; . 
and then, more than three and one-half years after the taking of the land,. 
claimed for the first time to the defendant, that he held the whole land in. 
trust for the company. In a bill praying for a conveyance of the whole land 
to the company on its payment of the consideration paid by the defendant. 
with interest and expenses. Held, that the bill cannot be sustained. Ib. 

See CORPORATIONS, 3-8. MASTER AND SERVANT, I. 

RAILROAD CONDUCTOR. 
See RAILROADS, 8. 

REAL ACTION. 
1. A person who obtains the title of three of the five heirs of an owner of land,. 

deceased, can recover only three undivided fifths of the land of a person in 
possession, although the latter person does not occupy under the other· 
heirs ; the demandant has no seizin of more than three-fifths of the land. 

Chandler v. Wilson, 76. 
2. A divisional share of betterments upon a lot of land may be assessed in a 

real action in which the demandant recovers an undivided portion of the 
land. Chandler v. Shaw, 84. 

3. Where the defendants in a real action plead nul disseizin and under a brief· 
statement disclaim a portion of the demanded premises, and the plaintiff by 
counter brief statement alleges that the defendants before and since the 
commencement of the action were in possession of the premises and claimed 
a right, title and interest in them, the issue is, in whom is the better title 
to the portion not disclaimed, and did the defendants at the date of' the writ, 
claim title to or occupy the portion disclaimed. Peaks v. Blethen, 510. 

4. Certain persons were permitted to build a public hall as a second story of a 
new school-house, and an agent, authorized by the district, leased that; 
second story to the builders of' it, with necessary easements of ingress and 
egress, and with equitable provisions as to the use, repair of the building,. 
etc. '' so long as the building shall stand." The building in its several parts 
were occupied in accordance with the agreement for nearly thirty years, 
when the district voted " to sell the school-house and lot under" the hall, 
and by deed their agent conveyed all their interest in the lot and building 
thereon. In a real action by the gt·antee against the occupants of the hall, 
Held: 

1. That the title to the hall was never in the district, it accrued to the 
builders before the execution of the instrument, called a lease, by virtue of 
their having built it under a license from the district, and the purpose of the 

. paper was to regulate the use and manner of using the hall. 
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2. That these regulations. applying to the use, were not conditions of a 
grant, for there was no grant, hence the remedy for a breach would not be 
a forfeiture. 

3. That there could be no forfeiture without an entry, and. the deed from 
the district conveyed no such right, nor had the district made _any such entry. 

4. That the vote to sell did not authorize a conveyance of the hall, and 
the deed could go no further than the authority. 

5. That the defendants, having disclaimed all but the hall with its ease
ments, and being in possession of tha.t, have a color of title, and the plaintiff 
had failed to show a better one. lb. 

RE.A SON ABLE USE. 
See WATERS, 5. 

RECEIPTORS. 
See OFFICER'S RECEIPT, 1. 

RECEIVERS. 
ll.. Receivers of savings banks may maintain suits in their own names as 

receivers, or in the name of the bank; it is immaterial which. 
Hobart v. Bennett, 401. 

:2. It is not illegal for a receiver to purchase property at an officer's sale on an 
execution in favor of the estate which he represents. lb. 

RECORD. 
See M0RTGLGES, 1. 

REPLEVIN. 
See MORTGAGES, 1, 3. 

RES GESTAE. 
See EVIDENCE, 15. 

RESIDUARY DEVISEE. 
See PRACTICE (EQUITY), 2, 4. 

REVOLUTIONARY SOLDIERS. 
See MASSACHUSETTS RESOLVE, 

RIGHT OF WAY. 
See WAYS, 11. 

SABBATH. 
See SUNDAY LAW. 

SALES. 
1. The court adheres to the.rule, acted upon in this state, that it is not an 

actionable fraud for a vendor to falsely represent to a vendee the price paid 
for property sold. Still, the rule should be carefully construed and applied, 
and may admit of exceptions. Richardson v. Noble, 390. 

2. A sale of leather by the manufacturer to a manufacturer of shoes for the 
specific purpose of being manufactured into -shoes, carries an implied war
ranty, that the leather is sound, suited for the purpose for which it was 
bought. Downing v. Dearborn, 457. 

3. The doctrine of caveat emptor does not apply when the defect is latent. I b. 
4. Such sale by a dealer carries the same warranty when a latent defect is known 

to and concealed by him. After such sale, when the defect becomes known, 
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the purchaser may elect to sue for breach of warranty or for deceit, or may 
repudiate the sale and restore the articles purchased and reclaim the price 
paid. Ib. 

5. A factor to whom goods are consigned to sell, may sell them on credit, in 
his own name, and the principal is bound by the sale, unless it be shown that 
the sale was contrary to usage or to instructions.. Pinkham v. Crocker, 563. 

6. If the factor fails to use due care and diligence in making the sale to respon
sible persons, or is guilty of inattention to his principal's interest after the 
sale is ma.de, he is liable to the principal for any loss occasioned by his 
neglect. . • lb. 

7, Four hundred and ten shares of the stock of an electric light company 
recently organized were paid for to the company, by its stockholders, at the 
rate of one-third of the par value of one hundred dollars a share. The 
plaintiff sold fl.ve of his shares, thus paid for, to the defendant at par, repre
senting that all stockholdei:s had paid for their shares at par. Held : That 
the plaintiff's statement was a misrepresentation of a material fact; that the 
defendant would have the right to infer from the representation that the 
company had assets of forty-one thousand dollars, instead of assets of only 
one-third of that amount. Coolidge v. Goddard, 578. 

8. A seller cannot recover the price of manufactured lumber sold and delivered 
without an official survey; shingles are not an exception to the rule; such 
sales are prohibited by statutory penalties. Richmond v. Foss, 590. 

SA VIN GS BANKS. 
See ASSIGNMENT,. 1. GIFT, 1. RECEIVERS, 1. 

SCHOOL-HOUSE. 
When municipal officers proceed to erect a school-house for a district under 

the provisions of R. S. c., 11, § 56, they can legally expend therefor so much 
money only as the district have voted for that purpose. 

Carlton v. Newman, 408~ 
See EMINENT DOMAIN, 1. REAL ACTION, 4. 

SEAMAN. 
See SHIPPING, 1. 

SEQUESTRATION OF REAL ESTATE. 
See DIVORCE, 3. 

SERVICE OF WRITS. 
See AUDITA QuERELA. WRIT OF POSSESSION .. 

SET-OFF. 
See AUDITOR, 1. 

SETTLEMENT. 
See PAUPER, 1. 

SHEEP. 
See TRESPASS, 2. 

SHERIFF. 
See OFFICER'S RECEIPTS, 1. 

SHINGLES. 
See LUMBER,·!. 
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SHIPPING. 
1. The wages of a seaman engaged in the coasting trade, when collected by, 

and remaining in the hands of his attorney, a proctor in the admiralty court, 
are not for that reason exempt from attachment by trustee process . 

.Ayer v. Brown, 195. 
2. Whether a contract entered into between two of several part-owners of a 

vessel, wherein they mutually stipulate that each shall sail the vessel as 
master alternate years, is void as against public policy- quere. 

Rogers v. Sheerer, 323. 
3. Assuming such a contract to be valid, the true construction ot'it is, that each 

shall sail the vessel alternate years, only so long as he performs the high and 
responsible duties of master with that degree of care, attention, prudence 
and fidelity which the law demands; and when he fails to do that, he can no 
longer invoke the aid of the contract against the other. lb. 

4~ A.n action for money had and received cannot be maintained by a part owner 
(not the ship's husband), for his share of the freight money, against the 
master, who collected and remitted the same to the ship's husband after 
receiving a written notice from such part owner to remit his share to him. 

Patten v. Percy, 321 . 
. 5. Tenants in common must join in an action to recover the earnings of their 

vessel, unless there is an excuse for a severance of the claim ; but bankruptcy 
of one owner is not an excuse ; in such case the assignee of the owner who 
is in bankruptcy must be joined with the solvent owners, or, if an assignee 
has not been appointed when the suit is commenced, an action may be sup
ported in the names of the bankrupt and other owners until an assignee 
,comes in. Stinson v. Fernald, 516. 
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§ 5485, 
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See MORTGAGES, (Chattel,) 1. 

SPECIFIC PERFORMANCE. 
See PRACTICE (Equity,) 2, 6. 

STATUTES CITED, EXPOUNDED, &c. 

MASSACHUSETTS RESOLVES, 
Granting land in Marr's Hill to revolutionary 

soldiers, 

UNITED STA.TES CONSTITUTION. 
XIV Amendment, 

UNITED STATES REVISED STATUTES, 

Pensions, 
Pensions, 
Pensions, 

SPEciAL LAWS OJ!' MAINE, 
City Marshal of Portland, 
City Marshal of Portland, 

PUBLIC LAWS OF MAINE, 
Foreclosure of mortgages, 
Equity jurisdiction, Supreme Judicial Court, 
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1875, c. 25, 
1876, c. 92, 
1881, c. 79, § 4, 

INDEX. 

Ways, 
Interest on taxes, 
Statements of corporation treasurers, 

REVISED STATUTES OF MAINE. 

1871, c. 6, § 93, Interest on taxes, 
c. 18, § 8, Committee to appraise land damages for ways,~ 
c. 48, § 8, Statements by treasurers of corporations, 
c. 61, § 1, Married women, 
c. 66, § 20, Waste of insolvent estate, 
c. 95, § 12, Penalty for waste, 

1883, c. 5, § 5. Copies of land office records, 
c. 6, § 141, Collector of taxes may sue, 
c. 11, § 56, Location of school-house, 
c. 13, § 9, Physicians' services, 
c. 24, § 3, Pauper setttlements, 
c. 27, § 7, Liability of innholders, 
c. 28, Apothecary, 
c. 41, § 15, Survey of lumber, 

§ 17, Shingles, 
§ 21, Sales of lumber prohibited wbtn not branded, 

c. 46, § 52, Judgment creditor of a corporation, 
c. 64, § 9, Executor's bond, 
c. 70, § 51, Insolvent law, 
c. 77, § 6, Equity powers of Supreme Judicial Court, 

§ 11, Equity practice, 
§ 69, Return of writs, 

c. 81, § 23, Service of writs, 
§ 26, Attachment of bulky property, 
§ 87, Mutual and open accounts, 
§ 97, New promise, statute of limitations, 

c. 82, § 10, Abatement, 
§ 15. Trespass and trespass on the case, 
§ 116, Sunday law of contracts, 

§§ 128, 129, Suits by assignee, indorsement of writs, 
c. 84, § 30, Executions against towns, 
c. 87, § 16, Actions against executors and administrators, 
c. 90, § § 1, 5, Mortgages. Foreclosure, 
c. 91, § 38, Liens on logs and lumber, 
c. 104, §§ 47, 48, Claimant of real estate to test title by an action, 
c. 113, § 24, Poor debtor's bond. 

STATUTE OF FRAUDS. 
See FRAUDS, STATUTE OF. 

STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS. 
See LIMITATIONS, STATUTE OF. 

STOCK SUBSCRIPTIONS. 
See CORPORATIONS, 2, 3-8. 
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STOLEN GOODS. 
See RAILROADS, 8, 

SUBP<ENAS. 
See FEES AND CosTs, 1, 2. 

SUNDAY LAW. 
Revised Statutes, c. 82, § 116, providing that no party, who receives any money 

or valuable thing as a consideration for a contract made and entered into on 
Sunday, shall be permitted to defend any action upon such contract until 
such consideration has been restored, applies to actions arising before as well 
as after its enactment. Berry v. Clary, 482. 

SUPERIOR COURT, KENNEBEC COUNTY. 
A writ dated Augllst 22, 1883, was made returnable at the Februry term, 1884, 

of the superior court, Kennebec county. Held, that it should have been 
made returnable at the September or December terms, 1883, of that court, 
under R. S., c. 77, § 69. Blake v. Wing, 170. 

SURETY. 
See PROMISSORY NOTES, 3. 

SURVEY. 
See LuMBEH, 1. 

TAXES. 
1. In order for a collector ~f taxes to maintain an action under R. S., c .. 6·, § 141, 

he must show that he made a demand on the defendant for his taxes, so 
formal and explicit that the defendant would know that a suit might follow 
if he neglected to comply with the demand. Parks v. Cressey, 54. 

2. Taxes assessed upon real estate prior to its sale by an executor of an insol
vent estate for the production of assets for the payment. of debts, are 
chargeable to the rents of the land accruing after the testator's decease, 
rather than to the proceeds of sale received by the executor. 

Fessenden, Appellant, 98. 
3. Two assessors are not authorized to assess a tax when a third assessor has 

not been qualified. Machiasport v. Small, 109. 
4. An assessor's warrant failing to show what year's state tax was included in 

the assessment, and the precise date of the town meeting at which the 
town tax was voted, and when the collector should account to the state and 
county treasurers respectively for the state and county taxes, and authoriz
ing a distress immediately, without waiting twelve days, andnot authorizing 
the arrest of a tax-payer if he is possessed of "tools, implements, and 
articles of furniture which are by law exempt from attachment for debt,•• 
is invalid. Ib. 

The fact that a municipal tax against a person has not been abated, is no 
evidence that it has been paid. Milford v. Greenbush, 330. 

6. The collection of an entire school-district tax, assessed without authority 
of law, may be perpetually enjoined, on a bill brought by all the tax payers 
of the district jointly, or by any number thereof on behalf of themselves 
and all the others. Carlton v. Newman, 408. 

7. A special act of the legislature purporting to authorize an assessment of an 
excess of money expended by the municipal officers above the sum voted by 
the district, must be construed strictly. Ib. 
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8. The legislature cannot constitutionally authorize the assessment upon the 
polls and estates of a school-district of an excess of money expended by the 
municipal officers above the sum voted by the district for the erection of a 
school-house, in the absence of any vote by the district to raise such excess. 

lb. 
9. Without a distinct vote determining when taxes should be payable, the pay

ment of interest on taxes cannot lawfully be enforced. A vote declaring that 
interest shall be collected after a time named is not sufficient, under R. S., 
1871, c. 6, § 93 and stat. 1876, c. 92. Snow v. Weeks, 429. 

10. A treasurer and collector of taxes, who issues his warrant to the sheriff, or 
his deputy, for the collection of a tax, "with interest thereon" from a date 
named, is liable in damages to the person· arrested upon such warrant, if 
the payment of interest could not be lawfully enforced. Ib. 

11. Buildings and other property owned by municipal corporations and appro
priated to public uses, are but the means and instrumentalities used for 
municipal and governmental purposes, and are, therefore, exempt from general 
taxation, not by express statutory prohibition but by necessary implication. 

Camden v. Camden Village Corporation, 530. 

12. A village corporation was authorized by its charter to raise money to defray 
the expenses of a night watch, police force, fire department, etc. and also to 
erect a hall. The building thus erected contained a public hall, police court 
room, assessors' office, lock-up, etc. and, when not in use for meetings and/or 
purposes of the corporation, the hall and other rooms were let for hire, and 
the money received therefrom was used towards paying the expenses of the 
corporation. Held, That the building and lot were not liable to taxation by 
the town in which they were situated. Ib. 

See PLEADINGS, 5, 6. 

TAX TITLE. 
Where land is forfeited to the State for the non-payment of taxes assessed 

upon it, and the State fails to convey the title to a purchaser for the reason 
, of illegality in. its proceedings of sale, the original owner has a better claim 

of title to the land than the purchaser has, and he may maintain ,an .action 
against the purchaser therefor. Chandler v. ·Wilson, 76. 

TENDER. 

The plaintiff, having in his possession certain notes given by the defendant, 
the ownership of which was before the court for adjudication, agreed in 
writing with the defendant to accept in full thereof twenty-five per cent of 
their amount, to be paid in cash whenever the court should decide him to be 
the owner. July 7, the plaintiff by letter notified the defendant's treasurer 
that the court had decided him to be the owner and that he was ready to 
settle as by his agreement. The treasurer replied he would arrange the 
matter the following week; but no payment being made or attempted, the 
plaintiff stied the notes on September 8, and the defendant made tender 
of the twenty-five per cent on November 19. Held, that the tender was not 
made within a reasonable time; that the agreement was forfeited, and the 
original cause of action revived. 

Chapman v. Dennison Paper M'f'g Co. 205. 
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TENANT. 
See WRIT OF PossESSION, 1. 

TENANTS IN COMMON. 
See SHIPPING, 5. 

TIMBER. 
See MORTGAGES, 3. WASTE, 1. 

TITLE. 
When one holds title upon condition subsequent, it remains in him as if no 

condition ever existed, until defeated by entry for breach. 
Birmingham v. Lesan, 494; 

See EsTOPPEL, 2. PRESCRIPTION, 1. REAL ACTION, 4. 

TOLLS. 
See WATERS, 2, 8. 

TOWNS, 
1. A town cannot, at its own expense, raise a fund even in part, the income of 

which is to be appropriated as a gratuity to individuals, or a private cor-
poration. Luques v. Dresden, 186. 

2. R. S., c. 84, § 30, authorizing executions upon judgments against towns to be 
issued against and levied upon the goods and chattels of the inhabitants, is 
constitutional. Eames v. Savage, 212. 

3. The process provided in that section is "due process of law," and is not in 
conflict with the fourteenth amendment of the constitution of the United 
States. lb. 

See PAUPERS, 4. 
TOWN CLERK'S RECORDS. 

See EVIDENCE, 13. 

TOWN OFFICERS. 
See PENSION, 5. 

TRESPASS. 
1. A mortgagee not in possession may maintain an action of trespass quare 

clausum against a stranger for an injury to the freehold. 
Leavitt v. Eastman, 117. 

2. In trespass for damage done by the defendant's sheep to the plaintiff's close, 
if it is admitted that the sheep were upon the plaintiff's land, the burden is 
upon the defendant to show some justification or excuse; and if they 
entered from the highway, and no justification or excuse is shown for their 
being in the highway, the plaintiff is entitled to damages. 

Hodsdon v. Kilgore, 155. 
3. The statute abolishing the distinction between actions of trespass and 

trespass on the case relates to the distinction in form only. Where the 
distinction is really of substance, the declaration should contain allegations 
appropriate to the action to which it properly belongs. Place v. Brann, 342. 

See EXECUTORS AND .ADMINISTRATORS, 7. WRIT OF POSSESSION, 1. 

TRUSTEE. 
See DIRECTORS, 1, 2. RAILROADS, 15. WRIT OF POSSESSION, 1. 
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TRUSTEE PROCESS. 
1. The wages of a seaman engaged in the coasting trade, when collected by, 

and remaining in the hands of his attorney, a proctor in the admiralty court, 
are not for that reason exempt from attachment by trustee process. 

Ayer v. Brown, 195. 
2. If the assignee of funds trusteed appears, upon notice, and claims the 

funds, and is examined as a witness, it is his duty to state fully and clearly 
the circumstances connected with the assignment, and the consideration for 
which it was made ; and if he refuses to do so, and gives only vague, 
indefinite and sweeping answers, his claim may be justly viewed with suspi-
cion and declared invalid. Thompson v. Reed, 425. 

TRUSTS. 
See EQUITY, 8. 

TRUST FUNDS. 
Where one draws against a fund composed partly of his own money and 

partly of the money of another, the presumption is that the draft is from 
his own money, whatever were the relative dates of the deposit. 

UNINCORPORATED PLACE. 
See ATTACHMENT, 5. PAUPER, 7. 

UNITED STATES PENSION. 
See PENSION. 

VILLAGE CORPORATION, 
See TAXES, 12. 

WAGES. 
See TRUSTEE PROCESS, 1. 

WASTE. 

Hall v. Otis, 122. 

The cutting of timber from wild lands in a careful and prudent manner, keep
ing in view the future value of the land as well as the present income, is not 
waste within the meaning of R. S., 1871, c. 66, § 20, or c. 95, § 12. 

Mc Nichol v. Eaton, 246. 
WATERS. 

1. Assumpsit lies for the recovery of tolls on logs authorized by law even 
though a lien exists, upon the lumber driven, to secure the same. 

Swift River, &c. Oornpany v. Brown, 40. 
2. Where a charter authorizes a corporation to make such improvements upon 

a stream as will facilitate the transportation of lumber down that stream, 
and, upon the completion and maintenance of which, to demand tolls, it 
must prove that the improvements made by it do thus facilitate the trans-
portation of lumber before it can demand and recover the tolls_. lb. 

3. The rights of riparian proprietors upon a natural stream are not absolute but 
qualified, and each party must exercise his own reasonable use of the water, 
as it flows past or through his land, with a just regard to the like reasonable 
use by all others who may be affected by his acts. 

Lockwood Company v. Lawrence, 297. 
4. The law does not lay down any fixed rule for determining what is a reasona-

ble use of the water of a stream by a riparian proprietor. lb. 
5. The reasonable use depends upon the circumstances of each particular case. 

lb. 
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6. In order to establish a prescriptive right or easement in the land or water of 
another person, the enjoyment of such right must·ha.ve. been uninterrupted, 
adverse, under claim of right, and with the knowledge of' the owner, or with 
such acts that knowledge will be presumed. lb. 

7. The prescriptive right to the use of a stream beyond the general right of 
reasonable use, as against other riparian owners, is. governed by the same 
principles as those in relation to easements· in land, and in order :to establish 
such right there must be a perceptible amount of injury. throughout the 
period necessary to gain such right. lb. 

8. A corporation was chartered by the legislature and authorized to make such 
improvement to the upper Androscoggin river, and the chain of lakes and 
their connecting streams as would " facilitate and render more convenient 
the drifting, or driving of logs, masts, spars and other timber, by removing 
obstructions, building dams, wing dams, gates, piers, booms and so forth;" 
and it .was further authorized to demand and receive a specified toll upon 
every log that should pass its dam at the outlet of Big lake, and an additional' 
toll for passing the dam at the outlet of. Richardson.lake .. ·. Held-: 

1. That the company was bound to grant and render, in a. reasonable 
manner, to any one paying such tolls, all the facilities that it has acquired 
and controls in derogation of the common right, by authority of its charter. 

2. That the wants, desires or demands of a particular share-holder in such 
company cannot abridge or modify the duties and obligations of the company 
to the log owners. 

3. That it is not material who are the owners of the lands upon which the 
dams are built so long as the company maintains them for the purposes 
expressed in its charter. 

Lewiston Steam Mill Go. v. Richardson Lake Dam Go. 337. 
9. A bill in equity by one mill owner to enjoin other mill owners, upon the 

opposite side of the stream at the same power, from using more than one-half 
of the water, complained that the defendants had, within ten days, commenced 
to use, and were continuing to use, and threatening to use in the future more 
water than they were lawfully entitled to, thereby depriving the plaintiff of 
sufficient water to run its mill, some portions o:f which ,had to be shut down 
throwing out of employment som~ two hundred persons. . Held, that the 
injury claime~ did not appear ,to be of that permanent or irreparable character 
necessary to justify or require the interposition of a court of equity by way 
of injunction. Held further, that the bill, charging that all the defendants 
together used more than one~half of. the water,. and not stating, which of 
the defendants was using more water than he was entitled to, is too -indefinite 
and general in. its averments to found a decree for an injunction upon, 

Westbrook M'f'g Oo, v. Warren, 437. 
See EQUITY, 11. ICE, 1. 

WAYS. 

1. A town is not required to render a way passable for the entire width of. the 
whole located limits. Morse v. Belfast, 44. 

2. In determining the .question whether a way is s~fe and convenient within the 
meaning of the statute, it is enough. that the way is safe and convenient in 
view of such casualties as might reasonably be expected to happen to 
travellers. 1 b. 
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8, The law has not prescribed what imperfections in a way will be oonsid~red 
as constituting a defect or want of repair, so as to render a town liable if an 
injury is occasioned thereby. These are questions of fact, generally, for the 
jury to settle, under proper instructions. I b. 

4. In an action for personal injuries received by reason of a defect in a way 
the question, whether the plaintiff, or driver, was in the exercise of ordinary 

· care, is proper for the jury to consider and determine. Ib. 
5, Where all the members of a committee appointed on appeal, to revise the 

. proceedings of county commissioners in the location of a highway, partici~ 
pate -in their action a majority may decide. Acton v. Go. Com. 128. 

6. The power given to county commissioners by stat. 1875, c. 25, to ''grade 
hills in any .such way," authorizes them to require that v,alleys shall be filled 
as well as hills cut down. Ib. 

7, The county commissioners have no power to require cattle passes to be con• 
. structed in a highway located by them, and where such requirement is a 
part of their adjudication of location it renders their proceedings bad. Ib. 

8. The description of the way prayed for in a petition to the county commission• 
ers of York county was as follows : "Beginning at the terminus of the new 
road now building ih Newfield to Balch Mills, thence in a western direction 
to the N. H. line;" Held, sufficient to give the commissioners jurisdi<::tion. 

Ib. 
9. The committee appointed under R. S., 1871, c. 18, § 8, to appraise damages in 

case of location of: ways are not required to make their report at the first 
term of the-Supreme Judicial~Court next after appointment. 

Webb v. Go. Com. 180. 
10. The report may be presented to the court when it is finally completed. 1 b. 
11. The location of ways arising from necessity may be made and changed by the 

concurrence of the parties. Such location or change need not be in writing 
nor formally agreed to. It may be inferred from the acts or acquiescence on 
the parties. · Rumill v. Robbins, 193. 

12. In order to render a town or city liable on account of an accident happening 
on a highway, it must appear that the defect in the way was the sole cause 
of the injury. Aldrich v. Gorham, 288. 

13. If any other efficient, independent cause, for which the town is not responsi~ 
ble, contributes directly to produce such injury, the town or city is not liable. 

Ib. 
14. Whether the fright or misconduct of the horse is such as to be regarded as 

the true and proximate cause of the injury, in any given case, is to be gov• 
erned by the extent of such misconduct. I b. 

15. If a horse well broken and adapted to the road, while being properly driven, 
suddenly swerves or shies from the direct course, he is not in any just sense 
to be considered as escaping from the control of the driver, or becoming 

. unmanageable, if heis, in fact, only momentarily not controlled. Ib. 
16. If while thus momP-ntarily swerving or shying he is brought in contact with 

a defect in the road and an injury is thereby sustained, such conduct of tM 
horse will not be considered as the proximate cause of the accident. Ib. 

17. When a street commissioner is informed that there is a defect on a certain 
street in his town, there is a presumption that he performs the duty of going 
or sending to look it up and remedy it. This presumption added to the 
information given him, may be sufficient to authorize the jury to find that he 
had actual notice of the particular defect. Welch v. Po'ttland, 384. 
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WIDOW. 
See MORTGAGES, 8. PRACTICE, (Equity,) 4. 

WILD LANDS. 
See PRESCRIPTION' 1. w ASTE, 1. 

WILLS. 
1. A testator in his lifetime gave to a son, named as a legatee in his will, the 

sum of fifteen thousand dollars and tooli from him the following paper : 
"Whereas my father, Francis Low, of Clinton, in the county of Kennebec, 
on the first day of July, A. D. 1871, made and executed his last will and 
testament in the presence of E. L. Getchell, F. E. Heath and Solyman Heath, 
and whereas said Francis Low, in said will gave, devised and bequeathed to 
me certain property. Now, therefore, in consideration of fifteen thousand 
dollars, paid to me and for me by said Francis Low during his life-time, the 
receipt whereof I hereby acknowledge, (and which said sum is my full share 
and more of my father's estate) do for myself, my heirs, executors and 
administrators, hereby remise, release and discharge, my said father, his 
executor or administrator, or legal representatives, from paying the legacy 
named in said will to me, or from paying to me any sum of money or prop
erty under any other will of my said father, and I release all my right, 
claim and title as heir to any and all estate and property which my said 
father may die seized or possessed of, and I will make no claim for any 
portion of the same, and I consent that all his estate may go as he has or 
may will it, or in any manner as he may wish to dispose of the same, or may 
dispose of the same." (Duly executed.) Held, That there was an ademp
tion of all the legacies in the will to the son, and he was estopped from 
claiming anything more under the will. Low v. Low, 37. 

2, Where a testatrix in herwillgave to a son one undivided tenth of her estate 
with this provision, "the same to be endorsed on a note given by him to my 
daughter Emily aforesaid, in the year 1878." Held, that it was the duty of 
the executor to appropriate the legacy to the payment of such note, and pay 
the residue only, if any, to the legatee. Low -v. Low, 171. 

3. A will contained a devise in these words : "Item. I give, bequeath, and 
devise unto the town of Dresden, in the county of Lincoln, to have and to 
hold forever in trust, and upon the conditions hereinafter stated, all my real 
estate, situated in said town of Dresden, and all my meeting house property 
in said town owned by me; also in addition to the above the sum of five 
thousand dollars ($5000), provided that the said town of Dresden shall 
create and establish a fund of three thousand dollars ( $3000), to be known 
as the Lithgow Pine Grove Cemetery Fund, to be kept in trust, and held in 
trust by said town. The interest of which shall be paid annually to the 
owners or proprietors of such cemetery forever, to be by them applied to 
keeping the same in good order and condition, with a good fence around the 
whole lot. Provided further, also, that twelve dollars ($12) of said interest 
shall be expended annually for the purpose of decorating with flowers, &c. 
for putting and keeping in perfect order and condition forever, the small lot 
owned and occupied by my brother, Alfred G. Lithgow, and myself in said 
cemetery. This legacy and devise, if accepted by said town of Dresden, 
upon the conditions aforesaid, a copy of the vote of acceptance shall be filed 
with my executors, on or before two years from the time of my decease. 
Should any one of the aforesaid devisees or legatees refuse to accept the 
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devised estate upon the conditions named in said devise, then such part 
together with the remainder of my estate, I then give, bequeath and devise 
one-half to the said town of Dresden, and the remaining half to the city of 
Augusta. Held : 

1. That the testator intended to establish a fund of eight thousand dollars 
and the real estate given, the income of which was to be appropriated to the 
use of the cemetery named. 

2. That the rejection of the real estate by the town of Dresden was a 
rejection of the whole devise. 

3. That the condition was one which could not legally. have been per
formed, for a town cannot, at its own expense, raise a fund even in part, 
the income of which is to b~ appropriated as a gratuity to individuals, or a 
private corporation. 

4. The amount of this devise falls into the residuum which is to be equally 
divided between the city of Augusta and town of Dresden. 

5. The residuary legatees take the real estate as tenants in common and 
the personal property in severalty. Luques v. Dresden, 186. 

4. A devise was as follows: "I give and bequeath unto Hiram Coffin, his heirs, 
&c. the remainder ofmy homestead farm, upon conditions as follows, 
viz : That he pay annually the sum of fifty dollars to the M. E. church in 
Columbia village, for the support of preaching, or if the said Hiram choose 
to pay the principal of which the above sum is the interest, all at one time, 
or in payments within,- then my executors hereinafter named, shall give a 
good and sufficient deed to the said Hiram Coffin, his heirs, &c. which shall 
be as good and binding as if given by me, But if said Hiram or his 
heirs fail in any way to perform the conditions above named, then I give and 
bequeath the farm before named to the said M. E. church. Held : 

1. That as the contingency upon which the devise to the church was to 
vest, might not happen within a life in being and twenty-one years, the 
devise was void, as offending the rule against perpetuities. 

2. That the option given the first taker to extinguish the condition and 
perfect his own title, did not remove the uncertainty of the time of the 
vesting of the devise over, and hence did not take the devise out of the rule. 

3. That the first taker was not made a trustee for the second contingent 
devisee, but held in fee subject to the conditions. 

4. That whatever rights the demandants representing the church have in 
equity, they have not the legal title accompanied by a present right of entry. 

jJ.ferritt v. Bucknam, 253. 

5. The will of a testator, by apt and proper expression gave to his widow a 
life-estate in all the property of which he died seized. It gave her full power 
to consume and dispose of so much thereof as her comfort and convenience 
might require. Held; 

1. The income and increase of the estate became absolutely her own, but 
the estate did not vest in her, beyond the use~ and necessities mentioned in 
the will. All that remained ofit at her decease, whether in the same specific 
form, as she received it, or in any new or changed aspect, resulting from 
sale, exchange or re-investment, remains a constituent part of the testator's 
estate and should be distributed according to his will. Those articles suita-
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ble for consumption that the widow received and consumed, either· by her 
own fire, or at her table, or as food for the stock were disposed of by her as 
she had a right to do by the terms of the will. She is not chargeable there• 
for and like articles cannot be retained from her estate in their place and 
stead. 

2. Whatever debts of the testator or charges of his funeral and burial his 
widow paid from her own means, should be allowed from his estate. Her 
own debts should be paid from her estate. Gorham v. Billings, 386. 

6. A devise was in these words: f' I give and devise to my wife, Sarah F. T. 
Mitchell, all the rest and residue of my real estate. But, on her decease, 
the remainder thereof, I give and devise to my said children, or their heirs 
respectively, to be divided in equal shares between them." Held, that the 
widow took an estate in fee simple, and that the devise over, of the remainder, 
was void. Mitchell v. Morse, 423. 

7. M. devised his farm to his wife for life, "the said real estate to go to J. M. 
at her death, if any remains, providing J. M. maintains and provides for her 
decently from the proceeds of the farm or otherwise ; and providing the said 
J. M. fails to provide for her, then she is empowered to call on selectmen to 
provide for her in her own house," The will also provided that J. M. be 

· allowed to use the place for the purpose of maintaining himself and the 
widow of the testator by farming the same. Held, that J. M. took upon a 
condition subsequent; and that J. M. having failed to perform the condition, 
the heirs of the devisor had the right to create a forfeiture by an entry 
therefor, although the will contained no clause to that purport. 

Birmingham v. Lesan, 494:. 

WITNESSES. 
l. The plaintiff and his wife are incompetent witnesses to any matter which 

happened before the decease of· the defendant, unless the administrator first 
testifies in relation thereto; but if the deceased party's account· books or 
other memoranda are used in evidence by the administrator, then the com• 
plainant and his wife may testify in relation thereto. 

Ilubbard v. Johnson, 139. 
2 An administrator brought an action against two defendants and discontinued 

as to one of them by reason of his insolvency. Held, that such person 
after the discontinuance, was a competent witness in behalf of the other 
defendant. Segar v. Lufkin, 142. 

See EVIDENCE, 11. PLEADING, 3. 

WRITS. 
See A.UDITA QUERELA, PRACTICE, (Law,) 7. 

WRIT OF POSSESSION. 

C held a written lease of real estate as trustee of F who was in possession. 
At the expiration of the lease the landlord brought an action of forcible 
entry and detainer against C, and obtained a writ of possession under which 
the officer removed F's goods from the premises, and F sued the officer in 
trespass for that act. Held, that the officer had the right and it was his duty, 
in serving the writ of possession, to remove F and his goods from the 
premises. Danforth v. Stratton, 200. 




